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This part contains tlie Kridanta affixes : or those affixes

which are applied directly to roots "in order to form substan-

tives. In addition to the affixes given • in Pacini's Grammar,

it contains some 800 sutras relating to the ITnadi affixes.

This portion is complete in itself and may be studied separately

from the' rest of the book.
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THE SIDDHANTA KAUMUDL
volume n.

PART II.

THE KRIDANTA AFFIXES.

CHAPTER I.

2829. As far as the end of the Third Book reckoning from

the present aphorism, the affixes treated of are to be under-

stood as coming after some verbal root,

This is an Adhik&r a Sutra. All these verbal affixes are broadly divid-

ed into two parts sfrsr and wfz affixes, which will be described later on.

Here we must again repeat the two sutras that follow it in the

Ashtadhyayi, namely, III. 1. 92, S. 781 ; and III. 1. 93. S. 374,

2829A. Here a word exhibited in the locative case is called an

npapada or a dependant word.

2829B. Any affix except tin; is called krit,

2830. In this portion of the sutras, in which there is a

reference to verbal roots, an affix which is calculated to debar

a general one, not being of the same form, optionally debars it ;

but not so la,the case of feminine affixes (III. 3. 94, &c.)
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Note,—Thus the affixes ^r^ and ^^ (III. 1. 133) are general affixes

applicable to all roots in forming nouns of agency ; and the sutra III. 1. 133

which ordains these affixes, is an wtsarga or a general rule ; while the sutra

III. 1. 135 ordaining the affix m after verbs having a penultimate us.vowel,

and the roots wt, sft and *r is an apavada or a special aphorism. In the

latter case, therefore, optionally we may have the affixes 'cgpsr.and s^also.

Thus f%*us a root that has a penultimate -?belonging to the pratyahara %%
and therefore, in forming the noun of agency from it, the affix ^R will have

to be applied by rule 135 of this chapter already mentioned ; thus M^t+*e
=faf*pr ^-^r=f£cftsPT* ; but this special rule, however, does not debar the

operation of the general rule, and we have optionally fkf«r<T+11^=fWTO«;
and faf^r* -f^sfHras; nom. sing. farinerTi

,

2831. From this aphorism, as far as the aphorism <wsr^ft

(III. 1. 133), all the affixes treated, will get the name of

Kritya.

This defines the class of affixes known as kritya, a subdivision of krit

affixes. These are certain affixes like asr, snffa, &c, which may be treated

as declinable verbal terminations. (III. 4. 70). The word formed by them

may be called Passive Potential Participles or Future Passive Participles.

2832. The affixes called ' Krit* are used in the sense of

agent.

The words formed by krit affixes have the sense of agency. When no

other special sense has been assigned to them by any rule, then this rule

will apply, and fix the force of the affix. This rule will not, therefore,

apply to krit affixes like ??!% (III. 2. 5 and 6) to which a special sense has

been assigned, but affixes like <wsrand^ &c, (III. 1. 133). Tlma ^vmt

means a ' doer'; *r*tf ' an agent ; t^t'* ' one who causes happiness'; m$t 'who

seizes'; Tft 'who cooks.'

The following sutra, however, makes an exception to this general sense

of krit affixes.
'

2833. The affixes called 'kritya' and the affix
e kta' and

those that haYe the sense of
£ khal', have only these last two,

senses, namely, an action and an object, fth&ya and karm«Q,
.,
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Note.—The word w^r ' of those two ' refers to *ner ' an Impersonal act',

andW ' object'. The word **r ' only ' is used in the sutra to exclude

the word ' agent * from it. Thus mf"®ft gs%T wenr ' the mat must he made,

by you'; %r*fcTST* ^t^%t mm * the rice must be eaten by yon'. Here the

affix <fS3f has the force of denoting the object ; we may, therefore, call it the

Potential Passive Participle affix. So also qrTftnreforar ' you must eat'; .

•arfsraHPssRfl" ' you must lie down'. Here the sense of the affix crssr being .

that of the action itself, which being Impersonal, is in the singular number ;

as it is one only, and neither male nor female, there is, from the nature of

the case, a singular affix, and the neuter gender is employed.

Similarly the affix SFcr denotes both the object and the action ; tgp* ^rsftf

i^rtt ' the mat is made by you'; *n?<* s&t^%t '(prat ' the rice is eaten by you'. •

Here ar is used with the force of denoting the object and may be called the

past passive participle.

Similarly ?r may be used in denoting the mere act ; snfaraf *wrr *you sat';

wfef Hstcrr ' you lay down'.

Similarly the affixes having the sense of wn^(III. 3. 126} denote both

the object and the Impersonal act. In the following examples the affixes

denote the object ; 'tr&iro ^rwm ' this mat is made, by little at a time, by

you'; T?n*re ' what is made with ease
';
^sk* ' what is made with difficulty'.

In the following examples the affixes denote the act ; $q*nr«nw* mttt and-

After transitive verbs, the kfitya, the Ida and the hhaldrtha affixes

only denote the object, but never denote the «m or 'an Impersonal action'.

mlT^t inarm* ^* \ H^^-^rolf i ^fajsn^ « *M%* ^fiHra^Tc^fiwtoi

srrerssr: i

< * afsurc sw'^ssrnn* *' » "^r%f^r *rr«rr. tpfisit* tfa3fw*ro ^mn ^WTi t

283 1. The affixes assr^, *w and^pftf^ come after verbal roots.

The phrase ' after verbal roots' is understood in this aphorism by anu-

vritti from sutra 2829. The final letters w of <f*3H apd ^ of s&sftat, are for

the sake of indicating accent, being merely diacritical letters. The letter^

indicates svarita accent (VI. 1. 185) and the letter ^ indicates penultimate

udatta accent (VI. 1. 217) ; these being exceptions to the general rule oP

accent given in III. 1. 8.

Thus w+*s*?r=*fcrawftr, and ^+3W—*fv$^''mnst be increased;

^r-p^fop: ^^pta^ * tnuS"fe be increased'. In these cases the sense

being' thai" of the Impersonal action itself or bh&va, there is, neuter

gender singer number.; ,,...'. . -
: '*
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When karma or object is denoted by these affixes, we have the example

^iwtj or twl^r to*«RnsrstT " The dharma must be acquired by thee." Here

the affixes* have a Passive designation.

. Vari,—The affix ^mi\ when coming after the verb *rar/ to dwell ' in

marking the agent, is treated as if it had an indicatory w. The force of w
is to cause vriddhi. Thus ^+3s^==qrreen53rj <

a dweller'. Here the word

is in the masculine gender, as the force of the affix is that of the agent, and

not as it generally has that of an act or object (III. 4. 70).

Vari.—The affix 3lEtW^ should be enumerated in addition to those

already enumerated in this aphorism. Thus ttffewr *rr*nr* ' kidney beans fit

to be cooked* ; fa^fim <rorTt ' the woods are apt to be split, i.e., fragile'.

This affix is to be employed when it is intended to express an object alone

(i.e., in the passive sense) and cannot be employed like those enumerated

above, to denote also the action. The auther of K&sik& says that the affix

is used in the Reflexive sense (.karma-kartari), But this is:opposed to the

Bhashya.

frtrar^q iT>hTV\i tcm-wit ^ 'g^encw tewimi *ne*r m&* wsr \ wrwfkT 1 ' w*(t

'

2835. The 1 of a Krit affix, preceded by a vowel, is changed

into % when it follows an alterant upasarga.

The following are the specific Krit affixes in which 'this change takes

place:—*r (* ), *t* (w^&c. VII. 2. 82), **K(III. 1. 96) *fir,(III. 3. Ill)

#(f* III. 2. 78, &c.) and the substitutes ofW (VIII 2. 42).

Thus

fkw^w ntwt, ^Tx^wt, stff*mvri*r<{\m iii u Long $ by VI. 4. 66.

Why do we say sro 'preceded by a vowel V Observe wgsr*, the Nishtha-

of*ra*u It is thus formed: w^+^=^+^-f^+^(VU. 2.45, the

root^ is read as ** *rcnsr> g^r in the dh&tupatha, having an indicatory sari"

thus giving scope to the rale). ws^f-*=*<**+* ( The * substitution

being considered asiddha, the * of masj is elided by VIII. 2. 29. and then

there is gutturalisation by VIII. 2. 80)~*nr* u

Far*.—The word frf^t should be enumerated in this place. As fcrfij

«r%rfor ws%$* \\ frfsvm^wmT^w Here the * does not come after a vowel but
after ^ of fa^ and so the rule would not have applied to it, This \ v&rtika
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makes the rub applicable to this t also. Thus fsrfi$^-f-*r=f*rfw^+*r

(VIII 2. 42. S, 8016)=f^f+^=fM*W u The * is changed also to w »

2836. The ^ of a Krit-affix ordained after a causative verb

( *nr*er ), is optionally changed to ^ when it conies after an

alterant upasarga.

Thus icrjnwr or smTtr?r*? , ^R«hhmi or *rfbrr«ro*rummmmr or mnuHHW .

inrnrtfV*.or sraTtrsfW, •ssnrsrrtrfiri or -asnrrcfa*, jnTrfw** or xnrrforV ii

Why have we used the word fef^sr * ordained ' in explaining the sutra ?

Because the change takes place, even where the Wff affix does not follow-

directly after th3 afik fa but where a third affix such as *r% intervenes.

As OTT^T*rTsri? Tssr » The %s being in the ablative, under the ordinary rule of

interpretation (I. 1. 72), the krit-affix should come immediately after fir.

For the purposes of causing the change of t to% the word^ is not

considered to be an upasarga. This has already been taught before, (see

vartika under VIII 4; 16. S. 2231). Thus t^r*j>r v****. »

2837, A. krit-affix, coming after a verb, which begins with

a consonant and has a penultimate rryowel, changes optionally

its ^ which is preceded by a vowel, into <^, when it comes aftep

an alterant upasarga.

Jlie phrase *prart is understood here. Thus xrafrruft**pr hSWh^JW^ ^rfi

t&tmgw or tTfcixim^ \\

Why do we say *«* ' beginning with a consonant'? Observe w**for*, and

^t^far, where tho change is obligatory, under VIII. 4. 29. These are

from ^5 ^set^t* and ^Bpraf? n

Why do we say .wrarTW 'having a penultimate T^. vowel
' ? Observe

jfspfffcr* and ^for*^ ; no option.

Note —The word i«t in the sufcra should be interpreted as *sn3«, and nob

as ordinarily
" after what ends in *a -" u For an **<rar verb implies that

it ends with a consonant, and so the employment of the word W in %U

text would We been useless had it meant w4W *
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i838. A krit-affix ordained after a verb beginning with an

T«r^vowel, having the augment 5^ in it, and ending with a con-

sonant, changes its * into * when preceded by an alterant

upasarga.

The -wordw of the last sutra is understood here. But contrary to bhe
;

construction put upon it in the last sutra, here it means w<ud , by the

natural rule of construction as given in I. 1. 72. We must interpret it so.

here, because it is impossible for an wrF^ root to commence with a ^^ ;

while to have done so in the last aphorism would have been redundant.

Thus S^rcfta^,^ww^ from ?z?<® Te*rm the *psc is added because it is

*r<d 11 The rule will not apply to m^h^ but it will apply to ^*;»to^ from

gw<Tt% where ^ or the nasal is part of the root. The w^ here means the

anusvara generally as also in sutra (VIII. 4. 2). Therefore though the

change would have been vaild by the general rule, (VIII 4 29) this sutra

makes a f^nr or restriction. That is, only in the case of ^srrfr wg[ verbs

the change takes place, not in other w^-verbs. Thus nwfr^, trfM-ifm^from

the root wf*r W% 11

Note.—This rule does not affect rule VIII. 4. 30, relating to vrfz verbs,

for those verbs cannot be said to end with a consonant ' Moreover, we have

used the word ferfw* in explaining the sutra, in order to indicate this fact,

that the krit-affix must be ordained after a consonant-ending verb. In

the case of causative verbs, the krit-affix is ordained after a vowei-ending

(Ik) verb, and the vowel is elided after the adding of the affix. So that

before the adding of the affix, the verb did not end in a consonant.

2839. The *of Ef* 'to kiss' fo* ' to be angry ' and Br^ ' to

blame' is changed to ^optionally, when preceded by an

upasarga having in it a cause of change.

Thus jrfffw^ or Brfrfwcr^, srftnsnr^ or wfsnnn-c, mPmvyr^ or Jifarq^ 11

Note.—These verbs are written with v in the Dh^tupatha, and there-

fore by rule VIII. 4. 14 ante, the change of *r into nr would have been

obligatory. The. present s&tra makes_it optional, Gfhe root f%f% means

[ to kiss', frifir ^%, and fifa.$**T*ni 11 ..•....-
s
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2840 The «rofa krit-affix is not changed to tr, though
preceded by an upasarga having in it a cause of change, when
the affix is added to the following verbs : *r « to shine', $ ' to be',

tr^ * to purify', *fo 'to be brilliant', *rf*r 'to go', ?*nf* 'to increase',

^r ' to shake'

This rule is an exception to VIII. 4. 29. Thus :—

Ishti.—The verb *n* is to be taken and not the verb tnp u In the case

of the latter the change is obligatory, as, xnrstffa: %t*t* ii

Vdit.—The above roots, even when in the Causative, do not change

the ^ of their krit-affix. As iwrlT'fbTq;, •qferr«3Ri: n There is no change in mmr
^N^ also. It is derived from the root ^nrra with the prefix sr n The sr is

replaced by ^ by a v&rtika in the MahabMshya under II. 4. 54 : and the

position of this v&rtika is taught there also, namely, that it should be read

in the subdivision of asiddhas (VIII 2. 1) just at the close of the.* change
rules. Therefore ? being considered asiddha, the * is not changed to ^r

\
because a /*r intervenes or rather is still considered to intervene between

the *: of sf and f « Had the root been wn* no rule would have prevented

the change of n to * in sre*pfon* and the form would be g^iuD^
See II 4. 54.

?

S. 2436. "\
_

When the ^is changed to v in *n^ the T of^^ is not changed. Thus
xFn&t, trfcrat ii The 5^ ordained by VII. 1.' 60, is elided by VI, 4. 24, and

^ changed to w by VIII. 2. 36.

Why do we say mtnwi ? Observe swiuria, qfommfa u The word *mj®
taken in order that the prohibition may apply to words like Jwr**fa,which

did end with w though the *r has been changed by other rules, and is

no longer visible. For here the *^of *nr,is*changed to * by VIII. 2. 36,

and then this * is changed to ^ by VIII. 2. 41 ; and the w^ is added by

VII. 1. 60.

, &&. $he aiaxes called 'kritya' (III. 1. 95) i®& fte affix
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By saying ' diversely ' we mean that they occur in other places than those

where ordained by the rules. Thus levitya affixes are ordained to come

when an ' act ' or an * object* is to be expressed, but they come also when the

hdraka is other than the objective. Thus wrttor"^^ ' P°wder for bathing";

^fftnrTgtwt ' a Brahmana to whom a donation is to be made'. In the

first of these examples the ' powder ' is the 'instrument' expressible by the

3rd case, and in the second the 'Brahmana' is the recipient expressible

by the fourth case ; so that in both cases the affix is applied without any

express rule.

Similarly, ^nrjs ordained to come in denoting instrument, location,

and a verbal noun ( III. 3. 115 and 117 ). But it is applied in other senses

also. Thus TTst^nspm mmm ' halls for eating of kings'; waniwwift m^ffe
' dresses to be worn by the ' king '.

By using the word ' diversely ', even the Jcrit affixes are applied in places

other than those expressly ordained. Thus Trcrr^n^ ffj^= 1<nw«V8Kt • i%%r

tqts=; 4i$<hM<%t \ For accent see VI. 2. 150.

To the root «r^ with the upapada *rs[ (the negative Particle s* ) would

have been added, the two affixes *iw and wr^ under sutra III. 1. 106.

S 2854. This sutra ordains u?r only: and that also, when the sense is

that of censure. The irregular form ssra^ar therefore is for both these

purposes.

Thus ssrarfer* w** ' a trifling sin'. Why do we say "when condeniable "?

Observe s^f*' S15'^ ' tne name of the teacher is not to bo uttered'.

The name of the teacher is neither condemnable nor incapable of utterance.

But it is not polite for the pupil to utter the name of the teacher. As says

the verse of the Smriti :

—

" Let the person desirous of prosperity not take his own name, or his

teacher's name, or the name of a great miser, or of an elder son or wife."

qmyir^eNf ijfwfV gifted; I
A

2842. The affix^ comes after a root that ends in a

vowel.

The letter <r of this affix is indicatory showing that the ud&tta accent

falls on the first vowel (VI 1.213); thus m+w==*Nr noun sing, Stzr^

• what is to be sung'; so also ^F*; 'what is to be druiik' ; &se% 'what is to be

conquered '. The sanr cf »rr and m is changed into * by VI. 4. 65.

Mote.—Why do we saj ' that ends in a vowel' ? By III. 1 . 3 ?4, a root

ending, in a consonant takes <ror affix instead of -m; reading these two
aphorisms together, the conclusion to<be drawn is that the. affix ?f% camps
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after roots which, primarily end in a vowel, though in the course of

development they may end in a consonant by the application of other

rules. Thus from ^T ' to cufe ', we have the desiderative root f^c% which

ends in a vowel ^, This -m is elided before ardhadhatuka affixes and thus

the root bacomes f^w,, which ends in a consonant ; nevertheless we shall have

the affix wsr.and not *»flsr. Thus ftfsnssrcc 'what is wished to b« cut' ; f^awc
1 what is wished to be placed'. Similarly % before ardhadhatuka affixes

become* %r, the ^T is changed into *snr before *r (VI. 1. 79) and the form

then is w%. The root^ however takes ^ and not *r*rg\- as 55Ti%T -ww*, &c.

We could have well spared the word ^w in this sufcra. For all roots

either end in a vowel or a consonant. "Now III, 1. 124. specifically ordains

*rarg; after all roots ending in a consonant. Therefore srg; would find its

scope only after those roots which end in a vowel.

For similar reasons, moreover there was no necessity of making this a

separate sufcra, lb could well have been included in the preceding Ash-

tadhyayi sutra III. 1. 96. That is instead of cr*wg; ct^in^r^J we eould

have well enunciated it as tcsyqwsmniyvfw meaning " the affixes tavyaC,

tavya, anlyar and yat come after rerbal roots." The scope of yab would

be restricted to vowel ending roots by the subsequent sutra III. 1. 124.

2843. The final ^i of a stem is changed into i before the

K rit-affix ^nc

»

Thus t%% »%%% The Guna takes place according to VII. 3. 84.

Vart*—The verbs Hw. Ho laugh at' *rc ' to kill' ^ 'to ask' •srg; 'to

attempt' and ^ * to be born', should be enumerated in addition ; that is

to say, these verbs, though ending in a consonant, take ^fg; and not wm; as

«nwN[, wzwi, ^t^%, wemi, and w*^. The root wgr would have assumed

the form w=w even by the affix *wg; ; the present vartika ordains •*rg; for the

sake of the accsnt. The w% would not have caused vriddhi of the "*r of

W5; ; for vriddhi is specifically prohibited with regard to wg; by VII. 3.35.

The accent of ig; is regulated by VI. I. 213, and of Tsrg; by YT. 1. 185. .

Vart.—And of the verb ^ ' to kill' srw is the substitute when it

o ptionally takes the affix <srg;. Thus we have ar^rq; or mesrt;. The latter

form is evolved by sutras VII. 3. 32 and 54. The affix org; comes only after

the w* substitute ; after T?C the affix *wg; comes which changes the % a
into

**, and «r into * and causes vriddhi.

2
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2844. The affix gw conies after a root, which ends in a

labial letter preceded by a short *
#

This debars *r*r?r;thus ^\^^=-sp3f Ho be sworn'; ^^+w^=^W3[ ' to

be acquired'.

Note.—Why do -we say 'which ends in a labial' ? Because if a root

ends in any other consonant, though preceded by a short m the root will

take «w^; thus TT^+T^^^^r^ 'what is to be cooked'; *rorS: 'speech'.

"Why do we say ' when preceded by a short ^f' ? "When preceded by

any other vowel, it will take <w* ; thus *^-f <<np£— $ror^ ' to be angry'; so

also ^fcwi
c to be concealed'.

The word ism" is used in the sutra in the original. The force of cf here

is, by I. 1. 70, that short ssr having one matra or prosodial length is to be

taken and not long sbt. Therefore, after the root^pf/ to obtain', wo have

*n?W and not ^; thus ssn1^ 'to be reached' i.e. 'attainable',

In the sutra III. 1. 94, s; 2830, we have used the word ^g^r \ Bub

it must be understood that the indicatory letters do not make two affixes

asarupa, whose efficient parts are identical. Therefore m. and *m% are

sarupa affixes ; and one will debar the other. And so there will be no

*R^ added to theso roots. But the affixes ffssrer, &c, are not debarred ; and

they will certainly come after these roots.

Note,—Why do we say 'not being of the same form' ? Because if two

affixes have the same form, the present rule will not apply ; and in the

case of such affixes, the special affix will debar the general affix. Thus

the affixes w\ and 3i are, when stripped of their indicatory letters, affixes

having the same form i.e.w, and therefore the subra III, 2. 1. ordaining

W% as a generel rule, will be always debarred by sutra III. 2. 3. oradain-

ing % as the latter is a special sutra applicable only to those roots which

end in long *m, or which are simple roots not compounded, with any

preposition. Thus ^T+TT+^= it'T^t 'giver of cows'. So also
,

«?fpw?:

'blanket-giver'. In these cases we cannot have the affix w%
It follow* from this subra as a necessary corollary, that the addition of

indicatory letters does not make two or more affixes dissimilar in form ("scwr)

when their essential effective element is the same. Thus the affixes % w%,

IT*., V &5Q. are similar.

Why do we say ' but not so in the case of feminine affixes' ? Because

in the case of feminine affixes, a special affix will debar a general affix,

though they may be dissimilar inform. Thus sutra III, 3. 94. ordaining

firar* in forming feminine nouns from roots is a general or wtscwga rule,
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—
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»»—*—*wwu»hh»iih»ii|I m.

while sutra III. S. 102. ordaining set after roots that have already"taken

some affix is a special or apavdda rule, and though ^r and „far! are

dissimilar in form, they being feminine affixes, the former will always

debar the latter. -Thus the compound desiderativa roots f^wtq and fMfa?
will form feminine nouns in wt and not by fast*.. Thus f^ffaft and
fwfWf and not f^ragfcrfa, &o.

2845. The augment ^ is added to «t. preceded by wrt

before an afiix beginning with, n n

As T55iT<!P*% %: 8 The ^% is added before the addition of the affix, and

by so doing <3P<t^ becomes .^Ft*, and thus loses ibs character of having a

penultimate m, and therefore by III. 1. 124, we shall have w^ affix, and

not ^ affix by III. 1. 98.

2f&t4.—Had the i^ been added after the addition of the affix, then

*r?r would be added by III. 1. 98. Though in both cases the form will be

ssrrcrFTOr ; the difference will be in the accent : w?r would throw the acute on

the first syllable (^ottw:) ; while, as a matter of fact, the word has svarifca

on the final ; thus instead of -ssTraWy (VI. 1. 213. and by VI. 2. 139),

which vjr gives, we have ^F^ ( ^wr svar ).

Note.—Why do we say ' when preceded by wt' ? Observe wm n How
do you explain *jfgr&£nf srwrwr: ? All rules are optionally applied in the

Vedas. Or jutto** may be explained by paying that the 3^ having been

added, is again dropped.

vtowy* wis*
«

* *^r ' $®% « <swi»3* *nwr trwnm* i

284.6. The augment m. is added to ^ preceded by *r?,

before % when the reference is to some tiling praiseworthy.

As ^rsr*«y* WT^s « (Thsse words are form 3d by far^and have svarita on

the final.) Why do we say f when referring to something praiseworthy' ?

Observe ^sr^r* this is formed with the *w affix (III, 1, 98). and means

" capable of being perceived."

2847. Tiie affix^ comes after the roots *mr * to be able ',

and ^f * to bear'.

Ehus^w^possibte' ***% 'endurable',



*
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2848. The affix ^s, comes after the roots ^ ' to speak', *r?

« to "be mad', ^ 'to go, to eat', and ' if to restrain', when these

roots do not take any preposition.

Thus $<&% "what is to be spoken, i.e., prose'; \&% 'wine';%^ 'what is

to be followed; f*^ 'what is to be restrained'.

Why do we say 'when not preceded by a preposition'? When compound-

ed with an upasarga, these roots will take "nrgr ; thus vc*n^\;rmT^\ &c.

The root ^ would have taken the affix ^ by III. 1. 98 also, as it ends

in "^ and is preceded by « ;its separate enumeration in this sutra is in order

to show, that the compound verb u^ will not take the affix^ . Therefore

with regard to ^t, this is a niyama or restrictive rule and not a vidhi or

original rule. Thus jtotwi^ \ Exception, however, must be made in the

case of the preposition fa \ There the affix ^ is added and not^ ; as we

find the form ftfsnrwra; used in a v&rtika. For this reason the form

*rf«rawr is not without authority. As in the sentence cmi fof^w^arewTni

Or these forms can be explained notjas kritya words formed by m,

added to the root ^%; but as Taddhita words formed by^ added to the

noun mm, (IV. 4. 98).

Vart.—The root ^ when preceded by the preposition wrw^ takes the

•%% affix when the sense is not that of a preceptor' ; thus WTfHrf t^* **an ap-

proachable or communicable country'. But when the sense is that of ' a

teacher' the root takes <nr?[ ; thus sttot** 'a preceptor'.

^wrferf^r«r% wwt^ \ tB^t ^rerf eprr 1 wf^m«TT t

28-19. The words ***& (VI. 2. 160) ^nr and^ are irregularly

formed, having the sense of c condemnabie', ' saleable' and 'not

restricted' respectively.

Thus, 'ssrset* ttt* 'a censurable or trifling sin'. Another and regular form

is ^sqj3*^ This is formed by adding the affix wt^ to the root wf by

III. 1. 106. As sx&gi 2jwr "the name of an elder should not be uttered.".
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Here there is no sense of condemnation, but it lays down a precept of good

conduct according to the above verse of the sinriti which declares " a person

desirous of prosperity should not utter the names of himself or of his Guru

or of a very miserly person, or of the eldest son or of a wife," So also ^^t

sfi*«ra*
' saleable blanket'; ^wr %*

' saleable cow. The other and regular

form is Trwc, formed by the addition of *nrg; and meaning 'praiseworthy'.

So also sr?to n?fi ' courted by hundreds' ; ^rotar^ wooed by thousands, i.e.,

there is no restriction as to the number of candidates for the purposes of

selection of a husband by a maid: in other words eref— wooed, courted.

Courted by hundreds, &c. The other and regular form is 5jc*n from the

root ^ ' to choose', srcfTf means a girl choosing her own husband and is not

reserved or shy. The word nq} in the sutra is in the feminine gender, and

it is in this gender only that the word is so formed. In the masculine

gender, the word is regularly formed ; thus wrstf 'sjfr'snsri.

2850. The word ^R is irregularly formed, in the sense of
*'wherewith something is carried".

TIj^j .word*W is derived from the root ** 'to carry' and means 'a vehicle'

tr^-tttat by which a thing is carried ; as w Tsm&i. When it does not

mean a carriage, the root takes the affix *rergr ; thus trw 'an ox
5

.

2851. The word^ ( and *&r ) is irregularly formed when
meaning 'lord' and a ' Yaisya'.

The root sf 'to go', would have taken **rg; by III. 1. 124; but it takes

^ when the sense of the word formed by it is that of a * lord or sir', or a

man of the 'Vaisya' caste. As^snsP wft, 'honored sir' ^sttf tHgw Arya or

Yaisya/

Note,—Though by VI. 1. 213, the affix ^rg; makes the udatta accent

fall on the first syllable of the word, yet in the case of the word saw
3

, when

it means ' lord ', the accent falls on the last syllable.

"Why do we say ' when it means sir or a Vaisya ? Otherwise the roob

takes the affix *Rna; as 3*%f aw^t ' the respectable Brahmana," i.e,, one

worthy to be approached or reachable.

^^ \ ^xr^rof mwr xrspf i $ i \ \ \o% i

2852. The word *rwraf is irregularly formed in the sense

of "ripe for cover, or ripe for fruition,'*
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The word <anrW is formed by adding *rq; affix to the root
•f

' to move',

compounded with the preposition tt. The word ^F^snr means having

reached the time. The word spspt means the first conception. Thus

OT^f nfc ' the cow fit for coyer '
; ^si^ scsstT

*' the mare fit for the horse'.

Why do we say ' when meaning what has reached the time favorable

to conception'? Otherwise the affix t*rg; will be used; as g'wnrf w$h
'K&shl is approachable'.

2853,—1^0 word ^^ (VI. 2. 160) 'imperishable* is irre-

gularly formed when qualifying the word ^Jf*^ 'friendship'

expressed or understood.

The word -^m^ is formed from the root ^ by the addition of ^% with

the force of the agent and affixing the negative particle ^r ; as %(+ w+*(%

=3?%m% the force is not that of bhava (III. 4. 70).

Thus sstsrl* Shm^ w$?c% ' let our friendship be imperishable'. So also

wwT*i^f**. So also Bhatti, " 3* •*ipx*T$i8 xjwwq ^re ga^ "~-0 Eama !

quickly make imperishable friendship with that, honored one. " The word

W? is an adjective qualifying the word :

friendship' expressed or under-

stood. It does not mean friendship : for two synonyms can not be used in

the same sentence : and -aw* ijftf of Bhatiti would have boon wrong-. Ncr

is ajaryam used in the sense of friendship in the sentence flrosr* w^rdwi
for here the word sangatam is understood, and ajaryam qualifies it.

Why do we say when qualifying the word ^rjpnj? Observe w*f*MT

mmt 'undecaying blanket' when the force is that of bhava, the affix would

be nyat, though the agent be sahgata. As wt? ^f^ " Imperishable

through friendship."

2854. After the root^ ' to speak', governing a ease-inflect-

ed word as its upapada, and not having a preposition annexed

to it, there comes the affix ***, as well as^ to denote condition.

The word *n£ is to be drawn into this sutra from the next.

The phrase 'not having a preposition' is to be read into this sutra by

anuvritti from III. 1. 100 S. 284 3. The force of the word ' also ' is to in*

dicate that the affix ^ is also employed. The word gftr means 'in con-

struction with an upapada that ends in a case-affix',
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Thus sw+^+^F^=iw+^+^=3rw^T^;sfw+^+^«?rw'»^^ 'told

by the Vedas or Brahman'. Similarly 3rc%T3FRt or wj«c<mg ' truth-mouthed'.

Some say these two affixes come with a Passive significance : and not.

that of bh&va only.

"Why do we say 'when it has a ease-inflected word as upapada' ? Other-

wise irf-f-^q^wT"^ a 'musical instrument'.

Why do wo say 'not having a proposition' ? Observe Marc^ (

a rumour'

formed by the affix ^m. and not by ^rgr or ^w%.

2855.—After the root u 'to he', in construction with a

case-in 3.ec Led word as its upapada and when used without a

preposition, the affix "r* is employed to denote condition

(Miaya).

The words ^fq" and ^pw of previous sutras are understood in this

The anuvritii of^ does not cover this aphorism. As w^r^ *ra« = Wcsfsrm
* gone to or arrived at Brahmahood ; ^3j3= ^re*r ths * gone to divinity'.

The word hh.dva of this sutra governs the succeeding ones.

Why do we say
c

in construction with a case-inflected word'? Other-

wise it will take *rc$ ; as ^+*rs=$T+*n?= ,

«rar^ (VI. 1. 79).

v.. hy do we say ' nofc taking a preposition'? Observe 3T*n*t%

^J3^-T^r f«f??Ml ^eSsr^, ww^-^i^^TKfT^TT^^rt i iftr ^r?r •wws&n » w\&$

2856. After the root ^ 'to kill', when in construction

with a case-inflected word as its upapada, and when used

without a preposition, combs the affix **nr_ in denoting condi-

tion, and the letters is the subs itu fee of its final ^ n

The phrasas igr* ^^wnw and ht% are understood in this siitra.

As w¥+^I+^^=W+^l+^^ W«F3r, (VI. 1. 71} u^rfesrr * Br4hmina

murder'. The word is feminine because of usage.

Note,—When not in construction with a noun, the form is wrst * a How'

(T^+ftf'L+'TO.). This verb does not take the affix "fig; in denoting

condition, there being no example of such formation.

Why do we say ' when not taking a preposition' ? Observe snerf? stwi

"there is a combat'.
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2857. After the verbs* 'to go\w'to praise', to. ' to

govern', ^ 'to choose', % 'to respect' and <rs ' to p]ease', comes

the affix w*.
The anuvritti of jftr, ^r*pT3*r and ^rt does not extend to this aphorism.

The present sutra ordains generally the affix tfcn^ after the above verbs.

*=fc^? i

f

-aff€5fir^ffv%T «rr' ^fa srttVsrt i sre^ i -si^rg; j sfn* i T*¥m; i g^n? i

fasTO i ^rc^Tsgw i**ns »
' *^tthz^s^» "^wnni^^^TTq:*' '«*K' wrT5f«m<fWT-

2858. To a root ending in a short vowel is added the aug-

ment ^ ( 3^L) when a Krit-affix having an indicatory * follows.

Note.—Thus ^%+fw+ Fwsr^=^T%fVq; so also trwgg; it Similarly

srgpr and srj** and ww&?ix formed by the affix **r^ « Why do we say

"ending in a shorb vowel" ? Observe *tv%*, nrwh n "Why do we say

" having an indicatory •* "? Observe g»^, f<Hj[ il Why do we say " a krit-

affix "
? Observe trgcTO, irpnrt, with the Taddhita-affixes ?r^ and <r«p^ u

In the compound uttFit^®% though the root is made shorb, yet there is no

augment g^, in as much as the rule by which the root has been shortened is a

Bahiranga rule, and the present rule is an Antaranga one. The maxim is

*%ffk£ srr^jffFW^ w " That which is Bahiranga is regarded as not having taken

efiFeofc, or as not existing, whan that which is Antaranga is to take effect".

Thus ?c+^^==^-r-^-M=T^t'to be gone'. So also ^g'+Wfj53 ^***

'to be praised'; vw+ vnr^as fara+ v (m being changed into "? by VI. 4
34. S. 24S6) = farsirt ' to be instructed, i. e., a pupil'. So also f+wr.^=*

fenr'to be chosen. By ^ in the su.tra the root ^ sris intended to be taken,

and not the root f*F. The equivalent derivative of the latter is srra* as wrwi

sqfcwsa i ^rg+^rsn* wt^st* f
to be honoured'

;
qpr+tw*— ^parc ' to be served.'

Though the anuvritti of wspr^was current from the previous sutra 2854,

its repetition in this aphorism is to indicate that other rules such as III.

1. 125, ordaining nyat should not take effect in the above verbs. Thus

III. 1. 125. s. 2886. requires *nrg; after the verb ^, but the present rule

prohibits that. Thus we have *preirenw 'must be praised.'

According to K&sik&, the roots "ar^ ' to praise' gf^ ' to milk' and *r^ ' to

cover' optionally take the affix ?hp^. As *r€*FS or sn^srq; (VI. 4. 37); gl*^ or

$T?r% $1^ or *ti&% Of the above three forms s'asya may be explained

by its being used by P%ini in the sutra V. 3. 60. as formed by nyat of

VI. I. 214. But the authority for the other two is doubtful.
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FaH.—The verb ^r (** 21) * to anoint', preceded by the preposition
^KT¥ takes tbe affix w^ when used as an appellative. As ^fr+OTr+^rv
= -s5nw3£ meaning clarified butter. The nasal is elided by VI. 4. 24.'"s. 415.
The affix has the force of instrument as a diversity.

2859. After verbs having a penultimate short n, the affix

^nf* is employed, with the exception of the verbs 9*? ' to be able',

and ^g;
' to hurt'.

Thus %% + g?*^ = ^^ ; so also Y|^. But 9P* and ^ will form

w^w^,f
and ,«rc^.

Why have we used the letter ?£ in s^ ? It is to indicate that short *i

is meant and not long sj (I. 1. 70). Therefore the root ^g; will take *nr?r

and form sffVc^. It has already been taught tha,t f%^added to ^tB? roots

is not of universal application. Therefore when f^ffw is not added We have

the affix nyat. Bub when the root ends in nich then the yat is the proper

affix.

2860. The affix **r* is employed after the root 13% 'to

dig/ and long $ is substituted for the final of the root.

By the force of ^r we draw in tsprr.

Thus w%+ ^r^=s^+t+^=^^'to be dug ' (VI. 1. 87;. The long

^t is used in the su.tra for the sake of euphony. The same purpose would

have been served by using short X, thus 'x 1 *sr*', But the long f indicates

that the rule VI. 4, 43 does not apply here. By that rule the m of ^jp^would

have been lengthened into 3«rT before the affix sparqN

^mt ^w^i *?a«n ^?to » f^^rra-a^tor ?r 3 ^fsn 1
* * *ro^*s^ *'

t ^f^^nti

2861. The affix ^tt. is employed after the verb 1* f to bear'

when not used as a name.
Thus *i

+

w* =s :Sc*r PL *r c*m ' those who ought to be supported/ i.e., ' ser-

vants ', The word is here a verbal noun and not an appellative. Why
do we say ' when not used as an appellative

1

? Observe ^ + <nn^= *T*n 'a

Kshatriya', How do you then explain *T*tf meaning •' wife '. For by the

3
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slitra III. 3. 90. S. 3276 the feminine ought to have been wwr with ws^and
not Wtnf with nyat ; for the exception gftNwq finds its Mi scope in the

masculine ? True : the objection is apparently valid. *mtf is not from 'ff 3F<rc%

(Bhuadi 946) but from either w of the Juhotyadi B, or from * ending in long

sf of the Kry&di class No. 2 1 . The^ of the present sutra must be con fined

to the Bhuadi root, and not to the *tbj of the Juhotyadi, for the latter has an

indicatory 5 and is read as 5^* in the Dhatupatjaa. Because the maxim
' an expression with an indicatory letter does not include one with it

*

applies.

Fan.—The use of kyap is optional when this verb takes the preposi-

tion w%. Thus ^h?csm or wnrgf* This vartika allows an option only when
the word is not an appellative.

2862. The affix vnr^ optionally comes along with nyat after

the root^ 'to cleanse'.

This is an example of Prdpka-vibhdshd, By III. 1. 110 ante, the root

%% having a penultimate 55 would have necessarily taken kyap; this

sutra declares an option. As trftr*"** or ^Fk*tt»^ t * to be cleansed'. The
second form is thus evolved :

—

^Fbns^-f-TJrqr (III. 1. 124). Now applies bhe following sutra by which
j is changed to g.

2863. Eor the final^ or^ of a root, there is substituted a
corresponding guttural, before an affix having an indicatory *
and before^

'

Thus we have ^fn^+vpm Then there is vriddhi of the ri of
mrig by VII. 2. 114 : so we get trftmnf » »

JVote.—ThQ rwrim rule does not apply here. The sutra does not mean
that the ^ is gutturalised before a ftrgr and *r before a ftr?r affix ; but both.

This guttural change takes place in the case of nyanku, &c, also

by the following.

2864. The gutural is 'substituted in nyanku and the rest.
Thus fs+Wf + «« wnr$t • a kind of black antelope.'
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mwff ^Y^f jfc^yfs? weft^ i ^'ftTcnrrft* ^wfw factf •**!* i f«ft^ » f*nfr*w«

2865. The words Kmm, *r*\ vvba, *nra. w«e, v**, and wm are

irregularly formed by the addition of the affix *t^.

Thusxrsn ^s^jt or tnrr Tf '^rt, *r*+^4-W*j=^w*?* 'the R&jasuya

or coronation sacrifice. The soma creeper is also called raj&. The cere-

mony in -which soma is extracted is also called rajasuya. The lengthening

is by nip&tana.

Similarly * or ^-fw^=^» ' the sun", literally that which moves (flrcfa)

in the sky ; or that which impels (gptfa) creation to action. When surya

is derived from sri+kyap ; then ri is replaced by short <ar which becomes

lengthened by VIII. 2. 77. When it is derived from the Tud&di root jsc^*

then the augment ^ is added to kyap. ^+^+^^^1^5^ * false

speech* ; this is an exception to III. 1. 106, by which ^ would also have

been applied. This rule prevents it. In mrlshodya the affix kyap is

added to ,/vad preceded by the upapada mrish&, the force of the affix

being to denote an object, and it is nitya. The word follows the gender,

&c, of the substantive which it qualifies, i.e., it is dependant on its substan-

tive (viseshya). ThusWTfrq fr^ggr ^«?terT *. So also ^rft >s%T,^4-^rT«
^*r. ' an agreeable lover'. So also T^+-are^=i$^ ' a base metal (other

than gold and silver)' ; the other form is *ft*r% 1 ts^-f--*rg[== t^wNi* ' that

which ripens of itself in cultivated ground,' This is when the force of

the affix is that of a reflexive. But) when it denotes an object (Passive)

only, the form is ^ttown \ *mn%=w*rmt f

a snake (what does not move

by legs)'.

f^wilffwq^i «i3s«fof ^ i fefor Agar* ftr^r* r sri^^ffss** 1W ^C *

sun \ *r«wT i

2866. The words fw andw are irregularly formed by

the affix *ot when meaning a 'river*.

Thus f^+*trj=sfw* < a river that breaks its banks by the rush of its-

water', the name of the Bhidya river.

w«nw+w*= !3S5 ' a river whose waters overflow the banks', name of

the Uddhya river; the <* is changed into **. Why do we say "when mean-
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ingariver"? When not moaning or qualifying the river, the regular

forms are used ; thus %wr and safari.

2867. The words g** and f%sx are irregularly formed by the

affix **tr, when used as names of asterisms.

• Thus :3
,sr+'*^=i«m 'the Pushya asterism'. It is so called because

objects are nourished under the influences of this asterism, fsarw+^qr^r^

fqrjfat ' the asterism Siddhya' another name of Pushya, so-called because

things are accomplished under the influence of this star. The force of

the affix is that of * location'.

Mote.—When not the name of asterisms, the forms are *ft*qf
c nour-

ishing,' ^rnrtf ' accomplishing'.

2868. The words fas*, fafta and B*?t are irregularly formed

when they mean, the 'munja grass', the 'sediment' and

the 'plough' respectively.

Thus fw+a+^^^f^raT* etymologically 'that which has to be purified

to make rope' ; fa+^+w^—forte 'a sediment or sin' ; fw+wq^sfke*
* a plough that which is to he conquered by strength*.

The regular derivatives a^fsprer^, finNrq; and 3fcns&,

5^<s i laRqf^rt sn| i 31 \\ \\* 1

2869. The verb ^? <to seize', preceded by the prepositions

tffa and sufV, takes the affix wr (in the Vedic literature.)

Vart.—It should be rather stated 'in the Vedic literature'.

Thus 'f'JT^r t srf?r$^ trem^if"^^^ 11

NoU,—The Kasika reads the word chhandasi into the sufcra itself.

In the classical Sanskrit the proper forms are wfctfiw^ and ^rfajrrfT^

vwi***. \ vtT^ ^^ « w%6r "'fro*** 1 fwasrt -gwit i trs^TT^aF(vi%r TromFV-

2870. The root ^ takes the affix ***, when it means a

'word', a 'dependant', 'outside', or a 'partisan'.
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Thus vcwn, * the Pragrihya words that donot admit of sandhi', already

defined in sutra I. 1. 11. So also ssrspuff. These are technical terms of

the Pratisakhyas also.

The word ssrc^fx means dependant upon others, not free to provide for

himself. Thus firgsTt spsTt ' the captive parrots': dependent upon others

by being kept in cages, &c.

The word *T$* means ' situated outside'. Thus iTP<W r ^rr ' an army
lying outside the village'. The word *ts*t bding in the feminine gender
indicates that the derivative word formed from m? must also be feminize

in gender to have this sense : and not when the word is masculine or

neuter,

The word -q^i is derived from TO ' a side, a party', and means a par-

tisan, follower or friend. Thus ^rrg^sni^m ' siding with or being the parti*

sans of Vasudeva'. So also ^i^wni* belonging to the party of Arjun*,

So also <3ifT*TW» ' the.partisan of the Aryas.'

2871. After the verbs ^*
c to do', and tt 'to rain' the

affix **r* is optionally employed.

The root $ would have taken the' affix **tf by IIL 1. 124, and the verb

*v would necessarily have taken WT^r by III. 1. 110 ; the present sutra

therefore declares an optional rule. Thus: $+*wnT=sfrc*r<5C ' to be done';

or ^t+^nJ=^rBf^. So also •***?% or wcsr^ ' stimulating'. In deriving the

alternative forms, the following sutra applies.

2872. The affix *** comes after a verb that ends in *t

(long or short), or in a consonant.

The phrase sufift* is in the genitive 'case dual number, the force of the

genitive here being that of an ablative. As $+*^='*nr|

B[
f
to be made/

2873. The word 3^ is irregularly formed meaning <c a

vehicle."

The word t* means that by which a thing is carried. Thus $*wt *r>* ' the

carrier bull or the yoked bull', gp^T v-ft * the harnessed elephant ready to

carry'. g^^w^—sp*^ Here sr is changed irregularly into n before the

affix kyap. When not meaning a carrier or a carriage, it has the form %nf.
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*i%nrr<r^Tw.% «nra «^ ^rcnf TrrrV$T fwi Prnvqa t sjtut^ h^uhi
^gTStfarTrarrciT-sM i qw t

e scf^r^cr' (seas) \ '^%t*-* (s^fs) ^fa 3p*^ ».

2874. Optionally the word -aror^T is irregularly formed.

The word mwi means ' along' or ' together', wrt in composition with

the root ** 'to dwell' takes the affix *rw in the sense of location of time.

Optionally the Vriddhi is not substituted in such a case. The time or the

day on which the sun and the moon dwell together in the same constella-

tion is called 'wwcwt or *srornw.

The final 3 in ^pitst**^ is indicatory and is for the sake of showing

where the proper accent should fall.

The two forms u&Twrr or ?Kmqxsm are the same word, and a fortiori

a rule made with regard to one will be made applicable to the other. And
to this effect there is a paribhashgt which declares ^=R^5jf*rf^rr'r**rc,

*rq; J

* that which has undergone a change in regard to one of its parts, is by. no

means in consequence of ,this change, something else than what it was

before the change had taken place'. Therefore sutra IV. 3. 30, though it-

in terms, says ^rrrsrT'sitnrw is made applicable to the form wraren also.

In the ashtadhyayl order the sfttra «fssfrrcrar ( 5 » i \ <t%% ii ) follows

the present sutra. So the author reads it again here

.

2874A.. The affix nyat comes after a verb that ends in ri

or in a consonant.

Thus T^+^^r-s^ronnt » The gutturalisation. is by VII. 8. 52, S, 2863.

VarL—The root fw takes the affix **$ when compounded with the

word Trftr. Thus *nfW^ xw& ' a rope.' This debars the kyap of 2859.

Vart.—The root w%* when preceed by both ^ and vn takes <ntq; as

fw'W sd^r^T '*r ^wf^t' (se;9H) ***nf* src^m*^ 1 %t ^rfgrsrfwHnjffaT ?r ^paf

srrsr swift •'^faran: sjfW^jrr^H^H' i

2875. A guttural is not substituted for the final ^ ^ of a

root which begins with a guttural, before an affix having an

indicatory * and before **n* u

As $**«, w*h and lal* with *nrcr. This is an exception to VII. 3. 5&,

The vartikakara is, however, of opinion that thii sutra is superfluous,

For he inserts the word ftiT*crcf*nrs in the sutra ^%rt ^ ftrTO**
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(VII. 3. 52) which would then mean: " For the final ^ or * of a root, which
does not take the intermediate *c in the nishth&, there is substituted a

guttural before a ftr^ or *nara affix." Therefore, there would he no guttural

change of the roots yarj, ytarj, &c, because these are %?^ in their nishth&

or Passive Participle. While on the other hand there will be gutturalisa-

tion of the finals of ire, *&*% &o., though these roots have a guttural as

an initial, and according to the sfLbrak&ra there ought not to be any
gutturalisation, Therefore, though according to the opinion of P4nini the

eutra-author, the forms would have been quite the reverse, yet on the

maxim n3i*im4taf xrrrvnr^ i
" when there is a difference of opinion

among the Three Sages, the opinion of the later in age prevails over that

of the older." The opinion K&ty&yana supersedes the rule of P&rrini here,

2876. A guttural is not substituted for the final or w of

*r* and ww before an affix having an indicatory * and before

This is an exception to VII. 3. 52. Thus **mr«, Trfbrm* \

Note.—There is no example of m% with the affix *r*ra , because by II. 4.

5 6, *ft replaces^ before all &rdhadh&tuka affixes except;** and *w n The

•^f of the sutra implies that the rule applies to other roots alao not men-

tioned, as -m**, mvw% from *v n

2877. $sr 'an arm', and *&* f a kind of bodily disease',

are irregularly formed, without any change of theirs before ^^«
The word 5$**=ag»*§.s%*, with^ (III. 3. 121. S. 3300). The irregu-

larity consists in the absence of Guna, as well as of gutburalisation. ^ftsr^Tt

^P^f^ss^wt from the root ^sm mm^ (Tudadi 20). The irregularity

consists in the non-changing of w u When not meaning ( an arm' and ' a

disease ', we have %*r*, *qj^T* d

wl* famc4> *ra?|f i *n?*r jnrwr* i *<>M4«tw » '*vt§' fflPt \ ****** » *t*pmt i

2878. srarr^f and w^cvm ar^ irregularly formed with to

when meaning a portion of a sacrificial offering.

?Fhe words are derived from *w with TO without the guttural subs-

titution ; as *re«r *mwv, ^r^wnrr*, ?**p^ jrjmTrf ^wv^ **r g^fSTw ii Bui

swrt and urgpcrc* when not referring to portions of a sacrifice.
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Note.—The xnrm and Mt^mm are illustrative only. The guttural change

does nots take place with other prepositions, &c., also, as <2P**nsr*, Ttfspnwt,

^msr*, scsprrsr*, as in the sentences t^i^arfarsnwrt, wm$ inww^anor wfw,

w<et wlr iNtstt *C3ff^, 5£3prT% h%t$*i ti

gpif f j '43r«!~| I 'Tit T5S^ « ^^W W^ft \ 5rff5TT|rat~cr~wi I

2879. A guttural is not substituted for the palatal of *y*

in the sense of 'going'.

As <ars«*r w^'^rB'cr ff^rart, Why is Tit used, when we know from the

Dhatup&tha (Bhuadi 204) that -^ means ' to go '? The specification shows

that the roots possess many meanings other than those assigned to them in

the Dh&tupatha. Observe wwm mw==vfa&l u

ri , <'pr ,, , ,

2880. *ta is irregularly formed from the root ^r* with the

affix * (*) »

The change of-^r .into .* and the Guna are the irregularities. As jlr&

* a bird, a sMra. The affix ^ is added under III. 1. 135. The m is added

with the force of ¥3 the ,Kara,ka relation being that of Location, &c. The

"W affix would have given the form regularly, but then the word would

have been acutely accented on the first syllable, but it is desired that the

acute should be on the last. The words f*£lT*ircTt, maH>€« &c, are also irre-

gular, formed with the Unadi affix %x$% the ^ being substituted for ^ as

an Unadi diversity (bahulam).

2881. A guttural is not substituted for the palatal, before

the affix ***, when it means 'to do as absolute necessity'.

As vxm& -nro% ^sranc^r m*w% but trwr , wwi and ^tf when the sense

is not that of necessity. See. III. 3, 170-171 for this sense.

2882. A guttural is not substituted for the final palatals

of-*w^^i^v^,-w-«r^> and s^i before the affix ^n^w

As 5T»i% *trw% €**<*% jtwt'5^, and wm^ u Though *%% has a

penultimate^ and therefore by III. 1. 110 would havetaken **r^, it takes
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W by fores of this satra. sr^re shows that the present sutra applies to it,

though it means * a word or speech ', and the prohibition of VIC. 3. 67 doss
not apply, srer*^ is the name of a particular book. Othars say that the
prohibition applies to «r^ only when it is preceded by tt and does not maan
word or speech (VII, 3. 67) and not when it is preceded by any other

preposition. As ^TSisR^fvfe T3;F*<t it This even in a very restricted

sense, namely, on the tenth day of the Dasaratra ceremony. In other

places we have -^Ikm^ u

Vdrt.~~nr% should he enumerated in this connection, i.e., before <rsra,

the w remains unaltered, as c^rstr^ m According to Kasika, the v&rtika

applies to csra and 3*. The inclusion of 3^, however, is doubtful, as it is not
;given in the Mahabhashya.

2333. The guttural is not substituted for the final of v%
before t^w when it does not mean f a word or speech'.

As srrswTf, ssrarwRT* but m^^?^ *m?wr^ a

28$L w^ranif^pu preserve their palatal in the sense

of 'capable to do tins \

As sr^TW7*=s^f^iT7^,f-r^T5^=«!r^Ts"^r5P^, i.e , a servant; but j?5*t«t

•and f¥^F3r in other senses.

23S5. $m preserves its palatal in the sense of * eatable'.

The word is derived from 3|t with t^s in the sense of 'able'. As
^T^^If* 'eatable rics ', vf^^T vzr*n * eatable barley-gruel'. «m hero
means anything which is fit for being eaten. When not having this sense

we have H\^m w^^rst is

VdrtiJc.—The verb ^r^rand^ should be enumerated in the chapter of

v?nt Thus^+w^^Tt^. Though^ is not read as a
:

root in tha

Dh&tupaUia, it must be taken as a root by the force of this vartika.

tEhus ?wt

2886. The affix <i?m comes after a root that ends in the

letter ^ long or short when the sense is that of necessity.

4
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This debars the affix. n*. tfhus $+^:=^+^=<!>rror (VII. 2. 115

**nd VI. 1. 79) 'must be cut
' ; so also g+w=in**n*' must be purified'.

'5^L
J

* ^t^tst^ i '£ ftraft' t ^tht^ i «irar^ i tr**^ i ^t^ i <%v*w(, \ "^T^rst f

'2&87. The affix ir** comes after tlie verbs *rrg ' to distil
*

9

5 * to join ', *r* ' to sow ', ^ ' to speak distinctly ' wv 'to be-

ashamed', and ^ 'to drink'.

The verb *TT3 is a compound verb formed by the preposition snr and

the root 3, This sfttra debars "^ that would otherwise have come by

III. 1. 97 and 98. S. 2842 & 2844.

Thus snrg+'nr^smn*^, (VII. 2. 115 and VI. 1. 79) J so also *m*m,

i-pani, Km% *r«n* and tm«in.

2888. The word -mwm is irregularly formed when mean-

ing ' impermanent \

This word is thus formed:—^rT^+^+^^rsgrr+^+^sa^rnTT^, (the ^f

being changed into ^rr^by the analogy of VI. 1. 79).

As 'Wpmaft TfrswiFff: This is a species of Dakshmagni fire. As this fir©

is brought from the Garhapatya fire and is not permanently kept alive,

therefore it is called &n&yya. This however, is not co-extensive with Dak-

shin&gni. It is that fire which is brought from the Garhapatya, and has

the same source with the Dakshmagni and Ahavaniy&gni. A Dak-
shin&gni fire may be taken from different sources, as from the family of a

well-to-do Vaisya, or from a frying place, or from Garhapatya fire. When
it is taken from the last, i.e., from Garhapatya fire, it is ItnUyya Dak-
shinagni. Ahavaniya is also taken from Garhapatya.

It is not every thing, that is not lasting,- which is called an&yya ; for

a fragile pot will not be called so. It applies only to the consecrated fire.

When it has not this sense, the form is *rr^ meaning ' what ought-to

be brought '.

2889. The word srw* is irregularly formedwhen meaning
' disapproved '.

The word wfafa is a negative word meaning 'non-agreement*. It

moans alio ' disrespect',
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Thus x<bi»m^r* ' the thief is to be disliked *.

Why do we say when meaning ' disapproved \ Because otherwise the_

regular form is sr+'fV to lead' -q^ssjrlut 'tractable '.

The word in the siitra is ^f^rfaf which we have translated as ' dis->

approved '. But the word #»?f?r also means -ssfWrsr or ' desire '*; and 'saNNfa

would therefore, mean ' free from desire or worldly attachment*, There-

fore the word ^sntrfk me^ns also ' free from attachment ', as in the following

sentence :—

.

v^n ism* ?*m wv wir*m$, sn&Taroj mwNiPqfr wr**n& qrcWr 'let the

father teach the Secret Doctrine to his eldest son, or to such pupil who is

free from worldly attachment), and to no one else \

2890. The words *n*x, wruvz, fW*r and vnm are irregularly

formed meaning 'a measure', c an oblation to fire', 'a dwell-

ing*, and 'a sacrificial prayer', respectively. •

These words are supposed to be formed thus :—*rr (to measure) +Tqnj[ai

yam% the * being changed into ^ and another n being added by VII. 3. 33.

The regular form is <farot ' to be measured ' (*rr+*njq: =3*5*4-* VI. 4. 65.m
^«r). Vf+ wV (to lead) +T^=^T»fT«f^ 'the oblation*. It being a crude

form applies to a particular ikind of oblation, The regular form is <**^tn[ t

f*+f* (to collect)+*r^=f*+^+^=f*+ ,vrq-+^«fWnar»
' a dwelling'. The

regular form is f»n*Tr i.-srr (to put) + ,<nra[=' irr»n (fern.). The samadheni is

the name of certain ' Rih hymns used as supplemental verses in a Litany.

The other form is %w i

2891. The words gpwr-rm* and w»rt are irregularly formed'

meaning a sacrifice. ~

These words are thus formed : gpw+Tnr(to drink)+*s=grar-f ^rr+^r+W

(VII.*3. 33)aytiw 'the sacrifice in* which Soma is drunk with a bowl'.

The accent falls on the first syllable by VI. 1.213.^-fF*(to collect) -f**^*»

r*f the sacrifice in which Soma is collected'. ;; ^

If not applied to sacrifices, the forms will be $w*rm( and -«BH*t*

- J«?1
-

?; »'[ a .;,}! iri
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2892. The words ufbmai*, ^^^t^tj and 'swsw are, irregularly

formed when they are names of fire.

These words are thusformed:—^+fa+<^«*ft+$+^=^+*nra+
tjsatrf^^Tssfj :

' sacrificial firs arranged in a circle ' (the *f being changed

into •ssnrq^ by the analogy of VI, 1.79- 1 his peculiar aandlii before the

semivowel t? hta been illustrated in the previous examples also). So also

«twnm: 'a kind of sacred fire'. ^+^+'*^=^+ss4-^~^P:«-

:

'a kind of fire'. <OTj$r t*P?£te? "srg^rit : let him kindle the Samuhya fira

desirous of a victim'.

Why do we say 'when they arc namas of fire'? Observe otherwise,

*B&:rs 'to bo heaped', <j7$«r^ ' to be increased ', Tfrrrsrs 'to be carried'.

2893. The words f^? and *£*£«* are a^s0 irregularly

formed.

The word farar*: comes from the root F^ 'to collect', and means fire, *£,«.,.

that which is collected. As fsre^T-sfirJ
:

' the funeral pile fire'. The word

^srfjifVmrr means, arranging the fire. The affix n has been added to denote

condition, together with the augment jj^ fa). These words have uddtta

accent on the last vowel. The regular form is %sra( ' to be gathered.
1

2893A. The affixes called 'kritva', and the affix 'Lot*

come after verbs, in the sense of direction, granting permis-

sion, and proper (particular) time.

Thus Tsim iiwffstf or it?W or *r** " you must go", " you may go", or

" it is proper time for you to go".

The re ordaining of kritya affixes by this sutra, in order that the

kritya may not be debarred by lot or Imperative affixes, indicates by

implication the existence of the following maxim :
" the rule of non-uniforra

affixes (III. 1. 94.) does not necsssarily apply in all cases after sutra III.

3. 94t
t
treating of primary affixes by which the feminine nouns are formed.**

In ofehLT words, the rule III. 1. 94 was not sufficient by itself to ordain

kritya affixes to be added with the force of " directing," &c ; for the specific

affixes of §"rer would have debarred the general affixes of kritya. Hence the

repetition of 'the word kritya in this "sutra, See sutra 2817 where this
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aphoris-n is fully explained. Therefore the Ma, lyut,foimwri
) and hhal,

meanings are never denoted by the kritya affixes ; and the krityas can

never coma with the forcj of Ida, &c. Thus ^f<3raf or ^^f ^Twfsir. Here hy
the sutrns III. 3. 114 and 115, the Ma and lyut have boen added to y^w
with the forca of wr% or condition. But the kr£b affix ^sr though denoting

5TTO by III. 3 IS, will not be added to- J^ with this p3culiar forca. Simi-

larly we have *ps«fir $ng^ ' He wants to eat', but we cannob have tha

*?<rer affix hsre, though that also is ordained afoer a v?rb denoting T^r by
III. 3. 157: but tha f^t^ will come not t>y fores of III. 3. 157

3
bub by

III. 3. 159. Similarly by III. 3. 128 tha affix $xis added to roots

ending in long m ; but th3 affix *$ra will not come after such a root, by
III. 3. 127.

2893B. The kritya affixes and the affix trich are added to

a root,, when fitness as regards the agent is implied, (as well

as the lih.)

Thus *$?Kt * praiseworthy*, wfcrr' the panegerist'. The ordaining of tli3

kritya and trich is for the sake of indicating that they are not to be

debarred by the Potential : for the anuvritti of f%w is current into this

Biitra by force of ^ in this aphorism . See S. 2818.

«v «V^ ' ry

*t ^tftffrf ip%rf«* i «r«Tsrr?r^i ^arnrsrthut t«jiT<cir '^mrnj' jftx s*w* i W
2894. The words 'bhavya', 'geya' ' pravachantya \ 'up-

asthaniya\ 'janya', 'aplavya' and 'apatya' may optionally be

used to denote the agent.

These words are formed by kritya affixes and therefore by rule III. 4.

70, they would generally denote an action in the abstract, and the object,

but not the agent. The present sutra, however, makes them denote option*

ally the agent also. In the alternative they denote the action-name and

the object also. Thus w* may mean ' existed ',
' existence * or

f one who

exists'; *ta means ' a singer *, * a song '; or 'singing'; swwsfta means 'on*

who explains', ' what ought to be explained \ or « an explanation '; STOmfai

means f who waits upon ',
' what ought to be waited upon or served ', or

'waiting upon or attendance'; *rT=WT*aj%T or trwpi^r means 'one who

gives birth, i.e., a father
1
,

' birth' or « what is born'; -»nrTO«sns*%-i%T or

nmmHUn ' mean ' who immerses*, one ' immersing*, or ' what ought to
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immersed'; wrirmr =» «*ma w^fc or *rpnm*^r means * what falls upony falling

upon', or 'what ought bo fall upon'. Thus *tffr ^r^tr^: .qrmfr * the hoy is the
singer of the S&ma'; or n*rfk *T*ircrafar imrfk ' the boy ought to sing theS&ma';
sTflr«nf^T -sr?* ^-emre* ' the guru is the expounder of the lesson'; snsr^^r

mm **«n*rt ' the lesson ought to be explained by the teacher'; wst^tt^t-
3*$w?€t 5^r* « the pupil is. the servant of the teapher'; <3rpprf*rtat f*r«^ 3^*
' the teacher ought to be served, hy the pupil'.

TOi«i*frf%^rititi\ati
2894 A. And the affix Kb as well as the kritya affixes

come after a verb, when the sense is that of 'capability.*

By the force of the word 'ar, we draw in the anuvritti of kritya. Thus
aftj* v*$t $temtt or wvfifti, or mm* " cabable of carrying/' That the fav
may not debar the krityas, so the kritya has. been read into this sutra by
the anuvritti or "* 11

We could have well oinitted the words f*$rQ in the sfctra. III, 3. 103, if

we consulted brevity; for the jn&paka of this sutra would have been enough

i.e., the * of this sutra would &*ve 4one it*. The inclusion of the word*

$** and 3* also in JIJ, 3. 109 Js open $0 the same ce^asjrk.3,

Here ends the Chapter on the KritjA.
k-J—>,k-Ji.u, >
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CHAPTER II.

*Tcn*s « '^t^-' (s^$a) i TfTTOtt'^vwIni^rc*- tee$5j *fir f^t i *pto*i

•tf^rafanfV (3309) i T^itt ^vnst i 't*hrafqrf\r ^t'fcH**) \ Kfttict-xgii

'^few*rr*- fcw*)%fe3P( i www! sfTRrr-*f*raT i 'K^arf^wt*' (s*^*) t t**to* i

*w«k$ \ *re ftrftdi^ddTUvq 'trrtV ^gf^^w^t < *nsf ^ WTjsnnrnf %»if^rr5hT fi^rrrsr-

f^snsTcfg; ^Pnr^T wr^t*' \ ««t.wu i '*n£f<' rt fk% \ n*TVd*<m i 'struct*-

*f<c f^t \ iNrf*«rT i ^ptoyAtfront*** i »r ' ma^'cfgi ' 0*s*4) ttw fwmnfcq

Tore ^^hnnr^f d»H3K*wr msirfz i ^tV»rf*rFs<rT i **f ' *r Tjg^^*' f33«c) t

f^Tsfr^cTT i *r<»v<n<reg^ i vte«W*n 'Wifsm^wFT i%* i *mr«w* i w%$v*iitv
*

2895. The affixes *r^ (•**) and !! (!) are placed after all

verbal roots, expressing the agent.

The -word ' root' is understood in the above aphorism. Thus :$.+ •*!<?(=*

qin:+3(VII 2, 115)=gsK+^^(VII. l f 1,)s=*tok ;nom. sing, srrcw 'doer/

$-i-!3~*K*:.+! (VII. 3- 84) =^f ; notn. sing. w§$. So also
;
fn3f» and jprl.

The %of 1^ is not indicatory, but distinguishes this affix from /$»[ ; the

simple ^ includes both ,l%and,^, as in V, p. 59,,and VI. 4.. 154.

The accent is by III. 1. 3.

The trich has .the.force of Mtness'^alsp, byJU. 3. 169. ,Thus^^|fR%f«a

. Their feminines. will be *STfwr, aitd,!^ «

The affix.,!*! is^ ritex the roatsifn,an^^r^e%byrI. 2. 1. jTherefore

weha-vp 1^+^l^f^g^r « ,But,,^^is^ipfr|^b^a|ja^tfel^

m i Thus
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So also by I. 2. 2. an affix that begins with the augment ^ is feq
after the root f*ra » Thus fs«r +^«f*iT3rarT it

By VII. 3. 32, ^ replaces the t of t* before a fc^ affix. Thus

By VII. 3. 33, the augment^ is added to ff^ when it cornea after

roots ending in long ^rr n Thus ^T+^i^f=stT+i+^n«=tT^r* tt

By VII. 3. 34, ud&tta roots ending in 1 do not take vridhi before

scf^i Thus v^+^^=^1^1 ; so also ^nfr u But roots which are anu*

d&tba and anib conssquentiy take vriddhi. Thus f*^+ ,^f^==fvRTW^i*jj

By VII. 3. 35. there is no vriddhi of the roots ^ and *?w ' to kill '.

Thus tnj-f T^raj^snte* so also wtti I The ,/%* .here is a distinct root

and not tho substitute of T$ «

By VII. 1.61. a nasal is inserted in the roots t^and sn*^ before

/" *qp?M Thus xyimi and w*tor u But by the subsequent sutra VII. 1. 62.

the nasal is not inserted in^ before %r affixes. Therefore tw-r-^sa^faat i

It is optionally %e by VII. 2. 45. The other form is ^w+^q^=tfT t

By V 11. 1. 60. a nasal is inserted in the roots jrns^ and ^mi Thus

*miKi and t^ I But ifex I 'sriFxEt is thus formed. To the root g*rt^ft

^ft (,Tud. 121) is added ^n*j the nasal is insarted by VII. 1. 60 ; the xt is

elided by Vlll. 2. 29, and then the final tf is gutturaiised into tr i

By 711 1. 63. a nasal is inserted in the root "*:* before ^^ » Thus

*«ra* i But x?"*r with ^?j
By VII. 1. 61 3R gets a nasal before vowel-affixes. Thus srw*^* but

tSprEST with 1^ i

By VII. 2. 48 the augment ^e is optionally added to ^pf after the roots

^, m , ^, ^, and rw I Ihus ^faerr or n^t, ^rfw or fcraT, &c.

By the vartikas under VI. 4. 112, the ^CT of sTkzt is elided before ^* i

Thus ^FnferT i But not so before *q^. i As TrfVarrarcit i

The sutra sp^gsft "srf^ III, 3. 1 13 should ba divided into two parts

(1) <gre3n?gT! 'Let the affixes kritya and lyut ba applied also to places other

than those spscifically ordained/ (2) w^f "The krit affixes have the senses

other than thosa sp3cifically given to them: and are applied to othor than

those expressly ordained.' ' By thus splitting up III. 3. 1 13 into two su.tras,

we can extend the scope of krit affixes. Thus *§^may be added with the

force of ' object ' also. As trnjTvqi fW*= Tr??tw. n

Vdrt.—Prohibition of^ should be stated with regard to an Active

krit affix when it comes after that root gnr which is the subject of getting

&taianepada affixes. In other words, which is conjugated in the &tmane-

pada. Thus by I. 3. 42 wx preceded by xr or <snr is atmanepadi. There-

fore i^will not take T£. I As ay<n ^imi^i u Why do we say « the Krit-affix

should have an active force'? Observe «r*f**anf, ^nraKf^r-»rt • Why do wo
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say " when it was subject of Atmanepada "? Observe #Th<sx u Here there

is T?r augment ; for ^*[ is not atmanepadi but Parasmaipadi.

The word fispaw in the varbika means ananyabhava or solely. Therefore

where the atmanepada is optional as it is by I. 3. 43 when kram takes no

upasargas there this prohibition does not apply : for it is not solely Atmane-

padi.

Thus Tftfwr i But according to another view, the word f**n* does not

mean ' solely', but "subject to " or ' capable of. Therefore, wherever, the

root *jrq;is liable to be conjugated in the Atmanepada, there the ic^is pro-

hibited. So we have the alternative form ~*~" also : for kram without upa-

sargas can be conjugated in the atmanepada : though not solely in the

atmanepada.

The sutra VII. 2. 58 declares that an ardhadhatuka affix beginning

with a ^ gets the T^ augment after *r^ in the Parasmaipada. The phrase
* in the Parasmaipada' indicates the absence of the affixes tan and dna.

Therefore the —£ is added before the ^5 affix. As ^srnfttfatU t To the root

*T% preceded by *r^ we add the desiderative —3 \ Then there is reduplica-

tion, and we have ^r*n*+*. Then *i becomes fo by VII. 4 79. Then
comes the augment t^ and we have TJfsr*rfW and ^ is changed to *

»

Then ^Brifw+^=^fwrfw

+

¥*+1=^BwMw
So also VII. 2. 59 declares that w§ and the three roots that follow it get

the augment ^e before ^ \ The krit also get the augment. Thus fiqifemmi

The affix *rg^ is added to the Intensive root also. As t*T~~5* 1 There

is no vriddhi, as the elided ^ is sth&nivat. But in yanluk Intensive

the form is *rp3nR*K* I The Intensive root is TTtr^T. Thus tnrr^^+-«iim~ ,^r3re^

Hh ,?liL (*^Q
—

i8 elided by VI. 4. 48). This lopMeSa is sthanivat for the

purposes of preventing Vriddhi. See I. 1. 57. So the *sr of tpa* is not

vriddhied. The ^ is elided by VI. 4. 49. Thus we have xri-w** ti

vsmtft \ <nwft \ fsrsr?fir » ^^arwT^r f-ytTTersrrg: t fsr^^r » ?^ ^rcgrwrq' t ^rforr^-trfbnft \

qrfk^T ^rgsw^T f^nrrc^ i ^Tf^<TfrfHw: t
' fsnppd^'w^ ' (3§c^ t '3P?fV

T?cxiTd*c«iy: sFvrcvsr*nra* iw i \ wv» m'ffnr* 1 w?rr^jT^rsfrarr^rrar* 1 Twarni ^r** i ^srs i

'wtafW (^$%o)^fH waff < *<r >i ij^>m-* (^u$)^ g^r^fT^* 1 ^fert 1
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2896. After the verbs classed as *r** ' to be happy', ire ' to

take' and ** ' to cook ' there are the affixes *g (*r*r) fqrfir (^j and

^,'ssr) respectively.

The word ddi meaning 'and the rest/ is to be joined with every one of

the above three words. These three affixes come respectively after the

verbs of the above three classes, Thus after the verbs of T^f class, comes

the affix ^ ; after the verbs of mf class, comes the affix fafsr ; after the verba

of T^r class, comes the affix w*'.

The T^rrf* verbs will not be found in one place in the Dhatup&tha.

The list of the words formed by these affixes have, however, been collected

in the Ganap&tha. Thus ^-f *g=*F^+s(I. 3. 8)=^^+^^ (VI. 1. 1)=
"F^T, nom, sing, *p^t* ' son' (lit, what gladdens). So also from the follow-

ing causative roots., nouns are formed, meaning names :

—

*nf%—gTsre : or

wrspft; ?rfV~tot*; ?f«r—?^w$ (or *rro*); ^ttV—w^r*; srftf - n^rt; *r)f*

—

Sum* and eift[-^«
The following derivatives are names :—<srtf

—

to**;^r—aronar*; *fw----**rc*

So also the following words :

—

wttj, tw*, "%qm, w^^rt, iemm, ^<!nrs,

*Rn?«rs, w«, wtj, *ff^pr«, ftpftw*, ^nsrert (the w in wm is irregular), fw-
fenrrar**, 5^^«w* and stst*^* n

The toB? verbs are also nowhere enumerated in a group. The follow-

ing are, however, those verbs :—ir^-—"STf^t nom. wtft ; t?^—^ 'Hsu fV^ nora.

swift; 3fv—*jfifa% «3JT*—^gfift 1^w—**rrF^; *?*—vfihr% sfonf—*Nf<^.

So also the verbs to, 5, to,^ and *rr preceded by f?r ; as, fro% fwrf^,
fwr\r^, fwftn*, f*raTfii% The verbs ^TtV, *nr, #s*rr?, asr, g<? and sra take

fqrg; when preceded by the negative particle ; as, >gm P^ ^tummfi^
s5r#ssrnsTft% «wtBrc ^srrF^[ and ^imft^. So also after verbs ending in a

vowel when agents are non-conscious beings : as, ^qirfc(, wrFc^. So also,

^rf^rrf^, ssrfjrsrr?^, fipjf?r$, fqtrftrg; (meaning a place) RrarTrVg; and frof*i%

ssrf^nfsr^;, ssracrfa^, ^nrrlfftrsc, T^rfw^ and trfwfsrg;

«

The following are tnrcfir words :

—

vaii, w%, ssrr, to vb, <nr, vn, w%z, tot,

*% Tt? , IMS, cT^
t
^kff, STT^T, ^, *TC, W, •*% ^Tff, $** , %K£ , t*T, ifa, W&,

w®, "fn, Tar, ***r, tok, wre, 5far, 3Rfa, -gxr, w$, tw, *>nr , ^^s j

The -e in *nje &o., shows that the feminine of- these is formed by long f
(IV. 1. 15). The t^tFt class is an ^rrf^rw:. Because we find words not.

enumerated above also formed by ach affix. Thus the word w*n i doer' is an
ach-formed word and is used by Panini himself in the sutra IV. 4. 143,

So also the word ret "dexterous " in the sutra Y. 2. 35. That w^h a
general affix coming after almost all roots, we may infer from II, 4. 74 which
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declares that the Intensive character tr^is elided before the affix ^pjj thus

showing that •ssn*^ comes after all Intensive roots : and a priori after all

simple roots. Some of the tnnfsr words are read in order to- fasten the

anubandha « to them ;
others are merely illustrative ; while the remaining

words debar the application to them- of other affixes like 'ssrc^&c. Thus T^t is

formed by ^r^ meaning "the cook", and it is merely illustrative. While
w^, %rre and ^re are read with the anubandha ^indicating that their

feminine is formed with long f, as *r$S, %r€V and t^n In the case of %i
the affix m was the proper affix because the root has a penultimate sr i But
^ro^ debars that ^of III. 1. 135. In the cases of sfirsm' and ^q^r the affix

isp^of III. 2. 1. is debarred by ^r^,for these words can be analysed as <sm:

f^^rf'W and wf ^r^rfer \ The word sc2rqT«Rj is also, another form of this word

as found in the Nyan.kvS.di list.

When the ^is elided by II. 4. 74 before the affix «r^, then there is no

Ouna or Vriddhi of the root because of the prohibition of I. 1. 4. Thus we
have , ^$mt, iNrt, %t^?*, ^t^j and ^ssrt it

Vart.—The roots •'air
, ^, "*% a,nd sr^take reduplication when followed

by the affix ^^(III. 1. 134) and the reduplicate (abhy&sa) takes the aug-

ment ssrrggji The final consonants of the Abhyasa (reduplicate) are not

elided in these verbs, in order to give scope to the augment, for if the final

consonants- be elided by VII. 4. 60, then the addition of the augment be-

comes unnecessary ; as there is no difference between the augment and the

&desa (shortening of the vowel) taught in VII. 4. 59* Thus -wrwxt, -^mwrn,

The above v&rtika is optional, so we have the forms 1*<ct 35%, <*%r v*t,

Vart.—The root ^ris reduplicated before the affix ssr*^, and the aug-

ment ^rr^ comes after the Abhy&sa, and "«ris the substitute of * of the

Abhyasa. Thus ^+^^=^+WT^+^+s^~^rnr?r: (The second t is

changed into u by VII. 3. 55), as in the phrase twrvr* 'srNT^^'fV'n^ a

Vart.—The causative root trrfVis reduplicated before the affix W^, there

is elision of fw (sign of the causative), and ^r^ is the augment of the Ab-

hy&sa, and it is lengthened. Thus^+wf^rrww-

»

To the upapada or Trf^r is optionally added the augment ^ when it is

followed by a krit word (VI 3. 72.) Thus rrBn^tt or -ufw^ u.

*p?m wi-m-m » fW^ i foist \ t** i frar* \ & » ^fear^tf^r. fmit't fardtfk fe* \

2807. After a verb ending in a consonant bnt preceded by-

te, vs or «r(long or short), and after the verbs m ' to know*, s&

* to please', and ? f to scatter,', comes the affix * (^).
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Thus f^+*K=f%* non. sing, fc^* So also f%*3C* ' inscription'; iwt ' who

knows'
; fW*

' lean ' ; ^rT+^=w» * who knows' (VI. 4. 64) ; jft+sR=finT*

'what pleases'; gs+^=f«K+^[ (VII, 1. 100)= te+ssr (I. 1. 51J=fei
' who scatters' i.e. ' hog'. By the rule of non-uniform affix (III. 1. 94) we

have nvul and trioh also. As "iN«« or "iFT «

Note.—The words ^r ' God', %*r ' service' and $<¥ ' ram', should be read

in the Trorf^ class of the last sutra, being formed by the affix
,

ssr*
>
and

and not by *K.

2898. Also after a verb ending in long ^rr when there is a

preposition along with it, the affix *s is placed.

This is an apavdda of III, 1. 40, and debars the affix *$. Thus sn=WT+

qjsssjne«r-j-'35r=5»r^t (VI. 4. 64). i^+^—S^+^^S*^* 'very weary' (ssrr

substituted for ^ by VI. 1. 45,) <£^+3i=sg**nr+^==g*5?rs 'very languid*.

So also smt 11

The final ssrr is dropped before the affix w by VI. 4. 64. There is-

elision of long ^t when an ardhadh&tuka affix follows beginning with a

vowel and having an indicatory *K or 3?.

&*stwt \ '^sftssr* Srw?fr ^fa *t3*t 1 ***r<ftr?f ram \ 'mt imvur «c* 1

2899. The affix *r (*) is employed after the roots *rr ' to

drink', #t ' to smell', ^n ( to blow', ^ ' to suck', and f*r ' to see'.

Thus trr+*r=-Bra-r-^ (VII. 3. 78)=f^r 'nom. sing. ftnsrt; fom 1

-e«rT+^r=^+^=(VH. 3. 78)=;*pt*; ^-f*r=?K» ; so also ^-j-*r=t*w,

(VII. 3. 78)=^rs; %+*r=^« ; so also s^+th-tjtt*, (VII. 3. 78).

-As in vsj wit TOit w»*Br<f t 1 wr is the proper feminine of ^rar, as w
«R*n l The root %e having one indicatory ? would have made the

feminine Mr^r with <$¥* as we have in ^cnFvrsft formed by titir but this

ordains wr a According to Haradatfca the feminine in #^ is formed

only when the root takes iscw^ and no where else.

Some commentators read the word 'upasarga' into this sutra.

According to them the forms like "twit &c, cannot be formed.

The affix sr, of which ^ is indicatory, the real affix being *r, causes the

root to undergo all those changes, which it undergoes in special tenses
;

for it is a sarvadh&tuka affix there j see sfttra III, 4. 113 and VII. 3. 78.
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Prohibition must be stated of the root irr, when the word to be formed

is a name because of the word being so exhibited in II. 1 56. As f*r-|-

ssn
,+5n+'sK= 13»rTsrt 'tiger' (an animal that goes about smelling). Here

there is m and not the affix "Jr.

*r* **rrg; i Tw^a \ fVsr: i vm:m \ trrctn \ %-awt \ g^snit i mfet $4m$» ^sBr

fefep^r ^tj i
* * »rarfVs fa^t ^hrmr^ *

' i *ftfiPT* i *rcfa**t i

2900. The affix *r is employed after the following verbs

when used without a preposition : fsr*^ f^ and the causatives

Tfrft, ^rft, Sf*. ^ftr, ^fo, *Tta and *nff

.

Thus f^FTt ' smearing '
; . fir???* * acquiring

'
; *itw ' holding ' Wix^t

* ferrying'; ^r** c knowing' ; ct$w** ' shaking' ; ^?wt * perceiving' ; mere:,

and ^Tf**.

The root mfa means " to cause happiness," and is a sutra root with the

causative far added to it. Thus wrart " one who causes delight." By the

maxim of va sarupa III. 1. 94) we can have kvip also. As ^rrg; mMnmt
" the supreme self, the giver of happiness." ^tbr%t *rw* " The devotees

are, &c." The,/*n? ' to endure' ' to forbear' is churadi (No. 267) and so has

taken the ffc . Or it is Ithe causative of^ of Bhva li or Diva-di.

Why do we say ' when used without a preposition '? Observe Jtfsrr*
;

here the affix is m.

Vart.—~The verb %* with the preposition ^r takes the affix *r. As

fofgwr ' the name of certain deities ', ' a cow'.

Vart.—The affix *r is employed after frwj when compounded with the

words *ft, &c, and when the word to be formed is a proper noun. As

rrrVsr* ' Krishna ' (protector of cows) ; vikRim'* ' a lotus ' (having petals

like spokes).

2901. The affix *r is optionally employed, after the root

^t 'to give/ and ^t c to hold', when used without a preposition.

This debars iff. Thus ^t ' giving' ; or ^ra*
f

inheritance' ; T5**

' holding' or twatt ' having'.

When a preposition is used, the affix *r is not employed; as mft, jt*».
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Tff?rars^ ^rn?r*h i wreiTf^t **fB*%t w ws^r \ rr$s\ \ *zmt-^g^r* 11 Ferrers-

2902. A.fter the verbs beginning with w*^ 'to shine' and",

ending "with »w ' to go', when nsed without a preposition, the

affix * is optionally employed.

The word^ in 'srerfstfa means ,c beginning with". These are about 56"

verbs, all belonging to the Bhvddi class. See N.os. 842, &c.

This debars the affix W*^ which comes in the alternative as wrrct or tim
J.

•mm or *mt

The affix iff (^r) having an indicatory ^ causes the vriddhi of the penul-

timate *r When the affix * is not used, then isnr^is used, and we have the

other form. But compound verbs take ^nfj as jrsrare*: ' luminous'.

Varb.—The verb aw 'to stretch' must be included in this list, and it.

takes the affix nr; as "ssnTTpr. The conditions
c

option' and ' without prepo-

sition ' do not apply in this case. The verb "^ necessarily takes this affix,

though compounded with an upasarga.

^^nnifin^T f^Fsf v* wg; i *iisb«««rci3( K*«ie*Tfc«3§ 'gsr^ji^s^T ^ «rrrV-

2903. The affix * is employed after the following verbs;

also:—*$ 'to go', verbs ending in long *n,«n» 'to pierce', ^rsr

' to pain,' ** * to flow', srefta ' to pass on', *nrai
c to complete',

w$ ' to take away', fai ' to lick', fssre ' to embrace', and vw ( to

breathe'.

The root *t, before affixes, becomes im, (VI. 1. 45) and is thus included

in the phrase ' verbs ending in longm What is then the use of its sepa-

rate enumeration ? The separate enumeration is for the sake of "excluding

the application of every other rule which might have prohibited ir. Thu3

III. 1. 136 enjoins *R when a compound verb ends in wr. But that rule-

does not apply to the verb tut.

Thus awt*w* ' frost', nHwmrt ' catarrh', smt ' inheritance', ww* f hav-

ing', «tto * pain', *nrcrntt wound', -irzvm ' flow ', 5sre*rrert
f
transgression',

mm*: 'conclusion', w<uk* ' taken away', %?t ' licking',j*Sto « embracing'

ww « breath'. See VII. 3. 33.
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290 4t. The affix * is employed after the verbs 3 ' to burn

'

and «fir to 'lead', when used without a preposition.

The root 3 is the Sv&di verb 53 'to burn' (No. 10), and not the

Bhv&dig * to go' (No. 992). because it is read along with *ft t The Bhv&di

3 takes the ^sr^of the *nrrf* class (III. 1. 134): as «?art I

Thus 3+<cr=<ft+^ (VII. 2. U5)=!*to (VI, 1 78) ' burning'. So also

^f4-nr=^f+"3ar=fnsrt 'leading'.

Why do we say ' when used without a preposition' ? Observe *PW*
4 burning' ; sppj: ' friendship'.

2905. The affix * is optionally employed after the verb ir\

' to seize'.

This debars the affix ssre which comes in the alternative,. Thus n\+
^r=iT?-+3sr(VII. 2. ll6)=iTT?i 'seizing', 'a crocodile' ; or ^+5^=1^*
' a planet'.

The option allowed by this aphorism is a vyavasthita-vibhdshd or de-

finite option, that is to say, the affix w is always used when the word to be

formed means a water animal, such as a crocodile, shark, &c., and in that

sense the word is irn?. But not so, when heavenly luminaries are meant

;

there the word is w*.

According to K&sik& vartika this rule should be extended to the Bhvadi

root *[ ' to be' also. Thus :

—

wrm* ' conditions' "'objects,' and *rart ' existence/

' deity'. But this vartika is not found in the Bh&shya. According to him

bhava is wrong. According to Bh&shya the word bh&va w cierive&l from

the Ohuradi -g (*rrfw) I (No. 300) ' to obtain': -i.e.,,from *nf* h

2906. The affix ^ is employed after the verb ur when the

agent so expressed denotes ' a house'.

Thus tx?+t& (VI. 1. 16)=^<PC ' a house,' i.e., that which holds paddy,

grain, &c. The ^ is changed into 's? by the rule of samprasdrana. The

plural form ^^r* means ' wife', as she is especially the person that

constitutes the house ; while the plural of mr meaning ' house' will be
r* ...

Note.—The sutra is apparently redundant. Grihu could have been

derived from grihu ' to take ' with the affix « of III, 1, 135,
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2907. The affix «P! (**) comes after a verb, when the

agent so expressed denotes an artist.-

Dexerity in action is called silpa.

Vart.—This affix should be confined to the verbs *r% 'tp dance', *S%

* to dig' and tsst ' to' dye'.

Thus ws-f-^sss'rir+sni (VII. 1. 1)=t^r* dancer.' The letter * is

indicatory (I 3. 6) and by IV. 1. 41, it denotes that words formed by pre-

fixes having indicatory ^ form their feminine gender by the affix %^.

Thus the feminine of <dr* is inNft ; so also w*mt ' miner', fern. *arsn*ft ; K«n«j*

' washerman,' fern, tsroi

In the case of the root x^ the nasal is elided. According to the opinion

of the author of Mahdbhdikya, only two verbs are governed by this sutra

namely *n| and ^. According to him, the verb xzm takes the affix ^3^.

Thus <*w+*gre=^* + I (VI. 4. 37)=^+^ (VII. 1. 1.)»wr* feminine

xf^m, ' a washerwoman' ; but the wife of a washerman will be wtft a

2908. The affix *r*% («ra) comes after the verb * to 'sing,'

when the agent so expressed denotes an artist.

As, ^+3^=11^* (VI. 1. 45) ' a singer', fern. <nTw .

2909. The affix 13^ is also employed after the verb $ 'to

sing ', when the agent so expressed denotes an artist.

By the word ^ (

also', the word tt of the last sutra is drawn into this.

Thus ^+*ge = *rT+^pr (VII. 1. l)=TT*nT« fern. *mrft; the * is added by
VII, 3. 33.

2910. After the verb *r, also the affix «g* is employed when
the agent so expressed denotes. ' rice* and « time'.
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The verb ^T denotes the verbs TfTS! ' to abandon* and wr^/ to go' both

belonging to the Third Conjugation, forming surfer and ?snr*% as 3rd per.

sing. Thus ?t+ ,*3* ==» Tt^FTt ' a kind of rice' (that -which jahdti ' leaves off
*

all water) ttbpt: 'a year' (that which jihite * goes through' all conditions.)

The accents are however different in the two. In one caae the

udatta is on the middle ; in the other, on the last.

2911. After the verbs w ' to go ', * 'to move', ** ' to Slow 1

and ^ ' to cut', the affix ^c is employed, when repetition is

meant.

As, w+^=xrt+^sn« (VII. 1. l)«»sroK ; so also, nvs, ^r^rgss, and sresfj.

The word samabhihdra in the sutra indicates that the action done by

the agent must be well performed. The affix vwn being thus ordained

for the action, when it is well performed, it follows that ifc will not be em-
ployed where the action is repeatedly ill performed. The affix will be

employed even when there is no repetition, but the action is well per-

formed even at the first attempt.

*2^ snfirfir ^ i | i \ \ w \

2912. The affix ^ is employed after all verbs, when
benediction is intended.

As, ^^+H=^r^« ' may he Kve'= wfttfffii ; t*^«j ' may he be happy'.

The word waft* means a sort of prayer ; and it relates to action. The
force of this affix is that of ' an agent', with the addition that the action

is simply the object ,of a prayer of some one who wishes that that may be

the action of that agent'.

The benediction here is the attribute of the person using the word. The
speech is to be uttered by a father or a person like him, giving benedic-

tion on his son, &c. f by saying "wNpsj" » The feminine is ^tagf. See

vartika to VII. 3. 45. S. 464

rnn*&**§ \rriftwi*iw» f^rr^ i grer^Tf **rnr: \ $*«? gfrftfa |«r«^* • *mffr*i

ttatftar i *rnararr*rr i wnnroT % <mw«hik » i
'* -fcfWfwwri 1* *

' t jprnafarT i

2913. The affix *rr comes after a verbal root when the,

object is in composition with it, (as an npapada).

6
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This gives rise to that; well known kind of compounds .called upapada"

samasas under II. 3. 65. Thus f*ff^ ^rctfar 'he make a pot '^gpwKns u

Bat we cannot form any compound of the phrase mf^ni "qntqfs, &c,

because never found in usage

,

Vart.—The affix *?r comes after tne verbs afte? , wr%, $rm and zfvzK

and the noun in composition with it retrains its original accent. Aa
Tfsntftett ' addicted to flesh', fern. +u<dan<d7 ; ^faww 'loving flesh', fem.

<Grf<TOtwr ;
!?rf^w: ' carnivorous

5

, fem, imwn ; and <hwhw*uts ' good-con-

ducted', fem. ^s^rwT^rr I

Vart—The affix w comes after the roots -Shs ' to look ' and "S^ ' to for-

bear' under similar circumstances. As ^^rsnftar j, fem. sjwsrafrwT ' expecting

happiness' ; srprw* fem. 'sqj^'CT
£ much forbearing'. How do you explain

the forms *rfvmt, *prc* &c, not formed by ^w ? These are not upapada

sam&sas at all.: but genitive compounds, where the Genitive has the force

of accusative by sesha rule of II. 3. 50. Thus "etc* is a noun meaning
*' holder." ThereforeTfwr to ' the holder of Ganga'=:*qfrw*$ &c.

2914 The affix^ comes after the root €\ 'to call', ^*
'to weave', mv 'to measure' when the object is in composition

•with it.

This debars the affix *s (III 2. 3) ; -as T^+i+=^==:sp3W+irT-h ,3r—

w+m+^(. (VII. 3. 33)=^^!^*. So also K^prrat, -wF^rrjr* 1

^^^^afc^w$c^*;£trtr? mt q^rwrro \
' wr%i mfrtt ' \ *rrsr: \ trrfw^n* 1

2915. The affix * comes after a verbal root that ends in

long ssrr when there is no upasarga preceding it and when the

object is in composition with it.

This debars ^^; as ^4~Tr+^=^r+^+ ^r==*fr^t * Giver of cows', (the

long -m is elided by VI. 4. 64,). So also, tswrcr^* ' who gives a blanket'
;

^nfsi-^ ' what protects the rear '
; "ssqfTsnsr^ ' what protects the finger

*

(a thimble)'.

Why do we say ' when there is no upasarga ' ? Witness ^rlr^rsrt

' who ceremoniously gives a cow', ^rwrsrrr * who ceremoniously gives a

mare'. Here the*compound verb ^tt takes the affix ^a^.

Vdrt.-~-The affix « before which the final consonant with the vowel

tfhat preeedes it is dropped, comes always after those roots whose semi-
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vowel is vocalised in conjugation in. cases where •* would have otherwise

come. Prasarani means samprasarana. Thus the root jya ends in long Wf

and would have taken 35 I But this root becomes vocalised by VI. 1. 16

before the vikarana sna> Therefore the upapada samasa will be g'Srwit

»

So also ^rr&* and hi;: ii Had the affix been *fi, the forms would have been

WT^r*, mT£g» and sr$ert by vocalisation. The affix ^ prevents it,

faror* i *w» w t gr*r fag^t m wrTre**niT*r*sfoTT^ i 3nqpi rg*>MMHTViftv» \

2916. The affix ^ comes after the root wm, when in com-,

position with a word ending in a case-affix, as an upapada.
In the three previous sutras, the word in composition was always in

the accusative case. This sutra declares that with regard to the verb.

w*T, the upapada may have any case nob necessarily the accusative. As
•^u^qrt== ig% far$f*r ' who dwells in accessible position' ; and fsrTf'Ws. 'having

an inaccessible position '
; «rer* w* u

This sutra sho ild be divided into two sutras (yoga-bibh&ga). Thus:—

•

(1) *jfqr u The affix « comes after every root ending in long wi, when in.

composition with a case-inflected word ; as gprvqf f^fe=%-f^+«K==:fiFTs
(VI. 4. 64. S. 2372) « who drinks with two organs

>
' i.e., the proboscis and

the mouth, an 'elephant'. So also m^vt 'a, plant' (what drinks

through the foot) w^wft ' a tortoise' (that always protects its mouth by
by drawing it in, at the approach of danger). (2) ^rfwr* n The affix ^s

comes after the root wr when in composition with a word ending in a

case-affix. Since this is a new rule, it applies when the verb denotes

' condition or state
5

, for when it denotes agent, the affix would have come

by III. 4. 67. S. 2834. As wgtmc+^«n^[

=

^sn^m: ' the rising or

appearance of rats/ ' a swarm of rats," See VI. 4, 64. S. 2372 for the

elision of ssrr, and VIII. 4. 61. S. IIS.

Note.—Why do we make this two-fold division, when we see the

second rule is included in the first as the verb wr also ends in a long srr ?

The reason is that the first rule applies where the agent is indicated,

while the second rule applies where condition is to bs denoted. As

^T^'W^^T5r^;==^rT'gc!w; * a swarm of rats' j so also *nrataw* a ' swarm of

locusts'.

2917. The word w^ is irregularly formed when denoting

*a chief ' or 'one who goes in front.
1
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Thus vt$t *ft* ' a good cow' srsftaw* meaning a 'best horse*. Why do

we gay when meaning ' going in front;' ? Observe src% f^rarar* 3*^. On

the sacred peak of the Himalaya". sns^T, f^rr^ ' a measure/

2918. The %of *& is changed to Rafter w*z, m** *ft, ^ftr,

to, 351-qr, %?*, §, ^f, *rc§, 'sreg, *f**, 3^r. ^, *f**i Wi and Wfw n

Thus ssi**^, smw, *r>s«, sfara*, *«$**, ^nns*, %*, f^ia«, ^3*, %fi*,

sr^f3*, ^r^^J, "ifosrE*, wr^t, *rf$**, fijfav, ^re* »

The word **r is formed by the affix m and is shown in the sutra in the

first case, but with the force of the sixth case and means the word-form

«tr, and it is not the genitive case of ^, for then the rule would apply

to »ftwni:, sf*w*cnn$ &c,

Mo *,-—Vdrt,—The same change takes place in wr, fk*F$, and ^ u As.

Both the words imfa and 3|fa are understood in the sutras that

follow : viz., the word w§F% in sutras thab relate to transitive verbs, and

the word gfa everywhere else.

2919. The affix *r comes after thp verbs ^f5^w ' to wash
out* and ^3^ 'to drive away/ when in composition with the
words g^ 'navel' and *rfc« < grief, as objects, respectively.

As $psr tRiw ^snret ' he lay lazy/ So also ^tarnqri^i jg-sft ^nrcr* ' a son,

destroyer of sorrow is born'.

VarL—This affix is to be applied only then, when the meaning of the

Word to be formed is ' lazy' and ' giver of happiness'.

The epithet 5^ xiR^-=f*|is applied to ' a lazy person' ; while g^f Trfrrdr*

means * who clears his navel'. So ^rteKT^rg^i means ' giver of happiness/
while sftgRrc^rct means ' remover of sorrow': he who by teaching the
nothingness of the world removes sorrow is so called.

Vart.—The words ^rfogw: ' a chariot' and the rest should be included
ia the subdivision of words formed by the affix w. The words belonging
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to this head can only be recognised by their form, there being no list

of them to be found anywhere. Thus ^TgrfScgwt ' a chariot', 'snaqpc; ' a bow/

tffUBjre
' sesarnums', ^5^ (nSt %V&) ' a lotus':

w$ms ' a mountain'; $n*t ' a mountain ; $m: * a crocodile in the Ganges'

(literally * one who swallows'.)

2920. The affix ^ corner after a root having the form of

Tf 'to give' &c, and ^t 'to know', when taking the pre-

position w, and in composition with a word 'in the accusative

case.

By III. 2. 3. the affix «R was applied after verbs that ended in long *TT

and had no upasarga. Now begins the case of verbs with upasarga.

This debars the affix ssn^. ; as ^rzrsn?* (VI. 4. 64) ' giver of ail ; liberal',

^ffcwrarj (VI. 4. 64) ' acquainted with roads'. The long m of tt and m is

elided by VI. 4. 64. S. 2372.

Why do we say ' when taking sr' ? With any other upasarga these

verbs will take the general affix "ssrqr^ ; as ifNta^TO* u

2921. The affix * comes after the root ^s«rr
f to tell \ when

preceded by the preposition *%, and when the object is in com-

position with it.

The verb w*n ends in long wt and by III. 2. 3 when compounded with

an upasarga, it would have taken the affix ss^. This debars ^nr^ ; as "ft-

shmt (VI. 4. 64) ' a cowherd' (»mws£),

* * flints 5fn^Etifx^r «ki*^ *
' i gcnft i vS\^$\ 1 *wui ssTt'c^fT awsft 1 spcf ^Tra

2922. The affix ^s comes after the verbs ^ ' to sing' and

m c to drink' when used without a preposition, and when the

object is in composition with it.

The phrase anupasarga is to be read again into "this sutra by

anuvriPi from III 2. 3, though this anwvritti had temporarily lain dor-

mant in III. 2. 6 and 7 as being unnecessary. This debars m ; q£ this

affix, "e and ^r are .indicatory, the *r showing, among others, that ti|e>

feminine is formed by the affix ift^(IV. 1. 14).
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. As, sra* *rr?rft^*ra+^*+e^~^CT; (VI. 4. 64) 'who sings Sakra,

hymns', mmr. ' singer of S&rna', fern. *m*ft and wcwift \

Vart.—The affix &$ comes after the verb "ft when it means to dr in k

and' only when it is in composition with the words grj and sft*f as its object*

This is an important modification of the general sutra. Thus ^tt fern*

^FxOi ' wine-bibber' ; sfrg^t fern. fS\^^\ 'spirit-drinker'.

Why do we say 'when in composition with sura and sidhu' ? Observe'

^rk^T arsr^ 'the milk-drinking Brahmani' ; formed by the affix gpr and the

feminine, therefore, not formed by the affix f bat by ^tt.

Why do we say 'when m means to drinK' ? When "orr means ' to protect-''

this affix is not used ; as gtrtrr ' who protects wine*.

When these words are compounded with an upaaarga they do not
take -&m but ^w ; as mptrnr*, wc^rr** i

Note:—Vart.—There is diversity in the Chhandas as to the employ-

ment of these affixes ; as ^ irr^uft $<cnr> or gtiTr H=rf?T %*f ^rjtrl^Vw
hmT** ' the Gods do not carry that Brahmani to the regions of her husband
wlao drinks wine'.

2923. The affix w^ comes after the verb I* when it does
not mean c

to raise up', when the object is in composition
with it.

This debars -3*^. The word vfgw* means c
to raise a load'. Thus shrf

^Rt^sttc* 'who takes a share, or sharer' ; so Raq^t <an heir' (s-f*^re=3
T^+^^TO) (VH. 3. 84)

; Why do we say 'when it does not mean to raise up'? For then the
affix^ will be employed

; as WK&Ki 'a burden-bearer,*a porter
8

.

Fart. -This affix comes after the verb 5^ when in composition with
the words *fw « spear', grjf^ 'plough',^ 'goad';^rV 'staff, ^n: 'an iron
club', *nr 'jar', *& 'a small jar', vrg^'a bow'; as *rr*r*n?t 'a lancer', m^mt
*a plough-man', q?$mro 'an elephant driver', *rfer?* £

a staff-bearer' 3t*to
*ft 'a club-bearer', tot*, v&^t <

a jar-bearer', v&pi 'a bow-bearer'.

Vart.- This affix comes after the verb^ when the word sra is in
composition with it and the sense is that of < holding' ; as to** Ctnread*
holder'. When it has not this meaning ^e have wvvrt: 'a*thread-taker\
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gnspnm^r ^rsi^ \ wm^i *prro \

2924- The affix *i* comes after the verb r* when the

object is in composition with it and when the meaning of the

word so formed is descriptive of age.

In this sutra the verb f^has the sense of udyamana which was speci-

fically excluded in the last. The word snre means the condition of human
body as dependent upon time. This rale applies to those words which

indicate the attainment of appropriate age for the accomplishment of

objects described by the upapida, or the reaching of that age in which

the thing described by the upapada,, naturally takes placs ; as 'ssrfw^t wr
rthe dog that has reached the age when it can chew bones' (lit. when ib

can raise it up) ;
WFffKt gprnt 'the boy old enough bo wear (lit. 'to raise up

or bear) the shield'; so that the verb here has the sense of 'raising up'.

2925. The affix *re comes after the verb ^ (when the

object is in composition with it), the root taking the preposition

w* , and the sense of the word so formed is inclination or

accustomed occupation.

The word «rr«^V^f means a natural inclination or habitual occupation
;

;as ^^T^c: (3trqr+wrf5cfa=31c'T+'5a["n?';)
c

he who has a natural tendency to-

wards fetching flowers or whose habitual occupation is to collect flowers'.

Why do we say ' when denoting inclination'? Otherwse the affix will

be ssrxffj as *UMuq<fa=s*mTyKt 'who brings load'.

2926. The affix *r* comes after the verb ^1 'to respect',

when the ohject is in composition with it.

This debars w*_ The words so formed are especially of feminine gen-

der. As 'SsrT^f umirt ' a Brahmana lady deserving of respect.'

t * T^f^^^^^ ^^fsy^ * >
! ^r^- ?#% mw*3 ( i^ft t

' gcjp% %rfa-' (w)

2927. The affix *»* comes after the verb ^ ' to sport* and
«r* e to whisper" when the case-inflected woTds^** f a clump
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of grass ' and nw e
ear' are in composition with them respec-

tively.

The verb ^ is intransitive and the verb w* can take an object under

very limited circumstances only, namely, when the object denotes Sabda
;

therefore in the case of both these verbs, the object cannot be in com-

position as an accusative case ; consequently the upapada here must be

a general case-inflected word. Hence there is the anuvritti of the word

5^ from sutra III. 2. 4 into this, and the anuvritti of the word w*$ is

inapplicable here.

Vart.—The words to be formed must have the sense of ' elephant* and

a ' tale-bearer'. Thus ^i^^'H^ts 'an elephant (lit,'who sports in

cluster of grass)'w wrfa+wwwi ' a slanderer (lit. who whispers in the

ear)'. The case affix is not elided, either VI. 3. 14. S. 972, or VI. 3. 9. S.

966 prevents the elision of the locative case-ending.

The affix ssr^ is not employed when the words to be formed do not

mean an ' elephant ' and a ' traducer'. Thus we% r^sx ' who plays in

clusters of grass'. W ^rfaatT ^ars, ' the mosquito that hums near the ear'.

2928. The affix sre is employed after all verbal roots,

when *n? c well ', is in composition, and the word so formed de-

notes a name.

As ^+^+^=^1':! lit. 'who does good'. So also ^sptoj •sspsrs'* i

All these are proper nouns.

Why have we repeated the word dhdtti in this aphorism, when it was
understood by anuvritti from sutra III. 1. 91 ? To this the reply is, that

the repetition of the word dhdtu shows that there is prohibition of the affix

% that comes after the verb ** in certain senses (III. 2. 20), when the word

UPC is in composition. The affix ^Hj_ will be employed after the verb *8 and

not the affix *, when w* is an upapada, even when the sense to be indica-

ted is that of cause, habit, &c. (III. 2. 20). The result is that the feminine

of TtTSK will be inira, and not Tifatft, which, had the affix been «, would

have been the proper feminine (See IV. L. 14). -ansa means fa female-ascetic/

*a vulture' and 'one having the habit of doing good'.
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f*rfarj « ^ stf$ ' fiifiwiwrrc nvvf *n il^ft ' ifa i Wts^n^Vfe ffcft "«fcn-

2929. The affix sre comes after the verb *ft ' to He down'

when in composition with a case-inflected word indicating

location i.e., in the locative case.

The word *r«c (III 2. 4) a noun ending in a case-affix is understood in

this aphorism. As $ ^;3=s^ra3* ' who lies in the sky*.

Vart,—The affix sets, comes after the vsrb sft whan in composition

with the words ^TT^ ' ribs', &c, though not necessarily denoting location ;

as ^rT^r»^f 3ft— *rohra* ' who reclines on his sides', *?CT<ft 'who lies on

his stomach', ^^rsr* ' who lies on his back'.

Vart.—So also when the words &imt &a., are in composition with it

denoting agent and in the nominative cas3. As mnn $a»s^WW *

mwff 3ft^ora*ngfano ' he who sleeps with his face downwards'.

Vart.—In the Chhandas the affix *r* comes after the verb ift when in

composition with the word f«rf< in the locative. As f*fctft«faftm ' who

lies on the mountain'. How do you explain the use of ?*x?<M in the

classical literature then, as in the following versa of Kalida-sa (Ku. I. 60

and 37) fimragM^rttrc sre^ *n gSsft ' She of the beautiful hair daily

worshipped Girisa'. It is formed by the affix ^ (V. 2. 100. S. 1907)

fhfcwrrfei 'He who has hills', and not by this vartika.

The letter* of w% is indicatory denoting thab there ia elision of the

final vowel with what follows it (I. I. 64).

2930. The affix « cornea after the verb ^ * to go* when a

word in the locative case is in composition with it.

The word adhikarana of the last sutra is understood in this. As

i^w 'rcfess^vTO * who goes among the Kurus'. *g«ro- ' who goes among

the Madras'.

Of the affix *? the real affix is sr, the letter * being indicatory, showing

that the feminine of these words is formed by the affix ^l\. See. IV. 1.

14), as 3gw^, 'sur^Pft i

^\\ \ f^^r^rm ^ t ^ » ^ \ \$ \

2931. The affix * is employed after the verb ^ 'to go ',

when the words in composition with it are f«wt ' alms', %*rr

* army* and ^^^ ' having taken'.

7
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The anuvfitti of the words ' in the locative case' does nob extend to

this aphorism, and henoe the necessity of making a distinct and separate

sttra.

. Thus f^mT^* ' a beggar ' (who goes for alms) ; SNrws ' one who enters

into an army' ; wstt^* ' one who goes after having taken'. The word

adaya is formsd by lyap (the substitute of ktva). How do you explain

the word "arf«r6f the feminine in wt%of w^z which must have been formed

by "€ ta in order to get hip ? It isjnoti formed by t&-a,flix, but h m a

compound of <tf*+ ,«cq£. The word charat is read with t in Pachadi list

III. 1. 184. S. 2896. The difference between an upapada compound such

as bhiksh&chara, and a . noun compound as <ST^ is that the former is a

nitya, and the latter an optional compound. See II, 2. 19. S. 782.

2832. The affix « comes after the verb * ' to move' when

the words m composition with it, are 3**, ^mm and **£, ail

meaning 'in front of or before'.

The last word is ' agre' with ^ and not ' agra\ This anomaly indi-

cates that the word agresara may be analysed not only in the locative,

but in the accusative and instrumental also. As ssm? *rcftr or ^iw *rd% or

5j§ nxfa 1 That the word in the sutra is ' agre ' and not * agra ' is implied

by its being put last in the compound, otherwise as it begins and ends

in a vowel, it would have stood first (II. 2. 33. S. 904). Moreover, even

from ' agra' we could get the form ' agre-sara,' by non-elision of the 7th

case-affix: the special mention of ' agre' shows that in analysis it may be

in other cases than the locative.

As •$& *rcfa=»g^ UK* ' who goes in front, a harbinger'. So also *ssw<sw

WKt and ^*nn:j ' going in front, a leader'. How do you explain w*m in

fsj ^tt^pc »ifi!?T,3jt*raT^? It is a diversity according to Haradatta, allow-

able under III. 3. 113. S. 2841.

mfuftfk f*hi^ s^t we* "WtT^ 1 s*r* wfifff ^WKt 1 'jnrft' ffc^ »

2933. The affix * comes after the verb * ' to go', when

y* is in composition with it, denoting the agent.

Thus $*r* ^cf?r=s^^:t Agoing in front
5

.

"Why do we say ' denoting the agent' ? Otherwise the affix WW will

bt employed, As s^af ^fi^s^rrcj ' going to the east'.
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2934. The affix * comes after the verb ys^ .'to make*,
when the object is in composition with it denoting ' cause',

* habit' and ' going with the grain' (concession).

The word tf of this sutra means the final or conclusive cause, and is

not the grammatical %f meaning ' agent*. vraftOT means ' habit/ and
literally, the act of being accuatomed to that. OTgqrta comes from ^asftot

meaning ' with the hair', that is to say, regular, in natural order, suc-

cessive, and hence 'favourable', and 'agreeable', 'complaisance', ' acquie-

scence', See. Of tl, we have srVsRccV «5F«?T " the daughter that causes sorrow;

^yvswft f^^rr ' honorable science'; the visarga of yasah is changed to s by

VIII. 3> 46. S. 160. ;
^rsn: ^ ' the family-making wealth'. Of d(H>?,

we have ^rrg^KT:* ' who performs obsequies' ; ssra^t ' who amasses wealth."

Of ssrTgsiY*?!, we have 9*rarcs * who promptly does what he is directed*
;

rortrc* ' who regularly does what he is told'.

Why do we say ' when having these senses' ? Otherwise the affix will

be ai, As $«twc* ' potter', w<rc«TCt ' city-maker'.

2935. The affix * comes after the verb ^ ' to make' when

the following words are in composition with it :

—

B^t ' by, day',

*V*n ' light', fflr^T < night', mn * splendour', *m c
light', *rtc ' work',

^rar 'end', ^r*a 'endless,' wf% 'beginning', *g ' many*, *n*$

'benediction', fin* 'what', W* 'writing', fstfic 'writing', id*

•oblation', *tfw 'devotion', «tf 'agent', ^'painting', ** 'field',

words denoting numerals, tc^*r 'thigh', wtj 'hand', *** 'day'*

^ 'what', *nai 'that', ^3^ 'bow' and *re* ' wound'.

Both the words ' karma' and c *wp' are understood in this aphorism
;

that is to say, sometimes these upapadas have the aocusatiya case .and

> 1 i J*.
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sometimes they]have other cases, as the construction may, require. This

affix z comes when the sense is not that of cause, &c, as it was in the

last sutra.

Thus toraret ' the sun/ The word T^m is an indeclinable and means

' in the day time'. There the wpapada, therefore, is in the locative case.

The sun is so called, because it'
Tmakes creatures active in the day time.

So fwrart:* ' the sun* (light-maker) ; fsnmrarct ' the moon' (the night-

maker) ; TrorraR'Ct ' the sun' ; *nsqrc* ' the sun ' (the letter ^r is not changed infeo

viSarga, as it belongs to the Kaskadi list VII. 8, 48. S. 144 ; crtcct:* ' agent'
;

va >a^o ' death' (endmaker) ; spfstwc* ' magnifying to any extent' ; fTrfcire

*the creator' ; w^SKt ' the busy' ; The word ' bahu ' here means ' spacious-

ness', and so it is not sankhya : when meaning ' many' it is sankhya and

would bo governed by sankhya of this sfttra, wr^^Y^t ' the. speaker of

benediction' ; f«tet ' a servant' ; faftraro ' a scribe' ; xtufsn^t ' a scribe '

;

^?ot:« ' offering sacrifice' ; ^F«PKt ' a devotee' ; s«gNs*:t ' an agent
' ; fww^TJ

' a painter' jiteraro ' a cultivator' ; TOrcrct ' doing only one thing', fpfO f doing

two things' ; fsraro ' doing three things' ; sra^rnrc* ' a runner, an express'

;

mjsrc* ' a hero', ' amanuai labourer' ; -st^f:* ' the sun' (VIII. 3. 48. S. 144.

by which there is s). ; ^art doing that ; ^regrc* ' doing that' ; "scg-esp;* ' bow-

maker' (by VIII. 3, 45. S, 159 *sr is changed to •*) ; w&WKt ' causing or

inflicting wounds'.

fart.—The affix <®% comes after the verb f? when fwi, *ng, W| and *s

are in composition with it The speciality of Z affix is that the feminine

of words derived from it is formed by long f ; while the feminine of words

derived by ssre is formed by long tsnr. Thus ft£qrcr a female servant irarct,

*mror ; and wsprcr ; these words might be said to belong to the ssrsnf^ class

(See IV. 1. 31). Even when e
hetu,' &c. (3. 2934) is expressed, there would

be vx\ and not xz for that is debarred. The feminine is by t§\% as f^tsfif

* the wifa of a servant'.

2936. The affix * comes after the verb $ ' to make', when
the word ^ is in composition with it, and the sense of the

word so formed is that of 'wages'.

The word lfa means service for hire, wages. The word w$ does not

mean the grammatical object but the word-form qrl ; as ^pfe* ' a hired

labourer' (not a slave) ; otherwise the affix is sot ; as sswesrc* ' an
artisan*.
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2937. The affix tt does not come after the verb ^ ' to

make', when the following words are in composition with it :

—

*s? « sound', ^tftss ' verse', wi? < quarrel', mm (
praise', ^*

' enmity', w < flattery', to < thread', *r^ « hymns' and **
< word'.

This prohibition relates even when the sense is that of cause,, habit,

&c, of S. 2934. Ih3 affix v being prohibited, the general affix ssra

takes its place. As srsisrw:* ' sounding, sonorous' ;' wNt^ktt:* ' a verse-

maker' ! qnrc««P3 ' one who foments quarrels' ; srTwnjnrt ' a writer of Gath&s
or prakrittic verses' ; ik*irc* ' an enemy' ; ^ressnr:* " a flatterer' ; -^seto
'an author of sutras' ; w^nnr* 'a composer of Mantras'; t^sto 'an
author of Padap&tha*.

2938. The affix "sr^ comes after theverh ^ when the words

in composition with it, are **** f a sheaf, and ^rfrg:
f ordure'.

Thus «S!T**+!<+T^=fpr«fb : nom. sing. TOnrqrftt; so also *Tf?^Ifb.

Vart.—This rule is applicable when the sense of the words to be formed,

is that of 'rice' and 'a calf respectively. Therefore wear^-ft*, means
' rice', and "aTf^ft* ' a calf.

When the words have not the senses of ' rice' and ' a calf ', the affix

sr^is employed. As w^srrc: ' sheaf-maker', *r$w:*, c ordure-maker'.

2939. When the agent indicated is an animal, the affix

tnr comes after the verb % ' to take', the words in composition

with it being f^ e a leather-bag' and Tr*r c nose-string'.

Thus ffcr^J ' a dog' (a carrier of skin) ; Tm^fb ' a beast' (that carries

the nose-rope.' The word trw means ' a rope put in the nose of animals.'

When the words formed do not denote an animal, the affix ssra is em-

ployed ; as irrk^rcs ' a water-carrier (a carrier of a leather-bag for holding

water), ^w^* ' a carrier of his master'.

^rfsr TOrfa ^arfk* i ^rtr^^ my*** nWwm wst fkmm^ 1 srrw* fe*r-

f*=rf<r ^3: «
' *^TmWC?Wg^:<Kq^»hK< «

' itf* g^rtb I
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2910. And the words *Ww and 'wn*wft are irregularly

formed.

The word tsifarfft is formed by adding the affix T% to the verb *nr and

making the upapada .end in the vowel *. Thus WTfw Vf5Tfo«a 1|K%irff*

' the fruit-bearing, i.e., a tree'.

The word smfwrfb is formed by adding the augment %% (*? ) to the

upapada sbttcW, and the affix wi to the verb i*. Thus wxmT*i fa*rfii =
ssrre^vrfh * selfish' (one who feeds his own self).

The word ' and' indicates that there are other such irregularly-

formed words. As ^f^'wrftt 'gluttonous, selfish' (caring to feed his own
belly), ,

snpc***f'C* 'gluttonous, selfish'.

Chandra Grammarian says that when the words wtftsj, w*K and

gffa, are in composition a3 upapadas, then also the above forms are valid.

As we find Muidri, author of Aoargha-r&ghava using the form <rf***f<

in the following verse :

—

The word i$r¥ *FCTt in the following, is wrong it ought to be $fV WW 8

Tnft^ar W3rr*rat ^f^r *r '*$V*$ frw wwr*

^ \ TT%: *PJJ \ \ ^ \ ^ I

294fl. The affix *r« comes after the verb ** ' to tremble'

when ending in fk and when the object is in composition

with it.

Mote.—This affix comes after the causative off*. Of the affix *sn^the

letters w and t^ are indicatory, the real affix is 35?. The ^indicates that

the augment 3^ is added to the upapada ending in vowel (VI. 3. 67.)

The isr indicates that this is a Sarvadhatuka affix (III. 4. 113), and there-

fore the vikaranas like -src &c. (Ill 1. 68.) will be employed here,

2942. 3* is the augment added immediately after the
final vowel, of to, flra and of^ a stem ending in a vowel, un-
less it is an Indeclinable, when a word formed by a *w* affix
"follows.
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JVote.—Thus ^pjpg^-t, fg^TPSTT*, OTFtfT^rr &c. See III. 2. 35, 39, 83.

The iff of ^ito and the ^ off^ are dropped by VIII. 2. 23.

Note.—Why do we say ' of ssrw &?c' ? Observe f^ronr n Why do

we say * not an Indeclinable' ? Observe ^rnrsirfrft
} f^rr^mnrrf^r* w

Why do we use the word ssfst in ^rar^r, when merely saying ^r^: would

have sufficed by the rule of tadanta-vidhi ? This indicates that the

shortening taught in the preceding sutra does not debar the ^ augment,

nor does gp$ debar the shortening. So that ^ is added after the shorten-

ing has taken place,

Thus wf%^rnfw=sWT3w*r* (w+*fw+w^+wws»wf3+^+>8r+w) ^wk-

wzt ' who awes mankind'.

Vart.—The affix *r«^ comes after the verbs ssrw ' to go', %r ' to suck",

3* 'to strike', *t 'to leave' when in composition with the words srro

* wind', spft ' a bitch', •fan ' sesainum' and *r^ ' flatulence'. As srTcnrsrrt

<g»TT* 'swift antelopes' (going with the wind). For yfii, the following applies

by which the long $ of ^pfV is shortened.

^f^TTRWS^W ^mtffa fat** I J*Tf*T<»«WWittW'W t I

2948. A short is always substituted for the final of the

first member, when the second member is a word formed by an

affix having an indicatory % but not when the first member
is an Indeclinable.

Thus ^+%+w*r=^rs*w *a bitch-sucker' ; fafgrr* 'an oilman';

syg '^fT irrfT* * a kind of bean' (that causes or cures flatulence.) The word

YITfa has the causative sense latent in it and means "causes to go away."

Thus MM fafrmw, vftftfrwiT * The augment 5^ does not prevent the

shortening, had it done so, the rule would have been unnecessary. But

ijimnmnm sft, fVwnwmxfscs, where %tt and f^rr are Indeclinables there is

no shortening. The above words are formed by trsi^ (III. 2. 83). The

phrase anavyayasya indicates by implication that the word f%^; here

means f<m?**t contrary to the maxim enunciated in VI. 3. 17. <rawsrfV«T^

vr<np>r*% H^nrfwfvfwift a For an Avyaya can never take a f%^ affix

which is ordained only after dhfttus.

2944. The affix^ comes after the verbs ^m ' to blow

'

and ^ 'to suck' when «rrftrasr 'nose' andw * breast' are in com-

position with them as object.
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Vari.—It should bs abated that stana is compounded with ydhet,

-while nasika 13 compounded with ydhet and ,/dhm.a "both.

The rule of yatkdsankhyd as given in I, 3. 10 does not, however, apply

here. For 5E*r is compounded with %£ ; as (^?+%+'?r^= !5<R+^+^+
^r-f *sr*r==:'^cR+^+^m+^f+^^^^w^j ' an infant' (sucking the breast

)

The feminine of ^sf«nr8 is wifvft* as the verb % has an indicatory ^ i

But mfkm is compounded with both" -^n and ^ as ^fw-f-s^+w^
=*rrf^4-^~}-^+^ (VI. 3 68 and 67 ; VII 3. 78)==^feh3Fr: 'blowing

and breathing through the nose'. So also ^fro>^t .

' drinking through

the n ose\

*»< < ^ uIjuhIiw 1 1 1 * < ^ i

2945. And when the words m£t c a tube' and gfW f
fist' are

objects in composition with the verbs "«n and ^, the affix ww
is employed.

Ishthi.—(Here also the irregularly-formed Dvandva compound

»n«lafig shows that therelis non-applicability of the rule of yathdaankhyd;

for §fV being &Fn ought to have stood first (II. 2. 32).

Thus ?rrf^wt ' blowing through the tube'
; gffc*^* ' blowing through

'the fist'; <nft»TO 'sucking through the tube', an infant
; ^fe^t « an

infant'.

Vari.—The words ghatl, kharl (a measure), khari (ahe-ass) should be
enumerated.

The word and in the aphorism indicates that there, are other words
also so formed, Thus ^rV^nr*, *few**rt, «Tfo»TO», tsnf*: *w;, (tra»*rwt,

iw^rs, ' a mountain'), so also wf^rr* i

2948. The affix ^ra comes after the verbs ** ' to break into
pieces' and ^3

l
to carry" when preceded by the upasarga *a

and the word <gv ' bank' is in composition with them as the
object.

Thus v*si*fa»^n313rt ' breaking down banks' (such as a chariot,
river, elephant, &c.)

; wgag^t « tearing up or carrying away the band',
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2947. The affix^ comes after the verb^ ' to lick w]ien

tlie word in objective case in composition with it, is the word
«rsr 'the shoulder of an ox* or sets * a cloud'.

As *r?T3!%T *rh ' the shoulder-licking cow' ; ^naf fs^ trcgt 'the cloud-

licking wind'. The root fsr^ belongs to the Adadi class, so the vikarana

*r* is elided. The tc of fsn^ is nob gunated as the affix ir^ is fi^
(I. 2. 4. S. 2231).

2948. The affix "st* comes after the verb v* 'to cook*

when the word in objective case in composition with it denotes

a measure.

Thus JfW T^fk=tsr^T«rT ' a pot having the capacity to cook a prastha

of food' ; so also jt**m, vnvmt 'a kettle.'

2949. The affix *snL is employed after the verb tbt when
f*rer ' a small quantity ' or «ns 'nail' is the word in composition

with it in the objective case.

The aphorism has its scope when the words formed do not denote

measures, which was the case in the last s&tra. Thus fW^tr^T STO^ft 'the

Brahmanl who cooks a little, i.e., a niggardly Brahman!' ; t^^t'^t wnrt
' the nailscorching barley gruel.' Her ,/pach denotes ' to scorch', ' to heat.'

2950. The affix ^L comes after the verb 3^ ' to strike',

when ^5 'the moon' or snff c a wound' is the word in com-

position with it in the objective case.

As f^rsfsr* vTft 'the Kahu that eclipses the moon '; ssre^gT* ' corrosive,

wounding the vital parts'. For the addition of the augment g^ after the

word *stw, see VI. 3. 67. S. 2942. Thus yf<Ht«+g* 1 Now ^the final of

a conjunct consonant is elided by VIII. 2. 23. S. 54, and the form is

8
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2051. The affix w comes after the verh s^r 'to see' and

*ro r
to- heat' when ^X? and ^n-rrc are respectively the words in

composition with them in the ohjective case.

Thtt3 ^^J-^jpi+wx^^wq^mt ; as w$iform ktstttc? 'the king's

wives not even seeing the sun' (being shut up in the harem, andso having

n® opportunity of seeing the sun, far less any other person who is a

stranger, that is, they are so well protected that even the sun cannot see

them, much less any irreverent gaze).

So also sjrenTrscnr* 'heating the fore-head' (such as the sun).

The word "ZCst® is an incomplete or impossible compound, as the

negative «r applies to the verb gar and not to the word *n?. This is in

opposition to the rule of samartha pada vidhi (II. 1. 2).

2952. The words wpm^ %&*•% and ^rTfwww are irregularly

formed. ,

Thus vs in*m gmfir« sgpnrgtnre? ' fierce-looking'. The word ugra is an adverb
;

with tins as an upapada, khas' is added to dris' ^wr *H&fii3=*T&w%*

'delighting in drinking, an epifehet.of Agni, a flash of lightning'. The

word ira means ' water' that which is excited or illumined by water is so-

called. As an anomaly the vikarana syan is not added. So ^Fwwrt
tprarrct dark roads' ; literally " where hands (panayah,) are clapped

(dhm&yante), owiug to darkness, in order to drive away the snakes, &c."

*mt fatw ttv^n *
' v '

* isrsw rkff •errs-** *' fa^^Ht-faim t sofTtt-^^fa* i

2953. The affix ^ comes after the verb *g c to speak'

when w* or ^sr is the word in composition with it in the

ohjective case.

Thus Fstf *ntfks=finf«rT* « who speaks kindly''; tnivft ' who professes

submission'.

Of the affix i?re , the letters % t
and 75, are indicatory

; ^ indicates the

insertion of the augment 1^ (VI. 3. 67), and % shows that there is

shortening of the vowel in certain cases (VI. 4. 94. S. 2955 )

In the case of fsre and «nr with w%, the affix *3rw would have given the

same result as the affix tjr*r. Making a separate affix in this stLtra is for
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the sake of the aphorisms that follow, where this affix will produce

diffarent effects than taw.

Vart.—The affix "3"* comes after the verb *ti ' to go ' when a word
ending in a case-affix is in composition with it. As f<?cr*t§T ^^V ' the

slow-moving elephant' ; ffcafsm ^f^TTir ' the slow-moving she-elephant\

The words so form 3d are not epithets or .names.

Vart.—-*This affix comes, under similar circumstances, when the word
in composition with *n* is f^T^; and the latter is then replaced 'by cha

wordfar*. As f^nr?n ^^F?v=:f^qTT: 'a bird (that which goes through

the sky)'.

VarL—In the Vdrtikas above given, the affixM\ may optionally b3

considered as if it had an indicatory *. The force ofm is to cause tJxa

elision of the final vowel with what follows it. As f^nfar* or f^fn*t% 'a

bird'. So also %$-T*i or ^m ' a serpent' (what goes crookedly).

2954*. The affix ^ comes after the verb im 'jto beat',

when ?%%$ or ^ is tlie word in composition with it in the

objective case.

Note.—-The verb <re belongsboth to the Bhu and the Chur classes. Both

are meant in the sutra. In the case of the Bhvddi, the verb crrf* is the

causative ending in f% of ere
; while in the CImrddi, all verbs take f*r.

Note.—Thus f^*^* crrqw—f^erct (VI. 4. 94) 'one who destroys his

enemies', so also iT^sr^t 'one who subdues his enemies, a hero*.

The m^ becomes sw by the following sutra, which shortens the vowel,

2955. The penultimate of the Causative stem is shortened

before the affix ts\ 11

Thus f^enrt, TTtfcnrt, srspct » See III 292, and 41.

This affix, however, will not apply when the above upapadas are in

the feminine gender. In this case the general affix w will be employed
;

as T%w£$ mwf^—fg^rafcrnTJ J The maxim " that a masculine includes the

feminine for the purposes of the application of Grammatical rules "4s .mot

of universal application , because had it been so, K|ty%ana ^would not

have used both the masculine ghata and the fern, ghati in v/Lrt.ika under

S. 2.945.
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2956. The affix "ar* comes after the verb ^ ' to curb' when

the word *rra 'speech' is in composition with it as object, ard

the sense indicated is that of a vow.

2957. mwr and 3^^ are irregularly formed.

The word srcr means a vow taken according to the rules of Dharma-

S&stra. Thus smf^Tfr ^re^ ' he has taken the vow of rigid silence'.

"Why do we say ' vow' ? Otherwise the form is wqrm ' restraining

speech' (VI. 3 69) owing to want of power, &c.

iY of. .—Similarly st*TK^fH=3T«r
2r!;t see below, for its formation. The

shortening of trnr and *rrc takes place by VI, 4, 94, S. 2955.

2958. The affix *?ro comes after the verbs *nft 'to split*

and <tf£ 'to bear' when respectively in composition with the

words gt 'a city' and *£ 'all', in the objective case.

As 5T -Err^i^rss^T^Ts 'name of Indra (who splits asunder cities)' (VI. 3.

G9 and VI. 4. 94) ; ^Ira^hTsrr 'the king who is all-forbearing'. The ^
is taken here in ordsr to form words which are not Names. When Names
are to be formed, it takes khach by S. 2963.

VarL—So also when the word *f*T is in composition with the verb itffc;

as ^npnsp;: 'a fistula in the. anus'. This v&tika is given in the Kasik&,

The word can be formod by the rule of ' bahulam' also according to some.^ I ^I^FsfS^f TO: J ^ I 3 \ )$ »

2959. The affixw comes after the verb *«* ' to rub' when
the words ^ ' all', ^jsr 'bank', *a* ' cloud' and *reta 'a dry cow-

dung', are in composition with it in the objective case.

As OTTi w: ' a villain, a rogue'
;
^f^W *nft ' a river' ; ^rw'wft mjt

' a wind' ; r**!tfw*T wr&x ' a strong wind'.

Ww! 1 sgftftart i wtivtK* « ^r^rsrs^f cr^rWsrt \ sm^w:: 1

2960. The affix ?s* comes after the verb 11 ' to make"
when the words ** ' cloudV«^r 'misfortune' and «w 'fear' are

in composition with it in the objective case.
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As SKsrct 'producing clouds' ; *jf*hr« 'giving pain' ; vtfvxt 'frightful'.

Vart—The tadanta vidhi applies in the case of upapadas like *rar,

&c. This is an exception to the vdrtika under I. 1. 72. S. 26 by which,

in the case of affixes, tadanta-vid'hi was prohibited. Thus we have
>?vra|p:t ' who causes security'.

2961. And the affix *n* as well as ww comes after the

verb I* ' to make' when the words "S* 'happiness', ftn? « pleasant*

and *s ' joy' are in composition in the objective case.

The word ' and' denotes that the affix isn^ is also to be included.

Thus $tokto or ^Wxjre* ' propitious' ; Fu^kj or fxnfet ' showing kind-

ness' ' 'TS'ssrn:* or TSfoKi 'causing delight'.

The repetition of the affix ssro when its anuvritti could have been

read into this sutra by using the word *T ' optionally', indicates that these

words never take the affix s of sutralll. 2. 20. S. 2934 though cause, habit,

&c, may be denoted; so that the feminine of those words isformed by •sarrand

not by $ » How do you explain ssrwrcwrrt ttitstt ' small beginnings lead

to or cause prosperity'. The form Kshemakara is derived by the tsp^ of

the Pachadi class, the object denoting a relation nob otherwise specified.

2962. The affix%^ comes after the verb ^ ' to be' when

in composition with the case-inflected word ^firs e
satisfied

by eating' and the sense is that of instrument or condition.

The word '5ft' of III. 2. 4 is understood here.

Thus sBrrfirafaer* meaning ' food' the quantity of rice sufficient to feed

the guests to their satiation : literally by that which one is satiatftd. vrftftr

*rrefa saftr. Here the word denotes instrument. And sarfarcfarart also means

'satiety* which denotes condition, namely, the state of being satiated.

2963. The affix *sr* comes after the following verbs when

thewords to be formed denote a name ;—viz., 1 * to bear', w «to
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cross over', ^ ' to choose', fW ' to conquer', ^: f to hold', if^r c to

bear', *fa ' to heat' and ?* ' to subdue'.

Both the words ^wf% and if* of III. 2. 1 and 4 are understood here

and should be applied as the occasion requm s. Thus fawro' * earth' (thab

which supports all) ; *rtf<r*; ' the Rathantara Sama.' The etymology is

merely t^* nd^, but the whole word does not show in it the meanings of

its different components. The word rathantara, however, is considered to

;be a compound, the result being that it takes the accent of the compound
and has the avagraha of the compound. As in ^^srt^rrararer Vnrs* the avag-

raha is after T*! i The accent is on the second member by ^p^m^
JT^r^rcM Had it been an indivisible word there would hare been no
avagraha, and accent would have been on the first as it is a "Neuter noun
(see jHhit, II. 3j. ^fjfsrtT ' a girl' life, (who is about to choose a husband)

;

3ra'<src* « an elephant' lit. (who conquers the enemy)
; ffaKi ' a mountain'

or ' the pole of a carriage.to which the yoke is fixed' ; larV^u* ' Satrunsaha'

(withstanding an enemy
;
****** « Satruntapa' (destroying an enemy)

;

*W** * Arindama' (victorious). The /dam is Transitive when meaning
* to pacify.' This has already, been mentioned (see S. 2519 root t?*). Accord-

ing to another opinion, the root dam has
1

latent in it fche sense of the causa-

tive and so becomes Transitive. '
•

'

"

Why do we say f when/denotiag a name' ? Otos^a ssfspwro- ' he who
supports his family',

"'"

WW*'* *

2964. And the affix *ar* comes after tho verb v% ' to go'
when in composition with a word emlin- in a case-affix, and
when the word to be formed denotes a name.

As gamr: < Sutangama*. Though the verb^ could well have been in-
cluded in the last aphorism, the separation serves the purpose of carrying
the anuvrttti of ip* into the subsequent sutras.

^ ******

'

' •*$**n**vtw*!m** * ' ^?*<rr «^ ,anf "r-Tsatfa to* i

:* S5*kTw% *'
,
3*** v^n* 3t> . *h « <

* m*tfk.vvn *& ,««,, * '
,

^
,2965. The

.

affix ¥ .comes after tha verb t** 'to go' whenmmmmhon with,the Allowing woitfs as its objects :-**
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*

**zm

e

'end' «*(** 'excessive/ wr* * road/ ^ 'far/ ^ 'across/
f
all ' and ***« ' endlaw '.

Theanuvrittioftheword Throng do3s not extend to this. As ._ „.,.

'having gone to the end, thoroughly conversant ' ; ******* going too fast''

TOT.'away-farar'j^CTt'gomgtoa distant place '; ^w: < completely
familiar '

;
wi* ' going everywhere, the Supreme Being

'
; *ra*OTt 'going

to infinity, moving for ever '.

Of the affix s the letter <r is indicatory, the real affix being *, The 'v
indicates that the fe portion of the word to which this is added, must be
elided (VI 4. 143) ;

as ^&+«r^+s=-sFa4-^r+ *r (the f* portion ^n* of *r^
is elided) Now though the rule VI. 4, 143 says ' when that which has an
indicatory s, follows, there is elision of the f<r of a *'; yet in the present case,
such elision takes place, although, the word «r^ here is not one of thoso
called *r (I. 4. IS)

;
becaas .» the presence of « a3 an indicatory letter must

not be unmeaning and should find some scone.

Vart —-'ill j 5sr is also employed whui the words in composition are ^ra-sc

'everywhere ' unci ^t ' creeping '
; as *&**& ' Supreme Spirit '

;,
^wr**

* a snake.' v*^ is an aiverb formad by the affix ?r added to the </•*% (IV,

60) and means ' creepingly ' or c downward '

Vart.—So abo when the word in composition is to' breast ',. and there

is elision, of its final. As ^\+?r<i-i-<5~wz?i;t 'moving on breast, a snake \

Vart —So also with the words g ' well ' and s^ ' bad ' when the result-

ing words denote lecation. As *pn ' that in which one goes easily, easy of

access ' §^s ' difficulb of access, a fort '.

Vart—Others say, that this * is added when other words besides the

above stand as upapadas. Tims uttt* ' going to the village'.

. Vart.—fafi5T«P^ is replaced by faff when the affix s (III 2. 4S) comes;

after the verb *r^ ; as m%m ' a bird'* Thus, we have three forms : xkvt,

• *^T 2jT *
> ^Tsrftri^j srrrNre. i

' * w?<{r *??<? ^ *
' i *ir&<rs5^ -tg^f^^

2986. The affix $: comes after the verb ^ ' to kill', when

:

the object is in composition with it/ and when benediction is

intended, . _,......
The affix » is understood in this sftfcra. Thus wsx «rwT^=Vfft. f may

he kill the enemy'.
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Why do we say ' when "benediction is intended' ? Otherwise we have

irspnm ' who kills his enemy'.

Vart—The affix ^ra^ comes after the verb wr%% when the word *mr

' wood' is in composition with it, and its final letter is changed into <r, when

the word so formed denotes a name. As^ *rr*f^=Tr*Hnr* (^?+*T^
+t^) ' the wood-pecker*.

Vart—So also optionally when the word ms ' beautiful' is in composi-

tion under the circumstances detailed in the last vdrtika : as «u*tfvu«* or

Vart.—So also, when the verb ^[ is preceded by the preposition ^.
and is in composition with a word in the objective case, the affix ssro is em-

ployed ; and the final is replaced by s; as srai^c ^f?!cr==iar'c£*rct or *niNNra*

'the alphabet'; ^tfa ^fas—T^iprrct or ^^rmt 'connecting the words

that are separated, an annotator'

.

2967. The affix s comes after the verb "^ ' to kill' when it

is compounded with the preposition^ and when the object in

composition with it, is the word sfar
e pain or ^w f darkness'.

As, ^n^t 3** 'thepain-ailayerjie., the son"; ti^TW ^5* 'the dark-

ness destroyer, i.e., the sun'.

This aphorism has its scope when the sense is not that of benediction.

2968. The affix f«tfa comes after the verb ^ ' to kill' when
the word in composition with it is g^ 'a child', or^ 'head'.

ThusyfTC+TO+fvfr^STC-l-TO+Trsr (VJI. 3. 54 and VII. 3.82)=*

^rwifcfrt Nom. sing. ^T^nft 'child-killer'. So also sft^rf^ Nora,

sing, *r>«*"qTat ' head-striking'.

The word *r><? is an irregulartorm of the word fsrw %

2969. The affix w comes after the verb ^ f to kiir when
it is in composition with the word •srrer < wife' or^ * husband'
as object; and when the word so formed denotes the agent pos-

sessed of that attribute (or when the word so formed denotes
a mark).
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The •word ^w of this sutra gives rise to the doubt whether it means

^rw% ^fK or ^rg"^rgfcf **^f*:. In tho former case the meaning will be ' when

the agent is itself the_mark' ; as
,srorrs?n ' a mole' (a mark on the body indi-

cative of the death of one's wife). In the latter case the meaning will be

* when the agent is possessed of the attribute denoted by the word' ; as

wrarsTs ' the murderer of his wife' ; tifars*r>
c

the murderer of her husband'.

Of the affix ^w the letters <^and ^are indicatory. The *e shows that

the feminine is formed by f, and w causes the elision of the penultimate ^
of i^. Thus ^miT+^+^aa^mn+T^+^r (VI. 4. 98) ^wrm-^t (VII. 3. 54).

Tc^w% » ^ncTOft ttw^t ^ftfcr § «?r§^nn^fa %

2970. And the affix «w comes after the verb ^ ' to kill'

when the object is in composition with it, and when the word
to he formed denotes an agent other than a human being.

As wr^msffVcW* H*s* ' the mole' (liberally that which indicates tho death

of one's wife); ^anssft trrf¥^<srr ' the line of the palm of the hand' (that which

indicates the death of one's husband). These two forms were deducible

also from the last aphorism. «9wW *r«r ' honey' (literally that which has

the property of destroying the phlegm). fvr^J ^ •' clarified butter' (lit.

that which destroys the bile).

"Why do we say ' when the agent is not a human 'being' ? Observe

^TTipTra* icpr*
' a Stidra' (literally one who kills the mice). Here the affix

is ws. How do you explain the forms srerssps??* the killer of Pralamba

demon, (an epithet of Balabhadra), Satrughna, or ^eps^* ? These forms are

valid under Mulavibhujadi class (III. 2. 5. v&rt S. ,2919.): and are formed by

the affix qt »

Why is the affix «^not employed in the following? srSrwrtr or ^KvnBr

^<fV 'an elephant" (i e., who kills a thief.) Here the word is formed by

the affix w%^ on the analogy of sutra III 8. 113 which allows a diversity

in case of kritya affixes, which diversity is extended in this case to a hrit

affix.

s^ I 90W^ ff%eP$rarT2T*ft.* I | I 5R \ $2 \

«->f .

2971. The affix to, comes after the verb t$ ' to kill' when
the word in composition with it as its object is vsft ' elephant

pr *m? { gate' and when the sense indicated is that of power.
9

'
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The sutra applies whsce the agent is a human being. As iftarf v&
ar^j^^f^TBJrt ^^^t ' a man who is strong enough to kill an elephant' ; so

also sRTrrert ' a burglar' (who is capable of breaking open the doors).

Why do we say ' where power is indicated' ? Observe ft^qr ^fwf if**c

ss^fersrc!:* ' who kills the elephant by poison'. Here the affix is ^^s.

Another reading is tffrre* h

w^ \ tnfwsfarre^ fS&rf^rjrOr « ^ i ^ i MM <

2972 The words ^fani and stt^ are irregularly formed

when denoting an artificer.

These forms are thu3 evolved. This affix ^^is employed after the verb

VI in composition with "rcftr * hand' and ?hps ' a blow' as object ; then the fe

portion of ^% i.e., ^% is elided, and ? is changed into ^ irregularly. Thus

tfrf<!r+<?»C+3r*==*rr?*ff+^4-^=:^^^? ca drummer' (workman or handicrafts-

man) ; m&m ' a smith'.

Why 'when denoting an artificer' ? Observe viftmnrt ' boxing'; amy*rT<rt

' hammering'.

Vart.—The word xrwzt should be enumerated in this connection ; xvsczt

* a regicide', The affix *5gft is taught now in the following :

—

s<<\93
\ WX^Q^^^^x^'A^X^XW^^^^^R W5{i

„„«. „ .-a,,, . r- ,
t

, ,

"*

2973. "When the sense of the word to be formed is that

of an instrumental agent, the affix *^ comes after the verb

*> ' to make', when the following words are in composition with

it as objects:—*wr 'rich', s^ * fortunate', *w « big', **faa < grey',

»nr
* naked', ^r^i « blind' and $nr * pleasant', provided that, these

words have the sense of the words formed by the affix ft*,

though not actually ending in the affix ft*. (S. 2117).

The affix ftsr (V. 4. 50.) is added to a noun when it is in compo sition with

the verbs ^ * to become', |» ' t,o make' and ^r^ ' to be' ; its force being that

a thing attains to a condition in which it previously was not. The fta?

being an optional affix, its sense is two-fold ; namely, words ending in f**

and words not ending in ft*. Both may have the force of fssr. In the

present siitra, however, the words that actually end in f^c have been ex-
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eluded, while words which do not take the affix f**r, but have the force of
faar are included in the present sutra.

Thus ssrns*'+l?-f-*F3^=^rr^*+^+^^=^T^r^tr^ 'that by the instru-

mentality of which the poor becomes rich, viz,, wealth, prosperity, means
of enriching'

; g*r*f9rcw^ ' making happy, ; **n?taw^ ' by which one becomes
hig' ; *cf%<n*»W3 ' rendering grey' ; W*sws ' making naked' ; <s!i*w^
' making blind' ; frref^VHM. ' showing kindness'.

Why do we say ' when the force is that of the affix fW ? Otherwise

WOT* t%?T $^fer, i.e., ^r*w*rf^ ' they anoint with oil.' Here though some-

thing is joined with what it previously was not joined, namely, with oil,

yet as the radical word is not prominent here, the sense is not that of fa*

and hence this counter-example.

Why do we say ' when not ending in the affix f1**
' ? Observe 'ssrretfV

<§sf«cr ssht ' they make rich by this'. Here the affix *?f^ is not employed.

Kd'aika.—It might be objected: ' well if ^f1^ is not used, then the affix

*g« must be used (III. 3. 117) as there is no difference between *?$% and

*3T! I
both having the efficient portion £.; whab is then the use of prohibit-

ing fn* ? We reply, * because there is this prohibition, when the affix t?^
is not employed the affix ^g^. will not also be employed. Thus by implica-

tion the affix *?gpi is also prohibited.. The prohibition of f1^ in this sutra

is for the sake of the aphorisms that follow'.

Bhda7±ya.-—Pafcanjali observes that this prohibition is superfluous, be-

cause there is no distinction between «jff and^% For the word formed by

any one of these affixes have the same form and the same accent. Nor is

there any distinction in the feminines of their derivatives. For the word

formed by *n* , ^m, -frs , sans and iiap; take % in the feminine as well as the

words srt and ofi;5*. Nor is there any distinction in their samdsas. For

in both the cases it will be nitya samdsa. Nor is the prohibition made
for the sake of the augment 5^. For it being an indeclinable, ^% cannot

come after it. The prohibition, therefore, is of no use to this sutra, but it

is inserted here for the sake of the following sutras.

^T^rT^ ^acratrer^m v3h ttrcftft' ^rtj i ^pstt^t ssrnsift 'raraVfar w$*r**£ns^t i

g*r* i
* * w%wf*r <srr**ri * '

i wrgat i wgmt » ^F*rrg*t \

2974, "When the word to be formed denotes an agent, the

affixes f*sre$* and ^sk**, come after the verb ^ 'to become',

when it is in composition with words *r*«r, &o., provided that
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these have the sense of the words formed by the affix f^r

though not ending in ft*.

Thus ^T^rwrf^c^j s becoming rich (whd was not rich before)' ; <mm-
**rTf*ff: ' becoming rich'.

Why do we say ' whefi. denoting the agent' ? Not so when it denotes

the instrument. The affixes will apply when the sense of the upapada is

that of f^, otherwise not ; as wu® ^rferr
c he will be rich'.

These affixes will not apply when the npapada ends in fW, mzsft ^ferc I

2974A, The affix fe^ comes after the verb *r* ' to touch',

when it is in composition with a case-inflected word other than

to ' water.

By III. 2. 4,. the anuvritti of the word safaris to be read into this sutra.

It might be objected * why do we not read the ariuvritti of the word ssrw

instead of ^f«r, because the verb *1pu^ is a transitive verb, and after such

verbs, the anuvritti of <sr*r ought to come from III. 2. 4' ? To this we say

there is no harm in reading the anuvritti of *$fN in this case ; because the

word wft of the last sutra is also, in a way understood here, and indicates

the collection! of all sorts of agents whether objects, instruments, &c., and

this can only be when the first member of the compound is a word in

general.

Thus *pf *T*rfa a='«rcT«r, nom. sing. tpsi^ 'he who touches clarified

butter
5

. ¥S^+f^+g»*TW+fe+o (VI. 1. 68)=5=^-f-o (VI. 1. 67, and

VIII. 2. 62). So also *r*inr ^t^—^"^^''S^
c who touches with hymns' ;

«5%s* ^^=m$iw*K ' who touches with water*. Bat <3^«r »eiw^=^^tsjs
here we have the general affix ^n^. See S. 432.

29*74B. The words *efV^ ' a domestic priest', t^w c impu-

dent', iw« ' a garland', f^/ a direction' and vjf^cs ' a quatrain*

are irregularly formed by adding the affix fW^; and so also

after the verbs **3 * to worship*, g?V ' to join' and w^ §< to ap-

proach', the affix %^ is employed.

The first five words are irregular forms. Thus ^^+^+^5^==«?few
r he who performs sacrifice in the season s^fr) or to the season (sji^).- This

word, however, is a *rR? word in which it is fruitless to search for its etymo-

logical meaning, ^4-f^^^V^. Here there is reduplication and the

final has acute accent. ^4-f^^~ ,|pra^ * Here there is augment 'wq,. §"^4-

feq^ssf^tGN So also ^-f- f^re>{- fw^rf= y F«w<^, -All these are in fact crude;,

nouns^ their current meaning having little traces of their root meaning. -
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The" affix Br^ comes after the three roots grsr , "sans^r,, and- ros^r. Being

read along with the five above-mentioned irregularly-formed words, there

is some irregularity in the application of fWsc to these verbs. Thus the

affix %&*% comes after •ssns^i only when a word ending with any case-affix

precedes it in composition. As w+ ,ssr^+fa^=OT^^nom. sing. srre(VL

4. 24 ; VII. 1. 70, VIIL 2. 2a and 62J ' east' ; so also Wc*r^ ' west' ; *r^
'north'.

The affix Bm comes after *rfe and w wsr -when these are uncombined.

Thus |^+fe(- 5^. In nominative singular, 3^+ 3=*3^+"^, (VII. 1.

7l)=3p^+o (VL*!. 68)^5^ (VIIL 2. 62)
c who joins'. When the root

^ is in composition with an tt,papada, it takes the affix fwr (see III. 2.

61), As •^Csr^k ' yoked with horses'.

So also t« jrc+ fiwgrssasw , nom. sing. w®. ' a curlew*. The non-elision

of the sr (VI. 4. 24) of 3*3^ is an irregularity, as this word has been taught

in connection with other irregular words See S. 373..

2974C, And the affix^ comes after the verb sV to see*

when it is in combination with **r§, &c, and does not signify

perception.

See 429.

The force of ' and' is that the fk*r% also comes under similar eircumstan-*

ces. c^f, &c. are pronouns, for a list of which see I. 1. 27. Thus sfTfw nom.

sing, etrqpir ,
' such-like' when it is formed by fw$ ; and curgq* ' such-like*

when the affix is w%. So also ar^-ff^+^F^;=crTftff ^VI. 3, 91) nom. sing.

sn^(VI. I. 68, VIII. 2. 36 and 62, VIIL 4. 56); and HTfsrt whan *tw is

the affix. So srTgpsE or srrfart ' what-like'.

What is the force of the letter ^ of srst ? It is for the sake of accent

;

the uddtta is on the first syllable of those words which are formed by an

affix having an indicatory «r_ or ^t (VI. 1. J 17). But the indicatory ^ would

have given the same accent, there being no difference between sp* and ^
in this respect. The indicatory «£ then serves only the purpose of distin-

guishing the affix^ from w% in sutra IV. 1, 15 in which^ is taken and

not ^. Had we not formed this separate affix, then for m^w^of that

sutra, we should have read «CT[«w
,

<<*
i

so that the feminine of words formed

by *$% would have also taken long §:> so that the feminine of -^wmt (*m+w%\
V. 4. 29) would have been *rc^ instead of *rrsp*rr,

Why do we say ' when not signifying perception' ? See w wx^k^^W^t
' who sees that'. The words c^rrg?k , srrgrr^ &c ,, are crpde nouns, in which the

etymological sense of the root not being visible, th§ act of seeing can nsvec

be denoted by these words.
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Vart .—This rule applies also when the words 'SWtt and tsf% are in com-

position with £*. * As *n*« or <epir: ' like' (wr+%\+?m%=*r+s^ VI

,

S. 89) ; so also ispirrsrsr* or ^mffig/ of another kind'.

Vart,—The affix «§5 comes also after, the root f^ff. As argrst, *npr*,

•saFtrT?^* and *%«r:i ^+f^+^=??rr+^l+^^(VI.3. 91.)= 3rrg^+<er (VIII.

2. 36)=?n3*+* (VIII. 2. 41)=m?^-M (VIII. 3. 59)=<npn i

2975. The affix f**5. comes after the following verbs whf»n

in composition with a word ending in a case-affix, though it-

may he an upasarga, viz :—^ ' to sit',
*

' to bring forth', h\
' to hate',n 1 to hear malice', §V to milk', 3* ' to join', ' to

concentrate the mind', &$,' to know', ' to become', ' to consi-

der', f*r$ ' to diyide', f*g * to cut', fa ' to conquer', *ft ' to lead*

and <ct* ' to shine*.

The phrase ' the word ending with a case-affix' is understood in this

sutra. The anuvrilti of 3T* is not to be taken in this sutra, for the same

reasons as in III. 2. 58 S. 2974 A. The upasargas are also words ending in

a case-affix, i.e., they are also subanta words. Their special mention in this

section, indicates by implication (jndjpaka) that wherever in the previous-

sutras, the word subanta (a case-inflected word) is used, it does not include

an upasarga (III. 1. 106).

The root <ff being read in conjunction with fg^ shows that w%t?% class

verb is meant here, and notm'

lfo class. The verb 3^ includes, both «!fsrc

' to join!" and *rw 'to concentrate one's mind'. The verb ftr^ includes the

three verbs having the sense of ' to know', ' to become' and ' to consider',,

bub does not include the verb $t% ' to gain', because that root has an indi-

catory f (faff) while all these verbs have indicatory 'ssr.

Thus, T^ isrt&z 'the dweller in the sky' ; -arqrf^r«c ' the dweller in the pre*

sence of the master' ;—^ffVrg ' dwelling in purity' ; s^iWa-f ' dwelling in

the skies', ' epithets of Brahma' (Kath. 5. 2) ; <3rr€q; ' serving7
. ^—-stow*

' oviparous* ; wxwt * bringing forth hundred' ; nm * parent'. %^—fcnrfge

'treacherous'; u%5 'hostile'. 3^—f***^ * treacherous' ; sre^ 'hostile*

(VIII.2.37), 51—5h5« 'cowmilker'; ag^'milker' (VIII. 2.^32. and 37),

3V-***^ ' carriage' j Jnr^ ' impulse', faf—^foq, * knower of Veda'

;
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srf^[ '• knower' ; wfV^ ' knower of Brahma' and fafo$ * invocation'. F«rg

—

^T«5-f*r^ 'wood-cutter'; wfw^ 'cutter', f^—^^f^ 'rope-cutter'; xrfas^

* a cutter'. Bsr—Wffsrg; ' enemy-conqueror' ; irf^ * conqueror'. *ft-—^rvfttt

•leader of an army' ; srcfh ' a leader' ; irr^nrt ' head-borough' ; ^*n>: ' first'.

(Why is there cerebral w in these words ? Because the word inwV has a

cerebral *ff in sufera V. 2. 78 and that indicates that these words will have

*jr, as also by sutra VIII. 4. 3). tw—fw« ' splendour' ; *rsrr^ ' emperor'

(the letter <* is added by VIII. 3. 25).

Vart.—The letter w replaces the *r of the root *ft
' to lead', when the

words ' agra' and ' grama' are in composition with it, as srcpft* and mrfuftu

2976. The affix *** comes after the verb *w ' to share*

when in composition with a word ending in a case-affix, whe-

ther it he an upasarga or not.

The words ' upasarga' and ' supi' are understood in this sutra. As tftr

srsrersB^nrwrsn Nom. sing, sscsmro ' sharing a portion. So also when in

composition with a preposition ; as srorra^ ' division'.

fsre ^snr^ « mm*iPd ssrnrrg: \ mn^ \ 'mn^' fw% i writ?* i

2977. The affix fe comes after tjie verb ^ ' to eat,*

when in composition with a case-inflected word other than
^* ' food*.

Thus s5rT^Pcr=^rT*rrg ' eating raw food'; *fw<t ' granivorous'.

Why do we say ' when w*t is in composition V Because with wn as

an upapada, we have ssp^fTSt ' eating food', which is formed by the general

affix *^ (III. 2. 1.)

2978. The affix Fre comes after the verb **% ' to eat/ when
the word sr" is in composition with it

As ^s^rfTr=:fSt«4»<j; ' carnivorous'.

Why Ins it been made a separate sutra, when this form could have been

obtained by the last sutra also ? To this the vartika replies :
f This has

been made a separate sutra in order to indicate that the rule of mwsn (III.

1. 94) does not apply here.' Therefore the affix saw will not apply in the

alternative. If the affix *ro does not apply, how then we get the form

m*wr%t in the verse nwriqUwr *rT$*;* (Amarakbsha 1. 1, 62) which is evident*
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ly formed by the affix w$^ ? The affix ^r^ comes after the root when the

word formed means -' the eater of meat which has been cut, dressed and

cooked
1

; thus wwst means a man who eats meat cooked and prepared, <e.,

a meat-eater, a Rakshasa as opposed to a vegetarian or civilised man, while

srMTq; means ' an animal which eats raw flesh' ; the word sjtssttt* in fact

may be regarded as an irregular form falling under the i^r^'crfs? class of

sutra VI. 3. 1-09. -Thus ^reTOs+^—arKT+si^ the upapadapakvam&msa

is replaced by kravya irregularly under Prishodaradi.

The affix ^ comes after the verb f% ' to milk' when in

composition with a word ending in a case-affix and the letter

* replaces its jinal.

As sRnrgsTT * a milch cow, giving abundance of milk'

.

2980. These affixes viz. ll^k%, ^k\,^\, and $rc are seen

after other verbs also besides those ending in long *rr.

The word ^ac^f? is jnot understood here.

As these affixes all begin with a consonant, the question arises, will

they take the augment^ I This is answered by the next aphorism,

For examples of this sutra, see 2981 and 2982.

2981. The augment ** is not added to a krit-affix begin-

ning with a sonant consonant (*ro pratyahara).

As %+"% 'to injure' -j-Tftrg; =s -ganfq;, 1st. sing, gwfi '" who destroys well

i.e., destroys sin or ignorance', sttcTC+
,

3: 'to go'+^fe^mcrc-f^-f **%

(YI. 1. 71)=srrafo^, 1st. sing, xrraferr 'who goes early'.

2982. A stem ending in a nasal, and followed by the fas

or **% , always substitutes long ^rr for ifcs nasal.

Thus ^rssTTJ, Tftmrt, ^mt, ^rPswn, »rfaT* (e. g. ^rTerr ^p^trr ssrfa Rv. IX. 2.

WVNT.,mm, «!*•», ifem.vfeT**^. The 'affix te (which is

totally elided) is added under III, 2, 67, The *s of w% is changed to n by
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VIII. 3. 108. in nV^rr u With the affix *n we have tha following:—fvwrvr

mt^nrwT (III. 2. 75). The repetition of the word ^gitf-n-flR in this sutra

shows that the limitation of anudatfcopades'a, &c, which applied to the

sjrjFTTfa* of sutra VI. 4. 37. S. 2428 does not apply here.

. Now we give examples of the affixes taught in III. 2. 75. S. 2980.

fe4-WTj+*f*V=fa-f-*n-+ 1TS (VI. 4 41) ssfajgrro^. 1st sing tWvr
* who brings forth '. •snprraT ' who goes before'. So also from /-swt^ Bhu&di

482 we have ^sfN+flr^^^+^T+ Br^^'^rr'sr^. Norn. S. snron i fcr^-f. Brora

^(VII. 3 86) 1st, sing, ^r ' who injures '; as in ^ftarw f^« (Yajur. Ved.

VI. 18). Similarly from ,/rush with t>* , the form is *t* I So also 3»r<£

formed by tV*

Note,,—The word ' also ' in S. 2980 has the force of removing all condi-

tions under which these affixes were employed in the previous aphorisms,

that is to say, these affixes come even when there is no upadada. As TturT,

The words c are seen * in this sutra show that all verbs do not admit of

these affixes indiscriminately. It is only when we see a particular form

that we can infer the existence of these affixes.

2983.. And the affix fw; is also seen after all verbs, whe-

ther having an upapada or not in the Vedic as well as^in the

modern Sanskrit.

As snsrrsnrt tf9%= <wrros (VI. 4. 24) 'falling from the pot'; tf^t«q

* falling from the leaves '; *mfr^ *x*rfsr==*T*n!r^, 1st. sing. «t*t«7 ' falling

from a car \ The it is long by VI. 3. 137. See Rig. Ved. 1 . 3. &

2984. The w of ** is changed into <«r, when it is preceded

by an upasarga competent to produce the change, provided
it occurs at the end of a pada<

As % mf 1 % wv I! ii This rule is an exception to VIIL'4. 37. by
which the final ^ in a pada is not changed into w u The word *ro« in the
sutra is to be understood to be equivalent to tow, and the rule applies

when the word is in the vocative case.

10
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The word vtx\ is a fgrar*^ formed word, and the % final is not elided in

the Vocative Singular because of the prohibition of VIII. 2. 8 ; in every

other place, when the ^ is padanta, it would be dropped ; and therefore the

illustration is given with Vocative singular, which alone satisfies the

requirements of this sutra.

By VI. 4. 34. S. 2486, the *rr of J*rni is changed to * before fwr, I

As fasrcftt sfwrfa "anfer i The stem is fasrfsrt. no m. ftra*ft* i

Vdrtika,:—The ^ar of "anr^ preceded by the preposition *mE.is changed

to * before kvip. As ssrnflrt from ^rrfsrc i Similarly are formed «fh and s.t

with the affix kvip. The crude forms are f*rc and g\ I

vrvftt ' (58 a) \ nm. i wsi^ i ' ^5»t*-' (Wi) **ss ' m^J »

r
'«n^^t:-' (>s?H8)

2985. Tlie penultimate of wfij is shortened before the

affixes ** , **% ^ and $fs »

Thus ^eTt^'K^; (neuter), ^^, >*T*r«*q: and sros'n The first three

are Un&di aflBxes.

As ttg^sg I

' From the roots ?r^ and sr? with affix kvip, are formed jnrnj; and
srarrg; ; thus srar?[+ fep*==: jnrrs;+ fesr*= (the lengthening of the penul timate
is by*VI. 4. 15. S. 2666) xrarr^r ft changed to ^ by VIII. 2. 64. S. 341.)

So also is srsrrq; t

From the f^; ' to play', with affix kvip, is formed toet^s ' dice-player ?

The * is changed to & by VI. 4. 19. S. 2561. Thus *r?rf^+fwr=

From the roots ssr^and ?*rc with the affix kvip, are formed ft and £* ,

thesis changed tow -by VI. 4. 20. S. 2654. They are declined thus

:

N S. g* i d. iffr i pi. i** i Norn. S. i* id. a^r i pi. jpc» t From %*
(S. 2654 ) is obtained <erj with kvip) From the root ssnr

:(S. 2654) is

derived wt with f^r^. Thus ^w+f^^^^+^s + f^srTM^
, d,^ 1 pi,

"3^r* I With the upapada sr we have ^+1^+^^*=*^+ ^-s^^,
with the vriddhi. It is declined. Norn. S. <3r?rr \ d. ^?n% \ pi. sprm: i

From *r^(S. 2654., with kvip) is obtained itj, declined as Norn. S.*c:

d. ^ff i pi. jprj i But gw:, d. gp%, pi. ig*m

From s^sf (S. 2656), by applying VL 4. 21. S. 2655, is obtained
with kvip *n ^i pi. *p i From y^P we get Norn. S. *t , <L

VKT I pi. ^» I
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2986. The nasal of T? is always elided before fa^r «*

Thus sstipr^, *fif5Jf*rq:, ^•g£if»^T wr* u The g; is added by VI. 1. 71.

F<xr£.—It should be stated of t^| and the rest. The elision takes place

here also Hm% trcta^, ^rg^ •

Vart.—The nasal of w%, &c. is elided before w^: as, ^ripn, ssrih|* tt

2987. The affixes *e and fa** come after the verb **n when
it is in composition with a word ending in a case-affix or an
upasarga.

Why has this aphorism been made, when by III. 1 4. wr would have

taken sr and by III. 1.75. it would have taken fwr^ also ? This re-

petition is for the purpose of prohibiting the prohibition, that is to say, the

.

sutra III. 2. 14. S. 2928 prohibited the sutra III. 2. 4. S. 2916 and the

present sutra removes that prohibition. Thus ifevt and ifcvTt But for"

this sutra, this form could not have been evolved ; for, with the upapada

v%, the verb f*nr would have taken the affix «p^by III. 2. 14.

2988. When 'habit' is to be expressed, the affix ftrf*

comes after a verb, provided that the word with a case-affix

in composition with it does not mean a genus.

Thus ^"ffrf^+fwf«r==^^r^fgr?c, 1st. sing. ^w*rfcsft 'who eats hia

meal hot.' So also ^ftewNft, &c.

Why do we say ' when it does not mean a genus' ? Witness HT^rwrr-

Twfaanr ' the inviter of Brahraanas.' We cannot form WT*r^iTirc*»',?*nft t

Why do we say ' when habit is to be expressed ? Witness w?<i *$!?$

«n?Tf^[ ' he sometimes eats hot.' The author of the Kasika vritti says that
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though the anuvritti of the word ' sup' was understood in this aphorism,

its repetition here declares that the upasargas are not included and he

gives the following varbik& :

—

Vart.—The verb ssrri in composition with the preposition ^ or irrsr

should be enumerated as taking this affix. As «urmrf<:^
#
fem. sVBTfwV,

1st. plural y^wPwn. So also sr?*mnfwt, pi. rarnnfcrar: \ Haradatta

and M&dhava have followed Kasika in this respect.

This is however, against the Bhashya and should b3 discarded. More-

over this affix comes even with upsaragas. As ssifsnrtV^, srspftrV^, <are«ftfir»(,

&c. As in the verse wg^T^rVsrT^ ; wgpntVsriTt t

i*<rn?*nrt xmc •ftreifx: i

w*»ft*m w^rjgwtr«rfm i

Vart.—So also when the sense is having skill in such and such action'.

Aa *CT$*RTd ' excellent worker' ; irr$Tt*r> ' giving liberally.'

Vart.—So also after the verb m; preceded by srsr. As wfrvrfirT^ in

WtW **rf*a ' the knowers of Brahma say'. Taesa two v&rtikas cover

cases where there is not the sense of ' habit

'

* *

*wma ' fit* i vsvzt whrf> i

2989. The affix fnrf> comes after a verb when it is in com-
position with a word denoting an object of comparison,
expressing the agent, the sense of the affix being ' doing some-

thing like that', that is to say, when the upapada agent is the

standard of comparison of the agent denoted by the word to

"which the sense of the affix refers.

Thus v*g Ten 3RhrfH=^SfJ^r^ ' who makes a noise like a' camel
'

; vgftr-

*tf*\ ' who makes a noise like a crow '.

This su^bra applies where ' habit ' is nob indicated : or where 'ganus '
"is

denoted in opposition to the last aphorism.

Why do we say ' when expressing the agent ' ? Witness as •3&gpTTf*rar *rw-

ifar HiHii^ ' he eats mdsha like apUpa '. Here ws** is object and not agent,

and hence no composition takes place.

Why do we say * denoting a standard of comparison'? Otherwise

there will be no composition. As <ar*5» arrnftt
f
the camel makes noise \

2990. The affix faf* comes after a verb,, in composition

with a word eading in a case-affix, when ' vow ' is meant.
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The word znt m t ans a ' vow ' as regulated and ordained by the Scrip-

tures. This condition ' when vow is expressed ' applies to th3 completed

word, that is to say, when the completes word made up of the root, the

upapada, and the affix, denotes a vow. As ^fStwatrrftr^ ' the vow of

sleeping on bare ground (and nowhere else) or a person who has taken this

vow ' ^srrs^farq; ' who has vowed not to eat during the performance of a

Sr&ddha ceremony '.

Why do we say ' when vow is to be expressed ' ? Otherwise there is

no composition. As *«rf<nf% %ft ^srcr^t ' Devadatta sleeps on bare ground '.

This sutra is also an exception to III. 2. 78 applicable when ' habit

'

is not meant, or when ' genus ' is to be expressed.

2991. The affix WW comes after a verb diversely, when
continued repetition of an action is to he expressed.

The word ^nr^wqr means continued repetition, that is to say, zealous

practice or assiduous performance of anything, but does not mean habit.

As t?PTT^TfV%T Trn'wrcTt ' the people of Gandhara are kashaya-drinkers '

,

*Rna+trc-r-f^f*=^^^+ ^T+3*4-WW(VTI. 3. 33.) So also •srteqrfa'ir vtfr*

srnrj: ' the people of Usinara are milk-drinkers '. ifhfta-^TfW'BfV wriftaRT* ' the

people of Bahlika are sauvira-drinkers '.

By using the word {
diversely ' in the sutra, this affix is not applied in

other places, as in the following :-Tj?F*nwT^$ ' a grain eater V

2992. The affix WW comes after the yerh ^ 'to think',

when there is a word with a case-affix, in composition with it.

The word ' supi ' is understood in this sutra. As^aiWbpU'ft '"who thinks

himself handsome' ; •sft*r*f ,«irrsft ' who thinks himself beautiful '.

Note.— Tfte verb^ belonging to the 4th conjugation is taken here and

not that belonging to the 8th conjugation : because the auuvriti of the

word ' diversely ' is understood here. In the present aphorism, whether we

take the Div&di or Tanadi *r?[ the resulting form would be the same,

namely, "mTw%. But not so in the next aphorism, where, before the affix *s%

there would be difference of form owing to the vikarana, %. e., in the 4th

conjugation -*x% would be added, but not so if the verb belonged to the

8th class.
*

•
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2993. And t'ie affix^ comes after the verb ^ c to think /

when the word in composition with it is a word with a case-

affix, and when it is employed to signify thought, whereof

the object is self (the sense of the affix being ' thinking him-

self &» such').

The word ssrrFHfTT means 'thinking of one's own self.' By the word
' and ' it is meant that the affix faff may be employed in the same sense.

This rule applies where the agent, indicated by the sense of the affix, thinks

himself possessed of the qualities of ' handsomeness, * &c, denoted by the

upapada. As T^ffar*1*** or ^^ftaTrsft ( who thinks himself handsome '

-

r

trfararaffirt or *cfire?r*T«ft ' who thinks himself learned];'.

The long vowel is shortened before^ by VI. 3. 66. S. 2943. Thus

CTfttfrnT » Why do use in S. 2943 'when not an Indeclinable word '? Ob-

serve f^rgTBFTT I

*^cn^«pffcj*s*T?* ^r ^rr^^f?^^^ ^ i
' sffatotrtr* ' (sen) • *m*m r

2994*. A monosyllabic word, ending in any vowel other

than % when followed by aword formed by a "fas: affix, receives

the augment *% which is aided in the same way as the affix

*fot of the Accusative singular.

The word -ssn* is to be repeated here thus t* ^skt^jps;, m^mm^M \t

Tins *rfw,
}
wfwfza or T^j^t, fkniwzi, *w*j u By force of the. atides'a

5snrjTc^f?rc% the changes produced by the Accusative ending are caused by
this augment also : viz : the substitution of long ssrr, the substitution of a
vowel homogenous with the first, the guna, the substitutes *w and ^*w
As m-m w. (VI. 1, 93. S.-285.) ;a*W as Hb^t (VI. 1. 107. S. 194.)"

guna, as,—w<^t (VII. 3. 110 S. 275) from * i And *re and ***, as,

firfiPHU, * w>wr* (VI. 4, 80. S. 302.) Why do we say ending in a vowel
other than ^ (r\) ? Observe ******* u Who do we say ' a monosyllable ' ?

Observe itOT*' *nwrt »
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The affix^ is elided after a Neuter noun (VII. 1, 23), therefore, will

this^ also be elided when >sft is treated as Neuter ? As f^+ncHR h^
'* I« w$<d =fWi»«H or fa*wi^ ii The second form is the valid form accord-

ing to the great commentator. Here there is shortening of <ft, and the

absence of *&%, and g^ augments*

2995. All the affixes to "be treated of hereafter should he

understood to come in the sense of past time.

The phrase ' with the sense of past time' is an adhik&ra^or governing

aphorism and exerts its influence up to aphorism III. 2. 123. S. 2151 ; that

is to say, these affixes give a signification of past tense to the verb whose
anuvritti "is also understood throughout the subsequent sutras ; see

III. 1. 91.

Thus it will be taught in the next aphorism :
' after the verb *ra , when

-the word in composition is in the instrumental case, the affix fqrftr is em-
ployed. Here to complete the sense we must read into the sufcra, the

words 'with the sense of past time'. As ^^^3%»dq^== >Mfj{ *d) «m fa^
* who has sacrificed with an Agnishtoma or a five-day series of offerings'.

Why do we say ' with the sense of past time' ? -Otherwise these affixes

will not be employed. As vnr*j*e^^T wfa ' he sacrifices with Agnish^oma't

2996. The affix firfV comes after the rerh to ( to sacrifice'

with the sense of past time, when the word in composition is

in the instrumenal case.

The anuvritti of f*fff*r and not of <<!r* is to be read into this . sutra. £a

*fic«efri*n fipg ' who has sacrificed with Agnishtoma.' Here Agnishtoma

is the instrument ' for the attainment of the desired fruit. So also

%TTtnfgr^ i

2997. The affix fafa comes after the verh m 'to Mir,

with the sense of past time, when the word in composition is

in the accusative case.
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As f*$3^n"f?ni ' who has killed his paternal uncle'; TO-J-farf*r»^-t-

fwfsr (VII, 3. 54.)=^+ Firf* (VII. 3. 32) = ^if^ (VIL 2. 116.^

This affix is employed only when censure is implied. Therefore it is

not employed in^ f*r*r*( ' he has.killsd the thief.

The anuvritti of the word qr*far of this aphorism extends up to sutra

III 2. 96, S. 3006.

fag f«nnn^f»n?n i m&TfV«%af f»^ar g?r ** f**t*fr ^FWjw f*nrr ^f«r snf*rc»T i

irwTfy«ftw fiw^fa fgf«r^T f»nr* *f?r *r«r* i

2998. The affix fa** comes after the verb ^ ' to kill' with

the sense of past tim^, when the following words in the

accusative case are in composition : ww ' a Brahmana/ vr* e at

foetus' and ** ' Vritra\

As WVH 1st. sing, wwv ' who has killed a Brahmana' ; kjmrr ' who

has killed a foetus' ; «p**t ' who has k lied Vrifcra,' i.e., Iadra'.

Since by sutra 2983, the affix fitaw was ordained to come after all

verbs, and therefore would have com 3 after the verb T* also, where is the

necessity of the present aphorism ? Tais aphorism makes a niyama, i.e.,

the verb w% takes the affix Biarr only when it is composition with the

words ww, &c. Four-fold restriction is here intended according to the

Kasika :—

(1) When *s has, as upapada, the words iror, &?c, and not any other

word ; as ywf TWT^t ' he has killed the man'.

(2) When the words vw, &c, are upapadas of.any other verb than *%,

then this affix is not employed ; so that the verb must be ¥X ; thus

wrtftarar^ 'he has read the Veda'.

(3) The fw^ is the only affix to denote past timj in the case of vq;

preceded by wjr, &c, and no other affix can be employed in this sense.

(4) This is employed only in the past tense and not in any other

tense ; as wwtv *far or *tWW ' he kills or will kill the Brahmana'.
According to the Bhashya, the niyama is two-fold only nafinly 2 and 3, i.e.

the upapadas must be Brahmana, &c, and the affix must be kvip.

w»»«*n^^
y *h *« i vimt i Tsrw t fire* i $* v$Tn fkzmT**** jftrfa wf^fa

%$*Hwvtvt * fwanr i WTf*^W»rvwT*mT**ff*^3T*t fwf\\ utoW t
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i ' The affix fa** oora.es affcer the verb $ ' to make*

with the sense of past time, when the following words in the

accusative case- are in composition :—3/ well', «kw ' action', *t^

'sin', *f*r 'hymn' and $<&* 'virtue'.

The phrase ' in the accusative case' is understood in this aphorisms,

and applies to all the abovementioned words, except 3- which. being an

attributive word, of course, cannot take anj case-termi nations.. As 5^
(VI. 1.71)' who has done well? ; w?|P3[

f who bas done all works' ; *T*r$r^

** who has committed sins' ; 'rarfrej ' who has made a mantra'
;
g"nr$iq:/ who

has done virtuous actions'.

This sutra also ordains a restrictive rule or niyama. Three-fold'

restriction is intended here according to the Kftsikft: namely, restrictions

with regard to past time, root kri and the affix ; but not with regard to

upapada. 1. The restriction being that the affix must be kvip, we have,

no TO^ in *p$fflWT"jM 2. The root must be <§?, we have <«rorT«np*it =*

n****ftsrar»c 1 Here there is no kvip. 3. The time must be past.. There-

fore no kvip in the Present or Future ; as *w4 m?t?it or ^fwjf«r I There

being no restriction with regard to the upapadas, this affix is employed-

when words other than these g. gm, &c, are upapadas. As, miq $ <t ' who
has made Scriptures' ; <*r«*rfg; ' who has made a commentary'.. The ^ in,

added to the root by VI. 1 . 7 J

.

$ooo \ %t^ i^rt 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 <« 1

%r*gs « ^3?ttfx f*nm ^fn *Rrfwr \ ^grrwsjfV i

3000. The affix fa^ comes after the verb 5^ ' to press out
juice', with the sense of past time, when the word *ct, m the^

accusative case, is in composition.

As, %m$3 'who has pressed the soma juice, or soma-distiller'; 1st dual

%:<*$% ; 1st., plural %r*rg?r* 1

This sutra is also for the sake of making a niyama of restrictive rule*.

The four-fold restriction is here intended, i.e., as regards- the verb, the

tense,, the upapada and the affix. This is according to the Kasik&.
So also in the next subi'a-

\00\ I ^tSt^: I ^ I ^ I <S^ I

3001. The affix fore comes after the verb -fV c to collect

'

with the sense of past time, when the word *rffc,inthe accusa-
tive ca ^e, is in composition.
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As, 5sr%fai ' one who has kept the sacred fire' ; 1st. dual wf«TV«fV
;

"

1st. plural ^fifsra'* i

Here also, as in the last aphorism, four-fold restriction is intended.

3002. In expressing an object the affix fw* comes after

the verb f^ * to collect' with the sense of past time, when it is

in composition with a word in the accusative case, provided

that the word so formed is the name of the place or altar

of fire.

The words % and qrefior are understood in this siitra. The Name

is expressed by taking the complete word consisting of the verbal root, the

upapada and the affix. As x%*f*iq; ' a fire altar which has been arranged

in the shape of a hawk' ; *ff$fa^ ' the fire altar arranged like a heron'.

The word ^rmT indicates that these words are rudhi words, their

sense depending upon usage rather than etymology. Tae arrangement of

bricks for sacrificial purpose with regard to iire, gets these various names
;

that is, when the bricks are arranged like a falcon, it is called T^srfVr?^

and so on.

3003 The affix ?f> comes after the. compound verb ?*$ 'to

sell', in the sense of past time, when in composition with a

word in the accusative case,

Vdrkita.—The repetition of the word urSfar in the sutra, though its

anuvritti might have been drawn from the last aphorism, indicates that

when the object carries with it sense of censure on the agent, then only
this affix ia employed and not with every and any object. As tT^ifif^
* the seller of soma plant'

;
TOfofffan* 'the seller of liquors'; employing

disapproval of the action of thos3 persons who carry on these mean
professions. Bub not so in ^^f^rss ' the seller of paddy'.

yew \ jit srfwtn 3 i 3 i <» i

3004 The affix ^f*r* comes after the verb j* c
to see* in

the sense of past time, when in composition with a word in
the accusative case.
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As +Kgm*( 1st sing. %5gT3TT * who has seen the Mem'. *rrcipcarT * who

has seen the end or the other side v

Though the affix ^f?rc was valid by s&tra III. 2. 75 its repetition

here shows that no other affix comes in this sense after this verb.

8005. The affix ^Sro comes after the verbs g^ c
to fight'

and ff ' to make* with a past signification, when the word vrm%

*king' is in composition, in the accusative case.

How can the verb <8pr, which is an intransitive verb, govern an
object ? It is a transitive verb, inasmuch as it is taken to be a causative

verb, with the f^r^ affix J.ttenfc. As rmg^si^, 1st. sing, rrag^srr (VII. 2. 7.)

' who has caused the king to fight' ; KW^ma, 1st. sing. TT3Tfr?srr (VI. 1. 71.)

* who has made a king'.

3006. The affix **f** comes after the verbs 3^1 ard ^, with

& past signification, when the word ** 'with/ is in composi-

tion.

The anuvritti of karmani ceases.

The word w$, being a particle, and not denoting a substance, is incap-

able of taking any case. As ^g-ecpt: ' who has made to fight with ', •q'gfc"<yq;

* who has done any thing along with another '.

3007. The affix ^ comes after the verb ~^ ( to be produced ',

with a past signification, when the word, in composition with

it, is in the locative case.

As ^ftrsn* i So also ^r^ ^^:==^^rancj5r{ 1 w^-fir==3T-f-^ (VI, 4. 143)

=w ' born of the first conception '; *r*&Mt ' born in the stable \ Here 'r^cr

is shortened to **§*: by VI. 3. 63 S. 1001.

wrfespsiqr^t ts^tstef* ^^pt^ ^r^j wi[ i ^gnrwt 1 TssTfTsrwi i

3008. The affix « comes after the verb «^[, with a past

signification, when the word in composition with it, is in the

ablative case, which does not denote a genus.
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As gfgpsrt * born through understanding ; Ttestircsr* ''born of habit
' ;

q-mwt
* born through pain \ sag*ctt* " result of the past karmas (adrishta).""

Note.—Why do we say 'when not denoting a genus '? Observe ^fef'ft

«rr*r» ' born of elephant '; sspcarrvsrrsri 'born ofhorse '.

' jtwt ^crR^m' irk"

300&. Tlie affix « comes after the verb ^ with a past

signification, when an upasarga is in composition and when
the sense is simply appellative.

The term here being simply appellative, and not descriptive, cannot be

explained by giving the signification of its component elements. As irerrt

' people ', or ' a son ' ; as -in the sentence xrerrwc^wtT *re (Amarakosha

III. S. 32.)

3010. The affix « comes after the verb ^ with a past sig*

nification, when the root takes tne preposition ^3 and is com-

pounded with a word in the accusative case.

As 3T3W ' a girl born after the male child, i, e., a girl having an elder

brother '
; ^^w^nrs ' a boy born after the female child, i.e., a boy having an

elder sister \

xwt \ *r tooto*!* «rcsn*afcniftr imftq , trfej mm *ftwT t

3011. The affix sr is seen to come after the verb w^ with a

past signification, though it be in preposition with other

nouns, having cases other than those mentioned in the

previous siitras.

Thus the locative case has been dealt with in sutra IIL 2. 97 ; but the.

affix comes when the upapada has any other case than the seventh. As

sf 5r5pqf^==3T3r* ' unborn '
;
%sr?tr:=fspr. ' twice-born \

Thus, it is said in sutra III. 2. 98 that the upapada may be in the ab-

lative case when genus is not denoted. We see, however, the affix em-

ployed when genus is denoted. As *T5rar«ft t^j
; tf^nrf $$% \

It is declared in sutra IIL 2. 98 that when appellative is meant, the

affix ^ comes after the compound verb w^. We find, however, the affix

employed when the sense is not simply appellative ; as ssrfaw or Tfbsrr*

6 born or produced all round, i, e.
t
hair '.
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It is declared in sutra III. 2. 100. ' When an object is in composition

with the verb ^qpr^ this affix is employed '. Bud it may also be employed

when no object is in composition. As s5T3*rs ' born after, i. e., younger

•brother '.

Ihe force of the word "^ft ' though ' is to free this rule from all restric-

tions and conditions. So this affix comss after other verbs and other cases

in composition with snch verbs. As vifx^t wntf^^rft^T ' a moat ' (literally

that which has been dug all round) ; wwr ' a pond \

The Past Participles.

• 3012. The affixes kta and ktavatu. are called Nisktha.

3013. The affixes called ftwr come after a verbal root,

employed with the sense of past time.

By III. 4. 70. S. 2833, the affix kta "denotes ' state' and ' object/ i. e„, ib

is Passive Participle ; while the ktavatu is Active Participial affix by virtue

of III. 4. 67. S. 2832. The ^ and sr 's are ^, the real affixes are h and wz «

As *=Ticf *nn 'bathed by hij'. ^recaraT ftw : "Vishnu was praised by

thee." f^fshsr $wtp3[ 'Vishnu made the universe'. As ft-f-^=»frarci;

' made
;
^-{-'Brag—frag'g, 1st. sing. frcFsnrj: ' done' j so also g^ and ^tR^tt^

* «eatvn
5

.

.^rf^f «ra^ift HtTJTPITar fiT^T^rf ft^T t^t* *&v$. i

3014. A long is substituted for the * of ft before the

Passive Participle in «, when it has not the sense of the future

Passive Participle in^ i

jtfote.—The force of *t*ni, is to denote condition (Impersonal action)

and object fpassive), When the Past Participle has not the .force of ^nnj,

the vowel of ft is lengthened. Thus ^rnsftari, snsfftr*, -<rfNtar* all used in

the active sense. The 'W is added to the Intransitive ft to denote the

agent (III. 4. 72). Thus uwtmw% $ar<r«*«f 'this is the spot where Devadatta

perished'. Here *k is used with a Locative force (III. 4, 76). Why do
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we say
f

not having the force of ^ara[ V Observe ^ftH^prr^-srgr: u Here 3

is added with the force of condition, and akshitam means 'imperishable'.

The vowel not being lengthened the w is not changed to «r (VIII. 2. 46).

ftfe ' (^e«l) » fttc*-ft?OTrc( i ^**~'ga«mi I "gut: I
' * sK5%*sq|r3T ^IT^t * '

\ ^R

3015. The <r of Nishtha is changed to *, after ft, when

the root-vowel is lengthened.

Thus tftwtt ^m; yftwt OT^rt; ^rernpft u The vowel of f^ is

lengthened by VI. 4. 60 and 61.

Why do we say 'when the vowel is lengthened, ? Observe "safttPift

tT^lT: ii The word srrVtf is formed with ^? in the sense of *mr and

means ' imperishable '. The NishthS. bsing added in the sense of w^
t

there is no lengthening of the vowel by YI. 4. 60.

The root ft includes the two roots ft^ and ft ftrnwcsfb u As ftart

*KT$t wtrr li See also the commentary of Sayana on ^ft <ft f«r: ^%ft^r arrsrft'ir;

wftrof'u (Rig. I. 5. 9).

^ I 9? I WgSi fkf* l 3 I ^ I \\ \ S. 2381,

3015A. The augment ** is not added to an affix having

an indicatory ^ , when it comes after the root ftr, or after a

monosyllabic root ending in *, *, *z or s* in the Dhatupatha.

As ftc^T, fta:, ftcTsrr^ « So also with roots ending in sres vowels: as

Z&Ct, 3**-, 3**t^
;
^rr, snr*, tot^

; s?*rr, vzt, ?jt*r%; cfVc^f, hW:, tfargT^r ; ti

$«ct I |[<WI«C » 1** m

"Why ' ft and ^k ending roots only' ? Observe ftftar; li Why having an

indicatory srJ Observe *srftg, ^ftg^, ^rft?rar^» Some read two w's in the

sutra and would apply it to the indicatory ^also, as $*f (III 2. 139).

Kdvlcd:—'®® is treated as if it was % when the affix w is to be ap-

plied, 'Stw is to be prohibited, or t?Js to be debarred.

The yurnu being thus treated as a monosyllabic root, does not get s^r t

Thus W** i So also gn: i *r?r: I

^tr^kktvut tr^trft^TH^ «tj *trrg; i fsr^^Tr infer TOffafCTror -* j -aj \ < s^

ftwrt i ft**» \
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3016. After * and ^ for the * of the participial suffix «

and w**, there is substituted «r> and the same substitution takes

place also for the preceding ^ u

After *t—-sns<ftifo f^cfTW^ , faaftqh*. fV»fW% *ranjfa n Thus from ,/w

we get *+ w= far+™ (VII. 1. 100. S. 2390)«ftrr+ '«r. (I. 1.51. S. 70)

fir*+* (VIH. 2. 42. = S. 3016)=*W I

JVofc.—Why do we say '• after T and ^ "? Observe $*$, fRrarg » The

word K here does nob denote the common sound x, which would iDclude s$

also, but the consonant * 11 But even if T^be taken a common sound-name

including t and sf, yet the ^ change does not take place in fret, &c, because

between sr and the ^ sound, there intervenes vowel-sound *, for igjs sounded

nob like pure t^, bub ^H-a vowel sound.

Note.—Why do we say "of the Participial suffix "
? Observe *r«rt,i*if »

Note.—Why do we say " for the w "? Observe ^rf\?n*, *fta^ 11 Here the

S of the Nishth& does nob follow immediately after \ the augment*^
intervenes.

Note,—'Why do we say " of the preceding " ? The succeeding ^ will

nob be changed. As f*r"ran|vqT% fVpsrcrfjj'j 11

In the word ^rrfat the descendant of fta* the w of Nishtha is immediately

preceded by ^, Due no change has taken place, because the Vriddhi, by

which f» is changed to ?sr^ , is B ihiranga and consequently asiddha, and
for the purposes of *t change, the ^ so obtained is invalid. For the Vriddhi

is ordained because of the ^ of^ added to fnq[; and it lies outside of the

nishthfi- a, and so is Bahiranga.

After ^:—f*«r:, f**?rm% fawr;, fan tint from f*rf and ffc^ u

3017. Porthe* of the Mshtha there is substituted *r, after

a root ending in ^t and commencing with a conjunct conso-

nant, if the latter contain a semi-vowel.

Thus from J~%i gyc^rrer^ we have srarmrt, sreTwr^H'^'iT'r: » »wr*, «<gi»wn
from *§ n These roots ?fT and *5»T end in ^srr, have a conjunct consonant in

the beginning, one of which is a semi-vowel K and ^r «

' * $afti3ii¥wiFH<ti$ ^? *
' » fWV urot i

'w Ttfw fsf| » ^neperr *n%T wi^ \ ' qpft

itf*- *fa far^ i f%^T ht%t ^vj

j
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3018. The h of Nishtha is changed to % after the root ^
and the twenty roots that follow it.

These roots belong to Kry&di class, and commence from 3£ar%^(IX.

13) and end with * 3T% (IX. 32).

Thus ^rt, 'awq;, ^t, v«w ,

(<, from ^st wto*, sftwrg; the vocalisation is

by VI, 1. 16. Sr-2412.

"

Note.—After a root ending in sg or W and after a root of Luadi class,

the ?r of the affix fav^; is c angad to % like as in Nishthft. Thus wiTw *, *ftpTtrt

sftBir:, *rfVj, aftr* II These are from ^ (IX. 2G), *r (IX. 28 ), -sr (IX. IS), *r

and £s* n

Vdrt.—The vowel of the roots giraV (Bhu. 991) and g (Bhu. 997), are

lengthened before the Nishtha which is changed to *r u As "ssrrg/T*, fgr»r*rt u-

The root 5 ' to heat ' (Sva. 10) has an indicatory 3 and is therefore not

taken. lbs Nishtha ?r is not changed to t i As 55* in I3<ttt gH*rT (Magha).

Ftfrf*—The T change takes place after s^C'to destroy' (Bhu. 1015).

As g*rT 5qpro=fHr5nsnt it But gcf vm*i from gw c

to purify ' ([X. 12).

Vdrt.—The same change takes place after the root fs w^ of Svadi

class No. 2 when used in a Reflexive' sense of becoming a morsel fit for

swallowmg. As fa'ft uror* «wraft*, i. e , where a morsel by being mixed with

curd, condiment, &c, becomes rounded of itself, there this form is used.

srswrs rr^rWrT^T in%T, ^tt Tsnf^srwsr* ^t ^lygmzf srftrqnpret mrrj;^

sr^Tn-j 11 But when not used in this sense, we have twt vrr&H ismdt ' the

she- hog is bound in the noose \ Moreover, the U7T must be the object and
not the subject of the verb. Therefore not here : f%^T irr%T ^t^t »

itT *jjts 1 f^Irfiw 1 g^TJ \ ^ftfren rrfttm \
' *mT%>* ^f^rs ' ^^w^ i rot—

3019. The * of Nishtha is changed to t. after a root,

which has an indicatory *ft in the Dhatirpatha.

Thus from ybhuj (Tud. 124), t $?r 1 gjpn^ \ /tu s'vi (Bhu 1059)

«*vm \ Tssnrsni: l Jo hak (Juha 8) :— sxfwx

So also ^sresft—w*i, w*mv$, Tsrtfewt—^%r«, g-^yr^r^ u ^tanjft rah

—

«*•». *r *Wi

»

The roots *v srrfVinsi- (Div. 24) &o. are considered as ^frt^L See

Divadi root 24. Thu=?, ***, wrrgr
; j^—Vf* , f«r^; ^tt™^>t:, Ttoarr^;

«W—-^1^, i>n*ir<; *rW—ifrrt, ^«*w; tfte—*ffrn, ^flrcsrR ; <*3?—<ta*

The root ylr which otherwise takes ^r does not do so in the Ni-shth^

as it is included in the ^Vf?r?t class. Thus *^frn i
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t?*re*r fj^f siTfa*^ 'sW ^*? *&a* ^iitrreqf' *F5jrcfargn*Trl r

3020. There is vocalisation of the semivowel oftherooti

t*t (t*) ' to go ' when the nishtha affixes follow, when the senses

is V coagulation " or "cold to touch".

The word sfwtw means ' hardening of a fluid,' by coagulation, &ci

Thus ^-f-*?=far-f-*Fr i Now applies the following sutra by which the

nishtha a is changed to T I

3021. The Nishtha * is changed to * after^ but not when,

the Participle denotes ' cold to the touch.'

Thu3-Bn-^=far-j-T= ,afW (the lengthening is by VI. 4. 2. S. 2559)

as 'afW *rtf ' frozen butter \

Why do we say ' not cold to the touch' ? Observe 'after nF*m ' coldiwater '.

' Why do we say ' there is vocalisation when meaning ' coagulation' and 'cold*,

to touch.' ?. There is no vocalisation when the sense is nob that of * coagula-

tion 'or 'Gold ', as ^wt3t srfr«*5K* ' the rolled up scorpion'.- The short ^ i*

lengthenediin *rH &c, by VI 4. 2. S. 2559.

The word, wsj is a guna word formed by ^r., and denotes the parti-

cular guna or sensation to be sensed through the organ, of touch. In this

sense it is derived from the root srgsr ierw§% »- It also denotes a disease,

derived from ^grir ^t^rt^ » There is nothing to show, what >e*rar is meant in

the sutra.. Explanation is, the only refuge here.

30 ;2. There is vocalisation of **t preceded by theupasargar

wfa, when the nishtha affixes follow.

Thus Jrfaraftot irfg^sraT^ h This sutra applies to cases where the word*

need not have the meaning ojf " coagulation " or " cold '*,

3023. . There is optionallv the vocalisation of nrr followed

by the Nishtha affixes, when the upasargas **fo and ** precede

it,

13
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Thus ^fcrafNnx or ^^wt5^ vil, ^rafV^r or smsrr^T ^fr«ara?J w This option

applies even when til*3 word means "coagulation" and "cold". As

(?) 'sraairW or snrcsnrtf ^ ^t it ssrarrf^r or wiw fti' stt^p, &c,, ^sTgrstrVH" or

Th"». £*£ in fhw sd fc

,ra serves the sartn purpose as in VI. 1. 23. Thus

«if*rfcfW or ^ttT'Tpt ,****fW. i&tfxgrri n The -word i^f shows that ill is «

vyav.isbh.ita vihhat-ha, heno-> there is no option allownd when •ssrftr nnd ^m
are in the middle, as, wfttsrarrsf, **wwt»t* u Here we cannot haVe the

alternative forms wtfoSivi
t
& .

3024 The Nisatha » is changed to *, after wr , hut not

when it is in connection with an Ablative case.

Thus tom^ vf%i TTT%=^rf <r> ; flwrrq; ^sr^r *wro u The '^augment is

not added in ^nrosrt by the following.

(*<?B) t'rtfwt ati 1
' * 6t«t^» ^grewre^^rVBre fmx nrmt * '

1 *w &

wirorerra j

3025. The Participial-affixes do not take i* f after those

roots, to which another suffix can optionally he added, with

or without this augment x \t

That is, a root which is option *lly Set before other affixes, is invariably

anit before Nishtha-. Thus by VIL 2. 4*,^ consonant beginning affixes

are optionally %£ after the roots tt, &c. The Nishtha after v, &c., will be

invariably anit. Thus finra?, fgw-wpr ; "W.twwii By VII. 2. 56. S»

3328. the roots having an indicatory *, optionally are followed by Set

wem n The Nishtha after. ssfsfsc roots will iwwariaMy be anit as irwrs

(from yanchu ' t> honor '.)

AT
u'f .—By the v&rtika wFt trfV ^f\§rrwr*r«rw«rt'?f^ the roots **(, *r*r and

*fcsT take optional T^ in the Desiderative (VII. 2. 49). Though^ is a

root which thus optionally takes *«;in the Desiderative, ytfc its Ni-htbA

is always %e^, for Panini himself has employed the word ^fer in sutra JL

1. 24, 38. According to Padamanjari this rule of wr fwrsnr is anitya and

not of universal application. Because had this rule been of universal ap-

plication, then the root ^ret which is optionally anit by VII. 2. 57, would

be uriivef sally anit by the present sutra : and there would be no necessity

of reading it with a long t in the Dhatupatha, as frtft fe^% (VI. 141) to

make its nishthS. anit under VII. 2. 14.
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Why do we say in S. 3024 ' when not in construction with an Ablative

"case ' ? Observe ^tirs**? 1*513;==:^r^|sf ' drawn out '.

The word aran; is from the root *»$ «rTtKHH'nr *n"fawrf&w, and not from

the root we\; and hence the Nishtha is not changed.

The change of «r into *r is ordained by a Tripadi rule (VIII. 2. 48. &c.)

and therefore it is considered asiddha (VIII. 2. 1. S.12), and therefore the

"tr^of yVrasch requires to be changed to ^ before "$ by VIII. 2. 36* S. 294.

This is, however, prevented by the following-.

Vart.—The substitute of the Nishtha affixes should be considered as

valid or siddha for the purposes of the rules relating to the (1) changing of

* to *
, (2) accent (tf) affix, and (4) ^ augment. As (i) wro, W^Ntt^ »

The root is ssfhar^ (Tadadi 1 1) the indicatory sst sliows that the nishtha si is

changed to ?r (VIIL 2. 4i. S* 30 19). This nishtha substitute is considered

•as valid or siddha, arid tha final of the root is not changed to % as it other-

wise would havs been by VI II. 2. 36» S. 294. for t would have been still

considered as * or a ^ letter. The equation is as follows ':—wrar+s»

tot+s (VI 1. 16)-*^*+* (VIII. 2. 45)=**+ * (VII, % 29) =^+*
(VIIL 2. 30)«fTO (VIII. 4. 1) The * is changed to ts by VIII. 2. 30,

by considering *r as asiddha and therefore equal to ^ of a ^?^ letter. Thus

itjWill be seen that this w is ^f^rgr for the purposes of rale VIII. 2. 30, but

it is fWf only for thi purposes of rule VIII. 2 36.

3026. The word *fis*i**: is used without the cerebral

change in the country of Eastern JBharata.

Tats is an anomaly. The *r required by the VIIL 3. 74, S. 2399 is

prohibited. Tne other form is triTWP'sri » The word ^rfw«v$ is formed
by the affix w% or it is a Nishtha, the n being elided* The word *r*M

qualifies the word srnwi u

Prof. Bohfclingk translates ib ' * *rrb=gK**r is seen in the usage of the

Eastern People and the Bharata ". lie bus js his construction on the sutras
II. 4. QQ, and IV. 2. 113, wherj HT«r«rdta m^ans " the Eastern People and
Bharata".

Why do w^ say ' Eastern * ? Observe TrR?nKwsr« or ^fb-SRWfc i The double
form is by the option of VIIL 3. 74. S. 239k

The * of y^cFT required to be changed to w by VIIL 3, 67. S. 2272
The following s&tra prevents that.
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3027. The words srfaw* andftr**** are anomalous.
In these words the *sr is not changed to *r, though so required hy VIL

3. 67. S. 2272,

'8028. The Nislitha * is changed to % after fir* when the

sense is not that of 'play',

'The word faftpftaT means " desire of conquest or gain ", bub here it

means "gambling".

Thus ^<5yn,—^rh*fei*, trfbanrt^isfar* 11 Why do we say " when it

'deos not mean to play " ? Observe fKcf sra# u Here the throwing of dice is

with the desire of winning or gaining victory (vijigiahit) over the opponent.

wft t T^ra^T trrtrt \

3029. The word SreW is irregularly formed by changing

the Nishtha *r to t, when the 'wind' is not the agent of the

verb,

The word f^jff is formed the root *rr, with the preposition f*r^and the

Participial affix a « Thus {W5&Tjfww,«^nn*3*, fkectwt xn(W», £nrf%T fw*

Why do we say when not meaning " the wind " ? Observe fWsrf^T m**,

fWfe «nr<for h

In the sentences f*raW: a^T srr^r, ftrafawfnnftShr, the *r change has

taken place, because the location of the verb srr is in the snfta and *srf*»r,

.and not in the mn3
which is merely an Instrument. Hence the above

vritti uses the words " if the sense of the verb «TT has not the word anrsr as

its agent".

\0\6 I ^f: TCI c | ^ 1 ^ 1

3030. w is substituted for the Nishtha *r after the root % \ »

As W^i
t %!e*Ns&% •*

3031. *r is substituted for the Nishtha * after the root *r* a
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3032. * is substituted for the Nisktha « after the root * »

Thus "vnw, tfTwrq; n

«3083. The verb sc^tt (*ri* and **f ) when preceded by w

changes its semivowel to a vowel, when a Nisbtha affix follows.

The phrases " when the nishtha follows", and "there is vocalisation"

are understood .here. The anuvribci of wt does not run here. The roots

*c^ and *r3«f both assume the form *&m and are included here. Thus
w+*WT+ w=*W7l-fi5a+a (VI 1. 108)=jre^r* (71. 4. 2), and xngflami

»

The h of nishth& affix would have been changed into ^ by VIII. 2. 43 in as

much as the root«e?3* has a semivowel and ends in long tsn 11 But by the

vocalisation of u, the condition of *^*q for the application of VIII. 2. 43,

mo longer existing, the affix sr is not changed to t 11 Bub * is optionally

changed to f by VIII 2. 54 below as rofta* and Hwtwm^ u

f*r$TH*r* %r tn wri i sretffrt-Jreste* i
' smi ' ftp* \ mm »

303d. *r is optionally substituted for the Nisktka *r, after

the root *ct preceded by » «

Thus iraft** or jf^Vc?:, w«ftwn( or nw*\w^ u In the second alternative

% when *r deos not-come, we firsb v ocalise the root ^fut into *sft, and then add tx 11

Had Samprasarana not taken place first, then the Nishtha 3 would have

been changed to «r after *mi by 7 III 2. 43. But when samprasarana is

•once made, the root no longer has a semivowel and so there remains no

•occasion for the application of VIII. 2. 43,

"Why do we say " when preceded by w ? " Observe #w> (VIII, 2.

43). ^wi*tj n If it was intended that vocalisation should take place

when sr singly stood before, then the sutra could well have run thus w&mt tt

The use of the word g&* implies that the rule applies when w stands first,

though other upasargas may intervene between it and the root, Thus

xnMtar*, xnkdU«r-% a Tho compound vrg$*z should be explained as a

Bahuvrlhi«xr»^ w* va-3.vm*<35W*9 * J*S* (that which consisting of

root and upasarga is preceded by xr is called w$*). Therefore the rule is

made applicable to JrWfa* &o,
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3035 The irregular Participles 5^ ' blown,' *Fhr ' drunk,

mad* f^x 'lean' and ^rmr* ' healthy ' are formed then only,

when no Pre] ositiun precedes them.

The word ?§?*m is derived from the root fsrwr rVarc% the w is changed

to *r n The change of ssr to ^ (VII. 4. 83) and the want of ^augment
.(VII 2. 16 ) are regular. The same change takes place before w*3 also, as

The affix n is elided after the roots tft^, frw and <rq—<srm., and as the

elision is asiddha there would have been T? , _l?ut as an anomaly the aug-

ment.T^is prohibited also; this is the irregularity in ^rsrs, ^rar: and ^^ri^: ii

Why do we say when not preceded by a Preposition ? Observe (irgpysm

5^w», xnftftrert, xr^ftra*, xrtwrf*rar* « In the case of wro
,
prepositions other

than ots are prohibited).

3036. The Participial-affixes do not get ** augment after

a root which has an indicatory w u

The root fsnnsT has an indicatory *aT, and so its nishth& will not take *« i

Thus ^w^+w \ Now applies the following by which the ^r of ^t is changed

to^ar u

Note.-—As fsrf*nfT—fw^rt, fVsraT^; fsrng^—rwniri, fwrro^ ,f*r?<Kr5T—

Twm, fe**W% li The ^ implies that other roots not enumerated are to be

also included, as snww, trr«*rt u

Note.—This and the sutra following it in the Ashtadhy&y! could have

been made into one, as *rrf*nre ftwnn wwiftrsfcftt » The separate making
oftwosutras indicates that the rule of xres fs^rrqrr (VII. 2. 15), applies

with the restrictions and limitations of the rule ordaining ' option ', i, e , the

..prohibition of fr augment, with regard to the participial-affixes is limited

by the same conditions, which apply to the optional employment of tz,

before other affixes in the fSpmsrT rules (^r5^T%f^*rr'srr, crstrr^t arfk^rj) » Thus
VII. 2. 68 ordains ir* optionally to the affix *r$ after the roots *r^, ^, f*$

and fsTOH The root to^ there is the TudMiroob meaning 'to acquire'.

:. The rule im f^wn- will apply to this" fk% with this meaning : and not to

fm% meaning ' to know * fehe Past Participles of which are ftrfacfi, firfiprwr^ h
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^3 i. fer <* i 3 i m c<m

' fcrsrjtf w^iwrt w^^r^ ' %?* «
' grsw f?ra^ ' tw*»\ i *rx 3 :$wrrf*ftww*<* »

' *S?r$f^3?f5t%TWM <$M X <*\ * '

3037. <sr is substituted for the vowel of ^\ and ^w^beiore

an affix beginning with, w having an indicatory *s »

Thus ^Fh: (=-«rw or wv^O wg^FOTi and n^fw 11 The anuvritti of^
^fercwrror deoa not apply hers, though present. See VI III 2 55.

Thus ^^+^=5^+^= ?$wnti so also JT^Bsrert 1 w^Binft 1 sfh?*?tYfw \ How-

do you explain the form arg^sr** in ^rwftf W3«f<!u xqpsUHC » (Baghu II. 29).

It is not the Passive Part, of fsrwT, but a derivative of y^sr ' to bloom '

with the affix ^sp*. of the Pachadi. The present sutra prevents the forma

5P<r, &c.

Vart —The forms ^g?t?sit and ^gt'm* should bo enumerated. Here n

is changed to m, though the root has taken a Preposition.

In the word ^rftfrar*, the word TrV: is not a Preposition with regard to

the vjrb ^w ; ^rfKTTtTs ^:=^fcfr*rt u So that 1*?*; is upasarga of the verb

T?r« understood, hence we have the form frot 11

3038. The Nishtha * may optionally be changed to *r,

after g-*, for, g^c, ^tt, m, H «

Thus i^r* or g^rt, f^i* or fWs, (<ffg«r», or ^S1*:, *w» or *T*r*, Xtwt or

irrat, Tflrwt or ifatt) ti

With regard to ift, the w change was not ordained by any rule, and so

it is an apr&pta-vibhash&. With regards to others, the f change would

have a 1ways taken place by VIII. 2. 42 and 43, this makes it optional.

The root fW^ •fts'vn^r of Eudhadi is to be taken here, and not other

fcr* roots, because it is read along with ,/undi which belongs to that

class.

Thus Nishtha of f^—%f% of Adadi class if fVf^H; ; (2) of ftr^—finprt,

of Divadi class is fmt only; (3) of f^[ of Tudadi isftn^n; (4) of faf of

Eudhadi are both fV?rt and f^T* u The Tudadi f^ has also the form

fipwj in the sense of *rfrr by VIII. 2. 58.

m The root <sr»* is read in the Dhatupatha with an indicatory long %
th« force of which is explained in the following atlfcra :—

V
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• 3039. The Participial affixes w and *** (kta and ktavatu),

do not get the ** augment after fm, and after the *root which

has an indicatory ^ »

Thus ^+*J=3P*rt or <aren I The Pa3t Participle of y*T (S, 3038)

is *Tcit or -mm i Of Jvr (S. 3038) is srrnr* or ma* i Of ytt, fto* or *fa» i.

3040. The Nishtha v is not changed to* after *vi
t ^mr;

n, *rf** and w^ n

Thus "wrnrt, •arrasrqr, nymm, wnspsri, y*n, gwjnc, <er£$, v?hn%
f

vtmty

This debars the «r change prescribed by VIII. 2. 42, 43. S. 3016 and

3017.

The root •*?£ is exhibited in the sutra in its lengthened from ; the root,

5^* is lengthened by VIII. 2. 78, and the *w is elided before h by
VI. 4. 21. b. 2655.

ftrct i f*wr» I
* £wt*t *pi*t- (%Qtt) *f»WV ^wrfire ?te i

3041. The irregularly formed Participle ftr* denotes

'possession' and ' renowned*.

This is derived from fSj^g wr5% of the Tudadi class, the ir is not changed"

to w though so required by VIII. 2. 42. S. 3016.

Thus fa*w^ *5="«pnrw *% 'he has much riches'. Because riches are

enjoyed (sp^), so they are c ilied *r>*r or ' enjoyments' pir excellence.

In the sense of 'renowned
1

, we have fWtaf T^psirs ' this man is re-

nowned or famous". Here frotsmfcrt 11 infarct« xrcrot n

Why do we say when haying the sense of 'possessions ' and ' famous '?

Observe ftr»Tt 11 The root is anit in the Nishtha because it is optionally

%e before *W3 affix by VII. 2. 68, S. 3099, See S. 3025.

3042. The word *W is irregularly formed in the sense of**

'a fragment, a portion'. -
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Thus fSrtf Txtfk, f*ref srtmfa « This is synonymous with wm » The

sroot-meaning of fw^ is nob very manifest in this word, it may be taken as

a rudhi word. The regular form is ftp** under VIII. 2. 42. S. 3016.

3043. The word ^ Is irregularly formed in the sense of

'debt.'

It is derived from *;, the V is changed to *r n The word m<fm is com-

pounded from 'sspaw sjtfr " he who in a debt transaction holds a lower posi-

tion, i.e, a debtor." The other form is *%$ ' truth, right.'

3044. The^ is the substitute of *<ffT*r
e to swell/ when

the Nishtha affixes follow.
*

Thus wtor?, vfflwm h Why do we say " when the Nishtha affixes follow"?

Observe *qtfa* formed by fk^; n In the phrase ^«T^.H«(f^ the word «?wt

•is the Feminine of the word wrftr formed by %** it

3045. The augment *e is added to the Participial affixes

* and w*; after 3* preceded by% <»

As Pm&TVw q;, fa»$Tfr«* « The special mention of ^ff in the sfltra is

for the sake of making its addition invariable, otherwise it would have

been optional, or debarred by VII. 2. 15. S. 3025. In the subsequent

Asht&dhy&yt s&tra, the addition becomes again optional.

3046. The affix ktva, kta and ktavatu always receive the

augment ^ after *re (sref¥) and *^

"

As 'af^czrr, wf^crs and ^drVtrerr^ TfrVcsrr, wf^rerj, ^rsrarar^ 11

Mote.—The sr^of the Ad&di class will get *e as it is enumerated in the

list of %£ roots, The repetition of^ shows that the rule is .invariable, the

'optioBally ' of the preceding Ashtadhyayi sutra does not affect it.

13
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3047. The affixes ktva,kta and ktavatu take the augment

Rafter the root"^^, when meaning ' to honor or do some-

thing to show honor.'

As ssrf^re^T ^rg i^tBt, ^rfcwr ^s^ sr^rt (III. 2. 188, VI. 4. 30. II. 3. 67).

By VIL 2. 56 ^^ would optionally have caused^ to come "before ktv&,

and hence by VII. 2. 15. S. 3035 never before the, Nishth&. This sutra

ordains invariable addition of this augment. Why do we say when mean-

ing ' to honor ' ? Observe s"*
1*^ 1* ^jrarng;, ' the water is raised from the.

well,' where ,/anchu means ' to go '. See VIII. 2. 48. S. 3024, and VII

2, 15. S. 3025.

<$*% ikhtU^f^rfire^wf* g *rr«*r i gSnr* \ «m=? 3 gw** 1

•3048. The affixes ktva, and kta, ktavatu take ** after the

root g*r (Tud. 22) when meaning * entangled or confused.'

As -gfrtTm and %rftrem, f^^wm %*m, ft^gfatrt ^mn, F^faarft tnrrf* 11

fq%^ ==isn^totf 41 By VII. 2. 48 ^ would have optionally caused %\
to come before ktv&, and then by VII. 2. 15 the Nishth& would never have

been %r ti Hence this sutra. Why do we say when meaning ' to'entangle ' ?

See gtrcrt sprats rflfr Tfn%«r*, u ^pr'tobe greedy ' (Div. 128) is not go-

verned by this rule, but by VII. 2. 48. As g*«*cT or %ifawr and gf*reiErT

(1. 2. 26) u

3049. The affixes ktva, kta, and ktavatu, may optionally

take^ after f?ro n

As %*cnsrr or %fkrc3T, %*zt or fsRftnrt, Tfrndqiq or f$Ffnawnst 11 f^
(Div&di 52) <sr<Rn^, being anud&tta would always have taken T3^ before

ktv& and NishtM. Hence this rule ordains option with regard to ktvft.

ffcn^fw*^ (IX. 50) having an indicatory & would have optionally taken

^before ktv4 by VII. 2. U, bub then the Nishth& affixes by VII. 2, 15

would never have taken the augment.

3050. The affixes ktva, kta and ktavatu optionally get r^
after s w
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A3 a?2n- or ^ferc, %mrfagsi
3 ^Tf^TRjcr* gcrsrT^ or ^fersrr^ u This allows

option where by VII. 2. 11. there would have baen prohibition. See I. 2.

S52, given below.

When the affix takes the augment ^e^, it is no longer regarded as $k%
by the following sutra, and so there is guna.

3051. The set Nishtha and the set Jctvd are not hit after

the verb pun ' to purify.'

Thus g+Tex+ ,«=^T+ i3:3:=xrfara'{ t When there is no %s^, we have gm I

By rule VII. 2, 51, S. 3050 after the verb 3 the Nishtha affixes and

Jctvd take the intermediate *. So that Jctvd baing sSt (by virtue of S. 3050)

would have been non-kit by S. 3322 ; and it might be asked what is the

necessity of repeating it in this sutra : when I. 2. 18. S. 3322 comprised

the case. The reason of this repetition is that by mentioning Jctvd in this

sutra, it has governing force over the succeeding Ashtadhy&yi sutras.

Thus in I. 2. 23. S. 3324 the affix ktva alone is taken and nothing

else.

^* \ f*rwT rffe^f^f^f^rf^rt i \ \ ^ \
9fi

\

3052. The set Nishtha affixes are not hit after the five
* *

verbs si 'to lie down,' svid 'to sweat,' mid <to melt,' Jcshvid 'to

be unctuous,' and dhrUh l
to offend.'

Thus vfazt \ vn<<i<u«c \

The root *fW^ is read in the sutra with its indicatory letter ^, in

order to indicate that this rule doss not apply to the Nishtha of yan luk.

Thus $nrc<*i \ ^f^eWT^ I

Tne other four roots f**f (for^r), fV^ (fsrf*r^T), fsr^ (f*fw) and -w.

(fsre*rr) have all a long ^rr as indicatory, as well as the syllable fsr. These

roots therefore by VI L 2, 16. S. 3036 are anit, and consequently beyond

the scope of the operation of the present subra. As f^srt, fw»*arr^.

Though Nishtha to is generally a Passive Participial affix denoting a

Past Time, it also denotes the beginning of an action by the following

vartika.
*

Tdrtiha : when the beginning of an action is intended to be expressed,

ihfrNifibfchA- affixes are employed,
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When Ma denotes an &dikanria, it loses its Passive force and becomes

an Active Participle by the next sutra. Therefore, when the Nishth&

affixes denote ' a state or condition, bhava/ or ' beginning of action/ then

the above four roots optionally become set. (VII. 2. 17 ) It is in that case

that the present sutra is applicable to them.

3053. The affix ' kta* also denotes the agent, when it

expresses a beginning of an action.

The word ^frswftir means ' the beginning of an action ' or when the

action signified by the roots, is intended to be expressed merely as having

been simply began. The force of ^ in the antra is to indicate that even

when the beginning of an action is intended to be expressed, the «r may be

used to denote the act and the object as well.

Note.—When Bhava and adikarma are denoted by the Nishtha, it

optionally takes \z^ by the following.

xm$tim% i vrftitf <to i ' iter ' fgr^ i xrfer«r* \ srfW^* t^FSTfV i

3054). The principal affixes after roots having an indi-

catory ^r, may optionally take the augment *s, when the

affixes have an Impersonal sense, or denote the beginning of

an action.

Thus the four roots Si shvid&, Si mida, Si kshvida and Si dhrisha be-

come %er^ when their Participle denotes an Impersonal sense, or the be-

ginning of an action and when the Nishtha is not fs^sc by S. 3052, Thus
jwtfisfira^sr* {adikarma). xretfaf 3f (bhava). The (Si) shvid (a)'of this sutra

(S. 3052) is the Bhn&di root, as it is read in the company of ,/mid ,/kshvid.

&c, which have fsr indicatory. It must, therefore, be that ysvid which has

an indicatory fa, and that is Bhv&di (No 780). Of the Divadi root fef%

(No. 79) there is no guna, as f%arfrar* I

The two roots ni mida and jai kshvida belong both to the Div&di (No&

(133, 134) and the Bhv&di (No. 779, 780 or 1027). Both are taken here.

Thus w%ftr?rt i tr^f^nsn^ » snstf^or* i srstf%?rari^ i

The fifth root dhrish (V. 22) offers no peculiarity. Thus sraftrm sref«fam( 9

So also vrf^w fto J

Why do we say in S. 3052 " the %^n.isbth& " ? Observe wfcsp"rt \ *f*vrf

ft* \ No guna.
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8055. The set Nishtha is not kit after the verb mrish

when meaning * to forbear.'

Thus *rf£*r: ' forborne ' Tfthrarr^ ' forbore/

Why do we say ' when meaning to forbear ?
' When it has not this

sense, the set nishtha will be f^. As sspigfVcf *rrw?m* ' he spoke unintelli-

gible language.'

^rf^cf ^titt 1 w^fet-iT3ftf?ra:t » xrgB?!rt~u%for?Tj wgt i ' ^Twig; ' far*; \ farfi*-

h^ 1
' *mfT-' sr?Trrf<? f^rs 1 "*faw «nforo^ i

c %r ' fsn* * a?-^ 1
' ^r«r^%¥Tr

3056. The set Nishtha is optionally not kit, after the

verbs having a penultimate ^, if used impersonally or denoting

the beginning of action.

According to some the sit Nishthd suffixes are not hit after the verbs

having a penultimate sr if those verbs are used impersonally (bhava) or

denote the beginning of action (adi-karman). Thus w ^ ' to shine ' *r fer*

$f or ^rVfcRR^T ' it has been lighted.' Similarly xn?r>f*r?rt or w^fjrat ' he

first illumined/ So also gf^ or ^rf^ ^t^tt t xrgfei or Jr5*rf><rj 'STg? i The
word penultimate or upadhd has been denned in I. 1. 65.

Why do we say " when <ar is penultimate ?
"

If the verb has any other vowel than ^ as penultimate, then the rule

does not apply. As foftsrewShr ' written by him/ Or fqfirait I Here % is

penultimate ; and, therefore, no option is allowed.

Why do we say " when used impersonally or denoting &dikarma ?
"

This rule has no application where the Nishtha does not express either

wor ' condition ' or ' Impersonal action '; or ^rcftrsn* ' beginning of action ',

but is used as a verbal adjectivet As •"cfatf qu«if«mf T*nfa ' he gives a

shining coin (called karshapana)/ Here the word *tF*t*r ' shining ' is used

as adjective.

Why do we say ' tsrj ?

The rule applies to the Nishtha which takes the intermediate * and not

to others ; as, w^pfj ssft^r* ' the rice that has been eaten/ Here no option is

allowed. So also sr^ I

Isthti :—This optional form of past participle is restricted in its scope.

Those verbs which take the vikarana spt i, e,, the verbs of the Bhxt class,

&»c., admit of this option. Thus g
-**' to wrap up ' belongs to the Div&di

class, and therefore, its participle has one form only, as, qfrni,
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f[*rt » Tfte* 1 3i|r i to i *$ i htcts i *s i grcrt i ^It \ ijft ^R?irrfTs*nt Jnt

' fipBwT far*-' ($«?) tF* *r£ f*n*Trfir^ i trf?r**
»

' tsfafa ' (*w$) vfo ^zm-en-

f?*i ^rFqT^fnw\f<5^ * i fa^ <"4 « m h i tj » ** ' ^f^ftwrafw ' *c*nrfir i
' nw-

firerrr ' (^osy) ^^S^tt 5* ***** i ^ftfjr** i

3057» . The affix fir is elided before the affixes kta, and

ktavatu when these take the augment^

»

Thus Mrfa*t i «nfi?WT* i So also. *ktFc*% *rft*f, *rfir**, *rf«ra* n

By sutra VII, 2 14 S. 3039 the ys'vidoes not take T*. in the Nishth&.

The root is 5 *sft ?n in the Dhatupatha. Thus ffcsr+<?K=3|+* (the

vocalisation is by VI. 1. 15. S. 2409)=*+* (VI. 4. 2. S. 2559) = *** (VIII.

2. 45. S. 3019). Similarly from ,/dipi (IV. 42), fta*, ,/guhu, to i

From /vanu, srsrs, the nasal is elided by VI 4. 37. S. 2428 ,/banti, *** »

The root nx is optionally %^in the Desiderative by the varbika 3rPc*Fa*fic-

3jTfif *»r* *Pto *rt ?¥ urnr* (See S. 2621). The Nishtha would nob therefore,

have taken **^(S. 3025); but as P&nini himself has used the form Tf***

in II. 1. 24. S. 686, we infer that the prohibition of S.3025 does nob apply

to ^ar i Or it may be said that S. 3025 is anitya (not universally valid).

For had it been universally valid, the roots 35*, ^*, *r* took optional ^a^ by

VII. 2. 57. S. 2506 ; and would therefore have formed their Past Participle

without *^ by virtue of S.3025. What was, therefore, the necessity of

teaching these roots with a long % in the Dh&tupatha (Tudadi 141 & 35
;

Divadi 9), and making them applicable the rule VII, 2. 14. S. 3039.

Thus wzn ftwrr (S, 3025) is auitya : hence the form'TarTf***, &c., are valid : as

in *TTftc*fwasr fkl 1 &o. See note under S, 3025.

Moreover, the sutra nw foxxwt (S. 3025) applies only to monosyllabic

roots, as the word "*m*t is understood therein from VII. 2. 10. S. 2246. It

does not apply to roots having more than one syllable. Thus *ftfj?*j from

,/daridra.

*v*r$n*t*zvfctz TffTftr faTT?*** *s*i^r 'rperrf*'* g^3%«r \ 3*3*N*wrs *m*tt

iwnifV firqT*TTg 1 fi^Tgwfa^rtrmj, 1 fwfevr: ^^$ i
' 1%*%

'

' ^« ' ^i^T^trsrr^rr
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3058. The following eight words are formed without **.

augment, in the senses given against them. :

—

1. to* "porridge" or ' a churning <jtick\ 2. ^v^t 'the

mind', 3. *****( darkness', 4 ^**t* 'attached', 5. *W«e* 'indistinct

or unintelligible', 6. f*rrV**? ' a note or tone', 7. vro (a decoction

made without an effort or by an easy process', and S. vt**

' excessive'.

The word ' mantha ' meana ' fried barley mixed with any liquid subs-

tance \ It also means ' the churning stick. ' 2. Sv&nta means 'mind, or

manas '; 31 Dhvanta means ' darkness ' 4. Lagna means * attachment.
*

The *r of the nishtha is changed to w as an irregularity, 5. Mlishtham

means ' indistincb/ or inarticulate speech. 6. Viribdha means ' tone or

sound. ' These last two words are derived from (/mlechehha and ,/rebbri

:

the penultimates have been .changed to * anomalously. 7. Phantam is a

decoction made by an easy process. But MMhava in his commentary

on the following text of the Satapatha Brahmana : (<nr $ wrtaf Wsr-srcf %ur*\
*rttc* ^gx^rr'n^ i) says ' phantam is the first particles of butter produced by

churning.' 8. Badha means excessive.

"When the words have not the above senses we have I. *fa«f .'disturbed
NO

or agitated'. The phrase "g»%T xt^K is a metaphorical use of the word

and shows the anitya nature of agama rules (as the *«_ agama) 2. wf*nrt

as *wf*iT TOf *, ^sftrtf wt ii 3. -e*f¥ft TOf: or sajfatf *wr \\ 4. ^fnw,

5. *%f*3Rf, ( = ^TnTTrVw) 6. f^frraf from ^i ' to sound \ or W^frof from

-TkBt it 7. Tfrrfaref u 8. trfvf from y«rTf ' to strike.'

*Wt fo«ar»w fiH« **Tf*rc> w$ i w* i tVarert i -arnnr ^rfihrt ifsroftnt: i *mrr«

3059. The Participial affix does not get *^ augment, after

the roots -^ and *\ t
'hold, impudent and arrogant'.

As wt fgmrsr* n The root w^ is exhibited in the Dhatup&tha as

fksprr ' to be impudent' (V. 22), and as it has an indicatory ^anr, its past

participle would be •ssrftre by VII. 2. 16. S. 3036 "ir^is «rg in the Dhatu-

p&tha (I. 763), and as it has an indicatory <ar by VII. 2. 56. read with

VII. 2. 15, its Nishtha is also Anit. The special mention of these roots

here, is for the sake of making a niyama rule: namely, sarfsnr^ only then

when meaning r impudent', and %s^ in other senses : as "srf^t, BnrrVat
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"^ never forms past participle with the force of m* (Impersonal action)

or wrfWr (beginning of action), and therefore VII. 2. 17 cannot apply to

it. Therefore it is a niyama rule"—thus says the author of the Kaiik&.

Earadatta says " the use of indicatory ^Tinw is of doubtful propriety.".

But M&dhava says "that the option is allowed in the Impersonal and Adi-

karma when it does not mean impudent." Thus y5*' or s^sn bhava and

and snrer* and trsrf$*rt (&dikarma) Bhattiji quotes Haradatta and Madhava,

and says that^ forms participles in those senses, when option is allowed

as, ynss' or ^V, mr**i or srsffoj not meaning ' impudent'.

3060. The irregularly formed Past Participle %$ means
* stout' and ' strong.

'

It is derived from £\ with w affix. In other senses, the forms are

$'?VX*t. or fftflr^ 11 There are two roots one £^(I. 769) without nasal, and the

other f\ (I. 770) with the nasal. $* can he derived from any one of these

by eliding % and the nasal, and changing <t to v, and not adding the

augment 1^ 11

The difference between **P!r and ww is that a man may be stout or **na

without being strong (wwrq:) and vice versa. The word *rer in the sufera

is equal to mwr% 1 The irregularity in the formation of 5* consists in

the absence of *^and the elision of ^(and of% if the .root f't be taken)

:

and the change of a into * 11 This irregular elision of * is for the sake of

preventing the application of the rule st**Tf*grq[ (VIII. 2. 1). The form

could have been obtained in the regular way by the elision of ^, thus :

3t+*=Ff+* (VIII. 2. 31)=5V + ^=£«;+«r:==5+s (VIII. 3. 13)=s* i»

But then when * is elided, the rule g*brrf*3r!5 will apply,
p

and.the forma

Stf&fT, 3pfT*n% sprqffc could not be obtained. For <sg is changed to t: by

VI. 4. 161 only when it is laghii or light, but *• lopa being considered

asiddha, the *f would be heavy as standing before a conjunct consonant

.

So also the form *rt<gtiqmi<u could not be obtained : for the far would not

be changed to w^ before Tj?n\when the sj is not light orlaghu (VI. 4. 56).

So also, qfag^MWtf ==FTrf^fV (the daughter of Paridrdha) could not be

formed. For % being considered guru or heavy, the affix **ns; would have

come in the feminine (IV. 1. 78),

3061, The irregularly formed *ft** means « Lord1

.
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This is formed, like %%, from ^^ or -**\ tt "When not having the sense

©f ' Lord', we have ttfbrf^^ and •tffWf^cf^ n
c c

The ^ is elided first as an anomaly. By so doing we can get the form3

like ^rfanrtfir. •wfbrsw'Tctt • trrfe^aK'?i!n u
•* ' .1 'si

wet 5hf « i ^ wur* i i^rnWIt i *flnw*n i

"

3062. The Participial affix does not take the augment

Y^ after the root, ^i, when the participle means 'difficult'

and 'impenetrable*.

The word kashta means * sorrow ' and ' its cause', See Amara Kos'a

I. 9. 3. As wsrt %t^j ' delusion is sorrow' i.e , cause of sorrow, ^R^s' itrtf

^

'difficult is the scripture
5

i.e., difficult of penetration. wztrfift, *!«e*

sanajrcqf crtTsfT qsostrciftr ^anraTrsr n " Difficult is Fire-sacrifice i.e., it is

difficult to completely master the ritual connected with the worship of fire
;

and difficult enough is Grammar, but the Sarnans are worst of all". ^r^tBt

n*x?H ' impervious forests.' senneT* xrfext n When not having these senses,

we have *Rf«t<r fecsN n

$faf£*araTwf*r^ s*rrg; i i^t w^t i
' siffcHrnr* ' fi^ > :gf«r cf xmn% i 'spreN

3063. The Participal affix does not take the augment *nrv>

after the root ^<^in any sense other than that of ' proclaimed.'

As ig^J v*%i, ^if Tr%r I Why do we say ' not meaning to proclaim ' ?

Observe :gr«rcf srnwrrs ' He uttered definite speech' i.e., he expresses his

intention by words f^5Ts^?r=iTfa'i'T?T^: 'assertion, affirmation, agreement'.

^f*r^ ^ferer*^ is Bhvadi (I. 683), and ^f^r fetrs^ is ChurMi (X, 1ST),

both of these are referred to in the sutra. The prohibition of fersp^ in the

sufcra, indicates by jn&paka that the fSrf^ added to the root in the ChurMi

cjass in the sense of fgrars^sr is anitya. So the following construction

becomes valid :—as ^ffaTsrsrsr* ^fc^rr !Tf<** ^vimwrnt " expressed their

opinions in words", In fact the ChurMi f^ff^ wiil intervene between the

root and the affix, and so no use prohibiting is^i Thus :g^+^is+ ,8»=a

^rf*ra* (S, 3057).

3064.. The Participial affix does not take the **, after

the root ^ when it is preceded by «, fa or rk u

As WF* ' plagued.-' w, thto* » Why ' of *r«r '
? Observe tfafTO* u

Why '^, f¥ or fV ? Observe srfifcn it

14
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<ssv*ra<q; \ ^nfsri^fT^W err t ^Hsq-ftfsnre^Tg; \

3065. The Participial affix does not take the x%, after «fe

preceded by *fa, when the meaning is that of * near'.

As ^«raf §5rr, ssr^w^ sr^ ii Why l when meaning near' ? See

^«tf|<ft vpmt ^^ meaning iftfmt n f^x means ' remote,' that which is

hot remote is ^^^: ' non-remote,' the state of being non-remobe is "ssnrfar-

$^ ' non-remote-ness/ The affix^ is added irregularly, in spite of the

prohibition contained in V. 1. 121,

"*
(S-

3066. The word ** is formed from the causative of n% in

the sense of 'studied through or read.'

There is absence of ^<^ and luk« elision of the causative sign. Thus

^H 'yWQ •srrew 'the prosody was finished ®by |
the pupil.' wt <g;%T

^?T^ 'Devadatta has read or gone through Guna.' (*jw* Trat T^aw-

#wt ^TTew^fsr*) w
,

srt
?f "trcTEnEf ^r^^r n When the sense is not that of

' read', we have ^f^^ as vartitam rajjuh f

the coiled rope '
11 The root *r<5

Is intransitive, and becomes Transtive when employed in the Causative.

The participle is formed from this Transtive causative verb, otherwise it

could not have governed an object as shown above. " The affix w is

added with a Passive force to wq, as we find the author himself using

this form in '?*!^ in s&bras IV. 2. 68, and V. 1. "79 ; on the analogy of

iW'Tr the word sTrrt could also have been formed without this sutra."

S3

3067. Optionally w<j is formed in the sense of ' cooked' by
the vocalisation of the semivowel of *tt before the nishtha affix <ar n

*

The word fwrr is understood here, The roots $ * to cook ' of the

Bhvadi class, and ^T ' to cook ' of the Adadi class, and *n ' to cook ' of the

Bhvadi sub-class Ghatad'i, are meant here. In all these, *r replaces wr,

whether causative or not. Thus ^ tfK, spf wfa* 11 This is a vyavasthita

vivh&sha ; so that ^t is invariably changed to \ when referring to tfrc and

ifsr, but not anywhere else. Thus tsttctt ^wt, -^ftraTww (VII. 3. 36 and

VI. 4, 92). This word does not take double causative, though the sense

may require it. As, *rfaif -STk* %vq$M *H3Ti* " Devadatta through Yajna-

datta has caused the milk to be cooked", The ^T is intransitive, "When
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the sense is that of Reflexive, or Causative, thare the form ^w is to be

used. As ^naf ifbc wa&'sr, «nsf *rh; %t^w w

3068. Tlie following irregularly formed Participles, from

the causative roots, may optionally take v^, namely sn^, ^n*ar,

S^f, vw, *^t*s, ^F^r,^ it

These words are formed either from the causative base or from the

primary roots ^ &c. The other forms are ^B-TcTj, 'ajfwsi, H^«, T^^ra*,

TcrTntrcTt, ^nrf^cf* and ^f^sr* n The words ^rwr&c, are formed by the luk-

elision of f% (Causative), and not taking the v.^ Augment. By VII,

2. 49 -^\ optionally is %e^ and therefore, l-y VII. 2. 15', its Participle

would have been uhoays ntfk<^ hence, this sutra makes an option.

3069. The Participial affix may optionally get *e, aug-

ment, after ^ , *% ***, %^, and ^t^ u

As. *fsa:t or ^rftrer* u By VII. 2, -IS, the affixes affeer ^ are optionally

%*
s

, and therefore by VII. 2. 15, the Nishth& after this verb 'would have

been always anit ; hence this optional rule. ssrvTFcrt or ^n^fVjrt ;*l^* or

m?x&: ii The **$ is exhibited in the Dhatupatha as fsnPTO 1

(I. S12) ie.
}

with an indicatory long 'srr, and hence by VII. 2. 16. would have been

anit always, this rule makes it optionally anit. So also,^^ •qifr, or

^faffr *n%, $$%, or 4^k^ 3m¥*r*rr$, ^fg^ or ^Brtr ^jtt « :gf preceeded

by ^ will be optionally anit, even when having any sense other than

that of 'proclaimed', as this subsequent sutra supersedes VII. 2. 23 so

far, So also ^T^T'?(i or ^T^^rf^T %n?wt, ^rcwtf*t or *rc^f«nf wm tt

<&*% when preceded by ^T, though denoting c mind/ is optionally

anit, 'in spite of VII. 2. 18, .that rule being superseded so far by this

8ubseque7it rule.

^fStfnrr x&n **mz %i*$ f*"ft » 're-tf^ref %n? i
' * fsiTOraraftrraftrr* * '

l^t-ff^T W. i faf^ra: jtt^^t 3?*n$* I ss^rsr g i
' *S w)r%' srjswfwnranit

%«^ l
'^ gWt- ' c^ i

"^3070. The. Participial affix optionally takes **., after nr

when the word Srnr^ or its synonym is in construction with it.
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As csetfT %Hnf*c or ff*r«rrf*r frpfnftr; s^t* %rrt or ffrort %sm; %t or

fflcf ftT^f^ or %fb i The word ^N moans the hair of the hody as well as

of the head: as in the sentence %m^ w^e^n" *Phf ^sr^ » The sense of

S*? in connection with fsffar will he that of bristling up, horipillation.

Why do we say " in connection with "gifa V Observe \^ (Bhuadi) ^ar^t

*the deceived Deva Datta' and ffwfr (DivMi) $5P?rr* 'the delighted

Devadafcta.

Vdrt :—The option is allowed also in the senses of ' astonished' and
' beaten back', as f«srt or ff«r<jft %^^t ' the astonished D'. f^rj ^facrr ^cfrs

* the bent or destroyed teeth'.

fj "ssr^t
f

to lie' (I. 741) is exhibited with an indicatory <3 in the

Dh&feap&tha, and would have been consequently always anit in the

Nishtha (VII. 2. 15), because it was optionally anit before ktva (VII.

2. 56) hence this rule, v^s*^ "to be delighted' (IV. lltf) is also in-

cluded here, this verb is %<r a 1 he option appertains to both these verbs.

^03^ I wf%?W I 3 I ^ I ^3 \

mw^fiim^w •err \ «r«rf%$t-*sR*nffat j

3071. And ^prf^r has also a second form with the augment * »

The word ^^r^«r is formed with the preposition 'sp* added to the root

wqw L 929) ' to honor, to fear, to see ' and 'S'fa changed irregularly to fw

before "err a The other form is ^T^TfircTJ, as ^rqrfarefr or 'ssprwrfenft J^r^it
* the teacher is feared by him '. This example is given when the sense is

that of ' fear '; when the word msans ' honor ', then the participle must-

govern the genitive case, as required by III. 2. 188.

*is

3072. ^ is optionally the substitute of the root xm* « to

increase* before the Mshtka affixes.

The root .^tternft ^# belongs to the Bhvadi^class. The indicatory s*V

shows that the affixes *r and <rsrg; are changed into *r and fwg; (VIII. 2. 45),

Thus *ft?f %w*H, T*\$t ns, ift^x n The option here is also a regulated option

(vyavasthita-vibhasha). The substitution takes place when it refers to

a limb (sv&nga) or a portion of body. As ^fW 3§jw^ I Bat when it is not

a svanga word, then "«tt** or Tffa* ^^i j

Vnrtika.—^'Vh.e substitution takes place invariably when the root is

without upasarg.a
?
and never when it is preceded by an upasarga, Thus
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Vartika.—The substitution, however, must take plac3 when the

preposition ^ss,vs^ precedes the root, and the words m*v[t and ^»w^r are

in composition: as ^T^^'jj andhu msans a " well ". ^siTTfaflren u

30*73. The penultimate of the Causative of ^ (^t^) is

shortened before the Participle affixes ^ and w%$ »

Thus vrw*mf
vc$**m% bub sw^fsr before non-nishtha. The rule

applies also when frfi^r follows as w$?^t \t This is done by splitting up the

aphorism into two (1; w%t (2) fcrgrnrnet »

3074. The short t is substituted for the'.final of ^r (Div.

40) %t (Div. 39) *r (Ad. 6, Bhu. 1010) and w( before an affix

beginning with ^ and having an indicatory *k u

This debars ths long ^t and •%% substitution (S. 3077 and 2462).

As fwfif «r? and f*rfif erar^; ; ssrafijer* and ^^ferar^, v*m and fwcmrg; ; fs'erer:

and ft«rcwT% all with ,as and waqj h Why bsfore "^ ? Observe *sor%Tmi

Why before a fsR^t affix ? Observe wr*raT with ^nrj>

3075. Short ^ is optionally substituted for the final of *n

($t) ("Div. 37) and m (fcr) (Div. 38) before an affix beginning

with <a; and having an indicatory ** u

As f?rfanf or fwrarac, fofsraarnar or fsnrragrg:, ^srssref, ^f^i-nrsc or •53rr««Rf,

^gr^s^imarr^ it The an always takes the ^ when it means a vow as

•^fw^r sto^— ^fffsrasrsT* " diligent in the performance of his vows, or who has

fully completed his vow'. The rule of this sftfcra thus becomes a vyavas-*

thita vibhasha.

3076 f^ is, substituted for ^tt (<?^rV) before an affix b eginning

with ^ and having an indicatory m u y
t» H A^

As vhtar , ftfr* so also, ftp, fen,, ft. . ^ **£~-%
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:„ . I , ,

,
, —

„

l^ww ' ^t ' -sc^re*
f

iff ' wtw^t f^sfir i WN » *^r* i
' ^t*' fa'* > *t?t* i

<tt*3t wr^RT^art » w ^sf fanrerfrornrfs«rc*fw '^^ar' ^os$)fftr THftrfVj i

swctIt ^fgrnfrT^ i ^r?% *rr t ^^ *rr i *r ^ ^t*cTc% fasro* ^rnrot
c stm-w^xi-

3077. Eor tt, when it is a Ghu (I. 1. 20), there is substi-

tuted T$ before a fa? affix beginning with. ^ »

As Ttr;, TWWTg;, ^f?r it 'Why of ^T? Observe ^cc*, ^ftawT^; from %s

,

and the long \ is by VI. 4. 6 6. Why when it is Ghu ? Obseive tt^

stfif* from ^ht/ to cut', and •sa^Tcf -g# from ;|\ ' to dense,'

. Note.—The substitute is pending in ^, according to an Ishti.

. Kdrika: —w^% %r§T i£V«rr2f wt% TT'^ tr%T Tt^t twt^ i

trp^ %%r wm mfV^, ^t^-s^t^ nsrwrg m**^ n

If the substitute be "^g; ending in g;, then it would require the leng-

thening taught in VI. 3. 124. S. 3079 (^". B. The sutra ^IV should be inter-

preted as
c

tha vowel of the Preposition is lengthened before a substitute of

^t which ends in ^' in order to make this objection applicable. Taat sutra

however is capable of another interpretation). If the substitute be ^
ending in ^ then the Nishtha «f would be changed to t by VIII. 2 42:

as in fw^-f <f=f^rffj a If the substitute b^ ^* ending in ^, then by VII.

2. 40 S. 22S0, the Nishtha ff would be changed to -<% u Hence the sub-

stitute is ^ »

If however, the sutra VI. 3. 124, is interpreted as "the vowel of a

preposition is lengthened before a substitute of ^r which begiris with •?[ ",

then the substitute may be T3 also without any harm. Even if tho

substitute be "Sff or T* , the apprehended "^ and ^r substitutions will not

take place, on the maxim *E«rqrrsrcre%T farBr ^faftref sf^rrsw n See VII.

1. 13. S, 204.

«ra*n*<wntww '^ ' tow t&tow wrenlT faft i^ I mrt \ *ra*t <

ipis3'r3ET ;|!rTiTTF
,

'5t

i

3078. ^ is substituted for the final vowel of the ghu root

tt before a ?m affix beginning with *, when a Preposition end-

ing in a yowel precedes it.

Thus JT+^T+cT=nr-i-^+-g;4-'cR=!jr+^4--g:+'5R (^ changed to ^ by S.

121.)

The examples under the present sutra are, sttT, •sa^^fH TfH »

For the lengthening see YI« 3. 121, Why do we say ending in a totv*4 ' ?
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Observe fa<? -h^ giN^ h Why " after an Dpsarga only"? Observe ^fa

WH, *?$ T?rs « Why ' the ^t called Ghu'" ? Observe snarir^ 1^ form t^u

The following are exceptions to VII. 4. 47, sarT^rf, farartf, xrW, $^,
W3«rrf and f?Pr?f it Or the words ssn* &c, here are not Upasargas. See

I. 4. 57.

The word tsnrf^iwf^r qualifies pradatta only. The word ^ shows that

regular forms ^^ , fsrcf, w, <fec also are valid.

Obj. The word ^qwTrfg; in the sutra is in the Ablative case, and by

I. 1. 67, the substitutes ^ should replace only the first letter of TT, how
does it replace the whole ?

A ns—The word wm is to be repeated in the sutra, one ^p*rt being in

the Ablative case and qualifying <s
1<wifg;, and the other <3re: being in the

Genitive case showing the sthanin to be ^t, as " after an Upasarga ending

in a vowel, "g is substituted for the vowel of "ST". Or the word -ssti^r may
be read into this sutra from VII. 4. 32. Or ^•'nr'T^rt consists of three

g;'s, the substitutes being w, and being a substitute of more than one

letter, it replaces the whole of «rr (I. 1. 55).

VdrL—After a Preposition ending* in a vowel, * is substituted for

the final -st of TT (^r), when t would have been substituted otherwise for

its final by VII. 4. 40. As ssnar'crq;, sr^ ^itrfw and *fV?f, *fW n

^jx-tT^r^^r ^t ^TTir^tr ^^sn^a^r^T^'CTTt I
' ^ft ^ ' (<^<i) ^f?r to?-

3 079. A Preposition ending in j or sr lengthens its final

yowel, before the verb ^r, when the latter is changed to * »

Thus tfnt% ^% ^ft
1^, tt£Nt% u See VII. 4. 47 S. 3078 for the

change of *tt to * \\ But sr?r% ssfw% where the prepositions do not end in

% or <ar « Why do we say ' tt is changed to * ' ? Observe fwfrtr^ f^^ u

Why do we say fir * a substitute of T*} beginning with a v' ? Observe

3F$
,!sr% here "%% is the substitute of T? (VII. 4. 46 S. 3077.)

Obj,—Now the change of ^ to-* takes place by S. 121 (as ^T+^= ^-f,

3+«; S. 8078 = <3+-3+*) ; and S. 121 ^f^ (VIII. 4. 55. S. 121) being a

Tripadi is asiddha for the purposes of VI. 3. 124 (the present siifcra) ; and so

the "% substitute of % should be considered as t and the present sutra

eannot apply.
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Ans.—The present sufcra will apply by considering q; substitution of ^

to be siddha or valid: as was done in VI. 1. 113. S. 163 in the case of ^ n

By VI. 4. 66, S. 2462 the *t of ghu verbs is changed to *. Thus ^
Oapr) forms its Past Participle >rta^ I By the same rule *rx becomes *ft as

*ffa^ ; andm becomes tft as ^ft^ i

By VI. 4. 42. S. 25C4, the roots w%, *Ft and m?r become wt, wt and m,
as «rr<tt(, *th^ and *?mrc( «

Winter '^^'TO'TT^; I ^H^T WTT^J ^TW*lT<T Ht^T TUST^r T I ^RTC g^TFOTTW* »

snfturs ** i

3080. The word *rf^ is the substitute of *% ' to eat/ when
the affix ^^ (VII. 1. 37) or an ardhadhatuka fog; affix beginning

with * follows.

JT3T^5 ' Having eaten.' (^+^^+^^==^-{-^^4-^). go also w%
* eaten ' (^^+««w^+^=w^+^Hh^==wn;+"«r (elided by S. 71.)

The ^ in mfa is merely for the sake of articulation and is not an

anubandha, otherwise there would have been the insertion of the nasal n

(fij[). So also the * in arf^r &c, is merely for the sake of articulation.

But ^rf+^=^s^f 'food ' is an irregularity.

Note.—The employment of ^irc in this sutra indicates the existencs

of this Paribh&sh&. c A bahiranga substitution of *?*r* supersedes even

antranga rules.' Because in- case this maxim did not exist, the sub-

stitution of ww for ^c% before **r* which is taught in this sutra, would

follow already from the word f«fif?r (before that which is distinguished by

an indicatory m') in this rule, i.e., WW would (by maxim ' that which is

bahiranga is regarded as nob having taken effect, or as not existing, when
that which (is antaranga has taken effect') first be substituted for ssn?^

before vr and w=r afterwards for <tfi.

"Why do we say ( before affixes beginning with 1
' ? Observe ^c$ci

' is eaten.'

Why do we say J before affixes having an indicatory ^
' ? Observe

Here we repeat III. 4. 71 S-. 8053,

3060. A. The affix 'kta' also denotes the agent, when it

expresses a beginning of an action.
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Thus nff%t srst ^er^w* here the agent is denoted. sr*fi?r: *r£t $mc$*t ;

here the object is denoted. #3^ rf^m wt^r«r ^n?i*r ; here mere action is

denoted. Similarly rr^m *ahr* ^rrt (agent) ; srgw safari ^t?3t (object)

;

n^m ^reri'r (act)

.

Similarly from /kshi, is derived srsftnf* ^rt with tho force of aclikarmai*

The short $ is lengthened by VI. 4. 60. S. 3014 and the affix 3 is changed

to* by VIIL 2. 46. S. 3015, But this lengthening of the short * of fti

is optional under the following sutra.

3081. The long is optionally substituted, for the * of fa,

before the Past Participle « not having the. sense of the Puture

Passive Participle <rcns, when the word means 'imprecation ' or

' a miserable plight \

Thus ftrarr^Br or ^WTg^ftf ' Be thou short lived.' fw»:, fer^te zrv&wt,

^ft<irtaf cf^^ 'this hermit is' miserably loan ' u When not meaning the

cursing or miserable condition, we have one form only, as TsfNrsspjft H

' S^r-' (3<jaS) *fa **

3082. The tr is substituted, for the * of «rr, after T* and i^

when the word so formed denotes "dexterous."

" Thus f^-wrer* mm* ' expert in the scriptures ?' f*r«wi% ^^sr^ 1 *reprf

^Tm^fcT irefhrqu 'dexterous in swiming in the river'. This last word is

formed by the *R added to wr preceded by the upapada *rft under sutra

III. 2.4. S. 2916.

Why do say ' when meaning dexterous '
? Observe fttw&t, T^fterrm

3083. The word nfcrswra* is irre^uLWv formed when
meaning a sutra.

Thus sffawrm ^s?^ i. e., •$$% ' pure'. When it has not this meaning

we have Jrfsrerrcf =s
f
bathed'

15
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3084 The word ^rf^a^f is irregularly formed denoting the

.founder of a gotra of that name.

Thus the son of Kapishthala will be ^Rnrf^^f^ft n The word " gotra" here

does not mean the grammatical "gotra," bub the popular term 'gotra'

denoting ' clans/ as described in the* list of pravaras. Why do we say

" when denoting the founder of a gotra" ? Observe ^pre^f* ' the land of

the monkeys.'

nwt *&w& **m ** ^rr^ i few* \ ^gws i *f*TOr* « ^rf^g'ST^ \

. 3085. The * is substituted for the * in ^«^5f after fa, $, *&«

and Tft w

Thus F^g^rat, $W3C, wfonagm and -«*FrB#i* h The word fw, 5 and v:Tx. are

compounded under II. 2. 18.; the word inft forms a genitive by VI. 3 63.

In the aphorism the word •srf* is shown with a short %, indicating thereby

that when the % is not shortened, the cerebral change does not take place;

as sr#h?*ra^J

^fb » $**»fararfa?rt 1 ^jrowftsfTatrt \ farai^TfaHt \ ^^c^^km 1 <r*m3WT<r. 1

•rwrpjarj 1 fg*srei*fWr* 1 *r£r rt^ctt n^t ^hsrrfif 1

3086. The affix 'kta' is employed in denoting the agent

•a s well as the act and the object, after verbs implying motion,

after intransitive roots, and after the vferbs 'slish' (to em-

brace), 'si (to lie down), 'stha' (to stand), 'as' (to sit)," was' (to

dwell), 'jan' (to produce), cruh' (to mount) and 'jri' (to grow old).

The phrase 'the act and object' has been added into the sutra by virtue

of the word ^ 11 .irffprart 'gone to the Ganges' ; *rfmmt 'reached the Ganges';

mmi urt * he is .fatigued
'

; ^wtorfscwtT ifb 'Hari embraced Lakshmt

;

•sfamrosrfacu ' Sat on the serpent' %$*rc*fVfw {
resided m the Vaikuntha',

fsj^rrfiarar: 'Served Siva' ^ftf^ng^rfactt ' fasted on the ! day of Hari'.

TnroyjrsK 'followed Rama', »[wrT*3rj ' rode Garudha', fas^wiRff* 'des*

troyed the universe*,

In addition to the examples given in the text above, w© give tha

following more from the Kasik&,
.
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Thus *nsft 3*^ H7*n* ' Devadatta is gone to the village' (agent) ;

$*T*nr ut*« th» ' the village was gone to by Devadatta (object)
;
*t3

S«nHN '^Devjadatta went' (act). The past participle forms from Intransitiva

verbs, denote the agent and the act only ; or in other words, they aro

used impersonally and in the Active voice, but never in the Passive voice

or denoting the object. Thus *ai*t *m% ' you were wearied' (agent),

mv( =ff^T (object) ; wfkxt wzt% ' you sat' (agent), ^rcF«<r *tc*t (object)

;

srcflrensrfr np^ wr^; ' the guru was embraced by you' (object), ^rfers^

*mHT ' you embraced' (act) ; snrarWT 3*^ wrnr; ' you lay near the guru'

(agent), ^rnrftnft 3F$ t^TcTt (object), g^nrfarcf H*raT (act) ;
snrft*^ 5^ '^^i

(agent), v^ft^T 3^* h^t (object), ^fonf *m?rr (act) ;
OTfoat 3^ *m%

(agent), ^Tfeft 3*t wtm (object), *tnf<nf wrr (act) ;
srsfatr g*n*H*rq;

(agent), ^a^nr wraT (act); ^g^T^r *mn**t ^rrofW* (agent), <*&+W

wra*** vnirfra (object), ^srtcf «mra^r (act) ; ^rwt *m **m. (agent),

ssrr^rt wtft *r*c!T (object), *rnstf *n^T (act) ; *rg**WT *|Wt ^^r« (agent),

«3^rf*V«ft SwHr (object), sagsfbir 5***pr (act). The verbs tttw*

&c., become transitive with certain prepositions or upasargcts, hence

they have been mentioned here. Otherwise there was no necessity of.

mentioning them separately ; as they, being intransitive verbs, when

without prepositions, would be included in the word akarmdka of

the sutra.

Sffi^^TRi^njprT^ fire*** h

*

m*ftr ^ 1 wrofarft* wr« 1 W ^th^ i 3%* wtw i ***&*? S^ 1
**n* c

S«^

wnum ' *fo i softer *«nftrfcf *****ota* *r£*T?r TwfafH* 1

3087. The affix 'kta' which, is ordained after roots demot-

ing fixedness (to cling to a place), motion and taking, gives

the sense of location as well.

The verbs denoting "Srfa* or " persisting in a place
1

are Intransitive

verbs. The pratyavas&na means ' eating' also ; the force of ^r in the sucra

is that the affix ita expresses otb^er relations also. Thus after verbs

denoting 'fixedness' or dhrauvydrtha it denotes the agent, the act and

the location ; after verbs denoting ' taking or eating', & has the sense.of

object, act and looaiion.. Thus ^fTftnft ^nr?r* ' Devadatta sat'
;

snfatf *c

' sitting by him (act) ; ^tawrftrcr* ' this was their seat' (location)
;
to*

^^tTT *m ' Devadatta went to the village' (active)
;

vnft ^njw* UTTO

'(passive) ; unf 3*Ti* (abstract) ; Ttfrti ^^ ' this is their place of going'
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0'oeatik n)
;
gw -ssct^i ^n?£r (passive)

;
giK wtt ^njpar* (active) ; ^nri*

$w* (abstract) ; re^T ?pfc^ (location) ; w*i 53^ snr^Tj \ tftHT nrsr: t The

*nr
;
o fan and -ftm Jias the force of *rg* (IV. 2. 85) gw5taT*rfer or

Thus in the following verse are illustrated the various uses of wc<x &c.

"This is the seat (asitam) of Mukunda' this is the path (yatam) trodden

by the Lord of Ram& ;
this is the food (bhuktam) of Ananta,"—thus

Bpoke the Gopis desirous of seeing.

The ,/^rnsr being Intransitive, the affix has the force of the agent and

condition. As srrFSatft ggjp^* Mukunda sat. ssrtfatT 3t ' It was sat

upon by him.'

After roots denoting 'to go', the force of the affix is ' agent ' and

.'object/ As wcfoft* THcf and S^' g*^ «

After verbs of ' eating ' it denotes the object. As ssffI^ sfw^ i

i How do you explain the active use in 'gm -rngwt ? Ii is not Past

Participle, but formed by the affix
,

ssre added with th.3 force of Matup, to

the noun bhukta: as s^f»rfw vsrr^=^paft \

The Past Participle has also the force of the Present" by tho following

sutra, which is read in the sub-secbioti governed by sr^rT^ of III. 2. 123.

S.2151.

3088. The verbal roots, marked with an indicatory fa take

th@ affix «, in denoting the present time.

The Nishthd affix «?, as a general rule, is ,a participial affix and

denotes past time j and is so ordained by III. 2, 102. The present sutra

thus makes an exception in case of those verb! which are marked with

an indicatory fsr in the Dkdtupdiha ; as fa^RnrT * to be affectionately

inclined'; fawn (f^+^^far^ -f-<*==f^-f?r (VIII. 2. 42) 'being affec-

tionately inclined'. So (ftrfiwqpr—fmwt l sounding inarticulately
1

; fsrTO

—i^t'bold'. fftnpaft— to) i The anuvritti of tn-nn** 'in the sense of

present', is read into this sutra from III. 123. S. 2. 2151.

f«tf^?rt I'gfwu i •5srf^«ij \ ^^^sg^m^^rsu \ *frfw 'defers ^t?<t ^nfi^Y f ^

Ji$ter
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3089. And sifter roots denoting inclination, understand-

ing, or respect, tke affix *? is employed with the force o>f the

present

The word wfa means ' wish' or ' desire' as it is read along wi'th buddhii

aiad so cannot mean buddhi. 3ff5 means ' knowledge' ; and s^? means-;

'worship', 'honor' or 'respect.' As xj^l ,mt
1

—WZ',—35*,—^T^:,—

5T5t^J, &c. ' the king wishes, desires, thinks, knows, honors, respects &c'.

The force of the word ^ is to include other kinds of verbs, not included

in the above sufcra. Thus the following participles have their senses con^

fined not to the past time only: "aftf^ar* 'practised, ; 'cMss: < protected' ;;

uft**« ' forbearing' ^3TW^r* * censured '

; l?t * pleased ' ; *ngf t 'angry ' ; -"sfrnrt

'angry'; *rf*TB*nj*t. 'uttered'; w^r* 'happy'
;

jT£; 'satisfied'; va^t,
1 favourite' ; -mm ' restrained', ; *whj l ready ' tR-g ' evil, misery' (with a

future signification) ; and ^jh^ ' immortal'. So also:— jgsr* 'sleeping';

*rf»ra* * lying down'; ssTfara* 'eaten'; f^F* 'smeared'; wgi 'satisfied';,

all these have a present signification.

3090. The affix 'kta' is added to the root, when action

is expressed, the word being in the neuter gender.

These are neuter abstract nouns: thus, ^ftm^ ' laugh' ; Tsrftrqtf ' speech.',

*rfc?f ' sleeping'. So also *t«f, *rrt5tf &c.

?g$tfhi§Te( ^RrrV^^rrsr^ t §?*it \ $?mvt i warn i ^strI i

3091. The affix ^nf** comes after the verbs g ' to press;

out or extract juice' and *rw 'to sacrifice', with a past signi-

fication.

As 3+ v«ifipT=^5+Brg; (VI. 1 71)=g?*r«c 1st. sing. <s?*rr 'who has

pressed out or extracted juice' ; dual upsrnri" » ^^^, 1st. sing, rrmx * who

has sacrificed
1

d, *wft l The $ is added by VI. 1, 71. See Rig,.

Ved. I. 3. 1.

3092. The affix -*?£% comes after the verb *r
c to grow old*

with the sense of past time.
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As w+*i*«-w^-f *r* (VII. 3. 84}=»-*^, 1st sing, w^, dl. ***&, pl»

*CK?*t ' grown oW (VII 1. 7©;.

By the rub wt^pc^ (IN. 1. 94), fche Nishtha- affixes also come after this

verb. As vhtwt and wWamac t w+<«=%>£+?* (VII. 1. 100 and I 1. 51)=-

fsrr+K (VIII. 2. 42)= uft^< (VIII. 2, 77* and YHI 4. 1)
c grown old

'

3093. In the Chhandas, the affix firecomes after a verb

•with a past signification.

As w$ ^?s»roft T^ ' I saw the sun from both sides' ; ssrtf tpnwnrfW

Tgna
'

tfW ' I stretched the heaven and the earthy Here the words Tfx and

'ssncRTPr have the force of nishtha. See Yaj. Ved. V 1 II. 9.

Why this separate sutra, when by aphorism III. 4-. 61, in the

Chhandas the lun, Inn, and ht come in all tenses ?^ That rule is made with

regard to two or more verbs when in syntactical relation (^gw^) with

each other (III. 4. 1). The present rule is general, and without any such

limitations.
»

3094. In the Chhandas the affix fire is optionally replaced

by the affix *»T«re i

As *5tf»T* fwrrr: ' he consecrated the fire' ; ^fof 5«r**Wi ' he pressed the

soma juice'. This being an optional affix, sometimes is not employed ;
as

In the examples in the last aphorism.

Why has the word lit been repeated in the subra, when its anuvritti

could have been drawn from the last sutra ? The substitute WR^ replaces

not only the special i^re of sutra III. 2. L 05, but the general W$ which

comes after the roots in forming the perfect tense ; so that the affix srtt^

forms verbal adjectives as well as the perfect tense.

The affix comes after thoS3 verbs only which take Atmanepada termi-

nations. See I. 4. 100. S5*rw C&ig* Ved. I. 3. 6).

3095, In the Chhandas the affix **$ is optionally the

substitute of fa?r

.

•s

The force of,f%^ here is to denote the past in general. Accorclin g to

the opinion of the Three Sages (Panizii, K&fcyayana and Patanjali) the
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-affixes Kanach and Kvasu which come with the force of f*?t^ are Vaidika

also and not found in the classical literature. But the poets use
.
it

'diversely. As <f ^fwsrH ^^rep*^ u ^Nff% ^iTvs ^fvr^^q^ n

As Tsrf*^ 1st. sing. srfVsrrg; ' eaten' (Yaj. VIII. 19) ; ^f^ 1st. sing.

^rfwi; ' drunk'.

Sometimes it does not come, as in the example under sutra III. 2. 105

;

The division of this sutra from the last, in which it could well have

-been included, is for the sake of the subsequent sutras, into which the

anuvritti of Wf^ only runs.

3096. The Participial affix *r* (**) gets the augment **.

only then when the reduplicated root before it consists of one

syllable, or when it comes after a root ending in long *n, and

after ^*

»

Thus monosyllable :—^rrfwr* t So also ^Tfw% ^srrf*nn% ^f^^T^;

^fararg; u In the first two of these, the reduplicate stems vxr% and ^n"sr

become of one syllable by the coalescence of ssr >srf and *r.w^ it In ^? and

•^•aR the reduplicate is elided and the vowel ^r changed to $ and thus the

reduplicate has become of one syllable. Of roots ending in ssrr we have

3?F^sn;*[, *rf*p*T% srtwrr^, of ^—-stfsnsT^ u This *ra^ would have taken the

augment by the general rule of Tff increment, the present sutra makes

a niyama. so that the roots which are not monosyllabio in the reduplicate

form are anit : as fam^, ftrfs^gTr*. *g?rr% $G$x*t% u

3097. In the classical Sanskrit, the affix **3 optionally

replaces faf after the verbs *%, *w and 5 w,ith a past signi-

fication.

This being a substitute only, the original affix %e also comes after

these verbs. As, ^n%f^^r^ tRta** 'qTfwf^ ' Kautsa served. P&ntni.* In the

alternative, the proper affixes of the^pest tense will be employed As

<3TT*^a[ ' he served '
; tfvrcfars and ^t^t^.

So also wPcmhc ^c^rr Ttfiirf^. In the alternative we hava ^Tr*fhft<3,

^*nwta and is'wcm,
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So also sJ^iw^ T$few mfmfk^.. In the alternative we have g-^T^-f^

.tftrrwfca; *nd -3^5^. So also f^3*frq and sps-gsr*: from *$ and *<hji

.The affix *sr| is employed! with, the force of^ and -$rr also.

"ift
:

Fwfr4«ft 1 ^rg^f^rt wprrarmfn- $* *rrR f^^rr sr^ -fastf ir^i i n* i

: 3098. The forros <3^ftm?c, -sr*n va*, w^rc^. are irregularly

formed*

•These forms are thos- evolved :—To the verb T c
to go

r
with the pre-

'.position *&*, the affix ^f is added: as ^-fT-r^f- The root is. reduplica-

ted: as vr+^t+T+ww- The reduplicate is here long $ by VII. 4. 69.

This long $ does nofc coalesce with the short ^ by the rules of sandhi ; for

trmn the rule by which this t was introduced would have no' scope. Now
^we add the augment ^e contrary and in opposition to- the ruile VII. 2- 67,

and this is the irregularity. As ^+"ic+*+Te+Wf. Then the root %
is replaced by u by sfttra VI. 4. 8=1. As ^+$+^+^+w^=^fw<'f

r

1st. sing. ^fwrq;. The augment ^sris however dropped in those cases (*r)

where -epff is changed into^ ; because the insertion of ^ was- itself an

exceptional case of limited scope r—for while the general rules VII. 2. 75

• &e. ordained it, the special rule of VII 2. 67 prohibited it ; and it was by

prohibition of this prohibition that -^was employed before *cw. There-

.- foKe.in the accusative plural we have ^g*r* ; instrumental sing ^;*t<$nr <&c»

This irregular participle is not limited to the upasarga wr ; we find

• auch irregular forms with) other upasargas and without them also ; thus

^ftrat^, and tfirorct as. well.

By the anuvribti of the word *rr read in tbia aphorism, we have ^w &o*
in the alternative. As in Aorisfe ^ftttk, Imperfect yftzt, Perfect ^m^ i

The.word ^rmT-f is thus formed :—To the verb w* 'to enjoy' we
• add the negative particle wt ; apply the affix- tot and do not insert the-

augm^mfd ^t; so, we have "m-frsre +wg= >sh h«c^ , 1st. sing, wrt^srrq;.

In the. alternative we have Aorisfe Trsft^ Imperfect w nwiq and Perfect *m«

TThe word -scts-rs is, this derived*:-The affix *RT*nHs added in expras-
.* sing thegsgenfe to the verb apt preceded by ^3. In tin alternative we
:-.kave..AoE*st tsf*^^ Imperfect ^mryftq Perfect ^wjcr*,
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8099. The affix ^C**) optionally takes Rafter *rq;, ^,
fsr% and fsre-ni

As ^-•crftwm or w*f*tt^ (^ changed to •g; by VIII. 2. 64) ; ^sT-5rf«5rsrT*r

orw^rre (VII. 2. 54 and 55)f*r^-—fwfafw^ or Brf^TJT , fc^-feftrftarr*

or firferarTg; u The root Tk^' to acquire ' belongs to the Tudadi class, as id

is read here with the Tadali fer^H The root fcr^'to know' (II. 55.

IV 02), forms invariably fkfa%i% because it is &bmanepadi and cannot

take ^augment before sra affix. (S. 2981),

VdrL—The root ^^ should also be enumerated. As ^gfarcR" and

3100. The affixes m and *tttw are substitutes of ^, when
agreeing* with what does not end with the first case* affix.

As •qr^fW ^an?rr -vm ' behold Devadatba who is cooking' ; trw^T $&%
or ^wr%^ frcr^ ' done by on« who m cooking'. ^f>

+WT«T^==trw+w^+^i,

5r*f

(III. 4. 118. Ill 1. 68) = *r^-f ^r+s^+ssriR' (VII. 2. 82)= TWfjr \ So also

^.^+^^J--arg=='q,^-f-i5r-f-^^==T?^H as T«Fcf M^f *r*wr u

Why do we say ' when agreeing with what doss nob end with first

case-affix ? Observe t^T-Q"* ^f?r ' Devadatta cooks'.

The affix ^T*r of 9TFr% &c. takes the augment <*r by the following.

3101. Before the Parfcicipal ending m*> a verbal stem end-

ing in short ^r, gets the augment s« «

Thus •tr^JTT^rj i As ^inr ^bw trssr ' see Ohaitra who is cooking.'

Since the k,-rm "nr^ might have have been supplied in III 2. 124 S. 3100

from the last Ashtadhyayi aphorism, III. 2. 123. S. 2151 its double cita-

tion is for the' sake of larger application of this rule ; that is to say, tins

rule applies sometimes even when the word is in concord with a nominative

16
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•case. As^ ST^nsrt
' -who is a Br&hmana'ss^rfer srwir* ; so also ftnrft

•.WT^w« and farsnrRt ' grow
; ffH and ^iVf<T

",
and ^fwT: and wirt I

VarL—These affixes are employed after a verb, when the particle

frw is in composition, and censure or curse is implied. As 'mr trer?^ and

*rr wrR: l niay he not cook ' ; m ^=pt m Ta^TSt wz*^^ «Tteifw ' cursed

be he (lit. may he not live) who though smitten by the pain of the con-

tempt of others, still lives'. Some commentators read the anuvritti

of the word ' option ' from sutra III-. 2. li^l into this. That option,

however, is a limited option (vy avaslhita-vilhcUhd) and not of universal

application. "Whenever a particular form is found as differing from

the general form, there it should be understood that the O23*ion has been

allowed, and not everywhere.

By III. 3. 175 S. 2219 (m?& $r) the aorisfc replaces all tense affixes

when *rr is used. This vartika makes an exception to that and the

Pi esent is used.

3102. The affixes ^ and ^ft* are the substitutes of **

even when agreeing with what euds with a first case-affix,

provided that it is in the vocative case.

This aphorism declares when these participles may be employed even

in the first case , as t wg; or % trsR"R ' thou who art cooking'.

fs^TTf* ^fc«mi$ t^^TW sr^TTTST^T^* ST^SH^ ^cf{ \ TJmTTT ^3*jt *l<RTi I

3103. The affixes *rg and srm-* are the substitutes of <jr^

and come after a verb, in expressing an attendant circum-

stance or characteristic, and the cause of an action.

The word gre^r means that by which a thing is recognised or known i.e.

an attribute ; ti means both the producer or cause as well as the product

and the fruit. Both these words are attributes of the word fsRsrT. Of.

lakthana :•— as, TOrnm ^^^1} sjsnro ' the Yavanas take their meals lying

down ' f^w^^rrefc? vwsjt \ Of hdu ;—as <rrc n^j^ g^ft ' by (reason of)

seeing Havi, he gets liberation
;
sc^Tfa-pft ^^^<l ' lor the sake of study he

dwells here', ^y^ sK.-fH ' he dwells there in order to acquire wealth."

Why do we say ' when denoting a characteristic or a cause' ? Observe

trsifsr ' he cooks' ; Tara * he reads'.
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Why do we say 'of the action ? Not so when the participle is the

characteristic or . cause of a substance or a quality. As *t 3v^ ^Fta"*****

' that which is shaking is the Aswattha' ; ^3n^ *&s$i ' whatever floats.

is light' ; ^?W*f\rc?far h^^s t
' that which sinks down is heavy'.

VaH.—This participle also defines the agent of an action as, vte<lfam

sbtt^t ^ %rsr?t*
: he is Devadatta who sits studying'.

Vart.—This participle is also used to state a general truth: as vxmm

arvfe 5^f ' the Durva grass grows in a recumbent position' ; wTOta* n^ ftra

' a lotus stalk grows in an upright position'. The compound ^^w^c^tt of

the sutra contradicts the rale by which a word of fewer syllables stands,

first (II. 2. 14). This shows that the rule II. 2. 14, is not universal.

8103. A. The dental t of a Krit-afux is changed to %
when an alterant preposition precedes it.

Thus with sr we have wtfN^T^j "Brhr* t See S. 2S35.

\\o% \ §smt \ a i ^ i ^ i

3104. The long? f is substituted for the wt oF-m*r, after srr^r tr

Thus ^rFftfT ^rsrt it See I. 1, 54 S. 44 by which the first letter of the

second term after mr^t which is exhibited in the Ablative is taken here)

The •53rT% which is in the 7th caso in the last aphorism should be taken in

the 6th case in this.

3105. The *$ is substituted for the Present Participle affix

^f after the root fws *to know'.

Thus T^\ n. s. $b%r%, vx^f^ri; ftrsjhr* fi The words formed with affixes

having an indicatory ^ sf («f»r^) add a ^ in their strong cases (VII. 1. 70),

and form their feminine with unaccented t As, r^ft \ The srg is an affix

having an indicatory 55, therefore, its substitute would also be considered

as having an indicatory «$, the * 6£^ therefore is not absolutely necess-

ary for the purposes of sdnrg operations. «rg is so written, in order that in

the sutra tstwt TOKf (VJ. 4. 13 3 ), both ww and 95 should be included.-

Nor can we object that in the above mentioned sutra, erg with one indica-

tory letter being taken, cannot include on affix like «^ar havino; two indi-

catory letters,—on the maxim TOT^qTronr^r *r t^'W??*—for if that were
so, there was no necessity of ^ m *w 11 Some read the anuvritti of the word
optionally into this : and we have f>^

?
iweft, vz^m formed with w% (see

V, 4. 38).
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\\0$ \ eft^ \ \ \ *> \ ^3 \

3106. These two ^l and *tt* are called **.

These participial affixes gab collectively this name ; and as such they

are not limited by the conditions enumerated above ; so bhab they replace

not only the affixes of the present tense but sometimes of the Future also

(III. 3. 14.), as well as other tenses. Thus wtowct lg$%, wftwrq;, ^Ws

The word *jg occurs in sutra III. 3. 14 s. 3107. See below.

3107. Tke affixes called 'Sat' i. e. *satri* and 'sanach ?

are optionally tlie substitutes of ' Lrit

\

This option is a regulated option ; that is to say, the affixes w% and

snare replace <src under the conditions in which they replace sre thus by

III 2. 124, s. 3 L00 these affixes will replace ^when agreeing with what

does nob end with the first case-affix. In these cases 'snj will invariably

replace ^r In other cases ib will optionally replace ^z. In these cases-

they will form what is known as future participles. As ^fesFcf v^tf xn&
' behold Devadabta about to do'; wfaHpnitf %*& v&i e

behold Dovadatta

being about to be done', t srk^ or t srftjRTsw. Besides simple futurity,

it denotes intention or purpose, as *sn*fiiwwpift *refar ' he dwells intending

tecum his livelihood'; ?RfwRTnrt v«nf wcrw" * intending to furnish his

b >ws with arrows'. The descendant of snftwrg; is ^ttV<r<u? So alto qsBwf
*t?<T*l

When, however, it agrees with the nominative case, it is optionally

employed. As *ftwnj[, «KfepfT^;, wf^nr or ssft*5$ SfcTsr* 'Devadafcfca will

do'.

The form wfbwRC is thus evolved. As $+^[=$+^r-f Wff (III. 1» 33)

es^-f^y H-^+ irgsa^jfowm nom. sing ^rVq^ \ In other words the part-

icipial affixes ^13; (tsfs) and ^t-t, technically known as *n and w*t\, also

eoine after a verb that has taken the personal ending m of the Future,

3l08. The affix vn*% comes after the verbs 5 'to purify*

and t<% * to sacrifice'.

As wit** ' purifier (fire or air)' ; h*rtt» ' sacrifice!*.
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8109. The affix wro comes after a verb, in expressing

* habit', ' standard of age' and 'ability.'

The word cjT^^r^sr means l habit ' or ' disposition '
; nm means the con-

dition of body such as '_ infancy ', ' youth ' &c ;
*rf?« moans ' capacity to do a

thing'. As %r*f gpsrw ' habituated to enjoy' ; *w«f firwnsri ' wearing an

armour (of the ago at which armour may bs worn)' ; ^^ Termini l able to

destroy his foe'. So also, qtftit STsreTRTt, ^nw*rn, hw* ^*Pw?rTt, fwtsr

sniTRT.and ^^*nmt \

3110. The affix *ns comes after the verbs v* Ho go ' and

^sTk ( to hold' in denoting that the agent does the action with-

out trouble.

'ihe word ssr-grs^s means that which is accomplished by the agent with

ease and facility. As wte^; ^rcn?^ ' the facile reading of the Parana '

;

mixn-^vtw^li ' easily mastering the Upanishad'. The root ^tF^ is causa-

tive of ^ and means h' re ' to master'.

Why do we say ' when facility is- indicated '? Otherwise fr^WT^ ' he

'reads with difficulty '

; f»^w mxvra : he remembers with difficulty'.

3111. Ihe affix 13 comes after the verb %r when the

"agent indicated me*\iis an enemy.

The wcrd ?sjf»ra means ' enemy'. As f^% ' enemy ', F^cfr ' two
* t-ncmits '. Fgf^cTs ' enemies.' m

"Why do we say ' wK&h denoting an enemy'? Observe sHfe* wt^I

t*V?(% ' the wife hates her hr.sband '.

3112. The affij. 13 comes after the verb 5
' to press out*

juice' when the sense is that of association with a sacrifice.

The word w*$tt if? an instrumental compound, meaning association

or connection (tb^w) with sacrifice. Asj-f3+ SFf* (III. 1, 7&, III. 4 113)
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=^1+^1 (1. 2. 4.)=f
;

3rg: (VI. 1, 77), 1st. sing s*ar^, 1st. pi. ^^m ' the

sacrificer '; as in ^raf fsT'H* * all are interested in, or partake of, or shate in

the sacrifice' ^•spsrfprr* »

Toe word ^%w indicates that the principal sacrificer. i.e. the trsrfifnr is

meant and nob every person who is associated in the performance of a

sacrifice in a subordinate capacity ; such as sttw^sts ' the sacrificing priests'.

3113. The affix **I comes after the verb ^1 in expressing

praise.

As ^ffwrf ^rfc^T^ ' thou art worthy of this knowledge here' ; w% frfS

MWT'H'afT^ ' thou art worthy of honor in this place'.

T^v^Tvpsqi-s?! wtnmimt mr?qr?cfB^:5fcTg-^?^rrf«Tf^ ^rV ^t^tt: i

3114 Prom this sdtra as far as f**n? in sutra III 2. 177

inclusive, the affixes that we shall treat of, are to he understood

in the sense of * agents having such a habit', or 'nature', or

1 having skill in such and such action'.

The force of ssrr in this sutra is limit inclusive, and includes, fwr.

also. The term crswfcff means 'the natural inclination towards an action

not prompted by a contemplation of its fruit or result'. The term <rg

w

means ' who enters upon action, nob from habit, bub thinking that it is

his duty'. Toe term cTc^t^t^: moans c who does the action expressed by

the verb 111 an excellent way 5

. Illustrations of these will be given under

the subsequent aphorisms.

3115. The #ffix %% comes after verbs in the sense of ' agents

having such a habit &<s\

The ^ of "%% is indicatory, and regulates the accent (VI. 1. 197). As

fJ+I^Svg , 1st. sing. ^feff. This affix denotes habit in the fallowing
;

as, 3ktI ^?t^ ' who is accu.3tomrl to make maW Nature :— as ^srrsrern::

*»Tfsw*T snrfar wjrenc 'the family of Sr&vishth&yana shave the heads-of

their widows'; ^F^T^xrk ssTfc^T *T*rf*?r *5TTi F^rf 'the Ahvarakas

steal away food as soon as Sraddha is accomplished' ; ^STTOsfrwrerT^rcT

w^f^cT 3^ WTt * the Taulvaktyanas become elafced on the birth of a son'.

Skill

:

—as wzfi we\ ' skilful maker of mats', «i*arrw§3:^ ' skilful hunter
5

.
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Vart,—The simple verbs, without upsargas, take the affix •%% when the

words so formed are names of sacrificial priests. As I+^= %T'5, 1st.

•sing. %TcTT ' the Hotri priest' ; so also^^ng
f

the Potri priest'.

Why do we say ' when not) taking the upasargas' ? Observe ^frrg
' the Udgatri priest' ; m*r^f the Pratihartri priest'. Here the affix is

1^. Though the form is the same, there is difference however in the

accent ; i.e. ^ places ud&tta accent on the first syllable (VI. 1. 197), while

^H* places it on the last (VI. 1. 163).

VarK—The augment J^ is added when 'Fir takes the affix i£%
;

-as ^ft+2m+^:=^^, 1st. sing. ^CT ' Neshtri priest'.

Fart.—When signifying deity, the verb fesn* takes 1^; the letter ^sr is

the substitute for the •§; of the root ; and the affix does not take the inter-

mediate ^e augment ; as, fc^+^== c^rre , 1st. sing. c^n^T ' Tvashtri'.

Vart.—The loot^ takes %%, when the word to be formed means an

•officer ; as i^! ' an attendant, a door keeper'.

Vart —In the Veda, the root tst takes -a^, as isTer. The form is the

same as the last, but there is difference of accent.

-c* -o -o -a **a •<»

^rf^wjrj i^^tVwj i grow* \ •erf^w* \ ^ffw* 1 ^erftwrr* i

3116. The affix ^11 comes after the following verbs in

the sense of the ' agent having such, a habit 60c. ; viz.— ^f<
Ho adorn', f*ra^ Uo expel', ^^r% 'to he born', 'ssnr* * to be

ripe', ^q<r 'to fly', ^"^ ' to be mad', ^ ' to shine ^w* c to be

ashamed', ig; 'to be', ^\ 'to grow' *re'to bear' and ^ 'to

walk'.

As ^^^R^t ' decorating', f^'CPin^i'i ' repudiating', srsrf^n^t
{
procrea-

tive', ^Fqrracsjp 'apt to ripen', ^c^rfH^t 'flying', ^^f^^i*. ' mad ', ^Tferegf

*
bright', srnri^jjj* ' bashful ', gr^p f revolving/ «riv*gr» ' growing',

* m^WJ l patient', ^TKWt ' moveable'.

Vart.—The affix ^w^debares by anticipation the affix ^p^ of III. 2«

151, after the root *g^f$ though it has the sense of decorating,

3117. The affix *w* in the sense of e the agent having

such a habit &o\ comes in the Chhandas, after a verb that

ends in the causative fo.
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The Causatives take this affix in the Vedic literature. As §psr^

xrrcfrorat ' who hold the stone*' ;
sft^t Tnr«:fa*qra* I

•sp^^^N » *rfg*€t i *jpt crff 'm^a%rwrfas ,

<f
Itsw^' ^fa i faqpm mmm \

^^rsi^^^wrsr* » wfa^suftfa ^fa* i tjsf if^wj « %agr«%g^ t

3118. Tlie affix *<fttr^r in the sense of c the agent having

such a habit c&c% co mes in tie Chhand as, after the verb $
'to be' also.

Thus vrfw*. ' becoming' . How do you explain its use in the classical

literature, as in the following stt^h^tc Jwfa*$ twirsrq; \
" The Poets are

above all rules and free." •

The yogorvibhdga or the division of this sutra from the last, with

which it could veil have been read, is for the sake of the subsequent sutras.

The word 'also ' indicates the existence of other verbs not included in

the above two sutras ; as, •mfa'WT %Tfasw?[5«r \ This example is given

in the K&sika. Also uf^w * i This is, however, not found in the 131i&?hya.

<sr^*jftfa fa^nec i fn^sf Tg fag; i t*r ^r twf * i t^t^j i fac^F^^t \ jmjws i

*&w$t i '^nrg** i
'\$v*i fafa (s^i) ^c^ra wrorTi^FTe \ |[<r*|« s '*Tf€tas*33gtr~

3119. The affix *r*=g comes after the following verbs in

in the sense of ' the agent having such a habit <#c.' viz.

—

^t
* to be weary', fa 'to conquer' and wt 'to stand

7

, as well as

after $ {
to be'.

As, '®!5J 'languid'; fws 'victorious'; *«rr**|t ' disposed to stand

firm, immoveable' ; *[W* ' being'.

The anuvrifeti of the word Ohhandasi does not extend to this sutra

The indicatory letter of this affix is really *r and not $?, and therefore,

there is no substitution of long t for the m of *?cr
}
which would otherwise

have taken place, had the affix been fag; (VI. 4. 66).

In the sutra I 1. 5. (^farer ^) the letter t is also included ; for *r com-

ing before m, is changed by the rules of sandhi into ^ and is not there-

fore visible. This affix therefore does not cause gun •

. As farw* i

wm^t i By the force of *?, the rule applies to J^ also.

So also in sufcra VI L 2. 11. S, 2381 fajst* fa fa) the augment *? does

not come after the verb ^, or a monosylliabic verb ending in a letter of

the party aliava grsr, when an affix having an indicatory m follows. Here

also m includes t ; and therefore in OTJ we have no intermediate aug-

ment *^.
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Vart-—la the Chhandas this affix comes after thj verb if* ' to bite ;

as tfwsr* TSrars ' the baasts that bifce'.

3120. Tiie affix ^3 comes after the verbs ^w ' to tremble*,

*pr ! to be greedy*. Tt 'to be bold' and ^^ Ho throw' in the

sense of ' the a^cnt having 1 such a habit &e'.

As, "ares* ' trembling'; 1^5*
!

greedy'; *r*$: £
bold' ; and rVTn ' throwing'*

3121. The affix faarw comes after the eight verbs beghm'.n£

with *p* ' to be calm', in the sense- of 'the agent having such a

habit &c\
The word uf^ in the aphorism indicates beginning. T 1333 eight verbs

begin with "SF^ and end with w? in the list of verbs.. Of the affix f^rg^tha

•re'al affix is x%, the other letters are servile • the ^ is for the sake of substi-

tuting guttural for the final palatals ; gr is for the sal: a of euphony accord-

ing to iv&sika, or for the sake oi rule VI. 3. 45 according to th.2 Bh&diya-;

and the letter -^ causes vriddhi (VIE. 2. It 6): which in the case of roots

ending in f? is prohibited by the rule VII. 3. 81 S. 27,03, ths only verb

taking vriddhi being T^ »

Astqw^ 1st. sing. sNft 'calm'; likewise 3*ft < desiring'; sii ' taming'
•&#( c

laborious'; ^^ * whirling', ' moving round'; ^^fr ' f iDiguing'; v*ft '

bearing '; J**nrffr ' mad' and -tf^rnfV
l mad'. Though by 1 1 1. 2. I3G, S. 3118

the verb w^t? takes the affix **«£*, it also takes the affix ftf^by the rule

of *«raraw (III. 1, 91).

All these verbs belong to the Diudli class. Affijr othev verbs than

these eight, we have other affixes ; as ^rfaar.

. The sr being an indicatory letter, we have sr^facKT or ststtVcKT « Here
there is optional shortening by considering th •. affix as

:;

ug.it" under VI.

3. 45, S. *-87, Nor is there any occasion to add i;^ augment in sffft, srfM1

*

&e« because 33* is added to w^ ending vrords only : the word ^^ being
drawn into VII. 1. 70 S. 36 i, from VII. 1. 60 S. 2517, that rule (S. 361)
is limited to words ending in a ws letter. fns vriddtii is prohibited by
S, 2763,

J>it.ribhAshAi—u TkB rule IIL 1, 94. S. 2830 by which an Apavdda*
affix: which is not uniform with an utsarga affix should supjrseda tk*

1?
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latter only optionally, has no concern with Apavada affixes added in the

sense of ' having such a habit ' %,e, with the affixes taught in III. 2. 134

—

177.

This Paribh.a-sh.Et is not of universal application ; hence we have two

derivatives ^wrftrsqjt by S. 3. 11. 6, and ^f^nf^ by the present sutra.

^wxi \ qrrcShft i •qfttrjft s *rrWf* i trtrsrnflr \ vfikSnfi \ %i^ \ |uflr i Sh"fVi^nfh

%T*ft I ^TSnt^ » fs^^flr I c^PR^f I XVii \ Sfpft 1 ^f?RK> I tS^RT^ I ^TRT«l> t

T3T«ITVdV I

3122. The affix f^s^ comes after the following verbs, in

the sense of ' the agent having such a habit &c '. viz :—wj<,
TSTg*i\, TSt^l, ^JT^T , "?$&, ^\, ^TR^r, ^*%K, ^ftfsn*, ^?fe, Tfc'S^, ^f<^,

*^$X> §1, %1, 3^, s*^, gsr, >&*?(%, ?zfik%, &%, tw , *ro , srfsnrc ,
sstc^t

,

The root tf^s is to bo taken as belonging to the Iludhadi class, and not

as belonging to the Ad&di, bocauso thevikarana is elided in the latter. The

root w?^% belongs to the Bhvadi class, the simple verb being ^f ' to sport'.

The v.,rb fV<T * to throw' is common both to fchs Tudadi and theDivadi, and

both are taken here.^ 'to cod con (.rata' is "Divadi, and gw 'fco join' is Ru-

dhMi ; both are meant here. The verb -<\'to color' has lost its nasal in this

sutra, irregularly.

Thus ^^-|-f^^=^^+^ (VII. 2. 52)=^.^f^ 1st sing. ^*W?
' mixture' ; similarly, wzfirfi ' compliant' ; *s"<*rnft * one who restrains'

;

^T*rr-f!r one who exerts' ; ^nr^rft ' that which flows round ' ;wnnf ' united '

;

tr&$ft 'lamenting'; ^^ett^t 'greatly heating'; Tfr^'TV 'moving about';

xrRw* ' crying aloud'; ^WTft 'reviling,; qfefrf* 'burning'; Tjf^xft

' beguiling
'

; fHV ' guilty '
;
§«flr ' hating '

; s?^ ' quarrelling' ; ^rffc ' milk-

ing ' ; ijtfft ' uniting or concentrating '
; wrtftit ' playing '; fa%*Y ' dis-

criminating ' ; csrpft
f renouncing ' ; tt»tt ' yearning after '

; wft {

sharing'

;

srisrsrft ' transgressing
'

; 'ssrroTvt ' offending '
;

{ ^t^t 1^ a thief; ^nnrrersft

' attacking '.

The indicatory "«r of the affix shows that the final palatal is changed

into a corresponding guttural before this affix. (VII. 3. 52 and 54).

3123. The affix fas^coraes after the verbs nw 'to injure',

shj 'to embrace and sport', ww? to praise' and wt 'to believe',

when these are in composition with the preposition fa

«
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As fWrsft ' injuring ; fcrenSt ' sportive, a sensualist
' ;

fk^Sc^r * vaunt-

ing '
; and ffcrsrwft ' confiding '.

3124. The affix T^% comes after the verb *w 'to wish*

when compounded with the preposition s$<t and fa »

As *a*raif*fir ' thristy ' ; fawr^r. The term fa is to bo read into this sutra

by bhs force of the word 'and '

3125. The affix fa^^ comes after the verbs *r*, w.s.tt,

** and srs when compounded with the preposition jt i

As srcrr<ft 'prattling'; rrmfV 'expending around'; stst** 'running

away, fugitive'; jthi^ 'tormenting'; srer^ 'reporting'; xiw^r 'a

traveller '.

,Tue root v% hero is tho Bhvadi w<^ meaning < to dwell ' and is not the

Adadi meaning ' to cover ', because in the latter the vikarana is elided.

3126. The affix f* is added to the following verbs in the

sense of 'the agent having such a habit &c\—fa--% f**, f^,

tsn% fa*TT^j; , ^faf^'T , ^fac^, *nrsTf^r, wflri^ and *^ra \

In this sufcra the whole phrase ending with wr has taken the termin-

ation of the first case ; which, however, has the force of the ablative here.

As fsr^+gar =f^^» (VII. 1. 1) ' blaming ' ; so also f*w ' injuring'

;

• ;iNnast
' tormenting or troublesome ; isvf& ' eating '

;
fa^nnK*

: destroying
5

;

*Ht%w ' surrounding ' ; *rfw*3T* ' who cries aloud '
;
-^ftsnT** ' a plaintiff;

«TWWKt ' detracting' ; and Jsrarcrai*
c detracting'.

The same forms as the above "would have been obtained by adding

the affix «gsr taught in III. 1. 133, as by adding %\: its separate en-

unciation indicates the existence of the following padbh&sha :•—

The rule of III. 1. 94 by which an apaudd<i-a.f&x which is not uniform

with uisarga-affix should supersede the latter only optionally, has no-

concern with <ipo,vddd-SL&ixQ3 added in the sensa of ' having such a habit'

i.e. with the affixes taught in III. 2. 134—177". Therefore the affixes 1^
&c, are not added in the sense of ' having such a habit &cs

.

3127. The affix gs comes after the verbs %fa rto lament' and

w^'to cry', when an upasarga is in composition -with them.
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As ssn^stft 'one- who sports or laments'; ^roirtWRt 'vociferous , a reviler';.

•*rin;w.s 'one who laments'; ""rfbfftaPR* 'a reviler'.

Why do wo say * when in composition with an upas-argot? Observe'

%sfer and isiVer formed by ^pjr (III. 2. 18'5).

The affix 3^, comes, in the sense of ' the agent having such a

habit fee*, after intransitive verbs denoting 'motion' or 'sound*.

Asw+^r—^repn 'moving'.(VII. 1. l);^rhrr* 'creeping
5

; m^w* 'shak-

ing' ;. W3%zr ' sounding
5

;
xwwt 'roaring'.

Why do- we say 'intransitive'? Observe mkm $$&&!%*

SI 29. The affix 3* comes in the same sense after sne h

Intransitive verbs as are Atmanepadi and begin with a ' conso-

nant ind are Anudattet i\ e. have a gravely accented vowel

as indleatorv.

As A^i ' b ung'; trim ' growing'.

Why do we say ' Anudatlset' ? Observe *mHT,

Why do wo say * beginning with a consonant'? Observe *?f^rai, which

though Atmanepadi, takes ^.
Why afcjr •Intransitive' ?. This rule will not apply if the root is transi-

tive ;
as wf^ciT 3Tsr r

w^w ' ^-sj^HtT^- (n<n«) z&ipi&x ^t^tt *rr insrfer » ff*r <tTwtf^ irc^tnc •orT^^-qr-

8130. The affix 3;* comes after the following verbs in the

sense of * the agent having such a habit dec', viz :— ^ ^'jr**,

^3* *, ^» v» '"'», 1% *sntr^ and^
The verb u is not to be found in the Dhtltup&fchu, but is taught in. the

aphorisms and is hence called a sautra dhcttu. It means ' to go', "to be

quick'. As ^-f3w = «ft+^r (VII. 1. 1. and VII. 3. 84}=*rair: (VI. 1. IS,

II. 3. 46) ' a courser, a swift horse'. ^8&n+&*j=-#s&{+ispt
l
(II. 4. 74)=

•^3Rtt?T} * moving about'; so also ^nrsngrt ' wandering'; T3rwt * flowing'; wi*tt

'greedy'; vmm ' burning'; $t*Pf* 'grieving'; grw* * desiring'; ^cTTj 4
falling',.

%*&* ' moving'.

The enumeration of the word TSf in the above, indicates that this

*H,tra applies to the transitive verbs; otherwise the sutra III. 2. 148 would
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have been sufficient, as t«? is a ^<*tw verb. Moreover the affix ukaii of

III. 1. 154, S. 3134 will not now debar this Q\ after ^ otherwise rfc

would have. Others say that the inclusion of tr§ in this aphorism indi-

cates the existence of the pa, ibhdshd already given under s&tra III. 2. 141

i.e. the rule of III. 1. 94 has no concern with affixes added in the sense of

'having such a habit &c\ The affix ^jw^ which by III 2. 136 is added

to ^sref^sr , supersedes, therefore*, not merely the addition of ^% to ^psffs-st

(III. 2. 135), but also the addition of iqp^to the same. If a t&cJiGhhilika

apav&da were to supersede only an atdohehhilika utsarga, it would have

been superfluous for P&nini to teach in this susra the addition of <|^ bo T^r,

because in that case the addition of •g'^nj' to ^ by III. 2. 154 would not

have debarred the addition of 5^ to *r^ by III. 2. 149. The repetition is

for the sake of jndpana therefore, and it indicates the existence of the
above-mentioned maxim. The pidpana is not, however, of universal appli-

cation ; for sometimes both affixes are applied concurrently; as T*ciT %£*"

3131. And after the verbs having the sense of w^'to he

angry' and <*^'to ailom', the affix ¥* is employed.

As sftvpr: ' wrathful'; ^tw: ' irascible, ; *rwr : ' adorning'
;
^wt ' orna-

ment'. But not so after the verb Wfi to which s&tra 111, 2. 136 applies,

3132. The affix %\ is not employed after those verbs

which end in the letter i.

This debars III. 2. 149. As ^rftreT ' making creaking sound'
; ^TTf^mr

* trembling'. In these cases the affix ^ is employed (III. 2 135).

3133. The affix 3«r, does not come after the verbs ^r? fe to

strike', tV^ 'to shine' and ^ta 'to initiate*.

These three verbs are awwddUet , and by sutra III. 2. 149, would have

taken *p=M The present sutra prohibits that. Therefore, they take ?[%.

As, ^rjfef 1st sing ^JTnrr ' one who strikes' ;
* ^rfV^[ one who shines ' ; ^%%

* one who initiates'.

Now, it might be objected
—

" We find that sutra III. 2. 167 speci-

fically enjoins the affix K after ^"<t; this .apavada rule will therefore,

supersede the general rule ; where is then the necessity of the present
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rule ? If you say that the affix t£\U aiso obtained by the rule of non-

utiiformity (III. 1. 94), we reply that the Paribhashi! given under nutra

3121 will prevent that." Tnis objection is answered by saying that the

above-mentioned Paribh&sha- is nob of universal application; there are

exceptions to it, as wax gqfa* and mmn gsrfa: ' a young girl' which are both

valid forms derived by 'adding ^ and %\ to the verb w*,. So also ^iTT and

^^tr^T •afrr^rr
c a shaking branch.'

If we prohibit $\ after the root ^5, how do we get the forms Tf^PTf

and f^gfjSpr ? This objection may be answered in three ways: (1) the

present is anitya rule, not of universal application, which can be inferred

from finding this stifcra separated from the last (yi.vravibh3.ga), when it was

easier to make them one, (2) the words <«3*5* &c, belong to the **wrf?F

claas (III. 1. 134) taking the affix ^3 or (3) they are formed by III. 3. 113

by the affix *?l^.

3134. The affix ^r^ co ;nes after the following ver]>s, in

the sense of 'the agent having such a habit etc':—^* , ^3, *%

wt, 1, ** , TO, srcc ^ and ^ <

**%?*% ' swrfm*$ ^srfcr, sm^rna T^m, wr^tf 3? ^Twrtsr^'s^ f®%, skt^br ^
f^vnaft vfwfr^, ^TTii3if ^nrjwf x*$ mif ;, fqfsrr^' cftg-nrsrq:* 1 The *r is added

after *m in w^ig* by VII. 3. 33. The ^ is changed into ^rq; by

VII 8. 32 and 54. "

3135. Tho affiix to?"* comes, in the sense of the ' agent

having sucli a habit <&g\ after the following verbs:—m, f*re>

35, %*& and 1 »

The * is indicatory showing* that the feminines of the words eo formed

take the affix wi^i.e. long t (IV. 1. 41.) AstrevreRt ' talkative' ; fasrsit

' a bQggw'
;
irgr^j ' who or what cnts '; ^renfit ' a thief or robber' ; srcTq?:

a low, miserabb '. In tin feminine ^Trqft, nxr^ &c.

3136. Tho affix *fa comes in the sense of £ the assent

having such a habit etc', after the verb ai c
to hasten forward/

As JTwfVg;, sing, nnspflf ' an express,, courier', dual srsrfM^, pi. srerfsnr* 11
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3137. The affix *f* comes, In the sense of ' the agent

having such a habit &c', after the verbs f«r ' to conquer', £ ' to

respect', fa ' to waste, to dwell, to go', ^rf5* 'to shelter*, * 'to

go', ^ 'to vomit', ^^ra ' not to give pain', *hmw ' to injure', ^f^
* to humiliate' and sre ' to beget'.

As sifV*[ Jst. sing. •sr^V 'conquering' ;
similarly, Tft

f

respecting' ; ^^ft

' wasting
5

; ftf^^fV
c wasting

5

, ^?-q"sfir ' exceeding' ; «nft
: vomiting'; •ssrsq-sft ' free

from pain'; t^vinft ' not injuring
5

; ^FwO "' humiliating ' and srwt procreat-

ing'.

8138. The affix ^w\ comes in the sense of 'the agent

having such a habit <&c', after the following words :—^^ < to

desire', ^<i 'to seize', *ra ' to fall', ^ ' to give, to go, to protect',

f*ST * to sleep', <w ' to be tired' and tst to venerate'.

The first three verbs belong to the Churitdi class and end in short "ssr

and take fw^ without guiia or vriddhi.

As, ^i^qi^r: 'disposed to bo desirous of; >q^ng ' disposed to catch hold

of or seize'; TeTOTs^:
c tending or prone to fall'

; ^Ttjjj: ' compassionate'; fSTsPHf:

' disposed to sleep'. The word f%T is formed by adding the preposition f*r

to the verb -st
' to go crookedly'; cFgTsj: ' slothful'; cr~|?T is formed by adding

H^'to 3?t, and then irregularly changing the % into ^. ^fT^: ' full of faith'.

The term n^x is formed by adding w^ to the verb f^ct^ ' m hold'. See

VI. 4. 55 for addin -; "im

Vart.—The affix ^tt%'-€ comes also after the root wt\ l
to lie down' ; as

arar^t ' disposed to lie down'.

3139, The affix ^ comes after the verbs ~%r
c
to give', ^

'to suck', t% e to bind', *n? ' to fall' and *r% 'to sit'.

As tttw * a munificent man' ; ^rT^c%T *twv% ' a sucking child of the

mother'. The genitive case is here prohibited by II. 3. 69, the ^ being

taken as equivalent to v. As %^« ' binding ' ; "arf* ' falling ' ; and ^g

*

' resting '.

3140. The affix ww in the sense of e the agent having

such a habit &c', comes after the verbs * ' to flow ', ^ ' to eat',

and *st 'to eat'.

As rntji ' going, a kind of deer -'

; wn:t f
gluttonous' j ^r^r^ ' voracious';
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31-11 The affix "^a* comes in the sense of ' the agent

having such a habit &c.', after the verba ^*% ' to break ', *n*j.

* to shine', and w^ « to be fat.'

As^+i^—#*+Ht;(VlI. 3. fi2)=8*f*f<*
f

brittle '
; the paktp.i being

-changed into guttural becar.se of the indicatory "st. So also %g*;? xrgp ' a

fat b"fist' ; mg*; *%rfa* ' splendid light'.

After the verb *n»ff this affix gives a reflexive signification—that

which naturally breaks of itself.

31^2. The affix ^1 comes, in the sense of 'the agent

having such a habit &c', after the verbs fa? ' to know.', fa^ ' to

divide * and f^ ' to pierce'.
'

As fsrS'Ci *rfw*rj
i a knowing Pandit ' :

JRrgr vnVe<*% ' a splitting or fragile

wood '; fk^FCT r&%t ' a cutting or breaking rupj'. The affix is employed

an a reflexive sense after the verbs fvr* and f%*.

Note.—The affix -§K\ comes after the verb wre ' to kill' ; and there is

Tocalisation of the semivowel ; as f^^fct i

3143. The affix *r<* comes, in the sense of ' the agent

having snoh a habit &c', after the verbs n < to go 7
,
*rw Mo

destroy', far ' to conquer', and ^
c to flow

'

The •«* is indicatory employed in order to introduce the augment gsf?

between the verb and the &.ffix (VI. 1. 71). Thus ^+^^^==^-f-g:+ 55n:==a

^ro, fern. %&*$( a traveler' ; *«<:*, fern. *nnr\> 'transitory,' fare^nc:*,

'victorious', fern. ftrnr^V; v^nxt fern. "spsrft ' going, a river'.

Though the affix begins with a letter of W pratydhdra, and ought

to have taken the intermediate T£ (VII. 2, 35) yet it is urohjibited by
VII. 2. 8

3144. And the word iw is irregularly formed.

The word *n?3r< is formed by eliding the ^ of *r=?? and adding the affix

spercr. As TcW^j, fern. Tcercir
f

locomotive, transient
5

.

3145. The affix ms comes after the verb wt*j 'to be awake*

in the sense of 'the agent having such a habit.'

As *rr»rw * wakeful',
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vfitx TO*$v«r <3?*s* «F«n^ i ^srTfafsr ^rrfsFrr i%t^t f^-scrt i nro*gqr* i sfssrgp** *

3146: The affix ^ comes in the sense of ' the agent

having such a habit &c\ after the verbs** , w^and ^ when.

they end in the affix vr**

The intensives of these verbs take 3»sr. As ^srgrjs&s
{ a performer of

frequent sacrifices' ; w'«ra«* ' a mutterer of prayers repeatedly
; T^WS* a

snake (what bites frequently)'. The nasal is inserted by VII. 4. 86.

S* 2658. The rent ^^(BhvAdi) is shown in the sutra without its nasal,

in anticipation of its losing it before the affix by VI. 4. 24. S. 415.

vst \ vn*xt i j^j h trforvspr* fawrnsrrsre^ emt » warn* ^fsrafaw*!* \ wst i

3147. The affix t comes in the sense of 'the agent having
such a habit &c' after the verbs tbt ' to bow', wV to shake*,

**w ' to smile', *a^ 'not to cease', w*r ' to desire', $$*' to injure',

and $pt ' to shine'.

Thus, ws' mvi ' soft wood'; *a*;n wm f shaking branch'; ^J g$ ( smil-
ing face'; ^nrer s^rfa * he sacrifices perpetually'; wm $w$i * a beautiful
maiden'; fw xw ' the injuring Rakshas'; effrf snV ' brilliant wood.'

The word sraref is an adverb, and is derived from the root war l to set»
"S.

free', with the negative particle % and the affix x; as ^+^^+^=8^5^ t

fn^¥sf » I Wang* I ftng: I

3148.
m
The affix ^ comes after roots that have taken the

affix ^ ard after the verbs *m$\ ' to wish' and f*m 'to beg' in

the sense of l the agent having such a habit &c\
The term ^ng[ in the aphorism means Desideratives in the affix "W%, and

nob the verb -w%, because the verb ^s is never seen with this affix.

As, f^fifafj
;

desirous of doing';'fsHfaf * desirous of taking'; wrzfigt ' de-
sirous'; fkip ' a beggar'.

The verb ssmiV with the upasarga ssnr is the verb 'srf^r
c
to desire' and

not the verb "srff^r
5

to praise'. .

3149 The words fa's and^ are irregularly formed by

the addition of the affix "tf, in the sense of ' the agent having

such a habit &c.'

To the verb fcrfr we add the augment f^ and then the affix sr ; as, fsrf

+3F(-t-3r=f*n-g;* (I. 1. 47)—^nfters 'intelligent'; so of^' to wish', the ^
is replaced by % and we have T^s—^wsffasj ' desirous'.

^

IS
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3150. The affix ^ comes in the Ohhandas, after the roots

that have taken the Denominative affix *w in the sense of * the

agent having such a habit &c\

The term Wt includes the three affixes *F*r«r , 3?trg? and *»-*re (see sutras

III* 1. 8. 11, 13, &o). As fVsnrj, ¥*=%Tf s, 515* (Rig- Ved. I. 3. 4). As

$*m* farrfa g*3;|t »

In the modern Sanskrit ^ will be employed.- As f*(nsftftraT,. By sutra

VII. 4. 33, the long "fc replaces the final ^r, when ^1^ follows ; as gsr+w*,
c=g^+ ,cr=g^^ Why then in the case of forsrat there is not the substi-

tution of long t for the 'ssr of f*?r? Because the rule VII. 4. 33 is set aside

by VII. 4. 35 which declares that in the Ohhandas the long "I is not sub-

stituted for the ssr 1

Tsrr^^T^'cn^if^vq^f faf?KT* wrsnffa *t ^ ftn^iq 1 "qfar: €¥*<* 1 ^rnft 1

3151. In the Ohhandas, the affixes fa and^ in the sense

of 'the agent having such a habit &c' come after the verbs

that end in long *t, or short or long % and after the verbs *t%

'to go', ** 'to kill', and ^ 'to be produced', and these affixes

operate like fas, causing reJuplication of the root.

The ^ after sn is either for the sake of euphony, or for the sake of pre-

cision. Had it been 3, then by the rule of ?rorc (1. 1.70) short <%t would only be

included and not long sf. But the present rule is applicable to long *£ as well.

Thus qnr+fas-q-rVt ' drinking'; as *rfas %tw * drinking the soma-juice';

****** 'giving cows' (Rig. Ved. VI. 23. 4). firarwuft agftt (Rig. Ved. IV.
39. 2, VI. 68. 1). 5^ sav^ijftt (Rig. Ved. X. 108. 1). *n*+fas=*rf**t
' being in constant motion, wind/; wrWgrr {Rig. Ved. II. 23. 11) , v*+fa^
wgrofa*,' killing, a weapon offensive'; ^Rr$Nn£ (Rig. Ved. IX. 61. 2); W£+
fa^=*rrtr* as wfawfa^ (T. S. VII. 20. 1). So also sfa ^*r*t »

The letter sr in these affixes is indicatory. It might be said ' it ia

superfluous to make these affixes fa% because these being treated like fa«^
will be fas by rule I. 2. 5', True, they would be ftv<[ by the rule I. 2.

5"

but then the rule VII. 4, 11. (when lit follows, guna is the substitute of
the verb *£*% and of those that end in the long sq;) would also have applied
to these affixes, and would have caused guna. It is to prevent this guna
of the letter ?? that we have annexed an indicatory ** to these affixes,
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Vart.—The affixes Psr and fa% are of universal application in the

Chhandas, and are nofc confined to the verbs enurasrafced in the sutra, as we
see them in ^ &c; as %f^t (Yaj. Ved XII. 105); ^?m (Rig. Ved. II. 5. 3).

Vart.—The affixes fss and fk% come after fch3 roots *<rr^, fra, ^, **f?r >nf*r,

and if* in the classical literature also ; as, *?$*», ^fwj, ^rfert, srntt, ^srfm^, ^fws t

F«r£.—The affixes fs? and f?*^ come after the Intensive (ws) roots

of v\, *^>i%, and *m. As, -m^i, m?**, -nrrfmt, Trreftr* (VII. 4. 83).

^ttsk i ^ir* i rpwsft \ ^wr: \

l
>r^sr' *fcr innfafa *Krf*r*Krft i ^«^w r

3152. The affix *rfw comes, in the sense of ' the agents

having such a habit &c\ after the verbsw ' to sleep' and **

'to be thirsty*.

As ^r^+^ftrv
>

=s'wrjrw 1st. si ng. ^w^ 'sleeping, drowsy'
;
^swv 1st.

sing. Tj'sJPff covetous, thirsty'.

Vart.—So also after the verb w ' to insult, be bold' ; as, -s^w 1st.

sing, toh^' bold, impudent'. (This vartika is found in Kas'ik&>

3153. The affix ^srr* comes in the sense of ' the agents

having such)a habit &o' after the verbs v f to injure' and ***

* to praise',
l to salute*.

As *cro ' noxious, a mischievous animal
'

; **Brr*j * praising, a bard*.

3154. The affix m and ^^r come in the sense of ' the
agent having such a habit ' after the verb «fir 'to fear'.

As, vint ' fearful, timid '
; vft^t ' timorous, a bear, a tiger, a jackal \

Vart.—The affix k^ should also be stated ; as MFtasK* t

3155. The affix *&?* comes, in the sense of e the agent3

having such a habit &c* after the verbs sir « to stand*, $*r 'to

rule', *t* ' to shine*, fa* « to go ' and *r«r ' to go.*

As tvrro ' immoveable' ; trarc* ' ruler, God' ; fPEsnc;' luminous.' Swct
* going, destructive' ; firaire^c:

l opening, expanding'.

vtftfw14**4414 \ **iHt %«^t»' (*$ocj i ***r '^sansr* trcf^rct--' (^o) *fw K«nfw-

*j%r* wfar *WTf*ragraf*%qrn3: %t^t ^t*-' (cs>^)w ^%r«r: \ txt^c<*w 'WTf^rnvrr-
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3156, The affix **^L in the sense of 'the agent haying

such a hahit &c' comes after the verb *n when it ends with

the affix to
With the affix ^, the intensives of verbs are formed ; as *mn*rc* { &

vagrant, an ascetic'.- See sutra I- 1. 53,

Thus ^T-f^+^ri* Now applies VL 4. 48. S. 2808, requiring

the elision of the & of the *i ofw » Thusm+\+ o+ ^nc n This elided t*

caused by a subsequent rule would have been sth&nivat by I, 1. 57 & 50.

But it is not sthanivab for the purposes of the rules relating to the final

member of a pada, or for doubling &c» See L 1, 58. S»] 51. Now VI* I.

66* S. 873 requires the elision of^ before wk \ But if the elided ^ be

»bhanivat, then it would intervene, and j^ could not be said to he followed'

by ^and so there would be- no elision of *r » But I I. 58. Sr 51 declarer

that for the purposes of \ elision the vowel substitute is not sth&nivat.

Thus w^Tt[
>
-r-o+ ^==gT?rr-{-o-f'0-}-'!P: » Now the ^t of ?n requires to

be elided, if the elided ^ be sth&nivat. But this is prevented by the same

rule (L 1. 58, S. 51) with regard to wk f^rf^rt t

Note,—To understand this sth&nivat question properly, we give the

following quotation from the Asht&dhayl L 1. 58. S. 51.

Thus from the intensive verb Tnror we have trrirTsfti ' a vagrant/

It is formed in this wise *rrarni-f-«rc (III. 2. 176)= ^T^T?-f-o-f *rc (VI. 4.

48). Here the 'sr of % has been dropped and replaced by lopa, on account)

of its being followed by the &rdhadhatuka affix m^. The next step is

to drop the ^by rule VI. 1. 66, which declares that the letters t£ and ^
are dropped before affixes beginning with any consonant except \ i.e.,

beginning with consonants of «^r pratyahara. Now if the lopa substitute be

considered as sbhanivat to ^, then the affix sp;^ is not an affix having

an initial consonant and the rule, which requires the dropping of ^,
would not apply. The s&bra !• 1» 58. however provides for this by not

making it sth&nivat.

Thus vwrT-f- o +VX. Now there is a rule (VI. 4. 64) which declares

that the final long ssi of a base is dropped before ardhadhatuka

affixes having an initial vowel. Here therefore, if the ades'a ' lopa,
*

which replaced the vowel w, be considered as sth&nivat, by I. 1. 57, S. 50

and nx be considered as an affix having a latent initial vowel, then

the sstt of *rnjr requires to be dropped. Bub this sutra prevents this and

-we have the form strswc ; as ^g *mrnm sra^r f*rc^; a
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3157. The affix iwt comes, m the sense of 'the a^ent

haying such a habit &c.' after the verbs ^ra 'to shine' ^ms 'to

shine/ gl 'to injure', "«^ 'to shine', **£ 'to be strong', t 'to fill',

% 'to move rapidly' and ^ 'to praise', when it is preceded by

the word *w ' a stone '.

Thus, f£n*rsr 1st. sing, fer^rff ' splendid ' ; TW 1st. sing. «rrt ' light ' d ;

irHft" h
; si.+f'ww==^ (VI. 4. 21), 1st. sing, wi ' who injures* d. ^-

1

fire? ^ * lightning * ; ssw 1st. sing. m£ ' strength'
; 3^ 1st. sing, gt ' what

fills
;
g^cr

;
%t i

swift'. In the case of %, a long vowel is the substitute

of % by applying the next sufcra, where the word £**n* shows that the rules,

of lsgthaning &c, apply also. Thus S. %t id, %$t \ pi. ifsn t See vartika

under that sutra. KTO333 (VI. 1. 71)
( a priest (VII. 2. 92). The com-

pounding of the noun gravan with a root is anomalous and formed by this

sitfcra. After such compounding fw* is added. Though by the universal

rule III. 2, 76, th.3 affix f^ar^ would have come after these verbs also, the

repetition of the j,ffix shows that.^J^^fafV does nob apply mtdchehhilika

affixes.

*Tfa$ iTf :!n? j wfrBr «nrs» i f^rfttV sm* 1 ^rw isfrfsT ssrurarair* *re* 1 ar*rt *firot 1

w ^ *'
1 ^t 1

3158. The affix fere is seen after other verbs also, besides

those mentioned above, in the sense ofthe agent having such

a habit &c\

As g^, 1st. sing, thk ' joining' ; fV^' piercing '
; f*^ ' dividing'.

By using the words ' is seen' in the aphorism, it is implied that other

rules also apply concurrently with f^wr. Thus in some cases we find

lengthening of the vowel ; in some, there is reduplication of the root ; in

some instances there is samprasdrana of the semivowel ; and in other

cases there is shortening. These are taught in the following vartikas.

Vart.—When fw^ follows, the long vowel is the substitute of *r* ' to

speak', JT3£ ' to ask', *anr*rcrw ' to praise long', mzx ' to move through a mat*,

3j
•' to move rapidly', and ^ ' to serve', and there is no substitution of a

vowel for the semivowel (VI. 1. 16). Some of these would have been form-

ed by the Unadi subra (II. 57). Their inclusion in the vartika shows thab

in the tachchhiladi sense, the kvip should not be superseded by ^ »
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As, wrw 'the voice'; snwr+f^r^—ww+fw^ (VI. 1. 10)=w
%
+fWj,

(VIII. 2. 36) ht^VIII. 4. 56) ' who asks'; sttowj ' who praises long'; *nrjt

• a worm'; *t ' swift'; w\t * the goddess Lakshmi'.

The word g[ which was mentioned in the last sutra is redundant here.

Vart.—There is reduplication of the verbs nj ' to shine', «r* ' to go'

and J ' to invoke', when ftr*^ follows. By force of ' drisyate', the words get

the designation of abhy&sa : so the doubling of the eighth adhy&y& applies

also. As, f*«ET?i ' shining'; ^sprat ' going, the world.

Vart.—There is lengthening also of the vowel of sr<£* as SOT* *a crescent-

haped wooden ladle used for pouring the sacrificial ghee into the fire.'

Vart.—The root £ ' to fear' is shortened also ; as *nrq; ' fearing.'

Vart.—The verb «rT ' to think' has samprasarana ; as "*ft* ' thinking'.

3159. The affix fwar* comes after the verb $ ' to be' when

the. word so formed denotes a name or a surety.

As, f*r£» ' a person called Vibhu."; *rf*rg$ ' a surety i-e. he who stands

intermediate between the debtor and the creditor'. So also f*sr$* i

Hrfirar inrirT.Fsrwrfa' i

3160. The affix 5 comes after the verb $ when it is preced-

ed by the upasargas fa, * and w%
;
provided that the word to be

formed does not mean an appellative.

As ftsr*[* ' all pervading'; u^j ' lord
1

;
^$ ' Creator'.

Why do we say ' when it is nob a proper name ? Observe fag* ' a per-

son called VibhA'.

Vart.—The words f*ra$ &c, also are formed by this affix. As f<ro5

'the sea'; iig: ' causing happiness'. This has the force of latent causative:

as "tf (stf) *Taraf*»*nft ' causing happiness'. So also Wfgt I

3161 The affix shtran comes, in denoting the object, after

the verb *t ' to feed
1

.

The indicatory * denotes that the feminine is formed by ^te {%) affix.

Aswrir 1, " the mother" whom the children suck (dkayanti) 2, the Amal-

aki fruit, which holds (dadhdti) all medicinal properties)' 1 3, " the earth"

which sustains all); 4 the web nurse'. See Amarakosa III. 3, 176.
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I

tTWT^t ^^wT^^^jrw i trrmw^f *r«n* t ^rm% \

S162. The affix shtran with tlie sense of instrument,

comes after the verbs tto 'to cut', *i 'to lead" ** ' to hurt',

3 • to join 5

, 3^ * to join', w ' to praise', 3* ' to inflict pain', fa

' to bind', fi^ ' to sprinkle', f^nr ' to urine', ** ' to fall', *v ' to

bite' and *x ' to bind'.

As itr*, 1st. sing, neuter ^nr* ' a sickle' (lit, that with which one cuts);

^TT 1st sing, $rx\ ' eye'.

3163. The ** augment is not taken by the following Krit-

affixes :— fn, 3, w, h, v, fV, 5, **, *r and * «

w-* (VII. 2. 9) ' a weapon'; Tbf ' the tie that fastens the yoke'; TffcsTc^

' the tie of yoke'; wW a penegyric'; ^w ' a goad', %* * a ligament'; %^-sf ' a

sprinkling vessel'; %-&%% ' the penis'; TTsrq f a vehicle'; ^^t ' a large tooth*.

The word t 1^ belongs to the Ajddi class and hence forms ibs feminine

in tttt (tstt) and not in it (IV. 1.4).

The root^ is read in the aphorism without its nasal i.e. as ^jok This

indicates by implication that t* l°ses i*3 nasal before some affixes such as

w\', thus we have Tsr*n| ' tooth'.

"
AndLastiy *T+*s*c=^ fem. T^sft (VIII. 2. 34), and 40), ' a thong'.

Note.—Thxxa (1 ) f«v-*f*at but sftnn- hBt^, f«^ - TftfF* but tftfrnnr,

ftf^SP* « (2) 3ft (Un 1 70)—Wt but^^T, ^ftr^ 11 (3)^ (III. 2. 1 82)—-^
but trfsrerT, *«rf?r3% so also Unadi ^"S (Un IV. 158), as w*v% from w% 11 (4) ar^

(Un III. 86)—TE^rt but *r*aT, irs^ ; so also sftm, tR*:, ^: from ^, 3 , *f^

forming %* mfkm, rtfkm "drw'rr u The affix mentioned in the sutra refers

to this Unadi w (Un I1I,*86), and not to the * (is) of Nishtha, for the Nish-

tha w takes the augment, as *facrc[ it (5) ^*r* (Un II. 2)—$** but wVFtot,

€^5^t, nrrm but wrfsntT, «Tf^f^u (6)^for (Un III. 155), as jpfV* bub

$Tfro, $Tf«rg^ » CO *S (Un III. 157)—*s* bub *f**T, *?*$%; (8) ttc* (Un
IJL 70)— sawe*.

3164. The affix^ is employed after the rerb a with the

sense of instrument, when denoting a member of the body of

a plough or of a hog.
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The verb ^ includes both 3^ and ^; as titers ' a plough-share'; tftsr^

' the snout of a hog'.

3165. The affix t* comes after the verbs h 'to go', ^/to"

cut', \ 'to shake', */to bring forth', ^ ' to dig', -*re 'to "bear',

and *rc to go' with the sense of instrument.

Thus, ^stTOsr ' a rudder'; SffVsf 'a sickle'; "srf-srsf 'a fan'; ^Bnr 'cause of

production
5

; mT*m ' a spade'; ^M 'patience'; ^fw ' an instituted observ-

ance or a narrative'.

3166. The affix tw comes after the. verb 3 c to purify' with

the force of the instrument; when the sense of the complete

word is simply appellative, and not descriptive.

The verb 3 includes two verbs tp? and 3^ both meaning * to purify',

but belonging to two different conjugations ; as v;m?i ' an instrument for

cleansing or purifying', such as a sieve or a strainor ; and in this sense it

moans ' two blades of Kusa grass used at sacrifices in purifying and

sprinkling ghee'. It also means ' the sacred thread, the clarified butfcer'

j^r f^ri wrg; 3£tft qrc% ^tsRrr^t «Rnff\ \ ssfw^TOrs j ^ngrogftftfk <pl*rrg; i

3167. The affix *® comes after the verb ^ ' to purify' in the

sense of ' the agent or the instrument' when it is respectively

employed in connection with a Yedic mantra or a deity.

That is to say, when applied to a Eishi the force is that of an instru-

ment, and when applied to a Devatd the force is that of an agent. As,

^fwta^f^t 'this Vedic Rishi or the Mantra of the 'Veda is sacred'

(through whose instrumentality one is sanctified). The word Rishi here

means * mantra or sacred Vedic verse': as we find in the sentence s^w-

SrVmr h *rf?r* *fW * *t 3*73 ' the God Agniis sacred' (one that purifies),

'let him purify me'. So also, *rm* ~wtm w$ *?%* *rf£r?r ^ wr tpng 1

Here ends the First Part of the Krit.-AI&ixes.
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THE UNJlDI SUTMAS;
The Unddi suffixes, though as necessary as. the Kridanta ones, and as

important as the taddhit-t suffixes added to the nouns of the gana-jpdtha,

are seldom treated of in ordinary treatises of grammar as an essential

subject of grammatical instruction. P&nini himself, though diffuse in

other respects, stops short when treating of the UnddU by saying

V Unadayo bahulara, thoy are too many." Moreover the formation of

Unddi words are so very arbitrary and complicated on account of the

insertion, transposition, substitution and transmutation of letters by the

indeterminate laws of prosthesis, epenthesis, metathesis, paragoge, syna-

lepha, synesis, synacresis, syneephonesn, &c., that it can hardly be brought

under the definite rules of permutation by sandhi, or reduced under the

strictest forms of grammar for the adhesion of these suffixes. The primary

signification of the root also is utterly lost in the derivative word formad

from it.

Dr. Carey, at the end of his Sanskrit Grammar, has a Chapter devoted

to the rules for the formation of aunadika words, and says they were

contrived by tiie ancient grammarian lCd.tyd.yana for the derivation of

doubtful words in the same manner as the Sautra roote are supposed for

the themes of some derivative words of uncertain origin. Dr. Aufrecht,

in the preface to his edition of the Unddi vritti says. " The Unadi Sutras

are rules for deriving, from the acknowledged verbal roots of the Sanskrit,

a number of appellative nouns, by means of a species of suffixes, which*

though nearly allied to the so-called krits, are not commonly used for the

purposes of derivation." Again, in another place, for distinguishing

them from the hrit suffixes, he teays, " We find the hrit suffixes in

whole classes of verbs, .employed for the same purpose, and subject to the

same grammatical laws. The Unddi suffixes, on the contrary, seem in

both respects to baffle the efforts of the grammarian who tries to bind them

to a definite rule. Lastly, it must be confessed that the derivations

given of Unddi words are frequently arbitrary and whimsical." It is

necessary to notice in this place, in the words of Goldstucker, p. 171,

'* that there were two classes of scholars in ancient India, who entertained

different views of the formation of words,—the one comprising the

j^airukt'as or etymologists (except Gargya), and the other consisting of

some of the Vaiydkaranas or grammarians, and the etymologist G&rgya.

The former maintained that all nouns are derived from verbal roots, and

the latter that only those nouns are so derived in which the accent and

formation are regular, and the sense of which, can be traced to the verbal root,

19
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Which is held to be their origin," The former prove the possibility of the

undertaking, by the Nirkutd and Unddi Sutras, as Yaska says, ?nwTwrw

xanr^fo tn^-n^rV t^^nr^ "that all nouns derive their origin from

verbs ;
so says Sakatayana, and all the commentators of the Vedas." The

latter denied the possibility of deriving the Unadi words from verbal

foots. Patanjali, in his commentary on Panini, says ^cr^^sjctrwrTfi?

sq^nrf^STf^r "Unadis are crude forms without origin;", and another

grammarian, OTT^rff wr wrmftr tr«rr ^t^jr "the Un&di words are perfect}

as they are;" thus expressing the opinion that it is impossible to assign to

them the same grammatical rules to which we are accustomed in other

words,

*' We have no direct tradition," says Aufrecht, " as to the author of the

sutras. They were composed before the time of Panini, as they are refer-

red to by him in two different passages of his grammar. The fact, how-

ever, that both Ydska> and the author of the Kdrihd {^-mm^m && i
er 3W)

specify Sakatayana as the grammarian who derived ail nouns from verbs,

speaks in favour of N&goji's conjecture that the authorship is to be

attributed to Sakatayana." Again says he, on page IX, " That in

Vimala's Eiipapa ala grammar, I find the statement that Vararuchi is their

author." wfft? ^stowr* *rc*faflrr T^ ^nf^r sr<clRrTrV ^t^rwT iprrtmsr

^.<-hT'(^"{ s Tais assertion which makes Vararuchi older than Pdruni, would

have ?. claim to pr<>jabilii>y. But if Vararuchi be another name for

Katyayana, then Dr. Carey's text of the sutras has every right to be attri-

buted to him. Goldstucker, however, in his strictures on Aufrecht, would

not have him for the elder Katyayana, but Vararuchi himself, who as he

explains from the above passage on page 171, composed a separate work

of his own on the Unadi Sutras in order to illustrate the suffixes. He

doey not allow the Unadi Bturas to bo anterior to Panini, but acknow-

ledges the suffixes to be of higher antiquity, and that Pdnini lived a

considerable time before the author of the Unddi Sutras, who compiled

them, for supplying lihe defects in Panini's work, (Dr, Eajendralal Mitra).
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: I

the una:di affixes.

PADA I.

Treiftfar *rt:^ *jt^j t ssrtgfr ^T^t ( sftsn* t 'srrgpflTV* -fr^t s*nrg' i

1. The affix un comes after ykri < to do' (VIII, 10), Jyk
< to scent', to ' blow' (II. 41), /pa « to drink', ' to protect' (1. 972,
n

- 47), yji ' to conquer' (I. 503), ynri ' to throw* (V. 4*) ysvad
* to be pleasant to taste' (I. 18), /s&dh < to accomplish' (V. 17)
and yasu ' to pervade' (V. 18).

Thus f+-^w= ^T^'3^=^[T^t 'an artificer, artist' lib. the maker, srr-f

^w «^T+^+^(fche augment yuk is added by VII. 3. 33. S. 2761)=
*rn?; ' wind,' lit. the blower.' ttT+ T^—^mr* 'anus :' 'protector'. In this last

sense, we find it in screra <CTRRf trTj^ (^RRrr^+TOtaB^flRwf w(m VIII. 8.

11. S. 3633). See also Amarakosa I. 6. 73. So also f^+ ^^t-f-va^r =**

mm 'medicine'. ^rr^V wt^-j Amarakosa,
So also f^r+ ^ff -a^rro* ' bile, phlegm'. (Amarakosa I. 6. 62). It means

'sound' also.^+g^=wgj'sweet'.wg;-h^^^it 4 saint',lit. 'who helps

or accomplishes the work of another', ^n^t ' quick', ' rice'. See Amara-
kosa IX. 9. 15.

By virtue of III. 3. 1, S. 3160, the unadi affixes arc added to roots

other than those specifically mentioned in these sutras : because of bahu*
lum (" diversely"). Thus y*s l

to abandon

—

tts*
€ tha demon Ra.hu'; lit.

' that which after catching the Moon, again abandons, it.' Jtm ' to dwell'

WT5* ' The Container, the All-pervading',—lit. ' that in which all dwell', or

' who dwells every where'. He who is AU-pervading (vasu) and divina

(Deva) is called Vasudeva,

2. In the Vedas the affix^ conies after T^ (to go).

Thus^+ <spnr= %+<ff:3Bssn
,

*r+ <ar=s*rrat ' man'.

As in c*r*r»% jr*nrnTwraS &c. (Rig. I. 31. 11), *t wti <*^ *t?t w*
&c (Rig. I, X14, 8.) This <%mt is a word ending in ur, and should be dish
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.

tinguished from the word ^Hf€ ending in ^ which is formed by the affix

'ar ^ (See Unkdi II. 118.1 In the classical Sanskrit the word mum mean-

ing ' life- period.' of man, is Neuter and ends always in \ j Sae Amarakosa

(I, 8. 119.) ^FFsfffvsrerasi^ tt ) So also wsrcrar and «rero* *

8. The affix Sim comes a€ter the roots yd ri (I. 846) 'to

tear', ysliami (I. 492) ' to give', yjana(I. 862) 'to beget', /chara

'to walk' (I 591) and /chata (I. 316) ' to pieree'.

Thus -sr + ,

sr$r=-s[T^:
: timber ' (Amarakosa II. 4. 13): lit. ' that which is

torn asunder' ^t^j ' summit' (A. Iv. II. 8. 5.) OTgm knee, dual m%w\ i Here

the prohibition against vriddhi, as ordained by VII 3. 35, S 2512, does not

apply, because the am'x spinas two letters st end ^ both of which are potent

enough to produce vriddhi. If the vriddhi force of one letter be debarred

by VII. 3. 35 ' the other letter will produce its effect, ^mt, ' pleasant' ^tj*

* flattery' or
f
flattering speech'. Another form is ^| derived by affixing ^

under Mrigayvadi class.

8 \ feOTfft: fWT: \ \ I & »

fqf Tr^KrVfd fts-sms* ^*npf mw^'\ isiKT^m wvcQn^imt \ 'Wfanft ^stct^j

4. The affix nun comes after ysri (IX. IS) 'to injure
7
pre-

ceded by Idm, and yin (II. 36)
f

to go' preceded by jam.
Thus Iss^rsf +^r ^^=f^farrK* ' the beard ol corn ',' an arrow" A. K. IL9.

51 and III. 3. ii)2.) ski ^t+gija^jt ' the uterus'. (A. K. II. (i. 8). The

Medini Kosd says " Ki;a saru. masc. means the ear of corn ; an arrow, a

Huron's feather". It means a desert, a bleak mountain also.

$ \ % 'C^T W* X \ \ H I

trt??q%5r vm$ ^f?r ctT^t i

5. The affix *w comes after the ytri (I. 1018) ' to cross

over' and <aj ' to go' and thereby its ^ is changed into m ii

Thus h +• ^rj= <=tt^j the palate, lit ' over which the sounds of letters cross'.

The antra is- ^t xt ^m i Some read 35 into it, thus l+5g=<r, dual ^ 1

Gun. dual *ft* 1 Thus ^-j-^^==^n^+^= ^T^t ' potato '; ' pot.' A. K. II.

9. 31.

§ \ ^% ot: s&^r \ \ \ § r

^%«r i\^m g^m fm^t^j t
'

fgR3[T^%^ 'ar ^^t ^^^t^%'^ few 1
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6. The affii: 2im come s after the /vaGh (III 54) ' to speak ?

paecoded by ^, and the <* is changed into ^ u

Thus f^r^-f- «F^==fW3Tgj* '(a pcaeoclfc.) lit. that which speaks or makes

sound 'itterongh the throat '. Krika=* throat, ^ra KoSa says * Krik*Yfiisa

means a poacok and. a lizard (saraia) and a cock (charanayuriha).''

^m*artesnrr ergs "sr^H^ '%^f ^ra^^^rs' i v%t "snsrreih*: i >^f ^ ^f^^:' I

^rgfx^Tsrfsr ^nza' %f$ sfts^ * i *nis wf^tt:* i ''w^* tn*ftasof?«*RT' ^f*r K*re*' i ^if-

7. The affix ^ comes after the ,/bh.ri (I. 946. to 'support)

ymri (VI, 110. to die) J si II. 22 (to sleep), \ (to cross over), *rc

(to move), ( to eat ' *r (to go with speed), ^ (to spread), -*% (to

produce or yield corn), fa (to scatter,) *<m (to purify).

Thus *e-f-NS= *f©; 'Master', 'God', lit, who supports, i^t 'desert
5

, lit.

the waterless place where people did. "sni: python' lit, who sleeps: (A. K.

I. 8. 5) ; <T5i * tree ', lit. by which the planters thereof cross the hell. ^s
' charu / the food offered to the gods: lit- that which the Devas eat. c^s
' sword/ * the fist ' erg ' a little ',

' body ' (fem). Then it is either erg* or

wxt i Literally that by which the noose of Karma is drawn out is tanu—

•

as embodiment means further production of new karmas. "erg: ' a bow 1

The word "srg ending in ^r is masculine. Another form is ^»r^ ending ^ i

The masculine form is found in the following verse of Sri Harsha^gfcnwfk

So also from fa—*rg* ' kinnara
1

(see A. K. I. I. 74). The ^T required by

VI. 1. 50. S. 2508 does not take place as a diversity. So. also ws^-f <ar==s

^13* ' an aquatic bird', lit. that which immerses itself in water.' Rabhasa

says " madgu and Paniya-k&kika are synonyms." The w is gutturalised

to *r by its belonging to Nyankv adi class. The •% becomes ^ by WQc% change,

8. The affix ^ comes after the root ^w (I. 4*71 to sound).

Thus •w+ ia-= w<f i (an atom). By force of the word ^r, this affix

comes after ^ (to go) and sr^ (to surround), also gtrf as 'bitter' that

which cuts the tongue, we* speaker, 'the child of a twiceborn.'
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9 The affix « cojnes after the root w$ (to sauncl^ ami

it- is ooasC4*eated a& h&vjmg an indicatory *r, when tit© word M-
sdles a kind of barley.

•JUanus m^* grain, "barley*. • The indicatory *r makes this word have the

acnfee accent oft the first syllable, wkile sar^s formed by the previous sutra,

has the accent on the last syllable.

This consideration, of the affix as ?Tg; governs the subsequent sfttras as

far as ^f^rfe &fc, (Un J. 19). Thus feyf^ 3tara^% (Yajur Veda).

The word ^p..(mas.) is a kind of rice. See A. K.TI. 9. 20.

10. The affix * comes after the root -v (to hurt), ^ (to

sound), fe»* (to be easily attached), *g*_ (to be ashamed), ^3
' to throw', *** (' to live', ' to cover ') &c, ^ (to kill), ?¥% (to be-

come wet), "sr^ (to tie), *w (to sortrd)
c to know'.

Thus *r-J-<5=*fai (weapon), *ro ^Thunder-bolt) A. K. I. 1. 50. *^§

(disease, moon) ^g: (Tin), ^l* (ftfe),. -(^ff is always used as masculine

gender plural) (see Ainara kosha II. 8. 119). w§ m, lake, fire, yoke, and rays,

uent.
'

water-/ ' wealth/ and 'gem', ^3: (chin), ^5: (moon) 3Ff (friend),

T3* (The divine sage supposed to be the father of the human race.)

The affix ^r comes after the root fsrsr also because of the word n in the

sutra, as fe^t ' a drop ?

Note— spr: 'anger, arrow, thunderbolt.' (Hema Chandra). Trapu,

tin or lead : because on seeing fire it trembles (trapate) as if it was ashamed.

Trapu-ranga or sisaka (Medini). ^f t
' life-breaths' lit. they throw about

the body human aura. ^3* masculine means £

cheek'. It is feminine also

"%gFtr% ' Hanuman'—the broad-cheeked one, Sometimes it is long, as "^nn^ t

*r«jt ' friend' lit. one who binds another with the ties of affection'. 1*3* the

first king : it means Mantra also.

't% 'nyfsif^w'T m^t! wfrfa %tjrq;' ^r^ffxt \

11. The affix ^ comes after the root w^ (to run, to trickle,

to flow out) and there is vocalisation and the change of ^ into^ii

Thus *qF$+sr=fa*3|* (

f
Sindh'. Ocean, the Indus,) Amarakosha HI. 3.

100. It is masculine when it means the country ' Sindh/ tfc« river ' Indus/

and c Ocean', It is feminine when, ib means ' a lake'.
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12. The affix ^ comes after the root 3*5 (to make wet), and
^ is substituted in the place of ^of the root,

Thus v=r*f~l-^=^gi ' The moon'.

^ \ f%: fff^ I \ \ \\ \

18. The affix ^ comes after the root t\(I. 642) f
to move',

(to kill), and it is treated as if it had an indicatory ^ and $ is

replaced by short % u

Thus $^+^ — '«5* < an arrow', lit. the killer. See Amarakosa (II. 8. 87).

IJj. The affix * comes after the verb **^ (I. 1028 to

ascend,) and the ^ is elided thereby.

Thus ^^+^-g?^: (• a boiler', an oven). A. K. II. 9. 30.

15. The affix ^ oomes after the root ircr (IY, 69. " to let go'),

the ^ is elided and the augment ^^ is added.

Thusw+w^-M-'C^ 'rope'. The * of fcbg augment is changed

first to -s^ by ^r, and %en to w by warew I ks^s moans * bra^id of hair/ ' *opa\
' woman'. (Medinl).

16. The affix ^ comes after the root fst ' to ent oS,' a^nd

there is the transposition of the letters ^ and * a

Thus sn5+^=sI*K+^=^» * a spindle'.

17. The affix * comes after the root *w«i' f to m#ke elear'

preceded by the preposition f* «

Thus1%+^s^+^='2^* (a kind of antelope').

*s%$X ^^r» i Tit: Trip* i/tmnriftft w* i *n^j5br tt^^^i i *R*m ^Ri
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18. Tlie affix ^ and the augment g« come after the roots

^ (to bear fruit), ^rz replaced by *s (to go), *n (to. salute, to

bow down) replaced by ^t*&, *r*r (to consider, to think); *f* (to

be born); the final ^ s of the last two roots are respectively

replaced by *. and * «

Thus ^^+3^.+ ^ =^3* e
unsubstantial', ^ft

c
clever. TTfj*

e a white

ant hill'. A. IC. II. 1. 14. *c$ ' sweet/ and vrgi ' a demon', ^g ' red resin of

certain trees'.

19. The augment 3^ comes after the root to (I 520. 'to

live',) before the affix *.

Thus ^^+^=w^: ' beautiful'. The root is /vala w;% (I 520)

20. The affix ^ is fes and is treated like ^ (desiderative)

after the /irt (IV. 39)
e to sharpen', ' to make thin'.

. Thus barg* 'child', *ft+^=<5trr+sj (VI. 1.45. B. 2370) = wt^t 4- ^r =
fcroT+* (S. -2317) «f*s* (VI. 4. 64. S. 2371).

21. The affix^ comes after the verb tt (II. 40) ' to go away',

and it is doubled.

Thus *nr* 'ahorse, fit for the Asvauiedha sacrifiee\^^^«^^+^~W.I

Had tke affix been like the desiderative as in the last, the form would have

faea-fags by ^fto* S. 2317. Henoe the siifera kara uses the words ' dve cha'

* Thpre is doubling, bub not life® Sanvad.

22. The augment $ comes after the root l (I. 946. III. 5)

* to support', and the root is doubled.

Thus ww :

' an epithet of Siva', ' Brown', if: means the Vaisvaaara fire,

2, the Sulapani—the Trident carrier ; 3, the Garuda-bannered (Vishnu\ 4,

broad, 5, mungoose. In these senses it is masculine, when adjective it

means ' brown', and then takes the gender of the noun it qualifies.

By force of the word *r ' and', the affix ^ comes after other roots also.

As f+ i=»^3«*
f
agent', ^+$= sng* (

killer', TH-^= trgi 'protector',
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fg^^fcr fag: i 'fag: snriif ^g ^ f^ri^% ^ xra%' j ^g* wtw* i "^5^? 1

23. Tke affix $ comes after the verbs "* (III. 4.) * to protect,
tt to fill up', fir* (7. 2) < to divide', «n» (4. 72) < to hurt', ^ (4. 136)
* to desire\ f«r (5. 22,) ' to conquer' [and %* (1. 741, 4. 119) ' to

rejoice'.]

Thus s«* fV+l^g+S? (VII. 3. 102 S. 2494.) = ^.+*]. 'much'

heaven; the name of a prince ; the pollen of flowers. T*nj* 'Indra's thunder-

bolt', lit. that which splits asunder, fw^p from ^rn*, the *r is vocalised to ^
by S. 2412. It means '' the moon, lit. ' he who pains the lonely whose lover

is absent'. The ViSvakosha gives its meaning as. ' The moon, 2, the

camphor, 8, the Hrishikesa, and 4 Rakshasa. "J^f*
' God of love', "shu { expert'

^54 ' pleasant', ' sun', ' fire', ' lla-hu.'

24. The affix 5 comes after the roots $ (VIII. 10) 'to do\

and *z (IX. 28) 'to sound' and ^is substituted in the place of^S

and* follows suck ^rby S. 70.

Thus '$*» ' a species of amaranth, g^t ' a spiritual preceptor'. Kuru is

the name of a King : ifc means ' a priest ' and i boiled rice ' also,

^ I
^trj: ^§ ^T: I \ \ ^ \

-25. The affix ^ conies after the verb ^tt (I. 975.) ' to

stand' when it is preceded by ssnr, 5^ and 5.

Thus ^anr^s * unfavourable', * a child ' %\x : a wicked person. ' *jh t
r a

good person.' The ¥ of wr is changed to * under VIII. 3. 98. S. 1022: as

these words are considered to belong to the Sushamadi class.

^ i ^^^rxr^T^rT: \ \ \ ^ \

^srf^nj rrcftftr f*g* 1

26. The affix 5 comes after the verb <w (I. 428) ( to speak',

and its penultimate vst is changed to ^ 1

Thus ?x$t

'

enemy' lit. who talks always to the injury of one.

20
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27. Before the affix ^,^ is substituted for ^rm (I. 242,

X. 186) 'to gain', ^ is substituted for pr (1. 1037) { to see/ tlie

augment 3% is added to *Rfa (I. 470. 869) 'to desire/ 3* to *ftr

(I. 493, 869, X 180) 'to be afflicted with disease', long m is

substituted for the, short ^ of *rf*r (10. 179) ' to destroy', and *

for the final ^r of *rr^ (1. 5) 'to oppress.'

Thus 55$£i ' straight', lit. who acquires or takes up good points or

qualities, *r$s 'cattle* lit. who see all without discriminating anything, m^
'cupid', •S5F$* ' a well', -m^t ' dust ' m^t 'manure', w§* ' arm', lit. that

which obstructs.

The word Tfgj is spelt as tn§ also. It is masculine. See A. K. II,

8. 98 (trf^f &c). The three words <spwr, wskk and TTf are spelt with the

palatal w also instead of the dental $ as 'arw, f^ and ^ff 1 ^t§ is mascu-

line ; while its synonym 3pr* is both masculine, and feminine as 3prT 1

m 28. The affix $ is added to the roots jw (I. 802) ' to become

known', **(1. 804) 'to crash' and *** (VI. 4) 'to try', and there

is the vocalisation of * into si and the elision of the ^ of bhrasj.

Thus Yl*
f wide', fg: ' delicate' <£*r; ' a Rishi'. The sr is changed to *r

as the word is considered to belong to the JSTyankvadi class, literally it means

* he who parches up by the force of austerity.'

29. The affix $ comes after the roots ^rf (I. 108, 172, X.

220, 254) 'to leap' and ^ (I. 664) ' to increase' and the nasal

is elided.

(Thus '€!* ' light'; %§t ' many'.

Vart .—The ^ is optionally replaced by K in the following :—bala, inula,

laghu, alam, and anguli. Thus *ro or ?rr^
;
^r or ^5, ^3 or T$, ^sm^ or

w^ and^m or sr^fft \ Raghu is the name of a King, the ancestor of Sri

Rama Chandra.

30. The affix 5 comes after the root ^1 (II, 30) ' to cover',

and the ^ of the verb is elided thereby.
Thus ^.m ' the thigh.'
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are «mjS \

31. The -31 of sw is shortened when tho sense is that of

great'.

Thus <3"*»{ ' precious".

32. The affix 5 comes aftfer the root fer* (I. 734, IV. 77,

X. 38; ' to embrace', and the final * is changed to *s it

Thus fer^: ' a servant', ' a libertine'; ' astronomy'.

33. The verb ^ (I. 927) e to dig up', preceded by wr, and
•sr (9. 18) 'to hurt', preceded by v\ take the affix §, and thereby

the last vowel and the consonant following it are elided.

Thtis ^si%t i

a mouse', lit. that which digs all round, ^x.%: ' a weapon in

general', lit. that which hurts an enemy. The word assumes the form T^t
also, by the elision of ^ of x: under the Prishodaradi class.

34. The verb j, (I. 992, Y. 34) 'to run', preceded by ^or
fk*, takes the affix i? under the same circumstances.

Thus Tfjkg * a kind of tree', facng; ' Ocean'.

srarsTT srefa; "sraip » trr^^rrc^raT^rqr 1 3^^^fafa ip?trt m^TT ^ 1 <tfT~|g*ri i

35. So also when I (I. 992, V. 34) 'to run1

is preceded by
5TcT II

Thus snTpss-arcnsn spsfa *fa literally that which runs in a hundred

differrent channels.

By force of the word ^jgsf, the affix comes, even after the root singly.

•A s 1* Gg+!i=^4-^ :=|£t a tree) a branch of a tree, lit. that which goes up.

That which possesses " dm" or branches, is called -g^t ' a tree'. S, 1915.
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86. Tlie five words *$\ *rs $, &$, ^5, and fagr, are irregu4

larly formed by ^ affix*

*P» is from /*sg 'to dig' (I. 92V),. *r§ from /mfc* f
to doubt' (I. 86;,

In nr* the •% Of khan is replaced by ^ before the affix *g n Kiiara means
' cupid, cruel, stupid and a horse'. It is the name of a Daitya also. Ife.

means also white. It is the name of Siva.

2. TH|: masculine means ' a dart, spear, spike, javelin, dagger'; ' a stake*

' a nail, pin or peg', ' poison', ' a measure of twelve fingers', ' the sine of

altitude', ' the trunk of a tree'.

3. ^3* is from ^Att ' to drink': the ssr? is dbanged to "t and -$\ augment;

33 added before ^ I It means ' a crow', time', ' gold', ' the sun',,. ' awful'.

•4. wsj is from /sift ' to go' (I. 1 £4), preceded by fir, the vowel *
is lengthened before <§ 1 Some derive it from wfo-f-T^-f-fj, the w^ of *rf

is elided and the augment^ is added. Another form is ^fWrf where the

root vowel is also lengthened. It means ' an insect', ' a jackal', f a large-,

b^ackibee'*

5. $&$ from ,/qpfr ' to adhere' (I. 823), the -ssr is changed to ^. f%3g

(Nent) the ' heart, %*p (
a block head' (masc.)

w% ^csrt^st farted 1 ^*r TETT?ftf?f f^W% \ t^vrfftW 1 firaj^T^rar-

37. So also the words *ngt 'hunter' &c are irregularly

formed by the affix $ \

Thus i*pi* ' a hunter', lit. 'one who goes (yllti) after deer ;' ^srjt * pious',

Svsmt ' an expert in worldly matters', ' friendly'. It is an Akritigana.

Note.—Mrigayu means ' a jackal',
! a hunter', the Supreme Spirit*.

Other words not enumerated above also belong to this class, y^to check :

rft^i 'an elephant', * a tree', 'the trunk of a tree',
4 an atom', 'a fruit/

The Ary&s generally mean by this word 'a tree', the Mlechchhas apply ifr

to elephant (J**).
So also y<rfs ' to go', trrws 'yellow &c, with the

vriddhi of the root vowel, y^fe ' to be proud', gr^** ' itching.'

3S. The affix tfw comes after the verbs 1^ (I. 13)

to praise &c, *t* (4, 54} 'to roar*, 4* (L 901) 'to clium', ^
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(I. 918) 'to beg', ** (I. 93, 820) <to resist' and *af* (I. 87)
'to count or marls'.

Thus ^5<T ' a stable for horses ' *n^ ' night ' lit. in which animals,

roar, *%vt ' a town', ^50 ' cunning', yqgzi ' a chariot, a tree', w^rt ' root'

' blood' 'hair of the body', ' drink', a sprout'. The word is sr^srct also

with long «, when it belongs to the Kharjur&di class, and takes the affix

39. The affix ^r^ comes after the verb ^«r (I. 801) fto be

afraid, or vexed', the n is changed to * and the affix is treated

as if it had an indicatory ^ 1

Thus fa^o ' a thief ' a Rakshas', see V. 4. 68. S. 676 Padamanjari.

Note.—Another reading of the sutra is "5^* iwsxsti *rs iw*n \ By this

the *l is changed to *r also. According to this reading we cannot get the

form f^l^ 1 But this is a valid form as found in the Vedas :—^w^rr fangfcr

stnRT 1 So also ^sr ^k§T fsn^TfV^n' t There is however another word

fk^K with dh also. It is derived from jfK ' a yoko or axle' compounded with

the preposition fir and means ' whose yoke or companion is gone', hence,

distressed, love lorn.

If^T ^wt i srr^grc^^T.sfrr i
'•$ fk^rt%' ^ftTf^**rc*<wrre'Pi ^fcrcttTOT »

few 1

4i0- The words if: 'a mirror*, and *j\ 'frog', are formed

by ^% affix.

Another form of $§rc is *?$* » This is because of the word bahulam.

From ,/drl ' to tear ' (IX. 23) is obtained ^\t by reduplication, and

adding "^ augment to the abhyasa, and eliding the final consonant, with

the vowel that precedes it. Dardurah means * cloud',
f a frog',

e a musical

instrument like flute &c', ' a mountain', and the name of a mountain in

the south. The Feminine ^^t means ' Chandika—a name of Durga\

The Neuter ?f5^ c a group or assembly of villages'. ("Visva kosa).

Note.—From y*rnR * to adorn' (1. 89), is formed *r^T* by adding sfl^r

and dropping the nasal. It means ' a mirror*, ' the Bakula tree', ' the rod

or handle of a potter's wheel'. Durdura is derived by some by the gima of

dri, and the addition of the augment §fi \ Instead of ifPWjr other read*

ings are ' *r*r mm' and imnrra 1
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***r*' i ar«*Tt: ^^rfigw i^jfqr, »"*<w^ ^t*t ^*T^rr%3' ift tf^rt

1

4.1, So a] so with, the words *j* ' a Mud of fish' and the
rest

These aue words formes!: by the affix w* I

1. From //t^ is formed t^:: with the augment jwi I(j is the

name of a kind of fish. y*nft ' to be glad'. (IV. 99)

1 Jwi ' to colour' (I. 405), w$\t < The augment is to \ It means
' white', and ( a demon ' Karburam (Neut.) ' water', ' gold'. Karburah
(maso.)' sin', ' an evil spirit'; Karbura (Fern.) ' name of a plant.'

3. **3q» from y^nsfTfir (IX. -37) ' to bind'. As it belongs to the Khar-

juradi class also, ^rp with long ^ is also valid. It means c bent', and

« lovely'- and is used in all the three genders.

Vawt.—The augment ^^ is optionally added to the J^sr c

to accept'

(I. 91) Wore the affix ^k^ \ As $$*» or $$** ' a dog.'

Similarly y*ra ' to move continuously'—^t^j ' hurt', Jm ' to blow'—
mjr^r the augment 3^ is added :

' a trap, a net'.

42, The verb w* (IV.. 100) e
to throw up' takes the affix

Thus ^rj^t 'a demon', with the ^ of the PrajnMi class, srrs*:*

' demoniac'. (V. 4, 88)

tt«^ Tt^ f,«%^' Tcflr «rwt i '*re*r <Rrarcr *ftf*w^3 TOi$Tf«rfy i '«raw ^wkt

43, The verb ** (4. 112) c to measure' f to become changed''

also takes the^ affix.

Thus *r§*nr ' kind of small pulse '

l a harlot.' In the Fifth Pada, there is

a sutra declaring that the verb <ro takes the affix. *^ 1 So we get *nm.

' a lentil', ' a harlot'. In these senses the words are masculine optionally :

namely <*!*:'. or w:: I while *rcjft ms-ms ' a kind of disease, small -pox', and

*rfti (maso.) means ' a pillow', also.

m \ sorrcriftnft \ \\ W \
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44. The verb ^rg (5 18,) to pervade, preceded by sj the ab-

breviated form of ^m takes .the affix ^^ when the sense is

that of obtaining.

Thus y&^Ki 'father-in-law.' ^f+^^+^"^== ^+^f^+^^ = x^fC*
' wife's father, or husband's father

5

. Fem. jbto i See AmarakoSa. (II.

6. 31)

45. The affix few comes after the verbs *s* (L 631). f to

protect', and ^ (I. 766) ' to worship'.

Thus srfiwt ' The Ocean, a king', *r1r** ' great'. (Buffalo) ' The demon
Mahisha'. As g<V?r wtn ^% fsrefeK i So also ^ mwx *r?s*nroi^:TSM Fem.
frff^V Queen 3

.

46. The affix few comes after the verb ^ (1. 493, 869,)
4 to eat.'

Thus wrfwq c food', ' flesh-food', l an object of enjoyment',

47. The affix few_^ comes after the verb W (I, 912) { to

grow', and there is vriddhi of the vowel of the root.

Thus ^f^rs ' a kind of deer', a kind of straw'. Thus t|f, *r*5rc and ^Tff1*

are different kinds of deer, xttw (masc). is a kind of deer, ^f?<r^; (neut.)

is grass. (Sansaravarfca).

48. The affix few comes aftet the verb sr*' to be powerful*

and it is treated as if it had an indicatory ^
The y^r is a Sautra root The words <*fe** and gife^rt mean ' the

Ocean' and ' heaven'. The feminine criVft or srfe^ft means { a river', a

divine nymph, daughter of Indra', and 'the earth'. ?rtV«flr means 'power'

according to the Veda B4iashya ; as in the following Vedic Mantras :—**aft

sf-^^-q ctfetffac ^Ts^ra qfirffctrlr fet^Rcr^ « It means strong, and old in the

Vedas. Gold is one of its meanings.

m
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»<5 i srfir art* i\\^i

49. The affix ^^ comes after the verb *w (I. 801) ' to be

agitated', when it is preceded by the negative particle ^
Thus ^wrfaii ' The Oeean' ' the sun'. The feminine snnjfa^'the earth'

'the midnight'.

50. The augment g*r is added to ^\ when the affix conies

after ihe verb ftra (VI. 61.)
{ to become white', { to play'.

Thus fasfomt ' sin', ' disease', * a fault'.

'farVdjfaf-arorh' i fafa* sfsrg; [ *rfST*f W&i. i far*T*cfa i '^f^tf ^^crfxr s^t^

^rfa twj » '^fasrft ^s^crlV \ forzx H^f^r^hr^ i fafe ^jrtj i

f

gr%t* *n*?i-

51. The affix fare* conies after the verbs ^2 ( 6. 59, )
' to

wish', *tf ( 4 99, ) *to delight', ** (I. 16, ) < to be glad', far*

(4 61,) ' to suffer pain', *sfa* (7. 3) 'to cut off', fafa* (7. 2) ' to

pierce through'^ (I. 13) * to praise',^ (I. 68) 'to be glad or

rejoice', fa^ (4, 68) to be wet or damp' fa?
V
I. 1041) ' to make

water', ' to wet,' n (4. 89) * to lose consciousness', l^r (6. 136,)

* to. release', ^ (I. 781) ' to shine beautifully', ** ( VII. 1.) ' to

confine' **'* 'I. 1022,) ' to tie' $*r (4. 74)' to become dry'.

Thus ^ftrc*
{

fire', *rfaa ' wine, $f^t ' a cloud', a libertine' (Visva and

Medini Kos'&s). ffcfao
c an ascetic',

c the moon, fafao ' a sword, an axe,

fafa^ ' Thunder bolt', ^fH^ ' house'. It is fem. also, *fa^a Visva Kosa

^f?^^ < an elephant', ' the moon', fafa^ ' darkness', eye-disease, ' faff*;*

* The sun', 1%: :
' Blockhead', f god of love', ' a libertine', ifanw ' a generous

inan'^fa^ ' Bright/ ^fa^ ' Blood', wfarc: ' Deaf. From /^r ' to dry', is

formed grfVcq; a hole.' according to others it means ' dry'.

Note :—Ishiram ' food' also : Ohhidirah ' fire/ ' rope or cord/ ' a sword',

'an axe,' Mandiram 'a city',
c a house': maudirah (masc.) ' an ocean.

Mihira * the sun', ' the mind.' Rudhirah (masc.) the planet Mars : (neut.)'

saffron, and blood.
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52. The affix %c* comes after the verb ^^r (IX. 51), -'to

eat*, and it is treated as if it had an indicatory *& i

Thus sarrfsn:* ' fire ', ' a demon '.

•s^jgrg' !
f

^r?r %nre' ^vtrit *r**f ^R^rtr; i JTc^ir^r^qr ^c^ \ fsrfw<j( i wiwrs%T-

53. The words ^Tmx. ' court ', farftii:
( dew, cold * farfasr f loose-

ned ', ft^: ' steady', fVin:
c abundant ', wfin: ' an old man ' and

*srf^ ' the moon ',
' name of a tree ', are formed by fe^ affix.

Thus 1 . y^rsr (I 248) ' to go '—ssfsrc^ ' court-yard ' The root m^ is not

replaced by sft here (II. 4. 56. S. 2292.) 2. /snr (I. 762) ' to go by leaps'—

farrarx:: the penultimate s% is changed to % 1 It means the cold season, hoar-

frost, and cold. 3. J^m (X. 280) ' to release ', farfsng^ » The penultimate ^
is changed to ^, the t is elided, the x: of the affix changed to ^r I 4 and 5. The

fz of ,/stha and ,/sphay is elided, f^i^ 'steady' fkvp&n 'abundant,' 6, ysthS,

takes the augment i^and is shortened, to make ^rfVt* ' an elder.' 7. ^F^Kt

"a, kind of tree'. By bahulam, we get. 8. farfsrc^ from Jniw with the aug-

ment fsff and the shortening of the vowel of the root. It means 'the

camp'—lit. where the army sleeps.

^^rafsr T^ra f*r^ff*rfic ffsr^r^i sffflrerq; i »a[f^RT: i wr%gnr J ^^rar^rV^F'^t^n F*t

i

frcfW-%r rm^t \ gf^ft spsn:: i %rfefs i <*fei%T ^rssrt » ^i^Tccgfer* i

54. The affix w* comes after the verbs ^ (1. 580) ' to

go', w (I. 526, X. 61.) ' to count' «* (II. 61, IV? 66)
( to live',

*% (I. 766) ' to worship', *re (sautra) ' to speak', w&s (IX. 50.)
c to make fortunate', w^(I. 299) 'to be attacked with disease',

f*w (I. 293) 'to collect
rsw (I. 295,) 'to break,' ^r. (I 91) Ho

accept' and ^ (I. 1.) 'to be.'

Thus wfogrs c water ' lit. what goes down ; 2. Sff%snt ' covered with'J

' mixed ', 3. ^rf^i* ' wind ', 4. vfkm ' a woman,' 'a creeper' *f%m is another

21
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form valid under the Prishodaradi class. (VI. 3. 109) 5.>rf^rj ' a hero', ' a

servant ' from the sautra rooty** 6. *rfe3K ' ambassador', ' lucky ', 7.

vrorer* ' a Rishi ', 8. ftrfesrj ' an astrologer', 9. $?is*t ' talkative ' 10,

ifttta* ' Indian cuckoo', 11. *fera* ' that which happens*.

By virtue of bahulam, ,/^s ' to be crooked ', *§?&$ I

^ \ mil tra^ i ^ i ^ i

55. The affix j^r* comes after the verb ^ (L 470,
)

' to

desire', and the * is changed to tr n

Thus SRtqrar: * Tawny.' ' the name of a sage ', ' a dog ', ' Vishnu,'

' incense '
; fern. ' a brown cow', ' a kind of timber', ' a leech', ' a fire,'

' 'the sun',

•56. The affix w* comes after the verbs g*r(I. 422) ' to pro-

tect' &c. and the affix is treated as if it bad an indicatory w >

Thus $f*ra* ( a king ', flrfferat ' the moon' sfw? ' forest,' from ,/gupu to

protect, ytija (I. 1020) to sharpen, and ,/guhu (I. 944) to cover.

57. The words fifacnr 'town' and the rest are formed by

w* affix.

Thus f*riwr ' the name of a city', literally ' where the enemies are

crushed, (mathyanfce).' So also tFw* *a traveller'. These are from

ymathe (I. 901;) ' to agitate', and /pathe (I. 900) ' to go\

58, The affix^ comes after the verbs vq* (I. 898, IV.

51) 'to &j\ ** (I. 356) 'to suffer pain or trouble', gfe (I. "365.)

«to be blunted ', «re (I. 814.) to water' $% {6. 77) 'to preserve'

and ^ (I. 1038) ' to bite,'

Thus *nftt
c a bird

'

' a traveller ' *&K: ' a man leading a painful life'

g&ct ' water pot.' The nasal is not added as a diversity for the * of $fe,

required a nasal the root being really $<rs i_ n^« ' cloud ', gt<:t ' globe
'

igf^c*
—

' cruel ',
* ferocious.'
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59. The affix *^ comes after tlie verb §** (L 453,) ' to

eovrr ' and the nasal of the root is elided thereby.

Thus jft*:*
' the God of wealth V

60. The affix ^t^ comes after the root sr^r (I. 908,) c
to>

perish', and the ? is changed to ^ «

Thus srft:*
{ an enemy '.

61. The words ^fh: and the rest are formed- by '^ affix.

Thus ^fKt ' a lock of hair', *j%<t ' a protector' 5S^t ' a block-head
; 3^*

* a blacksmith'

.

These are from ,/mu.Ia
f
to establish or take root' ,/gudha ' to surround',

yguda to protect, yguhii to cover, and ymuhft, to faint.

62 The affix ^sre comes after the yerb^(I. 405) 'to fly',

the ** is changed to *.

Thus wrtat ' a pigeon'.

Note.—From ,/w% 'to colour' is derived sRtftej ' a pigeon'. It is so called

because its throat is variously coloured. The ^ of isfftre is redundant or

rather misleading. Tne word ^rrfr ^t has always the acute on the wt of

the affix as in the lines : ^g; trqVH * tr^snf^ ^jftfar I ^*m wrta ^f«nft 4ife>«< «

63. The affix ^g comes after the root *t ( II. 42) 'to*

shine',
f
to glitter'.

Thus wtr% ' your honor', ' your shining excellency'.

64. The affix ^tc*c comes after the root, wra; (I. 365) 'to

suffer pain', and ^s (I. 93, 820) < to be satisfied'.

Thus *R%n;t ' Hard', ' full.' w*: ' a kind of bird', As s&rwtTfVrar-
wrerfat (M&gha),
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65. The te-K and the rest are fprmed by m^ affix.

Thus f^TT* ' the young of any animal' ; ^%m c a saint'.

From -ai * to injure', preceded by fts% is derived faftro i The % of the-

root is elided, and the final of ftp* is dropped. It means 'a colt/ ' the sun*,
4

a youth/ 'a medicinal 'herb', 'sandal.' From /saha (I. 905) ^im it

66. The affix €ret^ comes after ^^ (I. 808) ' to shake', *nr

(I. 814) 'run or flow as liquids' *rw(I. 65, 384) * cheek', 5r% (I.

315, 342) ' to cover from rain', to (I 318,) ' to go'.

Thus w§rm: ' cheek ' the nasal is elided as it is so shown in the sutra,

«rttsr* « raw sugar', arcirrsr* ' raw sugar', i^rat ' bitter', ^Mt * a kind of

cloth and vegetable/ ' moon-light.'

Some read wfe(L. 302) instead of wfa, and form wtirn-Tt ' a chandal&.

Jw&t ' to sound/ (I. 527) aR^Tm ' the noise of the waves.'

67. The affix gn^ comes after the verb *ft (IX 4.) ' to

injure'.

Thus H%Kt f

a peacock".

68. The affix s^ comes after the verb ***£ (I. 798) 'to

flow out' and the * is changed to * n

Thus f^P^^ ' a kind of tree';, (neut.) ' red lead'.

faihtflrrcr %g* »
'%*-' (51$*)^^ i ^*g* I »n»5* »^ *&nror^ \ *«**

69. The affix 3^; comes after the verbs f* (V. 2. IX. 5) ' to

tie', aft (8, 1.) 'to spread', «n*w (I. 1031) ' to go
r
*tf (IV. 112)

«to'complete\ **(I. 176., 1046) ' to sprinkle', *fr (I. 631)

< to protect', mt* (III. 10) ' to bear', 'to support', ^ (I. 909}

* to lament*.
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Thus %f*
' a bridge ' ' a dam'. No ^<r augment because of the prohibi-

tion of (VII. 2. 9). cF$$ ' a thread ' n*&: ' going', TO: 'sour cream ' TO:
'that which unites.' It is masculine (II. 4 31}^ftg;: 'a cat.' It is thus

formed: ^rsr+i^^^r+^+i^ (VI 4. 20) Thus sutra tRfvf^p*

(I. 1. 6) is understood in that subra (VI 4. 20) according to some. So

there is no guna. Thus ^r§: t ^tt^: ' an element', wpsz: ' a jackal.'

SO t *q: f%^^ i \[ 30 t

70. The affix a^ comes after the verb trc (I. 972) ' to

drink, to preserve ' and is treated as a ftw: whereby the ^ is

changed to t. (VI. 4. 66. S. 2462)

"ThusV^: 'fire'; ' The sun.'

3^ 1 W^ <p \ \ \ $% \

71. The affix 5 comes after the yerb «« (I. 983, III. 16,

V. 29) ' to go', and it is fog 11.

Thus Wg :

( season' and menstrual period &c. The word has acute

on the final : As "Eff*T ws^, *r ^f*f*Rwr^[ .

s^ \ ^f^^f^^i^^rmmf^m^ i \ \ 3^ t

^viiwt wv$ 1 'qpjt ^^rfVsnfh' i *r^-*^*rt \ ^*ft irrcft i '«rr$t g>gftf^&

72. The affix 3 comes after the verb «b^ (I. 470, 869) * to

desire', ** (IV. 67, VIII. 9, X. 169) ' to think', w* (I. 862, III.

24, IV. 41) 'to be born', *rr (I. 998, III. 25) ' to sing' «nT(II. 42)

'to glitter', m (II. 40/ 'to become', and fi? (V. 11 )
c to go.'

Thus w%t ' the heart', ' kamadeva, fr^J {

offence', wg> ' animal', itt^*

' the male cuckoo,' ' bee '
f a celestial singer', and ' a song.' *ng; ' The

sun', -HT3* ' time, wind, traveller'/, when neuter, it means ' a demon,' ^
' cause'

3^ I «5TTO f%: \ \ \ $\ i

73. The affix 3 comes after the /ehayri c
to honor ' (1. 920)

and fas is substituted for •m*^ \

Thus T&Qi ' comet', ' a banner'. Thus ^T^+f==f«+3=^jt »

38 i ^Fft^ir%^ \ \ y 3y\\
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74. The affix 3 comes after the J^X (V. 14. ; X. 295) ' to

pervade', and the vowel is shortened.

Thus sswf t
' body.' ' a sacrificial animal'.

75. The affix 3^ comes after /vas ' to dwell/ (1. 1054.)

As WW ' an object/

76. The affix g^ comes after the verb^ (1. 1054,) ' to dwell,

when the sense is that of a house and it is treated as if it had
an indicatory tff.

Thus OTW ' a house/ A. Kosha J I. 2. 19.

93 i SffSTi 3>H: [ 9 I 33 i

« sa »

11. The affix ws comes after the verb * VIII. 10) ' to do.'

Thus wgt ' a sacrifice* yajiia.

78. The affix ^3 comes after the verb w (I. 2
)

' to prosper,

and «n (I. 1053) ' to carry.'

Thus vn£t ' a man', n^i ' an ox/ ' a traveller/ The affix has an in-

dicatory ^ and so the word is end-acute. Thus *%T«f Tc% 3^3' T$j$p&t \

3<5 I sfotng: \ \ I 3<S I

79. The affix *n-g comes after Jft* (I. 594) ' to live/

Thus ^fteTg: (masculine), * food/ ' life,' ' a medicine/ A. K. II. 8. 119",

80. The affix ^5^ comes after the verh J$\* (I. 495) 'to

live ' and there is vriddhi of t »

Thus %tti^» ' long-lived', ' moon', * drug,' and ' an agriculturist/ ' a.

physician.' A. Kosha I. 3. 16. III. 1. 6.

f
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81. . The affix * comes after the verbs 7* (I. 1039, VI. 6)

' to plough', yn (I. 497, 869, VI. 28) ' to drink', ww (VIII. 1, X.

.296) 'to spread', **r (III. 23) 'to become! rich', ^ (I. 213) 'to

gain', <ro (I. 217) ' to pain', and the words so formed are fem-

inine.

Thus *r|% ' fire of dried cow-dung,' 'cultivation,' 'river,' ^r*c» 'an

army' cTTt 'body,' •*** 'a bow', ^%t ' a merchant, 'a lightening' xanj**

* eubaneous eruption,' ' scab/ ' a worm,'

Thus in the Rabhasa-kosa we find 'karsuh pumfi karlsh&gnau kar-

sur nadyam &c.' The Medini-koS"a says ' karsil is masculine and means

fire of dded cow-duag, and ifo is feminine when meaning ' a river,' ' a

canal' sarju, m. merchant), f. a lightening ; heaven, m. Creator, R'idra.

82. The affix « comes after the /** (II. 57, X. 304) to

clean.', and there is guna of the ri into ar.

Thus *Tff* ' purification,' ' a washerman.'

The vriddhi ordained by VII. 2. 114. S. 2473 is set aside hy the guna

specifically enjoined by this subra.

82. A. The augment w* is added to w after the verb <*¥

(X. &4i) ' to break', optionally.

Thus 'orqr.S* or wsrt ' breaking', ' dividing'.

it*,.
•-» -*

83. The substitutes replaoe the *of *r* (1, 1053) ' to carry', •

before the affix w n

Thus v%t 'a wife', ' a daughter-in-law'. A, Kosha III, 3. 101.

84 The affix u comes after the vorb ** (I. 934) 'to injura*

and the * is changed to *

»

Thus w*e» ' itch' Bcab'.
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85. The affix *» comes after tlie verb, *R* (I. 139) ' to go',

*j (IV. 60) ' to go' * (1. 983, III. 16, V. 29) ' to go' and the affix

is ftna

»

Thus frrws ' a lance', m& ' a shoe' ssttcj ' yellow.' The word ^T^ means
' indistinct speech', ' a sorb of spear or lance', ' understanding'.

c$
I *# SSS I \ I <* I

86. The affix w comes after the verb ** (I. 471,) 'to

sound', and the * of ** is changed to «•

Thus ^srns
-

*
' a raft', ' a float'.

87. The affix <k comes after the Terb <3** (I. 402, 404) ' to

hang down', and the nasal is elided, when the negative ^ pre-

cedes it.

Thus sbrtt^j ' the "bottle gourd' so called because it floats on water and

does not sink (lambafce) in.it. See A. K. II, 4. 153.

toy? ww% -iptrTt** wvr^wi^tt i 'qwhK$qnff*| tfV i wTpr^rrsuFq^ snN:

88. The affix * comes after the verb * (IX. 18) ' to hurt',

preceded by «r and the *i is changed to *\

.

Thus ^rc» ' a kind of grass'; and a root'. By force of the word ' div-

ersely' (III. 3. 1. S. 3169) the affix ^r (short) also comes: as m^r% \ The

former is always feminine, the latter is masculine and neuter.

89. The affix w comes after the verb * (I. 1018) ' to cross

over', to which is added the augment 5^. »

Thus w£i ' a wooden ladle'. See A. K. II, 9. 34

90. The affix *? comes after the verb ^ffer (II. 64) ' to be

poor' and the * and *" of the verb are elided.
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Thus t&?j ' a kind of leprosy', ' a cutaneous disease'. The word VI of

the s&tra is a compound of i:+^T=^T w

Note*— Bhojmdeva takes the word as srf%Ttn beginning with «:. Ha
explains it in two ways : (1) f*:-f-ssrr= *rf, and the form then is t?s» for the

sutra then means, the fk. and ssrr of daridra are elided. (2). t-f^-fssrrss^f J

In this view the second *: r. of daridr& is elided, Thus sf$t i With short

<?r, the form is Tjgfti Thus there are four forms (1} dardru •«r|
c
t (2) dadru

?nj* (3) dardu ?rgf»'(4) ^f« dardru by Mrigayvadi class v (un. I. 37).

91. The affix w comes after the verbs *r% (IV. 9
)

' to dance',

and w* (I. 797, 922, X, 195.),' to mock at ' to fart'.

Thus «ric*
' a dancer', "an** ' the anus'.

92. The affix w comes after the verb ^s (a sautra dhatu)

and the augment ^n* is added, to the verb.

Thus t?%i ' a celestial river ' and ' true speech.' The y^ is a sautra

dhatu.

93. The words ***S, 3*& ***¥, *%w ,w* aRCi f^fw are form-

ed by * affix.

Thus ^r^c: ' a chain, a fetter, ' an ornament worn round the ankles', f*gt

'snake'. sr^fC. 'The rose apple and its fruit', (wg a thief) 9?%^' a kind of

annual plant or herb which dies after becoming ripe", ' phlegmatic', w^w
the jujube tree'. fsnarg;. * The second husband of a woman twice married'.

Note.—From j/adi ' to bind'' (I. 63) is st*ft I From ysrT ' to accept'

(II. 49) is derived *R%wt with the upapada wtui From ,/$'**%' to support'

(III. 10), with the upapada *m is obtained *Hh^» I

% (2) From the y^WT f
to string together' (VI. 34) is derived $*gt ' a

composer, a versifier, a reciter'. It is declined like $f » Another form

is |p$* without anusv&ra.

(3) The word wg is formed by adding the augment f^ to the root)

yjan before this affix, Some derive it from /jamu/ to eat' (1.499).

22
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By force of ' diversely/ there is shorts ^ also, as w^* \ As la the line

fTfir *r*srb tottoV sr^Vfq1

srsrer^ i

(4) ^s+^T+^ra^^;'' phlegm producing.' The insertion of * is

the irregularity.

(5) ^4- ,snr+W :==^*w? 'what supports the crab*

—

i.e. badart or

jujube. The insertion of the nasal is the anomaly.

(6) ftffa-f-^-j-^-f ftfftn^ literally, * who abandons (syafci) the firmness

(didhi), i.e. a widow who remarries.

Some read the sutra as ^^-^'£-"3r»'l~*if<!l ' lu this view g*^* mean-

ing 'a snake,' is derived from J-%*% (VI. 29) 'to pain.'

(7) sR*gt is derived from Jwi with the augment gps < It means ' one

who steals the property of another/ 'a thief*

94. The affix <sjfs (ut) comes after tlie roots J* (VI. 117) ' to

sw allow', and /i (VI. 110) ' to die.'

Thus *r*3 ' The wing of a bird', "*n?g; * wind'. This last word has two

other forms also, vvsm and *nra* all meaning wind and breath. The word

tpr* belongs to Yav&di class, (VIII. 2. 9) and with <*$% forms *n?$WT'S I

<M 5 'fit W£V \ \\ *$i

95. TJie affix <s-r> comes after the root Jn 'to swallow'

with the augment padded to it,

Thus »ti "q;
' gold',

i a kind of grass'. The word is feminine.

98. The affix ^comes after the verb s/s (I. 741 IV. 119.)

' to rejoice' ' to he satisfied.
1

Thus %^m ' a deer', ' a lover'. By force of the word ' diversely', this

affix comes after the root Ji& c
to rain" to cover' (I, 316) also. Tims

^%iR% 'beautiful' inconstant'.

^F?r ^%t ^rt^t 1 to-tot (or <s%xm*i) ^t?%3 igtv&i ^fW^fii ht^ i

97. The affix *ft (it) comes after the roots /liri (I. 947, HE
15.) ' to steal', */w (L 982, HI. 17.; ' to go', ,/tf* (I. 912) < to grow'

and /^ (I- 711) ' to please'.

Thus ff^g;
' a quarter of the compass, direction'; 2. 'yellowish', 3.

' Tur-

meric, grass'. 4. ' the horse of the sun', ' a bay horse', See Visvakosha for
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the verse ' :

harib kakubhi varne cha &c." ^rR^ ' a river' ^tf^rar ' female

of a kind of doer ' ^B?^ a woman', ^/ytish. is a sautra root not

found in the original Dhatupatha.- Thus in the Bhashya we havs

SHW* xiWfq; " the female of the deer called rishya or white footed

antelope is called rohit." Similarly g<pn?qr ^fV^ " the female of a man m
called yoshft.'*

98. The affix *fa comes after the verb tw (X 43, 259) ' to

heat.', and the causative sign fa* is elided.

Thus -ark^ ' lightening': literally that which strikes (tadayati).

<«<$ ! 3](%it I \ \ <$£ \

99. The affix « dha comes after the root/*n* (IV. 92
} X.

156),) ' to be appeased/
Thus mw%t ' a eunuch'. The letter w is not %% nor is it replaced by

VivVII. 1. 2. S. 475), nor the augment ^ comes before it: all this

is anomalous because of the " bahulam"—the Unetdi affixes are diversely

applied.

Note.—The affix sr would not have taken ^s by the prohibition of ^
sjfa ^fa (VII. 2. 8. S. 2981) ; but thab sufcra is restricted by the v&rtika

*t&!K ^m^t " the x%i does not come before the krit affixes beginning

with va, ra, ma and na" hence the above explanation.

The word ^res* when masculine means " the bull." It also means
* a eunuch/ ' an emasculated person,'

100. The affix ^ (atha) comes after the root y^m (L 470)

'to desire'.

Thus w*z* 'a tortoise', According to the Medinikosha this word

when masculine means ' a tortoise'; and when Neuter, f a water -jar*.

By the force of the word "bahulam" this affix comes after yjrt * to

grow old ' As w&i * hard, solid, old, decrepit, pale, cruel/

101. ~The affix *rz (atha) comes after the root /** (I. 90S)

'to delight', and there is Vriddhi of the vowel of the root.

Taus KT^r^(. ' The* name of the plant called asafoebida'.
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102- The affix *c (kha) comes after the root y**r (IV. 92,)

s to be appeased-'

Thus vt^m ' the conch-shell
'

' the bone of the forehead,' ' a hundred

billions.'

Note.—The isr is nob ^ nor is it replaced by'.f.* (VII. 1. 2. S. 475).

103. The affix * (tha) comes after the A<«r (I. 476, 831,)

"'to sound.' *

Thus m*t • thoat,' ' the neck/ ' vicinity', '' sound', ' a kind of tree.'

104.S The affix ma (ala) comes after the /vr (IV. 86, V. 25,

TI. 24,) ' to become satisfied'.

Thus wm ' a creeping plant.' By the force of the word ^ ' and' in the-

sutra, this affix comes after the root /a«s also. Thu* s^r " a creeper.''' It

should be distinguished from the word f*HWT " the three myrabolans." Sea

Amarakosa II. 9- 111. Compare IV. 1 . 21, S 479 where this word -&m is

considered as a Drigu compound. fsr^T and $st%m are also valid forms,

105. The affix «v (ala) comes after the root /** (IV. 59)

' to curse.' and the ^ is changed to m n

Thus mm i a variegated colour'.

Sole.—Another reading is *r^sr^f »

5W* i %#^W i srnfsrat i '$fa*if«wHw« awns* S*' I SfTO * 5*^ '

106. The affix"** (ala) comes after the root Jv* (I. 738)

' to rain' and the rest and it is considered as if it had an

indicatory oh.

Thus trvm ' a horse,' 'a Sudra.' Similarly from ,/ro, vzw% " a sweet-

meat made of ground sesamum and sugar," "mire/' "flesh." **rer* m* "a

demon." The affix m being f*3 would not have caused guna, but owing to

the Utn&di diversity it does so in the case of J* and /% \ Thus v^» 'a kind
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of pine tree i'
* straight*, ' artless'. As in the following verse : *wr f<Hq m»fr

*»mi*$ sfff^rjf'm i *r wV * ^ g*?rprT ^psw% *wk m*ft i Here every noun has a

double meaning. Similarly zxmt 'trembling/ * liquid.'

107. The affix ^ (ala) comes after ,/*% (I. 470, 869) ' to

desire' and the augment is s*k »

Thus qprot " the king of serpents i. e.
f
Sesha"; f a dew-lap,* ' a wall/ 'a

small worm,' ' an upper garment of wool / when neu ter it means * water/

It means also ' a blanket of wool.' Similarly from ,/g* ' to break' (Divadi),

we get gH^ ' a mace, club,' ' a pestle/ other forms of this word are 3**1

and gror 9

108. The affix srcr (ala) comes after the root V*rfr (I. 154)
' to obtain', ' to go/ and there is Yriddhi of the root.

Thus ^rf^rgr^ ' a plough'.

109. The affix tot comes after the verbs $*r (VI. 73) ' to

curve ' ww « to whip ' (I. 762, 939, II. 14.) and 9 (I. 999, II, 33,)

' to groan, to hum/ and there is augment ge added also. .

Thus $g*9F^ 'an opening bud'. The affix is added to J^ also, as

9*W*t wcw*. ' Sin', $tof^ ' delicate.' In this last word the « of /$
has taken guna by un&di diversity.

Note

:

—The affix *m comes after other roots also as a unadi diversity.

As from ,/^w or y§rar *§*r^ we get $tw t or fcrort « the name of a
country'.' From J?$* or ,/^m tfwsf or ^r^f ' provisions for a journey/

*a bank or shore/ 'jealousy.' From y^n? ^nr^, by the elision of the

w we have sr^ \ The feminine affix is3r«r, is added as it belongs to the

gaur&di class-. It means ' the plantain tree/ l a flag/ ' a king of deer/
• the Bimba plant.' From y?ug qirort we have winf c water/ ' copper,'

a lotus,' 'space/' a medicament.' The masculine qprtrt means ' a kind
of deer.' *kwt means ' an excellent woman.' From */*$n we get ipm*
" expert, trained." From y^rfs" ^TTTr^; we have w&w% ' orb', ' a district/

a circle of a king's near and distant neighbours consisting of twelve
kings.'
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110. The affix ms (ala) cornea nfter a/t® (I. 289, II. 57,>
'to clean' and there is elision of the final vowel with, the
consonant that follows it.

Thus <*w^ ' sin',
' excrement', 'impure secretion of the body', ' mean or

covetous'.

111. The affix *ra (ala) comes after the root ^/t* (I. 430,,

VI. 126) 'to move slowly' and * is changed to *r before this,

. Thus ^nm\ 'unsteady'. The masculine ^<m* means ' quick-silver',.

' fish', 'the chafcaka bird', ' a sort of perfume' The feminine n^m mean*.
' Lakshmi", ' lightening ' long pepper'.

112. The affix sra (ala) comes after the /^ra (IV. 78,

V. 15) 'to be able' and ** (I. 870,) ' to be appeased' and it is

Thus *r«*w^ ' a parb', ' the scales of a fish ' ;
' bark ' nm-% ' sin ' 'faeces/

r
calamity'.

113. The affix *sr comes after the root /ift (IV. 38) ' to

cut', whereby the vowel of the root is shortened and the

augment ?r* is added before the affix.

Thus «w* 'a goat/ ' a blus garment " another form is m*m* as the

word belongs to the Prajnadi class.

114 The affix ® comes after a verb ending in a nasal.

Thus ^w* 'a stick', 'CWT 'a widow' 'a slue', *3W: 'a fragment or

portion',' candied sugar' ' a flaw in a jewel,' wrar*
l the castor cil tree',

' ferment', ' scum of boiled rice', stWt ' a maim id or circumcised man'

'he whose hands are cut' sanrgt ' an egg' vmi ' a group or multitude' ' a

bull', ' an eunuch.' The * of the root is not changed to "<r as required by

VI, 1. 64 S. 2264, as a un&di anomaly. Some read it as 'stwj with tha

palatal n a TTO* 'the cheek," a mark', 'a hero,' ' the temples', 'horse's

trappings', ' a bubble', ' a kind of di?3*93, ^w* ' violent, ^wi ' * eunuch',

wi ' wi*d#Ba\
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No l
e.— Uh*. W5[ in ohus si/aoasaa is a pmty&h&rft meaning the letters

vt
f

<*r, ^f, ^qr and fn jNo such prat.y4bfi.rft, however, is found in the Ashtfc-

dhy &yi: the prat} &b&i&s ending in ^ are only three "ssr^t
, ^ and v^ « Sae

Kas'hika and my Asht&dyayL The above words are derived from ydarnu
to tame (IV. 94) /ramu 'to play' (I. 906:, y«banu 'to dig' (I. 927),

ymana 'to think' (LV. 37), y^and 'bo honor/ (I. 290), yama to go &?c'

(I 493>, y-shann s

&o give' (VIII. 2)„ ,/g im s
to go' (I. 10b) ,/chana ' to

give' -J- 6-33;, yparia ' to barfc.T/ to praise,' (L 4u6),

wftrv&tx ?Si frsr?*^ * ^gr^; j wra^; i &¥ i $^* « ^i" ir*^' f^r ww i

115. The aifix sr is fss^ after a verb beginning with a

guttural.

Thus t$<nr^ •
' A bowl shaped vessel,' m^sii ' a section', 5pst ' treacle'

^pTfft ' a bee\

Ifote.—From ykun ' to sound, to support ' comes «gwg[ meaning " a

hole in the ground for fire" ' a kind of measure', ' a natural basin of

water', while ^xft means ' a Kamaudalu bowl': «g<r«$ also means ' a son

born in adultery'.

From yKamu ' to wish', is formed «8TWX 1 It means a stem, &

portion of a tree, an arrow, an opportunity, | water, vile, private place,

a staff.

From ygnrl 'to make inarticulate sound' comes *pr«, a globe or

ball
3
treacle or molasses, an elephant's armour, the cotton tree, the milk

hedge plant. gTT$tr* <he whose hair is like g"gror milk hedge plant', i.e.,

mZJ^tKt ' matted hair* or blnva. Or *r^T3RT-r-t*r ' Lord of sleep or sloth.'

'

From if^r ' to wander', we get •gqzt ' a bee."

116. The affix ^m^ comes after the root w (I. 975) * to

stand', *?ra^ after the root ^3 (I. 918) 'to beg', and ^igftr*

after the root i*r (I. 269, II. 57,) ' to wash off' ' to make pure.'

Thus ^rsi^ or ^mii\ ' a plate', xrearna* ' a hole in th*. ground to

receive sacridcial tire'. ' kusa grass'. ^rsf'nfk* ' a cat/ { a S&dr& ' one

who cleanses his body.'

Note.—The root ^hjtt would have given *mmi by the affix *r* alone.

Why read the &llix -::. *-<,w* ?

117. The affix w* coines atier the roots ^ (I. 898,)
f to

fly', and ^(1. 298) ' to become violent'.
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sin,"
Thus tmrmV'the lower world whereinto people fall owing to ___.

^mrort* lion', according to some the form is wsr^.:, the vriddhi taking
place as the word is considered to belong to thelprajnadi class.

inrrcr* i fa>nsrt i fayra: i ^nrr^ t ^mv^tt 1 t^rrr^ i wn-r^ » tngrcro

i

118. The affix ^ft*^ comes after the roots w (IV. 93) to
grow tired', Sro (VI. 130) 'to enter', f^ (I. 339) <to curse',
' to cry out against', s* (VI. 41) 'to kill', gw (I. 895) ' to be
united', *n* (I, 808) 'to shake', "^. (I. 892,) to go', w
(I 187,1045) ' to develop/

Thus hww* ' a kind of tree, a kind of sword ' fwrat ' Big', ' kino-'

'woman', fw<?r> 'a cat' ytm\ 'the 6brous root of a lotas', gqrrat ' a
potter', «R^mi^ ' the skull', ^ram^ ' a straw', ^uro * a city'.

Note,—mmx a tree, a sword, the bark of bamboo, secbarial mark on
the forehead. fa*rP?fT name of Ujjayini, of a river, fmsim noble, a kind
of deer, a kind of bird.

119. The affix angach comes after the root t^ (I. 898)
' to fly', when meaning an insect.

Thus Tcft* ' a bird', ' an insect'. It means also a kind of rice, and
quick silver, the sun, a bird,

120. So also after the roots *r (I. 1018) ' to cross oyer'

&o. comes the affiix sk'tv «

Thus n<m ' a wave', mx% j
' clove' from^ ' to cub.'

121. The affiix «w comes afer the root *W (I. 380) 'to

sound* and the rest, and is fas »

Thus fg^Fnt ' clover' 1T^5* ' a kind of drum' ; from y&tt§ H ^KWjxt

* a deer in general ; from vs ' to scatter'. The s$ is changed to <3T ano-

malously.

Note.—f^raqft is the Name of a vegetable and medicinal substance that

destroys worms.
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123. The affix v^\ comes after the roots ^ (L 982,

III. 17) 'to go', and * (V- 8, IX. 38, X. 271) 'to choose', ' to

worship', 'to cover', and there is Vriddhi.

Thus mr$(t ' an antelope/ srrcffi ' the handle of a sword.

Note :—These words are derived from ^/sri gatau, and y vriil varaiie,

Sarariga ra. means the spotted deer, the cuckoo, a large crane, the flamingo,

an elephant, a lotus, the chataka bird.

As a diversity (bahulam), this affix comes after n ' to lead.' As wrcjf t

* the orange tree, the juice of the pepper plant.

123. The affix *r* comes after the root *n* (I. 1031) c to go*

and ^ (II. 1.) ' to eat.'

Thus *f»rc ' The river Ganges' ^%m " a sacrificial oblation called

Purodasa."

Note'.—By diversity (bahulam), the affix comes after the root ss^ 'to

go' also. As ssqfj the country called Artga : the body, the means, the sub-

sidiary or supplementary portion &c.

121. The affix^ cogues nfter the roots m (I. 498) ' to cut',

a (I. 1015, IX, 12) 'to make pure' ^re (X. 41) 'to separate'

and it is f^ »

Thus mm c a goat', literally that which is cut for the sake of sacrifice.

3>Tt 'a betel nut, areca nut, so called as the mouth is purified by

chewing it, ' a heap, ' wsn *
c
a sword.

Note :—By the force of the word bahulam 'diversely,' this affix comes

after the root f*re
e
to disregard, despise' (I. 326) also and the *r is not

changed to ^i As fw*r * fickle, an inconsistent lover, As in the Stsupala

Badha V. 31 :—ftw*> kw<* v£**ft* ^r^r% a

125. The affix *r^ comes after the root i (I. 916, III. 5.)

6
to support' with the augment sr^and it is f*fig: u

Thus T®^* a libertine (sfoidga), a large black bee (ali/ : the bark of

Laurus cassia (3[T^par*r>*) the cloud-rover (a kind of bird) (dhttinyala).

23
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126. The affix ^ with the augment g^ comes after the

root "3| (IX 18) 'to kill' and the vowel is shortened, -md it is

Thus 'spf: " a bora : the top or summit of a mountain, elevation, lord-

ship, a syringe, a mark or sign, the horn of the moon, a lotus Wffti fern, gold

used for ornaments, a kind of fish i.e., sheat-fish, a kind of medicinal root,

a kind of poison.

^3 \ TfWF&ft I \l ^3 \

127. The affix *wt. comes after the root -aj (IX. 81) to

injure with the augment 3^ when it means a bird.

Thus wr§t a bird.

The vriddhi takes place by VII. 2. 115. S. 254. There is another

word "sjT^f meaning ' a bow \ lb is a Taddhita word derived from w^
as "SBff^t fefiro—srtf * u

128. The affix peonies after the /$?? (I. 16,) 'to rejoice/

and the affix 5? after y*r (I. 984) 'to swallow.

Thus i^t ' a kind of bean, a sea bird* ; t»p the sage Garga.

129. The ^^*j cornea after the roots ^ (I. 946), ' to do
?

^r(L 982), to go' i (I. 0-i.G) 'to support,' *w (IX. 20) 'to

choose-'

Thus tRfrst* , a hive, a box or basket of bamboo, tstw* ' a rogue ' or a

bird ; wast ' a king/ ^vmt ' an eruption on the face/

Note :—Karanda means a small box or basket of bamboo, a bee-hive,

a sword, a port of duck, liver. Varanda means a multitude, a pimple or

eruption on the face, a veranda, a heap of grass, the string of a fish hook, a

pocket.

By diversely (bahulam) we get from sr ' to cross or flow, ' ?n?wt the string,

of a fish hook, old, wood, a raft.
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130. The aifix^ comes after the roots *r (IX, 18) ' to in-

jure 'and T (IX 23) 'to tear', the and *ra (III. 18) 'to shine.*,,

Thus sncg ' autumn', ^03 heart' ' bank:' and "¥Psrg ' sun.'

JSlote:—Sarad moans a year, the season called autumn. Darad means

the heart, terror fear a mountain, precipice, a bank or mound. Bhasad

means the sun. a fish, a kind of • duck, time, a float, the hinder parts,

pudendum muliebre, a mouth.

131. The affix m?% comes after the root <r (IX. 23)
cto tear/

the vowel is shortened and the augment 3^ is added.

Thus g*ns '' stone '.

Note :—Brishad means a rock, large stone, or stone in general, a mill-

stone, a flat sfcone for grinding condiments upon.

132. The affix ^Tx comes after the roots iswr (I. 1035) ' to

forsake' ^ (VIII. 1) 'to extend' if* (I, 1051) c
to worship'.

Thus c3i[ ' he 'or * that/ <r^ that, *re who, which or that.

Tnese are Pronouns belonging to the Sarv&di class.

133. The affix ^%. comes after the root * (II. 36) 'to go.'

and the augment 3^ is added, and * is gunated to * i

Thus *ar5 this

.

\\% \ wd^r: \ \x ^ \

ffat ^i^?n^ 1

13:k The auix ^rre comes after the root ^ (I. 982) 'to go.'

Thus iaxr f wind', ' cloud', ' a bee.'

In the Veda-bhashya, commenting on the hymn wtFtj ^rsjt^ &c.

Sayana explains the word srce^J by ^WTWsRTViTt "thu honey bees."

\%% x ^t«f?f^!af x \ x x$% x

135. The affix ^vs comes after Ihe root ^^5 (I, 172) ' to

dry/ and the nasal is elided.

Thus *snnr ' air.'
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136. The affix sarfsr conies after the causative root to
(X. 368)

f
to accomplish.'

Thus xrr^ or tn^ ' gold.'

137. The affix *rf*r conies after the verb im(I. 802) to be?

come famous and there is vocalization of the * into ^ »

Thus T^' separately.' Thus word is an Indeclinable, as it has been

listed in the Svaradi class.

^c \ "Br*?; 3*3^*3 \ \ \ \\* \

138. The affix Peonies after the verb *ft (III. 2
)

' to fear

'

and the $ is shortened and 5^. augment is added.

Thus fats*? a physician.

<gV ^%r vnq>, \ ^pr^ 1 ww% \ r*X 1 ^H l

139. The affix *dx^ comes after the verbs 3* a sautra root

and ^r (IV. 100) ' to throw.'

Thus 3P*f 'you/ sar<^ ' I ' The ,/yush is a sautra roob.

140. The affix ^ comes after the fourteen roots 55 (I. 983)
* to go/ *s?w (II. 34) 'to praise', 5w(V. 1.) ' to anoint' to produce,

5 (III. 1.) "to give or to take/ * (I. 982) < to go/^ (I. 948)

'to maintain/ %(I 255) ' to waste/ *5 (II. %1) 'to sound/ «rr

(II. 42) ' to shine/ m (II. 40) < to attain,' wr(II. 41) ' to move,

to blow,' *f* (IV. 60) < to go/ w(X. 153) ' to worship' and *V

(1. 950) ' io cany.'

Thus ^Wt ' eye disease', rUrsr; ' sacrifice' or ' assemblage/ ^"1** sacrifice,

*H* offering in fire, wt going, **«* duty, religion, %*rq happiness, %T*^

a kind of cloth, a room on the top of a house. Another form is ^^ with

vriddhi, as belonging to PrajMdi class, *m»,» the sun,*rmt a period of three

hours, wi* beautiful, vile, "t^t^ a lotus, *tot« coesumption from n*

* to honor, *Nt* the foundation of a wall.
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Note.—Soma means a kind of plant, nectar, the .moon, a ray of light,

camphor, water, air, wind, name of Kubera, of Shiva, of Yama, of Sugriva,

chief; rice gruel, sky. Dharma means holy, usage, nature, disposition

resemblance, a sacrifice, non-killing, the upanishad, the law, a bow, Yama,

a drinker of Soma.

Kshaumam means linen, silken clobh, wove silk, an airy room on the

top of a house, the back of an edifice, a fortified place before the building,

linseed, flax.

Bh&ma means passion, wroth, anger, the sun, brightness, lustre, splen-

dour, a sisters ' husband.

Vama means wealth, name of Shiva, of cnpid, an udder, left, vile &c
vami meaus the female of a jackal, a mare, a she ass, the female elephant.

Padma means lotus, an army arranged in the form of, a lotus, treasure,

a high number (one thousand billions), an elephant.

Noma means half, a part , a boundary, an enclosure, fence, the founda-

tion of a wall, fraud, deceit, evening, a hole, a ditch, a root, acting, dancing

flipper part. "Vedic. food.

141. The affix^ comes after the root *t (III. 8.) to leave,

the *sn is elided and it is treated as the desiderative with^%
Thus f«U crooked, and stow.

The affix^ is to be treated as the dtsiderative affix w%, when it is

added to the root *T u The resulc is that there is reduplication (VI. 1. 9. Ss

2395) and the adding of ^ by VII. 4 79. S. 2317 for the *r of the

reduplicate. ^T+^=w+^=w+^%+^=f^. « The neuter.

f%TO^is the name of tagara-plant.

142. The affix *nj[ cornea after the root ^t (I. 631) ' to pre-

serve' and there is elision of the ^ portion of *% »

Thus •stfc**. I The sacred syllable (Om) , the pranava.

The elision of fsr ordained by this sutra applies to the Tz portion of the

affix *F5[ , and not of the base y^m a For were it intended that the fV portion

of the base was to be elided, then the easier thing would have been to call

the affix *n?; a fw% affix-, and the indicatory ¥ would, have elided the fsr of

the ha$e.
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This ot+^=; av + m = u u + in—The penultimate *r and the final

* are both changed to 3ts by VI. 4, 20 S. 2354, Then these two * 's coa-

lesce into one long <st as, ai+^ra^fat by changing sk to guna *ft ti

Ujvaladatta says (< The word sft^is an Indeclinable, because it is listed

in the ^ttt class (I. 4. 57. S. -20. and I. 1, 37. S. 4.47)." But it is a

mistake, for ^Tf^ words are Indeclinabes only then when they do not

denote any substance ; but sft^ denotes the Supreme Substance. So it is nob

an Indeclinable under Ch&di class. As a matter of fact, it is an Avyaya,

because it is read in the Svar&di class (I. 1. 37. S. 447) The God is called

**V^ ' Protector,' because He protects (^rf<r).

. 143. The affix mj comes after the root n% (I. 661) to

eat, with the substitution of ^t for * u

Thus utt* a collection, a village, literally that which swallows up or is

swallowed up, that is, which comprehends all. The word #arHT$ means battle.

«

urrt musical note, *rtf%irrflr*, ^r^JTrTt, *j<srirwt where grama has the meaning

of
{

collection.'

\W \ srf£rfaf§rf%
,

g'finTO: ft*^ i \ i \)$ \

144. The affix ^ is fiffs after the verbs ^r (I. 631) ' to

preserve', far (IV, 2) to sew, f** (V. 2, IX. 5,) to bind, and

3I\ (IV. I4i) to dry.

Thus w*^ town, *S|pTi light, fart all, gpsT^ fire, air sun. In the Veda

Bhashya, the word 3f *ct* pi. is explained as* ?tt *rt wttstts under the verse

^fcr t^ &%pi &c. In the feminine the form is vm, the long s> is shortened,

Um& is a name of Parvafci.

*%m meays ray. Some say it means thread, far* all. It is a Pronoun.

It is listed in the Sarvanama class.

5W splendour, the sun. In the Veda bhashya it is explained by the

wordtref 'strength'.

'***» ^TroranwlT*' i i<flrfk -orr^ iftvftftp i 3p*r$ ^t ^rgrr ^ i it*** ^fwg i ^^r
tout** i -mym i *r*rt i wfa*cTf<-2P| » vrs^ran^fr sm \

145. The affix * « comes after the roots v* (IV. 19, VI. 59,

IX. 53) to go, to desire to kill, to give. $* (IV. 64) to fight, ***

(VII. 11.) to light, ve (IV. 104) throw up. *H (I. 10 12) to

go. ^ (V. 9.) to shake * (II. 21.) to bring forth.
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Thus tc&tt the desire, the spring season. Some read the root; ns •%* with

long % which means ' to go'. Then the word is ^t* H 3pT« an arrow, a

warrior ; ^^5 : fuel, especially that which is used for the sacred fire ; ^cst*

a sacrifices tetwj cloud. TO smoke
; ^5* sky, heaven.

By force of the word *r:pf, we get ^^ ' wound ' also from ^ ' to go*.

So also ^Ft^ from ^/spt f
to begeb'. ^sm means sacrificer, thief, fire. Tqrars

dark-blue, black, 'wnrr night, a shade, a dark woman, the indigo plant,

basil, niTW* name of a sacred fig tree at Allahabad, a cloud, the thorn-apple,

the cuckoo, w, Black pepper, sea-sal fc. f. a woman who has borne no child-

ren, a cow, turmeric, the Priyangu creeper. .

146. The affix to comes after the roots &% (VII 7.) to

unite; ^ (I. 781) to shine; and fwsr (I. 1020) to sharpen, and
the final of the verb is changed into the g-uttural.

Thus ipw% a couple, ^sht^ gold red, radiant, f*T*m sharp ^henco) voilonft.

147. The affix to comes after the root ^w (II. 2.) to kill,

"which is replaced by ?% u

Thus f^Tq; the winter season, frost, the sandal tree.

148. The affix to comes after the root * (III. 2. X. 278)

' to fear', with the optional augment to »

Thus srtort terrible, ^ffaws fearful. These are two well-known names of

the Mahabharata also.

149. The word^ is irregularly formed with the *w affix.

To the root ^ to sprinkle, to shine (III. 14) is added the affix to and

the vowel «S is gunated to form wni
Note.—: *th hot, heat, summer, perspiration, boiler, sun shine, juice,

milk.

\y? i ^s^: \ \ \ \yo \

150. Grishma is irregularly formed.
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To the root sr^to eat (I. 661) is added ^ and anomalously we get

ifawj summer season.

151. The affix f^^ comes after the verb vn (I. 802) ' to

become famous', and the * is changed to *i t

Thus ifarift the earth. Some read the affix w^; then the form is l*r*r »

Some make the affix wr^ and $aen the form is y^ m

In the Sabd&rnava we have if>sft y*^ «

.frofe.—The indicatory* of the affix denotes that the feminine is formed

by irtani The full text of the Sabdarnava is :

—

iT^^t 1^ fgsft ^tt ^sta^r

152. The affix w* comes after the verbs ^(V, 18) to per-

vade, w* (I. 803) to extend, ^ce (I. 320) to grow childish, ws (X.

175) to close, ire (I. 331) to desire, and fasr (VI. 130) to enter.

Thus 'sneer* a horse, w«rar* the rainy season, the sua, a drop of water, mzm
a sparrow, saffiower ; ^ar^; sin ; another diversely made form is fssT^ also.

Kanva is the name of a sage also wen-

! a couch ; •ftarsjr the universe.

Not&t—WW means a house, a fruit, a kind of musical instrument, a

sparrow, and game.

wn* means sin and the sage Kanva. fwm means a drug or seed used to

cause fermentation in the manufacture of spirits.

ir?5T literally that which is desired by the persons feeling sleepy—-viz.

couch.

*%t nvcrr I '* *w toi^i *nr* f*rntTW* I «*r fr*^ tow' t

153* The affix «rg; comes after the roots ^(11. 3.6) to go

and nt (II. 22) to sleep.

Thus vr* going,^w happiness.

*W going, mowng, speedy, quick. lis means also a course, way, or a

courser, a fleet horse as "S^r 37 *nsg; u

When not denoting a substantive, it is an Indeclinable.

So also $* as in ^Nf T^tz wstTi i

Note :—According to Ujjvaladabta %sr means ' male organ.' The

meaning given to i\ in the Veda Bh&shya is that of happiness.
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*hr fiTvrsi't ^jct t f-Ts%T lVsrt I ^*% «rBrat I fear *?jf% « ^itrtwTCT ***??* »

151. The words ^ all, ^fC? friction, fb$5 anger , «w a

dancer, fc fortunate, "^l a chariot, wW slanting, bowing humb-

ly and $** teacher are formed by *% affix, when not denoting

the agent.

All these are irregularly formed words not denoting an agent. Thus

that by which the universe is pervaded C^cf) is ^l^ ' AIL' With tho

preposition Tn added to the ,/ghrish. ' to rub/ we have f^-ssfs i The <sg

is not gimated. That by which anything is grazad or pounded is fe^si*

namely a hoof. (It means also wind, an ass or mule, a boar, a road.)

fbsers injurious, hurtful, m^t a dancer. Some read it as m^m i In this

case the penultimate vx of the root ^\ is changed to ^ 11
' That in which

the universe sleeps is fares " Shiva." The long -f of yVfi? is shortened.

TTfferi means chariot, and the Bhuloka (the physical planu). That which

is subdued is srf s stooping, submissive. It is either from the root f>r the

t®t and w_ of the root being elided; or it is from the root ^nrfsr, with the

elision ofw only. To the y-IT is added the affix sr% and we get $***
* teacher &ch&ryaV Some read it as %^m with short ^ is

The Word *sra*sr in the su.tra means agent (^tiI). Another reading is

Why do we say ' when not denoting the agent'? Observe y<T ^}
t

By the force of bahulara, we have t^st: from the root ^ir u

155. The words ^r happiness, *X5 sacrifice, fk$m tongue,

iPwt neck ^tost air, *ften tapeworm, air, are also valid forma

in «rc[

»

The %^r of this sutra differs from the %f of I. 153, in its accent only.

Tn 1 word %jt of the present sutra has acute on tho final consonant. It is

derived from ywY^ ' to lie down ' ' to sleep.' The ^^t is from ,/m ' to go*,

The long ^rr is shortened, the augment 5^ is added to the root. It means
great, powerful, active, restless,

24
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Note:—According to Ujjvaiadatta this word is derived from y^'to
worship

5

,
the ^ is changed to ^t *rfs means a sacrifioer qsnffTTt according to

him. In the Yedic Dictionary the word *rf is read in the list of ' great'-

denoting words. In Rigveda L 36. 1. *rat *nf ^if Sayana explains n%"
as Wcc a

^
The word fsrfT is derived from f?3\to lick The *f is changed to w, and

* is not gunated. That by which they lick (lihaubi) is called fW ' tongue'.
ifctt is from «t * to swallow ' That by which a thing is swnllowed is ifrm
* throat or neck'. There is added the augment te to the affix. From ssrrcr

* to obtain', we have sirac! 'air', <frarT means the intestinal worms, ?.#.
tape-worm

; some say it means wind in bowels.

Note :—*fteT is derived from ^ to injure. The sufcra gives us also the
form^Wr Osr^+*pftrT«*i**r*taT) If the word in the text be ^fWr
then it is derived from vx* ' to be ill': and meaus affliction, terror, a demou,
an enemy. Thno in the Rig Veda VII. 55. 1. the word ^rtftaST is explained
as V5i<i>w*rf €r*rT«rr TT'sr^f 11

156. The affix * comes after the roots w (VI. 116) to

scatter, *t (VI. 117) to swallow, * (IX. 18) to injure, t (IX. 23)

to tear.

Thus w^j desire, a rat ; fit pride, unf* An epithet of Shiva ; T*** a demon.

157- The affix *mf>^ comes after the roots 5 (II 23) to mix

;

T* (I 738) to sprinkle, **(I. 685) to make small, *rw (I. 874)
to shine, *rf<«r (I. 628) to go, ^r (II. 31) to go before, wfefiri

(IV, 1.) to play.

Thus 3^t young man, ^n the sun, the ear, or Indra. ^ssi a carpenter,
^TWT king, moon, ^*^t a desert, waste, w^ a bow ^m the sun' sri%f\?n a day.

"W I Tsrgr i

N

158. The affix *sf^ comes after the roots *rc (I. 427) to

connect, and *n (V. 18) to occupy, and the augment gs is

added thereby.
Thus Tfi? seven, -s^ng: eight.

From y^-q- vrofa and srfpmft' are derived these Uo numerals.

159. The affix *fa% comes after the root ^ (HI. 8) to

leave, preceded by the negative * n

Thusw day That which separates the darkness from ligB, or
removes, (SfTrra) the darkness.
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tr3 v&ttw tsTvavTtTnvm ikvre?v?% \
1

wr»riPrflr mi \ ^rvr t j*r \

cf%^ *r<^' i

160* The words ^ from Aw (I. 96) to go, w^ from **

(I. 687) to sprinkle, s^ from 3* (I- 706) to nourish, afarc from

%* to go (I 673) $t* from %£ (IV. 132) to wet, ^^ from ft*t

(IV. 91.) to he kind, *vsm% from to* (VI. 122) to purify, ^tt*

from *n to measure, fro*5^ from *vr (II. 4j6) to eat, ^^i^from.

*% (I. 862) to produce, fsraftw^ from fw (£. 1059). to grow and
<*wt from ?n? (X. 321) to worship, are formed with w$r affix-

These thirteen words are irregularly formed with, the affix sspt »

Thus from -e ^ fer ' to go, increase' we have *stt ' dog.' From <an*

*!N% ' to sprinkle ' we get ^X3T ' ox/ So also K*rr from s«r ' to grow old/

From %3f to go, we have sftcr ; the "C is lengthened. $f£?r is the disease of

the spleen, the enlargement of spleen, ^^r means moon and is from %1|
to wet, as the moon causes wet. From f«o? ' to please ' we get *s%^t ' a

friend ' ' moon.' The roofs vowel ^ is gunated here to ^ u From g^ we get?

*|5$ 'head'; because one faints or loses consciousness when struck on this

part. The <& of S%1 is lengthened, and is is replaced by ^ and the

augment 'cq* is inserted. That which sinks into the bones is w&m ,

' the

marrow of the bone.' ssw*rf comes from ^/^r^ preceded by ssj -t » That

which ecti-s (wrfk) all, is fronrsrT
£

fire, the all—devourer.' ^rftsnrr ' fire

or moon ' because it grows all round. It is from ,/*?%, the penultimate "9T

is elided, and a *r is added at the end before the affix, TTflfbwr that which
grows (Twnfa) in the mother (*mcft:)—mother space. The * of fche root fstsr ia

elided. From i 1? ' to honor ' is derived *mm ' Indra'. The I is changed to

"* and the augment sps is added before the affix.

Note :—The affix here is wfa and nob qjf?p$c i So that ffsis not a fk§ affix..

5snr^T is the name of the sun, and of Pitra.

In his gloss on the Big Veda verse itfbnrrtf §:# T*f, Sayana explains the

word "«rftw*rr by ^fcrFSTT' running or walking round', He derives it from

,/anj preceded by Trft and the affix ^ of the Unadi I. 159. The ^sr ia

elided, and the uda-tta is on the firsb syllable. Ujjvaladatta reads it as

^rf^r from J% a sautra dh^tu,
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CHAPTER II.

161 The affix W comes after the roots ft (I. 919) to do, *

(I. 947) to lake. 1,

Thus ^f; an elephant;, ^jp pease, scent t a respectable woman, a

capper co-lciurod deer.

102 The affix w«t^ comes after the roots %* (II. 2) to kill,

$* (IX 46) to extract, *ft (I 950) to carry, kt (I. 906) to play,

*et3t (I. 673) to shine* 2.

Thus ^'Jf: a man who is sad or depressed, ?§vxi leprosy, Ktwt leader, xvs

a chariot, a limb, m^s^ wood, turmeric.

$V« ;—Kn^htha means ' leprosy ' as well as a scent.

*ffa is explained as m\^ ' hymn ' in tlu Veda Bhashya on the mantra

103. The affix *$*% comes after the root * (III. 5) to

support, to nourish, preceded by saw a S.

Thus "srsr^j bathing at the end of a principal sacrifice for purification.

It means the end of a sacrifice .or yajna.

161*. The affix ^ comes after the roots ^ (I. 727) to burn,

^ (IX. 46) i,o extract, *t (I. 985) to sound, and «a (III. 16) to go.

Thus ssfaat a lip (lower or upper). "i&TO* any one of the viscera of the

body, such as the heart, lungs &o. the belly, abdomen, a granary, store room

:

Tror a religions verse, sjpr desire. By force of bahulam, we get *itot from

tq ' co go'. It means swelling' intumescence,

«

165. The affix m is f^ after the root % (I. 982) to go. 5,

Thus "arm a collection or multitude in general ; a company of merchants,

caravan ,of traders, troops.

^ \ ^^srr^nrj ri $ i
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166. The affix. ^^ conies after the roots a (IX. 24) to grow
old, decay, and *^;. (V. 8.) to choose. 0.

Thus vr-iPJT^ flesh, gfsz: a sort} of wooden fucc or fender with which at

chariot w provided as a defe?-;ce a^ahvU ooliuio.i: o,n armour, a coat of

mail, a shield, a group. In the VjiK ShfVh^a Yaruthu. 1* the name of an

Asura.

167. The affix ^conies after the roots m (I. 972) to drink,

*; (I. 101S) to cross over, ^ (VI. 1) to give pain, ** (II. 54,)

to speak, f<* (VII. 1.) purge, fsnr (VI. 1-10) to ooze. 7.

Thus ^fhu Ihe sun, ghoe
; <ft*k means <£

science, road, field, a remedy or
expedient, a teacher, a minister, an avatara, a sage, remnants of a meal
water, menstrual courses of a woman"—Visvakosha. It means also a
holy place of pilgrimage ;§c2Tt fire, collyrium, sulphate of copper, indigo,
small cardamons. <3"^st^. Name of the Samaveda

; fre?^ wealth. By force
of bahula, the affix comas after J^i^ also. As sger^ \ f%^r^ boiled rice*

168. The affix peonies after the verb n (III- 16.) to go,
preceded by fH u 8.

Thus tWstj Name of Sama Veda. In the Veda Bhashya on tY**ttot
f*nq: **f iiwgx% this word id explained as f%WT ' injury.'

169. The words fksrte mid-night, »ft<ftar pilgrimage and
tow bathed early in the morning, are formed irregularly, g,

T^rsfY^i means mid-night or night in general. *r>TfW==cft*r place of
pilgrimage, •m^m— bathed in the morning.

Notes:—Nisi fcha is from ,/afte to sleep, with the upasarga Or. Gopifcha
from ,/tt to drink with the upapada *Tt tt Avagatha from ^Tr^fco go,

with the proposition ssrsr and the root vowel is shortened. In Big Veda
I. 19. 1. the word %<?hr is explained by S&yn -v\, as %T5rt*pf < Soma -drinking'

Sw&rai Dayanaud explains ic as tr mmhih-t'B m i^TTH^ttftfg-cr: or kx^j
1 a learned man or a king,' or *nre* f^^e^^^?{K^^= a river or a tank.
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170. The affix «r^ comes after the root ^ (I. 965) to sound

preceded by m^n] '10.

Thus irjftnt fibre second parti of the S&ma Veda or the chanting dT

the Sama Veda.

^ » WW: I ^ * \\ t

^rftr^T Bff^nt *rirr**f[ i

171. The affix *w comes after the root * (II. 36) to go,,

preceded by ^ » 11,

The ifff^ra: battle, fire.

In the Ve.da Bhashya on Rig Veda IX. 95. 4, the word trfkm is

explained fgTfrr u It means where they go for success ^^%% w*rn§fi ssm »

In the classical literature also, the ,/w%^ preceded by ^ and ending in

ffK*( has this meaning of " battle "
; as in Amarakosha II. 8. 106 where

*?«v$t means 'battle.'

172. The wordsf^fire, love, ** the back, n* excrements,

jpr flock, and *?N: the nostrils of a horse, are irregularly

formed with the affix «*<& « 12.

The word ffl*ar is derived from yfro fwrn (I. 1020). The letter w i»

elided before the affix n% it It means ' fire ' and 'desire or love.' From

,/•<&* %**& (I» 7S7) is derived ^t which means ' back ' of the body. From

Jig ' to evacuate ' (VI. 106) is obtained i*r the lengthening is anomalous

(nipatana). From Js ftra% (II. 23) comes i*rq and similarly the vowel

is lengthened. It means a herd, a collection, a flock. From a/W T^rfr

(I. 1006) is derived irhJr by the guna of the root-vowel irregularly, sftw^

(neuter) means the mouth or nose of a horse ; iftn; (maso.) means * march

or journey.' Quere, May it not be derived directly from Jsdw tr^sfr

(I. 919).

*mt i fmm, » ssr? i TC^pjr* \ iff* g^rew i gift ^mwc% i ^s"$ gwn» i w^t <s»sjt

im^Kt i fwf $ot i '^t ft^ >ap?V isqvft ^% -^jr ^r ttt%' i ^n*uff » sfk* i *fk^ i

*r^J% » tw^Ww » ^c^? ^r^jr; ^«n^r* ^'
i ntf ^iretrtr't
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173. Tlie affix *w comes after tlie following 32 roots,

1. /^ft^ (T.S516) to increase, 2. y^i (VII. 22), to contract, 3.

stg (X. 136) to deceive, 4. /^ (V. 15) to be able, 5. /tVt

(IV. 14.) to send, 6 /s^ (VII. 6.) to pulverise, 7. /^
(I. 1032) to go, 8. /V* (IV. 86) to be satisfied, 9. yT* (IV. 87)

to rejoice, to be proud, 10 J^ (I. 11) to salute, to praise, 11

/**& (VII. 2%make wet, 12 ,/W (I. 778) to be white, 13.

J*m (I. 795) to remain, 14 ,/^w (I 248) to go, to throw, 15

J* (I. 950) to carry, 16 J*% (IV. 60) to go, 17 ,/*& (IV. 99)

to rejoice, 18 /a* (I. 16) to rejoice, 19 yffc* (IV. 61) to be

sorrowful, 20 /W*s (VII. 3 ) to divide, 21 »/W^ (VII 2.) to

divide, 22 S^ik (I. 13.) to praise, 23 /Vfc (I. 68) to rejoice, 24

,/to (I, 10:10) to reduce to ashes, 25 ,Ag (I V 104) to throw up
26 y^s (V. 23) to defraud, 27 /** (I. 1054) to dwell, 28 a/W
(IV. 54) to sound, 29 /^X (II. 22) to sleep, 30 ,A% (I. 757)

to laugh, 31 Jf** (I. 48) to go, 32 /** (I. 786) to shine.

Thus 1. wn:^ 'enlargement.' wn^+T*ff The * is elided by *: which

is a valadi affix, by S. 873. 2. From y<r* we get H^-j-T^— cPR^ i The
tr is changed to *r as the word belongs to Nyarikvadi class. It means butter

milk. So also 3. ^m^ crooked. 4. stnfft Indra, and a tree. 5. f^m* quick.

6. I3fi small. 7. ^n** moon. 8. !*r* a sacrificial cake or purod&Sa. 9. jjst*

'powerful.' 10. ^3ft worshipper. 11. grsr* a kind of aquatic animal. 12.

fsjc^rq; white leprosy, 13. tra: an enemy, a sound, darkness, rock, wheel

and the demon Vritra. 14. From ^/mm we get *ffc« The ,/aja is replaced

by *ft by II. 4. 56. S. 2292. 15. From Jft we get *fh^ : water.' 16.

v&\ a village. 17. w%t joy, and the country called Madra. 18. *[3T a seal,

a coin, a secret sign of recognition. 19. fisTSft a disease, poor. 20. f%3f"H

hole. 21. fvrsre a thunder bolt. 22. ^*sr* deep sound. 23. ^3* moon. An-

other form is ^^ without ^ formed by "^ aflfix of Pachadi class. As we

find in the Sabdarnava the synonyms of moon are f^rfg[t, ^'fft, "vrgmx,

srsft and ^sf * n 24. Tf * fire. 25. w* a divine physician. 26. *r»* ocean

and small. 27. The root qv is vocalised to <ro and we have ^n^+T

«

and the ^ is not changed to v though it comes after <ar, because of th®

following sutra, which ordains that when ^ is followed by t:, there is no

murdhrtnya change

^mrtsx ^granrosr ^rifaf ^^^n"fWf m ttw^t t ^t^ i 'sarins' (3$83) *fw
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3168. The *r substitution does not take place if * follows

the *, as -well as in *f*, **, *s* and **<:, and the words listed in

in the Savanadi class.

This debars the ^ change otherwise required by VIII. 3. 100. S. 3643

;

according to the opinion of K.&sik&-vritt>i : i.e. in the Vaidic literature also

there is no * ahange ; much loss would there be such a chang-} in the

classical literature, and so VIII. 3. 60. S. 2110. also doj|i not apply. Thus

**,-{-*« —*«" 'ray.' see Amarakosa I. 3. 33. and in the same II. 9. QQ

*tctt means "a cow.' 28. From yVrar we get sttw : 'a day.' srrsr^ 'a

temple. 29. From ,/wt\ is derived sfK* a python snake, 30 From y^r
comes T<er* 'a fool.' 31. From /fw we ge& fan- *

' a saint.' 32. y$vr gives

g^ white.

By force of the word *rpr\ this affix^ comes after J^ *jrw^ (IV. Ill)

also : as *TOT3; meaning a pastil, a tear. It is synonym oflgnspsr* a tear.

Rote:—In the DaSapadi 33 roots are given, namely the roob tra? is

inserted, between ^f*w and arftn The example is ^c?; * ox.' M&dhava also

has the same,

174. The ami rale comes after J^m (I. 93) to satisfy, y^
(I, 906.) to play and the penultimate is changed to <ar. 14.

Thus sjar? an acid, a sour, *rs* delight, tawny, bright.

Note

:

— %Xti m. means sourness, and a kind of cane or sorrel : and ^srV

/. wftWf ii
r$BPs v. ~ the sourness or acidity obtained from a tree,

175. The affix ^ comes after y*ra (I. 913) ' to do,' j>reoed-

ed by ?% and thereby the ^ of the root is changed to s » 15,

Thus :— Txpss The moon,

176. The affix tw comes after the verbs J^^ (I. 493) 'to

spenlc',,/^ CIA7" 93 )
' to grow tired', and there is lengthening

of the vowel of the root 16.

I'hus :— "mwi , mango, ejrs^ rod, metal,

fwft I

177. The affix ^ comes after /f^ (I. 66), 'to blame',

and there is. elision of the nasal before the affix. 17«

Thus:—fnsn sleep.
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178. Tlie affix t^ comes after the verb ,/#£ (I. 56) 'to

go', and there is lengthening. 18.

Thus nsrrgfn a Hfcar ^tt£t /. = the asfcerism ArdnL

179. The affix *« comes after ,/c* (I. 198) to grieve, and

thereby the ^ is changed to t and the vowel of the root is

lengthened. 19.

Thus ^sr* a SuJra ; literally ' a depressed or grieving person'.

180. The affix ^ comes after the verb ,/** (IV. 35) "to

go " preceded by st and the root is elided. 20.

Thus f:<^ distance : literally that which is reached with difficulty. It

is thus evolved : 5^+^+^=5^4-^=33;+^ (5 is elided by Vllf. 3 14.

S 173^=5^ (lengthening by VI. 3. Ill S. 174).

181. The affix t* comes after ,/^ft (VI. 141, VII. 11) to

cut, to light, and the final a is changed to * in one case, and
in the* other s^ replaces the whole verb also. 21.

Thus frssni painful, arc* wicked, cruel.

182. The affix rsr comes after ,/6-ftr (II. 58), to shed tears,

and there is elision of the causative sign f*. 22.

Thus •*$•* dreadful. He who causes others to cry out.

Note :—The word ^t is derived from the causative of the y^f^t, to'

shed tear The Upanishads, however, derive it from the simple root ^
namely who himself cries out : and not who makes others to cry out.

23 A. *3«<nnraTfir OTncnftr* \

23. A. Diversely in proper names and in the Vaidic literature, the

causative f% is elided after other roots than ,/rud, and before other affixes

than rak also.

Note:—Thus of wr, we have ?rwt derived from the causative root "%%-rfk

«^fwror* 11 So also if fait) imfo"*!vs* * &o.

25
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Note :—In the chhandas, we have from ^/vridhu to increase ; ?*$*§ *m
igX*m where sn^=gnHf^ « So also v *wt wt* from ,/jani ' to produce'

Thus W3jm==5^f?r %T*n*fol[ " hot winds which cause the leaves to dry

up", ie., the winter season. Similarly n,

'?f^^rt = "T'O^fV ^T^^rfpci " which

cause the leaves to fall down " i.e. The winter season. As in the

sentence mfcct W^^r wim* <ra: t**iri%r>s^ u

^ , *$ *r , , , ^ i

183. The affix ^ comes after the verb yi (I. 995) to go,

and $ replaces the sr of the root. 23.

Thus ^t: an atom : Vedic-qnick, swift. According to Visvakosa it

means a sword, cumin seed. So also Medini.

According to some the root is JJy& ' to grow old ' (IX. 29). Thus

w^r+^==f^r4-T:<K (vocalisation by VI. 1. 16. S. 2412)=gftx;» (lengthening

by VI. 4. 2. S. 2559). This is an opinion apparently finding its support

in the Mahabh&shya where in commenting on I. 1. 4 sr "stt^Itt w£*rr:$j$,

the v&rtika ^tt^Ti^ is set aside on the strength of the vartika k$r w^t

184. The affix w^ comes after the verbs ,/g (V 1) to press

out, * (II. 21) to bring forth, ^t (III. 10) to support, ^f* (IV.

136) to be greedy. 24.
» »

Thus ^a ' wine, lit. that which is distilled,' sometimes it means the

goblet or vessel. The masculine !£<.* means ' a god.' 15* means ' the sun

'

i.e., fsrftf w<ccrftf qrffqr %rar^ 11 ^xt m. strong-minded, wise
;

gentle,

"BrYcq; n. saffron. TST* a vulture: a greedy person.

^ . SftfWhi tf*w . * 1 « 1

185. The affix w* comes after /^(I. 995) to go, J% (V. 2),

to bind, yf*r (V. 5j to gather, /fa (V. 4), to throw away, and

there is lengthening of the root of the vowel. 25.

Thus :—"spr^s a hero, the sum, the lion, •srft? a plough, "*rk^ a rag, *fkt

the ocean. y% is a sautra root : like ,/% 11

Note :—1[^* a hero, warrior, a lion, a boar, the sun, the Sala tree, name

of Yadava the grand-father of Krishna : the Ark a plant, the Chitraka tree.

^afte* a plough, the sum, the Arka plant,

*nnc* a rag, a bark, a cloth or garment a necklace of pearls consisting of

four strings, a stripe stroke ; lead, a crest, the dress of a Buddhist priest, a

manner of writing with strokes, ^'ft /. a cricket : veil.
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*f¥ct the ocean, a limit, boundary, a drmk, beverage, a particular part

of a mountain.

jfVsf fa*n«r^ i

186. The affix hran comes after yindhi 'to s]line
, when

preceded by vi>

From yfa Tt'ft
l
to shine ' (VII. 11) we get fasr<q thus : fa-f ^r-f-i^=a

fa+T«f+ * (the nasal is elided by VI. 4. 24. S. 415) =3^^ pure, clean,

the sky, wind, air, fire.

187. The affix ^ comes after J*% (I. 796) 'to increase"

and ,/isrtr (I. 1052) to sow seed.

Thus crsfo leather, wax or w& a field, a rampart, earth work, mud wall,

a bank or mound of any kind, the slope or declivity of a hill, a summit
or peak, the bank of a river, the foundation of a building, the gate of a

fortified town, a ditch, the circumferance of a sphere, dust, ^sr* a father, a

Prajapati, <aw lead.

Xr^WX 3J*fa'3lFw: \ fsTTIcfrT^aTTTT^t » SQ^ft Tnw « ^ft? 'T^t » ^WJfsf'Sffa'r n

^run i 'wtajft ft*M tp^-' 1 591* OT«rnrr tw?[ » far* 1 ^i*srf*5%T'T%TTt j $***

'ir?c w?Rt' 1 n*rt fa*rr*f> » ?%t *jqn*mr* i
c

*:t:t Tap? ^r -ssrfafV 1 'in wr% mm? %

188. The words •zpz a leader, **» foremast, ^^C first, «wr

thunder, fair Brahmin, §sr% forest, isnac face, 3* razor, ^t hoof/nr^

•wise, ^ mighty, *K drum. ^ timid, "5w^ pure, w white, %
white and yellowish, **:* divider, w water, *t^t garland, are so*

formed with the affix ra. 28.

These nineteen words are irregularly formed by the affix ^ 1 There

is no guna of the root vowel as anomaly. Thus 1. "a^srt ' a leader.' It is

from J^M *rfa *wt TTfaj (I. 189). 2. From y*fa wH*ro tl 64) ot> Iodra

;

the Inner Self ; the sun. 3. From Jmfr t?*t (I. 830,) n?\ firsts, over,

surplus, front, a weight =pala. The nasal is elided. 4. From */** *r$t

(I. 271) to m. diamond : the thunder-bolt 5. From J§w ' to sow seed*

(I. 1052) com 3s fair* ; the penultimate "ssr is changed to ^ 11 6. From y^fa
«rts«t^ (I. 453) comes $%% forest. The nasal is elided. 7. From y^fa
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• to kiss ' (I. 456) comes fs^ ' face.' The Basal is elided here also, 9.

Froin,/$<: folNP* (VI. 52 and 54) comes $** ' the razor/ Thus 1^+*:=*

^j The root) *: is elided, and there is no guna. 10. From y%< %^
(VI. 52) comes similarly ^: hoof; the <c is elided and there is no guna.

11. From y*f* ^i^^T% (I. 12) comes *&% or *?r* with the elision of the

nasal. It means" good, auspicious, happiness; gold, a fragrant grass, iron,

a bullock, a species of wagtail, a kind of elephant, an imposter, an epithet

of mount Moru 12. From J*rz ti^to (IV. 114) comes <3uj, the <* is

changed to m lb means fierce, formidable, v$t Name of a mixed caste ;

Name of Rudra. 13. From /fsnft qfc (III. 2) comes %ft l Sometimes

the t; is changed to ^f and we get §sft or $w. » %€t a kettledrum 14.

5fcst a boat, a raft, a float, timid, foolish, unsteady, tali, agile. 15. From

J$* *X& (I- 19S) or /*5f^. H^ht^ (IV. 56) comes gpr:
;
the <* is

changed tio « \ Similar to the last we have ^rr» also where K is changed

to *a \ j[Wt bright, the planet Venus, Name of the preceptor of asuras, the

month of Jyestha, fire, the chitraka plant, the essence of anything, the

male and female energy, if!i white, Name of Shiva, a disease of the white

part of the eye, fresh butter, sour gruel. 16. From /^w (I. 997) by

virddhi of the root-vowel, we get *Fkt white, shining, pure, the white

mustard, the moon, a kind of buffalo, a kind of deer, the planet Jupiter,

the aame of Ohaitanya
;
yellowish color, *rrft Name of Parvati, a virgin,

the earth, turmeric, the fculsi plant. 17. From J^ ^rs* (I. 49 1) comes
_

w: wealthy. 18. From ,/*<&_ »raV (II. 36) comes *ct spirituous liquor,

water, the earth, speech, food, 19, From J^\ ^T% (II. 53) is derived

vtm, the * is changed to <3 I nmt name of a district in west Bengal,

name of a. trzbe, name of Vishnu, *tw* a field, high ground, a wood near

a village, fraud, mm a garland, wreath chaplet, a row, line, series, a

group, a string, necklace ; a rosary, a streak.

189. The *** qomes after the root /«* (I. 913), to go,

when preceded by the preposition ^. 29.

Thus *Bg«R: unsteady, fickle, bad, wicked. Literally he from whom

people thoroughly (*j*srt) run away 0**rf*cT) : whom people religiously

avoid.

190. The affixm comes after the verbs> (I. 1045) to

qooTc, and *v (IV. 85 j to become invisible and the * of ** is

changed to % the augnueut 3^ is added to to i 30.
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From yi^:* (I. 1045) to cook and ,/Var *rcpir^ CIV. 85) are derived

*trs§m 'cook,' and *f|pRt injurious, destructive, small, thin. A nasal is

inserted in the last The ir of the affix causes vriddhi in the case of ,/w «

^ \ -pr*?: 5R^ \ ^ \ ^ j

191. The affix krulccm comes after the root ybhi to fear

(III. 2.) 34.

Thus *fr*<jR{ timid, cowardly, a tiger, a jackal, a bear ; an owl, a kinp

of sugarcane n. a forest, wood.

192. When the word to be ibrined denotes an artisan, or

is a name then the affix Jcvun is added to a root, even when
not preceded by an npapada (as well as when preceded by an

npapada). 32-

As regards silpin or an artisan or artists. From ,/<&* xfa (IV. 58)

We get vs&rn a washerman. ,/$£ §^ (X. 23) TI$?sR* ' sugarcane-cutter/

one whose profession is to make sugar-cane into sugar=*frfe*s I Here

there is an npapada Tg.% the word is equal to ^w^: *g|njfcT it As examples

of Sarijfia or Appellation :—From „/^ ifsw^^^TJ (I. 59J) "mMt a spy, a

wandering mendicant. From ^Arqr *nj% (I. 938) nvmt a vessel used for

drinking spirits, From ^gpr *RtT (VI. 46) gveR* a dog, Name of a sage*

From y^sr vc?^ (I. 726) ^nw ' a dog.'

193. When the affix trj^ is added to the root ^ the 'c is

optionally changed to m and the form it assumes is either

^tsrs or stot* 33.

The word wsr* means licentious, m^mt is the name of a sage.

194 W hen this affix kyun is applied to the y*fan^(III. 8)

the root is doubled. 34

«

Tne word w?s$* is derived from y^HT'Sfi^ T^rFt (II L 8)
}
and means

abandoning, leaving, time, the child, tho slough of a snake.

vmm BR^sRKt «

195. When the affix kvim is applied to the J*u> the root

assumes the form of ^* before the affix is added to it- 35.
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Thus *mfmrsi w%t$x, ^ar%* ttr^pra, vt ut wm vfonft*T. (The

herald ?; the blacksmith.)

Prom tha root; y^WT ,ar5^T%^%Tn%T* (I. 974) ' bo blow ' is derived *flm*

* & blacksmith.'

196, The root w% is changed to "w when this affix kvart

is applied to it. 36.

Thus «5"*5R » 'an executioner', 'a murderer,' a kind of reed.'

By force of 'bahulam. the affix kvun comes after other roots also. As

y*p farwPT^ (X. 353) gives ^^t 'a juggler, cheat, rogue'. Similarly

a/S^fir §T^ (VI.L41) gives ^raraw 'cutter'.

This diverse application of the affix ^fg; is shown in the next su.tra.

137. The affix wss comes diversely after other roots also. 37.

Thus tshrnfa, $F*raf wnwftfar $w* (the magician, the juggler) $rerfr

fw^s w$wm ifm, f*Rf% ^tc* $r%ztn (the axe), fanifa ihrafac^rf srsfcnr

(the pearl piercer an instrument for boring diamond, pearl, &c) ; Tb«r$

*sftT aig^nf, *rq^j>«W' (that which makes food savoury, generally applied

to a kind of lemon tree, called cii'-on, or its fruit, the acid juice of

which makes food agreeable.) ; w^ftf «r«t^tf9 <shf«to* (a paramour) ; 'swwfsr

frc^riftfrr ^wm €t*r> %^r srr (that which gives off, a devotee or a cloud).

198. When this affix kvun is applied to the root y^
(I. 1039), there is vriddhi of the vowel of the root, according

to the Northern grammarians. 38.

Thus flraws or qrrrot \ It is derived from the root y$«r fet^ (I- 1039)

The word m$m means a husbandman, cultivator, a ploughman, <gnwu

has the additional sense of attractive, drawing. The neuter $*tf means

a plough share.

199. This affix kvun is applied to /&$ ( Vll. 20), to form

the word udaka. 39.

From ,/undi kledane (VII. 20) is derived vr«* by kvun affix: and

it m6ans water. The word ***» could have been derived regularly under

the preceding sutra 38, as it is a name ; its separate mention here is a

superfluity.
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900 \ Wf^^^ti fkfti'* \R I %0 i

200. The affix W^ is applied to the roots *r%and y^. 40.

Thus : -ergfo fitifw *fa *r%^* fvfH ^r^r f^w: "sps ^^arr. A centipede a

scorpion ; also an earth worm
;
^rsrfk %* vt f»f*n«* the ploughman . These

words are from /£* *r^ 5rt^ (VI. 11) and /f* ftratar^ (I. 1039).

201. The affix fW$ comes after the roots xrqr and srcr.,

preceded by the prefix ^ (u. i and m). 41.

These, are derived from y^ -e^miT^ to barber, (I. 466), and ,/wf

(I. 71 6)! to injure. The word m-qfnr^Kt means a merchant, a trader: and

srnKfrnfit a catamite, a man supported by another's wife.

202. When this hikan affix is applied to the root T* the *

of $ is lengthened. 42.

Thus *rfsnsR* a mouse. It is derived from y^ *-t*t (1 . 707) to steal.

203. When the affix kikcrn is added to ysyam there is

vocalisation of the root as well 43.

The force of ^ ' as well/ is that there is lengthening also. Thus ^f^*
' a kind of tree.' It also means an ant hill, an ant. The root is >r*rg "sp^

(I. 878).

204. To the root wV is added the affix *n^ i 44.

Thus arfro* ' the purchaser.' The root is gpstffa* ^TKrfsrf*nRr% (IX. 1).

205. This affix ikan is also applied to the roots vrw^, vr^
t

^1 , and <^ , when they are preceded by the preposition ^t « 45.

Thus ^ TtifwaR* a shopkeeper. It is a superfluity; for when we get

mnfrot by s&tra 41 ante, a fortiori we get •5m*rr%*iu \ From y*TT we get

^Ttmr^Rt an emerala, sapphire, a kir&ta or barbarian. It comes from t/vw

*g<?r(L 467), From y^?[^ T^ d' 8g8) comes "smrf^st a hawk, falcon,
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accidental, unforeseen, sent from heaven. From ,/<&$ ^t^tt% (L 927)

comes s5rnjrftra»J a mouse or rat, a hog : a digger, ditcher, miner, a thief, a

spade.

206. The affix *** is applied to the roots **, "^, *, and
*w ii 46.

Thus from ^ tnt (I. 1012) comes s&t* the white color, a falcon ; from

*s& or Tjtf vrsQ. ^Tg%Tt(I. 959/ comes 1=?%*$ a thief. Some read this as

'ft** without n I

From fsf ^^ (I. 947) comes ^Txwt a deer, the white colour, a goose, the

sun, Vishnu, Shiva. iffbtfV one of the four classes of women : a yellow-

jasmine, a good golden image, name of a metre, the green color, turmeric,

madder. From ssrar twot^I" (I. 63 1) comes ssrferc't an officiating priest at a

sacrifice : an Adhvaryu.

207. The affix inach is treated as f*fa when added to the

root //vrij. 47.

From the root ijsft ?£% (Ii. 19) we get vfWtf sin. It means sorrow and
' curve ' also.

^tanprr**rT«h( I sifaR^ I

208- The affix in^ch is added to the root /aja ; and the

root ,/aja (I. 248) is replaced by aja. 48-

• In, other words, the root remains unchanged. Otherwise by the

general rule II. 4. 56 S. 2292, the root aja would have been replaced by

/vi. This prevents that substitution.

Thus ssrf^fj; i The word means skin. See Amarakosa II. 7. 47.

209. The affix inaoh comes diversely after other roots

also. 49.

Thus J^z f^s. *fai^ (I. 356) gives us vtfs*n{ hard ,/<&*& »t^ (I. 891)

gives *?m*r% a lotus, ,/mi w:% (I. 522) gives wra^ dirty, /ff& ijrt

(I. 289) gives ^fw^ Name of a city, the capital of the Vidarbhas.

Note :—*&?**( hard, stiff; cruel, inexorable, sharp, giving pain mas. a

thicket. ssf^T or sweetmeat made with refined sugar, an earthen vessel

for cooking. *Kfoft chalk, a water jar. Tf^TT dirty, foul, unclean, soiled,

black, sinful, low, ^tfo*ft a woman during menstruation,
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§jtwt^ is the name of a city. As wc^ ^jfwtf swit wft ' the eggborn
Went to the city Kundinam ' (Shrl Harsha). Kundina is the name of

a saint also : whose descendants are called 3rHw*sr* »

49A. «?%* \

49. A. The affix inach is added to the root ,/<£* (IV. 40) also.

From y^t <&&&*& we get fip^ * divided or division' : as in the

Taittiriya ^ W*r f& whatever is cut (f*R* = mf^cf) on a Parush (trsfV=;

*rcrf<?r) i.e. on a sacred day, belongs to the Devas. tr*rfV f^W «srfw?f ?r^

fwTWT^ ii The word f%«f means e a clay ' also.

R\0 i ?f3f§fls*rrf*PTO I ^ I V(© I

Tfsprq; I ^fsparj i 'srrwT »

210. The affix ^t?[ is applied to the roots, g and tf*r. 50.

From ydru *T?ft (I. 992) and ,/daksha *ft <Jm 639) we get ^ffw^ and

^fwq and •stfwr i

Thus ; c?^ n^rf* 55% m^t en ag; ^Bwf %*$ iw^ wsfrft *tt (Property,

gold, thing and power); ^rf* n$% sftar6f *n*f% err ^ ^fwsrt ^wt srnwnr:

tr^'^srssr^F 'right, honest, courteous, submissive.); f%^f ^ ^fg^fT ^Ttf

srfer^T wr. (a gift due to the Brahmaaas on occasions of religious

observances.)

211. The affix inan when added to *Jti (III. 16) to go ; is

treated as a T^m; and the 5g is replaced by short i-, which is

followed by t by I. 1. 51. S. 70. 51.

Thus : ^^?f*cr *fs$ft?r *psr sr^TfT OTTtsrq ^fw$ (a desert or saline soil).

Thus ^^^f^ss^-if-W^ (no guna because the affix is treated as fmm
and 5$ is replaced by * by the express rule of this s<Ur.a)s*s-f-^+ *Pr^

(I. I* 51. S. 70J=»*foinf| a desert?, dreary region : a rivulet, a hole.

fwf^rai 1 gf*r* i

212- When the affix inan is added to y>ep (I. 391) to

shake, and /tuh (I. 773) to distress, the vowels of the roots

are shortened to ^ and ^ respectively. 52.

Thus ^+^^=f^+^=fscftnni 'forest.' §?+^T^==<ft^+^^[=

g\+^*r*(==3f^r^ cold, snow.

<<tfW fcrc& *&r% *p«jf* Hf^rW ! Tfi&ri 1

213. So also the roots ^ and g« take the affix inan, and

the root vowel remains short. 53.

26
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Thus *—KTtrafa ufafas^tf^ HfgfT^ (lonely, solitary, handful, and trans-

parent) ; trhsrofsr *%?% *rsr^f?r gf%T^ (sea side, or river side).

These are from ,/ara nfasT*!^ (X 58) and ,/&$ *r^$ (X. 61).

214. To the root «r4, is applied tlie affix t*%, and the «

of garv is replaced by s. 54.

Thus *j$rw\ i *mfa irnftfo T£r^ff?f g>»fsr err irr sfw* *rfw* 3tT i

The root is *n* 'iW^ « ^jf*?^ means a pregnant woman. The feminine

long $ is added as the word belongs to Gauradi class.

215. This affix v*t comes after the root ^ (L 912) to

sprout. 55.

Thus the form is : ^tffw« t ^ff<r sftiN wt^ w rtf^ir: a sandal wood tree

;

another form is ^fw* as the word belongs to the PrajSadi class.

216. To the root <** is applied both ^^ and ^*m \ 56.

Thus mfir wt 5T»^ est srpinfVnq: (the kingdom) also if^fnf

.

The affix ^*ns[ is drawn inco the sutra by force of the word ^ ' also'.

The root is "unr grrnrrs; (I. 766). In the Veda Bhashya the word *offt; is

explained as T^ftat or ^f^ro* ' adorable' ' worship worthy'. See Rig Veda

^^Fsr^fK *rrffTt ^ (I. 165 8).

wt\\ utc i ^j i isrosra^ wcf^EKmfsr ^T7rr"qrarc>ir3 i sjV^^ 1 crests *sT*Twlr

<tfta8f l 'itT^n^ ^i^wicJjf fnnrwif spn* fqrarq[' i

217- The affix kvip is added to the roots vach, prachchh,

sri, sru, dru, pru, and ju: whereby the Towels of the roots are

lengthened, but there is no change of the semi-vowel of the

root into the corresponding vowel. 57.

Thus ^+^ro==en*Kt The semi-vowel sr required to be changed

into ^ by VI. 1. 15. S. 2409, but the above prohibition prevents this.

Similarly xj^+^n^are The vocalisation required by VI. 1, 16. S. 2412

is prevented. The <5 is changed to sr by VI. 4. 19. S. 2561, This sr is

changed to *r by VIII. 2. 86 S. 294, which is changed to % (wwjar) and

then to * (^wt) : thus we get S. mz, dual m^1

,
pi. snw« u

Similarly f*+^f*r<T=:»»ft$

Similarly ^+^$r<T=;*|t « a sacrificial ladle, literally from which butter

&c„ flowa into the sacrificial fire.
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Similarly g+^V'T—St ' gold,'

Similarly st gives wesit a lewd person, an insect. Similarly %t meaning'

sky, Saraswati, a demon and swift.

Note :—sr% nm Trrsrr^ (words); ^^^FcT srrc, (as sra^ wre ,) a disciple ;.

-£\rft Tsrefar <srr ^t •sfir* (a design of nature, beauty) ^t ^rafa mwt anr m ^r t

u^rar^* wr (a sacrificial ladle ; a cascade).

f^ mxsr^ sronnTOT in sr* fiFTrtf *t (Gold) sat* xnrf* iratftft sKsriii gsr^^t-

*r*t s^eir m (a lewd person ; an insect), spsrfcr sfbf tsstcFH^t jt ^srtasRft tnro

w«rf firoT «nr (a rabbit, a horse, a bull, the sky, knowledge). So also the

forms of araRr (bhe rainy season), gT* (the gate keeper), s^ferg; (whey) ; sf*r

(sC^fsct «srsrt*ar wr <st ; hymn).

These words are from the roots snrTf'WT'srt (II. M), ires- -^nvpttx^ (VL.

120) fro %gnrm^ (I. 945 >, « *r^ (I. 987) i^t^ (I. 992) w^ *nft (I, 1006);

and i; n^1

(a saufcra dhatu).

218. The affix ^Bnr comes after the root m^to pervade-

(V. 14) and thereby the Jong vowel ^t is shortened into ^ n 58.

Thus ; sjrrsmfcer ^ftefwic*rT"<Ts \ -mvt (waters) . This word is always

feminine and plural in declension ; thus : ^rort, ^r*r;, ^fft, ^*r*, &c. The
word means earth, water. See Amarakosa I. 10. 3.

Thus 'sam+ flKJRrrssi'spT i It is declined as above; i.e. Nom. PI. -mrm,

Ace. PI. sshTJ Inst PI. *x%$ftt ; Dat, Abl. PI. ^r^wq-j \ Gen. PL -ssref ; Loc. ^r^g
3

«

^ , tr^ gr%: isr^-r ^t# i ^ » ^ i

219. To the root ** ,
preceded by the prefix ^f<7 is added

the affix ^rfanr , whereby the short ^ of vraj is lengthened into

ssrr, and \ replaces w when it is final in a pada. 59.

Thus trfet* w£wt srsrfer ^ trftsire^a mendicant). Thus vftk& w-f-^fgnr =
Trftarw but in the Nominative Singular it is considered as if it was wfer ra r

Then, the ^ is changed to \ by sra c*r and Wcssr rules. The root is *r w ir^tr

(1 272).

The dual of afere is xrfer"^ and the plural is trfenwt «

S3

220. The affix ^f*re is added to the root i and the rowel is

lengthened and the root is doubled as if the affix was t%- 60.
Thus :—^f€tF?r ^tm^f^r <*t ^t ^rr ^gt (a wooden ladle by which ghee is

poured into the sacrificial fire). The root is 5 TT'nT'PiV* (III. 1).
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tufa** —„,.——"
-irf. tf i ».» i.iinim.1 ...— i. i i., n .,,.,-,,—

.

„..,„.-.„——* —h.«iA»—i.i..-.- —;»—,.,. i^-i. „.».—,w..i.- -,„.,.,. ., —. -, ,-., «„..„.„ „ --——

»

221. The affix «t is applied to the root f to flow* 61.

(Thus :—*smf?r ^nren^ <ar* <ep« (a sacrificial ladle ; meaning the same as

m, Art. II. 57, preceding). Similarly "%w% (motionless, constant).

222. The affix f*w is also applied to the root «r . 62.

Thus WT^^r? ^rwfar wi ^jp^ (a sacrificial ladle). The affix is really ,er
;

the •% is for euphony, and ^ is indicatory, by which the ^ is changed to

a guttural. Thus f%, dual wft, pi. ^r* i The plural form *?nsrt is

found in the following nzjf ^r ^^ iftsfk it

223. The portion *rc of the root ^ to spread, is replaced

by the syllable * va, when the affix faw (^ ) is added to it. 63,

Thus ^+f^«^+X==^ com ' s - ^* skin.

The substitute is the full syllable w v/a consisting of two letters sr and

<sr, and not merely \\ Hence Bhattoji uses the word sabda in explaining

this sittra. " For the meaning of the word ?*re see A. K.'II. 6. 62,

22-1. To the roots /glai (I. 952) to be dejected, and ,/nud

(VI. 2) to propel is added the affix dan. 64. •

Thus *t-f- ^eaf^H moon. ^-f-^==?fh boat. ship. See A. K. I. 3.

14 and I. 10. 10.

225. The words formed by dan are not indeclinables?

except when they take the further affix chvi. 65.

The word^ is understood in this sutra. Thus »sft qrctfo. Here the

case-affix is elided, as the word is treated like a chvi formed fcaddhiba, and

hence is indeclinable* It means sap^h Htft -w*^^ <rsn 3vdfcr
? converting

that which was not glass (or camphor) into camphor; i.e. encamphoring &c.

The present sutra is in fact a niyama or restrictive rule, for it restricts

the too wide scope of I. 1. 39 S, 449 by which every word formed by the

krito affix ssft, would have been ipso facto an indeclinable. As UnAdia

are krit affixes, a word formed by ^t would be an indeclinable* But this
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sutra really says that a uri&di word formed by an ^ or ^i, ^ or *s£t affix is

not an indeclinable, unless it is used with the force of chv% affix. See the

following sutras for ^ and ^V affixes^

2i6. To the root ,/ra (II. 48) to give, is added the affix

dai (%). 66.

".Thus ?s+*«*i It is declined thus ^+3^=^+3^ (VII 2. 85. S.

286) Bsxxt « Dual trr^ « Pi. *nw < ^ means fire, sharp
;
gold, and riches.

TO I T%t*: l * I $9 1

227. To the root /gam (I. 1031) ' to go' is added the affix

do (**j. 67.

Thu3 T^+^;= 'Tt i In declining this word, sutra VII. 1. 90. S. 284

applies. The nom, S. is *rh » According to Kes'ava, this word means, when
masculine, the sun; a bull, a ray of light, a kind of sacrifice ; when femi-

nine it means, a quarter of the compass, the goddess of speech i,e. Sarasvati

;

the earth, the cow : when both masculine and feminine, it means, heaven,

the thunder bolt of Indra, water, ray, a region of the sky, an arrow, and

the hair of the body.

By force of bahulam, the affix comes after /dyub (I. 777) to shine*

Thus *?fh fern., Heaven and firmament.

^ \ ^%^gr
J: [ ^ \ ^ I

228. To the root /bhram (IV, 96) to wander about, is

added the affix du Oar) as well as to the root ^/gam. 68.

Thus «t ' brow/ By force of the word ^ ' and', the affix is applied to

t$ also. Thus ^ripr,: a servant, literally one who goes in front.

229. To the root /dam (IV. 94) to tame, Is added the affix

dos (<&%); 69.

'Ihus *n-r-*H=ft* , dual TtTt1 the fore-arm. According to Sriharsha

the word is masculine, as Tt«f w&i t It is neuter also, as wff TtwV used in

the Bhashya. It is feminine also as tTtt ' arm': as in Dhananjaya Kosha.

230. To the root /pan to barter, to praise (1. 4<66) is added

the affix iji (*\) , and the initial * is replaced by ** » 70.
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Thus 'fw-f-^f^==«rw-f ^sr=s^p!rsr nom. s. *rfw a trader. The word

takes the affix t%\ without changing the sense. As snrfisrsr* a trader. See

Amarakosa II. 9. 78 for the phrase %*r»ft *rrf<Jrsr* srftoff \

231. The affix iji coming after yvas to desire (II. 70) is

treated as ft^[ and so causes vocalisation. 7l«

Thus g^+^^B'frna i The vocalisation takes place by VI. 1. 16. S.

2412. It means fire and ghee (clarified butter).

232. The affix iji is fa* after the root yhhri to support

(I. 946) and the final of the root is replaced hy long * which is

followed hy t (1. 1. 51. S. 70). 72-

Thus ^4-^=^4-^==^^ nom. S. 'gfbfi meaning the earth.

233. The affix urin comes after the roots yjas to release

(IV. 102.) and /sah to endure (I. 905). 73.

Thus *rgfxi ' the thunder- bolt.' ' the wearied', ' the hungry." ^fb ' the

sun, and the earth
5

, the enduring, the long-suffering.

Note t—The words w^ft and ^ftare used in the following Riks :—^g^^ ftp^T^ u Here ^rg^t (dative) is explained as *srT*rrnT » In the Rik

iftamnntf ^fc* * x^% the word <srf^ is explained as ^rW n In sgrcre**.

wmi Tjffx: 55 sw the word ^grc: is explained by wr sftei (Rv. IV. 38 7.)

234 To the roots /su to distil (V. 1) /yu to mix (II. 23),,

yru to sound (II 24) and yvfm to choose (V. 8) is added the-

affix yuch (^) 74-

Thus <sar*rj moon, wr* the Yavana, *^rnrt the cuekoo, and ww a kind of

tree.

Note :

—

tm*s extracting the Soma-juice, a sacrifice, a libation, bathing,,

generation, Tanrs a tribe of foreigners: Greek, au Ionian. Wffs sounding,,

tone. nxw( fem. is the name of a river. «rwt a bitter herb
?
and the

neuter ^^ means a rampart, a bridge.
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235. The affix yuoh is added to the root ,/as to pervade (V."

18), and thereby ,/as is replaced by ras. 75.

Thus •5a^+^=w + g^=T3!?rr a sorb of ornament for wearing round

the waist of women. The word '^RT tongue, has a dental ^r I lb is

derived from ^/xm to taste of the Ohur&di class. (X. 385). It is formed by

the affix ??$ as it belongs to the Nandadi class. As a matter of fact, both

words *wrr and xw*n are indifferently employed to denote a girdle and a

tongue. The ssntr of this subra includes ?si\ $tw*t also (IX. 51). The yvM
will take T* by sr^^wrfa (see below II. 78). It includes ,/xm ars^ (I.

745) and S<* ssnwnr^ (X. 385).

236. The * of /undi (VII. 20, is elided, wh-n the affix

yuoh is added. 76-

Thus ^r-f-fj^»^+1^=^^^ food, boiled rice, grain mashed and

cook xl with milk : a cloud. ^^4i the plant called bala" isida cardifolia).

237. "When the affix 3* is added to the root^ to go (1. 1031)

the * is changed to *r. 77-

Thus ir*K?*a siftrfacfir, nn*% the sky, the firmament. See A. K I. 2. 1.

238 The affix 3^. is added diversely to various other roots

with various other forms. 78.

Thus: w^lta^ ^f«r *?ft?re* wtfrfi wt (light) ; **r^% «r^^y% ^-^^j vfimi

(a chaiiot)

;

t*3 wtt^FcT nrf ^r wwrt (eyes); ^Te^niT^tftfcf ^r*f (sandal-

wood) <ct*raM<& rhm » The bright sky, a handsome woman, a kind of yel-

low, pigment usually called WWtaTT I Similarly sshsr: yellow; the ebony

tree) &c.

Note :—These words are from the roots,/dyut (I. 777) to shine,,/syandu

(I. 798) to flow, yni (I. 9 50) to lead, ,/chadi (I. 68) to rejoice, ,/ruch

(I. 781) to shine. ***» ?rr* a war-chariot, air, hearing, a kind of tree called

tinisha : water, *nrtf eyes : "V*q*t sandal-wood, a kind of monkey ; and "sf^sft

name of a river :
,**T«f a kind of medicinal plant called Bhadrakltli. "cNfT

a red lotus flower, yellow pigment, a handsome woman : xt^m dark S&lnmli,

bright, a stomachic, name of one of the five arrows of cupid. From ^r$ to

throw, we get ^wr throwing, a missile, name of a tree (jivaka). Similarly

from ysra to go constantly (I. 38) preceded by ktw, we get ^t*r3*t the

Piyala tree,
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^(5 1^: ergs*
| ^ | &g \

239. The root t^t takes after it the affix •*$% (ana). 79.

Thus ^srfi* wm^c cTsFstt^f^w (safflower, saffron ; a kind of colour

resembling the deep yellow of the saffron) Kwft (night).

Note :—The root K&m to colour '(I. 1048) ; takes lyut also and we get

K9wk^ \ The affix w^% being f^g; causes the elision of the nasal. Diversely

(bhulam) the affix comes after frr also, as f^rwt \

240. In the chhandas, the affix ^f^ is added to the roots $,

w,^, and^ i 80-

Thus **wtf?r gw*^ (the world, the earth,) *nfr ^t ^t^j 3^ (God, the

sun)^ra ?R*<T**cftfa ^rt ^r%stf (fire) ftnfepr (the act of coition,) ^s^fa ^farqraf

wrfcr '^fk ^wt'S a frying pan, (the act of frying).

Note :
—

<g to be (I. 1), ^to beget (IV. 24 j, f to shake (V. 9) ^njpr to fry

(VI. 4) take ky un in the Vaidic literature. By bahulam, the affix is found

after these roots in secular literature also. g«nf a world, the earth, the

heaven, a being, mankind, water. See A. K. II, 1. 6. TST
ierar+^g^r=a''i^4-

1 (VI. i. 16. S. 2412)+T^r-f-g t^rsrwr VIII. 4. 53. S. 52) iww-f f==^w*H3t
a frying pan. See A. K. II. 9. 30.

241. The affix ^¥ comes after the roots w, "*, *?J% *?**, and

Thus :—fsvcfsT fsrftj ^FqwwiKprft f£RW* (the rays of sun or moon) ftrrr^

*rra*rfsr ^srtar srr ^ g^trs (wit is understood) sea; ^n&^hra^ftr grsprn (the

sky, force). *ft %* ^rr *t^3 ^f?r ^War «kft^ *tt awnrrs (a hymn, a lover)
;

•Brcnd "zwtTz wF5*rsi*rq[ (death).

The roots are ,/kri to scatter (VI. 116), ypri to prot3ct (III. 4) ,/vrijl

to avoid (II. 19) ,/madi to praise &c. (I. J3), ydhfi. to supporb (III. 10).

fsretf means the destruction, and family, race.

242. The affix *2 comes after the root^ (V. 22.) and when

this affix is added, the form ** is changed to ftrc, and the word

so formed denotes a nam 3. 82.

Thus : "srwlrfa irrnwtf ^^tKt ^tj fV*n$r* ;gp$t a teacher. A. K. I. 3, 24,

An epithet of Brishaspati, the preceptor of the Gods, ftmm the speech,

praise, hymn, (intellect), understanding, earth, a cup, bowl.
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2 13 A.. When the affix ^3 is added to the verb^ the root

changes itself to ^^
Thus ^a 1*^* en in§^grfg ^ itwt a sound—lit, that which manifests on

being struck.

** "V *"v N. <1

2-14. The words w$, vm, *»*3, and ^g; are formed by the

affix ^h, and it is like ^ affix, and the force the affix is to

denote present time like the affix ws » 84

Thess words are formed by the affix ^rflr i From ^jf %^^ to sprinkle

(I. 737) comes ^for a drop of water. It is neuter and always used

in the plural. The singular is ^^ » There is no guna of the root vowel.

Similarly f^sr is from the root qr$ to increase (I. 771), ^n is from ir* to

worship (X. 321)- upt*[ is from *m to go (L 1031) ; and n% is replaced by wt t

Note :—These word are really formed by the affix ^fk and not song i It

is treated like *rg which is an 3rf*n; affix and consequently VII. 1. 70 S. 331

applies, and we get i^ in *f rsc l In the feminine, we have ^Vrr by IV. 3.

6. S. 455 as wi^rV t

Note

:

—Had the words T*g &e. been w% formed, then we could have easily

omitted the words sra^T% and «$*«* from this sutra. But they are not

$rg formed. Had they been so, then the vikarana ^ra would be added to

the root it*, and there would be 3^ by VII. 1. 80 S. 455, and an optional

form 'ffi'eft would arise. The accent moreover would be governed by VI.

1, 186 S. 3730 in that case. But if the affix be taken as ssrftr then it

being an &rdhadh&tuka affix, the vikarana spt is not added, and so the

above difficulty does not arise. Hence Bhattoji takes these words as

formed by the affix t$vx and not *&&, though this ^f?r is treated like *r§ for

some purposes.

Note 1—The example given above is "2t5rf*<r plural of ^<$, in order to

indicate that the word is neuter when meaning a drop. When masculine

it means a deer. fi<ft means an egg-plant, a thorn, the speech, a reservoir,

a name of a metre, a wrapper or mantle. By being treated as w% there is

g^(v"IL 1. 70. S. 361), as^pr*— **3** ' ***** nuans an egg.-plant, when

neuter, Tig; means kingdom. When masculine, it means Mahat the

Great principle of S&nkhya, the mighty. *twV is also the name of the lute

of N&rada ; as iptfhia the name of the lute of Visvavasu, SvSTwy of Tumbaru
27
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and ws^ of Sarasvati, See M&gha I. 10 (snfa**ntf *c%xf %$£$*). ^Tg; is

neuter when meaning the world, the universe : when masculine it means

wind, air. It has all the three genders when meaning immoveable. w*tH

means the earth, the world, a kind of metre, and man kind. The masculine

wrg; ' air,' being treated as srg formed takes 3^ (VII. 1. 70. S. 361) ; and

is declined as "m% dual wr*ii
}
pi. wr^crt i But the Tsrrrg; derived under

dyuti-gami-juhotinam dveoha (Vartika under III. 2. 178. S. 3158) not

being sng like is declined as wn% writ and ^nm \

Thus: q'w'Bi fovsrfa fipffw ** t <rg ^^ (A kind of deer, a drop of any

liquid.) *rffir snl^dPr i^g (largo). Fern, i^r a portion of the Vedas).

245. The words samschat, tripat and vehat are irregularly

formed by ati affix. 85.

These are Nip&tanas. They are enumerated separately from the last

mentioned words, in order not to apply s'atri-vad-bhava to them, ^g is

derived from f^tf^^ (V. 5) with the preposition w% \ The * of f*r is elided.

w^, means magic. From ^ xfr<!r$ (IV. SQ) comes 1^5 'umbrella.' From

1^; to kill (II, 2.) comes %$q; with the upasarga ?*r \ The sr^ of^ is elided,

and the * of f^r is changed to ^ \ %f3[ a barren cow, one who destroys the

womb. See A. K. II. 9. 69.

Note :—The feminine of %sg would bo ^fir had it been Satri-liko.

But it is not so : and vwag (IV. 1. 6) does nob apply.

According to Subhuti Chandra ^g; is derived from ^+fiw to swell,

jgprs means moon also.

246. After the roots Jiu. to go, and /jri to grow old,

comes the affix asmachm the clihandas. 86.

Thus sxwarFO a road, a path, a way. wwrm an old man or an invalid

person.

Note :—But in the two verses w*r?*rt &c. (Rv. I. 62. 1 & 2.) the word

wsprto is explained as ssrfOTrernr very powerful. It means also a cemetery

but then it is differently derived,

247. The affix srerwn is Tm after /riji (I. 190) to fry,

ytridhn (I. 796) to increase, /madi (I. 13) to praise, and

ysaha (I. 905) to endure. 87,
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Thus 3£535reT«« a cloud, ^ww a man, ^^psTf* fire, a living creature,

,jywm a peacock, a sacrifice.

Note:—The root ssfsr takes 3^ as it has an indicatory %\ and this nasal

is never elided here. Thus there can be no guna of sgssr \ So also of i/ir**

and y^% 11 Therefore with regard to these three roots, the forms would

have been the same, whether the affix were Brtj or not. The difference

would be with regard to ^yt only. The above three roots might easily

have been read along with •aj <sr of the last subra. The word &®i in the

next su.tr a could also have been omitted. Thus instead of three apporisms,

two would have been enough.

As, w*3rswr*n*_^<3r ssfspsr <srf»^ Tjff^t » andw gps ^ i^t fs?^ n

In the Mantras sgsronrt jtww <a^tt and -m^r% *re *t*w*t ^toto the

words have been given their etymological moaning in the Bh&shya, and

not the meanings as given above.

248. The Jn to go (I. 983) takes guna when the affix

asanach is added to it ; and the augment snt (*) is inserted, 88.

Thus 5$+^ott^=^+^+^^^=w^t*j the fire ; the killer of

enemies.

Note :~In the Mantra ^wrfsre^r $m*rm, the word w%tptto (dative) is

explained in the Bh&shya by warm ¥%fk^ to the killer of enemies.

249. The affix dnaoh is added to the root Vstu to praise

(II. 34), when the preposition^ is in construction with it. 89.

Thus wswrt an orator, a good speaker.

yrw 1 i^t i w*t ^OTT^rat* 1

250. The affix anach is added to ,/yndli to war (IV". 64.),

,/budhir 1o know (L 924), and ,/drisir to see (I, 1037) ; and it

is Tm. 1 90.

Thus -tpnm an enemy, an opponent. i^tt* a preceptor, •gwnrt a

guardian of the world. By bahulam it comes after ,/<pt also. As ^nmr*

a sword. In the following shioka there is play on the words ^mt ' a

miser'
;
^wmt ' a sword/ and ^-ar fa treasury' ' a sheath.'
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251. The affix anach is added to the desiderative of the

/hurchha, when the sign ^ of the desiderative is luk-elided ;

and the ^ of the root is lopa-elided. 91.

Thus h^cpst* the moon.

Note *—The roob yhurchchh& to be crooked (I. 226) when in the

desiderative, takes ^rT<*^ , hut the^ is elided and so also ^ of the root.

In the Yajur Veda mantra ^^sr^rg: 55reruns *w* the word juhuranam is

explained as #fe?*ni»Tft* ' crooked'. See Isa upan ishad my edition p. 30,

252. To the desiderative of the root /a'vita ' to make

white' (I. 778), is added the affix anach, the affix -^ is elided

and 3 of the root is replaced hy s \ 92.

Thus fwBcanST** pious in conduct, virtuous, holy.
•

Note :—The affix is fag; and so there is no guna. Of course, in the

desiderative there is reduplication. See Amarakosa" III. 1. 46. Kshlra-

swami derives this word from fetfT *Sh& (I. 10), with the affix ^T*r* with

the force of Fsrc \ In other words, he makes it the Perfecb Participle of

ftwf J He apparently has over looked this sutra. The difficulty with the

root fwfcr is that the nasal caused by ^g will not be elided : and 3»T^

is a Vaidic affix,

TErfej ^t^t ^rg* *ra3r>src% *re^ ^ « w^rt^ 1 '^ TO?TT*n£ scfe tott?! 1 'srcnif

258. The affix trin comes after /sans, to praise (I. 764)

and the affix trich after /kshad and the rest, when the word

so formed is a name; and the affixes do not take the

intermediate * 11 93.

Thus sr\+^==-sr**=l. noin, s. tP^t ; dual af^f^
;
pi. TrfiSTCt ti

The root "%% is a saubra dhatu: and means to cut, to eat. It is

Anivlattet. It is found used in the Rig Verse w& to*tt*
;
and in the

following phrase taken from the Br&hmanas :—**nif *t 5*ar s[T*i^ii \ Thus

Vf+f<r»ver'; nom. s. tot i It means a charioteer, a gate-keeper, an

off spring of a sudra father and a Vaishya wife.

Note :—In explaining the sutra VL 4. 11 8. 277, it has already been

said that the words Tff &o. have been used in that sutra in order to teach by

implication a niyama or restriction—namely the unadi words formed by

& or Tl do not get lengthened, except the eight words svasri &c.

specifically mentioned in that sutra, The word **$ is not among these
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3

eight, hence its declension is •af^c*" and not -sfwr^, and -afore* and Tsfenx* «

The word has acute on the first syllable as the affix is Ft^ I As in the

mantra jrrsnrre ^h -st^ts Btsts i

The word *rrfT in *?prF* refers to roots like *n§ Tsrafir^ (II. 66). Thus

*nw, du. *?rcHT^ pi. wnsarro i 'arrf^r or fsrTsrFa ^<rr5="arr«=a'T 33$ » It is the

name of the Buddha. Similarly w^tt^t i See VI. 4. 11. S. 277. Its

dual and plural are wimrOt, snrT<e«rn;t « The lengthening in both cases

is by the sutra VI. 4. 11. S. 277.

According to Medini Kosha *^rc means the son of a sudra produced on

a Vaisya woman. This is the meaning taken by Bhattoji in the text

above. But according to Amarakosa it is the son of a sudra by a

Kshatriya woman.

Similarly from ,/ft to lead, we get with the preposition T5 the noun

<3*%crr a kind of Ritvik priest.

254 Diversely also other words are formed by the addi-

tion ofw and $* to otli«r roots.
4
" 94.

Thus 'fcTT from "*nj; and ^*cTT from ^ \

This sutra is superfluous: for the word unfit of the last aphorism

would have made these few.) affixes applicable to other roots also.

m i hf
4^ **s6 <hj *ww *t*t* wm% 5% r

255, The following ten words are irregularly derived,

viz., to (a grandson), %"S (one of the chief officiating priests

at a Soma sacrifice), <*re (name of a Vedic God), ^"1 (a sacrifi-

cial priest), *rC3 (one of the sixteen officiating priests at a

sacrifice), ^ (brother), m*T% (son-in-law), "tt^ (mother), F^,

(father), and 5% (daughter). 95,

These' ten words are formed by trin or trioh. With the negative

particle *r added to the root ^/Vg; to fail (I. 898) is formed ^tf i The

son's son or daughter's son is so called because through him the ancestors

do not fall from heaven into the Naraka called gg; t

From ,/ft to lead (L 950) we get ^t by guna of the root and

inserting the augment 3*rj It means the leading priest in aSoma
sacrifice^
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From yf?*nT to shine (I. 1050) is obtained s*njT by changing the ^

of the root into 'ssf 11 It means the divine Architect ; a carpenter. From

yhu to sacrifice (III. 1.) comes ^hcrr the Hotri priest. From ,/pu

to purify (I. 1015) comes the word "Vtwx the Potri priest : a kind of

Bitvik. From y/bhraj to shine (I. 194) comes wt% brother. The *r of the

root is elided.

From ,/ma to measure (II. 53) with the upapada mm wife,

comes sttwts son-in-law, literally he who measures or causes to be

measured the wife. From Jwx-% to worship (I. 1021) comes inert

mother. The ^ of the root is elided. From ypa to protect (II. 47)

comes ftnrr, the ^t of the root is changed to ^ n. From the root yduh

to milk (II. 4) comes gf^crr I The affix f^ takes the intermediate * as an

exception : nor does it cause guna.

256. The affix -arc cornea after the verb sr^ to throw (IV. 100)

preceded by the preposition S 96.

Thus 3+^+^=* 'fare. N. S. *wr (sister).

Another reading of this sutra is l^it *$^ i There is no difference of

meaning ;
^fsr^%> or ~*fr ssr%s moan the same. The Commentary adopts

the first.

257. The affix *%& comes after the verb ^ (I, 30) to

attempt, endeavour, strive, try, and there is vriddhi of ^i 97-

Tims *rT3T (a husbands' brothers' wife). The wives of brothers are

related to each other as iTcrr sisters-in-law. See Amarakos'a (II. 6. 30)

for the above verse of the text,

tr Hwrf* www • ^ «»w» ^^ «

c™^ 5 *wr W^tt wfapft *

25S. The affix «r* comes after the /^ (I. 67) to be

glad, when it is preceded by the indeclinable w and there is

vriddhiof the root. 98.

Thus *prr**rr with vriddhi of the last sutra, (husband's sister) literally

meaning one who is never satisfied, however one might strive to please-

her. Others do not read the anuvritti of vriddhi into this sutra. The

form then is ww*ji I Thus in Sabdamava we find ' the husband's sister is

nananda, also called nananda, and nandini.'
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259. The affix^ comes after ,/ftr* (I V. 1) 'to joke.' 99-

Thus $*T or ^ro (husband's younger brother) Thus Amarakosha

says : *qwr* *f *Hrc* -^^n* ^^Tf^^ ^s|^rcr" The brother of a wife is

called Syala, that of a husband, devri or devara " (A. K. II, 6. 32).

260. The affix *z is added to Jnl to lead (I. 950) and it is

ft*
i 100.

Thus tft+ss-^-r-'SE (the fe portion t of ?ft is elided, because the/ affix

has an indicatory 5)=^ It is declined as S. tt
;

dual, w^*, pi. to

261. In the chhandas, the affix n which is fea, comes after

the verb *«tt to stand (I. 975) when the word savye is in

composition as an upapada. 101.

Thu3^%-f-WT+9ii==WB^+ *T* + si (^t elided because the affix is ftr^)sa

^a^-j.^ i Now applies the following vartika which is to be found under

sutra VIII. 3. 97 S. 2918. (see my Ashtadhyayi.)

Vdrtika. The ^ of stha, athin, and sthri is changed into -sr when pre-

ceded by amba, ftmba, go, bhftaii, savya, apa, dvi, tri, ku, Seku, s'anku,

aiigu, mafiji, punji, paraine, barhis, divi and agni. Therefore ^%-f-^sr=s

m^ I It means a charioteer and is declined as S. ^b^ht, dual wfi^Kt, pi,

58*5%Ht* I The locative sign in w«5t is not elided because of VI. 3. 14, S. 972.

262. The affix *sfftr comes after the following eight verbs

m*:—*i (I. 983) 'to go or move, or obtain' « (1.982) 'to move'

^ (I 948) ' to support', ^c (I: 97^) ' to blow', ** ' to go' (I. 498),

^r to eat (IX. 51) ^ ' to protect, defend or move', (I. 631)

and * ' to cross' (I. 1018). 102.

Thus «i+^nr»r+^T:fwt ' a piece of wood of the saml tree used for kind-

ling the sacred fire by attrition'.

w^ftrs ' a path, way, road or course ' similarly the word wtfkt is derived

from the root w to injure, It means a road, path, But in Veda Bh&shya
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on ^TTwrSrarcftn* it is explained by $TTnini<g^ttf (Ry. I. 31. 16) *rcf^« ' the

earth ' vm$n the tube a blow-pipe, the. artery or vein, also ^*r?ft i w*?*t

'motion or way'; vsvtfkx ' the thunder bolt ' of Indra * literally by which is

enjoyed the kingdom by Indra ; it means the sun also, ^grfat ' the earth';

trcfft ' the boat'.

The word x&fai ' night ' turmeric, or red lao ; or lotus is diversely

formed from the root ^w ' to be delighted' to dye, color, paint &o. The

*r of the root is also diversely elided. To the root is added the affix ^ff.

Another form is tw^ft » The long t (^ta ) is added by ^f^aRTtJi &c.

263. In the chhandas the affix ^fo comes after the desider-

ative of the verb $* ' to be dried ' (IV. 7l<) preceded by

53T^ » 103.

Thus ssrnr ip^+^+'^^'^nsp^* (wind, or fire) : being worshipped

on account of shining very quickly, or causing sorrow to one's enemies.

264 The affix ^rfr comes after the verb w* 'to plough'

(I. 1039) and the initial m is changed to ^. 104-

Thus |!^+^f'r=s^f^rj (a man).

Note :—In the Vaidika Nighantu, the form *at$v®t meaning ' a man ' is

read in the list of ^^^mr*

But Ujjvala Datta has read the sutra as f%a^w ^* and so he has derived

th* form 'emfars meaning ' a harlot'. But this is not correct. Had it been

so, the sutra would have stood as ^ 7* from the root dhrish.

The Veda Bh&shya also explains the word^wfwt in the same way when

commenting on the mantra *&tarc?rf^tera* n (Rv. 1-3 7)

265. The affix *%$* comes after the verb ^ s to eat or

destroy ' (II. 1), to which the augment 3* is added, 105.

Thus «5+Wif «rf*= ssrgfa* ' fire'.

266. The affix *f*r comes after the verb *s e to subsist or

exist (I. 795). 106.

Thus g-^+^f«r=arafa* 'a way, road. ' See Amarakosa (II, 1-15.) But

according
C

to Govardhana, the augment g? is also to ba added. Thus

arw+w^-f. iafo==«r?wfat * a road'.
1

The feminine form is **& with the tf*. of f>fw^ *
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267. The affix *rfir comes after the verb fa-* 'to discharge,

to let go &o.' (VI. 5) and the affix is treated as fejr&. 107«

Thus fV"*-f-'STf»T ss'fa^rfqr* ' a stroke with a whip' a weapon. In the

Veda Bhashya fW*i is explained by %w throwing, in the mantra

<gr<ranr ^mi fg^fW g*?njfa n (Rv. IT. 40. 4).

268. The affix ^ comes after the verb W (I. 219) 'to

worship ' ^ (I- 198 )
' to grieve '; i (III. 1) ' to offer or present

as an oblation to fire'; ** (I. 1032) 'to creep or crawl'; wfa

(X. 290) 'to cover' and «$* (X. 51) 'to vomit'. 108.

Thus ^V+xtf^Bs^rf^ (a ray light ? flame ;) The affix * of the unadt

ur* it* (IV. 138) also comes after this verb. Thus sr^+ 1S= '5srf
,l t (ray,

flame of fire or of the morning twilight).

Tarfifo formed with the affix ^T% is neuter : but ssrfwt formed with the

affix * is feminine and its plutal is ss^m as in S3*f wsp% ssi^t j l%+^F*r
«*ftf*Tff/ light ; lustre, radiance' 5+^=*?*^ 'olarified butter' for

offering. ^p^+ifWaa^rf^^ ' clarified butter.' wf^-r-^r-^fspr 'the roof or

thatch of a house'. The word is always feminine. See Linganusasana.

HI. 21. S3e A. K. II. 2. 14. The find * ofm^ is elided by VI. 4. 51. S.

£313 and the penultimate vowel of mT^ is.shortened by VI 4. 97. S. 2985.

«TC+^^— ^?$\ (vomiting; sickness). The affix if also comes after this

verb, The word *n£ ending in ?c is also a valid form, meaning

vomitbing. As ^h^^fi *t«(=«F| + whrnr-fw5^ i

^<2 I ***%*?#***?* \ ^ \ \9$. \

269. The ^ of ^\ ' to grow, increase ' (X. 228) is elided

when the affix *f* comes after it. 109,

Thus ^X.+ ^tf*—"f^* m. ' fire, the kus'a grass ' ^wt' means fire. See

Amamkdsa- 1. 1. 57.

270. The affix *f*^ comes after the verb wq; 'to shine, be

bright or brilliant' (I. 777) and the initial letter, that is ^
is changed to w \ 110.

28
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Thus ^^+^f^=»w?T+^f^'g;=^f^f_ ' liglit, lustre', fire , the sun,

sight, the star.

^ I ^ *%: ^•njT^ « !R I \\\\

271. The affix ^ftn* comes after the verb ^ to shine

(I. 781) when preceded by **g and the word so formed is an

appellative. 111.

Thus <=^ sl+ ¥$k%» ggd'firer a sacrifice; religious ceremony. By

bahulam, this affix comes after the single uncompounded verb also. As

Ktforai See Amarakosha L 3. 34.

272. The affix" *fa* comes after the verb $ (I. 1.) 'to be-

come' and the affix is treated as if it had an indica-

tory ^ i 112.

Thus ^+^f^==3£f>^ ' the ocean.'

^ \ ^ ^^ \ R \ \\\ \

273. The affix uf^c comes after the verb *rs (IV. 20) ' to

endure, to support,' and the * is changed to *. 118«

Thus ^+^f^=^fqw an ox, a bull.

274. The affix xfa% comes after the verb m (1. 972) ' to drink'

and tbe augment^ is also added to it. 114.

Thus tn+g^+tf^^^TTfara. ' the sea ;
the eye*.

275. The affix *Sr comes after the verb ^ (IV. 41) ' to be

born.' 115.

Thus ^+<3fa=5*ng*Lbirtli
5
production.

276. In the chhanclas the affix *f* comes after the verb

^ (VIII. 9) ' to think' and the * is changed to *. 116.

Thus !
«ir^+^f%= ,TlJ ' honey' (compare also Un I, 18.)»
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^33 i wir? ^ ^f^r ^fi? ^f^r *^fw ^Pftpxft f^ i ^ \ ^9 j

277. The affix ^fe comes after the following verbs, and is

treated as if it was fas and so makes the word first-acute.. *€

(III. 16) ' to go, to move or to obtain'; t (III. 4) ' to fill or to

satisfy'; *re (I. 1052) ' to be get '
' to produce'; w (I. 1051) e to

sacrifice'; ^ (VIIL 1) 'to stretch'; ^ (III. 23) ' to sound or

to bear fruit'; ** (I. 1034) 'to shine or to blaze.' 117.

Thus 55+gf%= ,

?5re*|/ the sun ; the boil'; A. K. II- 6. 54. ts^' a joint or

knot'; A. K. II. 4. 162. g^ ' body or person*; ^f» * a sacrificial prayer or

formula', the Yajur Veda. Hf^ ' the body'; it is a neuter noun. Its N. dual

and plural are <rg^ and H-nrh ^3^ ' a bow'; it is never used as a feminine

noun. This word either ends in the consonant ^ or the vowel gr. Thus in the

passage sarg^r fe^tafa fttgmt $?» qtfrofa. ' a bow, though made of pure

bamboo, but if without the bow string, can do nothing." The pun is on

dhanu and guna. If^ means a rich man, then the verse would mean
" A rich man of a pure lineage^ can do little if he has no good qualities,."

In the above verse the word is either dhanus ending in w or dhanu

ending in ^ n wg* ' Fire ; the sun ; an enemy.'

<ssrf*rt i 'ssrrq
-1^ \

278. The affix sf* comes after the verb *^ (II. 36) to

go; 'to invigorate' and the affix is treated as a ^ and causes

the vriddhi of the root. 118-

Thus ^+^f%=^+^=w*re ' life, duration of life'. This word is of the

neuter gender. So its N, Dual is •ssrTg^fr.

s^e* I ^€: flnr* I ^ \ \\£ I

^W »

279. The affix ^rftr comes after the verb to (II. 7) to speak

and the affix is treated as if it had an indicatory w i 119.

Thus ^^+^^"="^1^ ' the eye ' The affix, being treated as fsn? the root

^r* is not replaced by *s*tt by II. 4. 54. S. 2434, though the affix is ardha-

dh&tuka.

280. The affix orfs comes after the verb g^ (IV. 89) c
to

faint, swoon, lose consciousness, become senseless'; and the

affix is treated as if it had an indicatory «& 1 120.
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Thus gi[+<3f*3r=g|;^ \ Ifc is an sspser or indeclinable and means con-

stantly.

281. This affix comes diversely in other places also- 121*

Thus ^rT^"J_'a learned man '; ^fr^i^l

282, The affix '^ comes after yw (VI. 116) 'to scatter"

^r (VI. 117) to swallow, * (IX. 18) 'to kill, destroy, injure';

w (V 8) 'to choose, select' and ^ (I. 918) 'to ask, begv

request'. 122.

Thas sFr+*?rc*r=:srsh:i 'a tiger; a demon ' a Kakshasa, tw* ' a proud

man'; war6r 'night'; spw. ' a barbarian, ^^x. 'a quadrangular place or

courtyard.

'

Note i—«n*Kt also means curly hair, a mode of dancing, the class of

weapons, «rata a kind of basil. «psfa yellow sandalwood, ver million, gum
myrrh.

^ I ^ ^t \ ^ \ y$ I

288. The affix *^r comes after the verb ^ (I. 907) ' to sit

down ' preceded by the preposition f«r. 123.

Thnsf«i+^+ ,wirv=f*r^^t 'mud or mire.' f^spCt ' night '. Thesis

changed to * by VIII. 3. $6. S. 2271.

CHAPTER III.

*» , f^ *** *« *«c wfe*****^ *^

284. The following eleven words are irregularly derived

with the addition of the affix ^^ Chhitvara, chhatvara,

dhlvara, pivara, mivara chivara nivara, gahvara, katvara,

samyadvara 1.

1, fc&tKi ' fit for cutting hostile or roguish', from the verb fk^ ' to cut

(VII. 3). 2. %-&<xt ' a house, a bower', from the verb W^ ' to cover', (1. 851).
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The final ^ of the verba ss$ and fs^ is changed to "^ and there is no

gimation of ^ of f^. 3. ^t^xt ' a fisherman' from the verb |pm* ' to hold,

to support' (III. 10). 4. ^tftw^t ' fat, large, or a tortoise ' from the verb trr

f
to drink ' (I. 972) or from the verb xt * to grow, increase, swell'. (I. 1013).

Some derive ifc from /*>gr (I. 595). The *t is elided by VI 1. 66 S. 873.

5. *ftsn;: * hurtful, injurious or the leader of an army ' from the verb *rr 'to

measure ' (II. 53). Some derive it from y^t 'to inj ure/ IV. 29. Quere:

or ,/tfte (1 596). 6. ^^*
' a tatter, rag,' the dress of a mendicant, parti-

cularly of a Buddhist mendicant, from the' verb f'sr ' to collect, to gather',

(V. 5) the tc of which is lengthened before this Un&di affix. Quere or from

wfo (1. 594), w changed to ^j 7. aterct ' one of the mixed tribes being the off-

spring of a Rajputri by a Kshatriya, it also means the ocean or a hunter
;

from the raois-gfta^ ' to be large or strong' (I. 597). 8. Jirnxt ' a trader, a

religions mendicant' from the verb 3i ' to lead' (I. 950), Quere, Or from

y*rte(L 598). 9. *rf(3[ ' a cave' from, the verb »rrf/ to dive or plunge into'

(I. 6b0). The long ssnr is shortened before this unadi affix. 10. •srawrq; ' a

sauce, condiment or the skim or whey of curds' from the verb^ ' to go or

to rain/ (I. 315). 11. tf^t ' a king', from the verb *n* ' to go ' (1. 1033)

preceded by the preposition ^^. The *r of the verb ^ is changed to t.

According to some, ^frrgpa (a king) is derived from the verb ^ (to go or

move) preceded by the preposition ^.
By bahulam we get <arafKt from the root % (III. 1) with the preposi-

tion S3HT » The ^ of the root is elided. It means proximity ; privacy, a

solitary or lonely place.

285. The affix 'w comes after the verbs w, * to go' (II. 36)

f*V to bind' (V. 2) fir 'to conquer' (I. 993) ft, ' to waste' (IV. 26)

w ' to burn' (I. 727) and *wr ' to protect or defend' (I. 631). 2.

Thus ^+5^==^* ' a lord, the sun, a king'; fro * one-eyed '; fspr*
!

the

Arhat of the Jamas, or the Buddha' or an old mau ; T^J, ' a poor man' ; ^mt

warm ; sw ' wanting, deficient'; sutra VI. 6. 20. S. 2654 causes « it

Note :

—

^t* /. female of a mouse, or shrew.

286. The words %*r* the ' foam, froth' and *kw, ' a nsh' are

anomalous. 3.

. These are irregularly derived by the addition of the affix *ra^ to the

verbs **rt^, ' to swell, increase' (I 516) and «ft*r, ' to injure' (IV. 29;, %
replaces sph&y.
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*•$

287. The affix *n* comes after the verb i»*
' to plough'

(I. 1039) when it means one of the colors. 4.

Thus ^-f-?pff=iPKfft ' the dark color, Krishna is the name of the son

of Satyavati (Vy&sa), name of Kes'ava (Skri Krishna), a crow, name of

Arjuna, i*wr is the name of Draupadi, a grape, a kind of plant, n.

black pepper, iron.

288. The affix *r*s comes after the verb **gr ' to bind'

(I. 1022) when the ades'as §fa and sfi* replace it (the verb). 5,

Thus **^+sTq$»jpw, ' the sun'; uwr+^Bsj-wn < the foot of a tree ; an

epithet of Siva'.

**mn ^11% %**' i ^rcr ^rsrq; i trcr* Sx^mt i 'erert ^t tcr^ *'
j ssritcff « §«r* i

289. The affix f comes after the verb *rr ' to hold, to con-

tain', (III. 10); ^ 'to protect or fill', (III. 4); ** 'to dwell,

inhabit, live' (I. 1051); ^' to go, to drive', (I. 218) ; and *srg,

'to go, walk, wander' (I. 38). 6.

Thus %rr+5T»^TTt* /. ' fried barley or rice '; tr-f ?r=TnsN 'a leaf or

mtr :
' the Palasa tree' saw-f^r^er^*, 'price' or 'ererec 'hire or wages'.

-ssr^+rrs=^wt the root ssr<3T is replaced by the root sft before &rdhadhatuka

affixes (II. 4. 56 S. 2292.) %ftt means a thief or Praj&pati. ^ng;-f-*'
,=s 'sce"*i

' the sun, wind, a traveller'.

The word «srhn 'a lame man' is diversely derived by adding the un&di

affix f to the root *| ' to go, move' or hear (I. 987 or 989).

Note*—There is no vocalisation of //*%, and there is gtma of y^r

—

the contrary would have been the case had the affix been «r^ (ftil) like the
last.

290. The affix * comes after the /gsr to mark (X. 5) when

it belongs to the Churadi class and the root also takes the

augments srr and 3* » 7.

Thus ^( which in the Chur&di class becomes CTwfa;-j-s^r
>

+tra*roin*j

' a name, sign', bub when it takes the augment g^, then 's^+ie+^—WWJ
'the step brother of Kama'. The feminine wamx means a goose ; and srwar

a female Sarasa bird,
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Botei—The neuter nouns saw' and mitfrt both mean a name, a mark.

The same Lakshana and Lakahmana when masculine are the names of a

brother of Kama.

^ \ •t&f&$t<rsnm% \\ ic x

291. The affix *r comes after the root ^r, ' to honor, to

worship' (I. 492) and the penultimate vowel is changed to *. 8.

Thus ^+5r=fgHS-j-sT= %*5TT, ' a river.' There is guna of the shorb

penultimate sr »i

292. The affix ?c comes after the root f^r ,
* to sew, darn

stitch together or weave, (IV. 2)', and the f* portion of the

root (namely **) is changed to g. 9

Thus f^+^=^£5T* ' the sun'.

The word *$r* is diversely formed without changing the fe portion

to k- Thus fw+ «f-ftr+w+ir»^|[+ir (by the Paribh&sha srfaj *ff?qf

<rarc$) »**)** (VII. S. 86 S. 2189.)

jtfbte:—See Kaiyyata on VI. 4. 19 S. 2561 and I. 1. 72 S. 26. Had the

guna taken place first, then the form would have been ft^+?r=:f%-f.<3i-f-

*

= %+^+*T=-^+^4-^= ^i+T=wtet (the 3f is gunated by VI. 3. 84 S.

2168.) Bub this is not the valid form. Therefore the % of f% is nob gunated

but changed to *r for the w_ adesa is antaranga as compared with guna.

293. The affix *r comes after the following roots and it

is f^ whereby the acute falls on the first syllable., vi»,
9
*

to scatter, (VI. 116), w < to choose', (V. 8. IX. 16), <* * to decay,

to become old', (IV. -22 and IX. 24; X. 272) fw, « to bind', (IV.

2), i ' to go', (1. 992), ^ 'to praise' (1.467), v% < to breathe'

(II. 61), «* j 'to sleep' (II. 59). 10.

Tims *r+ f«*F$* 'ear'; *ro* 'color'; w* 'the moon or the tree; tan
' army'; ftmt ' a measure of capacity' ; "wm ' a snake' ; ssFvq; 'food'; **rpr*

1 dream, sleep.'

Note :—Karna is the name of the first born of Kunti, Varna means

caste, color, fame, painting, letters of alphabet.
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294. The affix * comes after the root $<r ' to drink ' (I. 951)

and there is short * substituted for the final * of the root. 11.

Thus ^+?r=f:er+ 5«'=^!T* ' the ocean'. The feminine ^tt means a river,

speech, and in the Vedas, a milk cow also.

Note :—Had the *? been not replaced by * then this ^ would have been

changed to ^srT before the ardhadhatuka affix t and the form would have

been vttt or vtt: See VI. 3 . 45 S. 2370.

295. The affix * comes after the following roots and it

is fins; 1\ ' to he thirsty' ; (IV. 118) ^ ' to he dry 1

;
(IV. 74) ^

'to' roar, yell, cry out, scream' (I. 745) 12.

Thus ^ar-fw=^wr ' thirsty' gp*u« 'the sun, fire '; w^s f a thing, object'.

296- The affix *r comes after the root g ( V. 1 )
' to extract

Soma juice, or to perform the Soma sacrifice) , and the vowol

^ of the root is also lengthened. IS.

Thus g+T=:'€?n 'a slaughter house'.

Note:—ifT 'a slaughter house, the sale of meat, hurting, killing,

the soft palate, uvula, girdle, zone, mumps, a ray of light, a river, a

daughter, a elephant's trunk, w born, produced, blown, blossomed,

empty, a flower.

297- The affix * comes after the root *^ ' to sport (1. 906 )

and the ^ is changed to *• 14,

Thus k^+t—'CW^ ' a gem '
. The affixis added to the causative of 'Wi

That which causes joy (i^wfa) is cailtd ^^ \

298. The words ^^ ' the incense or the name of a plant/

*twt. 'the dew-lap of an ox'; ^T'the post or pillar of a

house'; and *ft«OT < the late or the lightning' are irregular. 15.

They are derived from the following thus t by adding the affix f

to the roots ^w 'to taste', (X. 85), ^*to sleep/ (11.69), wrV to rest,

depend on', (I. 975), *flr 'to go, move', (II. 39), we get the above words.
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299. The affix ^w^ comes after the roots * « to sing ' (I. 965)
and tt ' to give ' (III. 9). 16.

Thus »n-f^^=itwj ' a singer, an actor '; $wt ' a giver, i.e. & gene-
rous man '.

300. The affix ksna comes after the roots ^ l to surround,
encompass' (VII. 10) and *ra « to pervade' (V. 18). 17.

Thus p+^=^t 'all, whole, entire, or fn*s* water, the flank
or hip'. w^+^sssrw* 'not broken, entire '.

301. The affix ww < comes after the root ft* f to sharpen '

(I. 1020) and the vowel of the root is lengthened. 18.
Thus fiw+^r-tfW 'sharp.' The vowel of the root is lengthened.

The word means pungent, fiery, nitre, pepper, iron, war, poison, death,
sea salt, plague.

Note:—This word is declinable in all the three genders, but it has
different meanings when used in the masculine and neuter. For tho
different meanings of this word, any dictionary may be consulted.

^ \ f^r^s^tr«r^n,

: » ^ i ^ \

302. The affix ^w oomes after the root ftsn* 'to emhraoe,
to unite/ (I. 734) and the penultimate vowel, i. e. r h changed
to ts(. 19.

Thus f*w^+^w=*%iRW: ' beautiful '.

303. The affix 3^ comes after the roots *nr ' to worship'
(I. 1051), ** 'to think', (IV, 67), «> 'to cleaase, purify' (I. 74)
** * to bite, destroy, over power' (IV. 104), w% * to be born or
produced' (I. 862) 20.

Thus *n5+g*r==*rw3t < a priest familiar with the Yajur-Veda
'

; ^31
distress, sacrifice or anger ', 3^53: ' fire ' ; -^jt < robber or thief ; and w^t
* a creature, fire or the creator, i. <r. Brahma '.

29
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30i. The affixes g^ and ?gpw come respectively after the

roots g*a ' to eat, to rule or protect do'; IVII. 17) ard i^ 'to

die, perish ' (VI 110), 21.

Thus 3jw + g*£.= g*st
c

food, a pot, vtssel'; ^+^^=^3* 'death'.

305. The affix *?f* oomes after the root •% 'to go'

(1. 982). 22.

Thus^+^ft^^S* the name of the river, on the banks of which

ttood Ayodhy&. Some texts read the affix sa^t . In that case it will be

*Kp and not ftfs i

306 The affix *t comes after the root ^t ' to protect ';

(II. 47); ^ 'to lead, carry' (I. 950); $re 'to pervade, spread

through' (III 13). 23.

Thus trr-H^=^TO^ 'sin.' This word literally means that from which

one should protect or defend himself: that which should be guarded

against. He who is immersed in or mixed up with it is called ^mo ' a

wretch ' or sinner.

*ft-f tre=$Tr: * a priest '. Owing to diversity, when there is no gnna,

then it is fftt ' the Kaduraba tree \ f^-f- ttj == %*xn * water '.

307. The affix it comes after the root *$ 'to move, to

speak ' (1, 100-1) and it is fag; and so causes no guna of the

root voweh 24,

Thus *3+vss^t i the mouth '
: liberally through which one speaks.

Another reading is "§vt fg^t The root is ^to move slowly (I. 430).

The noun is T*5{ a languid walker.

308. The affix * comes after the root *s
f to praise, eulogize

extol', (II. 34) and the short « of the root is lengthened- 25.

Thus s^-f^-^* ' a heap, pile, mound, a Buddhistic monument.'
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309- The affix *r causing lengthening of the preceding «

conies after the roots 5 'kTextract Soma juice or perform

Soma sacrifice, (V. 1), and ^ 'to kill, destroy (IX 18) and it

is fas (which thereby places the accent on the first syllable

VI. 1 197 S. 2886), and (it is fajg; also and so there is no

guna,* 26.

We read the anuvritti of fa»^ here by virtue of n " and."

Ihus 1 -j-xr» = ^ttj * soup, a sauce', the lengthening takes place on

account of diversity, "sr -f- ^j =l[ "T^ ' a winnowing basket/ here the long w
in 1^1 takes place by virtue of VIII. 2, 77 S. 354.

810. The affix t conies after the roots l ' to sound, to

moan, groan, cry, hum, (I. 999) and 5 'to join, unite' (II. 23),

and the Towel of the root is lengthened. 27.

Ihus $-f-Tr«spR the well, literally, that in which frogs make noise.

3-j-Tr:=3[itt ' sacrificial post, literally that to which animals for sacrifice arc-

fastened'.

^ft ^iresraT-crr fatn??n% \ *&«r!hf9Rnsn ^en? t *<gwfV afreprernraircV \ t&c-'

^f^l^gj \ few qB'srsnj I tk% fa'^srnrnf I fa^THsrTc^c^ 1 vstf sn^f^r srfa^msrarsg i

5tf *rra^ ^tprs ^ \ 'ops nw^j^cW 1 grrF^far^ ^w 1 'mi vun^T^j t

811. The seven words khashpa, silpa, sashpa, bishpa,

rupa, parpa, and talpa are irregularly formed by ^ j 28.

Thus ^s^r ' anger or violence' from the root ^ ' to dig', (I. 927) the ^ of

which is changed to «r. 2. fw**j[ ' an art' from the root sffar/ to meditate,

contemplate, (I, 556) the long "tof which is shortened. 3. 'siw^ * young
grass or loss of intellect' from the root w^_ ' to kill or destroy', (I. 763) the

*r is irregularly changed to «r 4. •sms^ ' tears', from the root 'srr? * to

harass, oppress, (I. 5) the "«r is changed to ^ 5. isr=nsc ' form, appearance

or beauty' from the root ^ * to cry, to sound, (II. 24) the short gr is changed

to long m. 6. ^rrhj 'young grass, house, a wheel carriage in which cripples

are moved about'; from the root * ' to fill up or gratify ' (III. £). 7. *P?sr^

' a couch, a wife, an upper story ' from the root ?pjt/ to fix, to establish \

(X. 58). This root belongs to the Ghurddi class and so there is the

elision of far? when this affix is added.
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312* The affix itnuch comes after the causative of ,/stana

(X, 313) to sound, /hrisha, (IV, 119; to be pleased, ,/pusha

(I, 732) to nourish, ,/gada (X, 313) to thunder, and ,/mada

(I, 853; to intoxicate, 29.

Thus ^4-fo+^^^^+^+^l (the far*, is changed to '3ST by

VI. 4. 55. S. 231 1), «^*f*tfsr» 'thundering, a cloud, falling-sickness',

^fire* ' gladdening
;
gold, a son ' ; "^rt^rf^^t ' cuckoo or the twice born, the

Brahman', T^f^m* 'talkative, lustful', ^fuwt 'the god of love, a

drunken man,' the wine.

313. The affix *rw* ktnu comes after the roots $ ' to do'

(VIII. 10) and ^ ' to kill' (II. 2). 30.

Thus ff+^—fW ' an artist \ There is no guna as the affix is fwa[8

*w l a hunter or disease ' and a weapon. The * of the root ,/han is

elided by YL 4. 37. S. 2428. The same takes place in the following

sutra also.

JVoie :—By force of * in the above sngf '•r, the word hatnu means

hanta killer also. In the Dasapadivritti the affix is read as Icnu without

w ; and the example given is f»*jp agent : and ^1* check, the w of yhan
is elided diversely : and jigatnu is given as illustration from *T^ I. But all

this is erroneous : for we find hatnu and kritnu in the following:—
As s^Nfrepffa^ iRv. I. 4. 1), s%^nsf ^ ^m' (kritnu), ^T*ft *nrnr "ststt (Rv.

I. 25. 2), *&r *r *rbTitr^g-8pq[ < But *ffa* -«fear scr *a fsiwj (Rv. II. 3 I. 9).

In his Dhatu vritti Madhava also calls the affix ktnu and he explains the

form ^r^sr: \ Bee Dhatuvritti of Mad hava under the root •%% \

Not* :—fsnm means enemy in the Vedas.

314. The affix ?s?r» a comes after the root t^ 'logo*
(I. 1031) and there is ^ ^ *r* i. e* the root is reduplicated do.

like the Desidei'ative. 31.

Thus n^+s&ws — fw'm: Breach, life.
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815. Tiie affix 3 comes after the root *t « to give' (III. 9)

and *t ' to shine' (II. 42 ) 32.

Thus TT3* ' a donor, valiant' ; vtT^t rays, ' the sun'.

316. The affix 3 comes after the root *rv ' to speak' (II. 54)

and the tl is changed to *r. 33-

Thus snr* * talkative'.

vrftr mfrft *3* i

317. The affix 3 comes after the root ^s ' to drink' (I. 951)

and the * of the root is replaced by short ^r 1 34.

Thus !§'+3*='fV-f-3=%3i a cow, literally she who gives such to her

calves. Had the ^ not been replaced by X it would have been changed to

3 by VI. 1. 45. S. 2370.

'^3* g%J3% 13JV i

318. The affix 3 comes after the root ^ ' to beget' (II. 21)

and it is treated as f^s, and so there is no guna of the

voweL 35.

Thns wpt ' a son, a younger brother, the sun'. Visvakosa.

319. The affix 3 comes after the root vt to abandon
(III. 8) which is reduplicated and the final (vowel) is elided. 3(5.

Thus *t+ 3=»*TfT-r-3= orT3* ' name of an ancient king.' The first %
is changed to w by VII. 4=. 62. S. 2245.

320. The affix 5 -cornea after the root ^n ' to stand'
(I. 975). 37.

Thus trn^t 'a, peg, firmness and a aama of Siva'. Vis'vakosa.

321. The affix 3 comes after the roots **% ' to go' (I. 240)
* ' to select', (IX 38); ^ 'to go and to howl ', (IX. 30) and it

gets the designation Ft* which places the accent on the first

syllable- 38
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Thus ^*+ 3 (By II. 4. 56. S. 2292 ^r is replaced by *ft)=:sffr+g=

#g* ' a flute, a reed/ name of a dynasty of kings'; «rgf * ' a river or a

country' *^gft ' dust or pollen'.

322. The affix 3 comes after the root f*w c
to pervade'

(III. 13) and it is treated both as ta and f^ (the vowel is not

gunated and the accent is on the first syllable). 39.

Thus ff"*!$* Vishnu.

323. The affix « comes after the root $ * to do', (VIII. 10),

*t
e to give', (III. 9) ; ^r < to hold and to nourish', (III 10) ;vi 'to

give', (II. 48) ; *w ' to worshipVCl. 219);*^ ' to go ', (X. 819). 40.

Because of the force of *§sf ' diversely', which governs all the un&di

sutras, the *s of the affix *R is not *% as it would otherwise have been by

I. 3. 8. S. 195. Had it been f^ the affix would have been merely ^.

Thus ft+^s=w> ' a white horse, a crab, a mirror, fire, a water-jar';

^"tsr* ' a generous man/ an insti tutor of sacrifice'; vrTejjt ' an ox, a reservoir';

vtmi
f

the full moon night, a river, a scab, a girl in whom menstruation has

just commenced. ssKKt ' the sun', a leaf, a crystal ; copper, m^m ' sinful

;

sin, filth and dirt, arrogance'.

By force of *t&3, the affix 3R comes also after the root <C3(
' to play

(I. 906). Thus x^t ' a poor man or miser'.

The ^ of^ is changed to ^r by VIII. 2. 18 S. 2350 as belonging to the

mfawrfsf class. Thus ^+^= ^i+*R=grf. To this we add the feminine

affix mr and thus get <5T|-t ' Ceylon', a harlot, a branch, a kind of grain.

324. The affix qra comes after the roots ^ ' lo go', (III. 17)

* ' to select
7

(V. 8.) *' to be', (1. 1) 3K ' to dry up ' (IV.|74) and
3* c to steal' (I. 707). 41.

Thus vmt ' Air, an arrow, a lotus' ; spffs a beast of prey, a wolf, a

crow, $gw a hole, time, &mt 'dry'; gs*m ' testicle'.

Nofe :—In the Veda Bhashya on w*£ tfsrrar Trferf^sfcr*^ the word w* is

explained as ^rcurtftaf flowing. Pavi thunderbolt; samsaya fully sharp-

ened, Mushka means a mass, heap, a thief, or tree ; scroLum,
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ifi&mtvit j ^mt i

l

*?*m *rwrawfarim' \ '** *r^* i -<re*r w \ ^srt »

325. The words u*«* ' a parrot, the Sirisha tree ,* name of a

son of Vyasa ; the name of the Minister of "Havana. tor* ' the

bark of a tree' ^ar a meteor, are irregularly formed. 42-

These words are formed by adding hah affix to J^J to shine' (I. 459)

the final letter of this root is elided, */*%.' to go, approach, hasten', (I, 520)

and a/V"* ' to burn', (I. 727) the ^ is changed to ^ respectively,

326. The affix ^ comes after the roots * * to go ' (II. 36)

<ft ' to fear' (III. 2) * ' to sound', d. 964) *r < to drink' (L 972; w,
'to go', (I. 896) ^^

' to go walk c wander', (I 38) *re 'to cleanse,

sound, to threaten to hurt', (X. 107). 43.

Thus ^+^=1?^; 'one, chief, alone', *fY-f^=%<jRj 'a frog and

according to the authors of Visva and Medini, also a sheep or rain.'

W3*s : a crow, a lame man, bathing by dipping the head only into water,

a sectarial mark, a kind of measure, name of a Dvipa, name of several

plants, a multitude of crows , a modus coeundi. ttw ' very young
;
grey-

ness of hair caused by old age; cooking, boiling &c. ' w^^-'arara^ the

scale of a fish, bark, rind, a part, portion fragment.

is&m ' a traveller ' a limb or member of the body'. *&$t ' the vital breath

life wind.' Some say ,/march is a sautra dh&cu. ^nhjfasa^^ifa (Veda

Bhashya)

By force of «npr, the affix ^ comes after the root *?* ' to sharpen, whet;

make thin, attenuate' (IV. 37). Thus ,*fV+'^=*rnst 'name of the sixth

Dvipa, power, strength, the peak, tree &c/ The root *ft becomes *rr by

VI. 1. 45. S. 2370.

327 The affix ^5 comes after *the root *r 'to abandon*

(III. 8) preceded by the pre-fix fa. 44-

Thus fSnrT + «ir?-fa*T55T ' a kind of lizard, the Gangetic alligator.' See

Amarakosa I. 10. 22.

328. The affix ** comes after the root •* ^ to split, to go,

to he dejected (I. 907), when it is preceded by the prefix fa and
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the affix has the force of ft* whereby the last vowel with the
consonant after it is to be elided. 45.

Tims fj ^+ ^= fvr^i ' a golden coin equal to one Jcarsha or suvarna
of 16 mashas'. The * is changed to * by VI II. 3. 66. S. 2271. Nishka
means a dinara, a thunderbolt, an ornament, gold in general, a piece of gold.

wiiimt wzftiiRi ****** \ itt^ *fa $fV*[ i wfam \

329 The affix *^ comes after the root f^n* 'to sound'
(I- 878) and the augment *? is added to the affix. 46.

Thus *^+-fcr+^=^«ffa» ' an ant-hill, a kind of tree.'

According to some ' the augment *t is a short x and not long *. So
the form is i=*rf*w i

'•eft*®'. **n$nprfViHV i a^RT i xsift -emx* i *fWt niTvftm i

330. The affix ** comes after the roots *nr/ to go', (I. 248),

3 ' to join, unite' (IL 23)' ^ ' to shake, agitate, (V. 9) *f> 'to lead'

(I. 950) and the short vowel is lengthened : and so there is no
guna. 47-

Thus **+ «*=***« ' wind or a bird', sot 'abuse': >ra: 'wind' *fh«T

'a channel for irrigation' a kind of tree.

jVbte.-ya.ja is replaced by Jvi by IT. 4. 56. S. 2292.

331. The affix up* comes after the root ift to blush, he

modest (III, 3) and the t is optionally changed to *rj the

vowel of the root is lengthened and so there is no guna. 48.

Thus ^irr or ftm ' bashfulness ' timidity.'

W '«nr' %fV %tV *t *remt *g* i *r$*t i wfart t *r$f??rt i *rgjftr* »

332. The four affixes *i, «**, <arfa* and *$* come after the

root *ra to he ahle (V. 15). 49«

Thus 'aisgTs ' a bird in general, a vulture' a kind of song, an omen, a

prognostic, «i^t* ' a kind of bird, a sort of insect'; *r$?*m ' a bird'; WEgf^J e

a

bird, vulture', an eagle or kite
; a cock ; name of the villain in Mahabh&rata.

^Wra*n*nRT*sr: \ WTptw*%* I ^rf*^i i ****fr*t i
c

ftff***ift Tspwfa*' i

333. The affix %« comes after the root $ ' to be'; ( 1. 1). 50.

Thus ^+TMr^=H+^*g (VII. 1. 3 S, 2l69)+T^—W^Tt: * the present
time.'
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By force of wjw, this affix cornea also after the root ssrar^
{
to protect'

(I. 631). Thus ^raf^t ' name of a city, the modern ^*ff?rflr',

So also after the root^ ' to speak' (L 1058). Thus n-%T?m as in f^^sft*
' a rumour.'

Note :—Hsr^ /. is another name of the present tense. See Mahabhashya
tsrfwr^tfNtJ srartaJW* a The affiix comes after m^ also. As ^-f1w*r=:
^FwatM Here the initial ^r of w?g; is elided, and the root changed to *g it

The feminine is %*& by ^>^(IV. 1. 65. S. 520).

334 The affix ^*3^ comes after tlie roots fa1* ' to throw'

(IY. 14) and $ < to be' (I. 1.). 51-

The Jbhu is read into the sutra by the force of 'W ' and'.

Thus f^^+^'^^f^^^* 'the spring season' according to Ujjvaia-

datta, the body ; a fragrant smell
; $+^3^«sanpg* * a master ; the sun'; the

fire, the moon.

^ \ W^^ T^J* I ^ \ ^ \

335. The affix ^5^comes after the roots w% * to sound' (1. 55)

and fir* ' to throw' (IV. 14) , 5 2*

By the force of ^ ' and', the verb kshlp is read into this sutra.

Thus vr^+^rg^aamfgt ' a cloud'; fVqrgr* 'wind'. There ia no guna aa

the affix is f*nj (I. 1. 5. S. 2217).

336. The affix ^sw% cprnes after the roots * ' to scatter f

(VI. 116), « 'to choose', (V. 8) * 'to kill, hurt, (IS. 23). 63.

Thus ^+<3*rsc==<ir,sw« ' pity, a kind of a tree ;
t«WT means compassion

;

wst ' the ocean, firmament, the sun, the Varuna tree', "^rctf 'severity,

cruelty, horror'. The affix is added to the causative of the root df!

:

namely to ydari.

^9 » ^r t^t wx nr < $ i w \

337. The affix w% comes after the root w * to cross oyer'

(I. 101S) and the * is optionally changed' to it- 54.

Thus cr+s-**(s=*?TW* or n^Ti *a young man', The feminine is sra^ or

<r^ \ The w^is added as it belongs to the Gaur&di class.

30
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338. The affix ot^ comes after the roots st * to be hungry",

(IV. 81j fw ' to shape, fashion, form', ( VI. 113), f^ ' to associate

with, to unite', and it is treated as ftrq and so there is

no guna. 55.

Thus l^+^^r^H*rt ' name of a savage race, the Mlechchas'; fT|j*H ' a

slanderer, traitor,' a spy. Fflrgprq; ' a pair, couple, sexual union.'

Note :—fafa is a sautra root, ?^*f means also cotton, a crow, saffron,

a goblin.

339. The affix *** comes after the root ^r ' to bear fruit
7

(I. 563) and the augment 3* is added to the root, 56.

Thus t^+SW+^^^^g:** ' name of Arjana'. A name of a river : a

kind of tree.

As this word belongs to the snrrftc class of Ganapatha, the affix tto

comes after it. Thus ^Pf^T* \

340, The affix ot^ comes after the root *w < to eat
8

(IX. 51) whioh is replaced by *r*r. 57.

Thus «r«r+^f^=^i^+^?rg[=^i5pr^. ' garlic.

341, The affix ^^ comes after the causative of *S<* to go,

stand (I. 189) and there is the elision of fir* the sign of the

causative. 58,

Thus ^^+f^+^pr^«W+ + 'sr^==»ssr^fiTJ name of the third

Pandava who was a son of Kunti by Indra.

Note-.—The roob may be stb? of the Churadi class (X. 186). Arjuna

means white, clear, bright, peacock, a cutaneous disease, a tree : the only

son of his mother.

^ \ crwTWsrr f*re* » ^ 1 H<e \

342. When *s* means grass, the affix is treated as f5

**,

which thereby places the aocent on the final syllable. 59,

Thus *R^*rq a kind of grass.
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Note :—ssr^ft a procuress, bawd, a cow, a kind of serpent, name of

Usha wife of Ani ruddha, name of a river
:

-sa^f^ silver, gold, slight

inflammation of the white of the eye, grass.

^ i wit^r i ^ i $? \

31-3. Tiie affix ^*rq; comes after the root *g ' to go' (III. 16)

and it is treated as f^rg;, throwing the accent 01 the final (VI.

1. 163. S. 3710). 60.

Thus •s^+^^='ssw{ ' the sun
,

; tawny, perplexed, embarrassed, dumb,

red color, the dawn personified as charioteer of the sun, a kind of leprosy

a poisonous creature, a plant, molasses.'

344. The affix *** comes after the roots ^* ' to go', (I 248),

tnj 'to check, curb, restrain', (L 1033) and *f> 'to sleep' (II. 22):

and the affix is ft^ \ 61.

Thus ^^+^^=^(11. 4. 56. S. 2292)+ igr«,r?c==^fl^
f a temple

;
^wt

' the river Yamun&, Jumna, STf**, Python.

Note :—In the mantra f«nmf* 3* tnprTft f*t$t% the word tnjWT is ex-

plained as xraTTtf^r ' thoughts' in the Veda Bhsahya. In the Nighantu,

Vayuna is read synonym with msn and nrsrcTr i

345. The affiixm comes after the roots* ' to select', (IX 16)

* l

to cross', (1.1018), «* ' to apeak', (1. 1058), ^' to kill' (II. 2) w*

*to shine', (I. 470), ** « to injure' (I. 716). 62.

Thus w-i-nrwiWfhc ' a year' ; stl* ' flood or the ocean' ; nf+'Vmwvt ' a

calf, a boy, sou'; one just born, but the neuter ^"P^a; means ' the breast'

;

•^t a swan, goose, duck, flamings, the supreme soul, the individual soul, the

vital airs, the sun, Shiva, Vishnu, an unambitious monarch, an ascetic

of a particular order, a spiritual preceptor, one free from malice, a mountain,,

envy, a buffalo, sfa* ' a drinking vessel ; also the name of the maternal

uncle of Krishna, wq; ' a star an asterism.

Note :—In «rw &c. thee is no intermediate X because of the prohibition of

VII. 2. 9. S. 3163. The ^ in not changed to ^r as a diversity. But there is *r?«r

change in wsti Though all commentators on Un&di sutras have given wv%

and wfa as illustrations : yet the forms sraht and ?raN[ are also valid according

to the authority of the Mahabhashya. In the other alternative, the forms

will be w«N and *r*^ i Or the latter forms may be evolved from *t?v $ft»
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with tm affix ; or by adding the affix *5 to the causative roots of these, and

under the v&rtika tra^ ^j fW^ (See III. 3. 58. S 3234).

«Rt m. a continent, such as w^er*, Jambudvipa, a year, rain ; «re$ /.

the rainy season : the earth.

wt desire, thirst, nvm a calf, the young of an animal, a boy, son, qfat a

drinking vessel, cup, can, goblet, bell-metal, white copper, particular meas-

ure. «rret lurking or hiding place, the end of the lower garment, a creeper,

grass, dry wood, the arm-pit), the harem of a king, the interior of a forest,

the side or flank, a woman's girdle, a surrounding wall, a part of a boat,

the or bit of a planet, a buffalo, a gate. n. a star, sin.

346. The affix v comes after the root 5^ ' to burn' (I. 736)

and the penultimate v is changed to short "St. 63,

Thus Hff^+f^W* 'the Indian fig-tree; one of the seven Dvtpas or

continents of the world ; a side or back-door the space at the side of a door
;

an. ass, an egg.

847. The affix ^ cornea after the root w% ' to think',

(IV. 67), and the ^ is changed to ^t 1 64.

Thus *f^-f-i«r=s*»fap$
c
flesh, meat, /. the Kakkoli plant,

348. The affix « comes after the root w^ (V. 18) when it

means ' to gamble.' 65.

Thus snr-f *«*!** ' a die'. The m is changed to *r by VIII. 2. 38 S. 294
;

then changed to 5S by VIII. 2. 41 3, 295. It means an axis, axle, a care,

the beam of a balance, latitude of a place, rosary seed, a weight : a plant, a

serpent, the soul, knowledge, law, an organ of sense, sea-salt, vitriol.

849. The affix •* comes after the roots **
f to flow, to

trickle', (II. £'h, ** < to cut, to wound', (VI. 11), F& ' to cut',

(VI. 141), and *s* ' to go', (VI. 7), and it is treated as fag and

causes 110 gona. 66.

Thus ^+ ^«<snrr 'daughter-in-law or a kind of a tree', snf

+

19r=!,l!rqf

+*e«.TO + *»*«£+ ^w^-srt ' a tree.' The k is vocalised tosfas the affix; is fas
(VI. 1. 16 S. 2412), See VIII. 2. 36 S. 294 and 295. $wrV water'; *m .
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' a star name of a mountain, a bear, a kind of plant / north, pi. the

pleiades.

350. The affix * comes after the root *s* ' to go, to

kill', (VI- 7) and the word so formed means a species of an
animal. 67-

Thus s^-f^ca*^* ' a bear ; a name of a mountain'.

Though the word has been formed by the last stitra also, the present

sftfcra makes a niyama, namely ,/rish never takes T except when it

denotes a species : while the other three roots take 'ar without any such

restriction.

*wt wwntnq; I *pWt WTO » $%T *czvn I

351. The affix ^ comes after the roots 5*5 ' to wet, moisten',

(VII. 10), 3^; * to be angry (IX 45), and 5^ * to extract, (IX. 46),

and it is treated as fia-q; i 68.

Thus ^wf+i=vwi 'a spring, fountain', the 5 of the root is elided by

VI. 4.24 S. 415.

*pwi ' a bunch of flowers' ; a pillar, a pearl necklace, the plumage of a

peacock, sgrat 'the womb'.

352. The affix * comes after the roots <** ' to covet',

(IV. 136) and ^ ' to purchase, to praise' (I. &66) the "^ and *

of the roots are respectively changed to ^ and ^ « 69.

Thus ^+^—TS+^=s,Snw* ' the God of love'; «*^+ ^=*reff + *er*-«
ienyt

* a fort; night, &c\ Q. The ^ordinarily would hare been changed to q; by

"f^l rule ; and so we get "U^r ? Ans. No. The '•sre^ is asiddha, and so there

would have been *ro by VIII. 2. 37 S. 326,

^ \ WSJ TO I $ I 3P I

353. The affix ** comes after the root *** 'to pervade'

(V. 18). 70.

Thus *ra +^nc='^rw^ a letter. The *r is changed to vi, and the latter

to ^ by S. 294 and 295. The word means All-pervading, the supreme

Brahman, the Summum Bonum, the letters of an alphabet. Ujjvaladatta

reads the affix as t3T3[ having an indicatory »( ; but it is incorrect. For

*$ would place the accent on the first syllable (VI, 1. 197 S. 3686) : while
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the word has acute on the middle, by the affix accent (III. 1. 3. S. 3708).

As in the following Rik mantra «r«?lr ^atr^ vx% vqiw% (Rv. L 164. 39)

and the following Yajush mantra <5rtfV ** trsrrfH i*rfs^T<B'nfar I So also the

Mahabhashya at the end of second Ahnika says *are*fHf ^ ^rtiir1^ n

354 The affix w comes after the root ** ' to dwell' (L

1054). 71.

Ihus 'Br^+'^T:«=scr^nc:t 'a year'. The 'tf of «rer_is changed to tj because

w is an Ardhadhatuka affix beginning wibh *r \ (VIII. 4. 49. S. 2342).

355. The affix^ comes after the root ** ' to dwell' when
it is preceded by any upapada, and the affix is treated as ftr*,

which places the accent on the last syllable. 72-

Thus ^4-^+^^M^t^s 'a year'. So also TUgxnisxt , trfbrrort &c.

Some read the sutra as ^s^fa, which is incorrect, for forq; accent is not

limited to im-QX only. As in mantra *$«cwra trfanw^TO the acoent is

on, the final.

356. The affix *rc comes after the roots ? ' to do', (VIII. 10),

Vfco shake', (V. 9), ** 'to be pleased, satisfied'. (VI 99/, ind

it is treated as faq i 73.

Thus ^r+'erTMf^'tt 'a dish made of milk, sessamum and rice'. Here

the *r is not changed to ^, because of the force of *r$® diversely, which

governs all the Unadi subras.

wi ' the grey color' ; *J here also is not changed to * because of the force

of w$m, wewct ' envy, jealousy &c\ But *rwncr means ' a gnat'. But in the

Vedas, the etymological meaning of she word irsrc is taken, namely ' cause

of delight, Thus in *»5f**3iT* *wc% and tff^n"wt iwcfa*3f triT^

(Rv. X. 30. 9)

^3 I ^ *W Iff: » ^ I 38 I

357. The affix ** comes after the root ^ to fall, to

move ', (L 898) and the * of the affix is replaced by "• 74-

Thus trq-f ^K"=»T?^r^; ' a road'.

^c \ ^^jf^f smw i $ i 3y i
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358. The affix ^rc* comes after the roots «* ' to stretch',

(VIII 1) and n* ' to go' (VI. 7). 75.

Thus ^+^5^ ==£**;$ the shuttle. See Amarakosha III. 2. 24. The

^ is elided by VI. 4. 37. S. 2428 w^+^^^^i^^t ' a priest, a thorn '.

Note:—Riksharam means shower of rain, and rtksharah m means a

a priest But in the mantra ^snriPCTr "sjwt ^gprwrr the Word anriksharah is

explained as thorn less.

359. The affix *kt*"C comes after the roots ^*v (a sautra

dhatu) and ^5«'to sound* (L 477), and thereby the root plya

is shortened tofaj and kvan is vocalised to ^respectively. 76.

Thus ^ir+tRT^ssftrjnwj ' name of a tree '
; here the long $ of ^^ has

been shortened
;
^ro +«rr^~^in'iST* ' the name of a country'.

By the force of wjpr ' diversely' which governs all the Un&di sutras

the word *mm (a skull) is formed by the addition of the affix mw% to the

root ^rw (to break)

.

Thus *Tw^+*rr^=*5r (VII. 3. 53. S. 2864)+'&T*rq: H'*Tr*r^ (the ^ in

H|f is elided by VI. 4. 37 S. 2428.)

360. The affix **t$ comes after the root ** * to live in

distress', (I. 356)and *<r < to extract. (IX. 46). 77.

Thus wa>l-*RT3!«*raT$t 'a bird'; gw+t*T$<=$reTf »
' fire, the sun, a

monkey.

Note :— Ujjvaladatta reads the root qw (I. 716) to injure instead of $*r,

and gives the example ^rfrtgt i. This is, however ,against Dictionary. The

Medini reads the word igprrgjt i Querr. Is there any word as qraT$* ?

361. The affix *Tf comesjafter the root * ' to move' (1, 982)

and the augment $*.is added to the root. 78.

Thus ^+5*R-j-wr$=**3na$t ' the wind, the river, a wheel, fire, a deer, the

thunderbolt of Indra, the suns disc or orb.

362. The affix ^5 comes after the root ¥5 ' to he, to exist'

(I. 795) and the n of the root is vriddhied. 79.
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Thus T*[+wr$ =»*nrf$t 'the egg-plant'. By the force of %%m ' diversely

which governs all TJn&di s&tras, the *s of the affiix w?f is replaced by w.

Thue f^+wT^«Tq;+tirTw==«n?rf^ i

363. The affix «rgf, comes after the root ** ' to break wind',

(I. 29) and it is treated as fw& the * is changed to *v, and there

is elision of the w of the root. 80.

Thus vtf+m$ =»"f*T$*' a scorpion, a tiger, a panther, a serpent or a

tree'.

36'i. The affixes ^^n, ^t^t* and ^r^ come respectively

after the roots * 'to go ', (I. 982), 3 'to unite', (II. 23) tr* 'to

speak'. (II. 54). 81.

Thus ^4-^^==-s3P<?r»T» ' a cloud; and wind', ir+'srpnr ==wpt* 'rice

gruel' ; A.1L II. 9. 50. ^+^^3\==tnf^.gj c
a Brahman or a good speaker'.

Note :—The word ^BPC*nr has been explained in the Veda Bhashya as

*ftamr*r> swift going, in commenting on the mantra ^ncwr ^*j ^g^w» I

365. The affix wtto comes after the roots *ft ' to lie down',

(II. 22) and * ' to fear' . (III. 10) 82.

Thus tfr+*rprqj»*PTPW ' a python', *Tirr*n5Ri 'fearful, a tiger, name

of Rahu, the sentiment of terror, one of the nine sentiments in

poetry (w).

366. The affix *ht*to conies after the roots « ' to cut',

(IX. 13), * 'to shake, agitate', (IX. 17), *W* 'to smell',

(I. 174) and vt < to hold, to nourish'. (III. 10) 83.

'

Thus ^+ wnra— otttor^ ' a sickle, scythe ', tofvto ' wind '; fsrfTWM*

' mucus discharge from the nostrils ', the final ^s of this word is some-

times elided by the force of VI. 3. 109. S. 1034, thus fwfT^ ' the mucus

of the nose, rust of iron, a glass vessel
,

; mmm ' a gold coin, part of a

dinara'.

Mote :—In the Vikramaditya Kosa Singh&na means fafamr* ^wfi^nftt
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367. The words «*3*»t < a fire brand, torch ', *rfc* *a ladle,

spoon', and f**ft < a sacrifice? * are irregular. Si.

These are derived from the respective roots ^m ' to burn (I, 727) with

the addition of the affix 3pff , the ^of the root being replaced by w
; ^ ' to

hurt, kill ', (V. 34) with the addition of the affix fsr; and g ' to worship
*

(III. 1) with the affix f*^ \ See A. K. II. 9. M for darvi.

368. The affix^ comes after the root ft ' to shy* be mo-
dest or shy*, (III. 13) ; and the * of the root is optionally chang-

ed to *r> 85.

Thus tf+sv^fts* or #f t ' modest or bashful '. The affix being ftrn

does not cause guna.

369- The affix h^ comes aft 31* the ten roots **. ' to smile,

laugh'. (I. 757), I ' to die', (VI. 110), * to swallow (VI. 117),

t« ' to go', (II. 36), ^t < to Wow', (II. 41), *m £ to go/ (L 493), ^
s to tame, conquer', (IV. 94), 1 s to cut', (IX. 13), a f

to cleanse,

to purify', (JX 12) and yf ' to hurt, injure, kill (I. 604) 86.

The 1* augment is prohibited by VII. 2. 9 S. 3163. Thus ^ff +^=*
Wf* ' the hand ' ; *r^t ' the earth, ' the mortal, the human being '

; ws
' the hole ' ; vm ' a deer or antelope '

; wrat
{ wind '

; ^-^j ' the end '; ^<rt

* a tooth ' ; wtm ' tears, a mark or sign '
; tftat 'a child, a boat

' ;
^rt '

a

rogue '
; the * of $*£ is elided by VI. 1. 66 S. S73 and not by VI. 4. 21. S.

2655; the penultimate sr is lengthened by VIII. 2. 77 S. 354.

By the forco of sTf*sr diversely' which governs all the Uiiadi sutras the

affix ^ comes after the root g^ to sound, of which the short * is leng-

thened. Thus 3T1+«R=3W^ ' sin, dust, matted hair \

870. The affix «* comes after the root *jpt« to obtain',

(V. 14), preceded by the predx * and there is also the aug-

ment **• 87«

31
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Thus *+*rT^+^+a^»mfin!t ' a barber ', The wis not elided as a

diversity, See VI. 3. 73 8. 757,

371. The affix m comes after the roots ^ * to spread',

(VIII. 1), and s * to die', (VI. 110), and is treated as ^ which

causes the nasal of tart to be elided, and prevents gnna of

ymri. 8S„

Thus ^+^===<ra^ 'any stringed musical instrument ; wind '; i'-f>

gr^aa ^w^ * death '.

372* The affix « comes after the roots ^^ 'to smear, to

make clear ',
(VII. 21), ^ ' to sprinkle, to slime', (III. I-i<), and

ft ' to bind'. (V. 2). 89.

Thus ww+wa^w^ ' a tiger, a kind of fish. This ia according to

Ujjvaladatta. This appears to be wrong, for he cites Visva kosd, ^rcs*

w^HC ^ ^^pr, but the true reading is «*naf wri ^ *k§?% j w^ ' clarified

butter', toh^ { silver, white color, bound'; when used as a feminine, its

means * candied sugar'.

By the force of e»gsr ' diversely ' which governs the Unadi sftfcras, the

affix *r comes also after the root 'sg ' to go'. Thus t%+ TS=»sg?r^ ' gleumnw
truth, water, worship &c '.

373. The affix ^ conies after the roots s ' to go
7

, (I. $01 *
s

and ^ 'to spread' (VIII. 1) and the root vowels are respec-

tively lengthened to long « and m 90-

Thus i+w=^i* 'a messenger'. Its feminine is 5*ft (Gaur&di *fa ).

ffefis from ydtih by ktich. ^H-fK=cncr; (

father, brother .fee' . Iifis

a word of endearing address.

By the force of wps ' diversely' which governs the Unadi stitras, the

affix *m comes also after the root sr> ' to sleep *, to lie down'. Thus

*f)r4-^ = wte^ or ^FVcTT * ^Ft^T means the furrow made by the plough,

It is synonym of tffcrr «

o*

Sv *
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374. The affix Ma comes after yji (I. 593), and thereby

the affix takes the augment ^s which is ndatta : and the *

of the root is lengthened. 91.

By forca of ^ ' and \ there Is lengthening of the vowel w of the root.

Thus f^+ ^^rHh^is'^fN^* 'a cloud, a mountain, a nourisher, an

epithet of Indra',

Note:— According to some, this sufcra is said to bo a non-rishi one,

that is, nob approved of. or composed by any Rishi. Hence they read the

word «?V-!7jf in the Ganapabha in the ff^Ttr class.

875. The word ^^ « a clod, a lump of earth * and vcfm

*grey hair, mud heat ' are anomalous. 92.

They are irregularly derived from the respective roots ^ f
to cut', (IX.

13), and ^q/ to go, move ' (I. 892) by the addition of the affix "fR. After

the root ^, the ar of the affix ^r is replaced by §5 and the vowel of the

root is also ganated, Thus ^+\^—^+g^Hh^ = ^rN2'* I Similarly "q-f^s,^; s

Note

:

—w%^ is both masculine and neuter : so the plural is €^1?^ or

376. The affix *a^ comes after the roots * * to steal, rob*

(1. 917) and ^ * to go, move ' (I. 1012). 93.

Thus i+^i= fn:^: 'green or yellow color' ; xt+^^~ ,sc'Tr4*W^(VL

1. 45. S. 2370) —•sf^cit ' white color'; brilliant.

377. The affix '%m comes after the root ^ ' to grow '; (I,

912) of which the * in optionally changed to ^ 9~k

Thus ^¥Hh^l=^%a$ 'red color, saffron, a kind of deer, a kind offish*

or ^foa^ ' blood.'

Note :-—Rohita means red, a fox, a kind of deer
?

red horse, name of

Harishcliandra's son, a.kind of fish; n. blood, saffron, a straight rain bow.

Lohita copper, Mars, a serpent, a kind of rice.

378. The affix *«rc comes after the root ^w ' to shape, to

light, to adorn ' (VI 143) and is treated as ?m> 95.

Thus f^+^=f*rfVcrq; c
flesh'.
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379. The affix *&* comes after the roots ; ' to hear ', (I 98 9),

** c

to grow', (1.639), «*Vto desire for *, (X. 325), *V to

take* (1.681;. 96.

Thus ?%+mzq= vF%Tmt l an animal fit for sacrifice ', W*ft * a vulture,

an epithet of garuda' ; *S V"«ii 'desirous of obtaining, or a star' and

f^irrsEr *
' a house holder'.

jSToU :—In the Veda Bh&shya on the mantra to** w* wifa *rm*T* the

word Srav&yya is explained by ^wta f worthy of hearing.' So also the

etymological meaning of **T«r is taken in the mantra vsvfit $t ** ^T¥

?E^T^f|c^m"w 3^ « 'frow ^r f^rwrwrs'i

380. The word Ww^r is formed by reduplication of the

root vt ' to hold, to nourish', (III. 10) and adding the affix «w
and the augment to » 97*

Thus *t ^+3^
>

+srrars=?*f**mwr* 'a false Mend, spirituous liquor *.

As in the mantra f*C3r ** ^ f*F**Twi* i The reduplicate *®i is changed

to * I

JVote :—<TJjjvaladabta reads the sutra as ?rf»TOT«rt, and derives the word

from ,/m?® with the upapada dadhi : the word meaning clarified butter.

The author of DaSapadi vribbi derives it from /dhish to sound (III. 22),

by reduplication and without guna, and changing the w of the reduplicate

into m i The author Prasada also gives the same derivation. But all these

are erroneous. The Vedic reading is ftrf^wrar and not ^twsj i Qicere : may

not the word farWrrar be derived regularly from */ft* (III. 2 2) with

reduplication, want of gunation and adding *snr«r ? In this view, the aug-

ment tra need not be added.

381. The affix to comes after the root % ' to choose 7

(Y. 9). 98-

Thus •er-f-w* = w^c^r* ' the best, the chief.

382. In the chhandas, the affix *£%«* comes after the root

w « to praise ' (II. 34). 99.
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Thus ira^sf gwfor^(Rv. X. 120 6) w^^«*?ff?rsin| worthy or deserving

of being praised.' ^er^rq^sq^^ profcoean in form.' Ujjvaladatta reads

the- sutra as <e?pn %mt and gives the example ^ej%*n Indra. ^prevents guna,

and ^r^F augment is added. This is against the Veda and the commentary.

The word is stusheyya and not stuveyya in the Vedas.

383. The affix *»* comes after the root ^w 'to shine'

(I. 874). 100.

Thus ^r^+^*™'cnRr* ' fire '. Rajanya meaning a Kshatriya is formed

by w% under IV. 1. 137 S. 1153. lb has svarit on the final.

384 The affix ^** comes after the roots * 'to injure' (IX.

18) and ^ 'to play'. (I. 906). 101.

Thus "ar -f- sstrst==wom% ' a place of refuge'. wnr«s * pleasant, delightful'.

385. The affix ^^ comes after the root n 'to go',

(III. 16) and it is treated as fa* which places the accent on

the first syllable. 102.

Thus «5+ ^«*=*rwrq; ' forest'.

386. The word *&*' cloud, Indra ' is. irregular. 103.

This is formed by adding the affix -m*Qt to the root f% f

to sprinkle '

(I, "737) and changing the %to w. It means a rain cloud, thundering cloud

and Indra ; and Vishnu.

'**PTOmfa*Tfawffc' «

387. The affix ww comes after the root v% < to speak ;

(1.1058). 104
Thus ^+^T* :sr=^^T'^rs 'a liberal or generous person, a fluent

speaker'. The line *TO«rewrfinnfwi$T is from Ajayakosha.

388. The affix ^^ comes after the roots ^\ (
to go

',
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(I. 493) *w <to, go ', (I. 692) to ' to worship ', (I. 1051) *s ' to

Mil' (X. 1-1 and ^ ' to go', (I. 898 . 105.

Thus ^+^n^=WT5H$ 'a pot vessel'; «ra?rq 'a star'; mrer* 'a

Brahman who maintains the sacred fire'; srew^ 'a deadly weapon';

*rcrsr»j[ 'a wing, pinion, a feather, a vehicle '.

Note :—See Amarakosha for qcj-sr^ ^ <n£ro[ (A. K. II. 5, 36). St-o VL
3. 75 S. 759 for another derivation of tow ii According to some yajatra

means agnihotra ceremony. But it really means the deity worshipped in

any ceremony: and has been so explained in Veda Bhaahya on^

889. The affix ^^ comes after the root *rf.
f

to distil,

to run as a liquid', (I. 814) and the t is changed to *n. 106.

Thus^+sr^= qr?w^, a kind of vossjI, a wife. Since ^ is inter-

changeable with m, so wo also get the form w®^*l l a wife, hip '.

390. The affix ^sra^ comes after the root «r
e
to choose (V. 8)

and is treated as fag which thereby places the accent on the

last syllable. 107.

Thus 5r-f-3ni^r=5rcwT ' a strap, thong or girth of leather'. See A K.

II 10.31 In the following verse the f^g accent is patent:

—

^t^ft^t

891. The affix m-x comes after the root ^ ' to know *

(II. 55) preceded by the preposition !• 108.

Thus gfof-ftBTTssgfqfwq ' a relative '.

Note :—Some read the affix as katran, with wq I But it is erroneous :

for we do not find the accent of fsng; in y&*fit gfrorrfqr ktot &c. The

affix-accent is here on ^ (III. 1, 3. read with VI. 1. 139.) ; and not nn fsr «

892. The affix ^cornes after the root ^ ' to cut ' (VI. 140

and there is also the augment 31* 109-

Thus fs^ +3^+ *rsr => fFcr^ ' a plough *

.

Note :—The word Krintatram is explained as that which ought to be

cut, namely, a forest, in the mantra *n^ w% $*sr* ^ ijlv, X. 86. 20)
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893. The affix ssra^ comes after the roots « ' to maintain*,

(I. 046), 1 e to die
9

,
(VI. 110), i^. < to see', (I- 1037), ^E ' to worship',

(I. 105D ?
*w* 4 to fill', (I. 60S),^ ' to cook', (I. 1015 \ ^ < to go',

(I. 493), ^ s to desire ', (IV. 93), ^ < to salute, to sound5

,

(I. 1030), and^ 6 to go, to desire, to be wearied' (I. 51<7). 110.

Tims g-f-Tacr^r =»«rra* ' name of the younger brother of Xtania, as well as

of fciie son of Dushyanta and Sakuntala ; an actor &c.,) ; ^x^i ' death' ; *di<i*

' the sun, the moon'; *r«ra* ' an officiating priest at a sacrifice'; ttzm 'a

mountain' ; ^^Ts ' fire' ; -sar^ra: ' sickness, disease' ; ^cfs ' dusirous' ; Wcf*
' bent, bowed, an actor'; ^<r* ' a horse'.

Note :—In the Das'apadi the siibra is read as ^tftaF &c. According to it,

the affix comes after „/drm (VI. 118) adare, and t/tiih (II. 22) to sleep
;

and he gives the examples as ~%v$i and tsnras ; but not ^x!bis t This

however is not correct : for we find ^£m in the following mantras

:

^sgqfk; T*S«f vT^srci ; and wzTm fsnia crsscr: (Kv I. 50. 4) and %-z-sd: TshBr^s &s„

The word Yajata however has been explained in the Vcda-Bhashya by

^fflsr worthy of worship or what should be worshipped, in the mantra

The word parvata means w. a tree, a kind of vegetable, a kind of fish,

a Dova, name of a sage, a rock, hill, a mountain.

In the gloss on mantra ^fctf f*fcf ^f^(Rv. IS 98. 7) haryata however

is explained by " sarvaih sprihaniya" desired or liked by all.

•sprit ^nft fa~l?J ! T3&x^ |

394< The aifiix ^^ eo;nes nft-'r tlio roots ^5. ' to sprinkle

(I. 737) and ** ' to color, to pl«aae ' tf. 1018) and is treated as

Sip?. Ill*

Thus ^+^cr^=f^s ' a variegated antelope, a drop of water, a

spot, mark' ; T'srcnx
£

silver, gold, a pearl ornament, a mountain'. The
nasal is elided because the affix is fifrg »

31)5. The word hhalati is irregular. 112.

It is formed bv the affix ^rt^added to the root ^rer ' to stumble, to

trip'
;
(I. 577), when the *is elided, and there is short ^ added at the end,

Thus f^^+Tsra^ss^^+^m^+^^sa^^rfcrt ' bald-headed'.
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v^wt wm i g^^fn Tit sn^t ?r*sn$ m an^sr* wtarr wtngf i wfa«r wm-sw?^ i ircw«rlr

396. The affix *re comes after the seven roots *ft ' to lie

down ', (II 22), ** ' to curse', (I. 1049), ^ 'to sound', (II. 28),

n* ' to go', (I. 1031), t*\ ' to cheat ', (I. 204 and X. 163) *ta

' to live' (I. 594), and *+m ' to breathe' (II. 61). 113.

Thus ^+ssra'=*'ara*Tt ' a python '; vs^m ' a curse '; war* ' the cuckoo ';

v\*mt ' a traveller ' a road ; *ij*Tt ' a rogue '. But when the reading in the

text, i. e. in the sutra is n*% (to salute) instead of^ , then we have sf^wj
4

a praiser, a bard, one who deserves praise '; uPmm l
life '; Jmrer* ' strong,

powerful, breahting, ' By VIII. 4. 19 S. 2478 the ?r is changed to *tr it.

By the force of sqpr (diversely), which governs the TJriadi sutras, the affix

'SW comes after the roots ar^ 'to be calm or quiet or tranquil/ (IV. 92) and

•q$ to restrain ' (IV. 94),

Thustpr^i 'tranquility, calmness'; sprer: 'self-restraint'. See Amarakosa.

Ill 2.3 for the verse w**ref ^rs ^Tl*?n?frscre§ i^wt ^t I

397. The affix %w comes after the root ^ ' to nourish or

maintain, (III. 5) and is treated as fas. 114.

Thus ^-f-sswaaw** ' a sovereign, fire, a deity presiding over one of the

regions of the world '.

D98. The affix ** con»es after the roots ^'io weep ' (II. 58)

and fin? ' to know ( IT. 55) and is treated as f*^. 815.

Thus ^-f-3Pr=a^«r* faj^l* 'a weeping, or crying child', fej^r*

' knowing or the science of yoga '.

Note :—Ujjvaladatta has read the sufira as ^faf^vsrf f^jq;, i. e. the affix

vm comes after the roots ^ (to cry) and Rr^ and is treated as tRk^;, and so he

has evolved the form ^ -J- isra^^sT* I

The author of Das'apacli vrifcti has read the sutra as *f* farfwf f*inj.

But we have followed the Bhashya and so have read the sutra as^
fg-f^grwrf rVg. The affix is feg; for in commenting on the sutra »m£ gjwrFV

&c. (I. 2. 1. S. 2461) Patanjali while enumerating fVq; affixes, mentions

ssww thus : ^ gr^vm* ? ^ff '^H *fa& ^ra? w£ ^Tz i\
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399. The affix «w comes after the root w* ' to dwell *

(I. 1054), when preceded by an upasarga. 116.

Thus siT+TO+*W=*TSiwrewt ' a dwelling house '; qpercrart * a village'.

Note:—Ujjvaladafcta has read the sutra as ^tw*ihj%* whereas ofehers

have read it as ^r% ?r%t » According to this latter view, avasatha is the

only form ; and not samvasatha.

%«n**ft*' i ir*raft *r*r m^^r t ""rf* *n"rf« err Twre *ro*rirt i -enr^r* rrii 'ep^f i

400. The affix sre^ comes after the following thirteen roots :

viz :—*ra * to go ' (I, 38),^ ' to protect ' (I. 631), ^ s

to drink,

to eat ' (I. 497), w* ' to desire' (IV. 93), ** ' to salute' (I. 1031),

^ ' to begin, to embrace, to long for ' (I. 1023), *rw < to obtain

'

(I? 1024), ** .' to injure' (I. 788 and IX. 48),^ < to suffer pain '

(I. 1034), ** < to go ' (I. 898), *% < to praise ' (I. 467), ^ < to

purchase, to honor, to praise ' (I. 4i66), *s ' to honor, to re-

spect' (X. 321.), 117.

Thus '55r<5+
,ssr^M^n3-

t 'wind, the soul'; lit. that which constantly

moves, ; -^w^t ' the cup for drinking Soma-juice ', lit. in which they

drink, •ssrsrat ' a king, the sun'; lit. he who protects. &c; w*%t ' darkness', twp
(favorable, kindly disposed) ; 'WW* * violence, anger, joy ', m^mt ' wealth,

a. solicitor '; «rw^r* ' the sky, the ocean '; *w%t ' the sun, the moon, a bird ';

x&xm ' a bird '; *xnm c the jack-fruit ', winzt ' an article of sale, a commo-

dity '; wwq; ' knowledge ',

Mote :—ssrcnft /. common flax, hemp, linseed, ^mrst a vessel can, ladle

&c. used at sacrifices for drinking the Soma juice, a cake made of barley.

vtmt the bread-fruit tree, a thorn, a kind of monkey, /. a kind of malady.

401. The affix *nrc comes after the root * * e to weave, to

sew ' (I- 1055), and there is also the augment 3*. 118.

By force of wg® (diversely) which governs the Unadi s&tras, th® mT is

wanting. Thus %+g«s+'ssrer^=st?nr* ' the reed '.

32
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Note:—In the Dasapadl vrifcti, thes&tra is read as fgR^c ^ i. e. all

the above operations take place after the root eft ' to go cfec. (II. 39). Thus

402. The affix «re^ comes after the roots **f_ 'to carry'

(I. 1053), and $
c to join' (II. 23), and is treated as ftr^, 119.

Thus g^4-^W===snTer* ' the python, a water course '; m^i ' a heap

of grass'. There, is vriddhi as the affix is ?w% i

403. The affix ^rcr* comes after the root *ro ' to go, move 9

(L 504), and is treated as ftrq, 120.

Thus ere 4-^^*==srrw* ' a crow'.

404), The affix ^re"* comes after the root
.

*** * to play'

(IV. I.), and is treated as fas 121.

Thus r^+^ra^==f^^g or f^nr* ' a day'.

%m \ ^mTf%^f%^fl^vTW \ \ \ 133 *

8 6 t
v

405. The affix w* comes after the roots m ' to scatter

'

(VI. 116), w 'to injure' (IX. 18), *r^ 'to go, to tremble'

(I. 896), ^L to scratch (I, 526), and »rf * to sound, to roar'

(I. 58). 122.

Thus ^•f-^T*»=$i ,*STi ' the hack of the hand from the wrint to the root

of the fingers ; the trunk of an elephant, a young camel '; *rrm ' a young

elephant'; mv ' a grass-hopper, locust, a moth
5

;
^w«rt ' a young elephant';

•nf*?:
' a donkey, the white water lily : smell : an insect.

406, The affix *w comes after the roots ^^'to go*

(VI, 7) and ft.' to sprinkle' (I, 738) and it is treated as f^j. 123.

Thus iq^+w^ffw ' a bull' ; swrt ' a bull'.

Note :—Kishava means a bull, the male animal, the best or most
exoellent, the note % the hollow of the ear, a boar's tail, a crocodile's tail,

a dried plant, name of an antidote, an incarnation of Vishnu, a sacrifice.
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407. The affix w* oomes after the root ^* <to be angry*
(I. 724) and is treated as &nt (which thereby places the accent
on the first syllable) and also as fa^ The root ^is replaced

% TC 124,

Thus ^+ ^^==^+^^=s^W c an elephanb in ruts'.

S20S J TTf%5?f§r*31?i ^ ( | I ^ I

408. The affix wr* comes after the roots ?re
"'

to cry'

(I. 657), and ®rg 'to go, to cover, to enclose (I. 520). 125-

Thus *^~f- -sswg^^TCW ' an ass, a donkey'; trcrewt ' a cowherd, a cook,

beloved, dear, supreme, a lover, a favourite, an overseer, a good horse.

^<r> *fr» I *m» I ^n( \

409. The affix <*re comes after the roots w ' to grow old*

(IV. 22) and fcw ' to enter' (VI. 130). 126.

Thus w+w* «*+**** (VII. 1. 3. S. 2169)= *wr* ' old, decayed'; ^rert
' a small pond, pool, fire'. A, K. I. 10. 28.

Note :—By the fore© of «rp» (diversely) which governs all ZJnadi suirasf,

the affix **r^ also comes after tho root s?^ (I, 776) ' to deserve, merit>,

Worthy of, thus ^^-H^r*******^ t a i^^hist or Jaina priest'.

410. The affix **\ comes in the senso of benediction after

the roots ^? ' to grow' (L 912), **^ ' to be glad' (I. 67), *fte <to

live' (L 594), *+*** 'to breathe' (II. 61), and is treated as;

f^. 127.

Thua ^4-w*=«Tti*?Ti ' a tree' ; ^W} ' a son' ; 'efW^i ' a drug, life' \

wwxtt * wind'. Since the affix is treated as f*% the femiuines of the

above words are formed by adding w^w \ Thus thwart+ wi<% «* 'ftf?^ \

411. The affix *^. comes after the following ten roots and

is treated as ^*—1. * * to cross over' (I. 1018)- 2. $ ' to be"
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(1.1). 3. n f
to carry' (1. 1053). 4. *V to live' (1. 1054). 5.

""S 'to shine' (I. 655). 6. w 'to complete' (V. 17). 7. to.

'to distil, to ran as a liquid' (I. 8141 8. to 'to decorate'

(I. 344). 9. ft < to conquer' (I. 593)and 10 <n^ ' to "be pleased'

(I. 67), 128.

Thus <T-J-^*=Hr?c** « the ocean'. Since the affix is treated as ft^, the

feminine of the word <rc*cu will be formed by adding vk to it ; thus,

<ar*?Rr
'
a boat'. w*f*m 'the present time'; «rc*3* 'the wind'; «rarat ' the

spring' ; qront ' the sun' ; WFKt ' the mendicant'. The roots *re . *nns:

,

t% and t^ belong to the Trerft subdivision of the vmr% class and they gefe

the designation of fcrq ; hence by VI. 4. 92. S 2568, they retain their

penultimate short rowel before the causative ft. By VI 4. 55 S 2311,

^is substituted for the * of ft before spar. So •RCTrot ' cloud' ; *ron<at
' ornament' ; ^sfpstj ' the son of Indra, qwiprot a son.

412* The affix^ comes after the root t1?
c

to kill' (II. 2),

and there is the augment % The root^ is replaced by ft 129.

Thus^+^+^—ft+^+^S 5-^** 'winter season'.

8^ l ^^?#W£ \\ \ \%? I

w^st srarftir* i

413 The affix **% comes after the root ^ 'to tell a good

news, to be glad' (I 12) and ^ of the root is elided' 130.

Thus w^+^^W^t ' an ascetic'.

8^8 I TOT: j ^ 5 ^ »

414. The affix ^x comes after the root ^s ' to go' (VI. 15).

131.

Thus ^*^+w*:»!,»5i'8sm' ' a harlot.'

By the force of ^%m (diversely) which governs the Un&di sutras, bhe

words ^fV a kind of song, the recitation of scholars', «nn! (the banner of

Indar, and moss) and Wftifct (a kind of drum, the Kali age, a cano staff) are

respectively derived from the rooots ^£ ' to read, to discuss', wef (to say,

to speak) and !«ra£ (to speak') by adding the affix ^srr.

Note :—Swami Day&nanda Sarasvati derives such words as w*K
t qnrc

***k, ****, sfto, i£rzr<
}

*wc, urn, vixf ^4k, *rfc, famx, ****, *nr»***,

*wK fgT, *rforc &c, in short all words endings in m*
}
by the force of the

wpr (diversely) which governs the Unadi sutras. According bo him, w*tfl

is the feminine formed by adding vW to tho word **vc, the ^ being
replaced by 9? by VIII. 2, 18. S, 2350 as belonging to the «fw*Tft class,
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*«r«rfcsi:f%c**rr«$ \ ^t^f *rtt^ i gfrc* mw*'* i *pto » ^^ i ^R* < two •

415. The affix *k comes after the six roots «s « to go'

(III. 16), ^ ' to love, to be enamoured of (L 470), ^ 'to

travel' (IV. 96), ^ ' to eat, to drink ' (I. 497), and causatives of

fa* 'to play' (IV- 1), and «re < to live* (I 1054), and it is treat-

ed asftiq (*. e. the accent is placed on the final syllable'). 132.

Thus 3f -f ^ss^rci? a covering, 'a door'; spnc* 'lustful, desirous';

wtnt ' a bee, a lover' ; ^rc* ' a kind of an antelope' ; $ro ' brother-in- law,

i. e. husband's younger brother'; vnrc* ' a day of the week'.

Note :—Some have read in the sutra mfspfsrt instead of «nf%wr*

Accordingly they derive the word stout* (a cuckoo) from the root wt^ ' to

roar, to sound' (IV, 54) with the addition of the affix m.

416. The affix m^i comes after the root $ ' to make noise'

(II. 33). 133.

Thus ii+ 5fPcg;=^T:t an osprey, ' a kiiid a bird'.

417- The affix wq comes after the roots ^r?f'to go'

(I. 155), ^ c to be pleased' (I, 853), **5 ' to praise (I 13). 134.

Thus ssrif 4-^rTT^;=a^:TKJ ' charcoal', the planet Mars ; *nrn:i
c a hog, an

elephant in rut' ' a thorn-apple or dhatura, a lover, libertine ; *re*rrc:t

' the coral tree, an elephant', the celestial tree, the Arka plant, the dhattura

plant, heaven : a cheat or rogue. After the root ^/mada, there comes the

affix dru also, aa tttc* i

418 The affix *an^ comes after the root t§^ 'to distil, to

run as a fluid' (I. 814, 65 (a), and it is changed to ***> 135.

Thus T^4-WT^=:^gTT* ( the tawny color, a servant'.

8^2 \ WfK^fT^ \ $ \ \\$ i

419, The words ^w™ ' sexual passion' and ^fm (a golden

vase or pitcher) are irregular. They are derived from the

respective roots -ar ' to injure' (IX. 18) and v* to nourish or

maintain' (III- 5), by adding the affix *vz% and the augments
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^ and g^. There is shortening of the vowel of the root v
also. 136.

Thus Tj-f-5^+-3j^+^rTC^»Vmt» the erotic sentiment, love, passion,

coifcon, marks made with red lead on the body of an elephant, ^*tk* a

golden vase or pitcher, a vase used at the coronation of a king.

420. The affix wc* comes after the roots *ww (a' sautra

root) and ^*' to purify' (II. 57), and is treated as fa* and

so the acute is on the final. 137.

The root sysrer is a sautra one.

Thus «Rwr+ ,arpat*»wwrrc t ' a peacock, the sun, an elephant, the belly,,

an epithet of Brahmli, a hermit, 'flrmfo 'a cat'.

421. The affix *rro[ comes after the root ^ ' to love"

(I. 470), and is treated as fa* and the penultimate vowel of the-

root is replaced by «. 138-

Thus *ra[+«ira(= $iro ' a son'. The anuvritti of f^ comes from the-

previous subra and so the accent falls on the lasb syllable.

Note

:

—i<*rKs means a son, boy, a youth, a prince, an heir apparent^

name of K&rbikeya, of Agni, a parrot, groom, Varun&dri.

422. The words tusara and the rest are irre^alarlv formed

bv the addition of the affix **rc^
. 139-

Thus 1. §TKt ' snow,' from the root gp^ ' to please' (IV. 75.) 2*

vreTO ' a pond,' from •9RTO ' to make a sound indicating any disease'

(I. 654). 3. we* ' the mango tree,' from the root *f ' to suffer' (I. 905).

423. The affix *rc* comes after the root ^ ' to perish, die*

(IV. 26), as well as the augment if.. 140*

Thus ^+gs+smcq:=fhTTO 'a golden coin'.

•mm i

424. The affix *nr« comes after the root ^ ' to move'

(III. 17) as well as the augment ^«- 141.
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Thus *3"+ «rw -f-ssrTj^^Ts ' mustard seed'.

425. The affix ^^ comes after the roots ot ' to burn'

(I. 727), ^?
4 to be crooked' (VI. 73), 3^ ' to burst open, split,

•clean, crack' (I. 581), ^ ' to bind' (I. 181), ^w ' to churn,

agitate' (I. 250). 142.

Thus ^+^^=gr-qxrj 'fire, the sun' ; -$iwi ' a measure of grain';

W*J ' a weapon' ; gfj'^f ' a vessel for vegetables' ; *s<srtf ' clarified butter'.

426. The affix *** (kapan) comes after the root w^ ' to

sound, jingle, tinkle' (I. 477), and the semi-vowel ** is vocalised

to « a 143.

Thus ^^+w^^^%pt*j ' a dead body*.

427. According to Chakravarmnna, the affix ^ should be

used instead of kapan, which thereby places the accent on the

first syllable of the affix itself- 144.

Thus ^5W + sfnr«=^nr<| i The accent is on the first <ssi of the affix-

fwtf wN^f ^< »

428. The words foro ' a branch of a tree', fW*t < a

division of the universe', f*ftp* 'a temple ', and ^^ttj ' a creeping

plant' are irreglarly formed- These are formed by adding

the affix *pt* to the roofcs ftre * to sound' (I. 338), f?ro ' to

enter' (VI. 130), and m^ l to go, hasten' (I. 520). 145.

Thuaf*s+ w«**«'»f«nw» a branch, a bush, a thicket. finj.+*^. Tne
n of the root few is changed to *r and there is the augment gc and the "*ff

is also changed to «r, hence f^+«ir^«f^+^Hh«T^«ftr^* a universe,,

a world, c, f. fcrg:^ I In forming fkfsnr, the augment ^g; comes before

the affix gprq[. Thus fc^+^j+^^«farfsrtf a temple, an abode, a palace.

The word wtf. is formed by the root w^ undergoing Samprasdrana,
Thus w^+^s^aa'srer^ a creeping plant, soft grass, a shrub.

Note:—The word fwtr is so derived from //f^n, acoording to Ujjvala-

atta. But others read the sutra differently, instead of f*nw they read
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•Brssrr » This seems more appropriate as finger is a well known word ; as

*ra*nwrer *w-tf i A. K. II. 1. 6.

429. The affix fasnj; comes after the root wj, to be, to exist,

subsist' (1.795). 146.

Thus ^+fa^=grf'^5SRT' a quail ; a paint-brush'.

$for«RT I faf%SR1 faf%i l 3ff%*RT *fNT I

430. The affix $**% comes after the roots $<j ' to cut'

(VI. 141), fa? 'to penetrate' (VII. 2), srs (a sautra root) and is

treated as fspj. 147.

Thus f^+fa^-afif^sKT' the third of the 27 lanar mansions or

asterisms, consisting of 6 stars, the Pleiades;' f*rftn«T ' a wall, partition, a

small house lizard ' 'JffvsiT ' a kind of lizard '.

431. The affix ^^ comes after the roots *i*to desire for'

(VI. 59), and ** 'to pervade (V. 18). 148,

Thus vj
fc

+wiF$— ir«ffOT 'a brick '. 'ssre^T 'a collection of three days

beginning with the 7th day after the full moon ; the 8th day of three

months on which the manes are to be propitiated'.

Note :—Sutra VII. 3. 44. S. 463 might have caused the insertion of

an ^, but it is not so because Panini himself reads it as wsrwr in VI. 3. 65.

S. 1009, Others say that VII. 3. 44, S. 463 is anitya because had l been

nitya, where was the necessity of reading a separate affix tikan.

432. The affixes wrct and ttostc come after the root *^ 'to

go ' (II. 37). 149.

Thus wn,+ «r*H('- ,ra»r* 'a Br&hman '. Similarly wspff nom. s. ttot

formed by tas'asun, the *sr is lengthened to ssnr in *n by VI. 4. 14. S. 425.

The dual is *cT*r^, pi. *2t*PJ* I This word means a dappled horse also.

The adjective war means of a variegated color.

433. The affix *rk comes after the roots *ft 'to go, to

pervade' (II. 39), and ** ' to fall (I. 898). 150.

Thu5 «ft+cre^««^r3 'pay, hire, wages '; *r^^ ' a town, city, a

musical instrument'. See A. K. II. 2. 1.
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434. The affix *r comes afteTlhe roots clri (IX, 23) * to re-

spect, teas-itanxyrrwofship' and Tfw « to burst open' (I. 581). 15.1,

Thus tf +wr=^t * kuga grass uaed at sacrificial ceremonies' ; -^mt a

wheel, the name of a sage,

435. The affix *•* comes after the roots *$ * to go' (I. 983)

and* « to sound (IX. 28). 152.

Thus *t-f mt^**^* a child ; from id we get *nW also with the affix

w%. w$t ' the womb, the belly, conception &c.

436. The affix ^ comes after the root^T^ ( to go * (II. 36)

and is treated as fas^. 153.

Thus T*ir+wr*«"VT* ' an elephant.' See Amarakosa II, 8. 35.

437. The affix wj^nj comes after the roots ^ra 'to throw

(IV. 100) and *w ' to stick to, to adhere' (I. 1036). 154.

Thus ^ro+ ^r^sa'ssrf^sr ' a bone ' wf*r ' the thigh'.

^c
* ^ft$sjjfi*jfqr«j: f^ i ^ i ^ '

438. The affix **f*r comes after the roots 5* to burn*.

(I 736), ^ ' to draw out* (IX. 46
• and m,' to become dry ' (IV.

74). 155."

Thus 5r^+^%==fTm ' fire ' thefburning of a house, oil; jgrfm the belly,

the womb, a cavern, the sheath, nfot ' wind ' light, lustre,

489. The affix ksi comes after the root *ro ' to pervade

'

(V. 18) and it is treated as *N. 156.

Thus t«%+^k a=s >af^ « the eye '.

lit

»

33
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440, The affix *S comes after the root t^ ' to desire for
'

(VI, 59). 157.

Thus l^+^5«i[l* 'sugarcane'. See Amar&kosa II. 4. 163.

441. The affix $ comes after the roots *w 'to protect'

(I. 631), * ' to cross over (I. 1018), w « to cover "(IX, 14) and

a»w * to rule ' (X- 139;. 158.

Thus ia\4-fsa^r^rt ' a woman who has mensturated \ 3*V* * a boat';

Wl"$t ' smoke' ; *P"5ft the string of a flute &o.

44*2. The affix * comes after the roots *t ' to go, obtain
'

{II. 40) and m ' to drink (1. 972), and is treated as %? and there

m reduplication of the roots 159.

Thu8*n+ ,%<wwn+$=>*itfr'a horse', the guna is prevented by the

affix being regarded as fwq.

So also ^^» ' the sun and the moon'.

443. The affix t comes after the root m\ 'to mark*

{X. 5), and there is the augment $e and the sign ftr is elided.

160.

Thus *r|
<

+S'S-f*t«-'lfVft* 'the goddess of prosperity.

CHAPTER IV.

444. The affix t comes after the root *t ' to measure, to

limit' (II. 53) preceded by the word to (wind) and is treated

as far$. 1-

Thus mw+w-f m-f-t-wTOiriftj (an antelope, literally that which is as

fleet as the wind). This word is both of the masculine and femmina
gender.

Notex— Since the affix is fm,t
the long m of /^t is elided by

VI. 4. 1^0 S. 204. See A. K. II. 5. 7.
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According to Amara all aninaals having two, or four or six feet and all

reptile are of both genders. Subhuti, Chandra &cv have also taken sfraw^

as of both genders.

wsn^t grow i ^%tf^^ i frari^j i

445. The twelve affixes ^fw1

!, ^^, ^ft™**^ 1!, Wi, **%

<jr% iFa?% <3f«?r, *5re (or ^^r according to some), ^ra and ^rrgw come
respeotively after the twelve roots n ' io go' (I. 983), *r%,

* to spread' (VIIL 1), *fae ' to decorate, to go' (VII. 21), m. * to

beg' (VIII. 8), *f* ' to go' (VII. 21), *£S causative of /ri to go',

^ ' to be pleased' (IV- 99), «* < to go' (I. 38), ^w ' to go' (1 155),

^ ' to sound' (II. 83), 3 ' to join' (II. 23), and ira « to become

lean or thin' (IV. 117). 2.

1 . Thus «s+ ^fw^e» rTm ' the closed fist', the elbow, the distance from

the elbow to the end of the closed fist, a cubit. «rdw* a cubit of the middle

length, from the elbow to the tip of the little finger ; an ell. It is formed

from ratni with the negative particle. The vowel *S is changed to * by

sandhi (VI. 1. 77. S. 47) before the ^ of ^f<?r^H So we get ratni. In

Dasapad! the affix is atnich without m and so it causes guna, and then the

reguiar form is aratni. 2. ^+^^>»tHWE?gt ' wind, night', a cloud, a thund-

erbolt. 3. «rwjr+^5r^==wwsri%* ' the joined palms'. 4. «sr*|-ft$ •'^atrf^ t

1 part of the entrails of an ainmal offered in sacrifice ; the rectum'. 5.

raw+ll^ra'wfww-e* 'the sun'; according to some, thefc-afiix 'SW^ comes

after tho root "sawa , so they evolve the form ^-fs^wr^t * the sun'. 6, ssnRr -f

SC^«* wf«re* ' the hearty flesh in the heart'. 7. or^-f-^-^TcW ' a fish'

;

name of a country'. 8, ^g+^fa^-wiarfafsa ' a guest', lit. a traveller: name

of a son of KuSa and Kumudavat? and grand son of Rama. ^^+^r%«
sst^F^* ' a finger'. 10. gj+ssroor vscn=^iwst or wxnx 'an armour, a prickly'*

ehrub'. 11. g+^mr-wtm a kind of Khadira. 12. ?ro+ ,

s3rrisK«=$*rcg*.

* fire'.

Nate :—The word taiiyatu has been explained by tfwcr thundered, in

the mantra wrftffrwiftf'T a'siyr flfg^t ; and by %*r or cloud in the mantra ^narr

wffc* n**t$t ; and by witf* or thunder-bolt in the mantra ftt«r %sr *r Qfvgx i

For nfn^ see tie mantr i «rfW^r iw^fw « The word wfw is derived fron*
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the causative of v$; thesis added by VII. 3. 36 S. 2570: and the causative

sign * is elided by VI. 4. 51. S. 2313,

446. The affix karan (kara) comes after the root -* ' to

injure' (IX. 18). 8.

In the next sutra, the affix is treated as fgjg; therefore we conclude

that it is not so ia the present one, so the w of the affix is not indicatory

and is not elided, and the guna operation in not prevented.

Thus sr+^^ttwcr sugar: candied sugar, a pebble, gravel, small

stone, a fragment, any hard particle.

447. The affix ^^ comes after the rootg* to nourish

(I. 732) and is treated as fas. 4.

Thus 3^+*^=3**?^ ' a pond ' a blue lotu?, the tip of an elephant's

tongue, the skin of a drum, the blade of a sword, the sheath of a sword,

an arrow, air, sky, atmosphere, a cage, water, intoxication, the art of

dancing, war, battle, union, a place of pilgrimage in Ajrnere, the bowl of

a spoon, a part, portion ; a kind of serpent, a kind of drum, the sun, an

epithet of Krishna, of Shiva &c.

i$e i TO*!* 1 a t «$ i

448. The affix *?w also comes after the root 3* ' to nourish*

(I. 732). 5,

Thus 31+qrar^g**^ 'much, copious', full, complete, rich, magnifici-

ent, splendid ; excellent, best, eminent, near, loud, resonant, a kind of

drum : an epithet of Shiva, of mount Meru ; a particular measure of capa-

city, alms to the extent of four morsels of food.

m ' **fKf*: I » I < I

449, The affix *f*r comes after the root «rn * to go'

(T. 1081). 6.

Thus n^+^T*r=<'rfw ;

g; n. s. T*ft. one who intends to go. The force

of tha affix is that of futurity. See III. 3. 3. S. 3171. The WTP* of that

sutra refers to this nwt 11
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450. The affix *f* ooraes after the root t^ (to go) when

preceded by the preposition *rr& and is treated aa f^ (where

by the penultimate vowel of the root is lengthened). 7.

Thus 'srp^.-l-T^-f ^fflraWTTTfw1^* n. s. ssmrnft 'coming, future' **mn-

W, \ *pras i 8 i
c i

451. The affix *f* comes after the root % * to be' (I. 1.) and

is treated as ftr^. 8.

Thus $+*fT=»HrrVqc, n. s. *tT«rV future' w**frofa u

8VR i ^ ^: I 8 l <£ \

src*mf> »

452. The affix *f* comes after the root **rr (I. 975) ' to

stand' preceded by the preposition sr. 9.

Since the affix is treated as f*srg; and as the root-stem ends in *srr, the

augment gm ("*rj is ordained by VII. 3. 33. S. 2781.

Thus sr+ n=*n -f *f*r « jt^ctt -f- g?K -f *.fk

=

srevrfinc ' depar ting ,
going

'

»

8V$ i^f^mivi
453. The affix *fa comes after the root **t to stand

(I. 975) preceded by the word tn$ and is treated as ftrei 10.

Thus v$+<wr+wfir-i*rcfcfw[ n. s. vr^tfr. An epithet of Siva &o.

i^crte :—Tue affix being regarded as fsftg:, causes the elision of the wt

of the root <=*r? by VI. 4. 64. S. 2372. By Vi. 3. 9. S. 966, the locative

ending of *rc% is not elided, as it is a name. See A. K. I. 1. 16.

8V|8 1 *n»«n i a i ^ i

454. The affix *fW comes after the root *r*«r ' to olram '

(I. 43) and is treated as fwni which thereby causes the elision of

^ of the root. 11.

Thus **^+i ,fa=*w+ *fW»wf«ng: 'a churning stick'. Its Nom. forma

are n**tTt, t^tr?. *r*«nm by VII. 1. 86 and 87. S- 366 and 367.

tot* 1 mwvfr 1

455. The affix ini comes after -*n to go (I. 898), and the

final of ^ is replaced by * 1 12.
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Thus ^+ *f*«^4-*fw*iT|ftr([ i n.a. trwm, wruft&c. See VII. 1.86

and 87 S 866 and 867.

Note :—The word W is another word having the same meaning. Ifr

is formed by -or^ affix of Pachadi as we "find in Sabhlti Chandra «rrc» *«r^

From *ix<s with ^fw of Matup-sense, we get fgff#n Indra lit. lord of

heaven or thunderbolt. The nom. S. is «fg^T* (the long sstt is by VII. 1. 85.

S. 865, and * is changed to tsr by VII. 1. 86. S. 366) dual 55$*™*, pi.

tjRjpsrTW i This is according to Ujjvaladatta. *sgir* meaning heaven and'

thunderbolt, is derived by adding the affix n to the root ins to dwell

(VII. 114) preceded by *$$ thus v^h $em *qf*<* ntf**^ that in which tbo?

Devas (ribhus) dwell or decay, namely heaven or thunderbolt.

But the Dasapadt derives the word ribhukshin from the root m to goj,

with the affix !jfisr*n«. The sutra given there is sreft ^fw«r^ I This Butrs.

is quoted in theVeda BhAshya on wj^r^r^nTTj^w^ \ (Rig Veda 1. 13 2. 4>
The difference in these two etymologies consists in this. The first (formed

with Ufa affix) is final acute : for the n of x% gets accent of the affix (III. I*

8. S. 3708). In the other case, the .accent is anomalous

456. The affix 'am* comes after the root *sw'to churn*,

agitate ' (I. 250). 18.

Thus isw + TBrT^t""^™* ' a bird, a churning stick'.

Note :—Swami Dayananda Sarasvatt says that the word *wrw (a

current, stream) from the root^ (to moye slowly) can be evolved under

the present sutra by the force of *$* (diviWely) which governs the Un&di-

subras.

aparar t *r*x<*T i wrwr »

457- The words balaka do are irregular. 14,

The words srerrar ' a crane, a mistress / *n?w»T ' a pencil or small stick.

rased in painting the eyes with collyrium ' and wtckt ' a banner ,' are

irregularly formed by adding the affix ^rt*H to the respective roots w^ ' to*

breathe, to live ' (I. 893),^ ' to shake, stir, agitate ' (I. 896) and ^ ' to

go' (I. 898).

Note :—Svami Dayananda Sarasvatt, under the present s&tra plaoes

also the following words :—*r*n*«T (a female elephant) from the root w% (to.

know) ; wtwt (a hurricane) from theToot 3 (to cleanse) ; rcrwr (a bird) from.

the root we to go or move).
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458. The words pin&ka <#o. are also irregular. 15.

The words f^iTOt (the trident or the bow of Siva} and nwrm (a pond)

are irregularly formed by adding the affix tsnm to the respective roots m
' to protect' (IT 47) the wr of which is replaced by ^ and which receives the

augment ^pC also ; and w ' to beat (X. 43).

See Amarakosd III. 3. 14, for the verse trsTig^ '*n,
*rift* l

Note :—Under the present sutra, Sv&mi Dayananda Saraswati places

the following words also :—wrast (a pond) from the root tsn^ (to beat)';

**m» (prosperity good fortune) from the root #5 (to be glad) 'vrrff'W (a

kind of grain or corn) from the root "s^ (to go, move), swTwg; (the cloudy

aky) from the root *nr (to shine) with the negative particle *t. fwrnij*

(oil oake) from the root f^Cto grind), the *r of which Js changed to •$; and

there is the augment of •*. trrafot or msrfqft (egg-plant) from the root its (to

exist), the «f of which is vriddhied. s^tbrj (the betel-nut tree) from the

root 5 (to sound indistinctly), the gunation being prevented by the w in

the affix.

459. The affix t*w* comes after the roots *ro to injure (I. 716),

and £* ' to commit a mistake ' (IV. 76). 16.

Thus *w+tw*—wftwr « a kind of a bird'; VI. 4 90 S. 2604. In the

case of the root 5^, the affiix is added to the causative base. Thus 5«^-f

f^+tw^-tfi+ftr+i^ (VI. 4, 90. S. 2604)=»tfwr (the fir is elidedby

VI. 4. 51. 8, 2813). It means the mucus discharge of the eyes. See A.
K. IX 6. 67.

460. The affix t*r* comes after the roots ^ to breathe

(II. 61) and t* 'to be glad' (IV. 119) and is treated as f^t. 17.

Thus "W^+ t^^^ifr*^ ' an army'; ^ft^ ' an organ of sense'.

461. The affix **r* comes after the root v^ » to sound '

(I.

476) when it is conjugated in the^ spr*?c intensive, which is re-

placed by *f*. 18.
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Thus ^+re gw+i^-^*^+v* SPK-f-^ (VI. 1. 9. a 2395)=.

n*w + **re( (VII. 4. 62. S. 224o)=^+3nL+*t.+*** (VII. 4. 85. S. 2649)

=w «^+i^ a-«f<l+i«^-*vi^KT a small bell or tinkling ornament.

462. The affix +*^ comes after the roots n ' to injure'

(IX. 18), * ' to maintain' (IX 19), and n 'to choose' (V. 8).

The reduplication of the roots takes place ; and the augment
x« is added to the reduplicate 19.

Thus v+t^=irw + 4^«airv{+ ti^ (VII. 41. 66. S. 2244 and

I. 1. 51. S. 70)=tr+*V+*[+*** ( vlL 4 - 60 - S' 2179)-**<ta* ' a rogue
;

a mischievous man,' ^thcNe* ' the sun '; riftm ' curly hair',

468. The words ^l<^J &o< are irregularly formed by the

addition of the affix $.*%• 20

Thus we add the affix i*8<*; to the root *=$* ' to throb, palpitate"

(VI. 95), which is replaced by ^<ff<;. *$^+^R^»ws
-
+$^»^&i*PaE 'a

young shoob or branch'.

N.ote :—In the above mentioned manner, Ujjvaladatta evolves the

form w&w*.
But Tabtva Bodhini says that, in fact, it is derived by the operation

of the previous subra, i. e the reduplication and the substitution of ^ for

<sr of the root, elision of *r and the augment w take place and thus

^TK'cfaR is formed. Because in the the gana aft bra "^g^ ^, which is included

in this class, we read the anuvribti of %^ too. so that anuvritti should be

read into this sfttsra also,

Similarly ^xfaf^ ' a musical instrument ' from the root ^ ' to hurt, to

kill ' (IX 23) ; and w*^<*ra[ the body ; from the root <w ' to grow old
'

(IX. 24), are formed by the addition from the affix $*%. The word f*rr%-

qgfasj (fche Tamarind tree) is formed from the root f?n? ' to make wet (IV. 16).

by adding the augment gm to the reduplicate and changing ^ to f and

affixing ^wq;.

Gana subra. The augment *re is added to the reduplication of vx. u.

The word ^fjfof^ (a beetle) is formed from the root ^t/ to walk'

(I. 591) ; to the reduplicate of which is added.the augment -$\ when the

affix tsrsc follows. The if of the preceding sfttra is understood here also.

Instead of adding the agutneub^ to the reduplicate, g^ is added in the

case of y^rc u
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The words *r*R\«Ri ' a poor man, a pauper, a wicked man / and irgf'fNrr

-*~ar-Trnrtn=*r-4««^^ from which the water drops upon

the object of worship are derived from the reduplication of the roots "g ' to

die * (VI. 110) and*R 'to do' (VTII. 10) respectively and adding the

augment "«s^ and the affix %w%.

The word gwcta^ (a lotus, a musical instrument) is formed from igpsr

to be pious (VI. 43), the letter * is added to ^r and then the augment Te

and the affix ^Nrq; come after it.

Thus g^+$^~gtf+3+^+$^=agW'ftsirs a tiger, fire, one of the

eight elephants that guard and preside over the eight cardinal points i. «.

the elephant of the S. E. direction. The other meanings of this word are,

a lotus flower, a white parasol, a kind of serpent, a species of riee, a kind

of leprosy : a kind of mango tree, a pitcher : a mark on the forehead , a

medicine, drug.

Note

:

—qpftfai* the palm of the hand with the fingers extended, d. a

young shoot or branch, softness, f. ot a shoe. ^'c}* i a frog, a cloud, a kind

of musical instrument. ^ a musical instrument in general. *K^<tar the body.

a region, country, a picture. faVwrta a kind of bull. But fcrftarrfto* means

the tamarind tree, a sour sauce, ^gpdta* a large black bee.

464. The affix i.m. comes after the root $* ' to go' ( I. 64t2)t

is treated as fas and the longt of the root is shortened. 21.

Thus ^+t*R(»**ftaT reed, rush, stalk of grass, an arrow, a sort of

sugar-cane, probe, a painter's brush*. The fa* prevents guna. The very

fact that the short t is ordained to replace the long 't of the root;, would have

prevented guna. The making of the affix a fag is unnecessary here

;

though it. is necessary for the subsequent sutras.

465. The affix t*H[ comes afte the root 55* ' to go' (1. 189),

and is treated as fa*. 22,

Thus ^^+$flR^ a5!,5€wteKt ' polluted, smoke', name of Indra, name of a

mountain.

8$$ I WT*'* t 8 I *$ I

466. Ihe augment 3TC and the affix t«* come after the

root * e to go' vL 982;, and the affix is treated as fas. 23.

Thus «+ CT+ ttK^ 8»rotaT 'saliva'. See Amarakosa II. 6. 67,
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467. The affixes ^wt and *w® come after the root m M©
be gracious do- (VI. 38) and are treated as fag. 24.

Thus i^+wNj^=i^g|j ' name of Siva, a fish, deer'
; f^+^^^fHTiprrs

'a child'. Ujjvaladatta reads the affix as wfai^ i Bub it is wrong The
word i^fcf is end-acute owing to f%^[ accent. As in the verse i^% srro

?praft ^rs the accent is f^rg is

468. The words swAin* (false) <£c. are irregularly formed

with, the affix *fa»* \ 25.

Thus •ssw/ to adorn (I. 548) +f^=w^; the word sr^fta^ (unpleas-

antness) is formed from the root sra preceded by the preposition fa and

adding the affix tws[.

The word «rart^ ' the edge of a thatched roof ' is similarly formed from

the root *w/ to go ' (I. 520). So also other forms.

Note :~~The word «re<fcs^ (An ant-hill) is formed from the root t^with

the additions of the augment g« and the affix $«*.$.

The word mf\m * (the cow, the horse) is formed from the root xqjto

carry), the vowel of which is uriddkied before the affix t^r.

The word fsrcBraf (an epithet of Kamadeva, of Siva, of the elephant of

the north-east quarter) is formed from the root ^ (to go) preceded by $jt
3

and the root ^ takes the augment gpr. Thus lar+^w-J-'t^^'^^flr+I^

+ i;-h
,tWJ BB SI^fa* <J

The word «r*ft?fi* (the name of a Rishi) is formed from the root w^ (to

restrain) by adding the affix fm.-

469. The affix f^ conies after the roots w ' to scatter'

(VI. 116) and * < to cross over' (1. 1018). 26.

Thus m+t^=^^t ' dry cow-dung'. So also yffim 'a boat'.

£30 I "SRS^t f%^ \ % I ^3 J

6 6

470. The affix *** conies after the roots * ' to injure'

(IX. 18) and \ 'to nourish' (IX. 19) and is treated as fa^. 27.

Thus Ttr -|-'4*^-iftr<tat (a kind of a tree); the 55 of the root ^ is changed

to 1^ by VII, 1, 100, S, 2890 read with 1. 1. 51. S, 70. So also 3$^ ' faces',
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The *s is changed fco-w^by VII 1. 102. S* 2494,, read with I. 1, 51. S. 70i

See ^.marakosd II 6. 68.

471. The affix t^ is f^q; when it comes aft'.T the root' *w*
s to procure* (I. 2 42) which is replaced by ^,\. 28.

T'.uid ^+f^==-^^-l-f^= 5igr>^ ' a frying pan'.

iV^e :—It alio means the residue of Soma. See gloss on the Mantras-

wpftfirtf **qrcrcfa ftn*; wxmt ^t§ ^m% stpft<3r> &c. See Amarakoad for the

versa s^afte" fVrertrvf ( A. K. II. 9. 32).

472. The word sn^fta* is irregularly formed. 29.

It is fro.ii the rooti «i% ' to sound 5

(£. 403) by adding the affix t«Rfr

The author of th? con* intent on the Unadi sutras says when used in the

masculine the word 3sr'ar<c>?, means * a frying pan'.

The author of the Amarakosa says that the word -m^xH^ when used in

the neuter gender means a frying pan. See Amarakosa II. 9. 30.

Note :—The masculine form "sprarfiror : is given by the author of the

Unadi sutrus only ; but in Sanskrit lexicons, the word is exhibited in the

neuter gender. It means also regret, remorse, war, battle, one of the bells,

a young animal, c dt, the sun, the hog plum plant, name of Vishnu, name

of Siva, name of a king of the solar race who was celebrated as a worshipper

of Vishnu.

us* « qnrewfeqfaftfenr tor i « i p <

C C Q ^

473 The affix -ttr comes after the roots *r to scatter

(VI. 116), ^ « to injure ' t IX. 18>, ^ < to fill ' (IX 19)* ^ to rain,

to cover (I. 315), and to go (I. 342/ *re ' to speak' (X. 212>, and

srte ' to be proud or haughty', (I. 310/. 30.

Thus w +fWaa^kt ' the shoot of a bamboo' ; sifk^ ' the body' : *rft^
s

6 a fruit' ; qnfta*
!

a cave, tlu hip' ; ^etv* ' sandal wood, the God of love,

that is the cupid' ; wfiixt ' an ascetic, a hero'. As in the G am patha, the

word wtiix is enumerated in the sr^wrn? class, it takes the affix «r* also

by V. 1. 124 S. 1788. Thus -arHH^N (pride, arrogance. &o).

By the force of*$& (diversely) which governs the Unadi s&tras, the

words f^nffr* (a man) from the root ?4\ *a wander ' (L 287) f^jflfo (the

variegated color, the orange tree) from the root ar^ (bo walk, to step),

tptfkt (the citron tree) from the root *r* (to eat ), ^Hk% (a quiver) from
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the root 3^ (to fill up) and other words ending in %< & g gj*^* (an

alligator), tg<£k$ (a hut) &. are evolved under the present rulu.

474. The affix t^ comes after the root ^ to shine

(II. 70) and is treated as fi^. 81.

Thus ^+'t^=<ar*f\rc,

'3C
' the fragrant root of the plant Andropogon

muricatua' ; the root snq^ undergoes Sampraaarana, since the affix is

regarded as f%g;. See Amarakosa If. 4. 164.

m » ^^ * i m *

475. The augment g? and the affix ic* come after the root

<ito a santra root and the affix is treated as ?*r% 32-

Thus qrn + 3n+ti^C= wx^Kt ' Kashmir '.

Another form is ^rsc^t under tha Prishodaradi class.

476. The affix $^ comes after the root $ ' to do ' (VI II. 10),

the sj of which is replaced by *f (I. 1. 51. S. 70). 33-

Tiius $+%<%=$^+toc«sgpftrs ' copulation '.

Sw&ml Dayananda Saraswati derives ggwt'C* (a crab), by the presents

sutra, by saying that the ^ is ohanged to is by tRffsrsfiTf^' rule,

477. The affix^ comes after the root^ « to eat' (I. 747)

and is treated as firct 34.

Thus 1^+ ,

fcc^=»*r^ (the root- vowel of ^ is elided by VI. 4. 98 S.

2£$63) + i^="<rto( 'milk'.

478. The words gabhira and gambhira are irregular. 35.

The affix t^ comes after the root T5 'to go ' (I. 1031), the ^ of which

is changed to *r. Optionally the root receives the augment g^;.

Thus Tfj-hf^^wft^ 'deep'; or, T^+CT+t^ BSi"fa+t<:>":n*<ffcq.

83£ \ fw ftfT I 8 1 ^ I
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479. The words vishd and vibd are irregular. 86.

The affix ^st comes after thn roots *art
' to bring to an end' (tV. 39),

and *t to abandon (III. 8) when preceded by the preposition f«r and t hus

these words are formed.

Thus fa+^+<^»=»f«fin (intellect) ; f?sr
i«rr+^T=f^T (heaven).

These two words are Avyayas (or Indeclinables).

480- The affix ^%*w comes after the root v«r 'to cook' (I.

1045). 37.

Thus *^+*!«**«= **ftwrt « fire or the sun'. The force of the affix is

to denote the agent. A similar affix is found among the krityas ($Tt?wt:),

but with Passive force. See vartika under III. 1. 96. S. 2834.

•^snKt xnmnt ^3jj i f*rs ^^^ i *fW ***T*t i Stoat Stm^ i «n3F?i?*n^r *ft

jff> i

l$tmm $hnaV *r^ 5r*nwt w&*Frf*rwrr' »

481. The four affixes $^., <sr^, trcra^and twi^ come after the

root *ft ' to sleep* (II. 22). 38.

Thus ^^-g^***^ 'an alcoholic liquor'; lit. which sends one to

sleep
,;^+^^-=* ,

arW<st 'conduct'; lit. the innate tendency; the latent

tendency, the germs of which sleep in *he nature. TrfV+w^sr^lhsnsri ' the

green moss-like substance growing on the surface of water ; a kind of

plant'; Tfr+TntraoStaro^ (the same as iNns).
"

By the force of wfSl (diversely) which governs the Unadi sutras, the

* of itspa is optionally changed to *r. Thus Uwrot or iftnrait as in the

Sabdarn&va " %m^f ^?Nr^rt w Kjft SNrcft vrerftftpRT" I

.»._ ,. ,„.rv-,.. t , , -,
ll
.,, 1„;\ll„ l ^ „ v ^

482. The affixes «* and w**^ come respectively aft^r the

roots ^ * to die' (VI. 110) and wff ' to sound' (I. 478). 39.

Thus % 4-3t?s=*r5:aKi
c a quadruped, a peacock/ ^^+ ^ <ro « ^nrjss a

crow.

483. The affix ** comes after therooot ^'to go, hasten*

(I. 520). 40.

Thus tf^+^saw^t ' a kind of bird ; the root of lotus'.
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484. The words wis* &e> are irregularly formed by adding

the affix 3iV 41-

Thus im^t Indra, the owl, is formed by adding the affix 'acq* to the root

«rj.(I. 520) which undergoes Sampras&rana. It is the name of a country

and its king who was an ally of the Kurus.

nrras^Rt (a speaker) is derived by adding the affix 3fcK to the root v%

(to speak) after its having undergone reduplication in w^ptst Intensive

base.

Thus qrf-f-3KR=:^ ^4-3RR=<«mnrip an "orator. See Amarakos^

I II. 1.85.

^nr^ra* (a bear) from <«w. ' to wound' (I. 525) plus iv^r»

Ganasutra. The augment nr is added to y^i before the affix ^r %

Thus si^ifr* (a shell) from sr^ ' to control' (IV. 92) and adding the

augment 3p^ and the affix <3J«R. It means a bivalve shell, a conch shell, a

snail, the edge of the frontal protuberance of an elephant, name of a Sftdra

who performed penance.

Note

:

—By the force of n$m (diversely) which governs the Un&di

sutras, such words as juicer, ^^, w?r, &g. are derived under the

present rule, ^gnsffs a jackal, a low man, the rose apple tree, an epithet of

Vartma, sf^tuamiof a tree, Wffi a kind of perfume, a medicinal

substance or plant,

485. The affix ^fw comes after the roots *r« , to go '(I. 896)

and f« l io decorate ' (I. 3 14) 4<2-

Thusw + *rara » srrsnfi^' the root of the water-lily ; nutmeg'. See A. K*

I. 10 38.

«TO+ ttqrarsa'iniiiK* 'a frog' lit. who adorns the rainy season.

486. The affix fw comes after the root «ft to carry

(I. 950). . 43-

Thus »fir+fira=Wr* the circumference, ring or felly of a wheel ; lit. what

leads the wheel. It also means an edge, rim, a windlass-, thunderbolt,

the earth, the tree f<rf*rax i

By the force of «r^ (diversely) which governs the Unadi sutras, wrfw

a sister from the root *rr (to go) is also derived under the present rule.

Another form'is wrfat according to Ajayakoga*
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«fat I

487- The affix fa comes after the root sj 'to go' (I. 98-J),

and the 53 is replaced by « 44.

Thus ^+fa«3i^+fa== 13tf*h ' a wave, bellow'.

Instead of ^^( with loDg 3i the short ^ might have "been used as g^**

and then this u would have been lengthened by VIII. 2. 77 S. 354. The

word urmi means also current, flow, light, speed, velocity, a fold or plait ia

a garment, a row, line, a human infirmity, distress, bhe course of a horse,

missing, regretting, association, &>c •
„

yCC j ram f^ I « i «M i

488. The affix fa comes after the root $ (to be) and is

treated as fas. 45.

. Thus £+f»T=:'jif<TJ ' the earth '
lit;, on which creatures come into baing.

489. The affix fa comes after the root wt ' to pervade *

(Y 18) which is replaced by tw. 46.

Thus ^^+f*=^+fa==Kfw* ' the ray of light' a string, cord, rope;

a bridle, rein, a goad, whip, an eye lash, a-msasuriug ord, a finger.

490- The wovddalmils also formed by mi, 47.

The affix fa oomes after the root ^r_ to split (I. 581).

Thus ^+fa=*[faff* . Indra's thunderbolt.'

m^gRT'nre^ i '%rVt qwrtftafaTirrar* sr^wt ^r fw»Tg%' 1 <arcnrf*Tt 1 %$§t 1

491. The affix fa comes after the roots *ft ' to go to shine,

to be beautiful' (II. 39), wit ' to become old' (IX- 29; and *w^

'to be hot with fever or passion' (I. 813) 48.

By the force of mgm (diversely) which governs all Unadi sutras, the .jr.

of the affix is changed to vx afLer the root sft i Thus ?ft-j- f*= %far* ' braided

hair'. See Amarakosa II. 6. 98'; v*rfa* ' old age '; %$&t 'speed, anger a

disease of the female'. The ^ of vsrc is changed into sr by VI. 4. 20. S. 2654.
;

Note :—Under the present rule, by the force of srfsr (diversely) which

governs all Unadi sutras, Swam! Dayananda Sarasvati evolves such words
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aa vM^rt 'the earth' from the root ftr 'to dwell' ancHSfT'" buying,

purchasing' from the root ifa ' to purchase*.

Note :—By the rule $finrnaq; &c. the feminine of these woraTiiTbrmW"

by ^H. » Thus WV braided hair, hair twisted into a single unornamented

braid and allowed to fall on the baok, said to be worn by women whose

husbands are absent from them ; continuous flow, current, stream, the con-

fluence of two or more rivers, the confluence of the Ganges, the Yamuna

and the Saraswati. See Amarakosd II. 4. 69; »*nf*r« old age, decay, quit-

ting, abandoning, a river, stream, oppression, deprivation, loss. y$$t

swift, speedy, quick, running, praising, speed, an epithet of Aditya or sun,

the body, the Brahm, anger, a fiery weapon.

492. The affix Er comes after the roots ^ 'to move'

(I. 982) and ** 'to sprinkle' to moisten* (I. 738) and is treated

as %*• 49.

Thus ^+fn=^f%* 'a goad, a hook to drive an elephant *; ^rmt '

a

name of Yadava, an ancestor of Krishna ; a cloud ; a ram'.

Note :—^jfar* is masculine also when meaning a goad : as used in M&gha

srrc* «r«r*r**ra«r ^fnr "ftrsrnrs; i According to Amarakosri, it is feminine

II. 8. 41. «jfw& means heretical, heterodox, raining, m. a cloud, a ram, a ray

of light, name of an ancestor ofKrishna, name of Kirshna, of Indra, of Agni,

air, wind, a heretic.

narffTt i

493. The affix fn comes after the rooWff 'to go' (I. 155)

whereby the nasal ^is elided. 50.

Thus w|f4-fw=-ssi%j m. ' fire', name of various plants.

494. The affix fT?t comes after the roots *¥ ' to carry'

(1 1053) fr'to help ' (I. 945), * • tojhear' (L 989 , 5 < to join,

to unite ' <IL 23), I ' to go ' a 992>, ^ ' to be weary' (I. 952), it

'to kill' (III. 8), and ^^ * to hurry, to mo/e with speed1

(I. 812;. 51.

Tnus *¥4-fsr=wTfVt 'fire'; =wfV; 'a line, a rod; *sftfVj 'the hip

the loins' ; ^rrrVt ' womb, sftfort ' an oval vessel of wood used for holding^

or pouring out water ; *mfm ' decay '; iTfm (loss) ; iT^f speed ; the mind

;

a Sioka
,'
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By the force of "arfsi (diversely) which governs the Un&di s&tras,

the words wrfa* fading from the roots ^ (to fade), and fnf*r* name of

a warrior belonging to the side of the Yadavas from the root sft to lie

down are evolved under the persent sutra.

495. The words ghrini, prisni, parshni, cLiiriii and bhiirai

are irregular. 52.

The following five words viz:—^fwt (sun shine), U^far* , a dwarf, 1<rrfV<§*
*

_, ft

the heel ', ufar* ' a sum of a hundred cowries '; ^jfw* * the earth, a desert
'

are irregularly formed by adding the affix fw% to the respective roots ^
to sprinkle (I. 985), WJ.to touch ' (VI. 128) by eliding its ^; ^ to sprinkle

(1.737) by vriddhi of its 9$;^; 'to go' (I. 591) by substituting « for

its penultimate vowel ; and % ' to nourish, maintain ' (III, 5) the *i of

which is replaced by tf.

Note :—In Rv. I. 66. 1 the word <gfw* is explained as *rafo supporter,

nourisher.

Note :—Sw&ml Dayananda Saraswati places the word tjfw (rolling,

revolving) from the root n (to sprinkle) in this list.

&*§ I f'gVWI' ftlf « B I ^ I

496. The affix fa* comes after the root * 'to select ' (V. 8),

and ? * to worship, regard ' (VI. 118). 53.

Thus isr-t-f?n(««tffff* ' voracious, devourer.' ; T?f$* ' a ladle, spoon ': fern.

Tflft with ^ft^ <>f ff^rFCT^ &c.

go , *rcrc?r*nHnrar: 1m*? \ » i m *

497. The affix ^fa* (**) comes after the roots * ' to grow old*

(IX. 24), ^ ' to injure ' (IX. 18) w < to cover ' (IX. 14), and *ru

to awake from sleep (II. 63). 54.

Thus ^Hh^fa^—wtf^*' an axe, the body, a cart' ; *ft?*rt ' destructive,

a savage' ; wHrw* ' an officiating priest? at a sacrifice' ; snrtffir* a king'.

The affix being farat the long *f is changed to ^by VII. I. 100. S.

2390. The fk is not elided VI.
t
1. 67. S. 375 notwithstanding.

^c i f^ft Tjfc <fhn^TvqrrTOr i 8 i MM *
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498. The affix kvin (vi) oomes after the root f*w ' to sport,

play' (IV- 1). The root is reduplicated and the short vowel of

the reduplicate is lengthened- 55.

Thus f^-j-^f^aBf^n f^^+fsrwfHTffwi ' the heaven ; salvation'.

Note :—^ftf^fsr shining, risen (as a star) ; ^f^fw* boiled rice, heaven, an

epithet of Agni, Brihaspati, final emancipation. In Rv, I. 1. 8 ^firferx

is explained by -^rfcr^ manifestor.

^tsi^; fe^getfg \ Tm&ftfiwfnt i WTfv^rs
1

*w^l*ftf*farm** i

(^<ff Bsfiipft-

fir«rc' i

499. The words krivi,ghrishvi, chhavi, sthavi, and kikidivi

are irregular. 56.

The words $fat (an instrument of weaving), ^fesr* (a boar), qfkt (light),

isrfa (a weaver), fqwift Wr* (the bird known as ehataka or blue jay) are

Irregularly formed with the affix %$f% from the respective roots $ ' to do',

(Vm. 10), wj to sprinkle, (I. 740) ^ ' to cut', (IV. 38), wt ' to stand'

(1. 957), the vowel *TT of the last two roots is shortened to •sat ; and f^' to

play', (IV. 1) preceded by the word fwft. By the force of ^$^1 (diversely)

which governs all tTn&di sutras, in fSsrcftf*r«ft, the short %'s are some times

changed to long ones and vice versa.

As in bhe lina wr^s faf^farTT i

500. The affix *fa oomes after the ro^t ** 'fco protect'

(II. 47) whereby the final vowol of the root is elided: as the

affix has an indicatory «• 57.

Thus trr+*ffc-iTrf«c* ' master, lord, husband.

501. The affix ^fir* comes after the root «ro ' to be able'

•OT, 15). 58.

Thus WSL+«*fta(=*wgn* ordure, excrement, especially of animals. Saa

A. K. IX. 6. 67.

vwfm mm* »

502. The affix *fa comes after the root *m ' to go'

<I. 493). 59,
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Thus ^f^-f^rf^^WTf^t ' time, the moon'.

503. The affix <wf> comes after the roots w* 'to carry'

(I 1053), <n * to dwell', (I. 1054) ^ * to go' (III- 16), and is

treated as fVs« 60.

Thus ^+^srf?t»o«rf far* ' wind' ; snarflc* ' & house, night'; ^rcfm ' anger'.

*$©8 1 W^%: aft SIT I 8 I ^ I

504. The affix wf* comes after the root *^< to go' (I. 203)

the ^of which is optionally changed to *£• 61.

Thus ^r^+ ^f^wsr^rart or w^fsr* ' wind, fire'.

^ \ ^#Tf *T J 8 » $* \

505. The affix *rfa comes after the root ^ 'to kill' (II. 2)

which is replaced by ^*1e 62.

Thu3 ^+ ^far«^\+wr%= /. ssfffa'* alms, charities, a gift: lit. hy

which misfortunes are warded off. See Amarakosk II. 7. 30 for the line

in3«pf &c. sT$*rtf, f*prw, isr^snsibf are synonyms of •ssf^fsr* a gift.

506. The affix «% comes after the root t^ ' to play, to

rejoice at ' (I. 906; and is treated as ^ which thereby placea

the accent on the first syllable- 63

Thus ^+^sf?r«!T'rf?T* the God oflove ; time.

\(03 \ ^Fi faff: \ 8 \ $$ i

b07. The affix fw* oomes after the root -1 ( to beget 9

(IV. 24). 64
Thus *-f-f*.*B*fr* < a God , the sun, a learned or wise man, a sage : a

priest, a worshipper, a title of respect given to Jaina teachers ; name of

Krishna.
• • •

In the DaSapadi the sufcra reads thus: gsrtfx^ *f^ i. There the ^ of
f^ is not an anubandha or indicatory letter, but is part of the affix. In
this view, the resultant word is vft*, declined as :—Norn. S. *jft, du.
<& fwfr, pi. "kfikmt i

The ^ in f^ is not indicatory, but is part of the affix for two reasons.
In the next subra the affix fj^ i3 taught, where the ^ is indicatory*
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Had the «f of fc^ been indicatory, its would have been briefer to say ^psy*

fw% and omit it from the next sutra. Secondly ^jBc haa not the accent

of f*ni; it is finally acute. See Rv. I. 22. 20 tff^wiftj **xm -vi «j^t *r**rfwar

wzm &c.

The commentator on Dasapadl has taken \ as indicatory, and gives

the example as ^Jk.% \ But it is wrong : as the accent is not on the first.

ys* \ wf^arf^wf^s^j few \ g \ ^ i

508. The affix fa* comes after the roots w$ * to eat ' (II. 1),

vf 'to perish' (I 908), i 'to be ' and $* ' to shine' (L 459) 65.

Thus ^-l-fe^'sfe ' a mountain '; *str%; ' candied sugar ; an ele-

phant; lightning '; jfa ' plenty, abundance '; $r*t f an epithet of Brah-

man'.

Mote:—$fb m. an epithet of Vishmij of Brahm&, of Siva, of Indra,

n. gold.

^wt' i nf^* ^%t "errgt J *fta$Ht i WTftratTffirs i %rb i

509. The words vankri do. are irregularly formed with the

affix $k%. 66.

Thus srg^ ' to be crooked (I. 88)+^=«^% t ' a kind of musical in-

strument; the timber of a roof; a rib of an animal.' w<? 'to sow'

(I.1052)+ fw*«*fir« 'a field'.

In the above two instances the w of the roots *sf^ and *<* has not

undergone Sainpras&rana. tsfv to speak (X.. 255)+fsR^w#fft 'a foot';

** ' to go' (I. 109)+ fw*—«ffir* (a foot).

s$ (it is a -<#Hnrr3 i, +. not enumerated in Dhatu p&tha but found in

the sutras only)-ff^a-irf^t (sleep), fern, spff*^ with ^W of ftf^srra^

&c, «ft (to fear)+f9f?[==%f*;» (a drum). Here guna has taken place by

the force of iBr^r (diversely), though the affix is fes^. \

^ \ lTaif^»^t fire I H I $3 I

*nf«ar» i TsrfV} f^sn;? i

510.* The affix ftro comes after the roots <t « to give ' (II. 48)

and vc ' to perish ' (I. 908). 67.

Thus *d+ fV^BB,crf«5r* ' night'; u%+ fVrsa«*rfm 'an elephant, a cloud

name of Vishnu. In the Vuda Bh&shya on *rf*'nr TT*nr $f*nfoj the word

is explained as the name of a Royal sage

.
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511. The affixes fwf* and fW* come after the root ** (to

eat). 68.

Thus 55r^-f-fVf«r»**rf*^ (a devourer). Its Nominative forms are wtfi
t

'ztfawt, safw u *^+ftnr«*if*(Name of a celebrated sage), lbs Nomina-
tive forma are ssrF^rt, ^?fY, *sra^*.

Note :—Ujjvaladabtia reads the sutra as stftf*^, and so according to

him, the affix is fk% the *r is indicatory. He gives the example as wPsr :
\

But this is not right. For the form ssrf^* could have been evolved by the

affix fsr* of the preceding sutra, where was the necessity of teaching a

new affix first, for the accent of sscfk* whether formed by trip or trim is

the same, for a f^[ is unaccented (HI. 1. 4. S. 3709), and so the root

retains its accent in the case of fawji

Govardhana also reads the sutra as Ujjvaladabta, but explains it

differently, saying that the \ of trin is not indicatory but part of the affix.

He gives the example as S. w^r dual ssrfsHrt pi, ssrfkw* \ Bub then the

difficulty would be as to accent. The word vfiifa has acute on the final, as

in wf*w?rc vrfirt ^fw andw t^sf* ^T*mn (Rv. X. 1 i 8. 1).

"We have the authority of Kaiyata for reading the sutra as w^fwf^
See Kaiyata 's gloss on w ^«?rr|fs*r (1. 1. 68. S. 263).

^ j Trftrhra \ H i $<c

»

512. The affix *rfw* comes after the root ** ' to go

'

(I. 898). 69.

Tims tr^+^fk^-asrrVs ' a bird'.

Note:—There is another word tnrf*R( ending in ^ i It is derived from

w* ' a wing ', with the taddhita affix *f*r with the force of matup. It is

declined as *nc*fy ^nrfWI 1

, *rarV«ert &c.

513. The affix *r* comes after the roots t"' to die ' (VI. 110)

and *<r * to sound ' (I. 476). 70

Thus i+'tfc-niT'frfa* ' the name of a Praj&pati,'a ray of light, mirage,

a miser ; qr^ftf^t * a sound, a tree, a creeper injlower ' fern, a cart.

^ i w^ftsra^ i u \ $\ \

514, The affix "WW comes after the root fw f
to increase,

to swell ' (I. 1059) and is treated as fi*n which thereby places

the accent on the last syllable. 7l.

Thus f^cf + tf^«w#li ' sickness ; disease'.
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^V i **> ft** ! 8 i *n

515. The affix itV comes after the root * ' to weave, to

-coyer (I. 1055) and is treatedjas fir^ whereby the final vowel

of the root is elided. 72.

Thus ^-f-'tf«r-«tftf*$ (wave, billow, pleasure, leisure). The word wttV

with f*r compound forma TssrwtfVj (name of a particular hell) lit. where,

there is no vibration, nor pleasure.

516. The affix sr^ comes after the root «* ' to go ' (III. 16").

and n ' to kill ' (II. 2). 73.

Thus ss-l-sur^aoswsrt ' the sun ';
**n?» ' a B&kshasa, a Demon'.

5l7. The affix $^ comes after the root 3£ 'to become a

head' (VI 56). U.
Thusjg^-f-ynt^s*** a person ; no guna as the affix is t*ni I By the

subra VI. 3. 137. S. 3539, the lengthening of the vowel of the root also

takes place. So jr$«rt a male being, man, men, mankind, an officer, the

height or measure of a man, the Supreme Being, the pupil of the eye, the

soul, the Punn&ga tree, the first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh

signs of the zodiac, the seven divine principles of universe.

51 8, The affix w\ comes after the roots ^ to protect, to>

fill (IX. 19)' wv'to bind' (IV. 57), m. 'to count, to sound'

(I 526). 75.

Thus ^r-f st* —Wr* hard, abuse, gross, spotted, variegated, n$m
(name of a king of the lunar race), *$*r^ 'sin, foul, angry, cruel, dark,,

idle, a buffalo, filth.

Note:—Tae accent of TgT is anomalous- It is first acute. See gloss-

on Mantra ^7 *r$*m wj*** fro^; I

519. The affix w«rec comes after the root *ft* (whioh is &

sautra dhatu), 76.

Thus ^f>
+fW^«^Tl^'^ nectar, ambrosia, See A. K. I. 1. 51*.
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By the force of w$* (diversely) which governs all Unadi sutras, the

vowel of the root is some times gunated and so we get the form ^i«r: (nec-

tar ; the milk of a cow that has calved within seven days). See A. K, II.

9. 54. for the line ^f'cftaftro** vnt \

Swami Dayananda places the word wjpt: (a hook, a goad) under this

sutra, deriving it from the root 5»\ (to count, to mark).

HRO \ W<$tffc^ \ % l 33 »

520. The affix ^<n?[ comes after the root "*** ' to bathe, to

sink, to purify' (VI. 122), and there is the augment 3^. 77.

Thus «re<*+gr<^==*w (the * being elided by the varcika «kF* vtwtfk

*w**m under VIII. 2. 29)+ 3^+*re^=»'»negFn (a box ; Madder).

Note:—The ^ of ,/masj becomes *r by "WX rule,|then the *r is changed

to *r by '«nprnr rule, thus the base is majj, which with i^L &c. gives manjjiir-

sha with two w's. Or one w is elided by Vill. 4. 65 S. 71.

^ i ttr^r i « » 3s 1

521. The affix ^n? comes after th* root n% * to cheek,

(I. 384s), and there is the augment s^t 78.

Thus *TW+w^«*n3SPJt* or TW^tT a mouthful, handful of water.

\ W$*$: \ tt \ 3<« I

522. The affix *n< comes after the root H ( to go'

(III. 16). 79.

Thus ^+«r*-«« ,«n?*i '«n enemy'.

Its Nominative forms are m*:, m, wews.

Note :—The affix is aru ending with sr and not arus ending with v 1

Sayana however has taken this affix as arus. In explaining wc^r: in Rv.

L 18. 3, he says so. w«^p^* ii not however geniti ve of ararus, bub of sardBc

«re formed with w*$ and bh© negative 'arc i

lb is from the root ^ to give with the Vaidic Perfect Participial affix

tf«l3 I This 'saWrt being a Tatpurusha, has acute on the first by VI. t. 2.

S. 3736, because the first member retains its accent. While had this

•word been formed by the affix«w (if there be such an affix), it could never

have acute on the first syllable. In fact Sayana has himself explained

the *n?rt (dative) in this way, in hisi gloss on mantra g^ftrc*^ jibs *

Moreover there is a word ssre* ending in w as in the mantras ^frof** 9?*'

^ w*!^ and viik^w^ *fif &c. See also Rv. I. 147, 4,
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523. The affix <m comes after the rootm. ' to curve, to bend*

(VI. 73), and Is treated as ^Rt. 80,

Thus $^+"3SPSt8<=«3jrer*t a tent, a cock.

Why the author says that the affix ssre after f* should be treated as fsRi

is difficult] to understand. Because by I. 2. 1. S. 2461, all affixes coming
after the root $w are treated as f^q and thus do not cause tha guna substi-

tution of the ^ of gnr.

524. The affix ^^ comes after the roots^ (to go) &c. 81.

Thus ar^f +w«^=a^T€?r* a ' carriage'; 3sfts^(to go)+3j<rg;=isNRr* ' military

accoutrements', firw
e to play' (IV. l)+^r^=>^?5r* ' an artist' ; w ' to scat-

ter (VI. ll^p), +we^=stRi^rt 'an elephant's cheek'. Or from VfW to do

(VIII. 10).

Note :—Under the present sutra, Sv&mi Dayananda Saraswati places

many such words as mrcret, tor z*
}
w*zt, *r*w, w^a^a, v^tt, »raret &c.

Not* :—Some derive wxzt from ,/sak to be able (V. 15) 3*rcr* is from

,/devri devane (I. 529), *ptfr* means also safflower. a crow, an atbiest, a

degraded Br&hmana, a man of a low profession, a musical instrument, the

first Sraddha ceremony performed iu honor of a dead person, veer a cow

difficult to be milked.

525. The affix ^a**1* comes after the roots * to do (VIII.

10) ^ and isnr (these two arc sautra dhatus, not being enu-

merated in Dhatupfttha) and *«* fco rain, to cover (I, 315) 82.

Thus f«+«wr*==w»*;,«ni ( mixed, variegated, ' w$**tt
£ a kind of tree '

;

*m*3(t ' the stem or stalk of a pot-herb ; the end or point' ; wwti ' a kind

of musical instrument '.

526. The affix w*w% comes after the root ^ (a Sautra

dbatu) and is treated as ftrq when meaning a kind of bird. 83.

Thus *r^+ *i™pf =s*mrmt ' kind of goose '. The affix being treated as

fwg causes vriddhi of the end-vowel of the root by VII, 2. 115 S. 254.

mm { W**t 1
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527. The affix ^ comes after the roots *r^ 'to count'

(I. 526) and ^ * to rumble as the "bowels, to caw as a crow'

(1. 60). 84.

Thuss^+ssr^sRSHT* ' a pen, a reed for writing with ; rice which is sown

in May-June and ripens in December-January', a thief, a rogue.

w£*tt 'mud, mire'.

528. The affix Sk^tT comes after the roots 3* ' to support,

to converse or speak with (VI. 45), and g^ ' to grow, to become

tall' (I. 894). 85^

Thus $nr.
H
+fts»v» ass3faw*« ' noise' ; jjftmr* ' name of a tribe ; a savage,

a barbarian'.

529. The affix t?r*** come ! after the root; $* ' to be angry*

(IV. 122) of which the ^ is optionally changed to sr. 86.

Thus ^^+fgfiFT^.=a^f^* or $ft*^t (a weaver).

Note

:

—By the force of ^l^ (diversely) which governs all ITnadi Sutras',

the word *stftp*f (a terrace before a house-door, a place like the square at

the door) is derived from the roob *sn^ (to decorate) with the addition of the

affix ftiT*.

fir**firofinrw 1

530. The affix *$*% (athi) comes after the root *nw * to em-

brace, to fasten (I. 1036) preceded by the preposition ft. 87.

Thus ft-f-^^-f-^rft^asftwssr (the * is changed to «L,by VIII. 3. 65 S.

2270) +^fs^!;=afW'r
>
(the last consonant <* being changed to \ by VII. 3.

52 S. 2863 because the affix has an indicatory gh.) +*«if*nj=:fttf*rF«r* 'an

embrace', a bow man, a charioteer, a car, grass, the shoulder.

531. The affix *% (athi) comes after the root n ' to go '

(pi. 16) preceded by the preposition ^1 and is treated as

ft*. 88.

Thus 5ar^+^+ ,etr«rg[=^^f^t ' the ocean'.

36
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532. The affix *f** (athi) comes after the root * • to move
to go' (III. 17) and is treated as fa* 89.

Thus *+*f«njss iqrW«rt 'the charioteer'.

*rqf^rat i W^m ' ^fTf%^f (T<rff i) i •srH!igre( » wt^"!*^ ( iff t ) \ vtv£m

533. The affixes arc; and ^1 come respectively after the

roots *aw &c. (to pain, to be uneasy), and fa^ (to kill) do. 90.

Thus ^sf (L 247) +^^=^n\; 'date palm'
;
fra 'to be able (I. 799)+

gn;=gRgf*:t 'camphor'; *r^ 'to cover' (I. 521)+3n;=:sn?^5J 'dried flesh',

fasssr (X. 31)-f-3rarr «=firs*5r* (the leaf of the Kus'a grass). ^|f
' to go, to go

lame'(I. 154)+gr^=^Tfgi!q[(the tail of an animal), G. S. The vowel of

yiahg takes vriddhi. f^'to embrace (IV. 109)+ ss?r* =§Tmt f

a granary
;

a^ ' to be fatigued (IV. 93) +3J3PT. G. S. The augment f^ia added to the

root which is also vriddhied. Thus sri*n<rt^ ' the areca nut, the pdn leaf

nr ' to hurt, to kill (IX. 18)+*wr^, G. S. The augment 5^ is added to the

root which also gets vriddhi, thus forming vr^m ' a tiger, a wolf ; a demon,

a bird, an eminent person
; 5 ' to go' (1. 99l),+^r* and § '.to sound' (I. 999)

Hh^^HLG. S. Both ,/du and ,/ku receive the augment fF^. Thus gsffSP*

woven silk, a silk garment', and ^k^ chaff, a fire made of chaff, a hole, an

armour'.

534. The affix *w comes after the root $ ' to sound' (1. 999),

the vowel of which is also elongated. 91.

Thus fi+^== ,

sK5* (the female breast). As the affix has an indicatory

% therefore its feminine aform is made by adding ¥V"T , .thus spft (a small

brush of hair, a pencil).

"*er*fNi 'ergs* * i ^wfaft ^fWt I

535. The affix ^ comes after the root *«ff 'to go' (II. 36),

preceded by the preposition *% and the vowel of the root is

' elongated. 92.

Tims ''erat+w-f^^^ffa* 'theiocean'. Its feminine is formed by

adding ^r* , thus fiiW ' a doe'.

536. The affix ** comes after the root ^n*. ' to sew, to

write ' (IV. 2) the fa portion of which is replaced by *. 93.
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Thus f*gr«r+^=T|5* *a pointed shoot or blade of KuSa grass*- The

feminine is with ^V<* as ^nft a needle*

537. The affix w* comes after the root *s% ' to- control"
,

(IV 92) 94.

Thus 9T5-f-'srs[='si*5ft 'the iron head of a pestle'.

538. The words 3^ <#c, are irregularly formed with

affix Wf. 95.

Thus *r* 'to collect together* (IV. 114)+w*ss«w* 'the womb', the ^
of the root is changed to ^r and there is also absence of guna.

3^ 'to grieve' (1-198) +*^ss3pw* 'copper, a rope', there being also as

in the previous instance the change of ^ into ^ and absence of guna.

ift (tolead)+ *c^»f»i**» (the Nimba tree),, and tfr ' to pervade, to con-

ceive, to be born' (II. 39)+**=*fiF»l* 'the disc of the sun or moon*. In

these two instances the roots *ft and sft receive the augment src and their •

long vowel $ is also shortened to * before the affix *c^. The word wix is

formed from the root *% since there is no difference between the letters

«r and «r (^^fft^^l)*

539. The affixes *mr^ and *«« come after the root **t < to

,

stand' (I. 975), whereby *» is changed to **» 96.

Thus **rr+s[Tsr*~*a**r: 'a clump of grass &c'; ^sn?*t 'a bunch of

flowers.

«#a \ sorwrftisnt ^?n i « i «a t

540. The affixes ^ and ^: come respectively after the roots

wt «to sharpen, to make thin' (IV. 37) and ** 'to curse' (IV.

59). 97. ....,. .-.*••
Thus ^+^= -«rt^t ' mud, young grass'. wr+^= srs^t ' noise . It is

different from the *r«* meaning a word.
.

541. The words w* do. are irregularly formed, with the,

affix ** 98.
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Thus^ fto defend, protect)+^=^3^4 (a year). Gana sufcra. The

augment num comes after ,/ku (II. 33). Thus ^ 'to sound'H-T^^p1^
' a jasmine flower ', the verb receiving the augment 3^.

Note:—Swami Dayananda derives the words 1*^, m^t and g**s by

the force of the present sutra.

**nrs[ I "renr* 1 afro* 1

542. The affix *mis comes after the roots ^ to go, (1.520),

w 'to hold', (I. 522) and^ 'to spread' (VIII. 1) 99.

Thusvsr+^ni^—sns^ 'a bracelet'^ *mw 'name of a mountain range

in the south of India, abounding in sandal trees', **** ' the son'.

543. The affix *ra^ comes after the roots f * to choose*

(Y. 8) and * 'to steal or rob' (1.947) which respectively

receive the augments **k and 5w. 100.

Thus ^-t-^n§!+'S*3=^nii 'refuge, shelter'; tf+ 5^-}-m^=f^^ ' the

heart' lit. that which is attracted or stolen away by sense objects.

544. The affix * comes after the roots fa 'to throw, to

scatter' (V, 4), tf
( to drink' (IV. 33). 101.

Thus fa-f-*=3^»t ' thejleru^r the Polar mountain' ; xft-f-*=^r 'the

sun'.

By the force of *$$ (diversely) which governs the Unadi sutras, the

affix * comes after the roob *rr (to drink) also. This m* * the sun'. As in

Hatta Chandra we find t&s?^ sgi vrst &o.

545. The words ^ <&o. are irregularly formed with the

affix *. 102.

Thussrs ' to bigef (IV. 41)+^=^ ' the collar bone', the ^ of the root

is changed to "5 I Its Nom. dual is ^^Br.

sar^ ' to psrvade' (V, 18)-f-^=^pj 'tears'; dual -ssrsrnft I

Note :—Similarly fsro (a pot-herb, a kind of tree) from the root ift (to

lie down) with the augment 35. and the affix %-
t

the long $ of the roof)

being shortened.

Under the present rule, Swami Dayananda places such words as faag

and «R5 &c.
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546. The affix w^ comes after the roots * to cry, howl

(II. 24), and *l ' to sharpen' (I. 908) in the causative. 103*

Thus ^+^[=!'^Si ' an antelo.pe'.

wf^r (causative) +^( B»V2* 'an enemy'. The word is w% and not

srrf the shortening takes place as the word is considered to belong to the

srarcfer class.

547. The following nine affixes ***^, **<rc[, «v, ^f^, *re , w,

*, «* and *** come respectiveby after the nine roots^ 'to be

born, to beget', (IV. 41), ^t ' to give' (III. 9), *3 ' to drop down'

(I. 1004), * 'to move', (III 17), * 'to choose*, (V. 8) ^ 'to

be pleased' [IV. 99), ^ 'to be confused* (I. 882), *nt 'io salute

(I. 1030) ^ 'to support, to maintain' (III. 5) 104.

Thus tsr^+^^wisrt-w?^ 'the father and mother'; ^+^%=^TW^t 'a

giver, a generous man'; ^g-j-?nc~=whri ' a goer, oviparous, void of virtue'

the vriddhi is caused by the affix w^ being regarded as "fwg.

. 1+^^=^%: 'the goad to drive the elephant, the moon, the sun,

the air', the affix *$*% being regarded as f*«3 prevents guria operations

taking place and places the accent on the first syllable, as it has an in-

dicatory t; whereas the accent of w?vs formed under Unadi IV. 49

(i| srfVvtrf f«R^;) has the accent on the last syllable. ^+si\aw 'ginger,

a root a rat; *r5+**r=*np»wr* (a fish), the accent being on the last syllable,

whereas the word "#?^f formed under Unadi sutra IV. 2 has the accent

on the first syllable. ^+ ,s==^«r^j ' a eunuch'. As a diversity, the *r of

the root^ is not changed to * though so required by VI. 1. 64 S. 2264.

The * is noc ^5 1 Compare wtzt of sr%£* Un I. 99. *r^+^e=^e{ (an actor),

the ^ of the root is elided by the affix, being regarded asf*r$.

<^-}~^re:^=<wnce* < a potter, a servant'.

548. These affixes come after other roots also, 105.

Thus trr (to; drink) -f-^par^«^ar^ ' nectar'. ? ' to nourish' -f «J^»ipf

' much'.
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t ___^_______

Note:—S ami Dayauanda places also the following words under thia

sutra.—vizx — *&*$: » ^7* \ -srTcw^ » ^?r: » wfat

$I**h* i if^i i iprtare i $f«^t ***** i

5-49. The affixes ***, **, $* and ** come after the root $w
« to embrace ', (IV. 109). 106.

Thus jjv+s*w=jgwf^ 'safflower'
;
$tf+ ** = 35** 'a flower'

; $*-f-

^*=l§sFte^; ' usury' ; ijra+ ^s=-$:faRn ' an inhabited country.

*$(%*.?&*&* 3*wre%* » ^mrf%f$^Pf^ i «r^ 3** 1 mwfawaq, 1 n 1 Tnrfw-

WTC • '** w*&' » s^wn i *s% *r*v ssr-r^ 1 ^§*rt t ^w-^ 1 <*rofr

550. The words S&nasi, varnasi, parnasi, tandula, ankusa,.

ohashala, ilvaia, palvala, dliislmya and salya are irregular.

107*.

These words are irregularly formed thus 1. wrfst (gold), from the-

root; "ST? ' to give, (VIII. 2) with the affix ^rf% the penultimate vowel of

the root gets vriddhi. 2. *drf%? (water), from the root «f ' to choose' (V. 8)

with the additions of the augment 3*»r and the affix ^f% 1 In the Das_.p_.di,

wfor is read instead. It means Lokapala and is to be found in the Mantra

wf^t $fcsmrrt. 3. Twfot ' a house standing in the midst of water, a sum-

mer-house', from the roob ~r ' to nil' (III. 4) with the affix ~if% and the aug-

ment %% 4 - wwjsrr* (rice) from the root ~ir ' to beat' (X. 43) with the

augment 3^ and the affix qpsi-r. It is end-acute, as the affix is f^g; 1 See

mantra ^rr traaronc fswitq: 1 5. ssf|[sF* ' the goad to drive an elephant

'

from the root sshR ' to mark ' (I. 87) and the affix ^sr^. It is also end-

acute, because the affix is f-f^ » As in the Mantra **lffs «r§if imr (Rv. X.

134. 6). 6. -mM* ' a wooden ring on the top of a sacrificial post', from

the root ~w ' to eat ' (I. 938) and the affix ssrr^ i TJjj valadatta gives the

affix as *rrar* I But we do not find the f-rg; accent in the following -?trnsr%

«ra*ripTTO mrafa or -J^TT^erpW* wot* ^f*r-rr^ i 7. .i*«Pir» (a demon ; one of

the five stars in the head of Orion) from the root _~^ * to go, to sleep ' (VI.

65) and the affix -~T~f. The irregularity consists in there being no guna

of the root vowel. 8. "-f^ra^ ' a small pool or tank lit. in which they drink

from the root ~nr ' to drink' (I. 972), the long vowel of which is shortened

before the augment ^ and the affix w*. 9. fwwnr^ (a house, a seat,

fi#e &a) from the- root -vp^ to conquer (V. 22) and the affix <ro. The sfc of

the root is changed to * without being followed by ~ t 10. *n*a^ ' a spear,
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javelin, dart ' from the rootw * to shake, to go '
(I. 896), and the affix n.

It; is masculine also : and means a porcupine, hedge hog, the thorny shrub,

extraction of splinters, a fence, boundary, the Bilva and Madana trees, a

kind of fish ; name of a king of Madra.

551. The affix 9 comes after the roots * ' to bind ' (1, 1016),

*r* «to be able' (V. 15), ^* < to sound (I. 403). 108.

Thus ^+^r=^t^ ' the root of a plant'. So also *naR$ speaking kindly

sweet speaking. See Amarakosa III, 1. 36. lb means also affable, agree-

able : lit. he who can or knows how to speak, an ahle man . Another form

is *n|r«rt » From ^resr to sound, we get ^pw&t acid taste.

By force of Bahulam (diversity) the affix comes after ssrrfar to be ill (X.

180). As sSF^rt acid. The long ^tt is shortened as a diversity.

*rnrr i •setot 1 ^^ i *T3*roTV3*ft* i 'way *F«fvwnft*' i

552. The affix * conies after the roots *t ' to measure* (II,

53), «t < to cut (IV. 38), and **. ' to sleep ' (II. 69). 109,

Thus TT-f^=:*rT*T ' magio, illusion' ; «T*rr ' shade', <s**rq; ' crop'.

By the force of *rpr (diversely) which governs the Onadi sutras, the

affix f comes after the root g (to perform a isacrifioe). Thus g-f-^^ii^f

*the usual position of the sacred thread when it hangs down over the left

shoulder'. It means also left}, left hand, southern, contrary, right.

Note >—By the present rule, Sw&mi Dayanaad derives the wprd «r**

(another) from the root^ (to breathe) with the affix *r.

553. The affix **L comes after the root^ ' to be horn, to

beget ' (III. 24). 110.

Thus ^rq;+^r^*»t3p^ * a battle ' a market, a fair ; *r«rr the friend <df&

mother, the relation of a bride, ^^ft a father.

By VI. 4. 43* S. 2319, the \ of *r% is optionally replaced by hugm
Then the form will be wT+^nff — WRT (wife).

554. The words aghnya <fec. are irregularly formed with

the affix 1* 111.
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Thus n'to kill' (II. 2)+toi By VI 4.98 S. 2363, the root rowel

of VI is elided ; by VII. 3, 54 S. 358, the \h changed to ^. Then as the root

receives the augment^ , the letter st precedes the root. SoTS+'T'fi^'s*^

and by adding the augment ^srff it becomes vn&m the creator, but when
feminine ^res^rr ' a cow'.

According to some, *nc*m is not formed with the augment wz but by

the negative particle «rsr.

Similarly sput (a girl) and ^wrr are formed with the affix t^ added

to the roots *j* 'to shine' (I. 488) and *** ' to bind' (I. 1022) as * and *r

are considered to be identical, the from is *r»srr also. It means barren.

Note:—The word *»vtt (morning and evening prayer) is formed from

the root vn (to hold) preceded by the preposition^ and followed by the

affix ''UK. According to Ujjvaladatta, §W^ is formed from $ to sound,

with the affix "^ and the augment g*R i The word is first acute as it is

formed by^ (VI. 1. 213. S. 3701). According to others, it is formed by

*»^rand so is end-acute. See also VI. 2. 8 S. 3742 where $3* is said to be

formed by the affix wa^ i

555. The affix *t>tt comes affcer the roots **t * to bathe',

(II. 43), Tf ' to be pleased', (IV. 99), ^ ' to go', (IV, 60) n ' to

go' (III 16) * ' to protect, to fill' (III. 4) and *r* « to be

able' (V. 15).
*
112.

Thusw-f"arfa^w*^ Inom.JS. *m*T 'a tendon, muscle, tasteful' *t%%

* an epithet of Siva; fond of enjoyment', *r^ < a road, way'; w^ ' a horse;

running and unworthy, censurable', *n£% i' a knot, joint, a book, section';

ire^' an elephant'; the feminine of this word is formed by adding the

augment * and the affix ^Y* , thus ^955^ * a finger'.

See IV. 1. 7. S. 456 for the augment * 11 The word is used in this

sense in the Mantra srrttaicf "STfTcf ^"sr^hw. It also means a kind of metre,

a river, a girdle.

* . -*

556. The affix wsrfttT comes after the roots tfr < to sleep',

(II. 22) #* ' to cry, to lament', (I. 909), ^ ' to grow' (I. 912)

fa ' to conquer, (I. 993) fa 'to dwell', (VI. 1U), * « to go', (III.

17), * ' to support. (I, 948). 113.
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Thus aft+^fsr^'sftengr ' a large snake, python' waar^ l a jackal'; ^f^(

' a plant)', fwc*rq; ' a conqueror' fsrcsr^
c wind', ^r^ ' the creator'; ^&w% ' an

epithet of Vishnu',

557. Tlie affix **?*$ comes after the roots ^ ' to con-

template (I. 957) and ^ { to grow' (I. 1013) which also undergo

Samprasarana. 114.

Thus -e^-f ^f?rt^=-*YgH3; ' clever, an artist'; ^fte^ ' stout'. The lengthen-

ing is by VI. 4. 2. S. 2559.

558. The ^flrr comes after the root ^ ' to eat' (II. 1) of

which the final f is changed to *. 115.

Thus w§+ ?$m¥kr(==TssrsQ(% ' a road'.

559. The affix: w&t^ comes after the root f<J to go* (II. 8)

and *rf ' to perish ' (I. 908), preceded by the preposition nr, to

which is added the augment 35. 116.

Taus JT+ fc+ fe+^f^^S?^ ' the ocean"; sr+^rf+^-f^r'W —
srsr?**^ ' the ocean '.

The feminines of these words are formed by adding the affix w\^t_

(IV. 1. 7. S. 456.) Thus $?^ and jrerespft ' a river '.

frf^* 1 *»?%$ 1

560. The affix ^ comes after all roots. 117.

Thus *rw to cook (I. 1045) +\% ^xrf^rs (fire) ;
$kt (face) from the root 3^

* to break' (I. 374); 3*% (mouth, face) from §\bo injure, ' to press otib

'

(I. 295); gnra t ' a fold'or wrinkle on the skin-' from the root n%' to go,

appro ich
;
(I. 520) ; srfe: ' circular from the root *n* ' to surround (X.«3i I);

«rfgrt ' a sacrificed from^ ' to sacrifice' (I. 10 15) Similarly we hare ^nrfsir/

' a priest or sacrificer to the Gods. m?m ' th.3 city nained K&si or Benares*,

from the root WW 'to shine ' (I. 678); ?t?m (an ascetic) from ^r$

' to go ' (I. 30); *S?<?rj * a kind of jasmine ' from *r*?3T. ' to hold, possess';

(I. 523); ?tfm ' play ' from ifcfr ' to sport' (I. 570); *rf%* ' ink ' from *re ' to

change form, to weigh ' (IV. 112); *Mr* (a crore, i. e. ten millions) from

37
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$e ' to curve, to bend (VI. 73). Though I. 2. 1. S. 2461 would prevent

the guna of $?, yet it takes place by the *%m rule which governs the

Unadi subras. tfa» ' the sun, amorous sport ', from F^s ' to sport amorously'

(VI. 69) ; sftfVt ' perfect wisdom or enlightenment ' from the root 3^
' to

know '(I. 911); T^t (joy) from w»5 'to be glad' (I. 67); 3tf%J 'strife,

•quarrel ' from srw ' to sound ' (I. 526;.

Notei—Some hold that the words ^iiT^stt is an interpolation, because

redundant. The real sutra is ** 11

561. The affix ^ comes after the roots % ' to steal ' (I

947), ft* 'to grind' (VII. 15), *c ' to grow ' (I. 912), ^ «ti

choose' a 795), ft* 'to exist (IV. 62), ^ < to cut', (VII. 3),

«

Ho name, 'to glorify' (X. Ill), 118-

Tnus f+^=s|fc ' a name of Vishnu, a day, the God Indra, the frog,

the lion, the horse, the sun, the moon, a parrot), an ape, the God Yama and

wind '; ^fat ' lightening '; flfs* ' a religious man ; a tree ; a seed '; wfw
* anything wrapped rouud, a pad, an ointment '; tftf* ' a learned man

;

an altar ; a name of the Goddess Saraswabi '; ^kt 'a cutter '; ^f^« ' glory ';

yfc • tyreiftwt i v i ^ •

- •%??•* i sjt>« i qfai i fsrfaj i wTjqwnrjf?^ fare* i *%& fspsw' i ifsi \ s^

562. The affix r% treated as f^ comes after those roots

which have for their penultimate an *^ vowel. 119.

Thus $w/ to plough ' (I. 1039)+^=5^f«rj ' a farmer'; ^ifkt ' a sage

'

from sr*/ bo approach' (VI. 7); |fIV. 'pure' from %\ 'to grieve ' (I.

198); f^PTt (writing) from fir* ' bo sbain ' (Vt. 139) ; by the force of srpr

(diversely), it is sometimes written as fgtfgrj also
;

|r%$ (a painter's brush)

from l^ ' to drive out, to measure' (I. 560) ; the feminine of this is irfisr.

Note :—Some read the subra as ^t«tt^ f^»: and make the affix fa an
apavMa of %% » Bub it is nob correct For Tm would make these words

final-acute by affix accent. But we find that sffat, ^ffw* have acuta on
the first, as in the Mantras <ssr%« g^f*; *qffaf*n (Rv. 1. 1. 2) and -tfkTtbt

Note »-—The words ffas &c . are also formed by the Vart x^mT^vm
given under III. 3. 108 S. 3285, bub there is difference in accent. Then
they have acute on the final: as in the Mantra sat*f -Rett ffaf*3 $«re*

(Rv.X 31. 13) where jfi*% has acute on the final.

Note :—$f>* means summer, fire, pleasure, pure &c.
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563. The affix ** comes after the root w% ff

to wander
(IV. 96), which also undergoes Samprasarana. 120.

Thus ^^+^c=^f*rt ' whirl wind'. By the force of *r§g[ (diversely) which

governs the Unadi subras, there is also bhe from wm (whirl wind). In the

gloss on the mantra ^fV fgr^r^rr wwt 3*^«r, the word bhrimi is explained

by *rcir*fW ^ftsf yR^ i

564. The affix ^ comes after the roots a^ * to walk, to

step ' (I. 502) ** Ho be suffocated, to be fatigued' (IV. 93),

*<l and ^^ (these two are^ roots) and is treated as fw»3. The

^ of these roots is replaced by *• 121.

Thus arq-+^[=f3aRFwj, sometimes the r of the root undergoes Sampra-

sarana and then we get ftf*c: (an intestinal worm); fafat ' the ocean, a whale

fish '; ftrfa* ' black ; white '; ferftw* ' the ocean '.

565. The affix] ^c comes after the root ** ' to think*

(IV. 67) of which the *»4s replaced byj^- The affix is treated

as ftni i 122.

Thus w^+^=gfTt ' a sage ', lit. who knows, or'who thinks ; a thinker,

566. The affix ^ comes aftee the roit'W which is re-

placed by w when not meaning iw* (i m e% gold.) 123.

The affix ^ is treated as fm<i. The roobW is a sautra one i. e. not

found in Dhabuptahu but only in the aubras. TansW -f^= *^+^*C=*f%*
' a tax, an offering usually religious, when in bhe masculine gander, bub

when in the feminine gender, it means a fold, winkle'.

The root *n^ is not replaced by wh wnen it means ffi?nr (gold).

3?husW+^=^f^» 'gold '.
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b67. The affix v» comes after the roots «re
c
to dwell'

(I 1054) *nr 'to sow 1 (1-1052),^ 'to sacrifice' (I 1051), tra

• to shine ' (I. 874,), *\ 'to go' (I. 272), ^ ' to decay' (I. 907),

^ ,' to kill ' (II. 2), *r* ' to roar' (IV. 5-4), and causative of ^ ' to

say ' (I. 1058 ), and *tfk causativelof *g ' to choose '
i V. 8) 124.

Thus g^+iH = orrPgr a small hatchet.

Mote :—This word vasi is found in the following text of the Vai-

seshika :—m'RT^wT^^ ^f*rt?rf 3?^

^

,Tr^*M*nrfrrg: I So also in the Mah&»

bhashya : gts*P?f*rfa ^it^j <sth ^^-qt srnftffa i snfor* (a well) ; *JTfw: (a

sacrifice!*) ; xrfki or xtwi (a streak, line) ;
»TfV* (a gust or gale of wind);

•mf^; (charioteer) ; the root/ ^ takes the preposition fW, thus fa^-f^
,

(here hy VII. 3. 54. S 358, the ^ of ^ is changed to ^) fjni^;+**[»
f«ranrf?Tj ' a hammer, an iron club '. The -g; of ^ is replaced by h by VI

L

3. 32. S. 2574.

srrfsj* (fire) ; srrf^: (a learned man) ; mfc (a place for fastening an

elephant ; but the word ?nT< when of the neuter gender means water). By

the force of ^f^t (diversely) mfk. also means a caravan.

: JVoiei—See vartikas under III. 3. 108. S. 3285 'for some of these forms.

568. The affix ^ comes after the root ^'to tie, to bind',

(IV. 57) of which * is changed to % 125.

Thus «n^+T*==irrf5n 'a Kshatriya when the word is used in the

masculine gender, but in the feminine it means the navel
5

. Some use it

as masculine when meaning even navel. See LingnnuSasana irfsr^fs^i

569- In the Ckhandas the ^ of the root $* to plough

(I. 1039; undergoes vriddlii before the affix *sr. 126.

Tnus ^!* •+•**[=» snfttt ' hre, ploughing'. In the secular literature, the

form is ^fa* »

wnkt i snfwr i

570- The affix ir«r comes after throot ^r to injure, to kill

(IX. 18) the 55 of which undergoes vriddlii, when the word

means a« vulture. 127.

Thus -ar (IX. 1S)+^R =*TTfb • the brid called Sarika'.

The * of mft is changed to ^ by considering it to belong to ^fw m$k
class, and so is evolved the word vnTm ' rice, the civet cat'.
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gR-rfb fsre*flf i

571- The affix t*L comes, after causing yriddhi of the root

•% ' to do' (VIII. 10) when the sense is that of an artist. 128.

Thus fj-hTsr^wfo ' an arbisb'.

572. The affix^ comes after the roots -^% ' to produce*

(IV 41) and **. < to eat' (I. 747). 129.

Thus wg[4-Tw=WTfTJ ' birth, a woman> a mother' the vriddhi is

prevented by VIL 3. 35 S. 2512. It is feminine gender. tr^+ T,w=: '«rTiVi

fire, and food.

573. The affix t^ comes after the roots^ « to go' (I. 248)

and ^ ' to go constantly' (I. 38). 130.

Thus 3SF5r+T«jf =ssrrfrV* ' battle' ; wxT^t ' a kind of bird/

Note :—By the force of sr§gr (diversely) which governs all Un&di affixes,

the root ^w is not replaced by ^r, as required by II. 4. 56.

Thus TJnadi sutra is in fact a varfcika, See III.. 3. 108 S. 3285,

574. The affix t*& comes also after the roots to and ^a
when preceded by the word *n<?. 131.

Thus ^r+^+TW—^^fisr* (a foot soldier); ^^rfarj n By VI; 3. 52 S
#

990, *n? is substituted for vr%.

575. The affix t^ comes after the roots *sr^ ' to pervade '

(V. 18) and vww i to bargain, to praise' (I. 4*66). The *r of *ro

is replaced by *s and the ^r(^ of ~*mv is elided before the affix

t^wi 132, *

Thus ssro-f- Tiff ^T^-J-T^^^Tfsr; ' a heap' ; tr^rT^+ TW.^^TfVj (a hand).

The roob tut always takes mm by III. 1. 28 S. 2303. This mjn is ordained

to be elided by the present sutra.
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576. Tlie affix i^, comes after the root *t 'to blow'

(II. 4il)s and is treated as fsg; (I e- the last vowe] of the root is

elided). 133.

Thus *T+*w=ftrt ' a bird'. The feminine is *ft.

577. The affix ^r comes after the root * * to steal' (I. 947)

preceded by tbe preposition *-; (when the word so formed means
a well, and is treated as Fsr^. 134.

Thus nr+^+^^sr^* ' a well '. Sse Amarakos'a I. 10. 26.

578. The affix *^ comes after the root «% (to cover) preced-

ed by the preposition f*. The *r of the root ** is elided and tbe

short * of tbe prefix Ft is elongated. 135.

Thus fir+^+*v=f*r+ iwn ,+* (VI. 1. 45 S. 2370)=F»r+*T+*=3ifift*

*a cloth worn round a woman's waist. Sae A.raarakosa [II. 3, 211.

wrsrcrs^ «rn$ ^^tt ^srcwTf^srTcj i u <sr fos^ ^t^ nw&*n i^rar* <s

'SWt^sr? t vnr«f wr^ 'sttj ^f?r $rcrr i

579. Tbe affix ^w comes after the root ^t ' to relate, to

tell (II. 51) preceded by *ptt* and is treated as fsg; and ^wr is

replaced by * which has the udatta accent. 136,

Thus ^rTTT+t3irr+^=5€+^=3^+^^ 'a friend' Nom. S. -*m

Note:—Ujjvaladatta explains the sutra by saying 'the affix ^
which has udatta accent comas after khya ". This is wrong. The anu-

vritti of T«ff is current here, not of t*t i The ^ of the sutra is not the

pronoun "? &%) ; but an adesa or substitute of samana. Moreover *%
has acute on the first in the Vedas.

580. The affix tct comes after the roots F* * to serve

(I. 945) and %* ' to kill* (II. 2) preceded by ^ttsf, and is treated

as fsq> The ^tT of *t^. is also shortened. 137.

Thus ^T^+fV-f ^if^sfiWi 'a corner, angle of a room, house &c '.

It is feminine. See Amarakosk II. 8. 93 for the phrase f%*rt Ti^^f^s^hr^s-

pal!, as'ri and koti are feminine meaning a corner, and the sharp side or

edjge of a weapon, ssrf^t ' a snake ; the demon Vritra '.
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Note t—The word wfa occurs iu bhe sutra V. 4. 120. S. 860.

581. The x comes after the roots ending in vowels. 138.

Thus ^ l to sound' (II. 24)+ *=*fa* « the sun '; 3 to purify (IX. 12)+
•^=xrf^j

{

the thunderbolt of Indra '; *rfo ' a boat ' a box for clothes, from

ar ' to cross over ' (I. 1018), *sfsr* ' a wise man, a poet ', from $ to sound,

(II. 33) ; ^tfb * an enemy ' from n * to go ' (III. 16) ; ^f%: (a black bee)

from s$ (to go), the ^ being changed to ^by considering it to belong to

the KapilakMi class

582. The affix * com es after the roots^ e to dig ' (I. 927),

**
' to injure (I. 716), *nr

« to go* (I. 248), w ' to throw (IV, 100),

«*< to cover ' (II. 13), '^ ' to honor, (I. 491 and VIII. 8 ), ^
to love, to worship (I. 492) and VIII. 2), >^ « to sound ' I 881

and X. 343), *** ' to tie '(X. 282), and ^ ' to move (I. 885). 139.

Thus ^r^+^—^^T* ' a mine '; <Rfrrs ' injurious, harmful '; ssrfor* ' mo-
tion '; ^rfm ' a sword '; **ftr* ' a dobh '; *?** ' fire '; *f*n 'worship, gift';

'b^tj ' sound '; irf«r* ' a joint '; ^fo: ' anjjanimal ' or ^Txt u Another form

of *?rftr is wrfa* I ariprt means begging also.

583. The affix * comes after the root w* ' (to exist) ', in the

Ohhandas« 140.

Thus *rq;4-^:=»3rfw ' anything wrapped round ', an ointment, eye-slave,

any cosmetic, the wick of a lamp, the fringe, a surgical instrument, a

streak, a swelling.

584 The affix * comes after the root $* to protect, to

eat (VII. 17 ) and is treated as *W 141.

Thus spr-f-^^gfa
-

* fire; in the Vedas, it signifies the two Aswinas.
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585. The affix * comes! after the roots *? * to scatter'

(VI. 116), *r * to swallow' (VI. 117), v ' to injure* (IX, 18), * < to

fill' IX. 19),^ < to curve' (VI. 73), fir* ' to divide' (VII. 2)"%
' to penetrate' (VII. 3) and is treated as fc*t. 142.

Thus *s+ *=sfaftj a boar, j la hog; f»rF^ 'a hill, 'a hug© rock, a

disease of the eyes, an honorific title given' to Sanyasins' ; f*rf*;t ' a locust;,

a killer, a sword'
;
3ft;: ' a city, a king, a river'

;
$f?rt ' a house, a body,

;

fcrfV* ' the thunderbolt ; W?r* ' an axe'.

'$fs TT%' I 5fWfv I ^f«r: «

586. The affix * comes after the roots $\ ' to burn' (L 289)

and w5* c to shake, agitate' (1.400) of which the ^ is elided.

The affix is treated as faq. 143.

Thus fX+^^f^1
' tne body' ; *f*« ' a monkey'.

587. The affix *F*rcc comes after all roots. 144.

Thus $ f
to do' (VIII. 10)+ ,*rf'R[a=!^«^ act, 'work' ; ^p"faj (skin) from

^* to go' (I. 591), «re»p( * ashes' from w^ to censure to blame, to shine
'

(III. IS); *w% (birth) from *nr 'to beget' (III. 24); sn^ 'happy,

prosperous' from * ' to injure ' (IX. 18); wnr% 'strength, fixity' from
^tt ' to stand' (I. 975); S£-£ 'a disguise' from the Ohuradi «rf* l to cover'

(X. 388) the penultimate wt of^ncis shortened by VI. 4. 97 S. 2985;

35^ c
a name oflndra'from f ' to protect' (I. 1014) preceded by the

preposition 1 lit. he who delivers excellently.

*W(^n*RTC: I *TC cTr5f cTTt t<?> ff^T f^JT* JTSTi^foj' I

588. The affix *f^ cornea after the root "?\ < to grow, in-

crease' (I. 772), the ^nasal being replaced be sr. 145.

Thus ^\+*f^==?r^ the Norn. Sing, is w^tt* one who knows Brahma,
a Bv&hmana, the creator'. The neuter means Brahman the Supreme. It

means austerity and the Vedas also

589. The affix **** comes after the roots ^\ ' to pervade '

(V. 18) andw « to be able' (V. 15) in the Ohhandas. 146.
Thus ^* +*f^=*src*% ' eating or pervading, a stone, a cloud' ; «nfw^

r a name of lndra\
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590. The affix ^£t* comes after the roots * 'to steal' (I.

947), «•' to nourish ' (III. 5) * ' to hold' (L 948), *£ to move (III.

17), «* to cover (V. 6\ * 'to injure' (IX- 18), 147-

Thus f+^rfsw =^fbi^ nom. s. ^fbrr ' time or death' ; wfbr? 'relation'

srfoR^ 'a form, figure'; ^frw^ 'wind'; wf^ 'a bed, couch' ; wft*^
' bearing ' bringing forth'.

Note :—In the Das'apadi the affix is read as ffgr with long i and fVg; I

According to it the anuvritti of chhandas runs in this sutra : so that these

are Vaidic words. This view appears to be right. The Dasapadi s&tra

is 'egTOfrfta'^, and forms are "snfti*r, w^cHr^r &c ; as found in the following

mantras srraFtr ^*f ww^q ^€tarw; <*cftw arff * itj *faT iwtwt &e. The words

warsr also, in the sutra after the next, indicates that these intermediate

sutras are Vaidic.

591. The affix **fir^ comes after the roots up* (to beget) and

* (to die). 148.

Thus sns (III. 24)+**f**-*finnt 'birth, offspring'; s (VI. 10)

+ *'rf'r*—*fV*^ death'.

592. The affix i*fc% comes every where after the root

$ ' to weave' (I, 55) i. e. both in the Vaidic and secular liter-

ature. 149-

Thus 3+**fin;»%W3 (a loom) ; this word belongs to the ^^Hr class

(II. 4. 33 S, 816). It is read in the Ganap&tha both in the *n*m. clas3

(V. 2. 100) and -s^t^ class (IV. 2. 75). See *nnft *wi in the K&sik&

vritti.

According to Vrittik&ra, this word is of the feminine gender and

not masculine or neuter as required by II. 4. 31 S. 816.

Thus he says the word form t**ft is as valid as *rr**r> a rope for trying

cattle. For the formation of the word ^rrfnfir, see Unadi IV. 152.

«^ i Hi-Hi *"H\mrc^^*^^ri^j$\^'*^ cwi^sn'w^ i y \ ^p i

88
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593. The seven words naman, siman, vyoman, roman,

loman, papman, and dhy&man, are irregularly formed with

the affix *&% 150.

Thus 1. •%!*% ' a name ', from the root wr.to repeat, ' to remember',

(1* 9-76), the irregularity consists in the elision of the ^ of the root. 2.

^fa^ (a boundary) from f*J ' to bind ' (IX. 5;, the ^ of which is elongated

before the affix *rfH Its Norn, forms are tffaT, ^im^t, ^FHthj. The

word "fta^ forms its feminine with =sn^ (IV. 1. 13 S. 461). Thus its

Nom. forms are *fr*T, ^$, &mt i 3. afhr^ (the sky) from w 'to cover'

(I. 1056), the final of which is replaced by sr which undergoes gnna. 4.

^fr% ' the hair on the body of men and animals ', from the ^ ' to cry '.

*

(II, 24). 5. ^ffa^; ' the hair on the body of men and animals ', from w,

* to cut ' (IX. 30). 6. tnt^ (sin) from *t ' to drink', (I. 972) with the

aiigment ig^r. 7. vvr*% measure, lustre, splendour from ^ ' to think, to

contemplate ' (I. 957).

By the force of *qp (diversely) which governs the Unadi sutras, the

following words are also irregularly formed under the present rule:

—

nm% 'consumption', from^ ' to worship ' (X. 153) *rtn?L 'the moon ',

from f to send, (I, 987), *TT*r^ 'a house, the body &c'. from *IT 'to hold,

to maintain ' (III, 10).

594. The affix *rf* comes after roots which are coupled .-

with a Preposition. 151.

The relation of an upasarga with a verb is called f*i*r or coupling.

Such compound roots take the affix *F?r instead of *f*^ t The difference

is in the accent. The word formed by *fa^ will have acute on the first

syllable, as the affix is fag (VI. 1. 197 S. 3686). While a word formed by
*rf*r will have the affix-accent, for all affixes are first acute, if not otherwise

provided for (III. 1. 3. S. 3708) : i.e. the accent will fall on the last

syllable. Thus from Jw to injure (IX. 18) we have with *fk% (Un
IV- 144), an?3 ; but wibh ^f*r we get •ar**^ \ In compounding these words

with the preposition g , they retain their accent by VI. 2. 139 S. 3873.

Thus i^faf or g^frT, one under Un IV, 144 and the last under the present

siitra.

595; The affixes *fa^ and *ftw come respectively after the

roots ^ < to put an and to, destroy' (IV. 39) and ** * to. go'

(I 38). 152,
T
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Thus- ^-h*rf^=^lw^ 'appeasing, the Samaveda itself, so called

becap.se it is very difficult to study. This word is of the neuter gender,

its Nom : forms being mn, ^TWTt, ^rT*nfT. Similarly ssrq+ ^ffw = drrw^; ' the

soul'. This word is of the masculine gender.

Note :—These two affixes have indicatory *r and % which show that by
both the accent is placed on the first syllable (VI. I, 19V S. 3686) and by
the latter (<ur), vriddhi is substituted for the end vowel of a stem

(VII. 2. 115 S. 254).

596 The affix fk*n comes after the roots ^ 'to kill (III 2);

and *ngn ' to buzz, hum' (I. 760). 153.

Thus ^+ftniv3==-?f%*RT ' a female goose i. e. a gander ; **fw ' a fly*.

$S».l<qfcK* 18 I ^8 I

597. The affix »sn^ comes after the root 5 ' to sound'

(II. 33). IWh
Thus $+3^=3^0 ' mixed, intermingled' ; a reader or lecturer. Since

there,is no difference between *t and *r, the feminine of mi* is **parft formed

with ^jJIV. 1. 42. S. 500), meaning a fellet or braid of hair. In other '

places the feminine form of the word is 3Psr<<T (a female reader or lecturer.) -

598. The affix.«** comes after the root »r 'to swallow*

<VI. 117). 155.

Thus ir+?3^r= *ii&gi
( a kind of bird '.

Note :—Some do not read the siitra as given in the text, but analyse

the word »pr£, as *rwr ^^ namely one who flies with wings (garut) and say

that the affix « comes after the root ^ to fly (1. 10 17) when preceded by

the -word T^t, enumerated in the Gunap&tha under snfrf^r class. The
affix having an indicatory ^causes the elision of the final vowel of ^t;

aijd the. .w,of "t^ds elided; by taking it to belong to the Prishodairadi

class. Thus T^g+^+ 3 =*TWt i

*

599. The affix^ comes after the. root t^. ' to be sup-

remely powerful* (I. 64) of which the nasa;l is elided; . 156.

Thus i**+*Rf*=»lf^ ' this *,
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Note :-—Ujjvaladatta has read this sutra as t=% *f$x% with *r i Bub

we do not find the f*n| accent in idam in the Vedas. Thus in ^?^ c^g

4^ vs^m (Rv. VI. 41. 16), re* % *frwh( *% (Rv. VIII. 54.8) the

accent is on the second, and not on %, which would have been the

case if the affix were f^ (VI. 1. 3 97. S. 3686). But in Dasap&di, the

sutra is read as W* ^*^, i. e. the affix tt^. comes after the root

sew* to go'.

600. The affix Wt " comes after the root * 'to sound'

(1.964). 157.

Thus ii+'fe^rqr'* 'what,&c'. The affix having an indicatory s

causes the elision of ^ of the root %.

Note :—The final <? in fsf* is merely for the sake of euphony. In

fact, DaSapadi gives the affix as f^ and not fef*r »

601. The affix "^ comes after all roots. 158.

Thus **% ' to dwell (I. 1054) +^ =W9[ ' a cloth '; 'src ' to throw
'

(IV. 100)+1^=^^ ' a weapon '; sm * to injure ' (I. 763) + !*[=W^
' a weapon '; m?% ' to cover ' (X. 290)+^^—^?^ ' an umbrella ', the long

sst of the root is shortened by VI. 4. 97. S. 2985.

The words like 'Wj (

a leaf ' from t^ f

to fall ' (1. S98) *&"%% c
a vessel

'

from ttt 'to drink' (I. 927), ^t' a tooth' from ** ' to bite' (1.1038)

&c. are formed by this rule.

602. The affix *&% comes after tlie roots i&^sr ' to cook'

(VI. 4), t^ ' to go' (I. 1031), ^ ' to how down, to sound'

(I. 1030), n « to Mil' (II. 2), ftw « to enter (VI. 130), and^
* to pervade' (V. 18.) and it causes the vriddhi of the vowel of

the root. 159.

Thus W5r+*e^=?nwt ' light, ether', by VIII .2. 23 S. 54, the ^ of

sre^is elided, and by VIII. 2. 36 S. 294, the w is replaced by isr, and the

3 of the affix is then changed to s u m-^ f

a car' ; wt^ ' a stotra' ; *t**?

' death' ; t*e^ ' the Heaven' ; 55rps<r<n ' the sky'.
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603. The affix **s comes after the root fa*' to shine' (IV. 1)

which is replaced by ^. 160.

The letter ^ in the s&tra indicates that the root substitute undergoes-

vriddhi by force of the last sutra.

Thus f^+^s=^S+^S~^n*' light'.

gnssrj i mux mT*r5i ^mvnix^ \

604. The affix *<rs comes after the roots ^ ' to hum*
(I. 727) and *rs ' to dig' (I. 927) and is treated as fas. 161.

Thus <s*+ war^sB'awfft ' a camel' ; mr-sr^ ' a spade, an oblong pond'.

605. The affix *$S comes after the roots $w * to sew'

(IV, 2) and g^ c to save' (VL 136), the f<r portions of which are

replaced by *. The affix is treated as fas. 162.

Thus ^gr + t^^=:w-f-iff5s=^'5'^ ' a thread' : <*ns^ (urine).

Note :—These two words could have been formed from the roots 'Strand

** of the Churadi class also (X. 360 and 361) by the affix sre (IIL 3. 56.

S. 3231), but the difference would be in the accent.

sanest^ i rws \ f*rsn$ i *^fS i

606- The affix *r* comes after the roots *rs
l to go' (I 493)

fW ( to collect, gather' (V. 5),% * to love' (I. 779), and w* « to

injure' (I- 763). 163
;

Thus ^^+ 1955«^r^ ' an entraii', intestine' ; f*m^ * a picture, f*df^

1 a friend" snfs ' a weapon*.

Note :— The lengthening in antram is by VI. 4. 15. S. 2QQQ. All

these words are end acute by affix accent (III. 1. 3. S. 3708) as in &?r

607. The affix Mra comes after the root 3 'to purify

(IX. 12)' of which the long * is shortened. 164 %

Thus s+*£5= g*« ' a son'.

Note :-—Some derive the word %% as g>T*?T ^wrtswts ?cr& t\ e. one

who saves from the hell called 3S- In this sense the word will be formed

thus :—3S+*T+w«3i« (Hi. 2. 3 S. 2915).

$9c , w*^TJ 8 . W «
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608. The affix drat comes after the root *c^ ' to sound, to

collect, crowd' (I 9*59). 165.

Thus ^l+ sg^jsaiqft ' a woman'. The affix haying an Indieatrry ^g

causes the elision of the f« (i. e ^) portion of the root *ct. Then the ^
of the root is elided by VI. 1. 6Q S. 73. Thus the stem formed is ^. The

feminine is formed by adding •§?>* by IV 1. 5. S. 470.

609. The affix w tra comes after the root 3 to speak

indistinctly (I. 997) ; Y ' to hold (I, 948) ; ^ to go, to beget

(II 39) ; ** to cook (I. 1045) ; w to speak ; (II. 54); w ' to

abstain ' (I. 1033) ; ^ * to go, to break ' (I. 907) and «s (it is

sautra root) 166.

Thus g+^^^^'a family', its feminine is "fNn'the earth '; ^r^
* the house '; ^snat ' the cane '; q'^r^ ' the sacred fire maintained by a

house holder '; *n^it( ' the face '; v*sm, ' an instrument '; wn^ l a sacrificial

session '; wsujt the Kshatriya caste.

610. The affix trail comes after the roots 5 to sacrifice, to

worship' (III. l);^r f to go' (II. 40); tt to measure (II. 53) ^
to hear (I. 986) ; and *rarto censure, to shine ' (III 18), 167.

Thus s+^ssfNiGt 'a sacrifice or worship'; m^T ' going' ; mwi 'a

measure '; 'efta'S ' hearing, the ear' ; *r^T ' a pair of bellows, ' a leathern

vessel for holding water'.

611. The affix w* comes after the root t^ ' to go1

(1. 1031)

of which ^ is replaced by s*r « 168.

Thus T^+^sanT^^ ' the body'.

612. In the Ohhandas the affix ^ comes after the roots

^t ' to cut' (II. 50), and the rest. 169.

Thus *t+*^«=?tt*^ 'an insfarumenfc of cubbing, a sickle', vr^ 'a ves-

sel ' from the root *t ' to drink ' (I. 972); %^ ' a field ' from the root ftr' to

dwell* (VI. 114).
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613. The affix frn*r[ comes after the roots $ ' to be' (I. 1),

*% 'to speak, to inform' (I, 1058) and ^ ' to swallow ' (VI. 117).
J- / \J„

Thus ^+f^^ !=8 *nf^sr^ ' the three worlds i. e. heaven, earth and lower

regions. The indicatory w of the affix causes the vriddhi. trrfirsrai * a musi-

cal instrument; ' nrftw^ ' water '.

6X4. The affix fan*^ comes after the root ^ to walk (I. 591)

when the derivative word means ' conduct'. 171.

Thus ^t+f^^^Tf^t ' conduct, behavior'.

Note :—The word *^for has been also formed by tst affix, as already

taught before. From this word, we can get ^rrfws by ^^pf PrajS&di

class. But the difference is in accent.

615. The affix itra and utra come respective!}7 after the

roots *r^ ' to pervade' (V- 18; and ytrai ' to protect' (I. 1014)

and like these. 172.

Thus ^rw+ ^^rsa^arnrsr^ ' a thief, an oblation of rice' ; srfwq; ' a raft, boat';

<erfic?f)r ' the earth \ #+ wx = srlra^
c a goad, a kind of disease'; sresr^ ' a cloak

mantle ' from ,/vrm (I. 8).

616. The affix vx, treated as f^, comes after the root ^;
to go (I. 493) when the derivative word means ' an enemy'.

173.

Thus ^+-ar3r«35rforwj { an enemy'. Q. Is it not 'ssr-f-forsr a non-friend.

s5r+f*n5T=-ssrf*ra^ which is Neuter.

617- The affix ssrr comes after the roots ^^ ' to go' (II. 36)

preceded by the preposition w%, and ^ ' to extract' (I. 716)

preceded by the preposition fo. 174.

The derivative words are avyayas, (indeclinables) since they are

enumerated in the list of words beginning with **rc &c. (I, 1, 37, S. 447).
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Thus •^+^+^ a=**nn' ' duly, seasonably' ; ffwrr 'near', hard, close

by &c.

By the force of *qp( ' diversely' which governs all TJrtadi sutras, ^TT
(at night) is formed from the root g^r/ to be bad or corrupted'. (IV. 76)

with the affix ssrc; f^atT * at day/ is from the root f\w to shine (IV. 1) with

the affix ^rr, there is no gima of the root by the wg® (diversely); *wr ' the

oblation of food offerred to the pitris or manes of deceased ancestors/ from

the root ^f ' to be sweeb\I. 1&) the t being changed to *r by the force of

sripf ' diversely'.

618. The affix *w comes after the root fag ' to think'

(I. 39), of which the final is replaced by **• 175.

Thus f^P5+ Wf=:f^ppr^ ' greasy'. There is want ofguna as a diversity.

See Amarakosha II. 9. 46 for the line fagrer«tf w|<ff few^ &c.

619- T lie affix <^ comes after the root ^' to pierce/

(X. 327'. 176.

Thus ifsr+^^=wr^ fine, subtle. The ftr is elided. The ^ is

changed to m, and the ^ to ^ I

6i!0. The affix f*s* comes after the root *n * to protect
51

Cli 47j. 177-

Thus ^T+f^g^=sg\ the ^lotm is elided by the affix being f^;

^ is changed to anusvara. By VII. 1. 89 S. 436, ,

ssra is substituted for

the final ofn\m the strong cases. So its Norn, forms arc %m% i^f^ft", vmmt

the ^ being added in the strong cases after ssr by VII. 1. 70 S. 361. This

word is, however, differently derived in the Mah&bh&shya; while others-

read the sutra as 33ft f^ 1

621. The affix f^^ comes after the roots ^ e
to please*

(I, 781), and $* ' to protect', enjoy (VII. 17), 178.

Thus ^+f**ip^F^faTO^ 'agreeable, pleasing'
;
gfa^t ' a servant'.

$$ \ 31%%: \ H I ^3< I
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622. The affix fa comes after the root ^ 'to dwell, to

ver' (I. 1054, II, 13), 179.

Thus *r>|+ fa == srfer* 'the abdomen
1

, the portion of the abdomen below

the navel. The plural greer^r* means the thread at- the end of a piece of,

woven cloth : the fringe of a garment, the skirt, the edge or hem of a

garment;.

By the force of 'srfs?
' diversely' which governs the TJnadi sutras, the

root 'sjTf. Ho rule' (II. &6) takes also the affix fa after it. Thus snfaer*

punishment by the king.

So also ^rnfasr* ' the name of a sage' ; this word belongs to the ^rs-s^nfsf

class of the Ganapatha. It is formed from the root ^¥ fco throw (IV. 100):

with the upapada ^t a mountain. It) liberally means he who humiliates

(^qfa) the mountain (saw). Agasti humiliated or threw down the

Vindhya hills.

623. The affix f<* comes after the root isw to be (II. 56)

preceded by the preposition g. 180. .

Thus §+*5rcr+ fa==:^f^ a term of blessing. This word is an in-

declinable, as it is enumerated in the class of *&x. &c. I. 1. 37. S. 447.

624. The affix Fw comes after the root sra * to fade away'

(IY. 103) preceded by the preposition fa. 181.

Thus fa+^f+ fa—fawfacr* ' a measure of length equal to 12 angular

being the distance between the extended thumb and the little finger'.

Similarly fsr^rfws from the root 'srg (to rule).

ftt i trf^rfSn=tri f*a. i »
i v* i

*rfart \ wfafat »
'* fa^sgrwTfar^-*' ^rs i

625. The affix fa comes after the roots ^ 'to go' (IV. 60)

and tv ( to be famous' (I. 802). and is treated as fas. 182.

Thus •q^+f?r=:'trterj 'a footman' ; OT+f^=mfafai 'celibrity, fame'*

The root sra has received the augment^ by the Vdriika flra &c. given

in the Siddhanta K&umudi under III. 3. 103 S. 3280, bub in Kasik&

under VII. 2. 9.

ffa* i

626. The affix fa comes after the root ? to tear (IX. 23)

of which the long 55 is shortened. 183.

Thus £+fa=gfat ' a leathern bag for holding water, a fish',

39
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* , to**. ««(.. « « ft

,

627. The affix flste* comes after the roots ^ * to scju'N"
""'

(VI. 116) * to cross oyer (I. 1018), $"*. ' to he weak",

(I. 799), 184.

Thus w+gfte^fafteq; 'a diadem, a crown', firflfc^ • gold'; ^pftans

' the belly, water, forest'.

Note :—In the Das"apadi, the sutra is read as m*r ^Twdfavqt t Accord-

ingly, a fourth example is given there as 35*7 (to shake) +3R:

te^ss'%,»fqrfcei;i

628. The affix f*Rr* comes after the roots w 'to please'

(I. 781), *r* ' to speak' (II. 54), §^ ' to utter a shrill cry as a

bird' (I. 199, 200), $* ' to be crooked' (VI. 73). 185.

Thus ^+fww=s*faRT^ 'pleasing, agreeable'; ^+far^a <sfaw%

' proper', the ** of the root undergoing sampras&rana before the affix

having an indicatory « by VI. 1. 15 S. 2409. $fcrat * small, little'
;
ggfer^

crooked.

629. The affix w*w% comes after the roots $?r 'to be

crooked' (VI. 73) and $* 'to pall oat, extract' (IX. 46). 186.

Thus $e+w*rcfl[«fqr*rsr* 'an opening bud'; in the neuter, a hell.

fWW[ ' cutting, a leaf.

630. The affix *ro* comes after the root $«r the ^ of

which is changed to w. 187.

Thus ^+^^=1^3^ * sin'.

$\\ i w*rcpp*ftJ!*j & i ^« i

631. The affix ^^ comes after all roots. 188.

Tims f%3 to perceive (I. 39) -f-
sggq[ = ^cf^ 'consciousness' ; ^pcw a pond

from "^ ' to move' (III. 16) it forms its feminine with wt*( thus ^^ft ' a

largo lake', uras/ water, milk' from Tfr ' to drink' (IV. 33), *^* ' an assembly,

from ^ ' to injure, to cub' (I. 907). Other words are also thus formed by

this affix as ^^ (light) from <n^ ' to shine' (I. 175), ^<?* < weeping' from

^ 'to weep' (II, 58), w*J age' from *ft ' to go, to grow &c', (II. 39), w*v
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food, boiled rice' from <&% ' to breathe' (II. 61), snre darkness, from W* ' to

fade' (IV. 93), *¥% ' courage' from <sr\
£

to endure' (I. 905), *wra/ austerity'

from srr ' to burn' (I. 1034), ir?^ ' great' from *n^' to worship' (X. 321),

«W|/ heaven' from *nr ' to injure* (I. 788), K*»^' dust, powder, diet' from

*c»* 'to color' (I. 1048)", the nasal of t> is elided, because the affix isjfanj

after this root, as is taught in the subsequent sutra IV. 2L6.
"

The words «nf, <nf, wit
wi and tsf ending in 'St are also valid forms.

They are derived by the affix ssrg; (Pachadi), except w which is formed by

632. The affix ^t comes after the root <c^ to speak

distinctly, to praise (I. 428) of which ^ is replaced by * t 189.

Thus !c,qr
>
+^ri1?[=ss

:^r^ 'low, vile &c'. See mantra *sr^nn***T where the

word is so explained in the gloss.

^ i wtf^^% jj^H i 8 t \w »

633. The affix *»3^ comes after the root *ro 4
to pervade'

(IV. 18) when the derivative word means praise, and there i s

also the ar* augment. 190.

Thus *ro +I?+sa§^=W€ ' praise'. The word %** means praise.

634. The affix **s*( comes after the root ^ra*_ to make
straight (VI. 20) when the derivative word means strength.

There is the elision of ar of the root also. 191.

Thus 3rs^+^-£^=^5r*r
>

strength, power, light, aura.

. $^ I ^: ifeTO ^ i 8 I V^ '

635. The affix ^ssrg^ comes after the root fur to go, to

swell, the * of which undergoes Samprasarana (*, e. * is

changed to *). 192.

Thus f^+^^==ioW 'strength'. This word is of the neuter

gender. Its Nom. forms are sra*, snreft, TatT^rff%.

^ i ^jr%: ^tt^ fSrr: flfs^r i 8 i ^ «

vcvi^t Tm. ^y^wtsjgvf^e^ i fart;* i firwV t

636. The affix ^5^ treated as fe[ comes after the root
**

' to serve' (I. 945) which is replaced by f*rc$ when the
derivative word means a part of the body. 193.
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Thus f^+^!^=*fsrw " the head'. Its Nom.- forms- are fa<t, Fscresfr,

fardfV ii The word fan; ending in ^i is also a valid from, as ftnstf tfSTTg;

nm f*r^ (Vayu Purana).

^3 \ ^^5^ I « I ^ I

637- The affix *g* (treated as fas) comes after the root *£

• to go* (III. 16) which, is replaced by w i 194
Thus flj+^rg^es^ro ' the breast, excellent'.

638/ The affix s^ comes after the root *j ' to go* and

also the augment sc when the derivative word means a

disease. 105.

Thus 5f+l?;4-^f^=^t ' piles'.

639. The affix ^^ comes after the root n c to go', and also

the augment ss when the derivative word means water. 196.

Thusqj+g^-f-«r5^=sWw ' water, stream, flood'. Its Nom. forms'"

are W$t, w-w^, &u.

1?!TS I

6l<0. The affix ^s^ comes after the root m* to go' (II- 36),

and also the augment 3^ when the derivative word means-

'sin*. 197.

Tims ^+i^-+-^f^==-q*rt ' sin*.

6-11. The affix *gq; treated as f-^c comes after the root fw
4
to purge' (VII. 4i) and also the augment g« , when the

derivative word indicates wealth. 198.

The affix being treated as f^j, the % of the root is changed fcogr (VIZ.
3. 52 S. 2863).

Thus ft^+ 3* -fw^=,
f^+ g^+ 33^= ^xir; < wealth, gold'. (The ^

beiDg changed to* by VIII. 4. 2. S. 197).

iVote :—In Dasapadi vritti, the augment g<r is not read into the sutra,

and the example given is^ ^^ &o. Ujjvaladafefca reads the sutra as-
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' richer dhane chit kichcha' and lie gives the example fcsw^ I But they are

both wrong. We find the form ^^5^ in the Vedas, as in Bretf ^wh
nm^i, Tre*r tf ^rt^^r ^gqn ( Rv. VII. 4. 7).

642. The affix ^5 comes after the root ^^'to worship,

to discern' (I. 929), the long ^t of which is shortened to short

s5r , and there is also the augment 31. when the derived word

has some reference to food. 199.

Thus ^T^+^+^ri^=^w +5?+^f1
5[ = ^'W. Food, delight. The ^

of the root is elided by VI. 1. 66. S. 873.

yote:—The word is ^t and not <sror as wrongly given by the author

of Dasapadl vritti. In the Vedas we find wt ^rV«er ^a* and §t^fawar

T^rt with the dental t i

$$ \ qn&xtevzn ^w*Tf*ftt 3<r <3n 8 1 309 1

6*13. The affix ^1^ comes after the roots f 'to choose*

(IX. 38), and sft ' to sleep' (II. 22.) and also the augment gir,

when the derived words mean e form' and ' a part of the body'

respectively. 200.

Thus ts+ "gsr-f 'snp;= snri^ ' form' ; sr>+ 31- + *»3^^^w. ' ^he penis, a

testicle, a rail'.

Note :—See the mantra T^ftpp*^srfwfoT*j[q; I The word %^$ ending

in ^ is also a valid form, as in the verse •q^rspFcr: ww* Shsns «

644 The affix ^^ comes after the roots ^ ' to go, to

flow' (I. 987) and ^ < to trickle' (IV. 30), and also the augment

3*. 201.

Thus ^4-3^+^^=^fara ' current' ; the senses, ^ct^ a flow, current,

the semen, the quick silver.

trrwt 1 ^wt 1

645. The affix ^^ comes after the root ^tt
c to protect'

(II. 47), and also the augment ^*, when the derived word

means c strength
5

. 202.

Thus TT+^+^^= xrT isr^ (strength). Its Nom. forms are ^n^rs,

mm^i &c. Ujjvaladatta reads the augment as 3^.W it is incorrect. In the

mantra ^ittstt ssnfrc^ * (Rv. III. 27. 28) the letter is ^ and not *i 1
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646. The affix ^5R comes after the root -<?t to protect,

and the augment 55 when the derived word means ' water.' 203.

Thus ^T+^+^^=-qT5W ' water'. A. K. I. 10. 4.

647. The affix ?sr§*r and the angmert g? come after the

root tit to protect when the derived word means food. 20k
Thus 'n -f%%+ ssr^r= *rr*m ' food \

648. The affix ^%% and the augment ^ come after the

root^ 'to eat' (II. 1), the ^ of which is changed to ^; when

the derived word means c food \ 205.

Thus ^+3^+^^=^*^ ' food'. A. K. II. 9. 48.

649. The affix ^ra comes after the root *^ c

to go, to he

dry' (I. 1028), the 3 of which is changed to ^r, when the

derived word refers to ' a part of the body. ' 206.

Thus *&%+ s5npr=*tff*«rff ' the shoulder'. Its Norn, forms are 5S*f^,

^wepbFt.

$#0 I WTO ^Ffa?^n?T^ | 8 1 ^3 \

smfcjarraf %*&* i^^r ^t i •sonars 1 -m^t \ ugams. 1 *mr» \ mtrsft 1

650. The affix w^; and optionally the augment 3^ come

after the root w* ' to pervade' (V. 14) the longm of which is

shortened to short ^, when the derived word refers to 'work'

or 'form'. 207.

Thus w^+i^+^^= stpw or without the augment g% <3Pnr/ work,

sacrificial act or rite, form, shape'.

By the force of srpf (diversely) which governs all TJnadi sutras, the

long ssjt is neither shortened |nor the augment 3^ added to, the root wn
t

before the affix *3R. Thus ^stts is formed. It is of the Neuter gender

and means water, sin, a religious ceremony. Its Nom. forms are s&tt*,

Q\ \ w§ gar *r \ « \ ys* i
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651. The affix ^3^ and the augment $* come after the

root sarc (to pervade), the long wr of which is shortened to

va when the derived word means 'shape' or * form'. 208.

Thus ^^+lT+w^=^rsw* (shape, beauty). The \ of the root is

changed to w by VIII. 4. 58. S. 52.

652. The affix ^3TC and the augment *re come after the

root w* the ^ of which is replaced by *t, arid the long ^t is

shortened to ^, when the derived word means ' water'. 209.

Thus^+3^+^-^^ « water'.

653. The affix *3* comes after the root «rr ' to hind (IV. 57),

the ^ of which is replaced by % when the derived word means
'the sky'. 210.

Thus *n^+^g^ s" ?w^ t the sky'.

654 The affix *rs^ comes after the root tv ' to go' (II. 36)

which is replaced by ^n»r, when the derived word means fault, a

wrong act. 211.

Thus Tw+'ssci^sa^T'r+^rg^sa^TT^' fault, offence, sin'.

«N . w*jVw i « . ^

.

655. The affix ^^ comes after the root ^n* ' to go' (I. 493),

and also the augment i^.. 212.

Thus ^+§*ff+ ssr§^=='3nf* a sin, trouble, anxiety, care &e.

TV I

656. The affix ^i^ and the augment ins. come also after

the root ^ 'to play' (I. 906). 213.

Thus ^+i^+^ri^=^^ enjoyment, speed, eagerness, violence.

657. The affix sr^ comes after the root ^ (to play) the ^
of which is changed to ^ when the derived word means a place.

Thus ^+38^==*!^ *a deserted, lonely or hiding place ; a secret, my-
stery ; solitude &c\
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658. The affix *sra comes after the roots «r^ ' to go, to

worship ' (I. 203), ^rf* « to anoint, to make clear ' (VII. 21), 3^
' to unite (VII. 7),

**
' to break (I. 191) the last letters of each

of these is replaced by **. 215.

Thus *i^+*i3^ =**!$* '

a sign '« I ts Norn, forms are ssrfj, ssNntfY,

•ssf'ERifa. So also ^"ti. 'a bird' its Nom. forms, being saw, ^fn^rt, ^Bfa-ffij i tN^
'yoga or contemplation and meditation; *r*T¥' light'. The word *rhro

is declined as -^ts , d. *rt*nr>, pi. TJT»rif*j \

Note :—In ^ro ^tt^pcV ^* the word bharga ends in 'ssr formed by^ \

Similarly we get from yucha (IV. 114), ^r^ dwelling, temple.

659. The affix ^m treated as f^ comes after the roots

* ' to be *
(1. 1) and **

' to color (I. 1048)'. 216.

Thus ^-r-^g^^+^l (VI. 4. 77. S. 27l)+^r^=gisre 'the atmo-

sphere, the ether \ It is an Indeclinable. So also ws ' dust &c.'

660. The affix ^m comes after the root ^ ' to dwell

'

(I. 1054) is treated as for*- 217.

Thus qrff+^s^iwff ' a cloth'. The vriddhi is caused by the affix

being treated as ffg.

661. The affix *s* comes after the root <**$ ' to gladden,

to shine ' (I. 68/ the initial ^ of which is changed to «. 218.

Thus ^i^+^fl^=^"fT^
%
(the Veda ; a metre).

'wswi g ^wt wit' 1 ac^ f^i^: 1

662. The affix ^3^ with the augment W* comes after the

roots to ' to cook (I. 1045) and ^V to speak (II. 54) '• 219.

Thus TO+ge+Wf^—Wtf (

a wing, a half month '. Its Nom. forms

are w$ d. ^r^r^Rr pi. '"refftr. In the Srntis (i. e. Vedas), the word w^l
is of the neuter gender and ends in the consonant ^ as in mm*t twV and

gifrfert % Tas"^ i But in the Smritis, the word is of the masculine gender,

ending in a vowel. Thus its Nom. forms are ^*, t^It &c. So also is the

word to^ formed meaning the chest.
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663. In the chhandas the affix ?*$% comes after the roots

«nr ' to carry '"

(I 1053) v 'to abandon (III* 8) ' and *n to hold

(III. 10), 220.

According to Ujjvaladatta, and others the augment ^cornea afbe*

the roots, by the force of the last sutra. 1?hus the examples given by the

ancient commentators Prasadakara &c. are ^+^+TSf^=s«iir$/an ox 'j

%mw * the moon' ; wwq ' a mountain'.

But bhese forms are not correct ; for no such words are to be found in

the Vedas and this is a Vaidic sutra. On the contrary, the forms found

there are shown below. The anuvrifcti of fVq[ is only current in this sutra

and not that of jje 1

Thus T^+^srg^= nTf^' Agni, a hymn '. In fact, the affix is treated

as forg, thus causing vriddhi of- the penultimate vowel of the root. Aa
in the Rig Veda, *r><qrr ^w * snwr and ^<rr ^f vm *£iwn&t t

After the other two remaining roots (i. e. *t and vt), the affix *$%
being treated as f<m5 causes the augment 3^ to be added by VIL 3. 33. S.

2761. Thus ^r-f-3^= *rc* (abandoning) and m-f-^pK^'1*^ supporting*

As in the Big Veda, f«ra?rl fttrart (Rv. I. 128. 6) where fsnrnm means v^f%

great. So also gTsj**r^ farsTOTt I Similarly %ft wt ^fsrsfrs f*ra?rrrarTi( Rv. I.

73. 3) " Like a God who (Agni) is the supporter of the whole universe."

&c , where fro-emm means 'w** «m*ft >raf 1 So also *rcrT*wi nftnft-

(tt i spur ^nrf%: i h i ^ I

664 The affix *rf^ comes after the root ** * to go' (II, 86),

Thus T'C.-f^Tf^rss^cm* 'fire \ It is an avyaya or Indeclinable since

it has been enumerated in the list of words beginning with w*^ &c.

See I. 1. 37. S. 447.

665. The affix *rf* comes after all roots instead of "x&l when
they are in combination with an upasargajor preposition and

every thing else is like as if aaun was added. 222.

40
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The difference between ^Jf and ^§^ is in accent only : otherwise the

forms are the same. A root joined with an upas-<irga is called mithunam.

Thus ^J* formed by sagi Un.lV. 190, but $w\ under the present

sutra. : Similarly 3^** i fwfrH'f, &c.

* 666. The" 'affix *far comes after the foot **[ * to kill' (II. 3)

preceded by the negative particle to , and the root v* is

replaced by'?- 223

Thus ^+^^=^^4-^+^rfV—^Tl( without a rival, incomparable,

not killed or destroyed or obstructed). Its Nom, sing, is *sr$iT« by

VII. 1. 94- S. 276. Its Nom. Dual is **rft.

667. The affix wftr comes after the root ftn»w (^t
c
to bold

(III. 10) preceded by far) and the root £m is replaced by ** 224.

Thus ^t+^=^+^=^ * the creator, Name of Brahman'.

'Its tfom. sing, is %ero t

668« The affix a$i comes after the root ^ * to praise

(II. 26), and there is also the augment g?. 225.

Thus *r+3fs+^fs «*rr*rcrthe panegyrist. In the Mantra w$r\ v&r%

*Wr* *fr*m the word nodh&h is explained in the Nirukta by «ft^rr 5ff^f *r*rf?c

•the Eishi is Galled nodhas or he who praises.

isrrV* **rrg i I3<tt* i wra%*rt i 'irratirotftavvf* 1^' (3^3) ^^nnr«T^ffw-

669. The affix 3*f* comes after compound words which

have for their first member either a gati word, or when the

' upapada is a karaka; and the first member retains its original
:

accent. 226.

This sutra regulates acoeut.

Thus $-{-** ' to burn (1. 1034=) +^fr>r==<f<nre \ Similarly srrf^** from

yta (II. 55 and VI. 138).

By VI. 2. 139. S. 3873 compound words whose first member is a gati

' •

' proposition or a Karaka noun, retain the accent of their second member,

and the first member becomes anudatf/a. Thief sutra makes an exception
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to it and declares that such compounds, when^fw formed, retain the accent
of their first member, and the second member becomes anudatta,

670. The affix *rftr* treated as f^ comes after the root
*t 'to measure' (III. 6 and IV. 34) preceded by the word ^5
as upapada. 227.

Thus^'S+^T+^fa^^^^+^fa^^s^Hhe moon, a month, cam-
phor'. IisN. S. is **jpro d. <**sr*r%Tt pi. ^"STtft 1 Haradatta explains it by
^*jj ^wsf siftf ^ *f%ar 4\*& -ssn^ 1

vim\ vi 1w^Mrs 1

671. The affix s*fV treated as fWgr comes after the root *r

' to hold' (III. 10) preceded by the word *** as upapada. 228:

Thus wp^+^T+^rf^Ba^Hr^Ca young man) ; its Nom, sing, is vntart

672. The affix ssftr treated as fee comes after the root ip

(to hold) preceded by the word *nre as upapada. 229.

Thus *r^+^+ ,s^« 1<r<qfaw (the ocean, a rain cloud), its Nom. sing.

is tnrNTt 1

673. The affix *rfv treated as ft*r comes after the root >r?

(to hold) preceded by the word gwas upapada. 230.

Thus ispw+'snr+'srfa'=3^Hr^ (a family priest, particularly that of a

king). Its Nom. sing, is g^T* I

674. The word ysrc^ (the Nom. sing, of which is s*wts)

is irregularly formed with the affix **ftr. 231,

The short w of g* is elongated before the root *'
' to sound' (II. 24) to

which the affix srfa is added. Thus g^+^+^ftr^g**** 'the son of

Budha and Ha and founder of the lunar race of kings.

«

675. The affix *** which is diversely treated as ftr^ comes

after the root ^' to observe' (II. 7). 232„
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me:VThus *+^^4-safa«a'TWff ' a God, lit. seeing or guiding

By the affix being treated aa farq;, it geta the designation of ,'/.;-

vadhatuka (III, 4. 113 S. 2166), hence *n^is not changed to wr, as is

the case when the affix is not treated as farg;. Thus w-f^-ff-f m^^m§^\
(a name of Prajapati). Its N. S. is vmit i

$3$ \ *m {%<* i « i ^ i

676. Thp affix srf* comes 'after the root <a* 'to burn'j

{I. 727) and is treated as Srl 233.

Thns ^+*5ra==<OTir ' the dawn'.

Note\:—In the Dasapadi, the sutrais read as «rar* f*Rf. i. e. the affix wftr

treated as farci comes after the root v» (to dwell). Thus «ra +*sf^sag** i

Before *r beginning afiixes it is declined like wwj as ^spsr^fiu \ See

Tartika ^q^a under VII. 4. 48.

$33 I ^Mft i I 8 I *$8 I

677. Tlie affix sffir comes after|the root|^ 'to control,

to restrain' (IV. 94). 234
Thus ^+<3*rfa=-S3*re 'fire. See A. K. I. 1. 59 for the verse *ncf^

S^tt* &o. Sometimes there is lengthening of the sr, as in ^ft ^nmt
(Rv. V. 4. 18) where damua&h is explained by ^rsnm ^phwrtsu chari-

tably disposed, generous, or controlled of mind. ^<f*r<T> swf* t 3W*err(Rv.

V.42. 12).

The Dasapadi gives the sutra as t^e *fot with long « t According to

it, the word with short <ar is a diversity.

$3C I VH-fttkfofigg T'Jl+W \ « I ^ I

678. The affix ^rf% comes after the root *»??. |(to'go) and
also the augments * and ^ 235.

Thus *n£(I. l55)+ irre:+^f%=^fffw(thenameofa celebrated sage

who composed some of the vaidika hymns).

679. The affix *fa comes after the root * * to move*
(III. 17) preceded by the word ^. 236.

Thus *n5.^+«rf% =*««**& (a celestial damsel), its Norn. sing, is wt^r.

The word is said to be generally plural, aa srtTOttti The singular

is ^nw ending in long *nr t •
,

•
.

'* -^ -' ,.
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$c©
i f£rf^ff^R=*rt fsrcS i 8 i t^a i

680. The affix *rf* comes after the roots fa* ' to know
(II. 55) and $^L

' to feed, preserve* (VII. 17), when preceded

by the word fw. 237.

Thus farsw-{-f*f+^f%=fTO-^r^ l Fire', its Nom. sing. isfwrsr^T:

lit. he who knows all(finut %fa). So also froifrsr* ' Indra'. lit. he who

preserves all Twm *jpr$ i The forms fanw^Tt and fa*$ «tarr* given

by Ujjvaladatta, with the locative case—sign unelided, by virtue of

VI. 3. 14. S. 972, does not appear to be correct. The locative of fra" is

with fcvsc i In the following there is no locative sign :

—

gt^w* *r*3 fro^n*
and sr«rr*r*Tt *S* firwft'acT* i

681. The affix ^ifir comes after the root w*, (to desire).

238.

Thus «rw (II. 70)+wnfiar=sww (Name of Sukra).

Its Norn. sing, is wru i

r» «

CHAPTER V.

^ \ *rf^ *p?t gcT* \ V I ^ I

682. The affix fan comes after the root $ (to be) preced-

ed by *"« Can Indeclinable, meaning sudden). 1.

Thus ^5$+3*r?.=3,*$*T-f v*r*=3W|^ (curious). The affix having an

indicatory « causes the elision of the vowel of the root $;.

683. The affix** comes after tbe root 3* ' to wrap np,

envelope' (IV. 13). 2.

Thus 3^+«n=»'fhn« ' wheat, the orange'.

*ra<o i aw^ Tift 'ssrSwt «*%V **tr* «TTOTrns* ,i

684 The affix *<^ come3 after the root w ' to weigh, mea-

sure' (IV. 112). 3.
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Thus **+*m«*r%jc* 'a kind of p-ulse j a pillow'. By Un&di I. 43.,

it was taught that the affix ^t1

?; comes after the root ww giving the form

*$*:* with short « \ Thus we haye two forms.

^%

685. The affix ire* comes after the root **n to stand (I. 975>

and is treated as f*^. 4.

•Thus*«n-f<a^*:W* 'a man*. As the affix is finj, it causes the

elision of the long m of the root. In the Mantra wnxn tw* yfit m fifc

(Rv* IV. 21. 4) the word sthura is explained by sthiila ' fat', ' big', steady*

686. The affix wfa comes after the root *r ' to protect' (II»

47). 5.

' Thus in-|- ,srfH=fc*rTf** 'master, lord; husband', vncrfat, (the lord of

birds).

687 The affix *srfa comes after the root m to move, to blow

and is treated as -ftni- 6«

Thus «n+3s^=s*nfa* ' the sun, the moon'. See Rabhasa Kosha for

the line wrfiwfiiw^pft* i

688. The affix **& comes after the root n (to go; and is

treated as f»r*. 7.

Thus n (HI. 16)+^rrV==^sfcP<y* ' dissatisfied, languid'.

689. The affix w* comes after the root f^' to injure, hurt>

kill* (VI- 58) of which the \is elided- 8.

Thus ^f^Hh^JT—I^ ' grass'. No guna as the affix is TWq; I

%?r?t^ 5FJFi crrssFS ^sfa «tt ot^ i

690. The affix wr comes after the roots s ' to choose*

(V. 8) we ' to roll' (I. 336), m ' to spread' (VIII. 1), and *t% ' to

beat* (X. 43), which are replaoed by *<w. &
;
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Thus ^ or ^s or *r?[ or 9Ti+Wf=?iw+gi^aOTlT ;
f
rice' lit. that

which is picked, or rolled, or stretched or thrashed.

Note

:

—Although by Unadi IV. 107 (*T*f* ^fa &c), the word msmt
was irregularly formed, yet the difference between the word formed

under that sutra and the one formed under the present sutra consists in

the position of the accent. The affix 'jrar^of the present sutra, being f*rg[

places the accent on the last syllable (VI. 1 '163 S. 3710), whereas the

accent was placed on the middle syllable of *nnf ^i formed under IV. 107 by
force of *hp*ncw:. (III. 1. 3. S. 3708).

691. The affixes * and ^ come after the root ?vi (to

serje), of which the ^ is changed to ^rr. 10.

Thus VFTj-f-^r or ?rg[:=^Tf* or -§mt ' a slave, a servant'. The «[ of the

second affix shows that the accent should be placed on the first syllable.

*Fhe affix having an indicatory « shows that ;the word takes the affix *¥<£.

in forming its" feminine. Thus TW+^jrass^rflF.

692- * The affixes and operations applicable to *** 1)y the

last sutra, also apply to ts* (to bite). 11.

Thus *r^*r+« or v*=Trxlt or ^mt ' a fisherman'.

WCTfircrraT^ <wmwg i ^^j i

. 693, The affix $fcr comes after the root fV to collect, to

pick up' (V. 5) preceded by the preposition **. 12.

Thus w^ fV+tf¥=5^nr ' the affix having an indicatory « causes the

elision of the fe portion of the root' +tftr=vjrf* ' loudly, high, above'. It

is an Indeclinable, being enumerated in the list of words beginning with
*** (I. 1. 37. S. 437).

694. The affix tfa comes after the root fr (to collect) pre-

,
ceded by tfr of which the short * is elongated. 13.

Thus f^+ifir^^* 'low, below', , This word is also an Indec-
linable.

$<£»* » ^ ***: *rr^ ^tr^r ^ ^ni: I ** < \% I
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695. The affix « comes after the root ^ to play (I. 906)

preceded by 5. when the word so formed refers to puinshment.

The short sr of 5 is elongated. 14.

The affix having an indicatory * causes the elision of the nasal (^)

of the root. Thus 3 ^n+w—^wt 4 kindly disposed, calm'.

696. The affix *$ comes after the root a to purify, to

cleanse (IX. 12) and also the augment st*. The long vowel

of the root becomes shortened. 15.

Thus g+$w+^[=:s3,ra^[ ' virtuous deed, holy, saored, pure &o*.

697. The affix ** treated as^ comes after the root ^
* to fall or drop down, to slip off or down' (I. 790), and also

the augment g^. The root is replaced by fa. 16.

Thus^\+^+^=afa+^+*==fiwraVa loop or swing made of

rope ; a burden or load carried in a sling'.

The affix being treated as ffc?[ prevents guna taking place.

698. The affix *3 comes after the root n « to go* (III. 16)*

and ^replaces the ^ of the root. 17.

Thus 55 -f«f3==srw a sheep or ram. The * which replaces *J is

followed by t by L 1. 51 S. 70. The 3 becomes w by VII. 1. 1. S. 1247.

699. The affixes it* and Sr* come after the root f«n* f to

kill, to injure' (VII. 19). 18.

Thus ff^+i^ or <fcr*=*ff'*)<t or fV^frift ' a tiger, a wicked man'.

Note :— The two affixes indicate different positions of the accent.

700. The affixes *r* and «w come after the root £ to tear

(IX. 23) preceded by the preposition ^, of which the last

letter (i. e. 3) is elided. 19.

Thus 3^ 3+«* or srcr^ <st?^ or <tt^ ' the stomach'.

Note :—The two affixes indicate different position! of accent. £33

VI. 1. 193 a 3676 and VI. 1. 163 S. 3710.
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^ran^'* f^snrgnft^\ ^ ^ir^TTrt i spjrs t

701. The affixes ot and^ treated as %?s come after the

root ^ to dig' (I, 927), and also the augment i^ which is

^THT' 20.

Tims *^+iV-r-^r3r, or ^^==-f+^[+^r=iS%^ (the month). The

affixes being treated as fer cause the elision of the f?r portion of the root

;

the augment being S^ is placed in front of the root.

Quere.—What is the necessity of two affixes here, any of them would

have been enough.

S§^ \ m^i W | «{ \ ^ \

702. The affix ^ comes after the root *r* ' to go' (I, 493).

21.

Thus ^^+^P5r==!^
,

wt ( the shoulder'.

703. The affix m comes after the ^root 1\ to be confused

(IV. 89) which is replaced by *£. 22.

Thus 1^4- ^rssswl: ' an ignorant man'.

so** \ ^^i^t^^m i ^ \^\
mat i

704. The affix ^ comes after the root *n^to bind (IV, 57)

of which the ¥ is elided. 23.

Thus ** + ?&= TO* ' a nail'.

fsrtstT i

705. The affix *r comes after the root sfir to sleep (II. 22)

of which the long f is shortened, 24.

Thus *ft~r-^=fwr ' the peak of a mountain ; the wick of a candle',

the crest.

Note :—No guna takes place jas thefshortening of the root
jvowel has

been specifically ordained.

706. The affix ^ comes after the root «n to measure

(III. 6) which is replaced by «*£ 25.

Thus m+^w^TI^* £ a ray of light ; beauty ; flame',

41
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707. Tiie affix **w comes after the roots ^ e
to count, to

sound', (I. 526), and «ra 'to eat (I. 579) and the vowel *r of the

roots islreplaced by *. 26.

Thus ^+^~$^i ' a disease'
;
^%t ' the ankle'.

708. The affixes ^^ and ire come after the root *T* (
io

touch' (VI. 128), which is replaced by Y. 27.

Thus 55^+^w =s^+Tc^=^T^t ' the part of the body below the arm-

pit'. ^^+grc= ,

S+'3P[= Tr5f* 'an axe', a weapon'.

30<! \ XWpf SRlteV I ^ 1 ^ \

709. The affix 5^ comes after the root vx e
to serve

7

(I. 945)

preceded by^ (face). 28.

Thus w^+fa+§^=*w*+§^—wsrt 'moustache and beard';

Utmralli/f that which serves the face'. The affix having an indicatory tf

causes the elision of the fs portion of the roof).

710. The words *py (tears) <#c. are irregularly formed. 29,

Note

:

—According to some, this word is formed by adding the affix

^ to the root <sr\ (to pervade).

According to others, this word is formed by adding the affix ^^ to

the root f*( preceded by the negative particle *nsr.

But the opinion of Ujjvaladatta as bo the formation of this word

from the root ^asr with the augment w and bhe affix g^ is incorrect.

Since the affix has an indicatory "g it will cause the elision of the whole

root ssnq^m whose stead will be left a zero only.

711. The affix «^ comes after the root ^ * to beget 3

PV, 41), the ^ of which is elided, 30.

Thus sr^-f^^wST 'matted hair'.

712. The affix peonies after the root^ (to beget) which,

is replaced by *f. 31.
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Tims ^*+^==«rf+ *r*«^j. The feminine of this- will be srf?;

leg from the ankle bo the knee by IV. 1. 4. S. 454..

713. The affix *ra comes after the reduplication of root
** fco kill (II. 2), when the derived word refers to a part of

the body. 32

Thua.ipc+ l^+^wssw**^ 'the hip and bhe loins*.

Note :—The * is changed to v by VII. 3. 55. S. 2430. See-

Amarakosha II. 6. 74 for the verse ^grg; ftraw* qft ^^Vd §ft% g wr 3^i

a\* i fifeiK* # Cruras \ ^ » ^ i

71 k The affix ^ comes after the root %wto torment,
to distress, to be afflicted, to suffer (IX. 50) the « of which
is elided. 33.

"llioa ffnq;-}- *sr^ss»^*r*
•"

hair'.

715. The affix tw comes after the root ^ f to succeed'

(I. 563) of which the initial letter (^)is replaced by *. 84.

Thus ^+T3^r —^f^n-nj; ' grey hair'.

716. The affix s* comes after the roots ft 'to do' (I. 949)

do when the words so formed refer to the names of some
objects, 35.

Thus ft+g^^+^nff (VII. 1. 1. S. 1247, which ordains the substitu-

tion of arq^for the affiix &%) =9sw* 'the water pot of an ascetic'. Its-

feminine sf^skt formed with vx\ means hail-stone.

So also m^t ' a bracelet of gold' from «^ ' to rain' (I. 315), ; tor* or

Ht^ 'hell' from h 'to carry' (1. 847), in the Dvirupakosha, there is also

the word *rrcgs:

^rc^ ' the sky' from * ' to move' (III. 17) ; *fftt3K* or *r*w<* ' a bud,,

an unblown flower' from $^' to sound' (VI. 51).
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717. The affix °r comes after the root m^ to suffer

(X. 284) the first and second consonants of which change

places. 36.

Thus ^ft^+l*r,»*Rtaraf» (a bamboo).

718. The affix "€% comes after roots ^ 'to cook' (I. 1045)

and t^ * to be wicked, to cheat (I. 184), to the penultimate

letters of which is added ^. 87.

(Thus *n»4-i^ = -

q
-^^-h^^=^^ 'an owl'; ^ytmt 'a peacock, the

moon'.

«i's^ »

719. The affix ** comes after the root^ ' to beget' (I, 862),

the ^ of which is replaced by <j. 38.

Thus si^+mssTsrercq: 'the womb'.

s* \ ^frf^t f^wc i \* \ ^ \

720. The affix ^ treated as f^g comes after the roots *^
' to speak' (II. 54) and ^ « to know' (IV. 67), the last letters

of which are replaced by s. 39.

Thus ?re+m == sps*:* ' an ignorant or a canning man' ; a cook, vzxt

a sage, intoxicated, drunk'. The form "mz*: is also correct as that is read

in the Ganap&tha in the fro^R class (IV. 1. 104).

The form its! is also correct as it belongs to the t*tH*i class of the

Ganapatha.

721. The affixes^ and *ra come after the root ydri < to

tear' (IX. 23) preceded by st^the last letter of which is elided.

40.

The two affixes mark the difference in accent.

Thus gd? g+'^rer or *snsr== 3»«?t:j ' a brave man, or a R&kshasa'.

722. The words $^t (granary) do. are irregularly formed

with the! affixes ^ and si* from the root g (to tear) with the

Inclecliuables kri. mri and sri. 41.
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Thus ?+f+3raor OTagrcrt 'granary'; s+s+sar^ or 5T^«^^
'sporting'; *[ -ff+'^ or 13*^=:^*;* ' a snake'.

3^§ J ^^Vr^cT^rarerc?& \ y \ \j% \

723. The affix g*c conies after tlie rooot ^ (to kill), the

first letter of which (i. e. *) is changed to ^ and the second

(i.Me. ^) to ar. 42.

Tnus 1^+ 1^;= ^<c+ *r^ (VII. l. 1. S. 1247)=*mpTi ' a killer'.

724. The affix a^ comes after the roots ^ to step (I. 502),

t^ (to go), *^ 'to forgive' to endure, to suffer' (L 469), and causes

vriddhi. 43.
«

Thus 5^+^[=33^3* (a bird) ; *n*a* ' a traveller'; w%t ' a mosquito'.

3^y > W*Hfc ^G^rf^sr* i v ^ (

725. The affix *«"[ comes after the root *^to go, to he

tired (I. 547) which is replaced by f?c*. 44- „
-

T.ius ^^+tR»^=af^^+w*^—firwr^[ (gold).

S^ i 3»3r: TITO: I y [ Wi I

726. The affix tmr conies after the root $ £ to do* (VIII.

10) 45.

Thus fj+m^==35 ,q
,?^t ' cofcbpn'. The word brttIu^ (cloth) is formed by

adding the affix ^w_ to *H*r?g by IV. 3. 136. S. 1516.

3^3 \ w%^g *s?r i y i u$ i

727- Tlie affix a comes after the root ^ (to beget), the g:

of which is changed to ^. 46.

Thus org;+g=!Wtj t ' an elephant; the female organ of generation'.

The word a in the sufcra is exhibited without any case affix.

3^5 J <3i%}!rf: J y I 83 »

728. The affix * comes after the root «3f ' to cover (II.

30). 47-

Thus s»i +^=<Kt| (the s causes the elision of the ffe of the root).

It forms its feminine by the affix •err*.

Thus ^+er<Ti= ,3wrl ' wool, a circle of hair between the eye brows.
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729. The affix ^ and the augment 3^ come after the root

"*rr to liold (III. 10). 48.

Thus vrT+s^-f^ss^T*^ ' wheat, barley, paddy.

3^0 I ^M%: flr^J^ Q[i i y I ^ <l

'fsSrftrt WTTBR^Tfg'^t' » vT3*rafT3
[*f% *' (*H8) ^fa T$ft\ t I

730. The affix fs^ comes after the root ^ to grow old

(IX. 24), and * replaces the s. of the root. 49-

Thus 9r+fw*«fir^ (VII. 1.100. S. 2 390)+F^=fw+ f^==fkfas
' Time, bird'.

By the force of *rs*»r which governs the Uriadi sutras, the penultimate-

W of fsrc is nob elongated, as is required by VIII. 2. 77 S. 354.

3^ I *TSGT%*f#<ft 'fn^TtT^r *3TO: I V ' V *

731. The affix ^rr^ and the augment vrrag* comes after

the root **? * to bind' (1.541), of which * is elided and the

final letter {i e ""T; is replaced by *• 50.

Thus '^3+^T^f£+^^=^^+^T^^+ ,ssRW='»T'»n^«iT^ "an object of

sense*. .

**, «% <bff I * I <* ,

732. The a ffix wta* comes after the root *z% 'to go'' (I.

189). 51.

Thus^ + sfftf^=5$*5r>8Pt 'Indra ; smoke'.

3^ » e^rrir^r: ^gpsc^t
i ^ i *r i

'font ^'f^ §?A n' i

733. The affix daia which is treated like the Desiderative

affix ^ comes after the root *ra ' to spread' (VIII. 1). 52.

Thus w^-fiffg-j — s-rcrg: *^=sftnr(the feeing elided by the affix having

an indicatory s)-f«3'=fH«T^: ' a sieve, a parasol'. The ^ of the redupli-

cate is changed to * by Sanvadbh&va (VLL 4. 79 S. 2317). This is one

of those rare words in which two vowels in juxbaposition do nob coalesce-

The word is both masculine and neuter.

3^j i ^^gOTT^ ^fo i *H *R

734. The words ^fe (a boy, child, the ypung of an animal),.

W«* (a child) and Trst; (a child, young one) when referring to

'age/ axe irregularly formed- 53.
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Thus WE' *<* increase' { IV". 135) +«n;=a-sa[T^+^^t3^gfi t 'the tf is

replaced by %},

sr-ar' to increase, rise' (I. 802) +gj*^=»^(the ^ undergoing sarapra-

sarana before the affix having an indicatory qf)+ 9qs»W"* tt ' to drink'

<I. 972)-f-*iP3;=='«TTcfii a suckling child, or a grown up child.

735. The words src^ (censurable), *»** (sinful, wicked),

wmt (low, meaE), ^[ (mean) and ^* (low, vile) are irregu-

larly formed when they refer to ' censurable conduct'. 54.

Thus, with the negative particle *«r, to the root ssr^ ' to speak (I. 1058)

is added the affix ^nj, Tara^+^ss^rercfrq;.

^r ' to protect)' (I. 631)+^r<e(i==-35*sm* I The «r of the root ^w isreplaced

by ^r, then we get the form •ssrepr. s? ' to go' (III. 16)+g^=^j^; Nom. S.

W^ff ' to boast, to sound' (VI. 23)+ •55^=^* low, vile, contemptible.

The root /f^s belongs to the Tudadi class.

a$ 1 *Mhffc\a: 3* ^ aft fravgnm** 1*1*1
wtt" srewl- siinc«ft ^aVilhisr* src^rq^Er^ 1 fw feri:^ t ?*w $f*wq; t

736. The affixes * acd ^ come respectively after the roots

^ (IV. 31) ' to stick, to melt* and <ft to injure, to howl' (IV. 30),

the long vowel U*. e. \) of which is shortened, and they receive

the augment ^e , when they refer to ' clinging to, adhering to/

and 'censurable conduct' respectively. 55.

Thus'^+w=*f^+:3^+ ^=fsiiF^ 'besmeared, adhered, joined' <ft-j-

^=:fi;-f-.tjpar -f ^saftnr^ ' sin, Jmpurity'.

3^3 \ %^,5,3r^rqT^rr: ^vp^^^t # m*^ \ y \ y$. \

737. The affix^ comes after the root %^' to be afflicted,

to suffer (IX. 50), the penultimate of which is replaced by long

f and ^is elided, and the augment tt^ is added* 56-

Thus %ra +^=^+^+^4-^= 5^X31* (a,name of Yama). It[is

not clear why an affix having an indicatory 3? has been taught in

*" this sutra, for the gunation would have been prevented by the penultimate

of the root being ordered to got the $ long.

3^c
i wr^T^wfw TOT ^ \ ^ \ y3 \
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738. The affix ?rrc comes after, the root ssra/to pervade'

(V. 18) when the word formed from it refers to e haying the

power of granting success soon'. 57.

By the force of ^ in the sutra, the penultimate letter is replaced by f
(as in the last sutra).

Thus ^r-f-'spc^ $*«?*:> ' God'. The feminine will be *[wft with ^V^as

the affixlis fsg;. The accent is in the middle (III, 1. 3. S, 3708) for all affixes

are Myud&feta as a general rule. The word fyqKi may be the feminine of

•fssPS also. The latter' is formed by adding srfV^to y^bs and f is changed

to 'c by IV. 1. 7. S. 456. The accent here is on the first syllable : for

vanip and Sip are accent less. But if "tr^flr beformed by adding ^tV\(^*^tt-

wof) then the accent is on the final. Thus^erft or t^df^ or fmff i The

word iWc* formed by the affix trc* added to the root t*r under

III. 2. 175. S. 3155 makes its feminine %m*x with zt%\ (58 a)

*F i*R i ^% ^ *m !

58 (a). The affix t^ is added to the root \% to go (II. 2) and the letter

^ is substituted for the final.

Thus 1^+^=^ house lit. that which is visited by guests. It is a

DaSapMi sutra.

739. The affix ^^ comes after the root ^ to beg (I. 918)
58.

Thus ^-f-^ = ^3^ (four) its Norn. pi. is toitoiVH. 1. 98. S. 331).

Mote :—The -ssr and ^ in the affix sr^ are for the sake of accent; , for the

purpose of this sutra could have been served by simply saying the affix

<ar' &c. instead of vt.%

vimt i

740. The affix ^^ comes after the root ^ ' to go' (I. 38)

preceded by the preposition w. 59.

Thus sr +^-fs5nc3r= ot?tc 'morning'. It is an Indeclinable, beir.ry

enumerated in the list of words beginning with ^src&c. (I. 1. 57. S. 447)o

Note :—The sx% portion of the affix mx% is used for accent, as la the

last sutra.

741. The affix ^^ comes after the root *r% ( to go' (I, 493)

and there is also the augment 3?-

Thus ^4-g^+ ,

5SW5i;5B=^r??r5
s
(m the middle),
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742. The affix *r comes after the root ** * to burn' (1. 1040),

the final letter (\) of which is elided, and * is changed to *r«

61.

Thus ^+T=3T»Tt ' a mountain, the sun &c*.

743. The affix ^ comes after the root ^h* * to sprinkle'

(VI. 140) when the word derived from it denotes the 'name of

a thing'. The ^ of the root is replaced by ^ and there is also

the 3^ augment. 62.

Thus f*:* + 3^+11=3 faff* ' a lion'.

744. The affix n comes after the root *r ' to sniell' (I. 978)

when preceded by -feand ^t^ and when the word formed refers

to a jati (i. e- a class of animals.) 63,

Thus f*-f-*rw + srT+qs=s«rort 'a tiger'. The affix having an indica-

tory ^ causes the elision of the final vowel of the root.

•^•^ i

745. The affix *r* comes after the root Vi (to kill) which is

replaced by 3t. 64.

Thus *s+w^ss^+*r*==^taai 'fearful, dangerous'.

746. The affix *sr* comes after the root *<* ' to endure, to

suffer' (I. 469) of which the penultimate vowel is elided. 65.

Thus ^^+'5sr^
>

=^+5g[^:=s^T. It forms its feminine with the

affix ^ttt. So we have wti kshm& (the earth).

s^3 \ cre^rfif: \ y \ $$. \

747. The affix ftr conies after the root ^ 'to crossover'

(I. 1018). 66.

Thus H+ fe = f?rc (VII. 1. 100. S. 2390; VII. 1.101 S. 2571)+ f^«ftrt

three. The affix having an indicatory ^ causes the elision of the fr

portion of the root Its Norn. pi. is *w t; Accusative pi. is "sft^ &c.

42
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age i srfiCFr% i ij i ^ i

748. The affix wf«c conies after the root*** to accept (IX.

61.) 67.

Thus^+^J^rsains^ff* an imaginary organ supposed to lie between

the stomach and the intestines. It forms jits feminine with the affix ^Vt.

Thus msiMr ' diarrhoea, dysentery',

XT«PTt |

749. The affix *s[*w comes after the root vt% to be famous

to prosper. 68.

Thus ir«r-|-*pr*jsiij*pT* 'the first'. Its plural is mft or ttwut

(T. 1.33. S. 226).

750. The affix wr* comes after the root ^ f to go (I. 591).

69.

Thus i^+ ,ssrw^=5 ,srw ' last, ultimate, final'. Plural <spc$ or nxmt §

Qitere.—'Why two separxtj sutras : could nob this be included in the

last,

<c^

751. The affix *ra* comes after the root fff to go, more 3

(I. 157). 70,

Thus <*3fHh^^^^f^ good fortune, prosperous,

The Unadi affixes are three hundred and twenty-five in xrambsr,

according to Jnanendra Swam! whose commentary we have followed in

translating and explaining these sutras.

3169. The affixes 'TTn' and the rest, with the force of the

present, and with a sense simply appellative, are attached

diversely.

The phrase ' with the force of the present' (implying neither past nor

future time) and ' with a sense simply appellative' (and not descriptive) -

must be read into this sutra by anuvritti from sutras III. 2. 123 & 185.
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By using bhe word ' diversely' it is indicated that these affixes are, of

course, applied after roots about which they are ordained, but they come

also after roots about which they are not ordained 8 Sometimes we must

infer their application by seeing actual words. Some affixes, though there

be no express injunction regarding them, are to be inferred to belong

t/O this class* The maxim in regard to the Uaddi affixes is that when, in

appolbtiVes, we find the forms of verbal roots and affixes coming after

them, bhoii we may know, from the result as presented in the word, what
are the indicatory letters which the affix must be possessed of in order to

produce the resuJt.

These FJnddi affixes come after a limited number of roots, and not

after every root, as the affixes taught in Pamini whose application

is genera! ; hence -she word *§gr has been employed. Moreover there has

been no exhaustive enumeration of the several roots after which these

affixes come : only some of them have been collected in works treating of

Uuddi affixes. Thus though the affix ^r* is ordained after f*r, it comes

also after W3i as 'W^'sn. In fact 'there is a long discussion and it was a

moot point at the time of Panini whether these words said to be formed by

Unddi affixes were really derivative, or primitive ones. Moreover all the

operations of these affixes have not been shown, that is their effects are not

without remainder (^Slra). They are valid and good if found in sacred Scrip-

tures or secular literature. The authors of Niruktas and grammari-

ans of the school of Sakatayana, consider all nouns and substantias

(*ttw) as derivative words from simple roots (wr<£jr). Therefore where khe

derivation of a word is not apparent, one should infer the exister^e of

proper base fsr^fk) and affix (xre?re) to form such a word.

The following slokas will be of some use to the student for a^rtaining

the Unddi affixes : /

/

,>.••

3170. The ' Unadi' affixes are seer^lso attached with the
r

force of the past time. /

By the last sutra, it was taught that /e tfnddi affixes come with the

force of the present time. The presen/ aphorism teaches that they come,

with the force of the past also, not aa^geneiV rule, but in special cases.

The force of the words ' are seen' h/ng thy no general rule can be laid
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down about it, but on finding that certain words have a past significance

we conclude that the affix in that particular case has the force of the past

time.

Thus ^+*rf*n3:=trc'?h: ' a way, road' (that which has been established

as a rule) ; ^^+^f^==^^ 'skin' (that which is lived in); so also **<w$

* ashes' (that which has been reduced to ashes).

3171. The words ' gamin do. have the sense of the future

time.

For the word *m\ see Un&di IV. 6. lb is formed with stfk affix.

The force of the future time is in the affix, and is so ordained, and not

in the original word which takes the affix. Thus we see that the Unddi
affixep, in a way, do come with the force of not only present, bub past and

future also, though in the latter two cases its scope is very limited. As wlr

1TWS ' intending to go to the village' ; ^TTtflftr ' that which has to come'. So

also vr&rvfo ' departing' ; wfer^^V ' an opponent, (who is going bo obstruct).

srfa^vft ' going to be awakened'. So also wfanftsflr ' an adversary'; irflrcrfafV

' an enemy'; wfaiTift; 'ssrmnfV ; wtzft, &c.

The Future, for the purposes of this rule, must be anadyatana
future i. e. the affix should come in the sense of what will happen but nob

\i the course of the current day. In other words, the force must be of the

ip future ^<r, and not of the second future wz. As -sccft *r*ft ur*^ ' he
intends to go to the village tomorrow'.

3l72\rhe words c dasa' and 'goghna' are irregularly
formed, at4 the affix in these denotes the idea of the Dative
or Ilecipioi

'

The word ^comes from the root ^m « to give ' by adding the affix^ under III. l.W. S. 2896. This being a w^ word would have
otherwise denoted \ agent} bym . 4# 67 a 2832> The pregent ^^
makes it denote the r§Wnb or have the forCQ of thQ datiye q^ Th^^ means « to whomV^^

is given i, e. a servant'. Similarly
goghna does not mean < t%

ller of co< bufc
< hQ Qn whoge ^ ^

cow is driven ui order to\Q Um> that is to say, a guest'. It is this
irregularly-formed word^A wWoh is made applioable to ^ ^
guests sons-m-law &c M notV regulariy-formed word goghva which
meaus'akxUerofcow Wl .QhW Thww,.^^^,
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3173. Tlie words 'hhiiua' <&g. are irregularly formed and

denote ablation.

These words are formed by the Unddi affixes." Thus Mft-fTe^^^^J
(Un. I. 145, 148) ; *ft+^cR-{-*T^=sft«?t: (Un I. 148) &c. . By the next sutra,

Unddi words do not denote ordinarily the recipient and the ablation

The present sutra makes them do so in the case of *fbnf?r words. The
following is a list of Bhimadi words :— vtYtj, sffa**, vwra* (Un. III. 82),

**', ^*, (Un I. 7), $F<t; (Un. IV. 45), kw (Un. IV. 2 17), ^rw****, (lyut)

Tjxfj (I'n V, 22) ^g?«, w*i, or ^w (Un II. 6 1), gs* {.Un. II. 62) tjn?rfa;

(Un. III. 112.)

%r%m *3r*r i

3174 The words formed by 'Unadi' affixes denote other

ideas than these two, i. e. recipient and ablation

The Unadi affixes being a subdivision of krit affixes, would have, by

III. 4. 67, S. 2832 denoted the agent. By the present sutra they are made
to denote the object, the instrument and the location also. The word
crnsirf has been used in the sutra in order to include the word sampraddna,

also. For, had the sutra been srwratarT*«r», only the Apdidaa kdralca

would have been excluded, as being the nearest ; but not so the Sampra-
ddna kdraka. Thus ftfiraforaft =» $tVj (Un IV. 120; 'agriculture i.e.

what is ploughed' (object); <xm<x ^= «^t (Un. I. 69) 'a thread i. e.

what is drawn oub' ; trrrfrrfer ^ (Un. IV. 145) ' a way i, e. what is

established'; ^fcf =^ (Un. IV. 145) 'skin' (in which they live).

THE KRIT-AFFIXES.- (Continued.)

CHAPTER IV.

3175. The affixes 'tumun' and 'nvu.1' are placed after a
verbal root, with the force of the future, when the word in

construction therewith is another verb, denoting an action

performed for the sake of the (future) action.

The word -ending in ^ is an Indeclinable as it ends in *( »
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As *rftf^ «r«fa ' he goes to eat' ; wfawt ^"srftr * lie goes to eat.' Here the

upapada or the verb in construction is wstfe ; it denotes an action per-

formed for the sake of the future action (fawistf), namely, eating.

Why do we say ' denoting an action ' % The upapada must be an

action and nob a substantive ; as faftp-% ^fg "SP-sr W5T» ' matted hair is for

the purpose that he should beg.' Here the affixes are not employed.

Why do we say ' performed for the sake of another action' ? Observe

Tatm^m ^f?T«rf|r ^rw* 'running, the stick will fall.'

Obj.—Now, it might be asked why Tl^is taught a second time, when

it was already taught generally by III. 1. 133 ; S. 2895 and that being a

common rule, would have applied to this subject also ? If you*reply that

the future affix 3ff would have prevented its application, in conditional

sentences like the above, we say thab the rule of * non-uniform affixes

applying simultaneously ' given in III. 1. 94 S. 2830 will step in and will

conduce the application of <rf*r in spite of we*

Ana.—The repetition of the affix ^h (ordained to come after a verbal

root, when the word in construction therewith is another verb denoting

an action performed for the sake of the future action,) is for the sake of

prohibiting the application of the affixes like l^&c. in denoting the above

sense ; that is to say, the rule of WW* (III. 1. 94 S. 2830) does not apply

here and we cannot optionally employ any other affix, with this gerundial

sense. Thus we cannot say srtr? <ersrf?T ' he goes to do' ; but we must say

m^^ instead.

These affixes form the gerund of the infinitive of purpose.

3176. The affix { tumun' comes after a verb, when an-

other verb meaning e to wish.' is in construction, provided that

the agent of both, the verbs is the same-

Thus i^fsr, qrf^ or ^f^ra ^^; * he desires to eat' ; wr^ ^^ ' he

wishes to eat' : f^T^rtfV ^fsr^ ssn#*j[ t3̂ l desires to obtain for her

husband the Pin&ka-handed God Siva'.

But why do we say ' when the agent of the Infinitive and the verb

are the same'? We can not say %3<r *flr^ ^§rfa qnrcro * Yajnadatta

wishes Devadatta to eat '; for here the agents of §w and^ are not the

same. We must say, 9?anr*^ instead of ^rhf^ \

Why do not we use it here :

—

%*%% v&xtfa 'wishing, he does' ? Because

the Infinitive is never found in such constructions. In other words, the

Infinitive in g^is employed when both the verbs have the same agent.
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west?* i ^TrecTCcmg; i ssfffsr *f^m feral «tT ^tR^ i

3177. The affix ' tumun' is added to every verb, when
another verb c

sals' (to be able), 'dhrish' (to make bold), 'jfia'

(to know), 'glai' (to be wearied), 'ghat' (to strive), 'rabh'

(to begin), 'labh' (to get), 'kram' (to set about) 'sab' (to heir),

1 arh' (to be pleased or to condescend), and a verb having the

same meaning as ' as* (to be), is in construction.

Note :— The use of the Infinitive in jpp; formed by this rule, differs

from that given in III. 3. 10. S. 8175 In that sutra the Infinitive had the

force of ' purpose' and here there is no such force. Moreover in this case

there is an upapada in construction, though that upapada is a verb ; in

III, 3. 10, there was no such upapada.

Thus snjjjftf'r wt^^% 'In am able to eat'. Similarly ^TTTfsr—*??rraf<r--

tret

—

sstrw^—gr*r§—sranri*—w?t—^1%—^rfer—^erfa;— or fg*g§ <wrft5ra * he

knows' , he is wearied, he strives, he begins, he gets, he proceeds, he bears,

he condescends or he is to eat'.

The word sbto in the sutra applies to the root ssr^ only as it is

nearest to it. As -mfm or *n*1rer or ferssri ^^ i

3178- The affix 'tumun' comes after a verb having in

composition with it 'alam' and its synonyms, when these

words express ' to be capable of something*.

The word wft figr means ' capability, ability, fulness'. Thus f^rfwsmfqf

wwfe wtT^w^% m *3*c*ii (Hitopadesa) 'who is able to avoia* that which is

stamped on his forehead'. ^g?T^ w® ^^ f%w1** (Kumara II. 56} ' his

penance is able to burn the worlds'. ^f% ^ fsrwsrt ^1 trfesrTf* (Vikramorvasi

2) ' I have power to know every thing.
5 nVf^ srsftft ^nw. ^^ ' skillful

in eating'.

Another interpretation of the sutra is *' the affix tumun is added to a

verb, when it has in composition with it, the word T^ffF or ^sna^ or a

synonym of alam having the sense of parydp!a." Thus w&wt wm% ^snsf

Why do we say { paryapti vachana—synonyms of paryapti or capable' ?

Observe *wf i^'snr »
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"Why do we say " alum or its synonyms" ? Observe "<rcrftf g^jif he eats

fully? Here muchness is indicated, and not the capacity of the eater.

Tnrf^TqfTTr^^^^^^wr^^ \ *Gmr*tj?v*%* §i*^rg; I *j;m: -mm t^T^iT gT

3179. The affix ' tumun' comes after a root, when tlie

words 'kala
5

,
' samaya', and 'vela' (all meaning time) are in

composition.

Thus wr€t *ft^ ' time to eat'. ^*ro* *i^j ^TT^nrhrt^ %fo|pq; ' it is time to

"bathe and take food' ; %m ^tr§^ ' time to eat'. In short, Infinitive in $£$%

may be used with words meaning ' time' ; as srwdtf^rrc"n*f nwn&'faspf this

is, indeed, the time to show myself.

Why do not we use the Infinitive here wtmt V'nfk ^Tfa ' time devours

all creatures'.? The sense of ' direction &c\ is understood in the sutra from

S. 2817 so when ' direction &c' is not meant, the Infinitive will not be used.

ww TcitfW|5c^ ^wrrorr ^sn^-qt fawrsriM fanrroi *rfsrtrqf?r *$: i *mrra snflr

3180. And the affixes that are ordained to come after a

root with the force of denoting the mere action of the verb,

such as ^*L <&e t (III. 1 . 13.) have also the force of the future,

when the word in construction therewith, is another verb

denoting an action performed for the sake of the future action.

As wiwm gr-srfH ' he goes to sacrifice' ; 'gcr^ ersrfic ' he goes for the sake of

success'; k*^ »

3181. The affix ' an ' comes after a root with the force of

the future, when the word in construction with it is in the

accusative case, and when the action is performed for the sake

of another action.

The word ' future ' is understood here. The force of ^r is merely that

of a connective particle. By III. 2. 1. S. 2913 the affix ^rw comes after a

root when the word in composition is in the accusative case. That is a

general injunction ; and the rule of mvraror not applying, the affix *rf^
would have debarred it as already said

; hence this repetition. This rule

being an apavMa rule (an exception or a special rule with regard to those

verbs which have the accusative case in composition) will thus, within its

own jurisdiction, prevent the application of ig^of III, 3. 10 S. 3157 ; and
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by the rule of ^csr I. 4. 2, S.175 it will debar the affixes like q? &o.

Therefore this ssn^comesjafter even those verbs also which were especially

exempted from its operation by III. 2. 3* S* 2915&c* Thus by rule III.

2. 3 the sjn^of III. 2. 1 could not have come after simple verbs ending in

long "ssrr, such as ^t ' to give ' &c. But the present w\ with a gerundial

force will come even after such verbs. As 'FhcT??*' srsrftf he goes to give

cows, and not *rfaft I So also g^^tT^i sr^far ' he goes to give blanket'

;

^Ens-pft ^f?r i Tf+^—'spra'* (VII, 3. 33).

So also 3rrc3r?<rnr\" ^rsrfa ' he goes to cut wood.' In this case ^sn^ would

have been applied even by III 2, l.S.^2913.

^tnf? i

3182. The affix 'ghan' comes after the roots 'pad' (to

pace), 'raj' (to pain>, 'vis' fto enter), and 'spris' (to touch).

The anuvritti of ' future ' does not extend to this sutra. The affixes

hereinafter taught come in all the tenses.

As ^+^=-<Tn?t
J
«foot'; t^+ "en*=:^r, 'disease'; so S*ft 'entranoe.'

The verb ^y^ takes *ra when the sense is that of 'distress';

as wtrt ' disease ' or ' warmth.' The word 'sw meaning * touch ' is formed

by'adding the affix ^n* , under rule III. 1. 134 ; as stn&i %*n$*t i There

is difference in accent between these two words.

3183- The affix 'ghan oom.es after, the verb *srf (to

move) when the agent is permanently fixed.

The word fen*, means an object remaining steady throughout any
period of time. That which thus remaining permanent moves through

any interval of time, will apply to the agent of the verb. Thus, w+trrt

sxsWKi'&n essence'; as ^r^TOre* 'the essence of sandal', ^srf^wrc* 'the

essence of catechu.'

Why do we say ' permanently fixed' ? Observe %%f ' moves', mxm
* that which flows,'

Vart :—-The word.so formed also applies to disease, fish and strength.

As ^fwrc» * dysentery '. The sense of causative is latent here in the

root ysri. That which causes the excessive flow of blood &c. is called

safsrim* i fiwrc* ' a fish' ; m^t ' strength.' See Amarakos£.

43
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3184. . The affix
fghan' comes after a root when mere

action is denoted.

Thus, Tp^+TrwsaTTTWt ' cooking' (VII. 2.116 and VII. 3. 52); **ttt*

'abandoning' ; xjm 'colouring' (VI. 4. 27). An action expresses a general

state ; so thai) all roots denote ' condition ' when their meaning is to be

expressed. And as the meaning of the root can be expressed by the root

itself, therefore, the affixes ^s^&c. come, after all verbal roots, when the

sense of the root is denoted as having attained to the completed state.

It is not necessary that the words so formed should be always of th©

masculine gender, singular number. They may take any other gender

or number. As tjf^it, *wt% rnwt, tttsrtj ' These affixes form, in short,

verbal nouns, or abstract nouns being names of
j action.

^^JK.i I *%mt -SRT^' (\08^) I *RT% ^tT^ Vf^«T WT^Mt \ *t*TOt I OPORTO* I

3185. In the roots ^S. and ^^ * to move', there is the

substitution of the ^r for the diphthong when the affix ^
follows.

Thus fgr*w:s instead of fire«Ekt, and fewra* insteadjof fe^Ffest* « By
VIH. 3. 76, the ^ is optionally changed to *r after far, as fsrs<KKt, and

By VI, 3. 122 S. 1044 the vowel of a preposition is optionally leng-

thened before this affix. As vcterc* or Tft^n:*

By VI. 3. 132 S. 1045, the simple vowels %} % sg and ^ of a preposi-

tion are lengthened before the word qsr*r and of no other vowel. As, fffaiTsrj,

*r*jRW » Why do we say ' x\ vowels only' ? Observe jtsktst* ; no leng-

thening of the -ST of sr it

There is no vriddhi of the penultimate of roots ending in % because

of the prohibition of VII. 3. 34. S. 2763. As sr^+"ET3r=smj » But there

is vriddhi of the penultimabe vowels of^x^%j®% and w% by the varbika under

S. 2763. As ^rnrwt t wr^t \ mwj i

The vriddhi in fsrwTTt is against the rules of Paruni : for w% is an
udatta root and is governed by VII. 3. 34 S. 2763.

3186. The word^ is formed by ^* in the sense of 'speed*.
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The nasal of W3F is elided, and there is absence of vriddhi, As ^nfV

%T* I In other places, we have *qv^t

3187. ^^ **, ^i, **m, and Fs*'*^ are irregularly formed

"by the elision of " »

Thus g*^—w+*5f+^w=swifar*; *wr-f ^psj=s»to, the guna is irregular,

for I. 1. 4 applied here, and prevented guna. ^^4-^=a^rV^ (Unadi «*^)*

xr+^«r-fTO==Jrwm (The want of vriddhi is the irregularity). So also*

3188- And the affix ' ghan' comes after a root, when the-

sense is that of an appellative, the word being related to the

verb from, which its name is deduced, as.a karaka, hut not as

an agent karaka.

Thus T^a+TO I Now applies the following sutra.

^sttstt^;' icf?r HTftrt^ i ifcr «raw ^t%t *r*rer* i ^t w£ f

*rT^' '«r*$ft ?utc^' *fa

3189. The penultimate nasal of *^* is elided before to,

when the word formed with it expresses a state or an instrument.
Thus mm 'passion, color, or the coloring stuff'. Thu3 ^T^%f mm,

feifro urn denote to, while i?nrcfcs$f*if3r mm denotes instrument. The to
is added by III. 3. 121 ; and ^. changed to ^ by VII. 3. 52. But *ff*=a

T'stf'et cff^rgr ' a theatre.

Similary srret (i. c. snifter ^) ' a dart, lit. that which men throw'

;

w%ar* (i+ e* sr^Fts^rir^ef «R[) ' a sack, lit. that which men stitch together'
j

«n*ro(*. e. ^t^f-5 ^?tt^t^) 'food, lit. that from which men take out the

juice to nourish themselves. As Tgcrsir*, srafsrsrT^nrc* I

Note :—Why do we say in S. 8 188 { not related as an agent' ? Observe-

*km ' a sheep, lit. that which looks helplessly* Here the word ^«r is related

to the verb ftrafar as agent, and the affix is consequently not! to.

Note :—Why do we say ' when denoting an appellative' ; ? Observe
qrarssr* srstj ' the mat must be made'.

The force of -s in the sufcra is to indicate that to may be applied irre-

gularly in cases where appellative is not meant ; asqfr'rorT yzvrt ^t ' what
gift was given by you' ; wf *rsr?TT ^r*r^ ^^r* ' what gain was gained by you'.
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Both the phrases, l whan denoting mere condition (msr)' and * a k&raka

which is not an agent' are understood in the succeeding aphorisms. Sie.

II. 2. 6 S. 756 about «r?[ Compound.

3190. The affix ' ghafi' comes after all roots, when the

word so formed is the name of a measure.

Thus fH-fc»+<*9N=aM+* (VII. 2. 115) =finrnr* (VI. 1. 78) < a heap';

as TOsriqgQiftaTO; ft ipRnvivft i w 'to scatter' +to=hrtc* » s^t*^; ^m

By using the word ' all' in the sutra, it is indicated that the affix w^
(III. 3. 57) is also superseded when this sense is to be indicated. Other-

wise the affix ^nr^would only be prohibited by the Paribhdsha :
—

" Apavd-

das that precede the rules which teach operations that have to be superseded

by the apoM^a-operations, supersede only those rules that stand nearest

to them, not the subsequent rules". Thus ^r^ being taught in III. 3. 56

would be superseded, bub not so *sw taught in the subsequent aphorism

III. 3. 57.

Vart:—The affix ^w comes after the causative verbs tfrf^ and wrf%

and there is Ink elision of the causative affix f*r* ; when the word so form-

ed is related to the verb as agent. Thus wtfor wnr^ss^rcTt c a wife'
' S

(lit, ' who divides brothers' a wife breaking up the brotherly love) ; wK^rfacf

==WFCTt ' a paramour'.^ lf?^ I § \ \ \ R\ \

m^x^n m vfc* *' ^^T^TPTT-gr^TWT^y i
(* <aj trrg*nfff«rvt5 *'

i *w' **arfwfw$T

$$fcn fc^ercroro^ i 5jt^5rt?^^% «?k*. i 'iftferrfsnFhjra m*or nrfoi^ fret' \ ^^cj-

3191. The affix 'ghan' comes after the root f
in' (to

study).

This debars ssre (III. 3. ! 56). As 'srnar+ *

+

^btw= ^rfVr+^ -j- sr= ^rarrat

' a lesson or lecture' ; g^rvjror* (^ftarrovTOftii) ' a teacher'.

Vart.—When the word to be formed is related to the verb ^^ as an

ablative, the word is feminine also and optionally takes the affix &*•_

As stc^T^ts^^sTrnamrr or ^qT«4t4\ 'a female teacher', One who

herself teaches, and not the wife of a teacher.

Vart—The affix *rsr comes after the root ttr when the word so formed „

means ' wind', 'color', or 'cover'. As WKt 'wind', 'green colour' &c.

sftf^en^cpftairc* nT%^r fsrfia^ fan *' generally lean in autumn, like a cow
' without the shade over it*"
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The word "^ is shown in. the vartika • without any case-affix. In wixt

meaning wind', the affix has the force of instrument. In wx.t ' green

colour', the sense of the root is to give diverse colours or to paint'. The

word fegrar means by which any thing is covered. It is formed by 'as

affix added with the force of instrument, as a diversity, to the root srsr

5arc% I In *ffc&n: thef^ is lengthened by S. 1044. The words ^ficT'ftarr'Ci

mean ^fremTcTOT* ' where no cover is made'.

3192. The affix ' ghan' comes after""the verb <ru' (to roar),

when it has an upasarga in composition with it.

This debars sspt (III. 3. 57). As *faw ^clamour', <TT<ra* &c.

Why do we say 'compounded with an upasarga'? Observe «wt

' sound'.

3193. The * of^ is optionally changed to * after the

double preposition ^jf* fw* when the word so formed is the

name of a particular letter (i. e. visarga).

As «rf*rf»nn%T wir*, ^BtBt^t^t farasr'ftat or ^f*rf«rerr% saw j or f^paf*ftaj it

The compound preposition ^f^f-f^w causes this change, and not any one of

them separately. Thus Apastamba:

—

^*mx ^%r^x. *T HT^s^Twrehrnc
^fvrf^T^cf, %T^rg'?T^i':?nrPH'wq; " a name (name) should be such that it

should consist of two syllables or four-syllables, that its first portion should

be a noun (nama-purva), and its second portion a verb (akhyata), that it

should end in a long vowel (dtrgha) or a visarga (abhinishtana), that the

first letter of such a noun should be a ghosha or sonant letter (ghosha-vad-

adi), and a semivowel (antastha) should be in the body of it." Thus the

names sf^rlf^T, ^^ttt fulfill these conditions and are good names.

Why do we say ' when it is the name of a particular letter/ ? Observe

<5srfVrf*rJ *cr*rfH %^t u The anuvritti of ^1% ceases from this place.

3194. The affix ' ghan' comes after the roots ' yu' (to

join), ' dm' (to run) and * du' (to burn), when in composition

with the preposition ' sam'.

As#arnart that which is mixed with sugar &c. a sort of sweet cake.

tfXTEr*, ifere* \ But vcstm where the preposition is not sam.
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mm i mm \ *re: i 'wj^rr ' %n i vp^rt i *wm i *«*sr* i 35^ < wi*ft

3195. The affix 'ghan' comes after the roots <*sri' (to go^

to) n'i' (to lead) and f
bhfi (to be), when not in composition

with an npasarga.

This debars the affix ^(IIL 3. 56 S. 323 1 >. As mm ' shelter', mm l a

means', w(m ' a condition'.

But with upasargaa, we have srarar* ' respect', nwm ' love' ; mres
' source'.

How do we explain the form iwrsr in srmtr T^rt ' the splendour of

the king' ? Here the word *w* is not made from the compound root

HS+'sra, but by compounding w with m*t by the rules of Pr&di samasa,v

meaning ' excellent condition'.

How do you explain the form *ro in mtt xvst ? Here the root 'fir has.

taken the affix ^asr* diversely by III. 3. 113. S. 2841.

3196. The affix ' ghan' comes after the roots ' kshu' (to

sneeze), and ' s'ru* (to move and bear) when the preposition

'vi' is in composition.

This debars the affix ssrc (III. 3. 57 S. 3232) ; as Tmim ' cough' ; fo>5rr*r*

' flowing forth', ' celebrated'. But when without the preposition fsrt we have-.

ism and ^tm i

3197. The affix ' ghan' comes after the verb ' nt' (to lead}

when the prepositions ' ava' and ' ut are in composition.

As smmm ' throwing down' ; wrw ' elevation'.

How do you explain ^jwpr t in *wr*r* *r^rmf?rr^ ? Here the affix i&

*ach, by the diversity of III. 3. 113. S. 2841.

3198. The affix ' ghan comes after the roots ' dm*, ' stu
r

and c
sru', when the word in composition is ' pra\

As sTsrret, irwras, snsrra* i But notjso in %m, wt where there-

is no pra.
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fff-ccfui "strTtff^farVfa fawrnrt ^*rwrf»rip** i 'atfWsr* t 'ferns' v$m. i T** t

3199. The affix 'ghan' comes after the rooots ' pu' (to

purify) and * lu' (to cut) when ' nir' and ' abhi' are respectively

in composition.

The root g refers to both^ and ^st. The I. 3. 10, S. 128 must be

applied here, and thus f*n^ comes before 3, and ssrfW before ^l As f^ranrT**

a kind of grain, lit. purified by ' winnowing'; ^frrenrarj
£ moving'. But xrsr*

and Wft, without these prepositions.

3200. The affix
f ghan comes after the root ' gri' when

the upasargas ' ut' and ni are in composition.

The verb *r here refers to both the verbs *r ' to make sound', and t 'to

swallow'. As w%nw ^isf^ ' the roaring of the sea* ; f^nn^r 3qrtrcv ' the

swallowing of Devadatta'. But when withoub these prepositions, we
have *rc* I

3201. The affix ' ghan' comes after the verb 'tri', when
the prepositions 'ut' and 'ni' are in composition and when the

sense of the verb relates to grain.

The verb ^r here means ' to scatter', and not ' to injure', because no

words formed by this affix are found in Sanskrit in that sense.

As ^5c^rr^T ^rT''Tar^zT * the winnowing of corn'; faaRnbr wfrt ' the winnow-

ing of corn'. But when not referring to grain, we have ^^Tccrt:* ' a heap

of alms', g^q-f^rgR'Ct ' the essence or heap of flowers'.

^W » *r^T *(% *<ra: i ^ i ^ \ %\ \

3202. The affix ' ghan comes after the root c
stu' when

it is preceded by the upasarga c sam' and the word refers to

sacrificial subjects.

As ^'RrT^ra^F^TTTfT^ ' the Sanst&va of the Chhandogas ; *Nrrsrt(=a'g$?*i

^grf*ct vfknx ^% ^T*m ^ %m) means ' the place which the Brahnianas
repeating hymns and prayers, occupy at a sacrifice'.

But when not referring to sacrifice we have Ttwrsracra%Tt ' the
mutual praising of the two pupils', i. e, becoming acquainted with each
other.
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3203. The affix ' ghan' comes after the root ' strf (to

cover), when preceded by the preposition ' pra' ; provided that

the word so formed does not refer to sacrifice'.

The division of the sandhi is strah+ayajfie ; and not strah+yajfie

because there is no necessity of repeating yajfie in this sufcra, as it could

have been drawn by anuvritti from the last.

As, •sf^srsreem;* ' a bed of conch' ; ^rcrerTCt ' strewing of gems'. Why
do we say when not meaning sacrifioe ? Observe *rf^t xrmxt * a handful

of straw.

3204. The affix ' ghan' comes after the root 'stri* (to

cover), where the preposition * vi' is in composition with it,

when the sense is that of extension, Iand such spreading does

not refer to words.

The word swtf means 'extent, circuit, range'. As v&m fsraemt 'the

extension of the garment'.

Why do we say ' when meaning extent'? Observe, gurfgwct ' a col-

lection of grass'. Why do we say 'not referring to words'? Observe

fensr^ arwnq; ' prolixity of words' : or irerfirwc* t

3205. The affix 'ghan' comes after 'stri' with the upa-

sarga e
vi ', when the word so formed is the name of a metre.

The word W"? here means prosodial metre such as Gayatri &c ; and

not the Vedas ; otherwise the word Tm would not have been used, Thus

fe+^+^?*~fer+^+^(VIII. 3, 94) =f^TO ' the name of a metre call-

u
ed Vishtftra-Pankti'.

The whole word f*rgTCtffia is the name of a metre, and is nofi a word

ending with the affix gha5 ; only a member of this word, i. e. tho first;

part ends with ghan. The seventh case-affix in fcho word ^<fmf3f U.t.s \k\ >.

force of location i. e. when the word so formed occurs in a jjoroio.i or' *

name of a meter ; it is not the full, name, but it is in the name i. &
forms a portion of the name. It is a Karmadharaya compound.
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3206. Also when it is the name of a metre, the irregu-

lar form ?wtk is used.

By sutra III. 3. 34 the word fosn: is formed denoting a sort of metre

called finSTToffw* »

Why do wejsay when denoting * the name of a Chhandas '? Observe

In fact this sufcra makes unnecessary the sutra III. 3. 34. To avoid

this difficulty, some say that the sutra III. 3. 34 is not confined to the

preposition "fir, so that wei can form tr^rrcwr^tj i ^rncwfk* It

^03 \ ^fq: ^tf: \ \ \ \ \ ^ \

3207. The affix
r ghaS' comes after the verb ' grah' (to

seize), when the preposition e
ut' is in composition,

This debars the affix ^^ > As ^in^t ' lifting up'. *

3208. The affix 'ghan' corneslafter the root e grah' when
in composition with the preposition ' sam', when the sense of

the root refers to fist

The word 3% means ' boxing, fist' ; as, ss% *n?sfi=*r wr^* ' O I the

clenching of the fisfc of the athlete'; mft ifs^w %n[* ! the seizing of

the boxer', meaning grasping firmly.

Why do we say/ re "earing to fisb' ? Observe Hwfit ianp«re$r
{
- a collection

of grain'.

3209. The affix ' ghan' comesl after the roots ' ni' (to

lead), and ' f (to go), when the prepositions < pari' and ' ni' are.

respectively in composition with them, and when the words
so formed respectively mean ' a game ' and ' propriety or

arrangement or law*.

Here again we take help of I. 3. 10 in interpreting this sutra. The
verbs trTT-fft an(l f**+*, *ake -epsr when respectively meaning ' gambling'

and ' fitness*. As trfwrtf wm^ ^fcct ' he kills (or takes) many pieces

by moving a chessman.' Here ^fwr^^w^^'TRtrsT means ' the moving of

chess-pieces from every side, and so winning the game.' So also fa-f-^-f-

^5T=fa+t+^~f*+^rrq^**rro* 'justice',
c

propriety', ' logic'.

44
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But when not having these senses, we have trfw^rt ' marriage', and

*wwr: ' decay' ; as <«rar|fHi TP?t ' the sin has been destroyed'. The word *nf <f

means TOn^'nwniTd ^raTS^wq; i

l^o * TOSFr*TTW*r fin | i ^ i ^ i

3210. The affix ' ghan comes after the root T (to go) in

composition with the word 'pari', when the sense is that of

following in regular succession.

As "Qvfat
l turn, succession' ; <rar ^rqfm

e

thy turn' ; ^^ tttfttit ' my turn.'

Why do we say c when meaning burn'? Observe qrr^resr 'T^^r* ' the lapse

of time'. The word ^3*rTc^*=iffWffra^T*I
:^nH* ' nob breaking the series

or order',

3211. The affix 'ghaii
5 comes after the root 'si' (to lie

down) when the prepositions *vi' and 'upa' are in composition

with it, and when the sense of the word so formed is that of

* regular succession*.

As, H*r f^srnr* ' thy turn of sleeping' (i.*e. the rest enjoyed in rotation

by the sentinels on watch); *pt firsrrsrt ' may turn of rest' ; sr^r <tt«fhrcrnjri == ?nr

TTWTfl TTsrf^p^fcr* ' thy burn of sleeping the king'.

Why do we say ' regular succession? Observe STsrsrs ' lyinig by the

side of or ambush'; fkmt 'doubt;'.

3212. The affix 'ghan' comes af'toi' the root ' chi' (to

collect), when the sense expressed is that of taking by hanrl,

provided it does not refer to stealing.

By saying c baking by hand' the close proximity of the person taking,

to the thing accepted or taken, is indicated. As gtwrinannsrt ' gathering

flowers by hand' ; wjt^t^j ' gathering fruits by hand'.

Why do we say { taking by hand' ? Observe ^TwrT*rf ^ref srf*rr

irisnr ircVRr ' he gathers with the stick the fruits hanging on the top of

the tree'.

Why do we say f when not meaning to steal' ? Observe grorarcfHrv
' the gathering of flowers by theft'.

Prohibition must be stated in the case of the word ^•srere*.
( gathering"

;

as ywtaro* ' gathering of flowers by hand'.
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flBTOirc^rvTfWgwr: I fsreT% « ^TaftF^Tsr* J Feral. I sn^rawfjr* f%«f!n-r J ^6^ » ^>^-
sf^^^TF^sRfrrrV ^T^rf i ^*n| i %T^^fk^>T^rt i 'W Fsr<^ i ^^r* i 'm sst' ^Fh ^3^

3213. The affix ' ghan, comes after the root <chi' (to

gather), and ' k' is the substitute of the initial f oh' ; in these

senses viz.—'a dwelling',,
e a fire on the funeral pile', ' the

body' and 'collection.'

That in which people dwell (faarerfk) is called fwro or ' dwelling'*

That which is- gathered together Oftof?) is called F^F«r or ' funeral pile'.

sKK means the body of all living beings ;. and w^wm*: means- making
a heap : it refers to the meaning of the root : while the others refer to

the meaning of the affix and of the Karaka. Thus f*wrt ' a dwelling' ;,

as in ^nftfowsr* ' K&si-d welling' ; wgrrw^ft'* fer<??rta 'let him arrange

the akaya fire i. e. the funeral fire' ; qrnifc • body', as ^faesrt ^mt ' a perisha-

ble body'. The meaning of the root- "Far is not very manifest in it. Literally

it would mean " that in which are collected together blood,, bones &c.—an

organism", w^ 'ft*rcrf«raini* * a heap of cow-dung'.

Why do we say ' when having these senses' ? Observe *tm 'gather-

ing'. Why is not this rule applied in *r§rqr grriBr^j ' a large heap of

wood' ? Here multiplicity is expressed and not collection or aggregation..

Instead of saying " ^t wt", the smfcra uses ^r^t, indicating that in bhe

yanluk, where there are two ^r's, the first only should be changed to *s and

not the second. As 'rH^Tsri f^'gT^j ' the frequent heaping of cow-dung'.

3214. The affix ' ghan' comes after the root ' chi' (to

gather) and * k' is the substitute of the initial ' ch', in the sense

of a multitude or assembly, (of living beings possessing some

common characteristics), but not merely a confused crowd of

men.
The word w% means a collection or assembly of living beings, It is

of two sorts :—either by collection of persons possessing common qualifica-

tions, or a mere confused crowd of men. The collection denoting a con-

fa sed crowd is here excepted and by paryuddsa negation the other is

taken. This ftmfWrat 'the assembly of Bhikshus; wnBr*rf?n«nr* ' the

assembly of Brahmanas'; t setmrnfawm ' the assembly of Grammarians'.
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But waircfflnrot ' a herd of hogs' ; because it is a mere collection So also

5gOTH^P5,aro* ' the collection of what is done and not done' ; OTTwsrg*^ 1

*

'the collection of proofs'. So also wtt^w Tg^^r* "the harmonious

development and treading the path of wisdom and work both simultane-

ously". Here there is no tH in either of the two senses, it not being a

collection of living animals, the affix ghan is not employed.

3215. The affix nach' comes after a root in denoting

reciprocity of action, and the word so formed is in the femi-

nine gender*

The word wr means ' action' and is not the technical ' Karma' mean-

ing the accusative case. «rf«wc means reciprocity or interchange of

action. The word so evolved is feminine in form and denotes mere ' ac-

tion' (*rr^r) also. The anubandha ~n in ^ra^is qualitative and is added to

distinguish this affix from other affixes : thus in V. 4. 14. S. 3216 this

particular affix is meant.

Thus fw+^^+^^+w^+^+^^^^TW^!'^ (V. 4. 14, and VII. 3.

6) ' mutual abuse'. So also •s^nra^T^, o^Tsr%*jft. The affix *nre forms only an

imaginary stem ; for this stem must take the ^.by V. 4 14 which even

does not form the complete word, until the affix ^^ of the feminine is

•added

Why do we say ' in the feminine' ? Observe ssrfawTsiV graf* i

3216. The affix ail *r) comes without changing the sense,

after a word ending in the affix naeh (±[—*r), when the word
is feminine.

By III. 3. 43 bhe affix srcrjs ordained after feminine words denoting

reciprocity of action. The affix ssn* comes after such a word without

changing the sense,' when the thing donoted is feminine. Thus mrcffihft,

3217. The prohibition and the augment, ordained by
YIL 3. 3, S. 1098 do not apply to a word which expresses the
reciprocity of an action.

As wrrawtwV, minraNft, anWT, wrw^ n See III. 3. 43 and V. 4. 14.

\» N.
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3218. The affix ' inun' comes after a root in denoting

condition, when co-extensiveness is meant.

The word ssrftrfarfV means co-extensiveness, that is to say, the complete

comprehension or relation between the action and the quality. Thus

<sfcrf«nrs ' a general or tumultuous uproar' ; tf+'^^-j-^+^Pir (V. 4. 15

and VI. 4. 164)==^t^feT^ ' a general confusion' ; so WTfercr^ ' a general

flow or stream'.

Why do we say ' when meaning co-extensiveness'? Observe wte?,

3219. The affix an (+_—^) comes without changing the

sense, after a stem ending in the affix inuii ( j&l )

By III. 3. 44, the affix ^iwjs added to a roots to express a condition

resulting from a universal co-operation of the action denoted by the root.

But a word formed by 'S'jw is after all an imaginary word, it requires the

further addition of this affix ^tw to make it a complete word. In fact all

svartha affixes generally complete the not fully developed word. Thus

^raftmns «r#$, ^PKfr*rs n The ft; portion is not elided because of VI. 4.

164. S. 1245.

"g^TTg; I ^TVT -zFcnm | ^T3kV%' ftf^ l T%*W%i tr^qf \ fqnU3p<H-q- I

3220. The affix/ ghafi, comes after the verb 'grab' (to

seize), in composition with * ava 1

, and c
ni'; when malediction

is meant.

Though !£3f is immediately near, we take the anuvritti of erg. (III. 3.

16), because we see that its anuvritti is possible.

The word ssmrto means ' cursing'. As ^twr^^ 3 *TO$«rn3[ ' cursed

be thou, O! sinner'. So also ftin^ fprr^i

Why ' when meaning cursing' ? Observe sswsm* ""H^w, fim^fti^r »

3231. The affix 'ghan comes after the root ' grah' whfm
the word * pra' is in composition, and the sense denoted is the

desire of acquistiion.

As trr^wjrT^n ^rcf?r fai« ftrwsrf ' the Bhikshu walks for the sake of

alms, carrying a vessel in hand'
; ^mnt* ^* f#T ^rnmmFf < carrying
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a sacrificial ladle, the Brahmana walks about for his he'. The word f^iT

means the wish to have something.

Why do we say ' when meaning desire of gain'? Observe hstIt *N?perci i

3222. The affix
c ghan, comes after the root ' grab', in

composition with ' pari* when it relates to sacrificial subjects:

As ^'src: t xr fwri* l the northern fencing of the sacrificial altar',.

sawrforr 1! * 'the southern fencing of the sacrificial altar'.

Why do we say ' when relating to sacrifices' ? Observe ^fors* ^N?F?rc*t

' the fencing of Devadatta'.

^§ I *ft ^ ^% I ^ I ^ I »« I

3223. The affix ' ghan, ' comes after the verb ' vri
(

preceded by mi' ; when the sense is that of grain.

The •er here means both «p@f and "^m and is in the Ablative case,, the case

affix being elided. This debars the affix ^J. As friers 'rice growing

wild or without cultivation'.

Why do we say ' meaning grain' ? Observe fsrarcT m~m ' a virgin girl'.

The proper affix is kbin, bub ^r* is added diversely as irarcT(See III. 3. 53-

S. 3234).

3224 The affix 'ghan comes after the verbs ' sri', < yu',

s pu and ' dru', when the preposition ' ut' is in composition.

This debars the affix aoh (III, 3. 50*). Thus ^sETST* ' rising of a planet' ;.

xss^jm ' mixing', ^ctTRj ' purifying ghee' ; and ^Tar* ' flight'.

How do you explain the form ^^m in trcrsrFcrT* ^'Ktt* ? The word

•fw«rT ' optionally' in the next sutra, exerts a retrospective effect on this

sutra, and the form is an optional one. This is a most unusual thing and is

called fa*wrarta ,f«iT«r* ' the maxim of the lion's backward glance'. It is

used when one casts a retrospective glance at what he has left behind,

while at the sam3 time he is proceeding, jusb as the lion, while going on-

ward in search of prey, now and then bands his neck backwards to see if

anything be within its reach.
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3225. The affix ' ghan' is optionally employed after the

verbs ' yxjl (to roar) and 'pin' (to float), when tlie preposition
kan' is in composition.

As ^rcrar* or mssi ' noise' ; ^t^tsts or ^atsrso
c bathing'.

3226. The affix c ghan' is optionally employed after the

root ' grah', when the word 'ava' is in composition, the sense

"being witholding of rain.

The word '
optionally ' is understood here. The word gpsrrrferaFr'er means

the absence of rain, from some cause or another, when the season has

arrived ; as *CTam;t or ssrsnN^ ^rs* l the draught of rain'.

Why do we say ' when meaning * obstruction of rain' ? Observe ^fsrerep

5 -jrt^^sfT vrffori vn^ ^src^^rTw* t g^T^f^rfsr sprang; i gOTsnn^qr ^refa \

3227. The affix 'ghan' is optionally employed after the

verb ' grah' in composition with ' pra', when the word so formed
relates to commerce.

Both the words grah and vibhdshd are understood hare. By 'relation

to commence' is meant here the string of the balance ; and not commerce
in general. That string by which a balance is held is called 5<?nsr*?$$ or

gsrrsnrrst, as g^ronn^ ^cfct or ^rairlw ^fa; and this may be said of any

person whether he be a trader or not.

Why do we say ' when belonging hoicommerce' ? Observe srcjTt ^sr'spar^t

' the whip of Devadatta
5

.

3228. The affix 'ghan' comes optionally after the verb
'grah' in composition with 'pra', when the word so formed
means ' a rein \

The word ^fiw means here the bridle by means of which horses &c
joined to the carriage, are held under control ; as jtk^j or inn?* c

a rein'.

3229. The affix ' ghan comes optionally after the verb
e
vri' (to choose), when 'pra' is in composition, and the word so

formed means *a sort of covering'.
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As vmrKt or mst*
{

a cloak, a veil'.

Why do we say ' when it mean's a covering' ? Observe JnrcT *ft I

3230 The affix ' ghan is optionally employed after the

verb'bhu', the word 'pari' being in construction, when the

sense of the word so formed is ' disregard',

The word sst^tt means ' contempt', ' neglect', ' disregard' &c. As

tiftwre* or -rfwr* ' insult, humiliation'.

Why do we say ' when meaning disregard' ? The word trtwr* may

be then construed to mean ^ataepf= 'qrtVrar* ' surrounding'.

3231. The affix ' ach' comes after a root ending in 'i' or

e
i' (when mere action is denoted, or when the sense is that

of an appellative, the word being related to the verb from

which its name is deduced, but not as an agent).

The words within brackets are to be supplied from sutras 18 and 19 :

and these words are to be supplied in every subsequent sutra as far as

sutra III. 3. 113. This debars ^sr. The ^ in ssre is qualitative, in sutras

like VI. 2. 144.

Thus, *wt ' collection' ; mm ' going'; vsnr: ' victory' ; tswj ' wasting*.

Vart.—In this connection the words «rar &c. should also be enmer-

ated. As »0-f ww==vrqr^ 'fear'; spsSN 'rain'. These being neuter words,

otherwise would have taken the affix W* &c. but for this Vartika.

¥$* i ^f^-cr i 3 i ^ \ ^3 i

3232. After a root ending in long *rf, short 'u', or long
f
u', there is the affix ' ap'.

This debars ^;. The * is indicatory for the sake of accent (III. 1. 3) ;

as g|+^"«T=5^i:t ' scattering' ; *r—*ro ' beverage, poison' ; *r

—

wv ' arrow'

;

3—f* 'barley' ; w—^m ' reaping'
; £— xf^t 'winnowing corn'.

The f in ^ is merely for the sake of euphony : it is not g change i

into T; for then by the rule ' that which follows ^ is also called ?r<n:" short
X* only would have been taken and not long *s (I. 1. 70).
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3233. The word fcre*; is irregularly formed in the sense of

"tree" and "seat."

This word is formed by adding the affix ^r* ' to the roof) «r preceded

by the preposition fa n Thus fsre^V ?** « fgre^TOH^ it

Why do we say when meaning a 'tree' or a 'seat'? Observe

^srfa*rorc* farc^ro n See' sutra III. 3. 57. S. 3232 by which sr^is added

here instead of *nsr li

^18 . ^nr^f^'m** > ; i * i yc «

ssre^ i qspfoirarnrt i sret i «r* i ^kj i f^w » »r*t I
'* sfwwvtav-

TOT'n? *'
i nvti i w* i

'* ^if gnwpnj *'
i are*f t \ f*r&tt i

l * f|pwjwc% % ^sstct^

3234. The affix < ap' cames after the verbs 'grab', ' vri\

' dri', ' iiischi' and 'gam'.

This debars -*«r; and in the case of fM%fche affix ^w is debarred. As

ir^t ' a planet' ; «ro ' a boon' ; ^* ' tearing, a cave' ; fMpvt ' cartainty'; *r*t

' march'.

The verb fM% would have taken *r* j but takes sro which causes differ-

ence of accent.

Vart.—The roots sni and T*or should also be included in this ; as «r*r*

' obedient' ; x.m ' battle'.

Vart.—When the sense is that of "efsr , the affix ^t is directed to be

employed ; after the following verbs :—*-m, mi, m, «s^r_, ^ and^ I As

spe«i i ' a table-land' (on which they move) ;
shstj ' a vessel for bathing' (in

which they bathe) ; jt^it: ' a place where water is distributed to travellers*

(that out of which they drink) ; srTfro (VI. 1. 16; < an awl, a drill'

(that by which they pierce) ; f*rs*rs ' an obstacle' (in which they are

obstructed) ; ssngytt ' battle' (where bhey fight).

Vart :—'The roots ^r &c, are reduplicated before the affix «*? i This

v&rfcika comes under VI. 1. 12, relating to reduplications, Thus ^3%
f^flfpsp* and 'siwert

^s^m^ i

3235. The affix 'ap' comes after the verb 'ad '(to eat)

when an upasarga is in composition.

Thus w+^+^^i Now applies the following sutra by which «rg[

is replaced by ^aw i

3236. And when the affix ^ and^ follow,^ is the

substitute of *$.

45
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As f^rs$ (II. 4. 38) 'half-chewed morsel' ; w*ro ' voracious'.

"Why do we say ' when compounded with an upasarga' ? Observe

«rre* ', grass' ^+^=;'Er^+^r (II. 4. 38)= *ro »

3237, And the affix
f na' as well as 'ap' comes after the

•verb ' ad, (to eat), when the upasarga 'ni' is in composition.

As fa+ ^+^=fTf+-5sni|;+ -

s5r=:?*n3rt iVII. 2. 116) ' feeding' ; fa -f '3*1

+^nr=3^r-},tr€+^ (II. 4. 38)=fT*nri ' eating, food'.

3238. The affix 'ap' comes after the verhs 'vyadh' and

'jap', when no upasarga is. in composition with them.

This debars *sc. As rare* ' wound ; w. ' muttering'.

Why do we say ' when upasarga-less' ? Observe sar^m** «wqt t

3239. The affix ' ap' comes optionally after the verbs

* svan' and f has' when no upasarga is in composition with

them.
Thus wr* or sarr** ' sound' ; %m or srot ' laughter'. But with

upasargas, we have only one from ; jtwtj * a loud noise' ; srsnro* ' a loud

laughter'.

f*nrr*» i ^t-^rrT* t

3240. And the affix *ap' comes optionally after the verb

'yam' when the upasarga * 'sam', f

upa', ' ni' and ' vi', are in

composition ; or even when it is upasarga-less.

This debars ^. As &tm or wt*mt 'restraint'; wmm or <3*nm»
i marriage' ; $mm or ftwr* ' restrictive rule ; fwrt or finw ' check,

distress' ; *nc* ormm i

3241. The affix ' ap' comes optionally after the verhs
1 gad' (to speak), s nad' (to sound), * path* (to read), ' svan* (to

sound), when the upasarga ' ni' is in composition with them.
This debars *ra, Thus f*m?r* or finTTQt ' recitation' \ for^t or f?r*n^

'noise '; ft^t or ftmzt ' reading* ; fa&* or f?rwrt * a noise'.
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3242. The affix ' ap' comes optionally after the verb

'kvan' (to jingle), when 'ni' is in composition with it, as well

as when it is without any upasarga, or when ' flute' is meant.
This debars the affix ^n*. Thus firqggra* or ^n^rrvt 'a musical tone'.

^Sjnsrqr* or wmwt ' sound'. When it refers to ' flute', it must have some

upasarga, nob necessarily f*r ; as ^^^msqrwT *IWr.

But not so here, ^fa^rNrr *drlr, where the upasarga being safe and

the word nob referring to ' a flute/ no option is allowed. When flute is

nob meant, the upasarga musb be f*r or no upasarga at all, for the optional

application of the affix ^nj. To sum up, ^5^ takes ssra^ optionally under

three conditions :—1st when preceded by f*r, or 2ndly when having no

upasarga, or 3rdly when it refers to ' flute', and then it must have some

upasarga.

3243. The affix ' ap' comes invariably after the verb ' pan'

(to barter), when the sense is that of measure.

The word f*re?f ' invariably' is used in the aphorism in order to stop

the anuvribti of the word optionally. Thus ^^Wi ' a handful of radishes'

;

xrTSRWt ' a handful of vegetable'. A, small bundle of radishes &c, tied

together for the purposes of sale is so-called. These words secondarily

have come to mean e a measure equal to a handful', irrespective of any

thing.

When not? meaning measure, we have vmst * trade'.

•ft^m \ Tfrj«rtnTJT i ^ i ^ i ^a «

3244. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' mad', when
not in composition with an upasarga.

This debars -era. As fsr^nw^* ' pride of knowledge' ; wtn?$ ' pride of

wealth'
; ^r^n?* ' pride of family'. When compounded with upasargas,

we have ^Tr^t ' mad' , xrtrct: ' error or carelessness'.

3245. The words ' pramada* and ' sammada' are irregu-

larly formed, meaning 'joy'.
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As 35«CT*Tt mrr* ' the joy of girls' ; ^feTTT frw ' the rejoicing of cue

koos'.

Why do we say ' when meaning delight' ? Observe jhtc** * careless-

ness' ;
T*wr%i ' frenzy',

«r \ ^tstj "^Tr irza » ^T3f«r« t^tt nxw% \
ixc^%' feft « wrsft sn^rwrrq; t 3-?ew*

3246. The affix < ap' comes after the verb c
aj' (to go),

when tlie prepositions 'sam' and c
ut' are in composition, and

the word so formed refers to beasts.

This debars TOj The root srsr ' means to go, to throw'. When preced-

ed by w%, it means ' a collection' ; and preceded by ^g it. mean 3 ' driving.

As -f&mt xfTgr^f * a herd of cattle' ; «w iffraif
: driving forth of cattle'. The

srsr is not changed to *ft, because II. 4. 56 S. 2292 ordaining this substitu-

tion excepts the affixes to and ssrr «

Why do we say * when applying bo cattle ? Observe **rr*r> wtwtstt
,

wm<t *f«rort I

^a \ ^r%^ **rf : 1 3 i ^ i 30 i

3217. The word 'glaha' is irregularly formed, when the

sense of the root refers to gambling.

This word is derived from the root n%. The verb irs takes the affix

•sn* and ^lus forms ITS" ; and then irregularly K is changed into 3r; as -sm^

<nrc%t
e

cast of the dice' ; the bet to be delivered on the fall of the dice.

Why do wo say ' when referring to gambling' ? Observe inr* Tn^r t

Others say, this word is derived regularly from the root t^ ' to gam-

ble', by adding the affix sspt, and thus debarring to. They suppose,

therefore, the existence of the root »^r^ to explain the form *sn?t I The

counter-example which they would give is *smjt 'receiving', formed by

adding the affix to I

Thus *7T?*p#fafHtf'wr*sr$m^3^ (M&gh VIII. 32).

321-8. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb 'sri' (to flow),

in the sense of impregnating (the covering of cows do).

This debars* to. The word v&tn means ' the first covering of a cow by

a bull'. As Tsrrg^'Bnc* ' impregaatton of cows' ; "T^'rci'Jm:* 'impregnation

of cattle.'
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How do you explain avasara and prasara ? They are for mod

by ghan with the force of location denoting a name, under III. 3. 118.

S. 3296.

fair?* i ssfar*** I <rn*: « fa^rt I
'**' fan » n%Tm I

32i9. The affix 'ap' comes after the verb * hve' to call,

when the prepositions ' ni', ' abhi', 'upa' and (
vi' are in com-

position with it, and. its semivowel is changed into the corres-

ponding vowel.

This debars to. As fsr-H^-r-'sn^ff+f -f-s* (VL 1. 108) ~ fa -f ft

-r-^sr (VII. 3. 84))==fafart (VI 1. 78) 'invocation '
; ^foro 'invocation*

;

<atr^t ' invitation ; ft*** * calling'. But vn&nt ' a summons 5

,

*n$*«3tfcvffa«istnp(* i 'sf ' fan J 'KT^nm* »

3250. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' live' when the

word in composition is the upasarga 'an.', and the semi-vowel

of the root is changed into its corresponding vowel, when the

word so formed means battle.

As -wr%m ' battle ' (where they challenge each other;. But otherwise

sscTfim ' calling'.

!*K \ ftoramrvro n n i a» i

3251. The word ' ahava' is irregularly formed when mean-
ing ' a trough.

The word *n*w is irregularly formed from i by the prefix wt, then

samprasarana, and the vriddhi of the vowel. Thus ^T+t+w-r^^rrf-f-^
s=5^rT^

,

-f
,

sr=^[T^T'ar{ ' a trough near a well for watering cattle'. Otherwise

sstTURrt ' calling'. Even in the word ssmprar* the sense of calling is under-

stood. It is that place near a well, containing water, where cattle are

called or invited to drink water.

Thus sn*rarea farar'f ^TS^gPTanaTST^ (Amarakosa I. 10. 26).

3252. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' hve' and there

is the change of the semi-vowel to its coroesponding vowel,

when the root is upasarga-less, and mere action is denoted.
As w ' calling' ; t% 1% gstf iptf*r»sp^ I
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Why do we say ' when no upasarga is in composition with it ? Observe

^sffigrnn i Though the anuvritti of the word wm was understood in this

aphorism from sutra 3184, its repetition here shows that the anuvritti

of sufcra 3188, which was running, must not be taken ; so that this word
applies to agent-karaka also.

3253. The affix
£ ap' comes after the root' han' when

upasarga-less, in the sense of mere action, and; vadha' is the

substitute of ' han' before this affix.

This **r has udatfca accent on its final. The affix *n which is anu-

d&tta generally fill. 1. 4) thus becomes udatta.

As srcsft'CTOT^ 'the killing of thieves; sr^'^f*rw ' the killing of rebbers'.

When action is not denoted, the affix m* applies ; asjwrt. ' a blow.

So also when an upasarga is in composition with if] ; as snrraj, "smr *i

T?he word ^ in the aphorism does not connect ^, with the substitute

«re, there being no co-ordination, it refers to the affixes under discussion.

I*hu3 we have the affix ti* also ; as wt ' killing'.

3254. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' han', when
the word so formed means solidity, and ' ghan' is the substi-

tute of han. .

The word *f§ means ' hardness', « solidity'. Thus miw.' a mass of
cloud'

;
?rf*re*t ' solid curd'. How do we sayW ^fvr or t^nraw***. Here

the quality is taken for the thing qualified.

3255. The verb c

-hau' preceded by the word < antar' takes
the affix * ap' and 'ghan' is the substitute of the word < han',
when the word so formed means 'a country'.

As ^*^+TK+^\^^+^+^=*^m < name f a country of
Bahika'

;
(a porch or court, an open space before the house between the

entrance door and the house). Some write the word with a ^r as to***,
that is also valid.

Why do we say ' when meaning a country' ? ©bserve ^<re?d (
strik-

ing in the middle'.
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3256. The words * praghana' and ' pragharia' are irregularly

formed, meaning ' a portion of a dwelling house'.

Thus Tcetm or vrnwst ' a porch before the door of a house, a portico'. The

ap has the force of object' . There is vriddhi in one alternative. On both

sides of an entrance to a house there are open spaces. The outer-yard is

called pragharia or praghana. Because persons euteriug strike that

ground with their feet to throw off dust and dirt—so it is well stricken

ground indeed.

This is formed from T5[ with sr, irregularly.

Why do we say when meaning a portion of a house ? Observe tnrrat I

ssrc^^-PRrgtmsm"qr?ni « ^ft^'WT^j^nf^r mTOrfo ^TtrrV^T «rc^ ergs*} i

3257. The word ' udghana' is irregularly formed in the
sense of ' bench'.

This is formed from ^g;+^»r irregularly. Thus gp$«rct ' a carpenter's

bench' (the wood on which placing other planks &c. the carpenter planes,

carves &c.) The ap has the force of location.

When not having this sense, we have ^^rrart ' uneven'.

3258. The word ' apaghana' is irreguarly formed meaning
' a member of the body'.

This is formed irregularly from ^r+^. Thus- otto- 'a limb or

member of the body', The word *srf^ means a portion of the body, such

as hand or foot, and not the whole body. The ap has. the force of Instru-

ment here. Otherwise we have 'snrqrnrt I

^ ip% qrc^siOTSm^v ^ » <snft vn^^amrbro » faro 1 jto* 1 'gw*'

3259. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' han' when the

words, ' ayas', ' vi' or ' dru' are in composition with it, when
the word so formed is related to the verb as an instrument, and
*ghanJ

is the substitute of ' han'.

As ot^sr* * a forge-hammer' (whereby the iron is destroyed) ; firort

' a mallet'
; $F*ft ' an axe' lit, the tree (dru)-cutter. Some write gwt,

the f being changed into * either by rule VIII, 4, S. S, 857 or by
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including this word in the class of *irftwrf% (IV. 2. 80). ' Dru' means
• tree'.

^n^^trtr^ ^: wc% qst **ft** \ tr% ^Tr^snsr » 'w«r -wrt-wwvri » saw

3260. The affix
f
ka' also comes after the verb'han',

when ' stamba' (a clump) is the word in composition, and the

relation of the word so formed to the verb is that of an instru-

ment.

The word ^ in the sutra draws in ^ot. from the last aphorism and in

that case ^r% replaces ^. Thus ^r^-^t or 'sr^w ' a small hoe for

weeding clumps of grass'. In the feminine gender, the forms are wwwr
as well as wstbrt \ When ^ is added we have ^wwr* \ Thus

**+w=m+*(VI. 4 - 98 ) ~^(VII. 3.54). When sn^is added,^ is

totally replaced by ^ i When instrument is not meant, we have

3261. The affix ' ap' comes after the verb ' han' when
the upasarga 'pari' is in composition, and the relation between

the word so formed, and the verb, is that of an instrument,

and'gha' replaces 'han'.

Thus -^fxm ' an iron beam used for loc king or shutting the gate, an

iron club', By the next sutra, we get another form of this word.

*u' (5*qo^) ^f% ^rsR^ *r t(v« vwrwrr^r^. j

2262. The ^ of *fc is changed to ^ before gha and anka.

As vfvzi or ^f^nr, , Tr^f* or TO*gt ii The worb ^ here means the word-

form -st, and not the technical ^ of cr^^r and w* it See I. 1. 22. S. 2003.

*r*ipar^ T^^hn^r* i

3263. The word 'upaghna' is irregularly formed meaning
£ an inclined place for leaning or support'.

It is formed by adding ssrj (III. 3. 76; to the verb ^ preceded by the

upasarga **r, then eliding the penultimate ^ of ?; this is the irregularity.

Then by sandhi rules t^ is changed mto-anrt i This form would, have been

given by the affix w also, without any irregularity.
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The word ssnro refers to proximity, contiguity. Thus T^vta^wt ' the

declivity of the mountain' ; so also iTT^hqRsrt ' bordering the village'.

Why do we say ' when meaning ' support)' ? Observe -T^vtarnrt «

^ffjrT #** i *rr%^i ^§v^ src^¥> gmcr ^c£^r* I ?r<*w* t «r*sn4?rf g^spj-

3264. The words 'sangha' and -uclgha' are irregularly

formed in the sense of 'a collection', and 'a praise' respect-
ively.

These words are thus formed, v*+"*^+ *n£= *+^+ sr»3+^+^~*N t

Thus tH* ^rfr:n^ ' a herd of cattle' ; so also ^f*ft *rg**t ' an excellent man'
' who knows' well. The word 'respectively' is inserted from I. 3. 10.

When not used in these senses, we have #^rrarr: ' union'. In sartgha, the

ap has the force of ' condition', and in udgha of ' objecb', as all roots mean-
ing ' to go', denote also ' to understand', so ' han' here means ' to know',

in udgha.

8265. The word f nigh a' is irregularly formed in the sense

of f as high as hroad.'

The word fk?*m means ' measured all roand ' i, e. ' as high as broad'

liberally that which is known (hanyanbe—jMyanbe) fully. As f*nrT *prii

' trees as high as broad'. f*r*r srra^* square or cubic or circular halls.

Otherwise, when nob meaning ' as high as broad', we have fvnmrt ' a

blow'. The word f*f*n=f =s**r*HTfanf, ^rcfts^fwr?^ i It may be derived

from ft or from f* \ In the first case it will mean ' measured' and in

the other, ' erected, built'. Professor Bothlingk refers to Apastamba Dhar*

ma. I. '20. SO for the meaning of this word.

w ftirc* i f^nt^i *T$*r fnvft *f«s*w^ l ft* i vfnrw^ i

8266. The affix * ktri' ccmes after the verb which has an

indicatory ' du', when denoting mere action dc*

The phrases ' when the sense is that of m jre action', and * when the

sense is that of an appellative, bh3 word bsing related to the verb from

which its name is deduced, bub nob as agent', are of course understood in

this, as in all the previous aphorism*. Then by IV. 4. 20, S. 1570 (of the

affix sgf*, w* is always the augment) we must add f, for we can nob use

the affix f* alone ; but We must always use f**^* Thus 3*** ' to cook'—

<

46
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^f**n3( ( what is ripe
5

; §^—s^rf**^ *' sown' (VL 1. 15) ; If*.—ff^'n*

' artificial'.

^a i f§r<StJ*f* \ \ i | i cos i

S267, After that verb which lias an indicatory ' tu', the

affix athuch, comes with the force of denoting mere action <#c.

As 5^—^3?'a trembling'; f^tf^—^rsr^J ' swelling'
; f$—'smi*

'•sneezing ; ?§~-^3f! J ' burning'.

3268. After the verbs (
yaj' (to worship), ' yach' (to ask

for,) 'yat (to strive), 'vichchh' (t» shine), 'prachchh' (to ask)

and * raksh' (to preserve), comes the affix ' nan' with the force

of denoting mere action do.

The conditions of S. 3184 and 3188 are understood here also. The

^of *n^is for the sake of prohibiting guna or vrid&hi (I. 1. 5 S< 2217)

;

as ?f$* 'sacrifice' j^nrssn ' solicitation' ; w» ' effort' ;fsr*?Ti (VI. 4. 19 S. 2561)
4
lustre' ; no guna, because of •&; \ srer* * a question' ; •^15: protection.

The root vrs$, by "VI. 1.16, S. 2412 ought to have changed its <c into 55

the fej affix ww. Its not doing so must be taken to be an irregularity

before countenanced by Panim, as we know from the fact that Panini

himself uses the form snwt in III. 2. 117. S. 2777.

|^»? i W$t *HT I ^ I \ { ^ [

win 1

3269. The affix 'nan' comes, under similar circumstances,

after the verb 'svap' (to sleep).

The final ^ is indicatory and regulates the accent (VI. 1. 197 S. 3686;)
as *ww e

a dream'.

%^$0 \ ^W? ^ ft: l I I ^ I (^ I

3270. The affix
c

ki' comes under similar conditions, after

a
c ghn' verb (1. 1. 20 S. 2373), when an upasarga is in composi-

tion with it.

The ^is indicatory, by force of which the final srr is elided (VI. 4. 64

S.2372). Thus w+Tr-f fa=xrf<r* £ a present'; xrf*r* 'the periphery of a

wheel' ; wmfot e

fraud' ; ^Fcrtfj ' vanishing'.
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3271. The affix * ki' comes after a ' ghu' verb, when a

word in the accusative case is in composition with it; andwhen
the relation of the word so formed to its verb, is that of * loca-

tion'.

As sraftrs ' the ocean (in which water is held)'; srcftrt 'a quiver (that

in which arrows are put) \

The word ' location ' in the aphorism indicates that the words so

formed should have no other significance. The word ^ in the aphorism
draws iu the affix f^ from the last sttbra.

wnft-stRTfcT '^firasni:' *fs 3 «n*Tf%ssra[ \ vsvtzxzTonf f^rPflf '*r* if*' ^far m\

Cs O. o*

f* ^t^: frKf^ fam^ ?rr^t *'
1 s^f^fctj \

«* ^^Tf^v^rt ^fa^ *'
1 ^T3 t fsn*^ 1

3272. To express an action <#c. by a word in the femi-

nine gender, the affix ' ktin' is added to the root.

The conditions of rules 3184 and 3188 are understood here also.

This supersedes ^sr , ssre and w^t affixes, being taught subsequent to them,

Thusffat 'action', f=*fcrs 'a gathering'; irffe 'understanding': sifaj

' praise' ; ^qsifcf: ' swelling'. The form ^fa is erroneous, for **Rr is changed
to *nft only in the Nishtha (S. 3041). Or it is derived from the root ^F<r
formed from the Past Parb. wlrcc with fnr^and adding * i Thus ^fa-f- x
(wtt *») =^?m (VI. 1. 22. S. 3014). The frr^is added> p. p. ^3 to

make it a root by the gana—sufcra given under the Churadi ^Ao (No. 368).

Note.—The affix ktin should bi declared to come after the verbs ^rrr

'to get' &c. Thus ssttFf: 'getting'; <CTf§-t 'accomplishment';, ^fst
' shining' ; ^rf^rt

c
a slip'; -wrpart ' destruction' ; mftm 'jgain'.

VurU—So also after the verbs *x ' to hear ', 5^ • to worship ' ^
* to wish' and *sf ' to praise', when instrument is meant ; as mkt * ear'|(that-

by which we hear) ' • so i[f%t,
( a sacrifice ' or ' a wish' from yaj and isb:

^gfkt l a praise.

Note.—The affix ff comes after the verbs ' *f to be exhausted', *i.

' to fade, ' wr to grow old' and ^x c

to leave' ; as r^jfm * exhaustion' ; ^TiRrt

* fading', ^fcr; ' old age' ; ^fat ' loss'.

Vart.—The affix f^ coming after verbs ending in long 55 and the

verbs %&zc. is like a Nishtha. Thus ^tT^t ' scattering' ; This form is thus

evolved : W+f^=f%+f* (VII. 1. 100 S. 2390) =fiu^+f?r (I. 1. 51 S. 70)

=5*ftr>ffa (VIII. 2. 77 S. 354), At this stage, ^ is changed into 1 by the
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affix being treated as a Nishth& (VIII. 2. 4,2 S.3018), and this * is changed

into w by the ordinary rules of sandhi ; so also *ftfw: 'praise' ; sftftir* ' old

age' ;*ftrqr 'drying ^fat (VIII. 2.44) 'cutting'; gfat 'joining'; ^fW*

'agitation' ; sf*T ^'destruction' The ^rof hl&d is shortened tosrby the analogy

of Nishtha- (VI. 4. 95 S 3073) by dividing it into two). As x%fc*t u

Similarly icra* \ ^rjrix I The <sf of^ andw is changed to sr by S. 3037

.

Vari '.—Before f^s; affix *n%, is always changed to far, as 'sa^fafot

' Loss , destruction, showing reverence'. The affix $&% is added to ^T^

by considering it as belonging to the class of wi"^ &c. See above VdrU

Otherwise it would take the affix ^ by III. 3. 103.

Vart,—The affix sirRr* comes after the verbs ^*q; &c, as ^rg; ' prospe-

rity' ; fa*s ' a calamity' ; wffwr^ ' access'. The affix fw? is also employed

after these verbs :—as **?%*, fwf^t » The verbs ^ &c. are 21 verbs of

kry&di class.

3273. After the roots 'sthJ.' (to stand), 'ga' (to sing) pa,

(to drink) and * paoli' (to cook), the affix « ktin' is employed,

when a word in the feminine gender denoting a 'mere action*

is to be expressed.

This debars the affix^ (III. 3. 106 S. 3283) which generally supersedes

fwrtin cases ofcompound verbs ending in longm Thus rrfssriirs' ajourney'

(VII. 4. 40 S. 3074.) ; sj^frnr* ' a singing aloud' ; ^+Ft«t =*n+f?r (VI. 1. 45

S. 2370) =*fi+f?r (VI. 4. 66 S. 2162); **ftfaj 'a concert', snftfin ' a cistern';

titftfa* ' drinking together' ; vfea ' cooking'.

The repetition of the word *m in this aphorism, in spite of its anuvritbi

being understood from S. 3184 is to exclude every other significance.

How do we get froms like wtsm and mm ? P%ini himself, in his

sutras, hasused forms like Jwpwt &c See 1. 1, 34. S. 218 Thisis enough
justification for us to derive forms like sjra^T, H*m &c. by applying the

affix w^ under S. 3283 in spifce of the present sutra, which requires us to

apply f^ only.

*#ret *T* ^W*ft f^TTc^ , *rftrf <***,-'
(W «)^T~*^^ *

f**T<^ J

3274. And these words viz. 'ufci' (preserving, sport),

'y&ti' (joining), 'juti' (velocity), < sati
', (destruction), 'lieti''
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(a weapon) and ' kirti ' (fame) are anomalous forms, acutely-

accented.

The anuvritti of the word tfir does not' exist in this ; but the word msvz

of the last Ashtadhy&yi sutra S. 3420 is understood here. The word.SFffa is

thus formed :—sra ' to protect'+ f^=3r-fff: (VI. 4. 20. S. 2654)= Stf<r: »

This form is regular and could be evolved from III. 3. 94 also ; but not so

the accent. The irregularity in ^jf!* and |[%* consists in the lengthening of

<s into gt ;m^ff* them ofthe root % which becomesm by VI. I 45 S. 2370

is not changed into *, as rule VII. 4. 40 S. 3074 required,and this is the

irregularity. This form may also be derived from the root w% with perfect

propriety, except as to the accent, which would be regulated by the present

sutra: thus ^+^=^T+ f^5 (VI. 4. 42 S. 2504)«*tFs. Theform tff

may by derived either from tf$ or f^rtfcr \

*^n*5*w yd**** * \ OTWrfJ *W*. i ,(Rig. I. 7. 4) <0 Indra

mayst thou mighty, defend us in battles and in fights of a thousand duels

with thy mighty protections'. So also sftfk t I

3275. The affix 'kyap' comes after the roots 'vraj* (to go)

and 'yaj' (to worship) acutely accented, in forming a word in

the feminine denoting action.

This supersedes?«*. Thus ****['Wandering about' ; ttt (VI. 1. 15 S.

2409) ' worshipping '. The ^ ofv«R is indicatory, and though it serves no

purpose in this s&tra, it is, however, necessary in the next, for it is by force

of tnr^having "*, that we addja, * by VI. 1. 71 S. 2858, in the v ords formed

in the next aphorism

^TWTf^^rt f%*tf *rwnft tro^^rr?^ 'frsrn-tt #5r*rni i
'* «3t* wrf^ srYqrwV ^fW

3276. The affix 'kyap' eomes after the following verbs in

forming a word in the feminine denoting 'an appellative' and is

acutely accented vistsr-' sam-aj', ' nishad' ' ni-pat ',
' man V vid',

'sue', 'sin', 'bhrin' and 'in'.

Thus *nreft ' an assembly' Vart :—The -ssrw, is not changed to *ft before

the affix kyap inspite of II. 4. 56. S. 2292 ft<(3iT ' a small bed or couch';

fsjtn'^rT 'slippery ground '; w^rr 'the nape or the back of the neck', by which

one understands when a man is an anger'; 4fwr 'knowledge'; ^puT (VI.

1. 71) 'extraction ofsoma juice, parturition'; *n*nr 'bed'; *mjT 'wages' service;

«"?*rT ' a litter' palanquin'.
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3277- And after the root 'kri' comes the affix 'sY in
m

forming a feminine, as well as the affix 'kyap'.

. By the force of the word ^ we draw the affix ^nr into this sutra, and1

by the process called ^mf^r«rr*r we can split up this aphorism into two :

—

(1) fisrt 'after the root 31 there is the affix kyap'. As fiotf t

(2) sr ^ 'and the affix *r as well as kfcin. Thus faam, and fifar* \ When,

the affix sr is added, the root assumes the form fkn by III. 1. 67 Sv 2756.

3278. The form 'ichchha* (desire) is irregular.

The word is thus formed: Tl+v^TO+^r^TOri The^ ordained

by III 1.67 S. 2756 is not added, this is the irregularity.

Vavt.—The follwing words are also irregularly formed :—xd^rf-
' perambulation' ; the guna is also an anomaly ; ^ft^ntf attendance, service

;

S*nn 'hunting' from the churadi root mriga (No. 137) ' to search' : it ends

in ^ « This ^ is not elided, the fw is elided before *r and *ns 1 sgsrrcrsT ' the

habit of roaming about as a religious mendicant'* The affixes sr and <^
are irregularly added, and the syllable m is reduplicated, but no vi in the

first portion, while the vowel is lengthened.

VarL—From the root wpt we have either srTTcr or m*r*& ' waking'.

The first is formed by the affix sr, the latter by * which brings in *ra;

(III. 1. 67 S. 2756).

3W I SET XT^^fT^ I ^ t 1 r \0^ \

3279, After the verbs that end in an affix, there is the-

affix ' a', the word being feminine.

The verbs that end in an affix are derivative roots, such as Desidera*
tives, Oausatives, Intensives and Denominatives. Though baking affixes,

they are called vrT^ (IIL 1. 32 S. 2304), after these verbs the affix * is-

used in forming the feminine noun.

Thus ^+^=^fOT f
to wish to do ; this is a Derivative root ; after

this root farftf, We aid sr i Thus f^sW-f* (VI. 4. 43 S. 2308)=f^ 1

Then we addm by IV. 1.4. S. 454 and get fcpfrrf ' the desire to do'; so
also fsr^qf

'
the desire to take'

;
3^^ ' the desire to be like a son'

; stoiw
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' desire of a son' ; *ftw ' much cutting' ; ^w^r ' itch'. The sutra is also

found as *r* srcwrg \

'* Farg^cnr^T^'TrFfrFcr ^T's^ *' f^jflrf^t i fTqrf^r: t

3280. The affix « a' comes after that verb which has a

prosodially heavy vowel and ends in a consonant, when the

word to be formed is feminine.

This debars Farq; I Thus spsr ' an adulteress'
;
%*si ' a tigress' ; irsr

* effort' ; ^n ' supplying an ellipsis'.

Why do we say ' which has a- prosodially heavy vowel' ? Observe

<*FcK* ' devotion'. Why do we say ' which ends in a consonant' ? Observe

*ftfai ' polity'.

Fart.—The affix ktin comes after roots which take an indicatory ^
in the Nistha. Not here as 3st%j \ The ktin does not take *e by VII. 2.

9. S. 3163. So we get Tftffcr* i

yart t—The affix fa, 3 and fk take ^<r augment after ire and words

of similar formation :— as fsnftfcrt, ^-qfef^farj , fafiF^fa* i forrf^Fw* n

F«r^V fir^rftr*** fafnro, i w^j '5f^sft«sF^ gnr$' (^80$) i ^rt \ srg^ \ stxtt |

3281. The affix ' an comes after those verbs that have

an indicatory ' sh', and after ' bhid' c&c, when, the word to be

formed is feminine.

Thus wv has an indicatory <sr , the real root being or i From it we

have aTcr ' old age' (VII. 4. 16 S. 2406 causes guna), ; ^g"?
—

-sr^ ' bashful-

ness'.

So also from verbs of the Bhidddi class we have f*n?T ' breaking' ; in

the alternative we have fkf%: » So also fircrr ' cutting' ; F^cfVt ' cutting',

•ssrm ' a knife, an iron instrument' ; mfist ' distress' ; wtxj a stream'
;
^fa* I

The list of Bhidddi verbs will not be found given in one place in the

Dhatupdtha. They have been collected from different Qanas, and are the

following :

—

fo?!, forcrr, ftnrr, Twrc, $%t (ft^Hwt*)* ^^ ^> ^vr(
> ^f^? ^^ ,«Trr.

f*PTT, *TTCT, WW %^T, ^TT, I^T, ^ftST, *TTT, S(MJ ^^TT, W^TT, ^T I (S^jtfiPJTW *)

and there is vocalisation of the "^ of krap. As sr^+ww+ ^t=^tt i
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3282, The affix * an' as well as the affix « yuch' comes

after the following verbs, forming feminine words ;
—

' chint'

(to think), ' puj' (to worship) ' kath' (to narrate), 'kumb' (to

cover) and ' charch.' (to learn).

The force of ^ is to include the affix ^-^into this sutra (see III- 3.

107 S. 3284). All these verbs belong to the Ghurddi or 10th class, and

would have exculsively taken 3^ by III. 3. 107 S. 3284.

Thus f^FHT ' thought'
; swt ' worship* ; «tfr ' narration' ; grwn ' a cover-

ing', ' a thick petticoat' ; ^ps^l ' recitation'.

When the affix is $\, the forms are fn^TT &c. (VII. 1.1. & 1247 \

'<3"«nanT ^t t*kj' (5^0) ^m^n T%% \ «rarf$t i

3283. The affix ' an' comes after those verbs which, end

in long a" when an npasarga is in composition, and when the

word to he formed is feminine.

This supersedes fw^. Thus srrr, w**t, <r«*Tr, ^wr &o,

V<vH.—For the purposes of this rule the particles *fin and *sp?h^ should

be treated like upasargas. Thu3 *rsT ' faith' w^sf (I, 4. 59). So also fw

is added by S. 3'270. As ssFaf^t 1

328Jj. After verbs ending1 in ' m\ and after ' as' (to sit) and
' s'ranth' (to loose), tiiere is the affix 'yuch' when the word to

be formed is feminine

This excludes the affix *r fill. 1. 102 S. 3279). Thus ff+fV^= wfr;

Qrrfr+3nar=^TtWT (the * is elided by VI. 4. 51) ' the causing to do' ; ^rwr
' the causing to take' ; ^twtt ' the sitting' ; ^"snsnr ' the loosening'.

The root ^f*«i taken here belongs to the Kryddi class, meaning ' to

loosen' and is nob the w*n of Ohur&di class, for the latter would be included,

as a matter of course by belonging to the Chur&di class, which class of

verbs take the affix "fqre 1

Vart.~~The verb <erg ' to move', *r^ ' to praise', and f*n? ' to feel',

should also be enumerated, as taking g^. Thus ^stt 'shaking', *p^tt
' praising', tirn ' knowledge, feeling, pain'. The verb^ here belongs'to

the Tud&di class, and means ' to move' and not the ^rg of the ChurMi class,

for that is already included by being ftsrapari
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Viirt* —The .affix ^^comes after ** when it does not mean' to 'desire'*

Thus isn^inr ' solicitation' ; 3r?%<nrr ' the searching after'.

Vart,—So also optionally when ^ takes the upasarga *rf5c; as, "qr^WT
or q^rg'i ' investigation by reasoning'.

3285. The affix
e nvuT comes diversely after a verb, when

the word to be formed is a. feminine noun, being the name of
* a disease.'

This debars m^ and all the rest. By using the word wtwt in the-

sfttra it is meant that the word so formed by this affix should be the appel-

lation of the disease. The word ' diversely' shows the usual licence in the

application all the rules of grammar. Thus w^FfsRT (VII, 1. 1 S. 1247}
' vomiting ;' srarrfw ' diarrkosa' ; fir*F£qnr ' itch', scab'. Sometimes this

affix does not apply ; as fsrcH^s ' head-ache'.

VarL—-The affix nvid is employed also in simply pointing out' the
meaning of the roots ; thus, ssrcfrratf ' to enjoy', vrrfror to' lie down' &c.

"Far*.—The affixes sc^and ftcT^ are also employed in merely pointing

out the roots; asf^j/f^i, *Twf<r*, Trafo* &?c. The constant use of these

affixes is to be found in these very sufcras. In the aphorisms the roots are

exhibited in various ways ; thus in S 3224 we have the root % and #
exhibited as **fat and srrfsr: \ These latter forms indicate nothing
more-than the simple roots. So also, see VIII. 4. 17 S. 2285 ;, VI. 4. 49.

S. 2631

Vart.—The affix ^k is employed in merely pointing out letters; as

qrasrct means ' the letter m' ; so also sstoto ' the letter sst'
; ^r^Kt ' the letter

X1

\

VaH.—The-affix T* is employed in pointing out the letter x; as ^p
Vart.—The affix m comes after the word wgw in merely pointing it

out, and there is elision of the final w diversely ; as ^rqTpffa* t

Vart.—The affix ^w comes after the verbs isnr &c ; as mfwt, sarrf?*,

Vart—The affix *w comes after snr &c As wtB** i Imp » The differ-

ence is in accent. See S. S6H6.

Vart—The affix^ comes after the verbs $3. &c ; as; ffa*, T^fkt, &c,

"47
' '
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3286. The affix ' nvul' comes after a Verbal root, when
the word to be formed is an appellative.

As 'grfT^BR^^^f^rsKT ' a sorb of game played by the people in the easbern

district in which uddalaka flowers are broken or crushed'. ^wgwTJrsnfwr
' a sorb of game' ; ^T^iWTT^sn; ^n^WTf^ssT ; snsmf^RT ; srra^HWr i

3287. And the affix ' in' comes optionally after a root,

when a question and answer is expressed, (as well as ' nvul'

and other affixes ordained by other rales).

The word ^ftwsT means ' question' and sstt ^tt means ' answer' in the

sutra. In making the compound of these words, the logical sequence is not

•observed. The compound src^wfxwa:* may, however, be justified on the

ground bhab in a Compound a word consisting of smaller number syllables

saould stand firsb (II. 2. 34 S. 905,) and hence dhhydna is put first.

The force of «r is bo draw the anuvribbi of the word *qf«£ from *be

last sftbra into this. By the word ' optionally*, it is maanb that those affixes

which would otherwise present themselves from the sub sequent rules,

should also be applied ; thus : Q.

—

mt c*f ^Tf^rgrrnf* ' What work did

you do'? A.— tptt wfwfrr«H ' I did all work'. Optionally we may have

instead of *Rrft the following aiso. Q.

—

m ^TK*f, fne*rf, f»f<c, fk^f, ^aRT*ff»

A.—wff utrftifff or. fesrf or fif?f or fmvft *rar><fc( i Similarly, Q.

—

m *rf¥

(*rqrai, *rf*m*!f &c.) sarsffaw* A.—-^farw <tec. ^^tnw%. So also *rt nxfm^

or TrcftapaRnt; m wdm or ^Tf^^f &c.

Why do we say ' in question and answer ? Observe frfa: and ff?r* i

3288. The affix ' nyuch' comes optionally after a root in

the sense of succession, merit, debt or production.

The word wfa means turn or order of succession ; ^ means worthy

of respect; «iw means debt owed to another ; and g?1"?^ means birth or

production. This rule supersedes T*8i% and other affixes. Thus : (1) *ract*

«nfWr ' your turn of sleeping' ; «rea?Jwfwr ' your turn of eating first',

(2) *», vrfkvfinxv. • you deserve to have a meal of aagar and molW.
(3) *i*fasii $ >m*far * thou owest me a meal of sugar and molasses'

;

-aftwftftrarf
( a meal of rice' ; w vxfttm ' a drink of milk*, (4) *f*fw
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The word ' optionally' is understood in this sutra also ; as fVrsfffaffcq-esrti

The forms given by Tjprand T^HLare the same, the difference is only

in the accent. (VI. 1. 193, S. 3676 and VI. 1. 163 S.. 3710).

3289, The affix 'ani' comes after a verb when* the particle

^aS' is in composition with it, and the sense implied is that

of cursing.

The anuvritti of the word ' optionally' does not extend to this aphor-

ism. The word ssrofrtu means to curse. This supersedes the affixes fw*

&c. Thus ^areircFir^ J^w W®^ ' may failure be to thee, sinner' !

*rc^*d^r^T's§. ' may he be disappointed'. So. also **3ftsrf*net *ra W^i »

Why do we say ' when meaning to curse' ?. Observe TsrfrfcTC*^ «rt^
' the non-making of his mat'.

Why do we say ' when w is in composition'? Observe 'gfarct **w
Tgwtq ' may death be to thee, O ! sinner*

!

3289A. The affixes" called < kritya' (III. 1. 95) and the

affix 'lyut', are diversely applicable a»d liave other senses

th !in those taught before.

The aniivribbi of the phrases 'when denoting action' and 'when the

relation of the word formed to its parent verb is not that of an agent',

which began with sutras III. 3. 18 and 19, does not extend to this

e&tra or further. By saying 'diversely' we mean that they occur in other

places than those where ordained by the rules. Thus the hritya affixes

are> ordained to come when ' act' or 'object' is to be expressed, but they

come also when the Isdraka is other than the objective. Thus 'RT'Sfcaf *8W\
1 powder for bathing' ; ^fffaft otto 'a Br&hmana' to whom a donation is to

be made'. In the first of these examples the ' powder' is the ' instrument'

expressible by the 3rd case, and in the second the l Br&hmana' is the

recipient expressible by the fourth case ; so that in both cases the affix is

applied without any express rule.

Similarly, i?ge is ordained to come in denoting instrument, location,

and a verbal noun (III. 3. 115 and 117). But it is applied in other senses

also. Thus roretarTt wmw ' halls for the eating of kings' ; inr3rT«Bfnr?rtfic

*twcfar ' dresses to be worn by the ' king'.
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By using the word ' diversely', even the hrit affixes are applied in

places other than those expressly ordained. Thus ^t^t^t^ f%^ =Tn?fttsrj j

ax% •^txsr^!=3»T%,^'^5 i For accent see VI. 2. 150.

^c<« i ?§r \ wi^i *tt% ^: u \\% w

3289B. The affix
e kta* is added to the root, when, action

is expressed, the word being in the neuter gender.

These are neuter abstract nouns : thus, f?wq; ' laugh' ; wfefa* ' speech';

vtifcs. ^'sleeping'. So also ntf, *ffcf &c.

3290. The affix ' lyut' is added to the root, when the

name of an action is expressed, in the neuter gender.

- Thus ^ff trrcrer ' the laughter of the student' ;

,

af\*nf ' beauty' ; ^
' speech' ; *nro' ' sleep' ; *w^ c

seat'. So also *f%*f a

The separation of this sfttra from the last, in which it might well

have been included, is for the sake of the subsequent aphorism, in which

the anuvrttti oilvut only runs, and nob that of '*w i

^^ I Vflfftr ^ *fa ^q§jfFUcf : Sjfkl^ \ \ I ^ \ \\§ \

%*r ^srsT^sr sag** ^k\x^%c^^% m^^'hqp?^ *%£ swig; I i^w fk%

facsrenngrsr srsrc^ i <??*: tn^r ^m^ I 'ss^tV ^f«f fss^ \ 5^* miw^i ^^ i %f -gm

3291. The affix 'lvut' is- added to a root, when the name
of an action is expressed in the neater gender; provided that

the verb basin construction with it, such a word in the

accusative case, as indicates the thing, from the contact with

which, there arises a pleasant sensation corporally to the

agent.

This sutra is thus translated by Bohtlingk :—" The affix *?fs comes in

connection with an object, when through the contact with that, the agent

of the action feels a lively pleasure". Though the affix lyut would have

presented itself by the last aphorism, under the circumstances mentioned

in this sutra, the framing of this sutra, is really for the purpose of teaching,

that the compound so formed is a fes or invariable compound i. e. a

compound which cannot be analysed into its component members :—for

every s^tr^r compouud is a fkzvi compound, (II. 2. 19). Thus vm TT^jpf
* the pleasure of drinking milk' ; srtartwfaR* §*sf 'the pleasure of eating rice'.

Why do we say ' when the word in construction is in the accusative

case' ? Observe sfro^rr *?*ntf s# ' rising from a bed of dawn is pleasant'.
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Here there is no compounding as the upapada "gf^^RT is in the ablative

case.

Why do we say ' from, the contact' ? Observe ^%^*^'=3?hrTO*f 5^ ' it is

pleasure to sit near by a fire-hearth'. Here there being no contact between
' fire' and ' body

5

, there is no compounding.

Why do we say ' to the agent)' ? Observe 3th ^rnrsf i*ef ' to the

teacher it is pleasure* when he is made to bathe'. Here the word *p5j is

not the agent, but the object of the verb ^Ttrqflr 1

Why do we say ' corporally' ? Observe h^st trR^ens'wf ?pr^ ' embracing

of the son is a pleasure'. Here the pleasure is a mere mental satisfaction

and not a physical one.

Why do we asy ' a pleasant sensation' ? Observe ttf&KT*f *nf# 5«r^
' it is painful to rub thorns'. In all the above counter-examples there is

no compounding ; see II, 2. 19 S. 782 and the connected sutras.

3292. vi is option ally the substitute of *** when the affix

3 (III. 3. 15 S. 3290.) follows.

This declares an option in the case of the affix ^1^, the word 3 in the

sutra refers to this affix ; as, Jresrqrj or stmni T^* ' driving stick or

whip'.

3293. The affix ' lyut' comes after a root, when the rela-

tion of the word to be formed to the verb is that of an instra*

ment or location.

Thus •spssfsrar^rt
t an axe' (lit. an instrument for cutting wood)

;

,

»rerT3raFT?r?n ' pal&sa-cutfcer' ; *ftafrFft ' a milk-pail' (a vessel into which milk

is milked) ; so laso wwT^ft 1 In other words, this affix expresses also the

idea of the instrumental case (a tool), and of the locative case (a repository).

The anuvritbi of the words instrument and location extends up to S. 3304

inclusive.

3294 The * preceded by short *w of the root ^ is changed

into qr, when the root follows the upasarga ^f^» and the word

does not 'mean a country.

Thus sre^ttft and woiwi 11
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Why do we say " when not meaning a country sr^i* ?" Observe w%-

The phrase vqjpfai "preceded by short *sr" of sutra VIII. 4,

22 S. 359 is to be read into this sutra also. Observe, ^r»a^fiar u

Why do we say " short *sr
? " See ssF«r<WTfa u The word antar is an

upasarga for the purposes of^ change, by the v&rtika under I. 4. 65 ; S. 766

therefore, it would have caused the w change by VIII. 4. 22. The present

sutra is made, to show that the change takes place only then, when it does

not mean a country.

^H » STO* ^ I C
[ g [ ^ [

3295. The * of wm is changed to t, when preceded by the

word *sr??r^, and the word does not denote a country.

Thus *wrcir*f vfera^u Why do we say "not denoting a country"?'

Observe qmrocft 3*r$ it This w change would have taken place by VIII*

4. 29, this special sutra is for ?x%*t purposes. The word *r«nr is formed by

^3re added to *s*r or tw n

3296. The affix ' gha' generally comes in the sense of an
instrument or location, after a root, when the word to he

formed is a name and is in the masculine gender.

The force of the word m%w ' generally' is to show that this rule is not

a universal rule. Thus ^pawr* ' the lip', srrfi? ' to cover' +^t (VI. 4. 96

5. 3297. See below) =sw$t lit. ' that by which the teeth are covered' ; so also

^3PC«ET ' a breast plate '; nzt i These denote instruments.

So also in denoting 'location'. Thus m+^R+^=^n3SKt 'a mine', so

named because men work (dlmrvanti) in it, ^srr^-srs 'house' that in which

men settle down.

Why do we say ' in the masculine gender' ? Observe jwrsrsr^ ' a

comb'; (lit. that by which men decorate). Here the affix is lyut.

Why do we say ' when the complete word so formed is merely an ap-

pellative ? Observe w*xwi ^tst: ' the beating stick'.

The indicatory "^ is merely qualifying for the application of sutra

VI. 4. 96
y
S. 3297 by which after the causative wsfk, when ^ is added, fhe

long 1

snr is shortened.

3297. The penultimate of the Churadi «$ is shortened
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before the affix ^ (HI. 3. H8), when not preceded by two
prepositions (or more).

As ^rccarsr*, Jrsa^fs, -^WKft u Bub ^rig^grr^t with two prepositions.

The same when preceded by more than two prepositions, as ^rg^Tfa-sgrn?* «r

The elision of for of ^tFt? &c, by VI. 4. 51 S. 2313 should nob be considered

as asiddha (VI. 4. 22 S. 2183) or sbhanivab (I. 1. 57 S. 50), otherwise there

would be no penultimate to be shortened.

3298. And the words ' gochara', ' samchara', 'vaha*
' vraja', 'vyajV, 'aparia' and 'nigama' are anomalous.

These words are irregularly formed by the affix T with the same force

•as in the last aphorism. This is an apavdda or exception to rule III. 3.

121, S„ 3300 by which after roots ending in consonants, the affix ^a* is

added. Thus *fY<ro ' pasturage', (lit. that in which the cows graze) ; ^hrct

' a, passage', (lit. through which they move) ; wf t ' a vehicle' (lib. by which

men are carried) ; srw* ' a cow-pen, (by which they go) ; *wt ' a fan* (by

which they move the air); the anomaly in this consists in nob replacing the

ssrw of S5rw ( fsr+^rw ) by the substitute sft as required by sutra II. 4. 56 S.

22^2 ; ^rrarw ' a market' (lib. that in which men come and traffic) ; ffT**

' the Veda', ' a market' (that into which bhey ente-i )

The force of the word t in this aphorism is to include other words also,

which have not been already mentioned. Thus *K«r:, T^vsm ' a touch-atone*

(lit. bhat on which they rub).

3299. The affix ' ghan comes after the roots ' tri' (to

•cross) and 'stri' (to spread), when the upasarga 'ava* is in

composition with them, and when the word so formed is an
appelative related to the verb either as an instrument or as a

location.

This supersedes *r. The sc is indicatory and causes the vriddhi of *t

VII 2. 115 S. 254) and is also for the sake of regulating the accent (VI.

1. 195, 197 S. 3678,3686). The indicatory ^ is useful in the subsequent

aphorism where ib changes the palatals into gutturals. Thus ssrami:* " the

descent" into the well &c. *srsre*rrcs
( a screen round a bent'.

How do we apply 'srarar*: also in phrases like sswanrt w^rct ' the descenij

of rivers', for here the word avatdra is nob an appellative ? This use is
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also allowed, becauss the anuvrifcbi of the word srr* is understood here

also; so that these words avatdra &c. may be employed in senses other

than appellative,

\\oo \ f^n^r i ^ \ %\ \R\ i

3300. And after a verb ending in a consonant, comes the

affix
f
ghafi', (when the word to be formed is masculine, and

related to the verb as an instrument or a location, and there-

by the palatal is changed into a guttural).

The whole of the phrase within brackets is to be read into this sutra

from III. 3. 118 S. 3296. This excludes u. Thus %«* {

a writing' (that

in which something is inscribed) ; f*T*
' the Veda' (that by which all is

known) ; $<**
f
dress' (that which is entered into) ; 3F*** ' obstruction

7

; *rr>?

*

* a way' (that on which they seek) ; WTTWt'Tt 'a plant ; (that by which

disease or the like is cleared away) ; xw ' Rama' (i. e. in which the

devout delight) ; fjpmn

3301. And the words 'adhyaya', e nyaya', 'udyava',

and 'samhara', are anomalous.

These words are formed by adding the affix *ra to the exclusion of ^
which would have come by III. 3. 1 1 3 S. 3296. All these words are derived

from roots which end in vowels. Thus ^fa+^+Tri* ^isnarnr* 'a chapter

or book' (lib. that in which they read); *ft—*mm ' logicjustice', (lit. ffnrf?^

•^T that by which men are U>1)
;
^-g—m^sxm ( mixture' (lib. ^ffsrfrtr w%^

that in which they blend)
; ^-f

—

£%i<i ' destruction' (lit. itf^fea ^%t by

which they are destroyed). Vart :—avah&ra, adhara and awaya should be

enumerabed, ^tt-^—sttoto 'support' (lit. in which anything is held) ; ssrT-fsr

—-sarwrej^^Tenrf^ ^fk*r% i So also ^spsnpxt I

3302. The word ' udanka' is anomalous, when the sense

of the root refers to subjects other than * water'.

The word is thus formed : s^+^'^+ srsj sa^g* ' a vessel'.

Would not the affix ^w have come by sutra III. 3. 121, S 3300 why
then this aphorism ? This is made a seperate aphorism in order to prohibit

the application of the affix, where the word to be formed means ' water',
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Thus t^^l* ' a leathern vessel for oil'. So also ^rfcgt i

Why do we say ' when not referring to * water ? Observe srwta^T:

'a bucket for drawing water' f^-f ^1+^31,).

3303. The word ' anaya* is irregularly formed when mean-
ing ' a net'.

The word is thus formed in the sense of instrument. <ssr+ ?ft-f-'en*»

mum ' a net (by which they are caught) ; as ?sfT5rnft w?^n«rt ' a net for

fish' ; ssrr*T*ft ^mmn ' a net for wild deer &c\ Why do we say ' not' ?

Observe *scwm »

'**!phf*^ShWWT *r*«TT»*' « ^T^J-^rTH^t--3rT^fTaKt-^T^fT^'5r5fi; « w% ^sfk^^^^Tt I

330J*. The affix 'gha' as well as 'ghan comes after the

verb ' khan' (to dig), (when the word to be formed is an appel-

lative related to the verb as instrument or location).

The affix "^sr^ has been read into the subra by force of the word ^ i

Thus ^ssrrerTTt or ssttijr* ' a spade, a hoe.' The indicatory "* serves no

purpose in the c-ise of khan, for bhe rule of gubturalisation (VII. 3. 52. S.

2863) has no applicability here. Tuerefore, since some scope must be given

to ' ^' wei nfer that ib applies to roots ofchert han isnc also. As <*r»r* i "tt^ i

(neut.)

Yart.—The affix v also comes in this sense after the verb *r?(. Thus

^rr^+^= ^rr^s 'a spade'. The indicatory w_ shows that the final

portion called f<r should be elided.

yart.—The affix src also comes in the same sense : as *scT*?rc:t a spade.

Vart.—So also the affix **r; as ^nsfTOt ' a spade'.

yart,—So too the affix ^fi*n« as ssrrerlwrai! ' a spade'.

3305. In the sense of 'hard and difficult' or 'light and

easy', the affix ' khal' is added to a verb, when ' tshad', and

'dur' and 'su' are combined with it as upapadas.

The anuvritbi of bhe phrase * when related as instrument or location'

ceases with this aphorism. The word frss means heavy, and 3^ has the

force of conveying thab sense. The word ^r$^ means ' light, easy'
;
and

the words t^ and 3 convey that sense. The affix comes with the force

48
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of bh&va. and karma (S. 2833). Thus i^g^'ft *n?crr gre* 'a mat is made
easily by you' ; so also ^^Kt ' made with- difficulty' ; :pra ' made with

ease'. Similarly -t^^rter* eating pleasantly' jg^fart and g«ft*n i

"Why do we say ' after f*s &c. ? See fr^m vsjqt %&'. ' the mat which

is made with difficulty'.

Why do we say ' when meaning ' hard or light' ? Observe ^wr
' a small work'.

Of the affix tans, the letter tf and ^are indicatory ; w causing

the insertion of a nasal (technically called %\ augment, VI. 3. 67 S. 29:42)

;

and ^regulates the accent (VI. L. 193S. 8676). The augment g^ will

be added in the subsequent efttra, the ^ thus has no work in this sutra.

Vart:—The wr substitution does not take place when the affix ism

(III. 3. 56, III. 1. 134.) and ** III. 3. 126) coma after f«r, th ifV and *jft7

m X ********* , 3 . V *» «

fwi » trow* i ww I

3306. The augment T* is added to ^w preceded by a

Preposition, before the affixes ^ (III. 3 126) and ^ra»

Thus t^^^'WJ, sirer**!, 3«in3**t, jc^tj, f*rar<jn=>T: II This is a Niyama
rule, and restricts the scope of VII. 1. 64 S. 2582. Before the vowel affixes

^3^ and Taw , the root ^nr gets the augment 3^ only then when it is preceded

by a Preposition, and not other vise, as fsr^RRs, t$v%I *dr$ 11

m

3307. The augment 3=3 is not added to ^ before w and
w when g or 5* alone (without another Preposition along

with them) precedes the root.

Thus &*m% 5^^, S*n*», l^r* » But gsr*i*m, gorevw n The word
%mm is used in the sutra because s^tff is in the Instrumental case and nob

in the Ablative. Had it been in the Ablative, there would have bten no
necessity of using the word $mw , for the rule would not have applied,

when a preposition intervened between these and the root. In. ssBrgsm^

the word ssrfsr is nob an Upasarga but a Karmapravachaniya ; when ^fc?

is used as an Upasarga, we have ^f?f!pj**rt 11 If the words $$*etH b8

construed as Ablative, then also the use of ift«rcr is for a purpose similar to

that as above.
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•^T^TT^j^'^n^r xr^T^ f^-arrgnreg; era
-

* itw » '* ^^^^T^^m^Tfrftr wr&%% **

3308. The affix ' thai' comes after 1 he: verbs c bh\i
f and

kri', when the upapadas in composition with them are ' agent'

or 'object' preceded by the words 'ishad' do. in combination

with them, meaning ' hard or light'.

Ishti :—-The rule of respective allocation does not apply* The agent

or the object stand inmediately near the root, the words ^N -

^ &c.are placed;

before them.

Thus $*TTre5 v(W ' being enriched easily' ; gTT^r *rsnj ' to be enriched

with difficulty' ; *qrsn
,

4Fd ^srsrefV toiht i Devadutta can be made rich by you

easily'.

Vart,—It should be stated that the agent and object in composition

should be, as if they ended in the affix f«w (V. 4. 50 S. 2117). Compare

III. 2. 56 and III. 2. 57. S. 2973,2974. Therefore we do not have it here :

^T%gr*r ^rt or ot&ct gi[**% t>

3309. The affix 'yuch' comes after roots ending in long

'a', (when ' isbad', ' dur' and * su' are combined as upapadas,

in the sense of easily or with, difficulty).

The word ^r% &c. are to be read into this sutra, not so the "words

•Qn^m^wtt &c. This supersedes the affix w&. Thus ^^trrsrs 'tjrr^T wra?
' the sora.i juice can be lighnly drunk by you'

;
sw^tt* 'difficult to be

drunk' ; gtw 'easy to be drunk' f<s^T$i *ft&raT ' the cow can be given

with ease by you'
;

g"sr? *t, §^pn &c.

Vart.—In the classical Sanskrit, the affix ' yuch' comes after the

verbs stto, 31*, f^YO and 11; as 3:irra*r* 'Duhs&sana' s^frmr*

' Duryodhana'
; 5^**, I^w:.. £^*qr* i

3310. After a ^ iii imI »n a Pada, the ^ is not changed
to ^ 11

Thus f^nsr^ssirrirs: ' the visarga is changed to «r here by Till. 3. 41.

S. 155 and VIII. 4. 29 S, 2835 is debarred. ^f^wriTH (is a genitive com*
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pound contra II. 2. 14 S. 708). So also s^t^ JI. 1. 32 S. 694), The

1 is-in •these two by VIII. 3. 45 S. 159, and VIII. 4. 10 S. 1054 debarred.

Why do we say "*rrq; after a ^ ?" Observe f*m?tt w

"Why do we say ^T^m^ ' final in a Pada' ? Observe *gwifa, ^^Brrfk u

(The word vzvk is equivalent to ^ s^t or a Locative Tatpurusha ; and

does not mean final of a Pada. Therefore the rule does not apply here.

g^^lw (ins. sg.) sa *»!*$<« u Here the m is added by V. 4. 154. S. 891

*farc *f^Ns*=gs?^qs (a Bahuvrihi). The * is by VIII. 3. 39. S. 153

Before the affix *r, the word g^ffo is a Pada (I. 4. 17 S. 230), and thus %

(«?J is final of a Pada : but it is final of a preceding member followed by

another Pada. The rule, in fact, applies to compounds, the \ being final

in the first term.

3311. The affix ' nini' is added to the root in denoting

agent, showing that there is some necessity or indebtedness

or obligation on the part of the agent in connection with the

action denoted by the verb.

Thus sswsrtf miS ' must be done*. The compounding here takes place

by II. 1. 72. S. 754 So also Wcf ^Hft c ought bo be given a hundred'.

^srTK*xnww^^rHfccite i snrsraf fft:* t^szr* i *rcf ^^ i

3312. The affixes called ' kritya' also come after a root

when the sense to be indicated is that of ' necessity or obliga-

tion*.

Thus ssrsratf *fb %srt ' Hari must be served necessarily'. *mm ig-g wzni
unrt wx&rt, qroftat, jmr* or f c*r* ' you ought to make tha mat' ; *mm *nr

TPsraaf, Sfrf , &c, ' you ought to pay a hundred*.

*rTaft* fk*^ **rr?Tfsrf«r wr*m( I 'ftjpr- (3if$) *fe^ \ *mm$ %t

i

3313. The affixes ' ktich' and • kta' are employed after

a!root, when benediction is intended, provided that the whole

word so formed, is an appellative.

The affixes therefore, give the sense of the agent, with the addition

that the action is simply the object of a prayer of some one who wishes

that that may be the action of that agent, the sense being simply appella-

tive. Thus crf'Ws = HiHTg 'a weaver' (lit. may he weave)'; -m^t or <sf<r$

= *3<rra (VI. 4. 45) ' wealth or gift' ; *[fcr:=*ra<rrq: ' success' ; *rf**r:=s*r3crT?[

' respect'. These are axamples of words formed by the affix f«% i Of

words formed by« in this sense, we have $?***= $qr qtf %lrg* ' Devadatta

(lit. may the Gods give him). Though the affix tR has already once
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1

been generally ordained, its repetition here is to prevent its being

superseded by fi-H1* T The ^ of fV^ is qualifying only, distinguishing it

from f%^ &o. and is useful in sudra VI. 4. 39 bjlovy The affixes do not

take^ augment (See S. 3163).

3314. Before the affix ?W^ , the above roots neither drop

their nasal nor lengthen their root-vowel

The above roots i. e. anudattopadesa, ending in a nasal, and snr and
snrrfiar, do not lose their nasal before fw*. Thus Trf^rj, sifef*, q?*§t it The
lengthening would have taken place by VI. 4 15, S. 2666 wnen the nasal

was not elided : that also is prohibited.

3315. The long ^t is optionally substituted for the final

of ^ belore the affix fare
; and there is also elision optionally

of the Nasal.

. Thus we have three forms wiftxt
. *jfWFi and ^arfft u So also ^n^t I

3316. According to the opinion of the Eastern Gramma-
rians, the affix ' ktva' comes after a verb, when there are in

combination with it, the words 'alam' and 'khalu, expressing

the sense of prohibition.

The anuvritti of the words ' in "the Vedas &c' does not extend further.

Thusw ^neanr * do not make' ; fyg "fitm * do not drink', vr changed to

tfY by S. 2462, ssrsf wr% ^f^arT do not weep, O girl ? So also ssref *rwt

(S. 3077) by which tt changed to Tf I

Why do we say ' when there are vsntf and ir$' ? Witness *rraRT*f* ' do

not make'. Why do we say * when expressing prohibition' ? Observe

sst'sngm ' decoration'.

The phrase ' in the opinion of the Eastern Grammarians' shows that it

is an optional rule. Therefore we have W vfrq3*f ' do not weep'. Or if

rule III 1. 94 be applied, then the use of the word vroi is for the sake of

merely showing respect (pujarfcha' ; the rule could have well stood without

it. There is no upapada compounding because of the restriction ofS. 783.
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wrrfhn^^ TT^t ifcgT ^*rr<3[ i «rg£qrr3TB?fcipi i

3317. According to the opinion of the Northern Gramma-
rians, the affix ' ktva' is added to the root

i men (to exchange),

when the sense is that of interchange, Cthough the action

denoted by the former word is not prior to the action denoted

by thejatter word).

3318. * may optionally be substituted for the ^t of *n, (*raf*>

before u*n.

»

Thus •ssreftr?^ sa^rr

w

Thus 'sprf*?*! ^r*$ ' having offered an exchange, he asks' ssnr+$+

«5wr«^nT+^T+^T^«flwr+f^+3^+^ (VI. 1. 45 and 71) =s*re+fwr

(VII. 4. 40). This is an optional rule, as the phrase ' according to the

northern' indicates. So we have in the alternative, sTrfacsru*w?ar§ ' having

asked he exchanges' ; and this is the more general use of ktvd ; namely, it

comes after that verb which is concerened about a time anterior to that of

the other; see III. 4. 21 S. 3320. The sutra III. 4. 19. S. 3317 is an
exception to III. 4. 21.

The root *hf has been exhibited in the sutra S. 3317 as *cti^, with the

vowel -33T instead of u. This indicates the existence of the following

Paribhasbl :—

" A roofc, which, when destitute of anuban'dhas, ends in either *, isft

or % must not be considered to have ceased to end in either ^, «tft, or f
when an anubandha has been attached to it." By this Paribhasha ^
must be regarded as ending in ^, and as therefore *t may be substituted

for the vowel $ (VI. 1. 45), even while * remains, ^does assume the form
Trc and is consequently, by the prohibition *rcrr* in sutra I. 1. 20 S. 2373,
forbidden to be termed :g i

TftH WF&TWZW VtKSK %l*t *T^ ^T^TJ Wi&T ^TT^ I WTO* H^F ^?T{ | t^^T^T-

3319. The affix ' ktva' is added to a root, to denote what
is situate on that (para) side or on this (avara) side of some-
thing.

The situation on the ^ < the other' side and aw ' this' side, is called
^wwtat I Thus wtm *^ trfw f^rcr* < the mountain is situate without
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having reached the river i. e. on this side of the river, the river being on

the other side. Here the word ^sN is qualified by the word *nft which is

the point from which the situation is taken ; and which in this case, is on

the other side of the mountain. Similarly sri%afrp*r 3 tnjtf «nft ff^T ' the

riwr is situate on the other side of the mountain'. Here the relation

between the ' mountain' and the ' river' is of <5snapc and ^ 1

w?w% \ ^t?^t vp&m *frcsn ^rarfH \ 'wgTsrrtr-' (583«) ^3*Tf^%r<Ts i fnxtf *r??n

3320. When two actions have the same agent, the affix

'ktva' comes after that verb which takes place in a time

anterior to that of the other (* e. the Absolutive in 'tva'

refers to that action which precedes in time).

Thus ?pff chh * srfar ' having eaten he goes' ; t^t *srfa ' having drunk,

he goes'.

The rule is not confined to the case of two verbs : thus, ^m<9r tffaqr

SpaRcsrr, "Sc^nr wsfik ' having bathed, drunk, eaten and given, he goes'.

Similarly from *n* \ faw^cWT WTf*r * He praises Vishnu, bowing down'.

The nasal is elided by. S. 2428. In the case of *«r^ &c, there is always
the absence of the 1* augment, because of the prohibition of S. 2381 by
anticipation. As <G^*arT, ^t and *?*& I

Why do we say ' having the same agent' ? When the agents are

differenc, the gerund cannot be used, but the Locative Absolute construc-

tion will have to be used to express the same sense. Thus $rtrdfa 3"r^%
Tsssfs ^rTtr* the Brahmaria having been fed, Devadatta goes'.

Why do we say : which denotes prior action' ? For, if the actions are

co-eval, the gerund ial construction will not be employed. Thus snsrfa ^
w^^fcr m ' he goes and chatters'.

3321. *^T and ^^ retain their nasal hefore the affix ktva*

Thus ^"cjtt, and *qrf*T?*T or *w*em, the ¥Z being added vhen ^^ is

considered as having an indicatory ^ in the dh&tnpatha. When ^r is

added, ktva is no longer fVg[ by vritue of I. 2. 18, S. 3322 and elision would
not take place, for no rule of elision would apply in that case.

%5 tc^rr rVw ^tt^ \ *tfk?w t
'%<£' f^ > f*wr t
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3322. The affix Mv* when it lakes the augment ** (a. e.

when it is set) is not kit, 3

Thus *rF*n?*T i So also ^F***t, $f?r?*n, ^ftlcsn, from f^, ff^ and

•j*q (to sweat" ' to shine', ' to J>e', Why do we say %s ? Observe fic*T, no guna.

**** te *c*t f<uq; i ffsctarT i 'f^Rsr* *wt-' (508<f) *f?r **.! %f*re*T-%^*rT i

^jwt I «Ftoit i **?ff«i*-' (s$o<?) *f«r fan*Rt i ^f^c*rc i fifawT i sf*iw i

3323. The %* Mv& is however, /bY after mrid ' to be graci^

ous\ mrid ' to squeeze', gudh 1 to warp up', kush 'to tear',

kits * to suffer', vad ' to speak' and vas ' to dwell'.

All the seven verbs mentioned in this sutra are %^ verbs, and take an

intermediate \. The ^j?^T before these verbs would not have been hit

by virtue of the last su tra ; therefore arose the necessity of this sutra,

to provide in anticipation an exception to that sutra, in favor of these

verbs, where the affix Jctvd is necessarily hit. Thus tfewr ' being

gracious' 'S^r^T 'having squeezed' gfV^T * having wrapped' $fanwr * having

torn', fpforw 'having suffered' or f^n by S. 3049, grftfcerr * having

spoken' ^fawn ' having dwelt'. The «r v of w% and *r* is changed into <ar by

the rule of Sampras&rana (VI. 1. 15 S. 2409). It is f«3 after *% fs% §«r,

irf by S. 2609. As ^ftferr, faftfcST, sfrrearT and ^c^t (vocalisation by S.

2412, and lengthening by S. 2562).

Moreover in the case of the verbs *r«r, $* and %n^, S. 2617 would

have made htva, optionally hit ; the present sutra makes it necessarily so.

3324. The set ktv& is optionally kit after the verbs

having a penultimate ^ and ending in * and **•

The result of being kit is that the nasal is dropped. In other words the

dropping of the nasal is optional in such verbs. Tims from ii\ we have

ufsjcarr or irfVwcsrT « having twisted/ gfaxgrr or g'fVc<rr
{ having tied round*

sgrferegT or ^f*«TcwT.

The word " Nishtha" does not govern this sutra, and comes to an end
with the last Ashb&dhy&yi sutra.

This rule does not apply to verba that have not a penultimate % though

they may end in ^ or <w. As ^ftreanr and tftraiT ' having reviled' ^f^anr
' having tied'. Here by S. 3322 the csnr tvd being not-kit, the vowels of

the root fr^, and 3^have been gunated.

A verb may have a penultimate % but if it has not final n or vs, the

rule does not apply. As w\-r-*?3T+*rf*carT ' having dropped' "s^f^can

' having killed'. Had it beeniiii, the nasal would have been dropped.
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3325, The set &£y$ is optionally kit after the verbs vcmeh,

'to cheat', ^»cii 'to pluck' and rit 'to dare or abhor,'

After the above three verbs, the Ictvd affix being ait may or may not

be /a£. As srf^canr or sffacarr ' having cheated'. So also fj^rarr or

g'faw ' having pluoked' spctcscT or ^arfshwr ' having dared'.

When the verb sjg; rit takes the affix fw it is not governed by this

sutra. See sutra III. 1. 29.

When the htvd is not s4t but anit, then there is no option allowed.

As w^+^T—^r^rr.

3326. The set Mo% is optionally kit, according to the

opinion of the Bishi Kasyapa, after the verbs trish ' to be

thirsty,' mrish ' to sprinkle,' and kris' to become lean.

As gfsrcWT or *f«N*T 'having thirsted/ ^fror or iffif^n ' having sprin-

kled/ ^Rf^Tcsnr or 'br5|twt ' having become lean/ "By sutra 3322 the edp

htvd is never kit, This sutra adds another exception to that general rule.

The special mention of K&syapa is for the sake of showing respect.

The *r is already understood in this sutra by Anuvritti from sutra 3324.

3326A, A root, ending in a letter of ^pratyahara (every

consonant except *r and *), and beginning with a consonant,

and having a penultimate * or * optionally guaates its xowd
before the %e ktva and san.

Thus%fcicm or ^f?rc^T i r%fe<r*T or %fa**T I Why 'ending in a conso-

nant other than n or *' ? Observe %f*cc*rr where rk\ ends in *r t

Why ' having ^-or <ar as penultimate' ? Observe qfwsarT from Bra where

the penultimate is 'sf t

Why ' beginning with a consonant' ? Observe nftreisrT from x\ I

Why do we say ' %^ ktv&' ? Observe &%?m I

«^ < ^j ^rf^ ^%; \ 3 » * i ^ »

49
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3326B. The affixes ktva and the Nishtha always get the

augment ** after the roots va$ and kskudh.

Thus ^c^t i if^cwr or %TfacWT i

3^§ I T I OT%: ^3??^?^ \ 3 I ^ \ ^ \

33260. The ktva and the JSTisktha affixes get Rafter the

root anchu ' to honor*.

Thus ^f^cWTj But when anch means to go there is the optional form

isracsrT also.

3326D. The ktva and the Nishtha take *t after ^luhh

when not meaning to he greedy.

Thus ^rearr or %rfkr*iT \ But g*e«rr ' being greedy'.

3327. The affix ktva takes the augment tr* , after *r and

As ^fem or ssncterr, and ^f^c^T it sr was prohibited by VII. 2 11,

S. 2381 and w^ would have been optionally %ir, as it has an indicatory

long *R, by VII. 2, 44. S. 2279 Hence this rule. The special mention o

ktv&
}
stops the anuvribti of kta and ktavatu.

3^5 { ^rf^r efT I Q I ^ i <$ I

gnn?<?$ ww ^wm mm » wfoc^rT «
{

^f*rcf^8tresr ^f^-.' (*$$$) ^fct tH?: i

3328. The** is optionally the augment" of ktva, after a

root which has an indicatory I shorty u

As srf—sri^T or srr^T the lengthening is byijVI 4. 15 S. 2666 w%—
crBreafT or cit*ccit; isrg— ^f* cafT or Tf*c*it it So also £cwt or ^ppst i

3^<* I %my& 1?Rsr i $ i a » ^ i

aff^TcWT \ '-gw%' (50 no)W te 1 ^ferr-scsiT 1

3329. The penultimate of $w^ is optionally lengthened,

hefore the affix ktva when it is jhaladi, that is, without the

augment ^ 11

Thus sr*wr or rnvfrni; but asfacsfT only, with ** augment. The
word ^T* is understood here from VI. 4. 15. S. 2666. But when we^x is

replaced by w* , the rule does not apply : as ws&ai, vvrsntq 11 This is on the

maxim ^cT^T^rfr fipft^ ^f^^^^ *nn*% ' a bahiranga substitution of t?^
supersedes even antaranga rule."
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3329A. The ktva and the ftisktha optionally take**

after g j

Thus qfercm (I 2. 22. S, 3051 causes guna), or a?arT I

«rn><rT*f ^Htay w%t^t err ^^fecgr^ i ^^gT-^^fcgrr i K^cgrT-^'f^T i '<Frfcsr-

t^T}-' Owls)^ 3^t » *w^ ^fr
1

**' ' ^'n-'TW' »

''csnf^sri' Ohi^O **flna£*$

»

Tf^rcsrr i
'* ^wr^nfefsr Bfnssps; *'

\ %^ » ^fs^rc'arr t ^f^rr^r i ^r% t im&n-'

SSr^feSlT I 'OTTO*-' (55^08) *WTW^ I 1?TTc^T-^f*regtT i '^prfa^fa-' (?o©8) ^^V5?^

»

f^c^T I fe^T I f*TcSrr I f^STcWT I

£^^$ff*' (^0€>f ) I Ffe«TT I

3330. The nasal may be optionally elided before ktva in

a root ending in w and in snj »

Thug wwn or ^tt 3
w^s^rr or uraranr, t^t or wijprr u See VII. 1. 60

S. 2517 for the augment 3^ in to 11 When *h comes, we have *rf*resT n It

takes ^« by S. 2515.

Vart—The elision of stakes place before the jhal&di kbva and not

when it takes the augment *« \ Therefore nob in wsg, which forms its

gerund as *rfro*T 1 The root being 3jf*3, the 13 is optional. Therefore

bat-ro the jhaladi ktva, the forms are wpst, or <sg&ytT 1 The final of v*

^ &c. are replaced by ^T before ktv& (S. 2504). Thus m&n or jsfoven \

The roote TCTfa.^fk get * by S. 8071- Thus f***T, ftrwr 1 Btc^t i f^^^rr t,

The f% replaces *?T before ktva (S. 3076). As fen «

3331. f* is substituted for *t (**m) before *wr u

AsfirwTXiwrf «nr ts*. fiw w^nt * The rule does not apply to ^T

fsrfVl it There we have TTcsrr nzt 11

' The ^ is replaced by wz before tea, Ar- ^n*rr u See S. 3080.

vrvmt&irftw&tft ^c^t **r*-i3*r* ^t^ i $\ 1 w^pr i 'spot* fo^ « ^^ »

3332. In a compound, the first member of which is an

Indeclinable but. not ^;w is substituted for w?*t i

Thus JTfw, xr«3W 11 TheVa is added by III. 4. 21, the compounding

is by If. 2. IS, and 3* by VI. 1. 7 1. W«* 3*. Tiio bva is added by III.

4,. 61. and compounding is by II. 2. 22. wrniaw; fjpnsw. The ^a is added

by III. 4, 62. Why do \w say c in a compound' ? Observe ^cctt ^fc^nr.

Here'the counter example is %&n, which is preceded by an Indeclinable

%*w
t
but as ib is nob compounded, there is no a-ubstibufcion. Why do wa
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say * nob preceded by *r*' ? Observe ^fe^n, ^fzm \ By explaining anaS as

a paryud&sa prohibition, we get ^^Wf cstt, 3WT$s»nr u Bub if ift were a

prasajya prafcishedha then the forms would be *r«:*cf**?. The word snra

means other than ts^, and words of the same class as *r* , i. e.

Indeclinables : and does not mean words which are not Indeclinables. The

compounds like w?9TOT*ltt contained in the class of T^ra^aR &c. (II. 1.

72), do nob take w* anomalously. Or the word *ptt% is in the Locative

with the force of specification : and means those compounds which are

specifically formed with ktva and not any compound in general.

Now by 1. 1. 72, ktva would denote a form ending with ktva ; and.

would include the case of a compound ending in ktva. But the general

rule is modified by the maxim nnnirtf WT**firfipr «r**anp-*w wm
"an affix denotes, whenever it is employed in grammar, a word-form which

begins with that to which that affix has been added and ends with the

affix itself." Bub the affix ktva is never ordained after a compound. There-

fore, the case of compounds ending in ktva, would nob be covered by the

mere employment of ktva. Then comes the maxim ff ire% »rf<s wns?

gfenfa unf 'a krit affix denotes whenever it is employed in grammar, a

•word-form which begins with that to which that krit affix has been added

and which ends with the krit affix, bub moreover should a gati, or a noun

such as denotes a case-relation have been prefixed to that word-form, then

the krit affix must denote the same word-form together wibh the gati or the

noun which may have been prefixed to it." By this a compound also

• may end in ktva. This maxim will cover cases like wfGW, mws $£* but

not «*^t ^js* &o. because **%* is neither a gati nor a karaka. Hence the

employment of the word wr% in the sutra, and also of the word spragp?,

for isr is neither a Gati nor a Karaka.

'*****-' (^5hc) *fa U% •

3333. The substitution, of a single ades'a is to be con-

sidered as to have not taken effect, when otherwise * would

have to be changed to v, or when the augment ^ (gp£) is to

be added.

The word Tsfeg means not-accomplished i. e. the operation caused by

its having taken effect is not produced. The word asiddha always debars

operations dependent upon the ades'a, and gives scope tolthe operations

dependent upon the general rule (stfagtrrori^ren5irof^**Tg^rawTOT*r

^ « )

Thus itofa^ here ^ is not changed to tr n The equation is

thus exhibited ^v^^^^'V^^wc (the * changed to * by VIII.
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2. 66)=*ra+ssrf¥^03 being substituted for * by VI ]. 113)«^T-f^n*g;
Cw-Har«*ftVI. 1. 87)=$wf^ (^-1-^=,^ VI. 1. 109). Now applies

our sutra. By VIII. 3. 59, * coming after ^ required to be changed
into *r, but here the single-substitute ssrt is considered to be non-effective

for this purpose. Similarly scta«eqr, ^ww, ^ta^k ^^% u

Similary in wfim there is the addition of ^ by VI. 1. 71 S. 2858
though actually preceded by a long vowel. That vowel had resulted

from the ek&deSa oft for *-i-f, and this ekadesa is considered as if non-

effective for the purposes of 5^ augment. Similarly in w-» -^-i-g^-i-sr—

war. Here also (srM-*=si) is considered asiddha. The f^ is added by

S. 2858.

uttt^t 1 scare* 1 fro* i '^t *rf™r«- (^oc;o) 1 'x ^a^T^rr ftnfrntfvqft

form 1 n^nr t nw*K \ awrar i xwR«t t Tsmprji \ tf^firssr i

333-1 , The nasal of the roots mentioned in VI. 4. 37 S.

2428 (*. e. anudatta ending in a nasal, and^t% and <^fTfr) is

optionally elided before the affix wr«
This is a vyavasthita-vibhasha. The option applies to roots ending

in ^. In the case of roots ending in other nasals, the elision is compul-

sory. Thus stow or jpi*«t, sncw or sar^tr, mam or win% ^T*re*, *sn»n«r but no

option in srTSsar, jhwc, tv&&, fe^ n

By S. 3080, ^| is replaced by *** before ^?T"q i From this we infer

the existence of the maxim ' a bahiranga substitution of lyap supersedes,

even the antaranga rules'. Because if this maxim did not exist, the

substitution of jagdh for 'are? before lyap would follow already from the

word ftrfa in S. 3080.

In the case of wvnrcr and Jre«ror this maxim applies :—^<tt|fT^rf* f^hj;

sif^f* w^wrvr^ "a Bahiranga substitution of wr supersedes even antar-

anga rule". "What are these antaranga rules superseded by the substitute

wt\l (1) ffcwf—the substitution of f? for ^t (VII. 4. 42). Thns firrar

but srerrq and not nf^cgrr i» (2) <r^~--the substitution of T§ for Tt (VII.

4, 46)--as ^e*rT, but jt^t?i and not nr^srr ti (3) ^T?^f as required by VI. 4.

42 : as wrc^T, srerc* and xr^*T u (4) ^s#—as fwerT but w&tv* II (5 ) 4M by

VI. 4. 66, as ^Yc^t but jptt* w (6) ^H?w by VI. 4. 15, as Wcsrr but mrorn

(7)^ by VI. 4. 19, as ra^T but ^i^c^« (8) *ra—as ^tot n (9) *s

(VII.*2. §6)—^f^c^T but *f^« II
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^wf*r "^ iginwr^ta^f «t i ^? i worn \ mrc*r i snror i n^rro i sn?nr i rr^grw i

'^mf^^T^-' (*U°^) ^wtT'Wf^ > w^^ » fa*mr i strmr i *fwm*T *fcrct»' (§m.°<J) i

froro-fcrefar j f%%T«rt i ^^m? « few? i

3335. The t substitution for *t under YI. 4. 66, S. 2462

does not apply when the absolute affix to* follows 1 *n, ^t,

*n, ^t/^t and *t ii

Thus j*ttw, w^ra, imT^r, jtcwt, Jr*nra, htr, irTra and wwnr u The affix

w^as the substitute of w?^, is a f?sg; affix by I, 1, 56. The wx replaces the

•vowels of f*RT and ^rrfk by S. 2508. Thus rtmtt, finmi and s^nrni I In

the case of 0\ there is option by S. 2508. As fwra or fe^n? » The fef

is elided b 'fore lyap. As s<rrr?j, fgrarnf i

tort^t i

#336. *w is substituted for the * of fer, before the Absolu-

tize affix **% when the Towel preceding the * is light,

Thus Trcnm *T<n, i^wstt wxt, ntB?<?nr, ferwai u Why do we say preced-

ed by the short %' ? Observe sfTTCT n^t the vowel preceding the ff is long.

Hero VI 4 51 applies. The shortening, the elision of n and the elision of

ssr should not be considered as asiddha, as their place of operation is not

the same. Thus *r^+ fa\=*nf*r; this stt is shortened by VI. 4 92, and

we have trfe ii This shortening is nob to be considered as asiddha, for if

asiddha, th-re baing no laghu purva, the present rule would not apply.

Similarly tfw is the Intensive root, its ^ is elided by VI 4. 49, this

elision is not considered as asi.idha, if it were asiddha, the ^ of fir wool 1

not be laghu. Similarly the elision of vs in *iw which is a root which

ends in ^r, (see Dhatupatha Churadi 309), is not considered as asiddha for

similar reasons.

3337. *r^ *s optionally substituted for the * of fer before

the affix ~'*%, after the verb scr*ii

Thus srr^m or m«r vm u This however does not apply to the *nr* sub'

stitute for *r , as ^^t^ *r<rt (VI. 1. 43. VlL 3. 86). The maxim of Pra-

tipadokta applies here.

fer%T *?*rfe ^rl« ^^ng; \ jnfta \
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3338. A long is substituted for tl:e * of ^ before *t*j_ n

As insfter, sspsreffa n

3339. The semivowel of ^ is not vocalised when the Parti-

cipial affix ^n follows.

Thus sraTsr, WWW «

sjwrsf (

33>Q. The semivowel of ^t 'to grow old' is nob vocalised

when the affix ^^ follows.

Thus s^^rm, g^wn? \\

33-tl. The semivowel of **n 0%) ' to cover' is not vocalised

when the affix ^^ follows.

As 3T3*rr*r, ^q^TT^ n Tho separation of this subra from the last is for

the sake of the subsequent subra, in which the anuvruti of *$• runs.

3342* The vocalisation may optionally take place when
•b^ preceded by *ft takes the affix wtji

Thus ^rbfte %?*% or ^fbsTri n The augment $p5 presented by VI. 1.

71 is debarred by VI. 4. 2. S. 2559 which causes the lengthening of the

vowel: since YI 4. 2 is subsequent to VI. 1. 71.

Vart,—The phrase %m^ •stttto ^wf^fir ^pTiftegr vsrftc ' he sleeps,

with his mouth open, and laughs with his eyes closed', is vaild, though

the affix ^rcsnr is nob added to the verb denoting prior acbion. For he

sleeps first, and then while so sleeping, he gapes : similarly he laughs firsb

and then closes the eyes. So no kfcva can be properly added under these

conditions to verbs denoting subsequent 'action. There being no kfcv&,

a fortiori there can be no lyap also. The vartika makes an exception.

Though the 'sleeping' and ' laughing' preceded the action of ' gaping' and

'closing of eyes', yet as they subsist even after * gaping' and closing of

eyes', they may be said in so far to be subsequent to these.
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3343. The affixes ' namul' and ' ktva ' come after a root,

when re-iteration is to be expressed.

The phrases l when the agent of both the verbs is the same' and ' after

the verb whoso action occurs first in time' are to be read into this siitra to

complete the sense. The force of 'er is to introduce the affix ^m into this

sutra. The affixes ktvd and namul express
c

re- iteration' thon only when

the verb is doubled, and not singly. See rule VIII. 1. 4. S 2 HO. Thus

*e<rK* ^"n; «nrfar fsraV Constantly remembering he bows to Shiva." So

also we may have <s<g?anr *£?gT srwfa faie^ conveying the same sense.

Similarly Tro^nf or "wffaf *rHt or mii >sn*f &c.

By VI; 4. 93 S. 2762 there is optional lengthening of the penultimate

vowel before namul. as wrt Wi4 or iw fi I This is of course confined to

the causative faq roots.

In the case of the root labh, there is optionally the augment 3^ in-

serted, as '3**n* qs**^ or <sn*f ^tw^ by VII. 1. 69 S. 2765. But we have

already explained in that sfttra that the option taught therein is a re-

stricted one (vyavasthita vibhasfi.) and the 1^ is compulsory and not

optional after pra &c. Thus msr**^ ina**^ only one form. In the case

of yjagri there is guna by VII. 3. 85 S. 2480 as 3rT*r^ wTirq; The same

is the case when the root takes the causative ni also.

'q^rs^ ^t^ ^|?rt% w^uns w*n *nsr g%fcr^ fm§ aspwnw: ^rcmw^^ 1 rc^ri

2344. The affixes ' ktva' and ' namul' are not added to a

root, when the word 'yad' is used, in a simple sentence, which

does not depend upon another to complete the sense.

The word ^rr^RTOT means 'inter-dependence' or the inability of a word,

phrase or sentence, to indicate the intended sense in the absence of

another word, phrase, or sentence. In other words, when there are two

actions one prior and another subsequent, and they complete the sense of

the sentence, without bstanding in need of any other verb; in such a case,

Mvd and namul are not used, when the word yad is in composition. This

sutra prohibits the affix ktvd also, though the afBx namul is in immediate

context. Thus u** spra? <ret wfa, ^n^t <tm ^ having eaten, he

cooks j having read, he sleeps',
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But when there is inter-dependence or s&iwsrr, we have q^fsf igsrjciari

Br^fa1

,
softer w$ af?r* ^r^; I Professor Bothiingk translates it thus :

'• In con-

nection with *(% the above-mentioned Absolutives will not be applied,

unless the two verbs required one more as complement."

3345. The affixes 'ktva' and 'nanm!' come optionally

after that verb which denotes the prior action, when both

verbs have the same agent, provided that the following words

are in composition :
—

'agre', ' prathama' and ' piirva'.

This is an Apr&pta-vibhdshd. The word ' re-iteration' is not under-

stood here. Thus mix, *?ter wxra ' having first eaten he goes'. In the same

sense we may use also ^srir l^ffc^T •arwfaf \ Similarly J?*m iftw arwfs or vnn

CTpvr ipfk \ Similarly a* «fc* «fWf«r or a$ <Hp«rr wwfir 1

By using the word ' optionally' it is indicated, that the regular Tenses,

such as the Present &c, may be employed also. Thus srir *pH&?rcrt vrmfe

1 he eats first and then goes'. The rule is compulsory when re-iteration

(S. 3343) is denoted, for then that rule, though prior, will debar this subse-

quent rule. As^ ^sf *?Nf srwfc* or g^wr -^wem t

3346- The affix ' khamun' is added to the verb ' kri* (to

utter), when a word in the accusative case is in construction

with it, if the sense intended implies fi

abuse'.

Of the affix ^s^r , the efficient portion is tsc%; the indicatory *sr intro-

duces the augment %\ (VI. 3. $7 B, 29 4*2). Thus ^^ «TTOnfftafft * he reviles

him as thief, i. e. calls out in abuse ' thou arc a thief., thou art a robber,

&c.' The person is not really made a thief, but making him a thief is to

express one's indignation. The verb $ here means * to utter'.

img% w^t *&&r(%wK£w&t y$*ttt% » i^^^^r ^rpsnM1

BrTrewt i *tcwt$

^tts fern ?jw*« ^ftt^T^ gs?ii i ^whsr^ t ^aransT*^ 1 w^zroraroft

50
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8847. (Warn, the actions, signified by the verbs 'kri' and

another, have the same agent), the affix ' namul' is added to

the verb ' kri' (which is concerned about a time anterior to

that of the other), provided that a word signifying ' sweet'

is in composition.

The words within brackets are to be read into the sutra by anuvritti

from III. 4. 21 S. 3320. Thus mggix: or '^ssn: 3f* ' he eats, having

made his food sweet or seasoned. So also ^f^k • The words 4tj^ and

*wf are synonyms of ^rru

«

In the sutra, the word ssrr^ is used ending with a % It is an anomalous

form, and indicates that a ^ must be added to the upapadas in these cases;

the object served by this form being that rub* IV. 1. 44 S. 502, by which

feminine of words like *ms ending in <J is formed by long % does not apply

here. Thus wrgH $sn *rar«n* g»^=^nsfre w*n? g^ i Here though

?p*to is feminine, the attribute is still, ^nt and nob isrgf \

By applying III. l.|94 S. 2830 we have the affixW in the alternative.

Thus **n£ fc^T spraT j All these affixes form abstract nouns («w) as they

have the sense of the affix $m. (IE. 4. 16 S. 3443). In connection with

wgw , the Instrumental case can not, however, be used, i. e. we cannot use

the Passive construction ; e. g. ^i^m? w^r* wot ^T^ will be wrong.

dm » ftrcte*ERiT ys&n $fir \

3348. When the words 'anyatha' (otherwise), '.evam'

(so), 'katham' (how) and 'ittham' (thus) are compounded with

the verb, then 'namul' comes after 'kri' (to make), if it be

such that its omission would be unobjectionable.

When is the non-employment of $* valid ? When the same sentence
_

will remain correct by omitting $, i. e. when without employing it, the

same idea will be expressed. Thus srwwwrnf, wfart, qpiWK" or *5*fan*

gvS ' h- cats otherwise, he eats so, how does he eat, or he eats thus'. In

f •.;!•; the sentence *a«wraTC g*£& is equivalent to ssfiwt ifj§ J

Why Jc we say ' if the non-employment would be valid ? Witness

•sspopcr $ c?y? fsret 1T;^ ' he eats, having turned his head aside'. Here $ra

con id uob be spared.

334*9. The affix 'nanud' is added to the root * kri' (to

make),when the words 'yatha' and ' tatha' are compounded with
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it, and the sentence denotes an angry reply (if tUe omission

of £
krin' is unobjectionable).

When one questions or replies in indignation, displeasure or anger,

then is this construction valid. Thus ?nrran< «rtafr, ftf &n3* ' I will eat in

that way ; what is that to you' ? Similarly ^m^K ^fN%, $jf sren^sr i

Why do we say c when an angry reply is made' ? Observe ^nr^rcwtf
(Si

<faft %m c^f %mfk e
in whaft way I will eat, that thou wilt see'.

Why do we say c when the omission of ^rw would be valid' ? Witness

^totsrcW^ f^rft *fN^ f^f ggrRT c what is that to you, in what way turning

my head I will eat' ?

^@ i WHfk ^fsjftft: ^TW^ \ ^ \ % \ ^ \

3350. Wben the object is compounded with it, the verb

' dris' (to see), or ' vid
5

(to know), takes the affix
e naurul', to

denote the total number of such objects.

Thus eR'^rr^w ^x&fe ' he woos every girl that he sees i. e. all the girls

3een\ $rr5JW%5 sftrarsrfH ' he feeds as many Br&hmanas as he knows, i. e.

all whom he knows, finds or thinks of".

^^ i ^rafer f^sfNfb i 3 i a \ 30 i

3351 The affix
£ namuT comes after the verb ' vid' (to get)

and 'jiv', (to live), when the word yavat, is combined with

them.
As *rnrf%i3f %'& ' he eats all that he gets'. ^^sftsm^ftft ' he studies as

long as he lives, i, e. throughout his life'.

3352. The affix 'namul' comes after the verb 'piir' (to

fill), when the words 'charman and * udar' are compounded

with it as object.

Thus <ar^spj S*
8^ ' he eats so as to fill his belly' ? <enrgT ^furcfo 'he spreads

so as to cover the skin'.

3353. The affix 'namul' comes after the, verb ' pur' (to

fill), when the word so formed expresses a measure of rain-

fall ; and optionally the long l
u.' of this 'pur' is elided.
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Thus *hW8rgtf or 'trstrcpr nift %m ' it rained filling up small puddles

(lit. the impression made by the foot of the cow on the soil)'. Tffcngx; or

^farrf ertt $*» ' it rained filling up all furrows'.

Why have we used the word sa*tf ' of this pur' in the sutra ? The

long 3t of gic^ is to be elided, and not the long «, if there be any, of the

upapada. Thus ^Pwnfiraipf or *fwf«n!W «njV $ar* » Here the long w of

*r is not shortened.
•••

3354. The affix ' namul' comes after the causative of the

root 'knuy' (to wet), when there is compounded witli it a

noun denoting * clothing', in the accusative case, as an upa-

pada, if the whole word so formed expresses a measure^of the

rain-fall.

The verb t$5*Tfa is the causative root formed from the simple root

*r**r ' to wet'. Thus ^ra^T tf nift %m or *qwfrrrf or ^wra^r* &c, ' it

rained so as to wet the clothes".

3355. The affix * namul' comes after the verb * leash' to

rub, when the words ' mmula'and ' samula' are compounded

with it in the accusative case.

Thus. fwarasfW sprftr he scrapes^down to the scraping up of the

roots ; ^*P5f*KT«r* srstftr he scrapes up to the scraping up of the roo (.,<». In

fact, the gerund of the root and the root itself denote the same thing
; the

whole sentence -rVr^Ttf^TfcT &c. is equal to f»mtf wrfa and tostwra t

From this sutra up to III. 4. 46, S. 3367 the subsequent verb governing the

previous word, must be derived from the same root from which the gerund

is derived. Though the verb is the same in the antecedent and the subse-

quent, yet there is a slight difference of meaning: the verbal derivative

qualifies the verb and thus intensifies the meaning of the simple root.

Sei III. 4. 46. S. 8367. Tlie. word purva k&la does not govern this and

the subsequent sutras,

Wtf i g«*xfe;il3 fan * i « i *y i

3 b" 56. The affix * namul' comes after the verb ' pish' (to
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grind), when the words 's'ushka' (dry), 'churna' (powder),

and f ruksha' (dry), in the accusative case are compounded
with it.

Thus gpssR^f f*srfer==3ptttf fa^fs * he grinds*it dry grinding i. e. grinds

it dry' ;
,gw^«f fawiV * he grinds to powder grinding i. e. grinds till it

becomes a powder ; <oft<5f ftr^fV he grinds it dry'. Here also an appro-

priate verb from the same root fV^must be used to govern the gerund.

3357. The affix ' namul' comes after the verbs c han' (to

kill), ' kri' (to make) and ' grab.' (to seize), when the words,

* sauiula', ' akrita' and ' jtva' in the accusative case are re-

spectively compounded with them,

Thus ^wsntf ifar (Vill. 3. 32 and 54}
c

he destroys so as to tear up

by the roots i.e. he totally extirpates' ; •sstoh^rk* *K%nr 'he does a thing

which was not done before' ; ?r ^rbrerni ^frftr ' captures him so as to pre-

serve his life, i. e. captures him alive'. Here also appropriate verbs from

the same roots are used to govern the gerund. The affix w is added to

^\\ because it has a penultimate *^ vowel, and so Tsfta means ' living'

and is equivalent to wtafff »

3358. The affix ' namul' comes after the verb ' han', when
a word in the Instrumental case is in composition with it.

Thus mfVsmr $rV *?*<* (VII. 3. 32 and 54)=itt!w ^fif *f*?r, he strikes

the Vedi with the hand ; ^TT^Tcf $fW ^for ' he strikes the ground with

the foot'. Reading this sutra along with III. 4. 48, S. 3369 we find that

^ here does not mean ' to kill', and the further difference between this

aphorism and that is, that in the case of this sutra, a connate verb from the

same root (S. 3367) must be used, as the gerund ; not so in sutra III. 4. 48

because III. 4. 46 S. 3367 applies here also, and an' appropriate verb from

the same root is employed to govern the gerund Further this sutra is for

the sake of forming Invariable compounds with the upapadas, such as

According to Patanjali, this affix comes after l^3[ under this apphorism,

even when ^ means ' to injure' ; thus counteracting rule III. 4. 48, S.

3369 by anticipation, and in opposition to the general principle of

interpretation enunciated in rule I. 4. 2. Thus ^rfwtf ^f*w ' he kills

with the sword' ; nwt ifnr,' he kills with arrows'.
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^«? \ ^f% fro i ^ i « f^ {

3359. The affix namul, comes after the verb 'pish' (to

grind), when a word in the Instrumental case denoting 'liquid'

is in composition.

Thus s^tf fqrctV ==g^%T farcf^ (VI. 3. 58 S. 996.) 'he grinds with

water' ; i^tf f*wf% ' he grinds with oil'. Here also III. 4. 46 S. 3367

applies, and an appropriate verb from the same root is employed to govern

the gerund.

3360. The affix
k namul' comes after the verbs 'varfci'

(causative of vat) and ' grab/ when a word denoting' ' hand' in

the Instrumental case, is in composition.

Thus w**!?, "wraf or -tTrfWr m^ =•?*%* mufk l he revolves by the

hand', So also, ^ wartf* ^wrfa ' he takes him by the hand' : so

*nfws% sroirct &o.

Here also rule III. 4. 46 applies and appropriate verbs from the same

roots must be employed to govern the gerund &c.

3361. The affix ' namul' comes after the verb ' push' (to

feed), when a word in the Instrumental case, having the sense

of sva' is in composition.

The word *s means ' self,
c

kinsmen' and ' property'. Thus s*nfW

g^Tfo ' he feeds himself j^Tc^m', 3ft^T«f,'f*i^T«f, WT^psf, "src^rsf, ^nf &o.

See I. 1. 68. Rule 3367 applies here also.

3362. The affix ' namul' comes after the verb ' bandh'(to

bind) when a word expressing location is "in construction

with it.

Of course, III. 4. 46 S. 3367 applies here also, and the gerund must

be governed by a verb from the same root as banrth. Thus ^sitSRef sps?nf?T

' he binds to bhe wheel' ; •*$£**$ *«Trfa ' he binds in a snare'
; ifi^p^f *wnfar

* he binds in the fist'. ^Twn«*f w«fnfir=s^reft wwrrftr I
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3363. The affix ' namul' comes after the verb ' bandh' (to

bind) when the word .so formed denotes an appellative.

Thus afiN<€*ref *r«TTf?r ' he binds in the manner called krauncha-ban-

dhana or ' heron-knob', ^fftsKTsrwr srssrrfa or srg
1 *

' be binds or is bound in a

'peacock-knot'. ^gTf^T^r'srgi 'bound in a knot called attdlilcd-bandhana'

.

All the above, krauno •a-handfi'ina &c. are names of various sorts of

' bonds or knobs'. The rule III. 4. 46. S. 3367 also applies here.

338^. The affix 'namul' comes after the roots' nas" (to

perish) and ' vali' tto carry], when the words ' jiva' (life) and
4 purusha' (person) expressing the agent of these verbs, are

.respectively in construction with them.

Thus Tsffawrsif T^fcT=^%T Ta^far ' he perislies, so that his life perishes

i..e. dies away'
;
3TO*nf «iiffc ' the man carries, i. e. the man becoming a

servant, carries another on him =g^«rj irs^r *jcsrr ^fir i

^ \ ^33? fft1^1 \ \ » 8 » ^ *

3365. The affix 'namul' comes after the roots 's'nsh' (to

dry), and ' pur' (to fill), when the word ' urdhva', denoting

an. agent, is in composition with them.

Thus w«$*fftf i^f?r *pr* = Tel f^fer ' tho tree is dried up while it is

still standing'. Compare *£&*&*%w^f^^st t ' or wither like the up-

heaved grass drying up, (Bhatbi, III. 14) ; ^rwgT: syx^ ' the jar is filled

full to the brim' such as by rain-water &c, the mouth of the pitcher &c
being upwards. Rule III. 4. 46 S.3367 applies here also.

<c

3366. The affix 'namul' comes after a root, when an
object or an agent, j* ;noling similitude, is in composition
with it.

The word ' agent* is road into the sutra, by virtue of the word * ' also'.

That with which any thing is. compared is called g^rrm or ' object of

comparison or similitude'. As ^aftremrq; fwff*p$w^ 'water was kept as

as carefully ghee is kept', g*pff*r«nTOi f^rffart ' was kept as gold', The force is
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that of V*; thus ^afaqmr^ f*fi^a>TOfa*f«rfori i • So also when the object}

of comparsiou is as agent : thus, *sr«r?nnrf t^* ' he perished like a goat'. So

also ^^*T*r% t*wt*t% &c.

3367. The same verb should be employed after the gerunds

formed from the verbs ' kash' &c ; as the verb from which the

gerund is derived.

From sutra III. 4. 34 up to sutra III. 4. 45, a verb from the same root

musb-be employed in the subsequent part, as anuprayoga, from which

the gerund in namul was formed. This rule has been illustrated in the

examples under the previous aphorisms.

The present is a restrictive or niyama rule. This chapter deals with

affixes employed in denoting syntactical relation between two verbs

(*rr3**»f*% jt?*tots) I See III. 4. I: so a gerund in nrimwl, would, of

course, be followed by some verb as anuprayoga; the present sutra

declares that the other verb must be from the same root as the gerund.

*<*: snjfar sr^rer ifcr ^i«rt i '^prtam^^inHrirwBmi' (sss) ^k m writ i

v&fvttfvm v* t 'SETTTSf^r* w^^WT^T^foi-*^ wfcqnrq t *jarrsrt>ar unrein! hott:

3368. The affix 'namul' comes after the root ' dans' (to

bite) preceded by the preposition 'upa' ; when a word ending

with the third case-affix is in composition with it.

The Ujpitpcbticn, samdsa is optional in this case (II. 2. 21 S. 784). Thus

vqrafcrr snst 3f$ or «nr%*tafirq 3TF$ ' he eats after having relished the food

wifchradish'. Similarly mi%<xtvitn*( or ^ryi^ctaenr^ ' relished with ginger'.-

The words "ffjsra? &c in the above examples are the ' objects' of the verb

<&&(%, and 'instruments' of the verb %\ i Though ther.i is no

syntactical relation between the biter and the radish, yet the sense of the

passage connotes such relation because it (radish; is the object of the verb

'to bite'. So even in the absence of verbal concordance, there is logical

concordance : and so this gives rise to the affix and the compounding. More-

over the use of the word tribiyay&m indicates this.

Note;—The sense is this. The whole sentence when- analysed stands

thus. 1. <gjrit* SRfS 'he eats with the radish'. How does he eat i. e. what

does he bite when eating ? The word " ^£jrai" is the logical object answering

to this question, but it is nob present in the sentence. It is by context that

we supply this word in the analysis of the sentence <gff«fr?if g^& I The
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whole sentence thus is ^%^«^^gT^ro==g-^ i Thus though there is

no verbal agreement, there is logical concordance.

If the affix were to be added only then where there was a' verbal

concordance between the word in the instrumental case and the root,

then the proper construction of the sutra ought to have been ^aptr* 3TC%

just like %m w:% (S. 3358). But it is not so. Panini uses the words

fcft*rT*n% a bigger word than mx%, implying thereby that the

instrumentality of w^t^ris with relation to another verb than <rqrcf*r i The

word wjhr is not related to ^Tgrsr as an instrument karaka, but rather as an

object karaka and it is instrumental karaka, by mediation, to the verb

By the rule'of gjw^ (III. 1. 94) the affix w*t (or its substitute ***)

may be optionally used, wherever we may use the affix ^l^ I Thus

5869. The affix ' namul' comes after roots having the

sense of 'hins' (to strike), when the object of this gerund is

the same as the object of the main verb, and. when the noun

with which it is compounded ends with the third case-affix.

Thus ^cwhnarra^ *m efiT^tfa ' he collects together cows, beating thorn

with a club'. Toe compounding is optional (II. 2. 2L) Thus, we have

also -totN^th^ { Similarly with other verbs having the sense of fif*

thus, vrorre^ orw m^m \

Why do we say 4 when the object of the gerund is the same as the

object of the main verb' ? When the objects are different, ^g^wiil not be

employed. Thus ^rc^ *^*ftr*w, n^reriV nit *«T^ft having beatein the

thief with the club, the cowherd collects together the cows'.

wv^w. ftinf&*tt *sr**^ ^ft^ -sfttnr^ un^rrac I tn^W^W ^9-

3370. The~affix ' namul' comes after the roots 'pid' (to

press), <rudh' (to obstruct), and 'krish' (to draw), when they

are preceded by the preposition ' upa 1

, and when they are

compounded with nouns ending with the seventh case-affix or

the third case-affix.

51
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The phrase e
the 3rd case-affix' must be read into the sutra by virtue

of the word ^ \ Thus TOiWtaf %t ' he sleeps pressing on bis sides'.

The compounding is optional (II. 2. 21) ; so we have in the alternative,

•qrrw^^nf^ or tn^fwiTtft?^ I

So also urwfarN^ (or «r^ <gr*rehp* or ^t^Tchr^; ) wt: **rorffr 'he
*f "i *i

stations the cows so that they are all in the fold'. trrr^vwt (or TT^Tftt^^

or tnftiRtoqpf'q) trt* ^liyrfcr i It is Bhvadi f* here, and not Tudadi.

3371. (The affix.' rtamuT comes after a root, when a

word in the Locative or Instrumental case is in composition

with it), and when immediate contiguity is intended i. e.
l
to

fall together by the ears'.

The word wrsf%t means ' immediate contiguity'. Thus ifonrnrq; (or

into im% or ^ihrhre) ^F% ' having closely caught each other/by the hair,

they fight*. Similarly *Tsnrr^ or s*% mvi, or tctgta; so also *rf««rT^

' taking a stick' ; wfaffirrs &c. See II. 2. 21.

3^33 I SR?T% ^ r $ I 8 I ^ I

3372. The affix ' namur comes after a root, when a noun
in the Instrumental or Locative case is in composition with

it, and when a measure of length is intended.

The word rvfuw^ means ' length or extension'. Thus fTf^h^ (stf«r%

^r^f^ or 3p*3%*r>wsN) *?rfwsKT fetV ' he cuts pieces of the length of two

fingers'. See II. 2. 21.

3373. The affix ' namul' is added to the root, when a

noun in the Ablative case is in composition, and when '

haste'

is intended.

The word vrfam means * haste, hurry'. Thus vmiY^pf (or wmw
wmm) Ttarfar ' having risen from bed, he runs away'. That is to say, he

runs with such a haste that he does not perform even the necessary

ablutions &c, but as soon as he rises from the bed, he runs off. Similarly

K^HT^fW^ to fasffcr ' he drinks milk from|a hole in the vessel', he being in

such a haste, that he does not care to drink from the proper aperture.

TOW^yn* "nrofa 'he eats cakes hot from the frying pan', not

waiting till they are placed on a dish.
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Why do we say ' when meaning hurry' ? Observe, sstt^ttstpstoj *red«

' having risen from the seat, he goes'. Here ' haste' not being intended,

the affix ^srr ( ^*rc ) is employed. See II. 2. 21.

3374. The affix ' rjamuT comes after a verb, when a word

in the Accusative case is in composition, and when 'haste*

is intended.

Thus «rftffirrr?t (or *rt£ srr^) $«r«% ' they fight, having hastily taken

up sticks'. That is, they are in such a haste to fight, that they do not

tarry to take up the proper weapons, offensive, and defensive, but engage

in fighb with anything that is at hand, such as sticks, stones &c. Simi-

larly «tar?ra[ or ^tannw »

^ i sngft wgi% i i i \ i «$ i

3375. There is optionally the substitution of **t in the

room of the diphthong of the root g^'to exert' when preceded

by the preposition *&* and taking the affix "h^pstji

The affix wipr forming the Absolutive Participle is added by III. 4. 22

and the word for med by it is repeated. Thus ^tmrflrarorn^t or snpfrwr-

*Jrc^ n So also this affix is added by III. 4. 53 : as, TOtrarpt spar*!* or,

ssr^Ttptn; ^sr*t " they are fighting with raised swords'.

3376. The affix ' nainul* comes after a root, when a word
in the Accusative case is in composition, signifying the limbs

of one's own body, when the limb is such that its loss will not

destroy life.

Thus %rf*c%tf tinrsFer ' he narrates, throwing his eye-brows (glances)

about in all directions', ^rfw ff^rr^'g: *re*rfir 'he prattles, having closed

the eyes'.

The ^rr^f word is " a word denoting a thing which not being liquid

or gaseous, and being capable of being perceived by the senses, and not

being one produced by a change from the natural state, exists in a living

being, or though found elsewhere actually or at any particular time, had

previously been known as existing in only a living being, or is found to

actually, (not figuratively) the same relation to the being it is in, as a

similar thing has to a living being".
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The word sgipr means 'non- vital organ', or a limb which even being

cut off, does not necessarily destroy life. Therefore, we cannot use the

affix "iri^r in the following, |as head is not an mrm limb :—^fc^ fax* sRsrofs
1

' he narrates, having thrown the head on one side'. Compare VI. 2. 177.

33*77. The affix 'namuT copies after a root, whena word

in the Accusative case denoting a limb of one's own body,

which is completely afflicted by the action, is in composition.

The word trn%*smi means ' completely hurt or affected'. Thus s*»

srfaW or wW fers^fre^ngrj *rttR*ai * they fight so as to afflict cheir

whole bosom'. So also fuo^* or farcjuHraftcr* i

The difference between this and the last sutra consists in this, that

this sutra applies even to vital organs, such as * breast', 'head' &c ; while

the last aphorism applies to ' non- vital organs' only.

We t ftfilmfimffcW «nm«n«n*«nn«rtt: 1 1. 1 » i « i

3378. The affix 'namul* comes after the verbs f
vis' (to

enter), 'pat' (to fall), 'pad' (to ^0) and 'skand' (to leap)

when a word in the Accusative case is in composition, and
when the sense denoted is tint of complete pervasion and
total absorption.

The word wnfor (or wrm*!*) means the full land complete pervasion of

the substances with the actions (denoted by the verbs ftr^, &c). The
word snlNT means assiduous performance of any action, or absorption into

it. In other words, ' frequency' of an action is ssmNr I The word wIf
therefore refers to the noun (in the/ accusative case) and *n%9T to the verb
(such as vis &c). These two words have the same significance here as the

words fug* and ftc^r in sutra VIII. 1. 4. S. 2Z40 and by the application
of that rule, both the noun and the verb require [to be repeated. That rule,

however, will not apply here, when there is compounding by II. 2. 21. But
when there is no compounding, (for rule II. 2. 21, makes composition only
optional) then there is repetition of the noun if smfv! ' all' is meant ; and
of the verb, if ^T%srT » frequency or assiduous performance' is meant. Thus
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5**T3*%srirrci, (or StiSfcrgn^nn^ or S^TgHtanrin^spn'si) ' having entered

the house, he sits down', meaning either, ' having entered every house in

succession, he sits down', or ' having repeatedly entered the house, he sits

down'.

Similarly with the roots trg;, we may have three examples as in the

last, and so also with the roots ^ and f^Rf I Thus ^TrgJTTTcmT^ (or

*ft'fa*i3»nn*pn^& or ^^xnrc^gjmram'i-t); ih*T3JitrTvrn& (or St^^TSirTngf or

S^^atn^gsTrT^O;
l

5toraWT'nre5 (or *hf^1^^*^ or SfcraronprTORetra) i

Why do we say ' when the sense is that of all or frequency ? Observe

S^gufsntf* ?yra» l having entered! the house, he eats'.

Q.—By sutra III. 4. 22, namul would have been valid, vrhea.dbhiksh'n&.

was meant ; and dbli%kshna and dsevd mean the same thing i. e\
e

frequency,

Why then ordain namul again, by the present sutra, in the sense of aseva ?

If you say, " we repeat it, in order to prevent the corning of the affix ^m",

that is not so. For **rr would come by mrara rule; (see III. 1. 94 and

III. 4. 47).

A.—The repetition is for the sake of Upapada-wmdsa with a word

in the accusative case. Under III 4. 22, S. 3343 there was no wpapada,

while in the present ease there is an wpapiula.

Professor Bohblingk translates this sutra thus :
—

"ftnfl
, ^"^.and ^W^

in composition with an accusative, form the absolutive gerund in 'sn*

(namul), when one wishes to express that every object of that name is

completely affected by the action, or that the
(
action is constantly repeated

in that object."

3379, The affix
s namul' comes after the verbs 'as' (to

throw) and * trish' (to thirst), when it is intended to express

an intermission of the action denoted by the root, provided

that a word in the accusative case denoting time, is in composi-

tion.

The word fawn* means ' the interval between two actions'. Thus

gnrnnrN': or 9V**re(TO^ fit *n*raf% 'he gives drink to the cows, after an

interval of two days, i. e. every third day'. So also gp^&t or g*^ H*r *n*

xrn;ref?r ' having kept the cows thirsty for two days, he makes them drink*.

That is to say, ' having given them a drink today, he gives them another

drink after an interval of two days' ; &c.
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3380. The affix 'nam id
1 comes after the roots ' adis' and

'grali', when the word'naman' (name) in the Accusative,

is in composition.

Thus *TWT^ipn^$ ' he mentions ib, telling his name'. *mnn* fTunprfir

' he calls me by baking my name (i. e, by my name)'.

wpiTfarhnwrnf ttw «rfjra&n$* Farrow *ft%* *R*r?r^ i qnrikfwq-**^* $c«?t

3381. The affixes 'ktva and 'nannd' come after the root
c
kri' (to make), when an Indeclinable word is in composition

with it, and the meaning is the communication of anything

in a disagreeable or undesired way.
' The word ^vrftraaT^irT* means liberally ' to denote the expression of

that which is nob really inbended' i. e. a oanner nob suibed bo bhe proper

communication of bhab news, such as communicating a bad news in a loud

voice and good news in a low voice. The compounding being optional,

the affix "tW may be replaced by ^snr . Thus we have three forms *ft%*fi?*r,

ifHfcfiTWT, or ^%gfK. Thus if one had communicated an agreeable news

like the birth of a sou in a low voice, the other may retort "f%* sff *nm

«ftt* f»?snr, «ft%» freqr or «ft$tqrrarrq%" ; and so, if one had communicated an

unpleasant news as flTsrqr i&w% nfawt in a loud voice, the other may

reply "fa aff 5fwN%*ficsrr, gr«%: fre^r, or <a^wwr ,«i%" \ (See II. 2. 22

for compounding)

3382. The affixes 'ktva' and 'namuV come after the root

'kri', when the word 'tiryak' is in composition, in the sense of

' carrying to the end'.

The word ^"raw means ' completing or finishing'. Thus fk*nff $Fqr

fkirw fe^rr or fear^n; *nr}=im,Kr*T?ri ' having completed, he went away'.

Why do we say 'when meaning completion'? Observe fofiff frem

wr% T3* ' having placed the word obliquely, he went away'.

3383. The affixes ' ktva' and ' namul' are added to the

roots 'kri' (to make) and ' hhu* (to become), in composition
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with a word denoting a member of one's own body ; when the

affix ' tas' is joined thereto.

Thus gTjnrtfr?^ nm or ^m<tt $t*ctt th; or gwnt *n?*nrt i Similarly y^<**

"g* fcT^ffg- or ¥%*• $?*" fmafa or ^h: *TT2f f?r$f<r i

SfTSTTfiFq- TTTT fS^^T-^TTt^T^^ I f5rTTftc-q--fg[STT ftcarT-f^TTqFrr^ I TTTT^?r~TTTT *r?2rT-

3384 The affixes ' ktva' and * namul' are added to the

roots 'kri* and 'bhu, when a word ending in the affix
(

na' (V.

2. 27) or in an affix having the force of 'dha' (V. 3. 42), or

having the sense of the affix 'chvi' (to make or to become
something what it had not been before, V. 4 50), is in compo-

sition.

The two words, *n*rr ' various' and fair ' without' are formed by the

affix tt (V. 2. 27); "affixes having the force of vnr are TT, vqr^, "snu; and wr
(V. 3. 42 to 46) which are added to numerals in the sense of ' part' or

* fold' <&c. The force of chvi has already been explained.

Thus ^srttt «tttt iparr tj»*=»it*t w?*t nm Similarly trt wtot or wv*rmt
*Tm \ So also fann fn?*r, f«r*rT ^^rr or faff sim: t<tj i So also ttot or f«reT

"g^i—|}n?m or*rrsf tst» » With words formed by tt and cognate affixes, we
have :

—

f$*n or f^ fffv—TJWT—wrt—1[*—tfranr or *Tgf ^hj t But not so in

fV*r^ fsosrr, "S*nff ,$"e*T '

Why do we use the word ' affix (imp*)' in the sutra ? Without it, the

sfttra would have run thus : srrsrni ^srif, and then any word, having the

sense of m, which has the force of ' except, various' or the sense of '•st

which means ' part or fold', when in composition with f> or ^, would have

taken the affix wgg" and <mm. But that is not so. Thus the words fen*
' except' and *£*t\ ' separately' have the sense of «rr and w respectively

;

as f^wf^'arr, or t*** W*^ •

Why do we say ' when the upapada has the force of the affix chvi'

t

Observe. ,?rsrT *Rc?rr mwfa nm i

;The word ^rc in wwv qualifies only the term *rr, and not *rr, for there

is. no other affix having the sense of tt, which is a single affix taught in

V. 2. 27 ; while, as shown above, there are other affixes having the forcet

of -wt i The composition optionally takes place by II. 2. 22.
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3385. The affixes 'ktva' and 'rumml' are added to the

root 'blm, when the word 'tushnlw' (silently) is in composi-

tion.

Thus V^hs*, irwsRf ^?stT, or f*?iRf*n«p* ' having become silent*. The

repetition of "S in this sutra shows thai the auuvritti of w does not rim

into it and altogether ceases.

m*mwsT$ *n*% ^wt *«T*5*fr w uns^re^ *wrr% i *5rwrryj mk « w*%r§T*m->

3386. The affixes ' ktva' and ' namul' come after the root

' bhu', when the word ' anvak', in the sense of being favoura-

ably disposed, is in composition.

The word WTSwNr means ' agreeable, friendly or favourably disposed,

or doing according to the wish of another.' Thus ^r^irg**—^r^jj^rpgnr

or isfspr wnwdfr ' he is favourably disposed', i. e. he stands in front, or on

the flanks or in the rear, ready to help.

Why do we say * when meaning friendly'? Observe wsn^^rrarT ftngfir

* he remains behind'.

Epilogue

-it »*

Thus a little guidance to the use and formation of the classical words

has been shown (in these two volumes). Their fall exposition is given,

according to proper authorities and text, in the Sabda Kaustubha.

May this Siddh&nta-Kaumudi the work of Bhattpji Dikshita be

acceptable to the two great Lords Bhavani and Visvan&tha,

Here ends the uttarardha. X.
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